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The Whit~: House 

June 10, 19fi8 

EXECUTIVE ORDER #11412 

ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL COMMISSION ON 
THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States, it 
is ordered as follows: 

SECTION I. Establishment of the Commission. (a) T~ere is ~ereby 
established a National Commission on the Causes and PreventIon of VlOlen~e 
(hereinafter referred 10 as the "Commission "). 

(b) The Commission shall be composed of: 

Dr. Millon EiJenhow ... , Chairman 
COll!1'essman Hale B"88lI 
Archbishop Terence J. Cooke 
Ambassador Patricia Hanis 
Senator Philip A. Hart 
Judge A. Leon Hi8ginbotham 
Eric Horrer 

Senator Roman Hruska 
Albert E. Jenner, Jr. 
Coll!1'essman William M. McCuDoch 
·Dr. W. Walter Menninger 
·Judge Ernest William McFarland 
·Leon Jaworski 

SECTION 2. Functions of the Commission. The Commission shall 
investigate and make recommendations with respect to: 

(a) The C"duses and prevention of lawless acts of violence in (Jur society, 
including assassination, murder and assault; 

(b) The causes and prevention o~ disres~ect ~or law and. order, of 
disrespect for public offiCials, and of VIolent dlsruptJons of pubhc order by 
individuals and groups; and 

(c) Such other matters as the President may place before the Commis· 
sion. 

• SECTION 4. Staff of the Commission. 

SECTION 5. Cooperation by Executive Departments and Agencies. 

(a) The Commission, acting through its Chairman, i.s authOJized to 
'request from any executive departmen~ or ag~ncy any mf?rmatlOn and 
assistance deemed necessary to carry out Its functIOns under thIS Order. ~a~h 
department or agency is directed, to tl.le c:ctent pe~mitted by I~w and wlthm 
the limits of available funds, to furnIsh mformatlOn and assIstance to the 
Commission. 

SECTION 6. Report and Termination. The Commission shall present its 
report and recommendations as soon as pra.ct!cable, but no! later ~han one 
year from the date of this Order. The ComlTI1sslOn shall terlTI1nate thIrty da~s 
following the submission of its final report or one year from the date of thIS 
Order, whichever is earlier. 

·Added by an Executive Order June 21,1968 

The White House 

May23,1969 

S/Lyndon B. Johnson 

EXECUTIVE ORDER #11469 

EXTENDING THE LIFE OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION 
ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTiON OF VIOLENCE 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States, 
Executive Order No. 11412 of June 10, 1968,entitied "Establishing a National 
Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence," is hereby amended 
by substituting for the last sentence, thereof the following: "The Commission 
shall terminate thrity days following the submission of its final report or on 
December 10,1969, whichever is earlier." 

S/Richard Nixon 

·c.) 

STATEMENT ON THE STAFF STUDIES 

The Commission was directed to "go as far as man's 
knowledge takes" it in searching for the causes of violence 
and the means of prevention. These studies are reports to 
the Comm.ission by independent scholars and lawyers who 
have served as directors of our staff task forces and study 
teams; they are not reports by the COmmission itself. Pub
lication of any of the reports should not be taken to imply 
endorsement of their contents by the Commissio.p, or by 
any member of the Commission's staff, including the Execu
tive Director and other staff officers, not directly responsi
ble for the preparation of the particular report. Both the 
c~edit and the responsibility for the reports lie in each case 
with the directors ·of the task forces and study teams. The 
Commission is. making the reports available at this time as 
works of scholarship to be judged on their merits, so that 
the Commission ·as well as the public may have the benefit 
of both the reports and informed criticism and comment on 
their contents. 

For snle by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office 
WashIngton, D.C. 2(1402 - Price $1.25 
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Officiale.ditions o~ publications of the National Commission on the Ca~ses 
and Preve~tlOn of VIOlence may be freely used, duplicated or published, in 
~ho~e or m part, exc~pt to th~ extent that, where expressly noted in the pub
hcatl~ns,they con tam copynghted materials reprinted by permission of the 
copynght. h.olders. Photographs may have been ,copyrighted by the owners, 
and penrusslOn to reproduce may be required. 
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PREFACE 

From the earliest days of organization, the Chairman, COmmissioners,and 
Executive Director of the National Commission on the Causes and Prev~ntion 
of Violence recognized the importance of research in accomplishing the task 
of analyzing the many facets of violence in America. As a result of this 
recognition, the Commission has enjoyed the receptivity, encouragement, and 
cooperation of a large part of the scientific' community in this country. 
Because of the assistance given }n varying degrees by scores of scholars here 
and abroad, these Task Force reports represent some ,of the most elaborate 
work ever done on the major topics they cover. 

The Commission was formed on June 10, 1968. By the end of the month, 
the Executive Director had gathered together a small cadre of capable young 
lawyers from various Federal agencies and law firms around the country. That 
group was later augmented by partners borrowed from some of the Nation's 
major law firms who served without compensation. Such ,a professional group 
can be assembled more quickly than university faculty because the latter ar~ 
not accustomed to quick institutional shifts after making firm commitments 
of teaching or research at a particular locus. Moreover, the legal profession 
has long had a major and traditional role in Federal agencies and commissions. 

In early July a group of 50 persons from the academic disciplines of 
sociology, psychology, psychiatry, political science, history, law, ,and biology 
were called together on short notice to discuss for 2 days how best the 
Commission and its staff might proceed to analyze violence. The enthusiastic 
response of these scientists came at a moment when our Nation was still 
suffering from the tragedy of Senator Kennedy's assassination. 

It was clear from that meeting that the scholars were prepared to join 
research analysis and action, interpretation, and policy. They were eager to 
present to the American people the best available data, to bring reason to 
bear where myth had prevailed. They cautioned against simplistic solutions, 
but urged application of what is known in the service of sane policies for the 
benefit of the entire society. 

Shortly thereafter the position of Director of Re,search was created. We 
assumed the role as a joint undertaking, with common l'esponsibilities. Our 
function was to enlist social and other scientists to join the staff, to write 
papers, act as advisers or consultants, and engage ,in new research. The 
decentralized structure of the staff, which at its peak numbered 100, required 
research coordination to reduce duplicition and to fIll in gaps among the 
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original seven separate Task Forces. In general, the plan was for each Task 
Force to have a pair of directors: one a social scientist, one a lawyer. In a 
number of instances, this formal structure bent before the necessities of 
available personnel but in almost every case the Task Force work program 
relied on both social scientists and lawyers for its successful completion. In 
addition to our work with the seven original Task Forces, we prOVided con
sultation for the work of the eigllth "Investigative" Task Force, formed 
originally to investigate the disorders at the Democratic and Republican 
National Conventions and the civil strife in Cleveland during the summer of 
1968 and eventually expanded to study campus disorders at several colleges 
and universities. 

Throughout September and October and in December of 1968 the Com
mission held about 30 days of public hearings related expressly to each of the 
Task Force areas. About 1QO witnesses testified, including many scholars, 
Government officials, corporate executives as weII as militants and activists of 
various persuasions. In addition to the hearings, the Commission and the staff 
met privately with scores of persons, including coIIege preSidents, religious 
and you th leaders, and experts in such areas as the media, victim compensa
tion, and firearms. The staff participated actively in structuring and conduct
ing those hearings and conferences and in the questioning of witnesses. 

As Research Directors, we partiCipated in structuring the strategy of design 
for each Task Force, but we listened more than directed. We have known the 
delicate details of some of the statistical problems and computer runs. We 
have argued over philosophy and syntax; we have offered bibliographical and 
other resource materials, we have written portions of reports and copy edited 
others. In short, we know the enormous energy and devotion, the long hours 
and accelerated study that members of each Task Force have invested in their 
labors. In retrospect we are amazed at the high caliber and quantity of the 
material product\.'~, much of which truly represents, the best in research and 
scholarship. About 150 separate papers and projects were involved in the 
work culminating in. the Task Force reports. We feel less that we have orches
trated than that we have been members of the orchestra, and that together 
with the entire staff we have helped compose a repertoire of current knowl
edge about the enormously complex subject of this Commission. 

That scholarly research is predOminant in the work here, presented is 
evident in the product. But we should like to emphasize that the roles which 
we occupied were not lirni,te<l to scholarly inquiry. The Directors of Research 
were afforded an opporu,mity to participate in all Commission meetings. We 
engaged in discussions at the highest levels of decisionmaking,and had great 
freedom in the selection of scholars, in the control of research budgets, and in 
the direction ,and design of research. If this was not unique, it is at least an 
uncommon degree of prominence accorded research by a national commission. 

There were three major levels to our reseCJrch pursuit: (1) summarizing the 
state of our present knowledge ~nd clarifying the lacunae where more or new 
research should be encouraged; (2)accelerating known ongoing research so as 
to make it available to the Task Forces; (3) undertaking new research projects 
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within the limits of time and funds available. Coming from a university 
setting where the pace of research is more conducive to reflection and quiet 
hours analyzing data, we at first thought that completing much meaningful 
new research within a matter of months was most unlikely. But the need was 
matched by the talent and enthusiasm of the staffJ and the Task Forces very 
early had begun enough new projects to launch a small university with a score 
of doctoral theses. It is well to remember also that in each volume here 
presented, the research reported is on full public display and ther-eby makes 
the staff more than usually accountable for their products. 

One of the very rewarding aspects of these research undertakings has been 
the experience of minds trained in the law mingling and meshing, sometimes 
fiercely arguing, with other minds trained in behavioral science. The organiza
tional structure and the substantive issues of each Talsk Force required mem
bers from both groups. Intuitive judgment and thfl logic of argument and 
organization blended, not always smoothly, with tM methodology of science 
and statistical reasoning. Critical and analytical fal.::ulties were sharpened as 
theories confronted facts. The arrogance rteither ofjgnorance nor of certainty 
could long endure the doubts and questions of interdisciplinary debate. Any 
sign of approaching the priestly pontification of scientism was quickly dis
pelled in the matrix of mutual criticism. Years required for the normal 
accumulation of experience were compressed into months of sharing ideas 
with others who had equally valid but differing perspectives. Because of this 
process, these volumes are much richer than they otherwise might have been. 

Partly because of the freedom which the Commission gave to the Directors 
of Research and the Directors of each Task Force, and partly to retain the 
full integrity of the research work in publication, these reports of the Task 
Forces are in the posture of being submitted to and received by the Commis
sion. These are volumes published under the authority of the Commission, 
but they do not necessarily represent the views or the conclusions of the 
Commission. The Commission is presently at work producing its own report, 
based in part on the materials presented to it by the Task Forces. Commission 
members have, of course, commented on earlier drafts of each Task Force, 
and have caused alterations by reason of the cogency of their remarks and 
insights. But the final responsibility for what is contained in these volumes 
rests fully and properly on tlle research staffs who labored on them. 

In this connection, we should like to acknowledge the specia1leader~hip of 
the Chairman, Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, in (ormulating and supportjng the 
principle of research freedom and autonomy under which this work has been 
conducted. 

We note, finally, that these volumes are in many respects incomplete and 
tentative. The urgency with which papers were prepared and then integrated 
into Task Force Reports rendered impossible the successive siftings of data 
and argument to which the typical academic article or volume is subjected. 
The reports have\~~~nefited greatly from the counsel of our colleagues on the 
Advisory Panel, and from much debate and revision from within the staff. It 
is our hope, that the total work effort of the Commission staff will be the 
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source and subject of continued research by scholars in the .several disciplines, 
as ~el1 as a useful resource for policymakers. We feelc.ertain that public 
polIcy and the disciplines will benefit greatly from such further work.(\ 

* * * 

To the CommiSSion, and especially to its Chailman, for the opportunity 
~ey provided !or complete research freedom, and to the staff for its prodi
gIOUS and prolIfic work, we, who were intermediaries and servants to both 
are most grateful. ' 

James F. Short, Jr. 
Marvin E. Wolfgang 

Directors .of Research 
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INTRODlJCTION 

By Hugh Davis Graham* and Ted Robert Gurrt 

Many unique aspects of oUfsociety ~~d politics have contributed to the 
individual and collective violen~~·that tmubles contemporary America, 
among them the psychologicall'esidues of slavery, the coexistence of mass 
consumption with pockets and strata of sullen poverty, the conflict among 
competing ethics tha.t leaves many men without clear guides to social action. 
Other sources of violence in our national life are inheritances of our own 
past: a celebration c;f violence in good causes by our revolutionary progeni
tors, frontiersmen, and vigilantes; immigrant expectations of an earthly 
paradise only partly fulfilled; the unresolved tensions of rapid and unregulated 
urban and industrial growth. Yet many societies as well as our own have ex
pr,rienced:{;:jolent disorder as a consequence of such conditions at different 
times in their national development, in some cases disintegrating in a welter of 
blood and shattered institutions, in others emerging as stronger and more 
satisfying communities. Examination of our development as a nation pro
vides a sense of understanding of the historical genesis of our present situation. 
Comparison with the historical experience Of other societies helps identify 
the points at which our cultural experience differed from that of more-and 
less-orderly societies. Contemporary comparisons'provide a mirror that can 
tell us, without favor or rancor, how far we have fallen from our self-anointed 
status as the most favored of nations.~y these comparisons we also begin to 
identify some of the general conditions, processes, and outcomes of violence, 
and ultimately to anticipate the effects of what we do n~w and tomorrow on 
the creation, maintenance, and destruction of political community. 

Men often are accused of being blinded by the immediacy of contempo
rary events to the lessons of history. A difficulty of American scholarship 
is that those lessons are only partly studied and partly understood. Historians 

*Hugh Davis Graham is associate professor of history and As~istant Director of the 
Institute of Southern History at the Johns Hopkins University. His publications 
include Crisis in Print: Desegregation and the Press in Tennessee (Nashville: Vander
bilt University Press, 1967); "The Storm Over Black Power," Virginia QUIlrterly Re
view, XLII (Fall 1967); an edited volume, Huey Long (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, 1969); and Since 1954, the Supreme Court and the Schools (New York: New 
York Times and Harper and Row, forthcoming). 

tTed Robert Gurr is assistant professor of politics, faculty associate of the Center of In
ternational Studies, and Associate Director of the Workshop in Comparative Politics at 
Princeton .UniversitY. He is author of Why Men Rebel (Princeton University Press, 
1969);11Ie Conditions of Civil Violence: First Tests of a Causal Model, with Charles 
Ruttenberg (princeton: Center of International Studies, 1967); American Welfare, with 

. Alfred de Grazia (New York: New York University Press, 1961); and a, number of 
articles. 
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interested in the differential inclinations of a people or of groups within a 
society to resort to violence face four basic obstacles. The first is a familiar 
one: insufficient or inadequate evidence. To be sure, evidence of violence 
per se is abundant, sure as newspaper accounts of civil commotion, though 
fe~ of them have been closely examined. ~ut many kinds of precise data 
that contemporary social scientists require-e.g., consistent and reliable crime 
statistics, participant profIles, public opinion surveys-are generally unavail
able to historians. Others, such as the results of systematic content analysis 
of documents and evaluation of court records, are only occasionally used by 
American historians. 

A second barrier to historical understanding has been the lack of a general 
theoretical franlework with which to order our perceptions of the motives 
and attitudes that impel groups toward violence and the social conditions con
ducive to it. Uhtil fairly recently, American historians have been inclined to 
regard economic motives as paramount, and to explain violence either sympa
thetically as the protest of the have-nots or unsympathetically as a byproduct 
of the defense of privilege. Sociologists and political scientists have usually 
focused on the tension-generating characteristics of incompatible social values 
and maladaptive institutions that lead to violent conflict among groups. Some 
social s~ientists have employed psychological instruments of analYSiS, such as 
frustratlon-aggression and cognitive dissonance theories, attempting to take 
~to a~c?unt social and political as well as economic motives~ psychological 
dISpOSItIOns as well as class cleavages. The variety of theoretical approaches 
reflected in this volume by no means exhausts the repertory, nor are all of 
them consistent in their assumptions or conclusions. But all assume that civil 
commotion has many causes~ not just one, and that those causes have to do 
with both the nature of man and his social circumstances. 

Irunically, professional specialization itself ha!) in some ways impeded our 
understanding of the role of violence in our past. As the grand sweep of t.l].e 
multivolume historical surveys of the 19th century have given way to the 
penetrating but narrow monographic studies of the 20th, the quantity of 
American historical knowledgehad been accumulating, but at the expense of 
synthesis. While the historians have been specializing by era; or tlirough a 
process of professional tunneling that creates long .but narrow channels of 
inquiry-diplomatic, constitutional, labor history-other social scientists have 
largely eschewed the study of violence in America and have concentrated al
most exclusively on the peaceful and institutional processes of our social and 
political life. "Violence" does not even rate an entry in the new International 
Encyclopedia of t~e Social Sciences. We are not suggesting that the students of 
man add yet another specialty to their atomized ranks. But more of them 
should become more acutely aware of the bellwether function of civil strife. 
It is worth examining not only in its own right but as evidence of the character 
and social processes of tho times and societies from which it rises. As Charles 
Tilly observes in chapter 1, violence is normal in politicallife~ and changes in 
its form tell us that something important is happening in the political system. 
Not only maya closer attentiveness to the dynamjcs of civil. turmoil increase 
our understanding of political and social life; it may be a healthy corrective to 
our habit of looking at society from the top down. 

A fourth impediment to understanding our violent past has been the power
ful strain of optimistic parochialism that has variously equated the growth of 
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the American nation with the New Jerusalem, Manifest Destiny, and inelectably 
progressive Darwinian evolution. Historians have been perhaps less guilty of 
this ethnocentrism than have been chambers of commerce, but even historians 
who have eschewed flag waving have tended to fccus their research so exclu
sively on American behavior that they have been denied the insights of the 
comparative dimension. Yet so disturbing is today's civil commotion and its 
attendant Widespread disillusionment that it invites a reaction against the com
fortable old certitudes. Comtemporary Americans, confronted as they are 
with overseas war and domestic turmoil, may be tempted to overcompensate 
for past patriotiC excesses by equating the American experience instead with 
slavery and imperialism, Indian genocide, and Judge Lynch. Similarly, some 
'contemporary European intellectuals, such as Jean-Paul Sartre, have come to 
regard "that super-European monstrosity, North America" as a bastard child 
or satanic mutation of degraded Europe.! Clearly, this era of discontent de
mands a more careful and sober analysis, both historical and comparative, of 
the dimensions, antecedents, and consequences of violence. The borrowing 
by historians of the insights and, to a lesser extent, the methods of the other 
social sciences has considerably enriched historical understanding in recent 
years. But American historians in their traditional intranational inquiries have 
generally reflected the powerful strain of parochialism and ethnocentrism that 
has suffused the .national character. If the essence of social science is com
parison, American historians and, to a lesser extent, behavioral scientists are 
only beginning systematically to explore the rich comparative dimenSion. 
This volume represents less a triumphal synthesis than, we hope, a promising 
step toward exploring that fruitful conjunction between the vertical dimen
sion of historical inquiry and the horizontal dimension of comparative 

analysiS. 
The organization of this volume reflects the questions to be answered by 

historical and comparative inquiry, Few of these questions are answered in 
any defmitive sense, but our contributors provide much evidence and partial 
answers for most of them. The first is a descriptive, historical question: What 
have been the patterns and extent of violence by private individuals and groups 
in the United States, and what, by comparison, have they been in Western 
Europe? The papers by Tilly and Richard Maxwell Brown in part I offer some 
general historical answers with special reference to collective violence. The ap
pendix to part I reports a sample study of 1 SO years of violence as reported in 
the American press. Together these studies suggest two summary judgements: 
one, that group violence has been chronic and pervasive in t.he European and 
American past; and second, that both Europeans and Amencans have a note
worthy capacity to forget or deny its commonality. T.he c?apters of ~art. V' 
provide some of th~ meager information we have on histOrIcal trends In VIO
lent crime in the United States. 

The second general questIon is an analytic one: Wha.t are th~ historical 
conditions that have contributed to different kinds of VIolence m the 
American past and present? The chapters in.p~t IIsugg~~t the relevance of 
the immigrant experience, the frontier and VIgilante tradItions, and the por
trayal of violence in American literature and folklore. Parts III thr?ugh ~ 
sketch the sources and character of specific kinds of protest and prIvate VIO
lence: lab~r and working-class strife, racial conflict, individual aggression, 

and antiwar protest. 
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The third general question is the contemporary, descriptive one: How do 
group protest and violence in the United States compare with similar activities 
elsewhere in the world? Part VII provides some of the most systematic an
swers now available. These answers are sought not solely for the purpose ,of 
descriptive comparison but in an attempt to answer a fourth question: What 
ar~ the general conditions of group violence? The quantitative comparisons in 
this pa!t an~ the case studies in part VII provide evidence that makes it possi
ble to IdentIfy some of the general political and social circumstances and pat
terns of change theit are likely to lead to violence. 

The final question is: What are the processes of violence, and what are 
s?m~ alternatives to it? The chapters in parts VIII and IX examine this ques
tIon m some specific cases; it is a peripheral or central issue of many other 
chapters .. Taken in i~s en~irety, ~his report provides a wealth of examples of 
t~e conditIOn~ that gIve nse to VIOlence and 'of the extent to which private 
VIOlence, public force, concession, and nonviolent group responses to discon
tent can lead to the resolution of those conditions. 

~other issue, th~ defmitional one, must be dealt with as a prelude to de
scnptIOn and analYSIS of violence. All of us-citizens, officials and scholars
look at "violence" from perspectives colored by our beliefs and cultural ex
perience. In common usage the term is pejorative. We use it as a label to 
categorize, and impliCitly to condemn, acts of which we disapprove, whether 
~r not all of them are violent or illegal. If we are sympathetic with the mo
tIves underlying collective violence, we are likely to call it "protest." When 
violence.is us~d ~y. public indi~iduals, such as police and soldiers, we typically 
refer to It as legItImate force and as such praise it. These are emotion-laden 
words whose customary uses are as likely to contribute to acrimonious debate 
as to understanding: "violence," "force," "protest," "legality," "legitimacy." 
A clear understanding of the phenomena discussed in this report requires not 
that we abandon such terms or the perspectives that underlie them, but that 
we distinguish among them and say what we mean by them. 

'.'\~iolence" is narrowly defmed here as behavior designed to inflict physi-
cal mJury to people or damage to property. Collectively, and individually, we 
may regard specific acts of violence as good, bad, or neutral, depending on 
who e~gages in it and against whom. "Force" is a more general concept: we 
define It here as the actual or threatened use of violence to compel others to 
do what they ~ight not otherwise do. Force, like violence, can be judged 
good or bad. SIXty years ago most Americans condemned workers' resort to 
strikes and picketing to gain union"recognition and wage increases, but praised 
the forcefu! ~fforts of emplo~ers and state militias to break the strikes. By 
these. de~mltlOns, force and VIOlence are closely linked concepts. Force nec
~s~~ilymvolves the threat ifnot the actuality of violence; violence.is forceful 
If It IS used with the intent to change others' actions. "Protest" does not have 
~ecessa~ im~licat~ons o! force or violence. We mean by protest the expres
SIon of dissatIsfacbon WIth other people's actions. It can take individual or 
collective, verbal or phy~ical, peaceful or. violent forms. The forms of protest 
tha~ most c~ncern Amencans are the collective and physical ones, but col
lective, pubbc protest does not by defmition include the use of force or vio
lence, nor do public protestors in contemporary America frequently use them. 

"Le~alit(' and '~legitimacy" are words that we use to pass judgement on 
the deSIrability of VIOlence, force, and protest, as well as other acts. The ' 
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"legality" of acts is determined by formal procedures of community decision 
making. Acts are "legitimate," in the sense meant here, if members of a com
munity regard them as desirable or justifiable. WrJ have laws that proscribe 
most uses of violence by private citizens, others that permit law officers to 
use forceful violence to deter private violence, and still others that regulate 
various kinds of protest. But the judgement that an act is legal or illegal is a 
formal one, made and enforced by a small s2gment of the community. In the 
perfect social order all acts judged legal would be regarded as legitimate by the 
community, all illegal acts would be illegitimate. No such clear-cut distinction 
holds in the. United States so far as violence, force, and protest are concerned, 
nor has it ever. Our nation was founded in a revolutionary war that was illegal 
but widely regarded as legitimate. It survived a civil war whose competing 
causes most Northerners and most Southerners thought both legal and legiti
mate. Americans deplored the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, 
yet years earlier many had applauded the abortive attempt on the life of 
Adolph Hitler. Hundreds of vigilante movements grace the pages of American 
history: most of them entailed :violence by private individuals that was tech
nically illegal but popularly regarded as legitimate. On the other hand, such 
institutions and practices as de jure racial segregation and civil rights demon
strations have been technically legal in various regions and eras, but have been 
widely regarded as illegitimate. 

The complexity of the American conflict between legitimacy and legality 
of actions is apparent in an analysis of the demonstrations and riots that ac
companied the 1968 Democratic National Convention.2 Some of the de
monstrations were technically legal, others were not, by fiat of municipal au
thority. In other American cities all might have been approved, in some all 
might have been ruled illegal. Most demonstrators regarded their actions as 
legitimate, whatever their legality or their violence. Many Chicagoans, and 
perhaps a majority of Americans, had directly opposing perceptions: they 
apparently regarded the demonstrations as illegitimate, whatever their legality 
and whether or not they were violent. Some police actions in response to the 
demonstrations were technically legal, some not. The police and-according 
to opinion polls-the majority of Americans thought the police action in its 
entirety was legitimate, the demonstrators obviously did not. 

These dIstinctions are not merely an exercise in semantics. They are in
tended to demonstrate that Americans historically have not agreed, and do 
not now agree, on the propriety of different kinds of force, violence, and 
protest. One group's legitinlate protest has been anothe;r group's illegal vio
lence throughout our history. This report is not designed to persuade the 
reader about the rightness of the views of any of these .gro~!PS in conflict. It 
does try to provide a sense of understanding of three c;ritic~l contemporary 
issues: how some of our differences of opinion over goals ahd means came 
into being, what some consequences of our failures to resolve them have been 
for civil peace, and what we and other peoples have done in the past to over
come such devisive disagreements. We are a diverse nation, linked together 
most fundamentally by our common desires for way of life both civil and , 
satisfying. To attain them we must cooperate with one another, all of us, for 
violent antagonisms expressed violently destroy peace, an4 men, and ulti
mately community. One blunt sentiment of our rebellious forefathers, voiced 
by Benjamin Franklin, is as applicable to iife .Ul the United States today as it 
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was nearly two centuries ago: ''We shall all l1ang together, or assuz:edly we 
shall all hang separ~tely." . 
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Part I 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW 
OF VIOLENCE IN EUROPE 

AND AMERICA 

Preliminary to any analysis of the role of vio
lence in Amerka, whether historical or compara
tive is the task of surveying its historical occur
ren~e. Although our primary concern is with the 
American experience, we have prefaced our survey 
·of American violence with an overview of patterns 
in Western Europe. Since America's cultural ante
cedants are predominantly European, and since 
Europe has shared with the United States !he ex
perience of modern indu~trial transformat~on, much 
of ouI' subsequent historical and comparatIve anal
ysis contrasts the American tradition of violence to 
that of Europe. . 

In Chapter 1, Charles Tilly confronts the n:adl
tional view that the fundamentally transformmg 
processes of industrialization and urbanization in 
western society have evolved through a standard 
life cycle: "an early stage consisti~g of c~aotic re
sponses to the displacements and disruptions caused 
by the initial development of urban industry: ~ 
middle stage consisting of the growth of a milItant 
and often violent working class, [and] a late stage 
consisting of the peaceful integration of that work
ing class into .economic and politicalli~e." .Accord
ing to this conventional model, c?llectIve Violence. 
should decline as the modern natIon-state matures, 
collective violence becomes incre~singly anachron-
istic and abnormal. . 

On the contrary, Tilly's politicfli analysis m 
chapter 1 reveals a commonality of .collec(~ve pro
test and VIolence that suggests that It has histor
ically functioned as an integral part of the political 
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process, and as such has been quite normal in mosf 
European societies. The American belief that it is 
abnormal, shared by many Europeans, is a conse
quence of s~lective historical recollection. Tilly's 
sociological and historical studies of collective vio
lence in France, the most extensive and systematic 
such studies ever made, 'provide precise documen
tation of these assertions. They are substantiated 
by comparative evidence from other European 
nations. 

The European evid~nce demonstrates that the 
growth of the nation-state and industrialization do 
not in the long run minimize collective violence but 
lead to changes in its form, and especially to its 
politicization. Preindustrial societies are character
ized by such "primitive" collective violence as 
brawls and communal clashes, usually with diffuse 
and unpolitical objectives. As the scope and power 

. of the European state e,xpanded, "reactionary" dis
turbances began to supplant primitive violence: re
y~lts against tax collectors and food riots pitted 
eIther communal groups or loosely organized com
mon people against the representatives of govern
ment, in retaliation for th~ir infringement on or 
failure to protect old life ways. The third form of 
collective violence, the '"'modern~" has almost en
tirely supplanted reactionary violence in Europe, 
under the impetus of industrialization, urbanization, 
and the development of enduring economic and 
political associations. The demonstration and the 
viole,ntstrike are the clearest examples., The involve 
specialized associations with relatively well-defined 
objectives, organized for political Or economic 
action. Th~y are "modern" not only in their or
ganizational complexity but because their partici
pants are forward looking: they are stoking for 
rights due them but not yet enjoyed. 

The periods of transition from reactionary to 
modern collective violence are clearly discernible 

. ,in the histories of most European nations. Indus
trialization and urbanization are linked, wi th the 
transition, but only indirectly. In Fr~nce, urban
izaqon damped collective violence incthe short run. 
As in the ghetto riots of the United~States, it was 
the long-resident urban Frenchfiia11 who was most 

" .,.-",""~<.,,...~.,..- "' ..... 
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Iikely.::.Jo have both the sense of grievance and the 
associational means on the basis of which he force
fully demanded his rights. Other parallels between 
the American and Eu'topean experience can be 
drawn. The fnost con~equentia" point, however! is 
that collective violence 'in modern societies ·cannot. 
be understood without .reference to political life. 
Throughout Western history there has been a close 
connection between the basic political process and 
the predominant forms of conflict. Th~ ~orm and. 
extelllt of collective violence refloo:t\poldlcalcondl
tions, and by inversion, political cC~idit!~ns influ
ence and make possible the transformallon of 
collective violence. 

:'Thq~"forms" extent and transformations of Amer
ican violence are described in chapter 2 by Ric?ard 
Brown. But he correctly perceives that collective 
violence in America has been employed as a means 
to an end, and that a society that has successfully 
employed violence to attain ~uch desirabl~ goals as 
natiollial independence, contmental domam, manu
mission of slavery, domestic order, and .interna
tionalsecurity will be reluctant categorically to 
condemn the instrument of their achievement. Ac
cordingly he has subdivided violence into the broad 
categorie~ of "negative" and "positive" vio!ence. 
Brown defines as neg~tive those forms of vlOlen~e 
which seem in fio direct way to be connec ted with 
,any socially or historically constructive d~velop- ' 
ment--i.e., criminal, feud, lynch-mob, ~ac~ally and 
ethnically prejudicial violence, .u~ban rlotil!g, ~ree
lance multiple murder, and pohtlcal assassmati~n. 
"Positive" violence would includ~ police co~r~lOn, 
the Revolutionary, Civil, and Indian wars, vlgdan
tism agrarian uprisings, and labor strife. The loose 
cate~oricallabels are not meant to imply, of course, 
that either group possessed a monopoly ~n good . 
and evil. Brown's extensive documentation consti
tutes a. uniquely comprehensive bibliogra~hical. 
guide to the historical literature, on .Amenca.n ~10-
lence. Although his e~say is primarily .descrlphv~, 
he has prepared in chapter 5 a. t?eorehcal analysIs 
of the American vigilante traddlOn. . 

Finally, Sheldon Levy. offers as an appendiX to 
part I a statistical analysIs of the past 150 years of 
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American violence by sampling from representative 
newspapers. ~wing to the ~imitationS' of the sample, 
Levy s conclUSIOns are cautiousc His generalizations, 
~ow~v~r,.large)y subs!antiate Brown's more imines
SlO~lStic Judgment that while our contemporary 
perIod r~ks high in violence, We have historicaby 
been a VIolence-prone people, and probably ex
c~ded present levels of civic turmoil in the latter 
thud of t~e 19th century. Levy's analysis consti
tutes a umque quantitative study against which we 
can test our traditional qUalitative assessments. 

.. -':: ' 
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Chapter 1 

COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE IN 
EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE 

By Charles Tilly* 

, As comfortmg as it is for civilizedpeopleto think of'barbarians as violent 
and of violence as barbarian, Western civilization and various forms of collec
tive violence have always been close partners. We do not need a stifled uni
versal instinct of aggression to account for outbreaks of violent cohflicts in 
our past, or in our present. Nor need we gp to the opposite extreme and 
search for pathological moments and sick men in order to explain collective 
acts of protest and destruction. Historically, collective violence has flowed 
regularly outof the central political processes of Western countries. Men 
seeking to seize, hold, orrealign the levers of powerhave continually engaged 
in collective violence as part of their struggles. The oppressed have struck in 
the name of justice, the privileged in the name of order, those in between in 
the name of fear. Great shifts in the arrangements of power have ordinarily 
produced-and have. often depended on-exceptional movements of collec-
tive violence. ' 

*Charles Tilly is profeSsor of sociology ~t the University of Toronto and, in 1968-69, a 
fellow of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford. His 
principle publications, in addition to a dozen articles, are The Vendee (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1964) and, with James Rule, Measuring Political Up
hea,!al (pri..nceton University: Center oflnterhational Studies, 1965). Ththesearch 
behind this essay is an examination of the evolution of collective violence in European 
coUntries, especially France, under the impact of the urbanization and indt~strialization 
of the 19th and 20th centuries. The Social Science. Research Council, the National 
Science Foundation, and the Canada Council have generously supported different as
pects of the investigation .. Throughout the essay use is made of unpublished reports 
concerninirvarious countries, prepared as part of the inve!.tigation by Ly~n HoU~n Lees, 
Edward Shorter, Louise Tilly, and Sandra Winston. Appreciation is due Muhanlmad 
Fiaz, Abdul Qaiyum Lodhi, and Ann Shorter (Qr assistance with some of"ihe research 
reported here. The essay incorporaf~s matenar\fromJ~Q) unpublish~j papers: 
"UrQanization and Protest in Westei~\t Euro~"(p\:f.trsented to th .. e American Political 
Science Association, Sept. 1968) and\ "CO~~Gctive Violence in Nineteenth Century 
French Cities" (a lecture delivered atReedo College in February 1968). A revised 
version of the latter is scheduled for publica,20n in a volume edited by John Rothney. 
James David Barber, Lewis Coser, Ted Robert Gurr, Ulf Himmelstrand, Albert Hirsch
man, RicI!a~dLowenthal, Serge Moscovici, Albl,':rt J.Reiss, Jr., Edward Shorter~ and 
Louise Tilly gave vigorous, helpful criticism oharlierdr~ts 'Of this paper. 
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Yet the basic fofrtls of collective violence vary according to who 's . _ 
volved and what is at issue. They have changed profoundly in Weste

l 
ill 

t . th Ie. . rn coun-nes over. east .Lew centunes, and those countries have bUilt big Cl't' d 
d . d t· F h .' Ies an mo ern III us nes. or t ese reasons, the ~haracter of col1ective viole' t 

. t" f h b . nce a a gIV~~ Im~ IS one 0 t e est s.Igns we have of what is going on in a country's 
pobtlCallife. The nature of VIolence and the nature of the society are inti
mately related. 

Colle~tiv~violence is normal. That does not means. it is intrinsically desir
able, or Illevltable.~or century after century, the inhabitants of southern 
Italy endured malana as a normal fact of life; today, American city dwellers 
endure smog and nerve-rending traffic as normal facts of life" few -peo l' h il 

1 · tff" E ,pea m~ ana, smog, or ra IC Jam~. u!.opeans 0.( other centuries often destroyed 
children the~ could ~ot provIde for. Now infanticide has become rare. Few 
of us mourn It~ passmg .. But the fact that infanticide persisted so long in the 
face of persuaSIve teac~gs and fearsome penalties te~ls us something about 
the poverty and populatIOn pressure under which people onCe lived in . 
West~rn countries. It also may help us understand some apparently barbaric 
~ractlC:s of people outside the West t~day: In a similar way, both the per
sIstenc". o~the phenomenon o.f collective vIOlence and the changes in its. 
form wItlun Europea~ cou?~nes ?ver the last few centuries ~ave something 
to teach us about theIr pohtIcallIfe, and even about contem.porary· forms of 
protest. /' . 

. .1 

OURS IS v10LENT HISTORY 

. Long b~for~ our own t~e, Eu~opeans were airing and settling their' 
gnevan~es I? VIolent ways. 'To the historian's eyes," said Marc Bloch, the 
great ~1S~o~an of !eudal Europe, "the agrarian rebellion is as inseparable from 
th: selgruonal regune as the strike from the great capitalist enterprise.';! The 
chief mome~ts ~t which ordinary people appeared unmistakably on t.he 
European ~stoncal scene before the industrial age were moments of revolt: 
the Jacqu~ne of 1358, which lent its name to many later peasant rebellions; 
Wat Tyler s popular rebellion of 1381; the German peasant wars of 1525' 
the. astonishing provincial insurrection against HenryVIII in 15 36 and 1537 ., 
which ca~e to. be known ~s the Pilgrimage of Grace; the bloody revolt of th~ 
Don ~ossac1~.~ III the 1660 s. Much of the time the. peasant suffered in silence. 
Now and then he found his tongue, and his voice was violent ' .. 

. Co~ective violence as a voice is the metaphor that Occurs to almost alI 
~stona~s of p~,pular movements before our own time. In their dis~u~sion of 
he E~ghsh agncultural laborer, J. L. and Barbara Hammond summed it up for 

all theIr colleagues: . .. . 

Th: fe.~lings of this sin~ng class, the anger, dismay, and de;pair with, 
which It watched the gOIng O11,t"of all of warm comfort and light oElife 
scarcely stir the surface of history. The upper c1asseshave told us what 
~he poor ough.t .to have thought of these vicisSitudes; religion, philos- ' 
.vhy

, an.d politIcal economy were ready with alleviations and explana
tI~ns which seemed singularIyhelpful and convincing. to thetich. The 
VOIce o~ the poor themselves does not come to our ears. This grea t . 
~OPUl~tIo~ seems to resemble natu,e, and to bear alrthe storms that beat 

pon It WIth a strange silence and_ resignation. But just as nature has. her 
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own power of protest in SOme sudden upheaval, so this world of men 
and women-an underground, world as we trace the,distances'that its 
voices have to travel to reach us-has a volcanic character of'its2own, and 
it is only by some volcanic surprise that it can speak the lal~guage of 
remonstrance or menace or prayer, OJ;" place on record its consciQusness 
ofwrong.2 

And then the Hammonds proceed to read the rebellion of 1830 for signs of 
what was happening to the agrarian population of England~ . 

Even with the growth of representative political institutions, ordinary 
people continued to state their demands through violence. The French his
torian of England, EIie Halevy, stated the matter clearly: 

Throughout the eighteenth century England, the sole European country 
where the reigning dynasty had been set up as the result ofa successful 
rebellion, had been the home of insurrection. There had been an out
break of anti-Jewish rioting in 1753, when the Government had decided 
to grant the right of naturalization to the Jews domiciled in England. 
The Cabinet had yielded and repealed the statue .... IIi 1768 there 
were riots against the Government. The popular hero Wilkes triumphed 
in the end over the opposition of court and Cabinet. In 1780 a.n anti .. 
Catholic riot broke out; dUring four entire days the centre of London 
was given up to pillage. A government without a police force was 
powerless either to prevent these outrages or repress ~~em ~romptly .. 
The right to riot or, as it was termed by the lawyers, the nght of res~~t
ance," was. an integral paIt of the national traditions. 3 .' . " 

That "right of resistance" was, ill fact, a part of the English legal tradition 
upon which the American colonists insisted in the very act of separating them
selves from the mother country, and emphasized in their writings about the 
new state they were bringing into being. . ) .J 

Nor did collective violence fade out with the American Revolution, or the 
French Revolution, or the mllltiple revolutions of 1848, or the American 
Civil War. Western history sll1ce 1800 is violent history , f1l11 enough of revolu
tions, coups, and civil wars, but absolutely stuffed with conflict on a smaller 
scale. 

The odd thing is how quickly we forget. When Lincol~Steffens vi~ited 
London in 1910, he found distinguished Members ofParhament convInced 
that England was on the brink of revolution as a result of the angry strikes of 
the time. The strikes and the talk ofrevolutibn':spread through Great 
Britain during the next few years. In prickly Ireland-still part of the United 
Kingdom, but barely-a real revolution was shaping up. Now we look back to 
England as a country thatsolved its internal problems peacefully. 

During the;American ra~l strike of 1911,' 

In New qrleans railroad workersstqlrr company records, sw~tched or 
destroyed identification cards on freIght cars, and cut the an hoses of 
as many as fifteen to twel1ty cars a day. Mobs of varying .siz: con~ta~tly 
. bombarded nonstrikers with stones and gunfire" ... In. IllmOIs penodIC 
incursions damaged or destroyed company property. On one occasion, 
strike sympatliizers inCarQondale turned loosea switCh engine, which 
rammed into a freight train ()H the main line, ; .. Turbulence and blood
shed led to acolnplete bre~kdown of civi.l government in sections of 

I', ::;J 
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Mississippi .... For two successive nights hordes swarmed throu~ the 
streets of Central City, Kentucky. They set upon men in railroad cars 
and fired at employees lodged in temporary sleeping quarters .... In 
the neighboring state of Tennessee the strike bred a rash of mobbings, 
stonings, gun battles, and killings.4 

Following the sacred. ritual of such conflicts, the governor of Mississippi de
clared martial law and blamed his State's troubles on "foreign agitators." 
Then it was the Americans' turn to speak of revolution. Only comfortable 
hindsight permits us to congratulate; ourselves on our peaceful resolution of 
conflict. 

Few Frenchmen recall that as recently as the end of 1947 revolutionary 
c?mmittees blew up trains and seized control of railroad stations, post offices, 
CIty h~lls, a,nd other p~blic buildings.in a dozen major French cities, including 
MarseIlle, Grenoble, NIce, and St. EtIenne. Then the newspapers proclaimed 
"revolution" in fear or jubilation. Now November and December of 1947 
look like little more than an exceptional period of strike activity-so much so 
that French and American newspapers alike commonly treated the momentous 
but essentially nonviolent student protests of May 1968 as "the largest French 
movement of protest since the war." The collective memory machine has a 
tremendous capacity for destruction of the facts. 

There are many reasons for historical forgetfulness, besides the simple 
desire to ignore unpleasant events. The record itself tends to cover the rebel's 
tracks. The most detailed and bulkiest historical records concerning collec-
tive violence come from the proceedings of courts, police departments, mili
tary units, or other agencies of government working to apprehend and punish 
their adversaries. The records therefore support the views of those who hold 
power. Protestors who escape arrest also escape history. 

Yet the most important reason is probably that so long as historians con
centrate on political history as seen from the top, the only protests which 
matter are those which produce some rearrangement of power. The Ham
monds again make the essential point when discussing the rebellion of 1830: 

This chapter of social history has been overshadowed by the riots that 
followed the rejection of the Reform Bill. Everyone knows about the 
destruction of the Mansion House at Bristol, and the burning of 
Nottingham Castle; few know of the destruction of the hated work
houses at Selborne and Headley. The riots at Nottingham and Bristol 
were a prelude to victory; they were the wild shout of power. Jf the 
rising of 1830 had succeeded, and won back for the labourer his lost 
livelihood, the day when the Headley workhouse was thrown down 
would be remembered by the poor as the day of the taking of the 
Bastille. But this rebellion failed. and the men who led that last 
struggle for the labourer passed ihto the forgetfulness of death and 
exile.S 

This selective memory even operates at an international scale. Modern Spain 
and modern France have acquired reputations as violent nations, while 
Sweden and England pass for countries of domestic tranquility. Such dif
ference.s are hard to measure objectively. But if numbers of participants or 
casualtIes or damage done·are the standard~, then the actual differences are 

,;"""'- ~---- ~ 
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far smaller than the differences in reputation. One international estimate of 
"deaths from domestic group violence per million population" from 1950 
through 1962 rates Sweden and England at 0, Spain at 0.2, and France at 

9 

0.3 as compared with 2 for Greece, 10 for Ethiopia, 49 for South Korea, or 
1,335 for Hungary.6 Of course Spain and France acquired their disorderly 
reputations well before the 1950's. ~et during the very period Of. these sta
tistics France experienced the great rIots brought on by the Alge~Ian wa~ and 
the series of insurrections that brought down the Fourth RepUblIc. ObVI
ously the amount of bloodshed is not what matters most. 

The day-by-day record of these countries over a longer period likewise 
reveals much more collective violence in Sweden or England than their peace
able reputations suggest. The large difference in notoriety Il!0st likely come.s 
from the fact that in Spain and France the protestors sometImes succeeded I? 
toppling the regime. There is a real difference, an irnporta?t pu~le: How dId 
the British political system survive protest and yet change m funua~ental 
ways, while Spanish regimes snapped and crumbled? But the se~r~t IS by no 
means Simply the contrast between anarchic peoples and law-abIdmg ones. 

The record so far available suggests that the histories of collective violence 
as such in Western European countries over the modern period have had a 
good deal in common. There have been large diff~renc~s in the w~y~ ~he. . 
rulers of different states have responded to collective VIolence, or llutIated It, 
and consequently in its impact on the structure of power. There have been 
fewer differences in the evolution of the basic forms and conditions of collec
tive violence. 

In these circumstances, it is tempting to turn away from reflections o~ 
national politics or national character toward ideas about the impa.ct of m
dustrialization. A number of theories proposed to account for vanous forms 
of protest in contemporary nations as well a~ in the Wester~ !llstorica~ expe
rience suggest a standard cycle: a relatively mtegrated traditIonal SOCIety 
breaks up under the stress and movement of industrialization, the stre.ss and 
movement stimulate a wide variety of violent reactions-at first chaotIc, but 
gradually acquiring a measure of coherence. New me~ns ~f control andw.ays 
of reintegrating the displaced segments of the populatIon mto orderly SOCIal 
life eventually develop, and finally a mature industrial society held together 
by widespread, generally pacific political participation emerge~. In su~h .a 
theory, the stimulus to collective violence comes largely from the anxIetIes 
men experience when established institutions fall apart. 

Not only scholars hold such a theory. It is our principal folk theory of 
social change. It reappears almost every time o~dinary A~erica~s (an~, for 
that matter,government commissions and well-mformedJournalists) discuss 
riots, or crime, or family disorganization. It encourages~ for example, t~e 
general illusion that highly mobile people and re~n~ mIgr~?ts to the CIty 
have greater inclinations to rioting, crime, ?r famiI~ mstab~ty than, t~e 
general pop'ulation. It encourages the dubIOUS notton t~a~ If poor natIons 
only become rich fast enough they will also become politIcal.ly stable. But 
the theory mns into trouble when it turns out that recent mlgra?ts are not 
more disorganized than the rest of the population, tha~ Il!u~der .1S ~bout as 
common (proportionately speaking) in the country as It IS.m the CI~y, or that 
the world's wealthiest nations are quite capable of domestIc turmOIl. 

" .~ 
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POLITICS AND VIOLENCE 

My own explorations of West E . 
few centuries su est ~~n ?rope, especIally France, over the last 
Far from being !re S~d~~~~e~~:~~~~~nte!pr~tati~n of c~ll~cti~e violence. 
large structural changes, violent protest:~zatIOn, !ndustnaliz~tIOn, and other 
struggle for established places in the struc;em t~ grow most dIrectly from the 
n?npolitieal forms of collective violence li1:~~ p~~er. Eve1npresumablY 
dIrected against the auth T . e an 1 ax revo t are normally 
ties' failure to meet their ~r;s le~, a.~~f~pamed ~y a critique of the authori
denied to the participants in ~h~Sl 1 ~ letS, ~nd mformed ?y a sense of justice 
a sharp break from "normal" polft~o ~~ffi ~rttermore, Instead of constituting 
complement, and extend or anize~ca e, VIO ent protests tend to accompany, 
accomplish their objectives.

g 
, peaceful attempts by the same people to 

Over the long run, the processes most re lId' 
lence are those by which grou . r ar y pro ucmg collective vio-
community. The form and 10~~sacqu1fe or. ose .membership in the political 
depending on whether the m' of c~Ilecbv~ ~olence therefore vary greatly 

ti~n ~f the prerequisites of m~~:b~~;~;giis~~!~C~~ ~~ange is a gr~u'p'S acquisi-
shift In the organization of the entire 'I't' I ose prereqUIsItes, or a 

Th . f I po 1 lea system 
e Impact 0 arge structural changes su h b··.··' 

tion, and population growth it s t c as ur aruzatIOn, industrializa-
or destruction of groups contend~em~ 0 me, comes through their creation 
the available means of coercion ;~gthor power and through their shaping of 
and rapid migration from rural to b e short ~un, the growth of large cities 

t
acted as a damper on violent prote~~, ~~~:~~~~ ~:spt~;~oEI~troTPehaPtr?bablfiY 
wo reasons: .. IS so or 

h ~l~ Zhe process withdrew discontented men from communities in 
~ IC ey .a~eady had the means for coI1ective action and placed the 
ill commurutIes where they had neither the collective identity nor the m 
means necessary to strike together. 

. (2) It too~ c~nsiderable time and effort both for the individual 

:f:~~~ ~f ~s;~~l~::o t~ large citr' and thus to join the political 
tive action to grow Up'i:~he ~t~; orms of organization for col1ec-

If so, the European experience resembles th A' . 
United States, despite endUring myths to the m;nean exper.ence. In the 
comers to big cities generally take a Ion t' e c~n rarr, poor, ~prooted new
crime, delinquency, politics, associati g Ime 0 ge~ ~volved l~ ~nything
and experiences outside a small WOrIdo~;'l'.ro~st, r~ohig-:reqUlf1ng contacts 
are at lea.st as true of EUropean cities. . nen s an re ahves. These things 

In the long run,however urbanizatio d 1 
which new groups fought f~r IT I n ~ep y. shap~d the conditions under 
secondary effects in th po 1. Ica ~em er~hlp~ and urbanization's 
to the city helped tran:r~~~~~~~~: st~red ; valrliet~ of ~rotests. The move 
three ways: rac er 0 co ectIve VIolence in at least 

---..,..--
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(2) It facilitated the formation of special-inteJ.:~st associations 
(notably the union and the party) incorporating marty people .and 
capable of informing, mobilizing, and deploying them relatively fast 
and efficiently. 

(3) It massed the people posing the greatest threat to the authori
ties near the urban seats of power, and thus encouraged the authori
ties to adopt new strategies and tactics for controlling dissidence. 

For the people who remained in the country, the rise of the cities meant in
creasingly insistent demands for crops and taxes to support the urban 
establishment, increasingly visible impact on individual farrneff. of tariff 
and pricing policies set in the cities, and increasingly efficient means of 
exacting obedience from the countryman. All of these, in their time, 
incited violent protests throughout Europe. 

11 

Of course, definitive evidence on such large and/tangled questions is ter
ribly hard to come by. Until very recent times few historians have taken the 
study of collective violence as such very seriously. As Antonio Gramsci, the 
Italian socialist philosopher-historian, put it: 

This is the custom of our time: instead of studying the origins of a 
collective event, and the reasons for its spread ... they isolate the 
protagonist and limit themselves to doing a biography of pathology, 
too often concerning themselves with unascertained motives, or inter
preting them in the wrong way; for a social elite the features of sub
ordinate groups always display something barbaric and pathological. 7 

Since World War II, however, a considerable number of French and English 
historians, and a much smaller number of Americans, have begun to study 
and write history "from below"-actually trying to trace the experiences and 
actions of large numbers of ordinary men from their own point of view. This 
approach has had a special impact on the study of protests and rebellions. 
As a result, we are beginning to get a richer, rearranged picture of the political 
life of plain people in France and England (and, to a lesser extent, other 
European countries) over the last few centuries. 

The new variety of evidence makes it possible to identify some major 
shifts in the predominant forms of collective violence in those countries over 
the modern period. Without too much difficulty we can place the forms of 
collective violence which have prevaiied during that long period in three broad 
categories: primitive, reactionary, and modern.S The primitive varieties once 
predominated, until centralized states began dragging Europeans into 
political life on a larger than loeal scale. As Thorstein Veblen put it in his 
sardonic Imperial Germany and the Industrial Revolution, . 

... so soon as the king's dominions increased to such a size as to take 
him personally out of range of an effectual surveillance by neighborly 
sentiment ... the crown would be able to use the loyalty of one 
neighborhood in enforcing exactions from another, and the royal power 
would then presently find no other obstacle to its continued growth 
than the limit placed upon it by the state of the industrial arts.9 

In the process, the king's retinue produced the apparatus of the state, which 
then acquired momentum of its 9wn. That transformation accelerated 
through much of Western EUI~ope after 1600. Since then, the primitive forms 
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of collective violence have dwindled very slowly, but very steadily. Now they 
occur only rarely, only at the margins of organized politics. 

The reactionary forms, by contrast, burgeoned as the national state began 
to grow. Thatwas far from coincidence; they most often developed as part 
of the resistance of various communal groups to incorporation into the 
national state and the national economy. But the state won the contest; in 
most countries of Western Europe the reactionary forms of collective violence 
peaked and then faded away in their turn during the 19th century. They 
gave way to modern forms of collective violence, characterized by larger 
scale, more complex organization, and bids for changes in the operation or 
control of the state apparatus, rather than resistance to its demands. Al
though during very recent years we have seen what might be signs of another 
large shift in the form and locus of collective violence, for in the last century 
the modern forms have pushed all others aside. 

PRIMITIVE COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE 

Primitive varieties of collective violence include the feud, the brawl among 
members of rival guilds or communes, and the mutual attacks of hostile 
religious groups. (Banditry, as E. J. Hobsbawm has said, stands at the edge 
of this .cafegory by virtue of its frequent direction against the existing dis
tribution of power and wealth, and its frequent origin in the state's creation 
of outlaws as part of the attempt to extend legal authority to formerly un
governed areas.) Primitive forms of collective violence share several features:, 
small-scale, local scope, participation ,by members of communal groups as 
such, inexplicit and unpolitical objectives. Almost regardless of the questions 
at issue, for example, Frenchmen could count on a national political crisis to 
produce battles between Protestants and Catholics in Nimes and Albi. At
tacks on the persons and properties of Jews accompanied 18th...century rebel
lion$ in England and 19th-century rebellions in france. The vendetta and 
the bandit raid, too, too.k on a degree of political significance in times of 
national crisis. 

The rixe de compagnonnages-the battle royal between members of rival 
craft corporations-often left blood in the streets. In 1830, a characteristic 
rtxe in Bordeaux involved 300 artisans; two were reported dead, many were 
wounded, and the local inns were left a shambles. In 1835, the newspaper 
Le Constitutionnel carried the following story from ChaIons-sur-Saone: 

The compagnons du Devoir, called J)evorans, following an altercation 
on the previous day and .a challenge by letter to fight the compagnons 
de Liberte, called Gavots, in the op~n country, attacked the mother 
house of the latter in the rue St" Antoine. Huge stones, big enough to 
kill an ox, were thrown through the windows.10 

The very prevalence of such fracases gave the inhabitants of 19th-century 
French cities a wide acquaintance with collective violence. In London, 
likewise: . 

It was usual for the boys of St. Anne's parish to fight those of st. Giles 
armed with sticks for "a week or two before the holidays." This fact 
survives, because in 1722 the captain of the boys of St. Giles, a chimney 
sweep aged twenty-one, was ~illed by another boy, aged sixteen. 

'~,"'." 
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Earlier still, '~~prentice riots were serious and frequent disturbances to 

the peace of L.~~don."l1 . 

The prevalence of the rtxe in Europe before modern times simply expresse~ 
the intense solidarity of each groUp of urban craftsmen, for (as has been scud 
of German artisans) "Their group spirit turned against other groups and took 
an insult to an individual as an affront to the whole association:" 1,2, Some
thing like that solidarity lies close to the core of most of the pnmitIve forms 

of collective violence. 
• This does not mean the fighting was always in rage and deadly earnest. 
Just as today's lumbermen or sailors on a weekend will now and then tear u~ 
a bar out of sheer boredom, frustration, or high spirits, the w,orkmen of B~rlin 
or Turin sometimes brawled for the fun of it. On such occaSIons, the ~radl
tional enmities provided no more than the pretext .. In the E~ropean .CIty of 
the preindustrial age, funerals, feasts, an~ fair~ proYlded pubbc occaSIons out 
of which flowed collective violence offermg dIverSIon to the young as well as 
expressing deeply rooted communal rivalries. 

Students, and even schoolboys, displaye~ some o~ the same v~olen! 
propensities. At the Jesuit college of La Fleche, durmg the C3J~lVal <1~Ys of 
1646 the boys declared they had been dishonored by the pubhc floggmg of 
some' of their number, and staged an armed mutiny. "The rebels .. : s,tood 
in the avenues, armed with swords, sticks, blackjacks, and stones, dnvmg "13 
back the pupils who came out when the bell rang to get to the classrooms. 

In England-

There was indiscipline and rebellion.everywhere. At Winchester, in the 
. late eighteenth century, the boys occupied the school for, two, days and 
hoisted the red flag. In 1818 two compani~s ,of troops Wlt~ fIXed 
bayonets had to be called in to suppress a nsmg of the p~plls. At 
Rugby, the pupils set fire to their books and desks and WIthdrew t~ a~ 
island which had to be taken by assault by the army. There were sum-

lar incidents at Eton.14 

, 

Again the intense solidarity of the students-a kind of br~therhood in Ie,ague 
again;t their masters-facilitated their indignation and thelf c~mm?n achon. 

A number of tpe other common primitive forms of collectIye VlOlenc~ had 
this curious combination of esprit de corps, recreation, and gnm deter~na
tion a combination that the English somehow managed to transmute mto 
the ~porting spirit. The free-for-all among men from different towns (from 
which it is said, in fact, that various forms of footba.ll deve~oped) has som,e of 
this character. So does the rag, charade, or chariva.n . ~et It would be,qUIte 
wrong to consider the primitive varieties of collective Vlolenc~ as not~mg 
but early versions of soccer. The deadly vendetta, the endemIC b~nditry of . 
the European highlands, tlie pervasive Sicilian scourge called MafIa, and the 
occasional millenarian movements that have racked so~the~n Europe share 
many traits with the apparently trivial kinds of coll~chve VIOlence. W~at sets 
the primitive forms of violence off from·the others 18 not a lack of serlO~s
ness but their acti~tion of local communal groups as such, and usually m 

. , 
opposition to other communal groups. . . 
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REACTIONARY COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE 

Reactionary disturbances are also usually small in scale, but they pit either 
communal groups or loosely organized members of the general population 
against representatives of those who hold power, and tend to include a 
critique of the way power is being wielded. The forcible occupation of fields 
and forests by the landless, the revolt against the tax collector, the anticon
scription rebellion, the food riot, and the attack on machines were Western 
Europe's most frequent forms of reactionary collective violence. The some
what risky term "reactionary" applies to these forms of collective violence . 
because their participants were commonly reacting to some change that they 
regarded as depriving them of rights they had once enjoyed; they were back
ward looking. They were not, however~ simple flig,hts from reality. On the 
contrary ~ they had a close connection with routine, peaceful political life. 

For ordinary Europeans of a few centu~.~c~ ago, the most persistent political 
issues were the demands of the nation-state: and of the national economy. 
And the food riot, as unlikely as it seems, illustrates the pressing nature of 
these demands very well. Seemingly born·c)f hunger and doomed to futility, 
the food riot actually expressed the indignation of men and women who felt 
they were being deprivelj.oftheirii';'thts and who, by rioting, were often able 
to restore a semblance~ft {~{~ii'1t; ¥!{~hti,)_M~f Gnly temporarily. 

The Western EuroP~1;i?:~~I}~l'ic1,t 'had a classic form: seizure of grain being 
stored or transported. inrl)1t~tlNri, demonstrations (and sometimes bodily harm) 
directed against those pre~jUmed to be profiteering through the shipment or 
hoarding of grain, and sa!Y.t{t the grain at a publicly proclaimed just price, the 
proceeds going to the oWKrirof the grain. Such food riots occured through
out the 18th century in ;~ngland, and during the first third of the 19th 
century. They were, indeed, one of the chief components of England's large 
agrarian rebellion of 1816. A. J. Peacock describes the beginning of one of 
the principal incidents of that rebellion: 

A crowd had started assembling in the market place at about nine 
o'clock that morning. About an hour latefsome women came along 
who announced that their men were following them but had stopped 
along the Thetford road to collect sticks. Eventually flfty or more, all 
armed, and led by William Peverett, a labourer, marched into the square 
carrying white and red flags. Whillett, the butcher, who was amongst 
the crowd, told Peverett that the parish would let them have flour at 
2s. 6d. if they would disperse, and asked for a deputation to go along 
with him to meet the magistrates. Helen Dyer, a married woman, had 
earlier told Willett that, although she could not read, she had a paper 
containing the crowd's demands, which she wanted shown to the 
magistrates. On it was written, "Bread or Blood in Brandon this 
day."15 

Finally, after several days of milling, grumbling, stoning of windows, and 
pulling down of buildings, the magistrates~ 

guaranteed the price offlourat 2s.6d. per stOlle, with ali advance of 
wages to 2s. per head for a fortnight, and unless the millers reduce their 
prices by that time, the officers of the parish will purchase their grain 
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at the cheapest rate, and furnish the poor with provisions at prime 
cost.16 

To modern eyes, the curious feature of this event is tl~at the rioters did not 
loot, did not steal, but demanded to buy food at a pnce they could affo~d: 
Furthermore, it is clear that the crowd directed their anger at the authonhes, 
expected them to act, and, indeed, bargained with them. 

In fact the food riot was an attempt to make the merchants and the 
municipai authorities meet their traditional respo.ns~bi~ties: holding gra~ 

. within the town to meet local needs before permlttmg.lt to ent~r the. national 
'. market, and assuring the town poor of a supply of gram at a prIce adJu~ted to 

the local level of wages. As great cities grew up in Western Europe durmg the 
17th and 18th centuries, and national markets in grain develope~ t.o feed. 
them, it became harder and less profitable for mer~hants and offICIalS. to gIve 
priority to local needs. And so men rioted to hold them to the bargam. The 
geography of the food riot (at least in France, where it has been best ~Iapped) 
suggests as much: such riots occurr~d ~~t in the ar~as o.f g~eatest famme and 
poverty, but in the hinterlands of bIg CIties and gram-shippmg ports. 

The case of Italy points up the importance of the control (as opposed to 
the sheer quantity) of the food supply.!? In England, t~e classic food riot 
virtually disappeared after 1830; in France, after 1848; In Italy, toward the 
end of the 19th century. The timing of that disappearance corresr)o~ds 
approximately to the pace of technical improvements in the prod:uction and 
distribution of grain. It also follows the destruction of traditional controls 
over the grain trade but at a significant distance. 

The bad harvest; of 1853, for example, brought food riots through much 
of Western Europe. In the Italian peninsula, the riots of that year were con
centrated in the prosperous north~Piedmont, Parma, Tuscany~although . 
shortage was at least equally acute in th~ silent s?uth .. The ~or.t~ern authon
ties had generally adopted policies favonng free Lrade In grams, In the southern 
Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, paternalism reigned. . .. 

In 1859, however, the new, progressive King Francesco of the Two ~lcihes 
began to liberalize the grain trade. In 1860 he fa~e~ widespread r~od .flOts of 
the south. At the time of the October 1860 pleblscIt~,on the un~lcabon o!. 
Italy there were rebellions in the south, to the th~me. The ?l~ kin~ .fed us. 
The old king was Francesco's fa,ther, who had mamtamed the uadltlonal 

oo~k . 
All this may appear unduly complicated for anything so SImple as a food 

riot. That is the point: these recurrent, appa.rently sponta?eous events rested 
on and grew from the local structure of politlcs, and the CrIses of .local 
politics were responses to pressures from the center. ~ar from bemg a 
momentary, rural, local reaction to misery! the food not recorded the urban-
ization and centralization of European nahon-states. . 

The food riot had companions. The anticonscription rebellion, the .reSIst-
ance to the tax colledor, the violent occupation of fields and forests, t~e . 
breaking of reapers qr-power looms all had many of the same charactenstlcs. 
Although they often lui/pear in clusters, each of the events was more ?r less 
local and self-contained. Instead of pitting one communal group agaInst 
another, they stood a significant segment of the ~pulation against th~ local. 
elite or the representatives of the central p,~wer .. ( Wh.en ~he Fren~h peasant 
paints the devil," said Karl Marx in 1850, he pamts hlffi m the gUise of the 
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tax collector.")18 The organization of the formations taking part was rudi~ 
mentary. It was essentially the organization of everyday life: users of a 
common market, artisans of the same shop, a single commune's draft-age boys, 
and so on. Because of this tie with everyday groupings, those who took part 
often included women, children, and old people. The participants were 
either resiting some new demand (taxes, conscription) laid on them by out
siders, protesting against what they viewed as a deprivation of their traditional 
rights (the prohibition of gleaning in fields and forests, the introduction of 
machinery), or both. All of them, in one way or another, amounted to action 
against the forcible integration of local groupings into the national economy 
and the national state. I believe-but this is a hunch for which little evidence 
is yet available-that all the reactionary forms of collective violence will turn 
out to have had an extraordinary appeal for just those segments of the 
European population whose political and economic identities these changes 
were dissolving. The large numbers of rural artisans whose livelihoods dis
appeared with the expansion of urban industry during the 19th century .are 
the most important case, but agricultural day laborers and petty nobles faced 
some of the same problems. 

The rural unrest of England during the early-19th century falls into this 
general pattern. In addition to recurrent food riots, the English countryside 
produced movements of protest in 1816, 1822, 1830, 1834-35, and 184344, 
with the 1830 rebellion covering much of southeastern England. During the 
events of 1830, the village rebels concentrated on truee sorts of action: (1) 
levying a once.:.traditional contribution of beer or money on the local rich; 
(2) imposing a wage agreement on the employers of day laborers; (3) de
stroying new farm machinery, especially threshers. For those who resisted, 
the crowds reserved personal attacks, the tearing down of buildings, and the 
burning of hayricks. During one of the larger outbreaks, in Wiltshire-

The mob destroyed various threshing machines of Mr. Bennet's farms, 
and refused to disperse; at last, after a good deal of sharp language from 
Mr. Bennett, they threw stones at him, At the same time a troop of 
yoemanry from Hindon came up and received orders to fire blank car
tridges above the heads of the mpb. This only produced laughter; the 
yoemanry then began to charge; the mob took shelter in the plantations 
round Pyt House and stoned the yoemanry, who replied by a fierce on
slaught, shooting one man dead on the spot, wounding six by cutting 
off fingers and opening skulls, and taking a great number of prisoners. 19 

As hopeless as this sort of popular agitation may seem, it actually had a 
measure of success. As E. J. Hobsbawm states it, "the day-laborers succeeded 
to a large degree in destroying the machines and achieving wage rai~es and 
other improvements, and they held onto their gains for some years, mostly 
because the unexpected sight of their massive force ... instilled a salutary 
fear in the rural gentry and farm owners."20 Of course, this was only a 
delaying action; the reactionary forms of rural protest did not last much 
longer, mechanized farming did win out, and millions of agricultural workers 
eventually left the land. Nevertheless, in the context the actions of 1830 had 
,a logic poorly conveyed by words like "riot" and "protest." 

The same may be said of the handloom weavers, whose 19th~century re
bellions stirred the countryside in most sections of Europe. What we loosely 
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call Luddism took the form of a well-concerted avenging actio~. Ned Ludd, 
the mythical enemy of shearing frames and power lo~ms, who m 1811 and 
1812 issued threats and manifestoes from his retreat m ~herwood ~orest, had 
much in common with Captain Swing, the equally mythlcall~ad~r m v.:hose 

name the agrarian rebels of 1830 wrote their w~rnings. Here IS a LuddIte 

letter: 
We will never lay down Arms (till) The House of ~ommons passes an 

Act to put down all Machinery hurtful to Commonality, and repeal that 
to hang Frame Breakers. But We. We petition no more-that won't 
do-fighting must. 

Signed by the General of the Army of Redressers 
Ned Ludd Clerk 

Redressers for ever Amen.21 

The Army of Redressers, they called themselves. Their pseud?nym e~itomizes 
the defensive, indignant, focused, rule-bound character of then rebe~l~on, , 
"Luddism," says E. P. Thompson, "must be seen as ar~sing a,t .the cnsls-pomt 
in the abrogation of paternalist legislation, and in the ImpOSItion of th,e 

olitical economy of laissez faire upon, and against the will and .consclence 
p f the working people."22 Far from reacting in aimless confusIOn, the 
~~ddites, ~d most of the European machine breakers, kn~w ~h~t th~y were 

d · While the food riot and machine breaking were qUite distmct m form 
omg. d t' n 

and content, they shared the same sort of cru era Iona I Y·. . . 
Much of the popular protest that took place during the ItalIan Rlsorgl~ento 

has this reactionary character. During the 1850's there were s~att~red.s~rikes 
in the industrial centers and a few revolts of fairly modern varIety m cIties 
like Milan, Livorno, and Genoa. But most of the distu~ba~ces took the 
familiar form of the food riot, or consisted of occupaZlOnl delle ten:e-rr:~s 
squatting on lands formerly held in common as a means of demandmg t elf 
distribution in compensation for lost rig~ts in the cO~I?ons. Even. ~s. _ 
Giribaldi marched up the peninsula on his way to unifymg Italy,.SIU:lha~~<:;s\ 
were attacking tax collectors a~d occupying.the. co~oDns. At ~:~' ~it!~;;,;, 
in the south shouted "Down wIth the ConsbtutlOn, own WI e. " 
"Long live the King" -a set of cries which recalls t?,e much older motif of 

French taxrebellioI)s, "Vive Ie roy et sans gabelle. f iI' ) kind of collective 
By this time a rather different (and, to us, more am, tar , 

violence hadbAen taking shape in the cities of Italy, as .l.t had been m, most , 
cities of Euro;e. There, political clubs, secret societ~es, and workers. or gam
zations were organizing collective action through strikes, d~monst~tlOnsd 
banquets meetings and military coups. The most economIcally a vance 
people of the countryside were also being drawn into these newer ~on~s ?f 11 
action. Although the new political and ec~no~c forms were not mtrmslca y 
violent in themselves, they became increasmgly Important contexts for 

collective violence, t But it 
When and how fast this happened varied from country to coun ry. d' 

ha ened almost everywhere. The n:umerous dist~rba?ces that occurre m 
Fri~ce at the middle of the 19th century were mIXed m cha;.ac:~r. The ~reat 
b'illk of them fit the standard reactionary models: tax reb.ehl011s'd~00d ~l~S, 

hin b ki and so'on The 1848 RevolutIon notwlthstan mg, s r e. s, 
mac e rea ng, . . d d I small share 
demonstrations, and revolutionary moveI~'1ents pro uce on y a . 
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of the collective violence. The violent disturbances of the 1930's, by con
trast, grew almost entirely out of organized strikes and demonstrations; with 
the important exception of the Resistance during the Second World War, the 
1940's and 1950's brought little change in thisresp~ct. Between the 1840's 
and the 1940's, transformation of the character of collective violence took 
place. Even in the mid-19th century, a growing minority of disturbances in
volved more complex and durable organization, more explicit and far
reaching objectives, a forward-looking perspective. Mter 1848, these very 
rapidly became the prevailing characteristics of collective violence. 

In the process, solid citizens and national leaders developed an acute fear 
of the masses and organized a whole set of new means for maintaining public 
.order. The elite feared the ordinary people of country and city alike, al

they concentrated their efforts at crowd control in the cities where 
themselves lived. This was true il1 England. Looking back from 1862, 

~_."' _____ Disraeli wrote: 

Then arose Luddite mobs, meal mobs, farm riots, riots everywhere; 
Capt3in Swing and his rickburners, Peterloo "massacres," Bristol con
flagrations, and aUthe ugly sights and rumours which made young lads, 
thirty or forty years ago, believe (and not so wrongly) that "the masses 
were their natural enemies, and, they might h~ve to fight, any year, or 
any day, for the safety of their property and the honour of their 
sisters. "23 

Englishmen and other Europeans of the time developed a set of beliefs that is 
still widespread today, essentially equating the "working classes" wIth the 
"dangerous classes" and arguing that misery, crime, personal disorganization, 
and rebellion sprang from approximately the same causes and occurred in 
approximately the same segments of the population. The causes were the 
breakdown of traditional social arrangements and .the demoralizing overpopu
lation of the great cities. 

A unique essay contest run by King Maxinlilian of Bavaria in 1848 pro
duced hundreds of fearful statements from middle-class Germans concerning 
the rise of overpopulation, mechanization, and immorality. 24 It matters little 
that many·of the analyses (for example, those attributing the growth of the 
urban population to the increase m Hlegitimacy) were wildly q'jistaken. The 
fear was there. And in France: f/ 

On bourgeois opinion of the time, we can take the work of Balzac as 
the most remarkable piece of evidence, above all because it bears thl; 
marks of these two facts: on the one hand, the blending of the working 
classes and the dangerous classes, the proletariat and the underworld, 
misery and crime; on the other hand, the division between two cate
gories of the popUlation, that daily settleIIl~nt of differences of which 
criminality is an expression, and that sporadic settlement of differences 
of which riots and revolution L\.re the expression.25 

In response, some Frenchmen, Ge.rmans, and Englishmen organized inquiries 
into poverty; others organized police forces. 

For severa~ centuries before this time, the central task of the European 
police had belm control of the grain trade, markets, and, by extension, public 
assemblies. The notion .of a professional organization devoted mainly ~o the Co 
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detection and apprehension of criminals took hold in the 19th century. But 
before that professionalism developed, the European States were ~xpanding 
and reorganizing their police forces very largely as a means of dealing with the 
new threats from "the masses." The new police began to replace both the 
army and those older repressive forces which had been fairly well matched to 
the primitive and reactionary forms of cqllective violence: the local militias, 
part-time constabularies, the personal employees.of justices of the peace. 
Sir Robert Peel's organization of the London metropolitan police in 1829 
(which immortalized him by transferring his nickname "Bobby" to the police 
officers themselves) had the well-recognized dual purpose of putting aside 
thugs and putting down rebellions. It is even clearer that the establishment 
of a nationwide provincial police by the Rural Police Act of 1839 "was 
precipitated by the Chartist disturbances of that year and, in particular, by 
the desire to relieve the military ofa pressure which was in the highest degree 
inconvenient and injurious."26 

European pOlice"fbrces of the period acquired great politicill importance, 
not only as agent~,bf crowd control but also as the organizers of political 
espionage via n~tworks of spies and informers. Their reorganization through
out Europe in/the early,.19th century marked a victory of the national over 
the local, a niltionalization of repreSSive forces. As Allan Silver says, "The 
police penetcation of civil society ... lay not only in its narrow application 
to crime and violence. In a broader sense, it represented the penetrati.on and 
continual presence of central political authority throughout daily life."27 
Although the new police forces by no means succeeded in eliminating collec
tive or individual violence from everyday life, they did speed the decline of 
the older forms of protest. By matching more complex and specialized 
organization of repression to the more complex and specialized organization 
of the newer forms of protest, they probably even earned some of their 
reputation for staving off revolution. 

MODERN COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE 

The modern varieties of political disturbance (to use another tendentio1,Js 
term) involve specialized associations with relatively well-defined objectives, 
organized for political or economic action. Suqh disturbances can easily 
reach a large scale. Even more clearly than in tl),e case of reactionary collec- . 
tive violence, they have a tendency to develop from collective actions that 
offer a .show of force but are not intrJnsically violent. The demonstration and 
the violent strike are the two clearest examples, but the coup and most forms 
of guerrilla also qualify. These forms deserve to be called "modern" not .. 
only because of their organizational complexity but also because the partICI
pants commonly regard themselves as striking for rights due them, but not 
yet enjoyed. They are, that is, forward looking. .. 
,--In England, the modern varieties of collective violence came mto theu own 
fairly early. Joseph Hamburger, whose general purpose is to refute the . 
notiori\~·1.at Englr.nd came close to revolution before the 1832 Reform BIll, 
nevertheless describes soI!legood-sized disturbances in 1831: 

There were also dIsturbances in London during the days immediately 
after the Lords' rejection of the Bill. They mainly occurred inconnec
tion with a-procession that was 'organized, with Place's help, by two 
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London Radicals, Bowyer and Powell. Organized by parishes, people 
were to march to the palace and present an address in support of 
the Bill to the King. When it took place OQ.. October 12, 300,000 
persons were said to have taken part. The Home Secretary informed 
the deputations that the King could not receive their petitions, but they 
could present them through County Members. Hume received some of 
t?em in St. James Square and later left them at the palace. The proces
SIon then marched past the palace as a demonstration of its size and 
resolution. It consisted of "shopkeepers and superior artisans"· never
theless, during the day there were attacks on some Tory peers ;s well 
as the usual broken windows.28 

The violence in this case obviously was minor, but the order and size of the 
demonstration impreSSive. Much more so than in the case of reactionary dis
turbances, the extent of violence in this sort of event depends heavily on the 
reactions of the demonstrators' opponents. 

.During the widespread Chartist agitation of the follOWing two decades the 
standard .routine involved a ftre-eating speech by a Chartist leader, followed by 
a.processlon through the streets, whose members spewed threats and displayed 
weapons. The threats, however, rarely cam€! to anything except when the 
marl;hers confronted the Queen's soldiers. While once in a great while a mem
ber of the crowd fired at the troops, their usual tactic was to stone them: 

(( 

At Preston, during the Plug-Plot disturbances, a mob which had be
laboured the soldiers with stones stood its ground for a while when the 
order to fire was given and several of its members were struck but the 
shooting of a ringleader, who had stepped out in front of the ~ob to 
encoura~e his followers to continue the assault, put a damper on the 
proceedmgs, and caused the crowd to disperse.29 

The British army and police soon developed effective, and largely nonviolent, 
methods of crowd control. ' 

Despite the development of effective policing, England. still witnessed much 
collective violence later in the century .. There was a wave· of '~riots" in 
London in 1866, another in 1886 and 1887; most ofthese events consisted 
of demonstrations that got out of hand. But the real resurgence of this form 
of violence came early in the 20th century, as the movements for temperance 
a~d 0:nore importantly) for woman's suffrage began to mount demonstra
hons ill the course of which the women showed unwonted determination: 

.. : they smas~ed windows, fired pillar-boxes, slashed pictures, threw' 
!hings at M.P. s, and. even burned down churches and houses; in reply 
.hey were treated Wlt~ great roughness by policemen and worse by 
crowds. They were kicked and beaten; their hair was pulled and their 
clothes half-torn off; hatpins were pushed into them· they were knocked 
down and trampled upon.30 " " 

h ' '1 

: .. ~ It was abou! t.~is time that ~incoln Steffens heard English leaders t~~ing 
, about the. pOSSIbIlity of revolution. For three different movements Wel\~ 
-" swelling and coalescing in the years just before World War I: the demand for 
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woman's suffrage, huge (and. sometimes insurrectionary) strikes, and opposi
tion to war. A famous leaflet of the time communicates some of what was 

happening: 

You are Workingmen's Sons. 
When we go on Strike to better Our lot which is the lot also of Your 

Fathers, Mothers, Brothers and Sisters, You are called upon by your 

Officers to Murder Us. 
Don't do it ... of 

Don't you know that when you are out of the colours, and become a 
"Civy" again, that You, like Us, may be on strike, and You, like Us, be 
liable to be Murdered by other soldiers. 

Boys, Don't Do It. --' 
''Thou shalt not kill," says the Book. 
Don't forget that!-' 
It does not say, 'unless you have a uniform on.' 
No! Murder is Murder . . 
Think thiQ.gs out ~nd refuse any longer to Murder Your Kindred. 

Help Us to win back Britain for the British and the World for the 

Workers.3! 

Some of these movements (like the drive for woman's suffrage) succeeded; 
some (like the various demands of organized labor) met a mixtur~ of success 
and failure; and some (like pacifism) failed utterly. England surVived. But the 
essential point is that the characteristic forms of collectiv~ violence a~- . 
companying those movements differed fundamentally from those which had 

prevailed a century before. . . 
The rise of the strike as a context for collective violence fo~lo~ed a s1Indar 

rhythm. Although European states often reimposed one~lestncbon or another, 
most of them legalized the strike sometime during the 19th centu~y:. England 
in 1824, Saxony in 1861, France in 1864, Belgium in 1866, PrUSSIa ill 1869, 
Austria in 1870, the Netherlands in 1872. That did not, however, make all 
subsequent strikes peaceful. Occasionally the vi?lence began wh~n the workers 
themselves attacked a factory, mine, or manager s home .. Sometnnes the 
workers demonstrated, and the demonstration turned violent. More often the 
violence grew froni a confront~tion between str.ikers assembled at a worlc
place and tropos, police, or strikebreakers ~nt m t.o thwa~t. or c~ontrol them. 

In Franco), occasional strikes broke out ill the blggest CIties a:> early as. the 
16th century. In the first half of the 19th century, several round~ of stnkes
notably those of ,Lyon in 1831 and 1834-bubbled up into ~loodily repressed 
insurrections. But the first sets of strikes approaching a national ~calecame 
at the end of the Second Empire, in 1869 and 1870. A major stnke move: 
ment swept the textil~ and metalworking plants. of Alsace in July 1870, WIth 
some 20,000 workers put in the vicinity of Mulhouse. Then: 

Peaceful parades took possession of the streets. First the carpenters: 
the evening of 4 July, 400 to 500 men "walked through the qit?' 
singing, in .an orderly fashion." And for three days t~e proceSSIons. 
continued, across the city, in groups, men, women, children, marchmg 

"in a faiil~,disCiplined way."32 
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Then the demonstrations grew. In a number of towns the strikers kept the 
nonstrikers out by force. Eventually the troops came in, and the min()r 
violence ended. Total: a few injuries, a little property damage, perhaps 
70 arrests. 

Not all strikes were so peaceful, howeve;r. During the· same period, a num
ber of mining strikes involved pitched battles between troops and demonstra
tors. In the course of a strike of 15,000 miners around St. Etienne in June 
1869, the troops killed 13 and wounded another nine members of a crowd 
which attacked them; this encounter went do)Vn in history as "the massacre 
of La Ricamarie." At Aubin (Aveyron), later in the year, the troops shot 30 
to 40 strikers trying to break into a metalworking plant, and managed to kill 
14 of them on the spot. The point is not so much that people sometimes 
died in the course of these conflicts as that both the strikes involving trivial 
damage and those involving loss of life took essentially the same form. 

The tremendous Paris Commune of 1871 broke the continuity of modern 
collective violence to some extent, for its organization greatly resembled that 
of earlier Parisian rebellions, and its leitmotifs-local control, communal 
autonomy, equalization of advantages-were contrary to the prevailing 
nationalization of political conflict and the formation of special-interest 
associations. But the break occurred as the Prussians marched through 
northern France, as the government fled, as the rest of the nation, in effect, 
seceded from Paris. The break was short. With Paris tamed and the National 
Government reinstalled, Frenchmen returned quickly to the modern forms of 
violent conflict. 

Later on strikes grew in amplitude and frequency. As they spread, they· 
became increasingly common contexts for collective violence, .even though 
a decreasing proportion of all strikes were violent. After 1890, a number of 
strikes took on an insurrectionary character, with both the doctrine and the 
practice of the general strike groWing in importance. (It was at just this time 
that Georges Sorel, in his famous Rejlections on Violence, placed the "myth 
of the general strike" at the center of revolutionary action.) And the charac
ter of strike activity continued to change as the structure of labor unions, the 
structure of industry, and the relations of labor management and government 
all evolved. France's peak years for strike activity-1906, 1919,.20, 1936, 
1947-have all been years of great social conflict in other regards as well. 
Each.of those crises marked a new stage in the scale and sophistication of 
conflict. 

THE TRANSITION TO MODERN COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE 

Unlike the food riot or the occupazioni, all this is l~rribly familiar stuff to 
the 20th-century reader. In it he can see the collective violence of' his own era. 
The only reason for reviewing it is to notice the deep differences in character 
among the primitive, reactionary, and modern forms. They lend importance 
to the fact that so many Western countries shifted from one type to another 
rapidly and decisively. 

The nature, timing, and causes of these shifts from one major type of col
lective violence to another are complicated, controversial, and variable from 
one country to another. They are just as complicated, controversial, and 
variable, in fact, as the political histories of European nations. The trans
formations of collective violence depended on transformations of nonviolent 
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political life. Rather different political systems emerged in different corners 
of Europe: communist, socialist, liberal-democratic, corporatist. Each had 
a somewhat different experience with collective violence. Yet everyWhere 
two things happened and profoundly affected the character of violent protest. 

The first was the victory of the national state over rival powers in towns, 
provinces, and estates; politics was nationalized. The second was the prolifera
tion and rise to political prominence of complex special-purpose associations. 
like parties, firms, unions, clubs, and criminal syndicates. The two trends 
generally reinforced each other. In some countries, however, the state gained 
power faster and earlier than the organizational changes occurred; Russia and 
France are cases in point. In others, the organizational revolution came much 
closer to the nationalization of politics; Germany and Italy fit that pattern. 
In either case, the times of overlap of the two trends produced the most 
dramatic changes in the character of collective violence. 

Some of the contrast appears in crude tabulations of disturbances occurring 
in France during the three decades from 1830 to 1860 and three later decades 
between 1930 and 1960,33 This fairly representative set of disturbances in
cludes 1,393 events, involving 3,250 formations (distinct groups taking.part 
in the collective violence). The distribution over time is as follows: 

Estimated 

Period Number of Number of Formations per total of 
disturbances formations disturbance participants 

(in thousands) 

1830-39 259 565 2.2 293 
1840-49 292 736 2.5 511 
1850-60 114 . 258 2.3 106 
1930-39 333 808 2.4 737 
1940-49 93 246 2.6 223 
1950-60 302 637 2.1 664 

---1-:.' 

The figures show thai Frahce by no means became a peaceable~~tion as 
urbanization and industrialization transformed her between 1830'and 1960. 
The two decades from 1850 to 1860 and from 1940 to 1950 produ~ed the 
fewest disturbances; what actually happened is that during two extremely 
repressive regimes (follOWing Louis Napoleon's 1851 coup and during the 
German occupation and Vichy government of the 1940's) there was almost 
no open large-scale violence. The large numbers for the 1930's include the 
huge sitdown strikes of 1936 and 1937. Even without them the depressed 
thirties would look like troubled times. So would the prosperous fifties. In 
boom and bust, Frenchmen continue to fight. . 

We can look at the distribution of formations taking part in the di.sturb
ances in the table at the top of .rage 24. The figures show a decided decline 
in the participation of the ordinary, mixed crowd without any well-defmed 
political or economic identity, and a compensating rise in the participation of 
crowds labeled as supporters·of particular creeds and programs. We find no 
marked change in the involvement of repressive forces in collective violence,. 
but see an important shift of the task of repression from military forces to 
police~ "Natural" groups like users of the same market (who were typical 
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Type of formation 1830-39 1840-49 1850-60 1930-39 1940-49 1950-60 

Simple crowd •••. 16.5 17.2 8.9 1.5 3.3 1.5 
Ideological crowd, 

activists ..... 17.5 lOA 32.3 48.3 21.5 35.2 
Military .....•. 20.5 16.2 15.2 3.0 8.5 1.9 
Police ....•... 10.9 16.9 24.5 24.6 26.4 31.8 
Public officials. • . 3.5 6.0 4.3 1.0 3.7 1.5 
Occupational group 17.0 17.3 4.7 14.6 24.4 17.7 
Users of same 

market, fields, 
woods or water 2.5 4.4 1.9 .7 .0 .0 

Others •...•.•. 11.7 11.7 8.2 6.3 12.2 10.5 

Total 100.1 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1 

p~ticipants in food riots, invasions of field~, and other small reactionary 
disturbances) disappeared completely over the l3O-year span. 

Altogether, the figures show the rise of specialization and organization in 
collective violence. Just as industry shift~d its weight from the small shop to 
the large factory and population rushed from little town to big city, collective 
violence moved from the normal congregations of communal groups within 
which people used to live most of their lives toward the deliberate confronta
tions of special-purpose associations. Collective violence, like so many other 
features of social life, changed from a communal basis to an associational 
one. 

As one consequence the average size of incidents went up. Here are some 
measures of magnitude for the 1,393 disturbances in the sample: 

1830-39 1840-49 1850-60 1930-39 1940-49 1950-60 

Mean number participating 1,130 1,750 925 2,215 2,405 2,200 
Mean man-days expended 1,785 3,295 1,525 2,240 2,415 2,200 
Man-days per participant. • 1.6 1.9 1.6 1.0 1.0 I·O 
Percent last.ing more than '\ 

-' 
1 day •.........• 18 18 25 4 4 S 

Mean killed and wounded. . 25 22 30 19 34 23 " 

Mean arrests . . . • . . . . , 20 53 327 24 22 43 

The figures describe the average disturbance, of course, not the total amount 
of violence in a decade. They show a distinct rise in the average number of 
people taking part in a disturbance, despite a strong tendency for disturbances 
to narrow down to a single day. As the burden of repression shifted from the 
army to the police, interestingly enough, the use of widespread arrests de
clined while the number of people hurt stayed about the same. Relative to 
the number of participants, that meant some decline in the average demon
~trator's chance of being killed or wounded. The main message, once again, 
IS that, although the predominant forms of collective violence changed in 
fundamental ways, collective violence persisted as France became an advanced 
industrial nation. 

The 20th..century figures from France include almost no primitive violence. 
By the beginning of the century the primitive forms. had been fading slowly 
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through most of Western Europe for three centuries or more. In some coUn
tries, however, the transition from predominantly reactionary to pre
dominantly modern forms of collective violence occurred with striking 
rapidity. In England, the reactionary forms were already well on their way 
to oblivion by the-tUne of the last great agrarian rising, in 1830, although 
they had prevailed 30 years before. In Germany, demonstrations and strikes 
seem to have established themselves as the usual settings for collective vio
lence during the two decades after the Revohltion of 1848. 

The situation was a bit more complicated in Italy, because of the deep 
division between north and south. The transition to modern forms of collec
tive violence appears to have been close to completion in the north at unifica
tion. By the tiffie of Milan's infamousfatti di Maggio of 1898, in which at 
least tWQ. policemen and 80 demonstrators died, the newer organizational 
forms unquestionably dominated the scene. In the south, mixed forms of the 
food riot and tax rebellion still occurred at the end of the centuf¥. Within 
10 years, however, even in rural areas the agricultural strike and the organized 
partisan meeting or demonstration had become the most regular sources of 
violence on the larger scale. 

Spain, as usual, is the significant exception: while the country as a whole 
displays the long-run drift from primitive to reactionary to modern forms of 
collective violence, it also displays a marvelous array of regressions, mixtures, 
and hesitations. Surely, the country's erratic industrialization, uncertain, 
fluctuating unification, and exceptional military involvement in politics'lie 
behind its differentiation from the rest of Western Europe in J:his respect. 
Spain, as Gerald Brenan says, <, 

.. , is ,the land of the patria chica. Every village, every town is the 
centre of an intense social and political life. As in classical times, a 
man's allegiance is fIrst of all to his native place, or to his family or 
social group in it, and only secondly to his country and government. 
In what one may call its normal condition Spain is a collection of small, 
mutually hostile, or indifferent republics held together in a loose federa
tion .... Instead of a slow building-up of forces such as one sees in other 
European nations, there has been an altemlltion between the petty 
quarrels of tribal life and great upsurges of energy that come, economi
cally speaking, from nowhere.34 

Thus Spain b~comes the exception that tests the rule. For the rule says the 
Shift from predominantly reactionary to predominantly modern forms of col
lective violence accompanies the more-or-Iess durable victory of the national 
stllte and the national economy over the particularisms of the past. In Spain, 
that victory was not durable, and the forms of violence wavered. 

Tlie,precise timing and extent of the shift from reactionary to modern 
forms of collective violence in these countries remains to be established. For 
France, it i~f~irlyclear that the shift was barely started by 1840, but close 
to complete by'-'1860; Furthermore, France experienced great, and nearly 
simultaneous, outbreaks of both forms of collective violence in the years 
from 1846 through 1851. The well-known events we customarily lump 
together as, the Revolution of 1848 and the less-known hut enormous insur
rection of 1851 stand out both for their magnitude and foftheir mixture of 
reactionary and modern disturbances, but they came in the company of such 
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notable outbreaks as the wide.spread food riots of 184647, the Forty-Five 
Centime Revolt of 1848-49, ~.n,f,l the unsuccessful coup of 1849. 

If this account of the transition from reactionary to modern collective 
violence in Western Europe is correct, it has some intriguing features. First, 
the timing' of the transition corresponds roughly to th~ timing of industriali
zation and urbanization-England early, Italy late, andl.io on. Furthermore, 
the most rapid phase of the transition seems to occur together with a great 
acceleration of industrial and urban growth, early in the process: England 
at the beginning of the century, France of the 1850's, Germany of the 
1850's and 1870's, Italy of the 1890's. 

Second, there is some connection between the timing of the transition and 
the overall level of collective violence in a country. Over the last 150 years, 
if we think in terms of the frequency and scale of disturbances rather than 
the turnover of regimes, we can probably place Spain ahead of France, France 
ahead of Italy, Italy ahead of Germany, and Germany ahead of England. 
France is in the wrong position, and the contrast much less than the differ
ences in the countries' reputations for stability or instability, but there is 
some tendency for the latecomers (or noncomers) to experience greater vio
lence. If we took into account challenges to national integration posed by 
such peoples as the'Catalans, and differences in the apparatus of repression, 
the connection would very likely appear even closer. 

The information we have on hand, then, suggests that the processes of 
urbanization and industrialization themselves transform the character of 
collective violence. But how? We have a conventional notion concerning 
the life cycle of protest during the course of industrialization and urbaniza
tion: an early stage consisting of chaotic responses to the displacements and 
disruptions caused by the initial development of urban industry, a middle 
stage consisting of the growth of a militant and often violent working class, 
a late stage consisting of the peaceful integration of that working class into 
economic and political life. This scheme has many faults, as we have seen. 
Certainly we must correct and expand it to take account both of other groups 
than industrial workers and of the connections between industrialization and 
urbanization as such and changes in the political system as such. For the 
information .. {:oncerning the character of collective violence we have already 
reviewed raises grave doubts whether the underlying process producing and 
transforming protest was one of disintegration followed by reintegration, and 
whether the earlier forms of protest were so chaotic as the scheme implies. 

The experience of France challenges the plausible presumption that rapid 
urbanization produces disruptions of social life that in turn generate protest. 
There is, if anything, a negative correlation over time and space between the 
pace of urban growth and the intensity of collective violence. The extreme 
example is the contrast between the 1840's, with slow urbangrowth plus 
enormous violence, and the decade after 1851, with very fast growth and 
extensive peace. Cities like St. Etienne or Roubaix that received and formed 
large numbers of new industrial workers tended to remain quiet while 
centers of the old traditional crafts, like Lyon and Rouen, raged with rebel
lion. When we cal} identify fhe particip~ts in political disturbances, they 
tend to grossly underrepresent,newcomers to the city and draw especially 
from the "little people',' most firmly integrated into the local political life 
of the city's working-class neighborhoods. The geography .of the disturbances 
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itself suggests as much. It was not the urban neighborhoods of extreme 
. deprivation, crime',or vice, George Rude' reports, "not the newly settled 
towns or quarters that proved the most fertile breeding-ground for social and 
political protest, but the old areas of settlement with established customs, 
such as Westminster, the City of London, Old Paris, Rouen, or Lyons."35 

, The information available points to a slow, collective process of organization 
and political education-what we may loosely call a development of class 
consciousness-within the city rather than a process of disruption leading 
directly to personal malaise and protest. 

As a consequence of this process, the great new cities eventually became 
the principal settings of collective violence in France. Furthermore, collec
tive violence moved to the city faster than the PQPulation did. Even at the 

.' beginning of the 19th century, the towns and cities of France pr()duced a 
disproportionate share of the nation's collective violence. Yet tax rebellions, 
food riots1 and movements against conscription did occur with fair regularity 
in France's small towns and villages. After these forms of disturbance dis-
appeared, the countryside remained virtually silent for decades. When rural 
collective violence renewed, it was in the highly organiz:cd form of farmers' 
strikes and marches on Government buildings. This sequence of events was, 

. to some extent, a result of urbanization. 
Early in the 19th century, the expansion of cities incited frequent rural 

protests-obviously in the case of the food riot, more subtly in the case of 
other forms of collective violence. We have some reason to believe that 
groups of people who were still solidly established within rural communities, 
but were losing their livelihoods through the concentration of property and 
the urbanization of industry, regularly spearheaded such protests. The most 
important group was probably the workers in cottage industry. Their num
bers declined catastrophically as various industries-especially textiles-moved 
to the city during the first half of the century. Large numbers of them hung 
on in the countryside, doing what weaving, spinning, or forging they could, seek
ing out livings as handymen, day laborers, and farmhands, and railing agaiijst 
their fate. Within their communities they were able to act collectively against 
power looms, farm machines, tax collectors, and presumed profiteers. 

Slowly before midcentury, rapidly thereafter, the increasing desperation of 
the French countryside and the expanding opportunities for work in the new 
industrial cities drew such men away from their rural communities into town. 
That move cut them off from the personal, day-to-day contacts that had 
given them the incentive and the means for collective action against their 
enemies. It rearranged their immediate interests, placed them in vast,un
familiar communities, and gave them relatively weak and unreliable relations 
with those who shared common interests with~ them. 

The initial fragmentation of the work force into small groups of diverse 
origins, the slow development of mutual awareness and confidence, the lack. 
of organizational experience among the new workers, and the obstacles . 
thrown up by employers and governments .alI combined to make the develop
ment of the means and the will for collective action a faltering, time
consuming process. Collective violence did not begin in earnest until the new 
industrial workers began forming or joiningiassociations-trade unions, ' 
mutual-aid societies, political clubs, .conspiratorial groups-devoted to the 
collective pursuit of their interests. In this sense, the short-run .effect of the 
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urbanization of the French labor force was actually to damp collective vio .. 
lence. Its long .. run effect, however, was to promote new forms of collective 
action that frequently led to violent conflicts, and thus to change the form 
of collective violence itself. 

This happened in part through the grouping together of large numbers of 
men sharing a common fate in factories, urban working-class neighborhoods, 
and construction gangs. Something like the 'class-conscious proletariat of 
which Marx wrote began to form in the industrial cities. This new scale of 
congregation combined with new, pressing grievances, improving communica
tion, the diffusion of new organizational models from Government and 
industry, and grudging concessions by the authorities to the right of asso,cia
tion. The combination facilitated the formation of special-interest associa
tions. At fIrst wo,rkers experimented with cramped, antique, exclusive 
associations resembling (or even continuing) the old guilds; gradually they 
formed mutual-aid societies, labor exchanges, unions, and national and inter
national federations. 

The new associations further extended the scale and flexibility of com
munication among workers; they made it possible to inform, mobilize, and 
deploy large numbers of men fast and efficiently in strikes, demonstrations, 
and other common action. These potentially rebellious populations and their 
demanding associations proliferated in the big cities, in the shadows of 
regional and national capitals. They therefore posed a greater (or at least 
more visible) threat to the authorities than had their smalltown predecessors. 
The authorities responded to the threat by organizing police forces, crowd
control tactics, and commissions of inquiry. The associations, in their turn, 
achieved greater sophistication and control in their show of strength. The 
process took time-perhaps a generation for any particular group of workers. 
In that longer run the urbanization of the labor force produced a whole new 
style of collective violence. 

The experience of the industrial workers has one more important lesson 
for us. In both reactionary and modern forms of collective violence, men 
commonly express their feeling that they have been unjustly denied th~ir 
rights. Reactionary disturbances, however, center on rights once enjoyed but 
now threatened, while modern disturbances center on rights not yet enjoyed 
but now within reach. The reactionary Jorms are especially the work of 
groups of men who are losing their collective Po,sitions within the system 
of power, while the modern forms attract groups of men who are striving to 
acquire or enhance such positions. The reactionary forms, finally, chal-
lenge the basic claims of a national state and a national economy, while the 
modern forms rest on the assumption that the state and the economy .have a 
durable existence-if not necessarily under present management. In modern 
disturbances, men contend over the contro,l and organization of the State and 
the econo,my. 

What links these features together histo,rically? The coo,rdinate construc
tio,n o,f the natio,n-state and the national economysimultaneo,usly weakened 
local systems of power, with the rights and positiOllS which depended o,n 
them, and established new, much larger arenas in which to, co,ntend for Po,wer. 
In Western Euro,pean countries, as Io,cally based gro,ups o,f men definitively 
Io,st their struggle against the claims o,f the central power, reactionary dis
tUI;bances dwindled and modern disturbances swelled. The rapid transitio,n 
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, fro,m one to, the other o,ccurred where and when the central power was able to 
improve rapidly or expand its enforcement of its claims. Accelerating urban-

. ization and industrializatio,n facilitated such an expansion by providing 
superior means of communication and control to, the agents of the central 
power, by drawing men more fully into national markets, and by sprea~ng 
awareness of, and involvement in, national politics. In the process, specIal
purpose associations like parties and labor unions grew more and more impor
tant as the vehicles in the struggle fo,r power, whether violent or nonviolent. 
Thus urbanization and industrializatio,n affected the character and the 
incidence of collective violence profoundly, but indirectly. 

THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE 

Before rushing to apply this analysis of European co,llective violence to 
current American experience, we should pause to notice ho,W much of it is 
a historical analysis-helpful in sorting out the past and identifying the context 
of the present, but not in predicting the future. Categories like primitive, 
reactionary, and modern have more kinship with timebound terms like 
Renaissance, Liberalism, or Neolithic than with more timeless concepts like 
urban, clan, or wealth. I would not argue for a moment'that forward-looking 
protests are necessarily larger in scale than backward-looking ones, although 
that has been the usual experience of Western countries for several centuries. 
For those were centuries of growth and centralization, in which to look back
ward meant to look toward the smaller scale. As a general statement, the 
analysis is too one dirnensiomll. 

To take the problem out of time, we must deal with at least two dimen-
sions. One is the organizational basis of routine political life. To simplify 
the problem, we might distinguish between politics based on small-scale, 
local, traditional groupings (communal politics) and politics based on large
scale organizations formed to serve one well-defined interest (associational 
politics). Then we CQuld say that both the primitive and the reactio~ary rorms 

of collective violence spring from Gommunal bases, although under diffenng 
circumstances while the modern forms of collective violence develop from 
an association~l base. In the primitive and reactionary cases, the links among 
those who join together in collective action-whether violent or not-come 
from traditional, localized, inherited, slow-changing memberships. The. 
rhythm of co,llective violence therefore follows the rhythm of.congregatIOn 
and dispersion of existing communal groups; market days,holidays, har;vest 
days produce more than their share of violence. In ~e ~urely mo.derncase, 
on the other hand, deliberately created formal orgamzatIons prOVIde the 
crucial links. The organizations help shape the aspirations and grievances of 
their members, .. define their enemies, determin.e the occasions on. which th~y 
will assemble and the occasions on which they will confront therr antagonIsts, 
and thus the occasions on which violence can occur. The communal/ 
associational distinction is one of the hoariest in the study of social life, and 
it turns out to apply to such apparently antisocial behavior as violence. 

We have to consider another dimension: the relationship of the groups 
involved to, the existing structure of power. 'Again simplifying ~a~(~cally,we 
might imagine a divisio,n among groupstinrepres~~~ed ~n the eXIstmg structure 
of power, groups in the process of acquiring posltions I~ thatstructur,e, gro~ps 
holding defined positions in that structure, and groups m the process of losmg 
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defined 'positions. Then it would be accurate to say that, on the whole, 
primitive disturbances involve groups holding defined positions in a (certain 
kind of) structure of power, whereas reactionary disturbances involve groups 
losing such positions, and modern disturbances involve groups acquiring them. 

Strictly speaking, these are not types of violence. The distinctions do not 
apply to acts of violence, or even to the collective actions characteristically 
producing violence. They sort out groups of people into differing political 
situations. Their relevartce to violence as such rests on a simple argument: a 
population's organization and political situation strongly affect its form of 
collective action, and the form of collective action stringently limits the 
possibilities of violence. Thus each type of group takes part in a significantly 
different variety of collective violence. , 

That clarification gives us the means of putting the two dimensions to
gether. We discover that there are some other possible types not discussed 
so far: 

. 
Relation to Structure of Power 

Acquiring position Maintaining position Losing position 

Organizational base: 
Communal ...• (?) Primitive Reactionary 
Associational. . . Modern (?) (?) 

'\ 
I t is not so hard to fill in two of the blanks. There are really two varieties of ~t 
modern collective violence; a frenzied variety on the part of people like the 
suffragettes who are trying to storm the system, and a more controlled but 
massive show of strength by groups like parties already established in the 
system. Violent movements of protest like Poujadism, on the other hand, 
resemble those I have called reactionary except that they have an associa-
tional base. This suggests placing them in the lower right-hand corner: the 
characteristic collective violence of groups losing position in a system built 
on an associational basis. 

As for acquiring pOSition in a communal system, commonsense says it 
cannot be done. But we might throw commonsense aside and speculate that 
the millenarian, transcendental, and fanatical movements that rack backward 
areas from time to time provide men with the means of acquiring totally new 
identities through religious conversion. This would lead us to expect these 
other-worldly protests to turn into modern protests as the organizational 
basis shifts from communal to associational. Some features of millenarian 
movements in such European areas as Andalusia and southern Italy lend this 
speculation a snippet of plausibility, but it is still only a speculation. 

We hal~e filled in the boxes. The table now looks like this; 

Relation to Structure of Pow etc, 

Acquiring position Maintaining position Losing position 

Organizational basis: 
Communal .••• Other worldly? " Primitive Reactionary 
Associatio,nal, .• Offensive Interest-group Defensive 
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boxes are not airtight. We can easily locate groups s~an~ing ha~way , 
,",,,,1"''''''''''n the communal and associational forms of qrgaruzatIon, or Just barely 

, their political positions. Organized crin~a1scome to mind as an 
""va""""" of the fIrst; languishing protest parties a~ airl example ~f the ~cond" 

point of the scheme is to suggest that groups ulrual collectIve actIons, 
therefore their usual forms of collective violencl~, will also fall halfway 

. en those of their neighbors in the table. \ I', , •• 
All this box filling would be nO,more than a scho\lastic ex~rClse .if It were 
possible to draw some interestin? h~pothese~ from the dlSC\~S~lOn. ~~e 
is that, regar~le3s of their orgamzatIon~ b~SIS, gr.~ups acqurrmg pOSItIon 

likely to defin,e their problem as the achievrng o.fpghts du~ them ?n 
ground but so far denied, groups losing poslhon to defl~e theu . 

as the retention of specific rights of which they are bemg depnved, 
groups maintaining position to pay less attention to right~ and justice. 

oec:OIl1J., the actions of those acquiring or losing position are likely to be more 
VIOlent than those maintaining position. Third, a larg~r proportion of.co,llec,,: 

a0,tions on a communal basis results in violence, be,:cause the assoctat~onal 
gives the group a surer control over its own actiol1s? and thus permIts 
of force without damage or bloodshed. While"historically the shift 

communal to associational bases for collective viqlence did not, by any 
stop the fIghting, it did bring into being a number of alternativ: non
mechanisms for the regulation of conflicts: the:strike, the parlIament, 

political campaign., ., 
So when does this line of reasoning lead us to expecj: that collectIve '110-

will be widespread? It suggests that over the ~ery;,long run the trans
tion of a population, a movement, or a society fr~)m a com~unal to an 

aSS4)ci~ttlo'nal basis of organization diminishes its overall level of VIOlence, but 
'only over the very long run. If we were to consider external war ~s well as 
internal civil disorders, even that timid inference would look dubIOUS. , The 
scheme implies much more definitely that collect~ve vi~)lence c~usters ~ those 

" . moments when the structure of power Itself IS changmg declSlvely
',because there are many new contenders for power, because several 01~ gro.ups 
of power holders are losing their grips, or, becau~e the l~cus of power ~s shift
ing from community to nation, from nahon. ~o mternatlOnal bl~c, or m some 
other drastic way. Violence flows from politIcs, and more preCIsely from 
political change. , !; • 

The extent of violence depends on politiCS in the short run as we~1. VIO-
. lence is not a solo per.formance, 'but an interactio~. It is an int,eract~.?n that 

political authorities everywhere seek to monopolize! f~o.ntrol, or at l.east con-
, tain. Nowadays almost all collective violence on ,a slg~ificant s~ale mvolves the 

political authorities and their professional representa:,tlves: ~o.hcemen,. , 
soldiers, and others. Tl)Js happens, first, because the;rauthontles mak~ It therr 
business to intervene and thus maintain their monopoly on the use of force; 
second because so much collective violence begins with a direct (but not 
necess;rily violent) challenge to the authoriti~s theq~selves. , 

As odd asjt may seem, the a~thoritie8 have far gJ;eate! control ove~,,~he 
short-run extent and timing of lioll~ctive violence, e:~pec~a~y damage to .per
sons rather than property, than i\r.eu challengers dO;f This IS true ~or s.everal 
reasons. The authorities usually i).c~e the technolo~~cal and o.rgamzahonal. 
advantage in the effective use of!ror<;~,\which gives them a farrly great chOIce 
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among tactics of prevention, containment, and retaliation. The limits of that 
discretion are more likely to be political and moral-Can we afford to show 
weakness? Could we fire on women and child.ren?-than technical. If the 
criterion of success is simply the minimization of violence, repression often 
works. In recent European experience few countrie~ have been freer of civil 
disorder than Spain, a normally turbulent nation, when it was under the 
tight dictatorships of Primo de Rivera and Franco. In the heydays of\ the 
German and Italian Facists, virtually the only violence to occur was at the 
hands of Government employees. 

The authorities also have some choice of whether, and with how much 
muscle, to answer political challenges and illegal actions that are not 
intrinsically violent: banned assemblies, threats of vengeance, wildcat strikes. 
A large proportion of the European disturbances we have been surveying 
turned violent at exactly the moment when the authorities intervened to stop 
an illegal but nonviolent action. This is typical of violent strikes and demon
strations. Furthermore, the great bulle of the killing and wounding in those 
same disturbances was done by troops or police rather than by insurgents or 
demonstrators. The demonstrators, on the other hand, did the bulk of the 
damage to property. If we sweep away the confusion brought on by words 
like "riot," "mob," or "violence," a little reflection will make it clear that 
this division of labor between maimers and smashers follows logically from 
the very nature of encounters between police and their antagonists. 

All this means that over the short run the extent, location, and timing of 
collective violence depend heavily on the way the authorities and their agents 
handle the challenges offered to them. Over a longer run, however, the kinds 
of challenges they face and the strength of those challenges depend rather 
little on their tactics of crowd control and a great deal on the way the entire 
political system apportions power and respo~9;ls to grievances. 

Discussions of these matters easily drift in'(p praise and blame, justification 
and condemnation, fixing of responsibility for violence. If, when, where, and 
by whom violence should be permitted are inescapably difficult questions of 
moral and political philosophy. M~f review of European historical experience 
has not resolved them. Its purpose\was the more modest one of sketching 
social processes lying behind the actual occurrence of collectiv~ violence in 
West~rn countries as they have existed over the last century or so. Yet the 
fact that the analytic and historical questions bring us so close to political 
philosophy underlines my main conclusions: collective violence is part and 
parcel of the Western political process, and major changes in its character 
result from major changes in the political system. 

'c :' 

If that is the case, very recent changes in the character and locus of violi.mt 
protest bear careful watching. Through much of Europe, students have 
reached a level of activism and attger never before equaled; the French events 
of May 1968 were only the most spectacular episode of a long series. 
Separatist movements long thought dead, ludicrous, or at least under control-
Welsh, Scottish, Breton, Basque, Slovak, Flemish-have sprung up with energy. 
Demands for autonomy, cohesion, insulation from state control, which 
virtually disappeared from European political debate a half-century ago, now 
appear to be growing rapidly. Of course it is possible that the wide~pread , .. 
emergence of autonomist themes in coUective violence is a coincidence, a 
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• ' . ' d' f the character of the new move-
,. fancy or sunply my ffilsrea mg 0 . . "bU·t that they 
· If no~e of these is the case, we might conSider the pOSSI .1 Y t 
., . t ansfer of power away from the national State, perhap~ III par. 

.' becaus: i:s own weight keeps it frombdealing with thlS.e dme·ovsotlvm~urg~~::~:~a-
· . 'f d in part ecause power 
. tions oilts own Cl lZens, ~~ 'ight be witnessing a transformation COfil-

nati~~al.bl~~p~ft~~~:·19the;e::u~shift from reactionary to moder.n fo:s 

~f:oll:~~ive violence. These are speculations, but they, too, emphaslZe t e 

. olitical significance of violence. . ' f 
p I must leave it to the well-informed reader to apply thIS a~alysl~ 0 

European experience to the. dv1il disordetl"Smofm' c~n~:~~~a:fudi:e~~c:hetto 
N II alogies immedIate Y come 0 . bi atura y, an . ' t f the average rioter that much resem es 
riots have been producmg a ~IC u~e 0 urban disturbances: the predominance 
what we know of many 19t -cen ury. . d ts rathpr than recent 
of young males, o~errepresenta~011: O~~~g:; :;~n~nBut why search for easy 
migran.ts, the relaht~v~ labsencefoth~~~lfop:an experience is not that riots are 
analogIes? The C Ie.. ess.on 0 

all t,he same. Far from ~t! . close connection between the basic political 
What we have seen, ~steadi IS a of conflict both violent and nonviolent. 

process and !he predommant orm:nt characte;ization of American ghetto 
That makes ~t ha~d tfo accePdt a refl .. ct "36 It raises doubts abou.t attempts to 
. t "mamly lor un an pro . 

~~~~ cu~:e~~~:: :':~~':h~t~:re~eo:::r::: ~~ ::~n~~~ 
~nxIe'~~nt separatist movem~nts in such different Western countnles as 
nonVl '. nd Great Britain indicates some arger 
Belgiu~, ~anada't~pa~l, F~i~~:se, ~or the basic conclusion is simple and power
change m m~ern~ Ilona ~o 1 ' n ~ to political life, and changes in its form tell 
ful. Collectlvteh~o ;~pC~rt.:~ i~ happening to the political system itself. 
us that some mg LOU . 
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~hapter 2 

HISTORICAL PATTERNS 

OF VIOLENCE IN AMERICA 
!, 

By Richard Maxw~ll BroWn * 

. American violence, historically, seems to fall into two major divisions. The 
first is negative violence: violence that seems. to be in no direct .w~y connected 

. with any socially or historically construc,tive de~elopme~t. VanetIes ~f n~ga-
. tive violence are criminal violence, feuds, lynching, the VIOlence o! prejudice 
(racial, ethnic, and religious ~iolence), urban riots, freelance multIple murder, 

. and assassination. .. . . I . 
Negative violence by no means exhaust,s the range of Amenca~ VIO ence. 

There has been a vast amount connected With some of the most l~porta?~ 
events of American history-events that am consid~red CO?structIV~, pOSItIve, 
and, indeed, among th~ noblest chapters iIl,:our natIonal hIStOry. Thus the. 
Revolutionary War-both in its origins and !~ts progress-was shot t~ou~. wdh 
domestic violence. The Civil War, by whic~\ the slave eventUally gamed his 
freedom and the union of the nation was as,sured, engendered ~as~ waves o~ . 
violence. The very land we occupy was gairled over the centur~es III a contmu
ing war with the Indians. Vigilante violence, was used to ~stablIsh o.rder and 

. stability on the frontier. Agrarian uprisings ,occurred agam and agam to ease 
the plight of'the farmer and yeoman: Laboi: l~i?lence was part a~d parce.l of 
the industria:l workers' struggle to gam recogmtIOn and ~ decenthf~ .. Pollce 
violence has always been invoked to protect society ~gamst the cnmmal and 
disorderly. Again and again violence has been used a~ a mea~s to ends that 
have been widely accepted and applauded. Positive vIOlence.1s a ~road term 
that relates violence to the popular and constructive movements Just 
mentioned.",., 

NEGATIVE VIOLENCE 

Criminal Violence 

The salient ~facts, chronologically arralJged, are: ~l)Organized interstate 
gangs of crimin\als are an old story, going well back mto the 18th century. 

*Richard M. Brown is professor of history at the College ?f William :mHd M~~ .fi.s PU?; 
. . . I d The South Carolina Regulators (Cambndge, Mass.. arvar mverSI y 
~catIo~~~) U :nearlier version of this paper was delivered as a lecture i? the College 
o~e~illiam ~d Miuy's Marshall-Wythe Symposium, 1968. The a~thor WIshes to ~~all
knowledge the advice and enc~)l~ragement of Dr. Warner Moss,duector of the M . 
Wythe, Institute, College of William and Mary. 
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(2) Before the Civil War, the most prevalent type of criminal activity-espe- .. 
cially in fmntier areas-was horse theft and the counterfeiting of the myriad 
number of private banknotes then in circulation. (3) After the Civil War a 
new era of crime began with the popularization of train robbery by the Reno 
brothers Q1f Indiana and bank robbery by the James-Younger gang of Missouri. 
(4) The modern era of big-city organized crime with its police and political 
connections began to emerge in the early 20th century. 

America has long been ambiguous about the criminal. Official condemna
tion of the outlaw has been matched by social adulation. The ambiguity is 
not restricted to America, for the British historian, E. J. Hobsbawn", has 
shown the existence in European history of the "social bandit." 1 By social 
bandit, Hobsbawm means largely what we have come to denote by the Robin 
Hood symbol, i.e., the outlaw whom society views as its hero rather than its 
enemy, an outlook which reflects widespread social alienation. 

There have indeed been American "social bandits. Jesse and Frank James 
gained a strong popular following in mid-America after the Civil War. To the 
many Southern sympathizers in Missouri the James brothers, who were 
former Confederate guerrillas, could do no wrong, and to many Grange
minded farmers the Jameses' repeated robberies of banks and railroads were 
no more than these unpopular economic institutions deserved.2 Other social 
bandits have been Billy the Kid (idolized by the poor Mexican herdsmen and 
villagers of the Southwest),3 Pretty Boy Floyd (onetime Public Enemy No.1 
of the 1930's who retained the admiration of the'sharecroppers of eastern 
Oklahoma from which stock he sprang),4 and John Dillinger, the premier bank 
robber of the depression era. Modeling himself on an earlier social bandit, 
Jesse James, John Dillinger by freehanded generosity cultivated the Robin 
Hood image while robbing a series of Midwestern banks.S The rural-small town 
era of American crime came largely to an end with the demise of John Dil
linger, Pretty Boy Floyd, Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker, and the other 
"public enemies" of the 1930's. With them the American tradition of the 
social bandit died. 

While the traditiolll of the rural American social bandit was waxing and 
waning, urban crime was increasing in importance .. The first urban criminal 
gangs arose in New York and other cities in the pre-Civil War decades, but 
these gangs were limited in Significance and restricted to ethnic "slum" neigh
borhoods such as Five Points.and the Bowery in New York City.6 Murder, 
mayhem, and gang vendettas were a feature of the proliferation of these gangs. 
Meanwhile, in the early decades of the 20th century the present pattern of 
centralized, city-wide criminal operations under the control of a single "syn
dicate" or "organization" began to take shape in New York under Arnold 
Rothstein.7 Converging with tbis trend was, apparently, the Mafia tradition 
of criminal organization whieh(Sicilian immigrants seem to have brought into 
East Coast port cities in the decades around 1900.8 DUring the 1920's and 
1930's the two trends merged into the predominant pattern of centraliZed 
~perati~ns under Mafia control which the Kefauver crime investigation high
lighted ill 1951.9 Systematic killing to settle internal feuds and the use of 
~v~stmentcapital (gained from illicit activities), threats, and extortion to 
mflltrate the world of legitimate business have been characteristic of con
temporary urban organized crime.lO 
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Feud Violence 

One classic phase of negative American violence has been the family feud. 
phenomenon has been generally associated with the "hillbilly" of the 

.,v'~~ .. "u. Appalachians, and, of the two great geographic locales of the family 
one has surely been the Southern mountains. Less generally recognized 

been the prevalence of the family feud in Texas and the Southwest at the 
time that murderous feuds were splotching the Southern highlands with 

The family blood feud is virtually nonexistent. in this country before the 
War. The feud appears on the scene quite d.ramatically in the decades 

the war. The era between the Civil War and World War I is the 
era of the Southern mountain feud in Kentucky, West Virginia, and 

This is the period that produced the Hatfield-McCoy feud (1873-88) 
the Kentucky-West Virginia border,ll the Martin.,.Tolliver (1884-87) and 

:S~'UL;l\..l\jl1 (1902-03) feuds of eastern Kentucky,12 and the Allen family 
at Hillsville in the Virginia Blue Ridge in 1912.13 

The evidence is convincing that Southern mountain feuding was triggered 
the animosities generated by the Civil War. The mountains were divided 

",~ •• " •.• .1 where Confederate and Union sympathizers fought in rival armies 
slew each other in marauding guerrilla bands. After the war old hatreds 
not die out but, fueled anew by political partisanship and moonshine 

urh'"Ir" in a region bedeviled by isolation, poverty, and minimal education, 
, ....... ,,_ up as never before, The formal law barely operated; its power was 

UUJlaU'U for selfish purposes by close knit political and family factions. 
o~",au;,.;; regular law and order was such a frail reed, families and individuals 

increasingly to depend upon their own strong arms. Each feuding fam
for the sake of self-defense developed its own clan leader: a man who best 

""'VJlllUU .... 'y in the highest quotients the qualities of physical strength, bravery, 
alth, and family leadership. Such men were "Devil Anse" Hatfield and 

James Hargis. In the absence of an effective system oflaw and order, 
men functioned as family "enforcers" around whom the feuding fami-

lies rallied for protection.l4 
The great feuds of Texas and the Southwest were strikingly similar to those 
the southern Appalachians, were about as well known in their own day, 

had similar origins. As in the Appalachians, the main era of Texas feuds 
. was between the Civil War and World War I. The Texas feuds took place 
. principally in the central portion of the State which, lik~ the Southern moun-
. tains, was a region of conflicting Civil War loyalties and mordant Reconstruc

tion hatreds. The war-spawned turbulence of Central Texas 'Was heightened 
by a combination of other factors: extremely rapid development of the cattle 
industry with its byproducts of frantic competition, rustling,and various ms
orders; the fact that the western margins of the Central Texas region were 
seared repeatedly by one of the cruelest of all American Indian wars, that of 
the Comanches and Kiowas with the white settlers; and, finally,by the ethnic 
hostility between antislavery, pro-Union German settlers and native Southern 
inhabitants. The result was a series of fatal feuds that were every bit as terri
ble as their Appalachian counterparts.15 Not even the Hatfield-McCoy feud 
exceeded for length, casualties, and bitterness the great Sutton-Taylor feud 
(1869-99) of DeWitt and Gonzales Counties, Texas.l6 Among the major feuds "1 

II 
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of Central Texas were the Horrell-Higgins feud of Lampasas County (l876-
77), the Jaybird-Woodpecker feud of Fort Bend County (l888-90), and the 
Stafford-Town~end-Re~se_Hope feuds of Colorado County (1890 to 1906),17 

~~ New MeXIco Terntory the family and factional feud was built into the 
POhtI~al system.18 New Mexico before World War I was probably the only 
Amencan State wllere assassination became a routine political tactic.19 The 
most deadly of all American feuds was fought in neighboring Arizona from 
1886 to 1892. This was the "Pleasant Valley War" between the Graham and 
Tewksbury families, a conflict that was exacerbated by the Grahams being 
~attle me~ and the Tewksburys being sheep men. The bitter feud was fought, 
like the. tItle phrase of ~ane Grey's novel of the vendetta, "to the last man." 
Only wIth the lone SUrvIvor of the two families did it come to an end.20 

Lynch-Mob Violence 

Lyn~h law has been defined as "the practice or custom by which persons 
are pumsh~d for real or alleged crimes without due process oflaw."21 The 
first ~rgamzed movement of lynch law in America occurred in the South 
Car?hna back country, 1767-69.22 It appeared again in the Virginia Piedmont 
dunng the latter ye:rr~ o.f the Revolutionary War near the present city of 
Lynchburg. The VlfgIma movement was initiated by Colonel Charles Lynch 
(f:-om who~ lynch law gained its name) and was employed against Tory 
~screants. 3 Well into the 19th century lynch law meant merely the inflic
tI.on of co~oral pu?islunent-usually 39 or more lashes well laid on with 
hi~kory WIthes, WhIPS, or any readily available frontier instrument. By the 
fl1l~dle of.the 19th century, lynch law had, however,come to be synonymous 
mall11y, WIth hanging or killing by illegal ~rjul action. Organized movements' 
of lynch law are treated below under the headmg of "Vigilante violence'" B 
the. term "lynch-mob" is meant an unOiganized, spontaneous, ephemerai mo~ 
WhICh comes t?~ether bri~~y to do its fatal work and then breaks up. The 
more regular VIgilante (or regulator") movements engaged in a systematic 
usurpation of the functions of law and order. 

~ynch-mob violence (in contrast to vigilante violence) was often resorted 
to ill tranS-Appalachian frontier areas before the Civil War, but it became .' 
even m.ore common after the Civil War. In the postwar period (down to 
World War I) lynch-mob violence was employed frequently in all sections of 
the co~ntry and against whites as well as blacks, but in this period it became 
preemmently the fate of Southern Negroes. From 1882 to 1903 the staggering 
total of 1 ,985 Negro.es. were killed by Southern lynch mobs.24 Supposedly 
the lynch-mob hangmg (or, too often, the ghastIypenalty of burning alive) 
was saved for the Negro murderer or rapist, but the statistics show that Ne
groes were f~equently lynched for lesser crimes or in cases where there was 
no .offense at all or the mete suspicion of one.25 Lynch-mob violence became 
an ll1tegral part of th~ post~Reconstruction system of white supremacy.26 
. A1th~ugh predomll1ant ill the South, lynch-mob violence was far from be-
mg restncted to that Section. In the West the ephemeral "necktie party" was 
often foregathered for the summary disposal of thief, rapist rustler murderer 
or all-around desperado. Frenzied mobs Similarly worked tJ~eir will'inthe ' 
~or.th and East where (as in the West) Villainous white men were the usual VIctIms.27 . 

~.,.--
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The Violence of Racial, EtJulic, and Religious Prejudice 

Lynch-mob activity by no means exhausts the violence involving whites and 
"''''J'''''' Racial conflict between Caucasians and Negroes is one of the most per

factors in American violence, extending far back into the 18th century. 
first slave uprising occurred in New York City in 1712 and was put down 
great ruthlessness. In 1739 there was the Stono Rebellion in South Caro
and in 1741 New York City was again wracked with fears (apparently 

of a slave conspiracy. The result was that New York white men went 
an hysterical rampage in which scores of Negroes were burned, hanged, or 

!" ...... ,fJ ........ u.28 There were a host of plots or uprisings in the 19th century: among 
largest were the abortive Gabriel Prosser (Richmond, 1800)29 and Den

Vesey (Charleston, 1822)30 plots. Southside Virginia was in 1831 the 
of the greatest of all American slave rebellions: that of Nat Turner in 

1'h<ltnn1'f\n County,31 the subject of William Styron's recent controversial 
, The Confessions of Nat Tumer.3 2 Although there was much restiveness 

d runaway activity on the part of American slaves, rebellion was not a major 
to the slave system. Even Nat Turner's rebellion was quickly sup-

.IL"",""'U and was of little consequence compared to the great maroon enclaves 
republics which rebelling and runaway slaves established in South America 
the Caribbean. The American slave more typically resisted the system by 

sive resistance, by running away, and by making countless small, unor~ 
....... ~ ... ~ attacks on individual families, masters, or overseers.33 

With the end of slavery and its conjoined slave patrols and black codes, 
white men of the South developed a special organization for dealing 

the Negro: the Ku Klux Klan. The latter has been one of the most 
sistent features in the last hundred years of American violence. There 

been three Ku Klux Klans: the first Ku Klux Klan of Reconstruction 
the second Ku Klux Klan of the 1920's, and the third, current, Ku Klux 
of the 1950's and 1960's. The first Ku Klux Klan was employed to in

the Radical Republicans of the Reconstruction Era and, by violence 
threats, to force the freedman to accept the renewed rule of Southern 

.34 The second Ku Klux Klan differed significantly from both its 
and successor. Although the second Ku Klux Klan was founded 

in Atlanta in 1915, its greatest growth and str~ngth actually took place be
the borders of the old Confederacy. During the early 1920's it became 

. a truly national organization. For a time it enjoyed great strength in the 
Southwest, West, North, and East. The strongest State Klan was in Indiana, 
and such wholly un-Southern States as Oregon and Colorado felt its vigor. 

. The second Ku Klux Klan surely belongs to the violent history of America, 
'but unlike either the first or the third Klans, the Negro was only a secondary 

." tar~et for it. Although denunciation of Catholics and Jews ranked 1.,2 in the 
, rhetoric of the second Klan, recent students of the movement have shown 
, that Klan violence-Whippings, torture, and murder-were directed less against 

Catholics, Jews, and Negroes than against ne'er-do-wells and the allegedly 
immoral orthe very same background as the Klansmen: white, Anglo-Saxon, 
Protestant. The Klan thus attacked Americans of similar background and 
extraction who refused to conform to the Bible Belt morality that was the 
deepest passion of the Klan movement of the 1920's.35 The Ku Klux Klan 
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resurgence of the last 10 years has been largely restricted to the South; it is 
only too well known for acts of violence against the civil rights movement 
and desegregation. 

Paralleling the Ku Klux Klan have been a host of other movements of 
racial, ethnic, and religious .malice. Before the Civil War the northeastern 
United States was lacerated by convent burnings and anti-Catholic riots.36 
This "Protestant Crusade" eventually bred the political Know Nothing move
ment. Anti-Chinese agitation that often burst into violence became a fa
miliar feature of California and the West as the 19th century wore on.37. In 
1891, 11 Italian immigrants were the victims of a murderous mob in New 
Orleans.38 The fear and loathing of Catholics (especially Irish and Italians) 
that often took a violent form was organized in the nonviolent but bigoted 
American Protective Association (AP A) of 1887.39 Labor clashes of the 
late-19th century and early-20th century were often in reality ethnic clashes 
with native old-stock Americans ranged on one side as owners, foremen, and 
skilled workers against growing numbers of unskilled immigrants-chiefly 
Jews, Slavs, Italians, and others from Southern and Eastern Europe.40 

Urban Riots 

A number of examples have already exposed urban riots as one of the most ! 

tenacious strands in the long history of American violence. The situation 
seems at its worst today with the country widely believed to be on the verge 
of some sort of urban apocalypse, but the fact is that our cities have been in 
a state of more or less continuous turmoil since the colonial period.41 As 
early as the latter part of the 17th century the nuclei of the organized North 
End and South.End "mobs" that dominated Boston in the 18th century had 
already formed. Maritime riots occurred in Boston during the middle-18th 
century and were general in the colonies in the 1760's.42 Leading colonial 
cities of the Revolutionary Era-Charleston, New York, Boston, and New
port, Rhode Island-were all flayed by the Liberty Boy troubles which em
bodied an alliance of unskilled maritime workers, skilled artisans, and 
middle-class business and professional men in riotous dissent against toughen
ing British colonial policy as exemplified by the Stamp Act and Townshenc:L 
Acts.43 

Economic and political conditions brought more urban turmoil iiI the 
post-Revolutionary period of the 1780's and 1790's, and by the mid-19th 
century, with industrial and urban expansion occurring by leaps and bounds, 
the cities of America found themselves in the grips of a new era of violence. 
The pattern of the urban immigrant slum as a matrix of poverty, vice, crime, 
and violence was set by Five Points in lower Manhattan before the Civil War.44 
Ulcerating slums along ihe lines of Five Points and severe ethnic and religi
ous strife stemming from the confrontation between burgeoning immigrant 
groups and the native American element made the 1830's, 1840's, and 
1850's a period of sustained urban rioting, particularly i11 the great cities of 
the Northeast. It may have been the era of the greatest urban violence that 
American has ever experienced. During this period at least 35 major riots 
occurred in the four ~ities of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. 
Baltimore had 12,45 Philadelphia had 11,46 New York had 8,47 and Boston 
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4.48 (The violence also extended into the growing cities of the Midwest 
the lower Mississippi Valley; Cincinnati had four major riots during this 

I.IVIJlVU.)49 Among the most important types of riots were labor riots,50 c:,leC
riots,51 antiabolitionist riots,52 anti-Negro riots,53 anti-Catholic riots,54 
riots of various sorts involving the turbulent volunteer firemen's units.55 

for Civil War draft riots, the urban violence subsided in the 1860's and 
870's until the year of 1877 produced a tremendous nationwide railroad 

that began along the Baltimore Ohio Railroad and spread to the Far 
st. Pathological rioting blistered Baltimore and great stretches of Pitts- . 

were left in smoking ruins.56 (The similarity of what befell Baltimore" 
Pittsburgh in 1877 and Los Angeles, Chicago, Newark, Detroit, Washing
and other cities in 1965-68 is striking.) Many other cities suffered less 

The forces of law and order responded strongly to the 19th century urban 
"VJ.VU'~\,i. The modern urban police system was created in reaction to the 

of the 1830's, 1840's, and 1850's, and the present National Guard sys
was developed in response to the uprisings of 1877.57 To deal with urban 

vigilantism was also used frequently in the 19th century. The greatest 
all American vigilante movements occurred in the newly settled (by Ameri

but thoroughly urban and up-to-date San Francisco of 1856; other 
urban vigilante movements occurred in Los Angeles, New Orleans, 

Antonio, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Rochester, and Natchez.58 
The modern era of the urban race riot was inaugurated around the turn of 
present century. From 1900 to 1949 there were 33 major interracial dis

.rb~lIlCles in the United States. During this half century the peak period of 
.v." .. "'''' was from 1915 to 1919 when 22 of the 33 disturbances occurred. 

1915-19 period of racial disorder was thus comparable to the period 
1964 to the present.) Major riots occurred in Atlanta (1906), Spring
Ill. (1908), East St. Louis (1917), Chicago, (1919), Harlem {1935 and 

and Detroit (l943). With the exception of the Harlem riots, whites 
d as the main aggressors in these riots and the bulk of the casualties 

Negroes.59 Not until the summer of 1964 with the Harlem and Ro-
ster riots and Los Angeles'Watts riot of 1965did the pattern decisively re

itself to the present mode of Negro initiative.60 S~ncc 1964 black riot-
has concentrated on property destruction rather than the taking of white 
, this is a new pattern, although it was foreshadowed in the Harlem riots 

1935 and 1943, and as early as 1947, Ralph Ellison brilliantly caught the 
mood of the property-destruction riot in his novel, Invisible Man.61 

Freelance Multiple Murder 

By this term I refer to the murder of many persons by one or two individ
uals unconnected with any larger organization. (Thus the Chicago St. Valen

.' tine's Day massacre of 1929 and the Kansas City Union Station "massacre" 
. of 1933 are both ruled out of con~ideration here as being the result of large
scale, organized, underworld crmHnal actiVity.) It was the summer of 1966 

. that made Americans wonder whether the freelance multiple murder was 
becoming the characteristic American crime, for in the space of a few weeks 
two shockirigmultiple murders occurred. First, in Chicago, Richard F. Speck 
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murdered, ?ne-by-one, eight student nurses.62 Then, less than a month lat~rj 
~harles. Whitm~n ascended to the top of the tower of the University of Texas 
lIbrary In AustIn and left tower and campus strewn with 13 dead or dYing 
and 31 wound~~ as a result of his unerring marksmanship.63 The utt~r horror 
of these t~o kI1lmg rampages attract~d worldwide attention, but not a year 
goes by wIthout the disclosure of one or more multiple murderers Speck 
the h~pless p~?duct. of a blighted personal background, saw himseif as "B~rn 
to RaIse Hel1. Whitman came from an upright and respectable middle-class 
background that. was al1egedly, on closer examination, a veritable witches 
cauldron of tensIOns and hatreds. 

Neither Speck ~or Whitman was normal in the usual sense of the word, and 
th~ freelance multIple murderer is often a fit subject for the abnormal psychol
ogIst. (Rece~tly i~ ~as been suggested that male killers such. as Speck arise 
from a genetIc deft9~ency involving a chromosomal variation.)64 But some, 
obseryer~ have w?ndered whether the anxieties and neuroses of con tempo- ' 
r~ry lIfe In Amenca have not led to a rise in the abnormal behavior exe li
fIe~ by multiple (or "mass") .murder. Crim~_s;tatistics are hot sufficien::;' , 
avaIlable t~ answer the qu.estIOn, but ther.~"f.~.a:e been many examples of free
lan~e multIple murderer~ In American histbry. The annals of crime in the 
Ulll~ed Stat~s ~boun~ wIth them. Among the earliest were the brutal Harpe 
brothers, MICajah (BIg Harpe) and Wiley (Little Harpe)$ who in 1798-99 ac
counted for anywhere from about 20 to 38 victims in the frontier States of 
Kentucky and Tennessee. Dashing babies' brains against tree trunks in 
s~dden ~renzies was a practice that they may have learned from Indians. 
Fl.n~ly, In ~ugust 1798, a party of KentuQkysettlers ended the career of 
~IcaJah. WIley escaped but was captured~ tried, and hanged in Mississippi 
In 1804. So feared and l.~ted were the Harpes that following death the head 
of each was cut off and dIsplayed a~:,a troP,1.y{!}f triumphant pioneer justice 65 

Numerous freelance I?ultiple murderers -crop up in the 19th century. . 
Among them was the. evil Bender family of southeastern Kansas. The Benders 
fro~ 1871 to 1873 dId away with at least 12 unwary travelers who had the 
bad Judgment to choose the Bender roadside llOuse for a meal or lodging 
~ventu~ly the Benders were detected but seem to have escaped into ano~yrn
lty on~ Jump ahead of a posse.66 Another mass murderer was H. H. Holmes 
(the alzas of Hermann Webster Mudgett) of Englewood Ill. (near Chicago) " 
who confessed .to killin? 2~ ,pe?ple from about 1890 t~ 1894, many of whom 
~e lured t~ theIr death In his bIzarre castlelike house while they were ,attend
mg the ChIcago World's Fair in the summer of 1893.67 While example after 
example can be ~amed~ such. questio~s as the actual number of multiple . 
murders. and. theIr relatIOnship to SOCIal conditions still await the serious study 
of the histonan.68 ' , 

Political Assassination 

. Quantitatively, assassination does not bulk large in the history of American 
~I~ence, bu~ at the highest level of our political system-the Presidency-it has, 
c~ln a heavy Impact.. In a lOG-year span (1865 to 1965) four'Presidents (Lin

,Gar~eld, McKinley, and Kennedy) fell to assassins's bullets and others 
were the Intended objects of assassination. One of the victims, Lincoln, was 

, 
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target of an assassination conspiracy. The other three victims-Garfield, 
_A_ ...... J, and Kennedy-were the prey of freelance assassins in varying states 
mental instability. Charles Guiteau, the slayer of G~rfield, was a disap- . 

ted officeseeker, but mental derangement seems to' have been at the bot
, of his action.69 Both Leon Czolgosz, the killer of McKinley, and Lee 

Oswald, Kennedy's assassin, appear to have had strong ideol~gical 
'mlmllmf~nts. Czolgosz was an anarchist, and Oswald was a self-styled Marx-

, Both, however, were independent operatives. Czolgosz was rejected by 
organized anarchist movement of his day; nor was Oswald a member of 
Communist organization in America or of any of the American Marxist 
ter groups. Czolgosz seems to have been in the incipient stages of in

.70 Evidence amassed by the Warren Commission strongly suggests 
Osw1!d was psychotic, but the Commission itself cautiously refrained 
rea(;..ung that conclusion.71 

Although the mortality rate of American Presidents in the last century has 
a high one at the hands of assassins,some comfort can be taken in the 

that assassination has not become a part of the American political system 
happened elsewhere in the world, the Middle East, for example. None 
major political parties has resorted-even indirectly-to assassination. 

also, is the immunity which other high political officials-the Vice 
the Supreme Court Justices, Cabinet officers, and leading Senators72 

Congressmen-have enjoyed from assassination. 
some prominent cases, assassinations at the State and local level 

, on the whole, been few and far between with the exception of New 
Territory (discussed below). During the often chaotic Reconstruction 

in the South there was once cause celebre: John W. Stephens, a native 
Southerner and a rising Radical Republican politiCian of Caswell 

nty, N. C., was in 1870 the victim of an assassination plot by a local fac
of his Klan-oriented Conservative political opponents. Stephens'killers 

wanted him out of the way because of his political effectiveness, 
the killing itself seems to have been more the result of the terrorist im-

of the Ku Klux Klan movement than of any attempt to raise assassina
to the level of a systematic political weapon.73 Apparently similar to the 

, of Stephens was the killing, by "parties unknown/' of John M. 
, ' , Republican congressional candidate in Arkansas. Although defeated 

the fall 1888 election, Clayton was contesting the result when he was 
. in January 1889, while visiting Plummerville, Ark.74 

One of the most famous political assassinations in American hi~tory took 
at the State level, the fatal wounding of nationally prominent Senator 
P. Long of Louisiana on September 8, 1935. Long's assassin seems 

the Presidential assassins) not to have been part of a political plot but to 
been motivated by personal emotion and grievance, with,P0litical resent
of the "King fish" being distinctly secondary.75 An earher famous (but 

. forgotten) assassination of a leading State figure did stem from a context 
, of a political conflict. This was the fatal wounding of the Gover~or-elect of 
Kentucky, William Ggebel, at Frankfort on January 30,1900.76 , Goebel was 
'the charismatic leader of the Democratic Party in Kentucky who had been 
,waging a hot battle ag~inst the Republicans and the railroad interests of his 
State. Goebel's assassination occurred during an infusion into Frankfort of 
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thousands of anti-Goebel Republicans from the hotblooded mountain region 
of eastern Kentucky. Fatal feuds had often been linked with local political 
rivalries in the Kentucky mountains in previous decades (see the section 
above on "Feud Violence"), and it is not surprising that Goebel's assassins 
seem to have sprung from that background.77 

Apparently the only place in America where assassination became an 
integral part of the political system was New Mexico Territory from the end 
of the Civil War down to about 1900. Many assassinations occurred, among 
the most prominent being that of Col. Albert J. Fountain, a leading Republi
can of southern New Mexico, in 1896.78 Other leading New Mexican politi
cians narrowly missed being killed, and many New Mexicans were convinced 
that the two chieftains of the Republican and Democratic Parties, respectively, 
had been involved in assassination plots. Thomas B. Catron, the autocratic 
Republican boss, was thought by many to have been a party to one of the 
notable assassinations of the era; Catron himself seems to have been the target 
of an unsuccessful assassination attempt. 79 The recent biographer of Colonel 
Fountain has brought forth strong evidence to support his charge that Albert 
Bacon Fall, the incisive Democratic leader,80 was guilty ofleading complicity 
in the plot against Fountain.81 The most important point is that virtually all 
political factions in New Mexico accepted and used assassination as a way of 
eliminating troublesome opponents.82 

The frightening phenomenon of assassination in territorial New Mexico 
still awaits searching study by the historian. In the absence of such a study 
it is hard to say just why assassination became such a prominent political 
feature in New Mexico alone. The territory was indeed a violent one at the 
time; it was scarred by a savage Indian war (with the Apaches), numerous 
vigilante movements and lynch mobs, a host of criminal outlaws (Billy the 
Kid, Clay Allison, and others), and mordant local conflicts such as the Lin-
coln County war and the Maxwell Land Grant troubles. Such a high level of 
violence might well have had the effect of skewing the political system in the 
direction of assassination as a tact~c, although this did not happen in neighbor- ' 
ing Texas, which at the time was every bit as violent as New Mexico. Nor does 
the large Latin element of the population seem to have imputed a fatal meas
ure of volatility to the political climate of New Mexico Territory, for native 
Anglo-American politicians such as Catron (from Missouri) and Fan (from 
Kentucky) were leaders in a political system that was characterized, often, by 
assassination. ..,. 

A third explanation of political assassination in New Mexico is suggested 
by social scientists who have recently posited a "contagion phenomenon" in 
regard to "highly publicized and dramatic acts of deviant behavior" such as 
prison riots, bomb scares, slum uprisings, mass murder, and psychopathic 
sexual acts.83 Beginning with the first assassination in New Mexico (that of 
the Territorial chief justice, John P. Slough, in 1867), it is possible that some
thing like a "contagion phenomenon" set in to perpetuate assassination untir< 
it became a part of the political system itself. After 1900 the level of general 
turbulence in New Mexico life subsided. It may have been no coincidence <, 

that the politics of assassination faded, too. Students of the "contagion phe
nomenon" have seen it as a short-run phenomenon characterized by an ac
~~elerating pace followed by an abrupt end which migllt, in long-run termsjbe 
analogous to New Mexico's experience. 

---r -- -
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The tragic history of assassination in New Mexico Territory m~y b.e an .ill 
· ... nl"~o"t for our own era. It is conceivable that the wave of assassmattons m 
"",","U, years which cut down John F. Kennedy, Robert F. Kennedy, Martin 
.... u,,,.,,. King, Jr., Medgar Evers, and Malcolm x: is a cOl!ltempora~ examR1e 

the "contagion phenomenon." The danger IS not to be found m the ~on
phenomenon" alone but in the grim poss!bility ~hat, as happened ~n 

Mexico, assassination might become a perSIstent Jieature of the pubbc be-
of our people. 

POSITIVE VIOLENCE 

Police Violence 

The law enforcement system in colonial America was quite simpJe, con
mainly of &heriffs for the counties and cons~ables for th~ citie.s and 

. With the tremendous expansion of populatIon and terntory m the 
9th. century, the system took on much greater comple~ty. Added to the 

sheriffs and local constables were municipal polIce systems, State 
(including such special and elite forces as the Rangers of ~exas84 and 

and Federal marshals and Treasury agents. The most unportant de-
rel()Orner'lt of the century was the development of the modern urban police 

in the midcentury years from 1844 to 1877. The new system was a 
response to the great urban 'fiots of the 1830's, 1840's, .and !850's'. The 

,1lUllUi1L~U watch-and-ward system (daytime constables and mghthme w~tc:h
was simply inadequate to cope with the large-scale riO!ing and increasi~g 
disorder. The reform in the police system came first m New XQrk, ~hila

Boston and other cities which had acute problems of criminal via
a~d riotin~.85 Thus the riot era of the 1830-50's produced the present 
police sy:iem. Perhaps the riots o~ the 1960's wi11.sim~arly ~pur the 

of the police-a major reform that IS bemgwldely called 

at the present. '. 
S~arcely less important than the dev~lopment of the urban polIce sy.s!e.m 

was the creation of the National Guard to replace the obsolete State milItIa 
system that dated back to the 18th century. The rapid development of the 

tional Guard system in the 1880's was largely a response to the great urban 
labor riots of 1877. The National Guard was established first and most rapidly 
. in the leading industrial States of the North that were highly vuln~rable .to 
. ,labor unrest: Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylv~ma, OhIO, ~nd 
IIllinois. By 1892, the system was com~lete throughout the ~iltIOn.B6 ~f~I-
. cered primarily by business and profeSSIOnal men and sometImes the .recIpIents 
of large subsidies from wealthy industrialists,87 National Guardcontmg~nts 

:. Wi;:y:e often caHed out to suppress labor violence from the late-19th century 
down to the time of World WarIi. . 

In the latter half of the 19th century there also gr~w up a s~rt ofparapohce 
syst~m with the founding of numerous private detective agenCIes (he.aded by 
the famed Pinkerton National Detective Agency)B8 and the burgeonmg of 
thousands of local antihorsethief associations or detecting societies whic~ 
often were authorized by State laws and invested with limited law enforce-

, ment powers.89 After the Civil War, industrial corporations frequently set 
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up their own police forces. Most notable in this category were the private 
coal and iron police which the State of Pennsylvania authorized to deal with 
labor unrest in mines and mills.90 It was during the 19th century, as well, 
that the science of crime detection was inaugurated.91 

Undue violence in the course of enforcing the law has long been a matter,of 
concern. In an earlier generation the public worried about the employment of 
the "third degree" to obtain criminal confessions.92 In our own time the con
cern is with "police brutality," chiefly against Negroes. Related to the use of 
violence by police in the prosecution of their regular duties has been the large 
measure of violence associated with the incarceration of the convicted in jails 
and prisons. For over a century and a half we have gone through bursts of I. 
prison reform only to have the system as a whole lapse back into (if indeed it j" 

ever really transcended) its normal characteristics of brutality and sadism. As l' 
time has passed many of the most well-meaning reforms (such as the early-19th- " 
:,\tntury system of solitary confinement) have proved to be ill conceived.93 
Even as our knowledge and expertise have increased, prison reform has 
foundered again and again on the rock of inadequate financial support from 
an uncaring society. 

Revolutionary Violence 

Our nation was conceived and born in violence-in the violence of the Sons ! 4, 

of Liberty and the patriots of the American port cities of the 1760's and 
1770's. Such an event was the Boston Massacre of 1770 in which five defiant 
Americans were killed. British officers and troops had been goaded by pa-
triotic roughnecks into perpetrating the sO""9alled massacre. The whole epi-
sode stemmed naturally from the century-long heritage of organized mob'! 
violence in Boston. The same thing was true of the Boston Tea Party wherein 
the anciently organized South End Mob of Boston was enlisted in the tea
dumping work. During the long years of resistance to British policy in the 
1760's and 1770's the North End and South End Mobs under the leadership 
of Samuel Swift and Ebenezer MacKintosh has been more or less at the beck 
and call of Samuel Adams, the mastermind of patriot agitation, and the 

, middle-class patriots who made up the "Loyal Nine."94 , 
With the decision in 1774 to resist the British by Il1ilitary means, the second 

round of Revolutionary violence began. The main goal of Revolutionary vio
lence in the transitional period from 1774 to 1777 was to intimidate the 
Tories who existed in fairly large numbers in the seaport cities and hinterland. 
The countrywide Continental Association of 1774 was drawn up to cause an 
interruption of aU trade between the Colonies and the mother countfy,but a 
related purpose was to ferret out Tories, expose them to public contumely • 
and intimidation, and bring them to heel or to silence. 95 Where exposurein 
the newspapers was not enough, strong-arm tactics were used against the 
Tories. The old American custom of tarring and feathering was mainly a prod-
.'lct of the patriotic campaign to root outToryism.96 , 

Aside from the regular clash of the Continental and British armies the 
third and final phase of Revolutionary violence Was the guerrilla strif~ that , 
?ccurred a~ the way from the Hudson to the Savannah. Wherever strong Brit- ' 
Ish Occupymg forces were to be found-as in New York City, Philadelphia, 
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and Charleston-in opposition to an American-dominated hinterland, there
sult was the polarization of the populatioII and the outbreak of savage guer
rilla strife, desperate hit-and-run forays, and the thrustand counter-thrust of 
pillage and mayhem. Thus the lower Hudson valley of.New York was the 
theatre of rival bushwhackipg parties of Whigs and Tones. The Hackensack, 
Valley of North Jersey, opposite the British bastion onMan~attan Island, was 
'a sort of no man's land across which bands of Whigs and Tones fought and 
ravaged.97 South Jersey's bleak and trackless pine bartens ~urnished ideal 

, cover for the "land pirates" of both Whig and TorypersuaslOII spewed up by 
the British and American competition for the allegiance of New Jersey and 
the Philadelphia area.98 
, South Caroline emerged as the great battlefield of the war after 1780. 
, orth Carolina and Georgia suffered at the same time from the scourge of ' 
O::U'''UJLua strife but their casualties were light compared to the dreadful cut-
, of the Whig and Tory forces in the Palmetto State where A~~rew. 
Pickens, Thomas Sumter, and Francis Marion led Whig partisan bands III then 
'own particular seCtors of the back country. Negro slaves were stolen ba~k 
, forth and baleful figures like the half-crazed Tory leader, Bloody Bill 
~Ulllllll1~r,11'a 111, emerged from the shadows to wreak special brands of murder 
and massacre. Neither side showed the other any mercy. Prisoners were 

and hanged.99 Virginia felt the destruc.tion. of Benedict ~rnold's 
campaign (1781) but experienced nothIllg l~e the suffe.rmg of South 

Carolina. Still it was characteristic of the rising passlOns of the tun~ that 
among Whigs and Tories in Virginia's Piedmont, as noted earher, gave 

rise to an early manifestation of lynch law. . . 
Two things stand out about the Revolution .. The~nst, of co~~se, IS that 

it was successful and immediately became enshnned III our tradItlOnand 
. The second is that the meanest and most squalid sort of violence 

was from the very beginning to the very last put to the service of Revol~- . 
Jionary ideals and objectives. The operational philoso~hy that the en~Jush-
fies the means became the keynote of Revolutionary VIolence . .Thus gIven 
sanctification by the Revolution, Americans have never been loathe to employ 
th,e most unremitting violence. in the interest of any cause deemed to be a 
good one. 

Civil War Violence 

Violence was interwoven with the creation of the Ameri~an nati~n. ~y 
the same token, it became the ineradicable handmaiden of Its salvatIon III 
the era of Civil War and Reconstruction. The Civil War era was not only , 
one of pervasive violence in its own right but had an almost incalculable ef
fect on the following decades. The latter part of the 19th century was one 
of the most violent periods of American history-an era of Ku Kluxers, lynch 
mobs, White Caps, Bald Knobbers,night riders,.r~udists, and outlaws. The 
major part of this violence is traceable to the CIVil War. . .. . 

The years of prelude to the Civil War were y:~rs of mountIll? VIOlence III 
both North and South. Fe~1ing against the. FUgItIve Slave Law III the North 
gave rise to vigilance committees concerned.with protecting runaway slaves 
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and to increasingly fervent abolitionism. Below the Mason-Dixorr Line aboli~ 
tionists had long since ceased to exist in anything but the hallucinations of 
slaveholders and Southern nationalists. But from these delusions were 
formed vigilante movements to deal with the nonexistent abolitionists. Vio
lence of the most tangible sort was far from absent. Bleeding Kansas was 
truly just that as marauding bands of slaveholder and antislaveholder sympa
thizers surged through the unhappy territory. 

In the East, John Brown's raid on Harpers Ferry sent a tremor offear 
through those who genuinely wished to forestall a bloody civil war. For the 
more sanguinary in the North, John Brown was an inspiration for holy war 
against slavery; to the warminded in the South the John Brown raid was seen 
as proof that the South could never rest easy in a Union that included free 
States and harbored abolitionists. The nation sensed that it was on the verge- F 

of a grand Armageddon.100 The general nervousness carne to a height in the 
South in the summer of 1860 as that section gloomily awaited the almost 
certain election of Lincoln. Forebodings never far from the surface suddenly 
blazed to the top in the Great Fear that swept across the South in the summer 
of 1860. From the Rio Grande to the Atlantic were exposed plot after plot 
by secret abolitionists and unionists for the raising up of slaves in bloody 
rebellion. lOI At this distance it seems that the fears of slave uprisings were 
groundless, but portions of the South were in the grips of a hysteria that was 
real enough. Vigilante groups and self-styled committees of safety blazed 
up.102 The Great Fear of the South in the summer of 1860 seems to have 
been as baseless in fact as the remarkably similar Great Fear that swept the 
French peasantry in the frrst year of the French Revolution.103 Both Great 
Fear and grande peur revealed the profound anxieties which lacera ted the 
white Soutllerners and the French peasants in the summers of 1860 and 
1789, respectively.r ., 

In symbolic terms, the Great Fear on the eve of the Civil War was alto
gether fitting as a prelude to the dece;de and more of violence and mischief 
that would follow. The struggle between the Northern and Southern armies 
still stands as the most massive military bloodletting in American history, 
but almost forgotten is the irregular underwar of violence and guerrilla strife 
that paralleled the regular military action. In numerous localities throughout 
the North, resistance to the military draft was continuous and violent. The 
apogee of resistance to the draft occurred with the massive riots of 1863 in 
New York City when the city was given over to three days of virtually un
controlled rioting.104 Related troubles occurred throughout the war years 
in southern Indiana, southern Illinois, and southern Iowa where widespread 
Copperhead feellilg caused large-scale disaffection,antidraft riots, and 
guerrilla fighting between Urrion soldiers and Union deserters and other Copper
head sympathizers.10S The guerrilla war that took place along the Kansas
Missouri border has seldom been equaled for Unmitigated savagery. Jim Lane 
and his'fearsome Karlsas Jayhawkers traded brutal blows with the Confederate 
guerrillas of Missouri headed by the band of William Quantrell that included 
Frank and Jesse James and the Younger boys.106 Kentucky, too, was the 
scene of frequent ambushes and affrays.107 

The Confederate South was bedeviled by pockets of resistance to official 
policy. The mountain regions of nlprth Arkansas, north Alabama, and eastern 
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Tennessee had important centers of Unionist sentiment that never became 
reconciled to the war effort.108 Even Mississippi contained one county (Jones) 
that was perforated with disloyalty to the Confededlte Ciluse I09-as didAla
bama (Winston). The frontier areas of northern and 'central Texas were 
liberally dotted with Unionist sympathizers and antilliavery Germans. At best 
the German-Americans never gave more than grudging suppmt to the War and 
sometimes resorted to sabotage. The result was brutal retaliation by the "heel
flies" (Confederate home guards) who were often quilte careless of whom they 

. injured.110 
· Perhaps no event in American history bred more violence than the Civil 

War. Racial strife and Ku Klux Klan activity became routine in the old Con
federate states. Regulator troubles broke out in central Kentucky and the 
Blue Grass region. Outlaw and vigilante activity flamed in Texas, Kansas, and 

· Missouri. Outbreaks of feuding scorched the southern Appalachians and 
Texas. Aslate as the closing years of the century white capping, bald knob-

\' bing, and night riding, while spurred by particular social and economic causes) 
· remained as legacies of the violen t emotions and methods fired by the Civil 

War. I11 

Indian Wars 

Unquestionably the longest and most remorseless war in American history 
the one between whites and indians that began in Tidewater, Virginia, in 

1607 and continued with only temporary truces for nearly 300 years down to 
the final massacre at Wounded Knee, SOUtll Dakota in 1890. The implac~ble 
hostility that came to rule white-Indian relations waS by no means inevitable. 

small Indian population that existed in the continental United States 
allowed plenty of room for the expansion of white settlement. The economic 

· resources of the white settlers were such that the Indiians could have been 
easily and fairly reimbursed for the land needed for occupation by the whites. 

. In fact, a model of peaceful white-Indian relations was developed in 17th-cen-
· tury New England by John Eliot, Roger Williams, and other Puritan statesmen. 

The same was true in 18th-century Pennsylvania where William Penn's humane 
and equitable policy toward the Indians brought that colony decades of white
Indian amity.112 Racial prejudice and greed in the mass of New England 

. whites finally reaped the whirlwind in King Philip's War of 1675-76, which 
shattered the peaceful New England model.113 Much later the same sort of 
thing happened in Pennsylvania in 1763 when Pontiac's Rebellion (preceded 
by increasing tensions) ended the era of amicable white-Indian relations in. the 
Keystone colony. 

Other Indian wars proliferated during the 17th. and 18th centuries, nor did 
the pace of the conflict slacken in tlle 19th century. It is possible that no other 
factor has exercised a more brutalizing influence on the American character 
than the Indian wars. The struggles with the Indians have sometimes been 
represented as being '1ust" wars in the interest of promoting superior Western 
civilization at the expense of the crude stone-age culture of the Indians. The 
recent ethnohistorical approach to the. interpretation. of white-Indian relations 
has given us a more balanced understanding of the relative merits ·of white 
and Indian civilizations. The norms of Indian warfare were, however, at a more 
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baric level than those of Western Europe. Among the Indians of Eastern 
'~lJL"U,~a tortu~e was an accepted and customary part of warmaking.114 In 

violent encounters with Indians, the white settlers brought themselves 
to the barbaric level of Indian warfare. Scalping was adopted by white 
15 and down to the very last battle at Wounded Knee lifting the hair 

an Indian opponent was the usual practice among experienced white fight~ 
Broken treaties, unkept promises, and the slaughter of defenseless women 
children all, along with the un-European atrocity of taking scalps, con-

to characterize the white American's mode of dealing with the Indians. 
efflect on our national character has not been a healthy one; it has done 

to shape our proclivity to violence. 

Vigilante Violence 

The first large-scale American vigilante movement (and probably the first 
any size) occurred in the South Carolina bil.ck country in th'le late 1760's)16 

phenomenon of vigilantism seems to be native to the American soil. The 
Isles-especially Scotland and Ireland-were violent enough in the 17th 

18th centuries, but vigilantism was unknown in the British Isles; taking 
law into one's own hands (the classic definition of vigilantism) was repug

to ancient British legal tradition. Vigilantism arose as a response to a 
typical American problem: the absence of effective law and order in a fron
tier region. It was a problem that occurred again and again beyond the Appa
lachian Mountains. It stimulated the formation of hundreds of frontier vigi

te movements. 
The first phase of American Vigilantism happened mainly before the Civil 

War and dealt largely with the threat of frontier horsethieves and counter
feiters. Virtually every State or territory west of the Appalachians possessed 
one or more well-organized, relentless vigilante movements. We have tended 
to think of the Vigilante movement as being typical of the Western plains and 
mountains, but in actuality there was much vigilantism east of the Missouri 
and M;ssissippi Rivers. The main thrust of Vigilantism was to reestablish in 
each newly settled frontier area the community structure of the old settled 
areas along with the values of property, law, and order. Vigilante movements 
were characteristically in the control of the frontier elite and represented 
their social value,l) and preferences. This was true of the first Vigilante move
ment in South Carolina, 1767-69 (who were known as "Regulators"-the 
original but now obsolete term for vigilantes) and it was also true of the 
greatest of all American vigilante movements, that of San Francisco in 1856. 
The San Francisco vigilance 'committee of 1856 was dominated lock, stock, 
and barrel by the leading merchants of the city who organized to stamp out 
alleged criqte and political corruption.117 

Although the typical vigilante movements were dominated, by social con
servatives who desired to establish order .and stability in newly settled areas, 
there were disconcertingly numerous departures from the norm. Many 
Vigilante movements led not to order but to increasing disorder and anarchy. 
In such cases vigilantism left things in a worse condition than had been true 
before. Frequently the strife between vigilantes and their opponents (ex
acerbated by indiVidual, family, and political hatreds) became so hitter and 
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trammeled that order could be restored only by the Governor calling out 
militia. Such was the case when the Bald Knobbers of the Missouri 

rose in 1885-86 to curb the evils of theft, liquor, gambling, and 
in Taney and Christian Counties. Intervention by outside 

".uvu .. "" was fmally needed.1l8 
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The elite nature of 19th-century vigilantism is revealed by the prominent 
who belonged to vigilante movements. Included in a "Who's Who of 

... "u" ..... Vigilantism" would be U.S. Senators and Congressmen, Governors, 
wealthy capitalists, generals, lawyers, and even clergymen. Even 

, .... ".,~" .. ts of the United States have not been immune to the vigilante 
"'''', ..... , ... While serving in the Presidency, Andrew Jackson once approved 

resort of Iowa pioneers to vigilante methods pending the clarification 
territorial status.1l9 As a young cattle rancher in North Dakota, 

leoaOlre Roosevelt begged to be admitted to a vigilante band that was being 
to deal with rustlers and horsethieves. The cattlemen rebuffed the 

young Harvard blueblood but went on with their vigilante move
)20 Today among educated men of standing vigilantism is viewed 
disapproval, but it was not always so in the 19th century. In those days 

men were often prominent members of vigilante movements and 
of it. 

eu,,,"""" changed from the basically rural nation it had been in the ante
era to an urban, industrial nation after the Civil War. The institution 

tism changed to match the altering character of the nation. From 
".n, .... ".1 narrow concern with the classic frontier problems of horsethieves 

counterfeiters, vigilantism broadened its scope to include a variety of 
connected with the tensions of the new America: Catholics, Jews, 

immigrants, laboring men and labor leaders, political radicals, advo
of civil liberties, and nonconformists in general. Neovigilantism 

<Au",.n,'" as a symptom of the growifig pains of post-Civil War industrial 
but utterly failed as a solution to the complex social problems of 

era.121 
, post-Civil War era also saw the climax of two movements with strong 

to vigilantism. One was the antihorsethief associ:rtion movement 
had its greatest growth in the rural Midwest and Southwest after the 

War, although its roots were to be found in the northeastern United 
as early as the 1790's. The antihorsethief society pattern involved 

charter of local associations which were often vested with constabulary 
. By 1900 the antihorsethief association movement numbered hun-

ds of thousands of members in its belt of greatest strength, which stretched 
the Great Lakes to the Rio Grande. Forming a flexible and inexpensive 

members shared costs whenever they arose) supplement to immolJUe, 
l{DenSl''Ie, and inefficient local law enforcement,the antihorsethief associa

afforded the farmer insurance against the threat of horse and other types 
. theft. With the rapid development of the automobile around the time of 

War I the antihorsethief association movement lost its raison 
122 

,(Quite different in character was the White Cap123 movement. White Caps 
. appeared in southern Indiana in 1888,124 but in short order the ,phe-

.. ..., .... v •• ..., •• had spread to the four corners of the nation. The White Cap move-

i 
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ment copied the vigilante movements of the late-18th and early-19th cen- . 
turies in its preference for flogging as a mode of punishment. White Capping 
varied greatly from locality to locality and region to region. In North Texas ~ 
the White Caps were anti-Negro;125 in South Texas they were anti-Mexican;126 
and in northern New Mexico the White Caps were a movement of poor MeXi
can herders and ranchers against land-enclosing rich Mexicans and 
Americans.127 

In general, however, White Capping was most prevalent as a sort of spon
taneous movement for the moral regulation of the poor whites and ne'er~do
wells of the rural American countryside. Thus drunken, shiftless, and wife
beating whites who often abused their families were typical targets of White 
Cap violence.128 Loose women frequently became the victims of White 
Caps.129 Vigilantism going back to the South Carolina Regulators of 1767-
69 had often been concerned with the moral regulation of incorrigible 
whites, and hence White Capping was in part a throwback to the early era of 
frontier vigilantism. At the same time, White Capping seems to have been an 
important link between the first and second Ku Klux ¥Jans. WPite Cap 
methods in regard to punishment and costume seem to have been influenced 
by the first Klan, while White Cap attacks on immoral and shiftless whites 
foreshadowed the main thrust of the second Klan of the 1920's. Chronolog
ically, the White Cap movement formed a neat link between the first and 
second Klans. White Capping began in the 1880's about two decades after 
the first Klan, and by the turn of the century it had become such a generic 
term for local American violence that Booth Tarklngton made White Cap 
violence the pivot of his popular novel, The Gentleman from Indiana 
(1899).130 At the time of World War I, White Capping was fading from view; 
shortly thereafter the second Ku Klux Klan rose to take its place. 

Agrarian Uprisings 

The tree of liberty from time immemorial in America has been nurtured by 
a series of movements in behalf of the ever-suffering farmer or yeoman. ·Often • 
these movements-generally considered to be liberal in their political character 
-have been formed for the purposes of redressing the economic grievances of . . 
the farmer; attUnes they have been land reform movements. The dissident- ; 
farmer movements have been deemed among the most heroic of all American 
movements of political insurgence; they have been the especial favorites of 
historians who with love a'ld sympathy have chronicled their ups and downs. ! 

There have been a host of these agrarian uprisings, and they have been equally ; 
prevalent in both the colonial and national periods of our history. The ini-
tial agrarian uprising was that behind Nathaniel Bacon in late-17th-century 
Virginia131 followed by the NeVI Jersey land rioters of the 18th century.132 

Similarly, in the 1760's were the Paxton Boys movement ofPennsylvaniap3 
the North Carolina Regulators (not a Vigilante movement but one for reform 
of local government),134 and the New York antirent movement (which 
stretched on into the 19th century).135 With the gaining of independence' 
there appeared Shays' Rebellion in Massachusetts (1786-87),136 the Whiskey 
Rebellion in western Pennsylvania (1794),137 and .Fries' Rebellion in eastern 
Pennsylvania (1798-99).138 Farther west-in the Mississippi Valley before 
the Civil War--there appeared the Claim Clubs to defend the land occupancy 
of squatters.139 
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the Civil War a plethora of economic problems for the farmer gave, 
. to the Grangers, the Greenbackers, the Farmers' Alliance (which origi-
, began in central Texas as % quasi-vigilante movement),140 and the Pop

Party.141 About the same time there appeared a land-reform mqvement 
. against the monopoly landholding of the Southern Pacific Rail-
142 and in New Mexico there appeared the previously mentioned White 

movement of poor Mexicans against the land-enclosing tactics of well-to-
)";MeXICarIS and Americans. Western Kentucky and the Ohio-Mississippi 

area, generally, were the scene of a tobacco farmers' cooperative move
in the6arly 1900's to end the control of the American Tobacco Co. and 

ciortfpanies over the marketing system,143 Farmers became inc~e~s
attracted to the Socialist Party, and the nonindustrial State of Oklahoma 
led the nation in Socialist Party members. Connected with the rise of 

among Oklahoma farmers was the appearance there during World 
I of the Working Class Union which developed into a pacifist, antidraft 

t of sharecroppers and small farmers.144 In the uppet GreatPlaills 
rose in North Dakota in 1915 the radical Nonpartisan League which 

many reforms in that State and inspired similar v(ogressive farm 
ts in other States of the Northwest. 145 The farm bloc emerged in 
in the 1920's to promote legislation for easing the agricultural de

. When conditions worsened in the 1930's, the Fanners' Holiday 
was formed in the Midwest to lead farmer strikes and boycotts 

the economic system.146 In our own 1960's the National Farmers' 
has adopted similar tactics. 

insurgent farmer movements have thus formed one) of the longest and 
enduring chronicles in the history of American refmm but pne that has 
blighted again and again with violence. Nathaniel Bacon's movement 

a full-fledged rebellion that resulted in the burnjng of Jamestown, 
Jersey land rioters used violence to press their, claims against the 

land companies. The New York anti rent movement frequently used 
against the dominant landlords. The North Caro.Hna Regulators rioted 

the courthouse rings that ground them under tlIe burden of heavy 
and rapacious fees. The Paxton Boys of Pennsylvania followed their 

of Indians with a march on Philadelphia. The followers of Daniel 
in Massachusetts broke up court sessions in order to forestall land 

The farmers of Pennsylvania rose in rebellion against taxes on 
and land in the Whiskey and Fries uprisings. The Western Claims Clubs 
,paradoxically, were sometimes dominated by land speculators pur

their own interests) used intimidation to protf~ct "squatters' rights." 
land reform movement in California spawned a. night-rider league in 

County, 1878-80, to resist railroad land agents. The tobacco farmer 
tive movement in Kentucky did not succeed in breaking mon{)poly. 

of the marketing system until it utiliz~ld a "Night Rider" organi:-
that raided several western Kentucky townf~, destroyed tobacco ware
, and abused noncooperating farmers. TheiNew Mexican White Caps 

d a reign of terror to fight the land-enc1osure movement. The 
Class Union of Oklahoma spawned the Qreen Corn Rebellion; the 

" contemplated only a peaceful march on'Washington but did arm 
and committed a few acts of violence before being rooted Qut of 

hills and breaks along the South Canadian River by sheriffs and posses. 
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The Farmers' Holiday Association dumped milk cans, blocked roads, and 
roughed up opponents. Farmer grievances have been serious. Repeatedly 
farmers used higher law-the need to right insufferable wrongs, the very justi. 
fication of the American Revolution-to justify the use of violence in up
rising after uprising. 

Labor Violence 
. . 

The labor movement in American history has been bathed in the same sort 
glorification that has annointed the agrarian uprisings. Most would agree " 

by raising the health and living standard of the working man the Ameri· 
labor movement has been a significant factor in advancing the social well· I, 

of the nation. But the labor movement reveals the saJ;ne mixture ,of 
ends with inglorious means-violence-that has characterized the 

(JT~lM~n movement. (Ironically, the white "backlash" against black uprisings 
the cities of today has been strongest in the rural countryside and the 

'blue collar" metropolitan wards, i.e., among the inheritors of the violent 
nr",ri"n and labor movements.) 

A rudimentary labor movement was to be found in the port cities of the 
"V,""JUW period. While there was no organization of laborers as such, sailors, 

gstJlOrj~men. and other workers of the maritime industry occaSionally 
rioted-stirred up by impressment gangs and sporadic economic stringency.147 , 
The unskilled workers and skilled ,artisans who contributed the force to the 
violent Liberty Boy movement of the 1760's were made especially restless 
and turbulent by the economic depression that followed the end of the 
Great War for the Empire.l48 

It is with the coming of the Industrial Revolution to America in the 19th 
century that the labor movement really gets underway, particularly as a con
comitant of the tremendous growth of American industry after the Civil War. _ >} 

Various labor organizations mushroomed: the Knights of Labor, American 
Railway Union, American Federation of Labor, Western Federation of Miners 
(WPM), and the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). All made the strike 
a major weapon, and in case after case violence broke out in accompaniment 
of the strike. The blame was certainly not on the side of labor alone. The un· 
yielding attitude of capitalists in regard to wages, hours, working conditions; 

" and the desire to unionize led to the calling of strikes. Violent attempts of 
capital to suppress unions and break up strikes frequently incited the workers 
to violence. But laborers, too, were often more than ready to resort to vio
lence, as many of the great upheavals after the Civil War indicate. The great l' 

railroad strike of 1877 triggered massive riots that in Pittsburgh reached the 1 

level of insurrection. About the same time the decade-long Molly Maguire149 
troubles in the hard coal field of eastern Pennsylvania came to a climax. The 
Molly Maguires were a secret organization of Irish miners who fought their ' 
employers with assassination and mayhem.l50 Such events as the Haymarket 
Riot in Chicago (1886),151 the Homestead strike (1892),152 the Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho, silver mining troubles (1892ff), and the 1910 dynamiting of 
the Los Angeles Times building (by the McNamara brothers of the supposedly 
conservative American Federation ofLabor)153 led Louis Adamic correctly 
to label the late-19th-early-20th-century period as the era of dynamite in 
American labor relations. 

/I 
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The Western mining State of Colorado affords a paradigm of the dynamite 
era oflabor violence. From 1884 to 1914, Colorado had its own "Thirty 
Years War" of strikes and violence which typified the economic, class, and 
ethnic tensions of the period.l54 Colorado's 3D-year period of acute labor 
violence came to a climax with what may have been the most violent up
heaval in American labor history: the coal miners' strike against the 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., 1913-14. During the first S weeks of the strike 
(which took place in southern Colorado) there were 38 armed skirmishes 
in which 18 persons were killed. The final horror took place on April 20, 
1914, at Ludlow, Colorado. A IS-hour battle between strikers and militia-

, men ended in the burning of the strikers' tent city during which 2 mothers 
and 11 children suffocated to death in the "Black Hole of Ludlow." Follow
,ing this tragedy, maddened miners erupted in a 1 D-day rebellion which 
brought "anarchy and unrestrained class warfare" to a 25D-mile area of 
southern Colorado before the entrance of Federal troops ended the vio
lence. 1SS The Ludlow conflict was in truth an actualization of the apocalyp
tic visions of class warfare of Jack London(in The Iron Heel)IS6 and other 
writers of the period. 

The last great spasm of violence in the history of American labor came in 
the 1930's with the sitdown strike movement which accompanied the success
ful drive to unionize the automobile and other great mass-production 

CONCLUSION 

What is to be made of this survey of violence in American history? The 
and most obvious conclusion is that there has been a huge amount of it. 

is not merely that violence has been mixed with the negative features of 
history such as criminal activity, lynch mobs, and family feuds. On the 

contrary, violence has formed a seamless web with some of the noblest and 
,. most constructive chapters of American history: the birth of the nation 
, (Revolutionary Violence), the freeing of the slaves and the preservation of 
, , the Union (Civil War violence), the occupation of the Jand (Indian wars), the 
, stabilization of frontier society (vigilante violence), the elevation of the 
,,farmer and the laborer (agrarian and labor violence), and the preservation of 
, law and order (police violence). The patriot, the humanitarian, the natiomi-
.list, the pioneer, the landholder, the farmer, and the laborer (and the capita
list) have used violence as the means to a higher end. 

All too often unyielding and unsympathetic established political and 
economic power has incited violence by its refusal to heed and redress just 
grievances. Thus Governor Berkeley of Virginia ignored the pleas of Virginia 
planters and the result was Bacon's Rebellion. Thus the British government 
in 1774-76 remained adamant in the face of patriot pleas, and the result was 
the American Revolution. Thus the tobacco trust scoffed at the grievances 
of farmers. and the result was the Kentucky Night Rider movement. Thus 
American capitalists ground workers into the dust" and the result was the 
violent labor movement. The possessors of power and wealth have been prone 
to refuse to share their attributes until it has been too late. Arrogance is in
deed a quality that comes to unchecked power more readily than sympathy 
and forbearance. 
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By the same token, once can argue that the aggrieved in American history 
have been too quick to revolt, too hastily vinlent. We have resorted so often 
to violence that we have long since become a "trigger happy" people. Vio
lence is ostensibly rejected by us as a part of the American value system, but 
so great has been our involvement with both negative and positive violence over 
the long sweep of our history that violence lias truly become a part of our 
unacknowledged' (or underground) value structure. 

Two major problems remain if'J'we as Americans are ever to break our 
bondage to violence. One is the problem of self-knowledge: We must recog-
, that, despite our piot,s official disclaimers, we have always operated with 

heavy dependence upon violence in even our highest and most idealistic 
vors. We must take stock of what we have done rather than what we 
said. When that is done, the realization that we have been an incorrigibly 

people is overwhelming. We must realize that violence has not been 
action only of the roughnecks and racists among us but has been the 

of the most upright and respected of our people. Having gained this 
-knowledge, the next problem becomes the ridding of violence, once and' 
all, from the real (but unacknowledged) American value system. Only 
, will we begin to solve our social, economic, and politicaJproblems by 

, economic, and political means rather than evading them by resort to 
dangerous and degrading use of yjolence. 
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antir/illroad riot; Oberholtzer is the source for all the other riots. In addition, there 
wer!'! riots in 1828 (a weavers' riot involving Irish vs. anti-Irish conflict) and 1871 . 
(anti-Negro riot). Oberholtzer, Philadelphia, vol. II, p. 291. Joseph Jackson,En. 
cYf/lopedia of Philadelphia (4 vols., Harrisburg, Pa.: National Historical Associa
tirm, 1931-33), vol. I, p. 87. Sam Bass Warner, Jr., The Private City: Philadelplzia
;'/1 Three Periods of Its Growth (l;'hiladelphia, Pa.: University of Pennsylvania 
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Press, 1968), pp. 125-157, interprets the Philadelphia riots of the 1830's and 
1840's as exemplifying "the interaction of most of the important elements of the 
big-city era: industrialization, immigration, mixed patterns of settlement, chang
ing styles of leadership, weakness of municipal institutions, and shifting orienta
tions of politics." 
J[oel] T. Headley, The Great Riots of New York, 1712 to 1783 ... (New York: 
E. B. Trent, 1873), pp. 66-135. The eight riots were: (1) 1834-election riots, 
(2) 1834-antiabolitionist riots, (3) ,1835-antiabolitionist riots, (4) 1835-labor 
(stone cutters') riot, (5) 1837 -food (flour) riot, (6) 1849-Astor Place (theatrical 
factions) riots, (7) 1857 -police (Mayor's police vs. Metropolitan p~lice) riot, 
(8) 1857-Dead-Rabbits' riot (gang conflict). In addition to these nots and the 
great draft riots of 1863 there were two "Orange" riots (Irish Catholics vs. Irish 
Protestants) in 1870-71. On the Orange riots, see Headley, Great Riots of New 
York, ch. XXI. 
Roger Lane Policing the City: Boston, 1822·1885(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1967), pp. 26,33. George A. Ketcham, "Municipal Police Reform: 
A Comparative Study of Law Enforcement in Cincinnati, Ch~cago, ~ew Orl~ans~ 
New York and St. Louis, 1844-1877" (unpublished Ph. D. DIssertatIon, Umverslty 
of Missouri, 1967), p. 54. The four riots were: (1) 1834-anti-Catholic (Charles
town convent burning) riot, (2) Hltl5-antiabolitionist ("Broadcloth Mob" 
assault on William Lloyd Garrison) riot, (3) 1837 -Broad Street riot, (4) 1843-
anti-Negro riot. Boston also had draft riots in 1861 and 1863. Lane, Policing the 
City, pp. 118-134 .. 
Ketcham, "Municipal Police Reform," pp. 50,53: 153. T~e f?ur riots were: 
(1) 1336-pro-slavery riot in April, (2) 1836-pro-slavery not m July, (3) 1842-
bank riots (4) 1853-Bedini (nativist vs. Catholic) riots. 
Labor riot's occurred in New York, 1.835; Philadelphia, 1843; and Baltimore, 
1857., ". 
There were election riots in Baltimore in 1848, 1856 (2), 1858, and 1859, m 
Philadelphia, 1834, 1849, and in New York, 1834. . . 
There were antiabolitionist riots in New York, 1834, 1835; Boston, 1835; Cmcm
nati, 1836; and Philadelphia, 1838. 
Anti-Negro riots occurred in Philadelphia in 1834, 1835, 1838, 1842, and 1849,. 
and in Boston in 1843. New York's great draft riots of 1863 featured much antl-
Neg!o violence. . . ' 
Anti-Catholic riots occurred in Pl1iladelphia in 1844, (two) and m Boston m 1834. 
Anti-CathOlic feeling was basic to Cincinnati's Bedini riot of 1853 .. 
See, for example, Andrew H. Neilly, "The Violent Volunteers: A. HIstOry of the 
Volunteer Fire Department of Philadelphia, 1736-1871" (unpubhshed Ph. D. 
disseEtation, University of Pennsylvania, 19~9). ,,, . 
On the events of 1877 see one of the most Important wor~Sl:>n the lustory of 
American violence: R~bert V. Bruce, 1877: Year of Violence (Indianapolis and 
New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1959). -
See the section below on "Police Violence." 
See my paper in this volume on "The American Vi!Piante Traditi?n." I, 

The basic work on race riots in the fust half of the 2Qth-century IS Allen D. 
Grimshaw, "A Study in Social Violence: . Urban Race Rio~s in the United S!ates 
(unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, UniverSIty of PennsylvanIa, 1959). A semmal 
treatment is Arthur I. Waskow, From Race Riot to Sit-In, 1919 and th~ 1960's: 
A Study ill the COllnectiolls between Conflic~ and Viol~ncf: (Garde~ CIty, N.Y .. : 
Doubleday, 1966). Two important case studIes are EIItot M. ~Ud~ICk,.Rac~ RIOt 
at East St. Louis: July 2,1917 (Carbondale, Ill.: Southern .Illmols U~IversIty 
Press, 1964), and Robert Shogan and Tom Cr:ug, V,e DetrOIt Race I!,ot: A Study 
in Violence (philadelphia and New York: ChiltoniJaoks, 1964) whIch covers the 
1943 riot. ., 
Of the enormous Iiterature on riots since .1964, the m.os~ unport?~t w~rk IS the 
monumental Report of the National AdVISOry CommISSion ~m C,VIl D~sorders 
(New York: Bantam Books paperback, 1968). A useful bnef su~~y IS Joseph 
Boskin, "A History of Urban Conflicts in the Twentieth Century m Audre~ . 
Rawitscher, comp., Riots in the City: An Addendum to the McCone CommISSIon 
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61. 
62. 

63. 

64. 
65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

Report (Los Angeles, Calif.: National Association of Social Workers, Los Angeles 
Area Chapter, [1967]), pp. 1-24. See also the paper in this volume by Elliot M. 
Rudwick and August Meier, "Black Violence in the Twentieth Century: A Study 
in Rhetoric and Retaliation." 
Ralph Ellisrm,Invisible Man (New York: Random House, 1952), ch. 25. 
Jack Altman and Marvin C. Ziporyn, Born to Raise Hell (New York: Grove Press, 
1967). 
Time, Aug. 12, 1966, p. 19 ff. This was, apparently, the greatest singlehanded :> 

mass-murder in American history. The night before Whitman had killed his wife 
and his mother. . 
New York Times, Apr. 21, 1968, I, p. 1, c. 3-6 ff. 
Otto A. Rothert, The Outlaws of Cave-In-Rock (Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark, 
1924), pp. 55-156, 241-266. See also Coates, Outlaw Years. 
John T. James, The Benders of Kansas (Wichita, Kans.: Kan-Okla Publishing Co., 
1913). 
Colin Wilson and Patricia Pitman, Encyclopedia of Murder (New York: G. P. Put
nam's Sons, 1962), pp. 286-289. 
In this direction a pioneering treatmentis the paper in this volume by Sheldon 
Hackney. Indispensable to any study of murder in American history is Thomas M. 
McDade, The Annals of Murder: A Bibliography of Books and Pamphlets on 
American Murders from Colonial Times to 19UO (Norman, Okla.: University of 
Oklahoma Press [1961], whose 1,126 bibliographical entries are heavily annotated. 
A relevant literary study is David B. Davis,Homicide in American Fiction, 1798-
1860: A Study in Social Values (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1957). 

69. Charles E. Rosenberg, The Trial of the Assassin Guiteau (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1968). 

70. Walter Channing, "The Mental Status of Czolgosz, the Assassin of President Mc
Kinley," American JournlJt t~f Insanity, vol. XLIX (1902-03), pp. 233-278. 

71. Report of the Wa"en CO,"'itktfssion on the Assassination of President Kennedy 
(New York: Bantam Books paperback, 1964), pp. 350-399,596-659. 

72. Two notable exceptions are, of course, the.1ate Senators Huey P.Long and Robert 
F.Kennedy. 

73. Luther M. Carlton, "The Assassination of John Walter Stephens," Historical 
Society of Trini ty College r Duke U niversi ty] , Historical Papers, 2d series (1898), 
pp. 1-12. Albion w.. Tourgee incorporated Stephens' assassination into his best
selling novel,A Fool's E"and (New York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert, 1879). 

,74. Daniel W. Crofts, "The Blair Bill and the Elections Bill: The Congressional After
math to Reconstruction" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Yale University, 1968), 
pp.244-245. 

75. T. Harry Williams, "Louisiana Mystery - An Essay Review t Louisiana History, \191. 
VI (1965), pp. 287-291. Hermann B. Deutsch, The Huey Long Murder Case 
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubled.ay,1963). David Zinman, The Day Huey Long Was' 
Sho't (New York: Ivan OboleHsky, 1963), holcls that Long was accidentally shot. 
by a stray bullet from a bodygllard. -

76. Goebel's election as Governor/!was vociferously contested by Republicans who 
claimed that their candidate h,,~d reaiIy been elected. 

77. Thomas D. Clark, "The Peop! e, William Goebel, and the Kentucky Railroads," 
Journal of Southern History, vol. V (1939), pp.34-48. 

78. Fountain and his young son disappeared and were never found. Contemporaries-
and later historians-felt that Fountain had been assassin.lted. . 

79. Howard R. Lamar, The Far Southwest, 1846-1912: A TerritOrial History (New 
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1966), pp. 192-195. 

80. In the 1890's, Fall was stiILa Democrat. He did not sw.itch to the Republican 
Party until after the turn of the century. Today Fall is chiefly remembered for 
his connection with the unsavory Teapot Dome oil reserve affair as Harding's Sec
retary of the Interior. 

81. ArrelM. Gibson in Thf! Life and Death of Colonel Albert Jennings Fountain (Nor
man, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press [1965] has branded Vall as the leading 
plotter against Fountain. See also the milder but excellent treatment by C[harles] 
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L. Sonnichsen in Tularosas: Last of the Frontier West (New York: Devin-Adair, 

1960). . "al N 
82. Two leading authorities attest assassination as political weapon In tern ton . ew 

Mexico: Lamar, Far Southwest, pp. 192-195, and Warren A. Beck,New MeXICO: 
A History of FOllr Centuries (Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press 
[1962]), p. 173. . . . . . ., . 

83. See statements by Joseph Satten, Amlhu EtzlOm, and other SOCIal SCIentIsts re-
ported in theNew York Times, June 9, 1968, vol. I, p. 64, c. 1-3. .. 

84. Walter Prescott Webb, The Texas Rangers (Boston, Mass.: Houghton MIfflin, 
1935). . 

85. George A. Ketcham, "Municipal Police Reform: A Comparahve SttuLdY ?fL18a~4En-
forcement in Cincinnati, Chicago, New Orleans, New York, and S. oms, -
1877" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Missouri, 1967). Roge~ 
Lane,Policing the City: Boston, 1822-1855 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Umver
sity Press, 1967). 

86. Martha Derthick, The National Guard in Politics (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1965), pp. 16-17. 

87. Ibid. d II: 
88. James D. Horan, The Pinkertons: The Detective Dynasty That Ma e IstOry 

(New York: Crown, 1968). 
89. See, for example, Anthony S. Nicolosi, "The Rise and Fall608f)theN2e9W3J2erseYd 

Vigilant Societies," New Jersey History, vol. LXXXVI (19 ,pp. - ,.an 
Hugh C. Gresham, The Story of Major David McKee, Foun,tler of the Antl-Ho!'se 
Thief Association (Cheney, Kans.: Hugh C. Gresham, 193 I). See also m~ bnef 
account of the AHTA movement in this volume in my paper, "The Amencan 
Vigilante Tradition." . 
J [eremiah] P. Shalloo, Private Police: WC~~ Special Referen~e to Pennsylvama 
(philadelphia: American Academy ofPohtical and SOClal SCIence, 1933), pp. 

91. ;3;~::Thorwald, The Century of the Detective, trans!. Richard and Clara Winston 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1965). . . . . 

92. On the "third degree" problem, see the study by the WIckersham CommLlssloln. 
National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, ~e,!ort on aw ess
ness in Law Enforcement (Washington: U.S. Government Prmtmg Office, 1931), 
pp. 13-261. . k f . . 

93. The huge literature on jails and prisons has been dommatped bYwthTe wor 0Cc.nml
nologists, penologists, and sociologists; see, for example, aul. app~, !"me, 
Justice and Correction (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960). Two older histoncal 
studies are Harry E. Barnes, The Story of Punishment.(Bo~ton: Str~tford, 1930), 
and Blake McKelvey, American Prisons (Chicago: Umvemty of ChIcago Press, 
1936). An able recent work is W. David Lewis, From Newgate to D~nn~mora: 
The Rise of the Penitentiary, 1796-1848 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Umversity Press, 

1965). . d Pt' t" C 1 'al 94. G. P. Anderson, "Ebenezer Mackintosh: Stamp Act RlOter an a no, 0 om 
Society of Massachusetts, Publications, vol. XX':~ (1924-26), ~p. 15-?4. On the 
background of Boston mob violence, see Smith, Anglo-Colomal SOCIety and the 
Mob," pp. 88-89, 108, 118, 157-159, 180-!99, 208-222. .• r • 

95. See, for example, IYor Nolil Hume, 1775: Another Pa
8
rt of the Field (New York. 

Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), pp. 32~34, 125-130, 284~28 . 
96. Cutler, Lynch-Law, p. 61 ff. . -
97. Adrian C. Leiby, The Revolutionary War ill the Hackensack Valley (New Bruns-

wick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1962). . " . 
98. Miles R. Feinstein, "The Origins of the Pineys of New Jersey, (unpubbshed B. A. 

thesis, Rutgers University, 1963), pp. 56-73. . . . 
99. Edward B. McCrady, VIe History of South CarOdltnMa 11l thleIRBevolut~?Bn, 1/g~~~8ry3 

(New York: Macmillan, 1902). Se~ also Richar . axw? r?wn", ~c 
Violence (1760-85) and Its Significance for South ~arolma lbstory, . I? Robert 
M. Calhoon, ed., Loyalists in the American Revolution: f!entral Participants or 
Marginal Victims? (Holt, Rinehart & Winston, forthcommg). 
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See, for example, Francis Grierson, Valley of the Shadows, Bernard De Voto, ed. 
(New York: Harper Torchbooks paperback, 1966). 
Allan Nevins, 171e Emergenctt of Lincoln, Vol. II,Prologue to Civil War, 1859-
1861 (New Yo:rk: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950), pp_ 306-308. 
See, for example, the hysteria which swept Texas in 1860 as described in Frank 
H. Smyrl, "Unionism, Abolitionism, and Vigilantism in Texas, 1856-1865" 
(unpublished M. A. thesis, University of Texas, 1961), pp. 49-74. 
Crane Brinton, A Decade of Revolution: 1789-1799 (New York: Harper Torch
books paperbac:k, 1963), pp. 35-37. The standard work on the subject is Georges 
Lefebvre, La GJrande Peur de 1789 (paris: A. Colin, 1932). 
James McCagu(:, The Second Rebellion: The Story of the New York City Draft 
Riots of 1863 (New York: Dial, 1968). 
Frank L. Klem(mt, The Copperheads in the Middle West (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1960). 
Richard S. Brownless, Gray Ghosts of the Confederacy: Guerrilla Warfare in the 
West, 1861-1865 (Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University Press, 1958). 
E[llis] Merton Coulter, The Civil War and Readjustment in Kentucky (Chapel 
Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1926). 
Georgia Lee Tatum, Disloyalty in the Confederacy (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University 
of North Carolina Press, 1934), pp. 36-44,54-72, 143-155. 
This was Jones County. Tatum, Disloyalty in the Confederacy, pp. 97-98. 
Ibid., pp. 44-53;. See also Smyrl, "Unionism, Abolitionism, and Vigilantism." 
See the followiJIlg sections of this paper on vigilante and agrarian violence. 
Douglas E. Lea(;h, Vie Northern Colonial Frontier, 1607-1763 (New York et al.: 
Holt, Rinehart,& Winston, [1966]). See also Alden T. Vaughan,New Eng/and 
Frontier: Puri!lrms and Indians, 1620-1675 (Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown 
[1965]). 
Douglas E. Lea(:h, Flintlock and Tomahawk: New England in King Philip's War 
(New York: W .. W. Norton paperback, 1966). 
Leach, Northem Colonial Frontier, pp. 12-13. 
Ibid., p. 112. William T. Hagan, American Indians (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1961), is a general history in which the major Indian wars are duly 
treated. 
Brown, South Carolina Regulators. For a fuller treatment of vigilantism, see my 
paper in this voilume on "The American Vigilante Tradition." Vigilantism is also 
treated in the p:aper in'ihis volume by Joe B. Frantz, "The Frontier Tradition: 
An Invitation to Violence." 
Richard MaxweU Brown, "Pivot of American Vigilantism: The San Francisco 
Vigilance Committee of 1856" in John A. Carroll,ed., Reflections of Western 
Historians (Tuc:ion, Ariz.: University of Arizona Press, 1969). 
Lucile Morris, Bald Knobbers (Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers, 1939). 
Eliphalet Price, "The Trial and Execution of Patrick O'Conner," Palimpsest, vol. 
I (1920), pp. 86-97. 
Granville Stuart, Forty' Years on the Frontier, Paul C. Phillips, ed., (2 vols., 
Cleveland, Ohio: Arthur H. Clark, 1925); vol. II, pp. 196-197. 
A well selected lcollection of documents that includes material on neo-vigilantism 
is John W. Caughey, ed., Their Majesties the Mob (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1960). 
See the section IOn the antihorsethief association movement in "The American 
Vigilante Tradition." 
White Caps: HA voluntary group formed ostensibly for punishing offenders not 
adequately deal:t with by law." Mathews, A Dictionary of Americanisms, p. 1865. 
White Capping Seems to have begun in Crawford County. Ind., in 1888. Within 
the year it spread to Ohio. Biographical and Historical Souvenir for Ihe Counties 
of Clark, Crawford, Harrison, Floyd, Jefferson, Jennings, Scott and Washington: 
Indiana (Chicag1o: John M. Graham & Co., 1889), p. 35. Ohio State Journal 
(Columbus), Nov. 26,29, Dec. 1,3,5-7, 10, 12,21, 1888. 
Samuel L. Evan~i, "Texa.s Agriculture, 1880-1930" (unpublished Ph. D. dissed;t
tion, University of Texas, 1960), pp. 320-32!. Texas Fann a:;:1 Ranch (Dallas), 
Oct. 1, 8, 1898. 
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Sheriff A. M. Avant, Atascosa County, Sept. 20, 1898, to Governor C. A. Culber
son in Letters to Governor C. A. Culberson (manuscripts in Texas State Archives, 
Austin). 
"The 'White Caps,' 1890-1893" (me of manuscripts and clippings in the L. Brad
ford Prince papers in the New Mexico State Records Center, Santa Fe). See 
especially the August 12, 1890, memorandum of Governor Prince to John W. 
Noble, U.S. Secretary of the Interior. 
For example, Robert E. Cunningham, Trial by Mob (Stillwater, Okla.: Redlands 
Press, 1957), pp. 12-13. 
For example, E[thelred] W. Crozier, The White-Caps: A History of the Organiza
tion in Sevier County (Knoxville, Tenn.: Beam, Warters & Gaut, 1899), pp. 10-11, 
87 ff., 180 ff. 
Booth Tarkington, The Gentleman from indiana (New York: Doubleday & 
McClure, 1899). 
Wilcomb E. Washburn, The Governor and the Rebel: A History of Bacon's Re
bellion in Virginia (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1957). 
Thomas J. Wertenbaker, Torchbearer of the Revolution: Vie Story of Bacon's 
Rebellion and Its Leader (princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ~rsity Press, 1940). 
Gary S. Horowitz, "New Jersey Land Riots, 1745-1755" (unpublished Ph. D. 
dissertation, Ohio State University, 1966). 
Brooke Hindle, "The March of the Paxton noys," William and Mary Quarter(y, 
3d series, vol. III (1946), pp. 461-486. 
John S. Bassett, "The Regulators of North Carolina (1765-1771)," American 
Historical Association, Annuai Report for the year 1894, pp. 141-212. Marvin 
L. M. Kay, "The Institutional Background to the Regulation in Colonial North 
Carolina" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1962). 
Irving Mark, Agrarian Conflicts in Colonial New York, 1711-1775 (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1940). David M. Ellis, Landlords and Farmers in 
the Hudson-Mohawk Region, 1790-1850 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 1946). See also Sung Bok Kim, "The Manor of Cortlandt and Its Tenants: 
New York, 1697-1783" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Michigan State 
University, 1966). 
Marion L. Starkey, A Little Rebellion (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1955). 
Robert A. Feer, "Shays' Rebellion" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Harvard 
University, 1958). 
Leland D. Baldwin, Whiskey Rebels (pi.tsburgh, Pa.: University of Press, 1939). 
William W. H. Davis, Vie Fries Rebellion, 1798-1799 ... (Doylestown, Pa.: 
Doylestown Publishing Co., 1899). 
Allan G. Bogue, "The: Iowa Claim Clubs: Symbol and Substance," Mississippi 
Valley Historical Review, vol. XLV (1958), pp. 231-25.3. 
Robert Lee Hunt, A History of Farmer Movements in the Southwest: 1873-1925 
(n.p., n.d.), pp. 28-29. 
Although its interpretation has come under heavy attack in the last 15 years, the 
most. complete account of the Populist movement remai.ns John D. Hicks, The 
Populist Revolt (Minneapolis, Minn.: University of Minllesota Press, 1931). 
James L. Brown, Vie Mussel Slough Tragedy (n.p., 1958), deals with the settlers' 
land league in the Hanford vicinity and its night riding af~tivities which came to a 
climax in the Mussel Slough gun battle, an episode which Frank Norris used as the 
basis of his novel, The Octopus: A Story of California (New York: Doubleday, 
Page, 1901). 
James O. Nall, The T,obaccoNight Riders of Kentucky mId Tennessee, 1905-1909 
(Louisville, Ky.: Standard Press, 1939). See also Robert Penn Warren's brilliant 
novel, Night Rider (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1939). 
John Womack, Jr., "Oklahoma's Green Com Rebellion" (unpublished A.B. thesis, 
Harvard College, 1959). 
Robert L. Morlan,Political Prairie Fire: The Nonpartisan League, 1915-1922 
(Minneapolis, Minn.: University of Minnesota Press, 1955). 
John L. Shover, Corn belt Rebellion: The Farmers' Holiday Association (Urbana, 
Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1965). 
LeilHsch, "Jack Tar in the Streets;' pp. 381-400. 
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were selected by choosing randomly a date in the month and then picking all 
issues in that month that fell on exactly the same day of the week as the date 
that was selected. For the next month, a new date within the month was 
selected as the starting point. 

From 1851 to 1968, the New York Times was used as the source. From 
1851 through 1899, the sampling procedure was the same as that described 
above. Mter 1899, only two issues per month were selected. The issues to 
be read were determined by first picking a random date in the first week of 
the month and then selecting that issue as well as the issue that fell exactly 2 
weeks later. '. 

DEFINITION OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE 

P~litically violent events were defmed as those involving an attack on an 
OffiCIal or group of officials for any reason or an attack on an individual or 
group of individuals for political or social reasons. Thus, an attack on a Con
gressman would be considered a politically violent event even though the rea
son for the attack may have been purely personal. Labor violence was coded 
as well ~s incidents aris~g out of other economic, racial,Jeligious, or political 
antag?~sms. Labor strikes were coded if they occurre(hJefore such forms of 

• bargammg were legal. Criminal acts including gang warfare were not coded 
unless the acts were committed against noncrirninals for political reasons or 
upon officials. The Civil War also was not coded. I 

THE INDEX OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE 

Measuring ,golitical violence can be done in anyone of several ways. These i 

ran.ge.from tl~e. number of events alone, to the number of people who died. 
This study utilIZed three sU9,h indices. One was the number of events, anoth~J1 

,i; was th~ n~mber of de~ths, and a third was the number who were injured. /' 
These mdIces are not mterchangeable so that judgments about the amount of 
politica1 violence depend on the particular index that is used. Interpretations, 
tha: ar~ base~ on.a composite evaluation of the indices obviously require a,,' 
subJe~tIve weIghtmg of them separately, unless, of course, each provides the" 
same mformation. Results will be presented for all three of the indices 

. ~ addition to the absolute values across time, two separate controls 'were 
utilIZed. The first was an adjustment of the indices based on newspaper size 
and the seco~d _~asbased on popUlation. 

" Th.e adju.stmen~ for ~opulation uldicates that -the most recent period of " :' 
. Amencan his~ory IS as vIolent as a~y previous periods, perhaps slightly more 

, so. ~owever; th,e control for the SIZe of the newspaper does not confirm this 
"' fmd~g. On this basis, the most recent period is far less violent than 'many 

, , prevIOUS ones ~a~e been. ~n fact, the control for the number of pages indicates 
I th~t t~e post-CIvil War penod had the greatest amount of political violence. " 

- ThIS. vlOlen~e peaked around the year 1885. There was then a rather constant 
. ,declme until the end of the Second World War. ' _ 
:~, The population adjustment confirms this result except that the whole period' ' 
; ,~rom about 1835 to 1900 had peaks ofpoIitical violence followed by decreases 

m the amount of violence. ' . ' 
: , t, 

I !~ 
~ 
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Across Time: Deaths. Another index of poiitical violence that was 
was the number of people who were killed in politically violent events. 
order to obtain greater stability of the results, the data were collapsed 

five 30-year intervals. Table 1 presents the total number of deaths on the 
of both the attackers and the targets for each of the, 30 year periods. Be

the few large events in which more than 50 individuals were killed greatly 
the results, two totals have been presented. One is for all events in 

not more than 50 people were killed. The other total is for all events 
,£u" ..... F. the large ones. It should be noted that about four out of the five 

reported were among the targets. These results, are presented in Table 1. 

RESULTS 

Examination of Trends Across Time: Number of Events 

Figure 2-1 presents the results of the newspaper analysis of politically vic
events across time. The results are presented for 100year periods. The 
.......... ..,.W" after 1899 have been multiplied by 2.2 to adjust for the use of a 

of only two issues per month after that year. 
curves are given. -The first presents the actual frequencies, weighted 

2 from 1900. The second represents the ratio of the weighted frequen-
to the popUlation of the country in that period. Finally, the third repre

the ratio of the weighted frequencies to the number of pages of 
W;:)L/aIJIJL that were examined for th~ period. 

results for the three curves-are,::consistent. The absolute number of .. 
~'~ __ ~'.' violent events has been ri~lng throughout American history with 
, exception of three periods. On(i was in the decade prior to the turn ~f the 

. The second was prior to and following the First World War. This 
followed by a sharp rise during the DepreSSion period, but there was then 

drop shortly before through shortly after the Secon~l World War. On 
ba~;is of the absolute number of events that have occurred, the most re
years have witnessed the greatest amount of political violence in Ameri

hi8tory. 
-- However, there has been a steady and rapid rise in. .both the population of 
- United States and the size of newspapers. The increase in population 

:homogeneous interpretations more difficult, and the increase? re~ort
th:at has occurred, influenced by the increased speed of commumcat!on, 

result in a greater number of events being ~eported in the newspaper~. 
course, transportation and communications improvements have resulted m 

Table 2-1. - Weighted frequencies of deaths among attackers , 
and targets for both individuals and groups -

50 or fewer Row 50+ Grand 
Interval Individuals total, total ,".-

848 ........ : .. 5 22 "27 0 27 
849·-1878 .....•.•.. : 17 55 72 " 300 372 
879,-1908 .........•. 65.4 224.8 290.2 150 440.2 

180.4 0 180.4 909·-1938 .......... " 41.8 138.6 
939,-1968 ........... 44 46,2 90.2 0 90.2 
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a more homogeneous population than ~ould have been expected based on 
considerations of numbers alone. In any event, it is quite important to adjust 
the actual frequencies by the size of the population and by the size oithe 
newspaper. (The size of the newspaper is, of course, only a rough index of 
the increase in reporting. A more refined index would be the column-inche,~ 
devoted to news.) /1 

Several conclusions are apparent from table 2-1. The first is that for nJ 
category, i.e., individuals, 50 or fewer, and 50+, has the last 30 years bee& the 
mos.t violent in the United States. In fact, even without adjustments for,pop
ulatIOn and for the amount of reporting, the number of deaths is far below 
that which has occurred in several other periods. If adjustment is made for 
population" the ratio of target deaths to total population is lower during the 
last 30 years than for any prior 30-year period since 1819, and this hams for 
all three size categories. (Of course, since several periods had 0 deaths in the 
largest size category, the lowest ratio occurs in each period for which tltis is 
true.) ! 

The pre- and post-Civil War periods appear to have been ql.~ite violetit ones. 
~owever, the judgment of the pre-Civil War period is greatly influencecl by a 
smgle reported event in the sample in which an estimated 300 deaths ob
curred. Were it not for this event, the post-Civil War period would be the pre. 
dOminantly violent one. This judgment is consistent with historical analyses, 
such as those by Brown and by Taft and Ross in this volume, that hav~l exal1} 
ined the post-Reconstruction period and the early labor violence. The rela
tively lower internal political violence of the present period is repeatedly con. 
firmed, when violence is indicated by the number of people killed. 

~igure 2-2 graphically presents these results over time for political eJeaths. 
Adjustments have been made for popUlation and for newspaper size. I~ur:ther, 
the deaths have been divided into two categories. One is of all political d,eailis ' 
~at were recorde~ except those cases in which more than 50 people w:efl¢ 
killed. The other mcludes the large events. For the adjustment for ne,vs~ 
pap~rs, the denominator consists of the number of pages that were exru~jned 
dunng. the 30-year interval. For the adjustment for population, the derl/?mi
nator IS based on the number of people in the country for e,ach year during 
the 30-year period. These population figures were then summed for each of 
the 3?-year periods. The result is called the number of person-years. , 

It IS apparent frofl1 the figure that in every case in which an adjustment has 
been made, the latest interval has had the smallest ratio:, The only inconsist
ency between the results based on deaths and those based on total deaths re
sul~s from ~he c?mparison of the Civil War era and the post-Reconstruction 
penod. This pomt has been discussed previously. 

Table 2·2.- Weighted frequencies o/injuries to both targets .and attackers over time 

Interval 'Indhdduals 50 or fewer Total 50+ Grand 
total 

1819-1848 .. " ...... 2 40 42 300 342 
1849-187~ .........• 13 59 72 375 457 
1879-1908 .......... 3.8.4 335.2 373.6 150 523.6 
1909-1938 .......... 33 453.6 486.6 7,315 7,801.6 
1939-.1968 ..•.. 'f' ••• 19.8 825.4 845.2 5,665 .(i,510.2 
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Trends Across Time: Injury 

The results for injuries are presented in table 2-2. The findings indicate a 
... .,1',~~ .. ., different than that discussed above: Whereas deaths have decreased 

absolute numbers since the turn of the century, reported injuries have 
increased. 

If population adjustments are made, the results indicate that the last three 
~"'uvu" are more violent than the first two, and the Civil War era and the lat

one are the most violent. Ifthe large incidents are included, however, and 
strrlents for population are made, then the World War I-Depression era is 
most violent, and the latest period is next most violent. In fact, in this 

the post-Reconstruction era is the least violent, the Civil War era (ex
"' ......... ,1'> the Civil War itself) is the next least violent, and the pre-Civil War 

is fairly violent, but much less so than the last two periods. Examina
of just the absolute number of injuries shows that the last two periods 
been extremely violent. 

The results for injuries are presented graphically in figure 2-3. DenolTli-
. tor adjustments are the same as those that were given for figure 2. The 

indicates discrepancies between both the total injuries and the injuries 
. d by excluding the largest events. It also indicates some slight discrep

tween the adjustment for population and the adjustment for news
pages when injuries excluding the largest events are considered. 

The differences between the two totals for injuries have been discussed. In" 
case of population and newspaper adjustment for the smaller total, the 

ratio for the latest period is almost as high as it was for the post
period. The newspaper-page adjustment, however, results in a 

for this period that is comparable in size to all other historical periods 
were examined except for the post-Reconstruction period, when the ratio 
more than twice as large as during anyct:..\ier period. 

A major qualification of these findings is that there probably has been a 
''''U'",vU'') for injuries to be reported more often in the recent periods than in 

19th century, when violent events were reported in less detail, and for 
serious injuries to be reported. Whether these trends do account for some 

all the increase would require a much more detailed study than this. 

MOTN ATION FOR VIOLENCE 

The last section that will be analyzed will present the information on the 
reasons or motivation for the attacks over time. The data will be presented 

.' twice. First, the results for broad groups will be presented, and then the par
,ticular categories within the groups that contributed the most to the trend 
will be given. The advantage of this particular set of data is that it allows an 
objective collection to be matched against historical judgment. If ,the data do. 

, not accord well with history, the sample itself would be suspect, elther be
cause it was inadequate or because the newspaper sources were an jnsuffic:ient 
basis upon which to make judgments about the history ofyiolence in the .' 
United States. 

The information that w~s collected accords well with prior historical fmal
ysis. Table 2-3 give(the numbers of events, weighted after 1899, in whi{~h 
different broad categories of motives were apparent; 

1 .. \1 
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',;:1 "'" '0 §" oof'ir..:f'i := Table 2-4 shows some interesting changes within broad categories. For exam-0 .-I 0 ° O!l:: 0 V"l Po. pIe, although there has b~\en a decline in the general category of personal gain, ..s "'" bh >. ~ 0 en ,c there are countertren<ls within subcategories. Personal revenge and political ..... >. .5 ..... 
disagreements were the major reasons in the post-Reconstruction era, whereas V"l 

00\00 o .,j.t:: 
of'i,....j..o,....j Po. 5 ° 'Ot .-I 0:v.t...!:'1 most of the incidents within the latest 30-year period have been to gain politi-Q,) 'i:! ..... 
OO~NN 

. . s: 0 a cal advantage. In the "Action against authority" category, the changes result 
'Ot •• 5«1 ~«1 
'Ot ,....j~"'f'i~ 5 5·""0 ..... ·0 from the striking increase in the number of events that are a response to social .-I .-I ",,,,i:!oa!l:: s:: ", · ... ·S 0 '" "'" conditions. Similarly, the increase in the "Foreign affairs" category arises 

o ~ ~~~~'<t; § 0 ~.5 §" 0 
'1:l .... ('t') from the contemporary protests over current involvement in the war. Q,) c: 'Ot .-I.-IO\OV"l ~ ~~ ", o.c.\ 
", 0 .-INN.-I ..... ..... 2:l bh ~ The examination of the group antagonisms results is quite informative. ..s ~ a a«1 E«1.~ <II .0 ..... 

E ~ ;; 00 00 'Ot \0 "'«1 o ",S There have been relatively few politically violent events owing to religious 
'-= 

N o\~oOr..:..o o .... '.;:l ~ 5 
Q,) Po. 'Ot N\O('t').-I ~~:a~~o antagonisms. Similarly, relatively few incidents have been reported that deal ti ..... =:I .-I o-1~~Cl.s~ o 0 ;;.. 
~bh with differences in social viewpoints or internal group antagonisms. Further" <:> 'Ot ,....j(-.i~..t.,.;ci to, 00'Ot00 while there have been a greater number of events based on political antago-... ..... 'Ot'Ot'Ot'Ot'OtV"l 

~ 'Ot ,....j..to\~.,.; 
;;.. .-I\OOV"l nisms, this is not a major category, and the number has been decreasing . 
<II .-I ... Almost all of the events that have occurred because of group antagonisms 
~ 0 ooo~oo - 'Ot f'i ~ ~..,; 00' have occurred either because of labor relations or racial animosity. The ;l:wel .9 
;;.. for labor increases sharply in the post-Reconstruction era, reaches a peak dur-

.?:- ~ «1 a!. N\ON .~ .... o ~ '0 ~:E' .-I oo~..of'i .!;j ing the World War I~Depression era, and then drops sharply in the most recent a ~ • .Q S ..s '" ('t') 
:g oo~ 1f:j period. Relative to popUlation in fact, the number of politically violent .... ..s 
<:> 

.~...; events based on labor antagonisms is less during this most recent period than ~ \0 0 ... V"l 

<E. Sb"' .... N 000..00\ 
Q,) Q,) for any but the pre-Civil War period. On the other hand, racial violence is ._.,!;j ~ ~.s § to, Qll .... highest in the latest period, although relative to population, it was highest in Ii:: ~1f:j 0 \0 ... 0 

~ ~..s~ ('t') 
000000 

. ~.:;: ~ 
the post-Reconstruction era. In fact, there appears to have been a diversion N '" s:: s:: Q,) 

~ 
N {l «1 .... 0 Po. 

'0 ..... +:: «1 from racial antagonisms to those oflabor during the World War I-Depression 
~ ON~N a !l::S::00 . \0 o,....j..tr..:~ "'" Q,) ..s '.;:l period. During this period, if population is considered, the number of events .... .-t 05 ..... := <.J .......... «1Q,)S::0 <II prompted by racial antagonisms was lower than at any other period that has ~ l::lo~Sll.e 
'0- ~~c;~ o 0 5 ", been studied. s:: ... , C V"l ',;:1- > S· 'a .-I ONr--V"lV"l ° 'C).5 Q,) Q,) 0 to, c/, .t:: .-1,.,.-1 
.!!l . . B .§: 0 '" .... > loll ~ -- Q,)s::s::oa .... <.J ° 1>('.:1 OOQ,)C GENERAL SUMMARY ~ <..s::s OOtlON :a'.;:lt: ..... 'fia 
::! ..s \0 o,....jC'i,or..: Po.0::s"' .... ", J,:. 

~ V"l .... !~.sO=:l 
;~.: '"; 

This study has attempted to examine the lev€~s and changes in the levels of 
~ ",,,,,,,o~o 

OOOON Q,) Q,) Q,) '" "'" '60 violence in this country from the year 1819 to the present time. The study ~ V"l 0..tf'i00~ 
......... .,.. Po. Q,):= 

~ 
o 0 0 0 0 Q,) 

.-I ~~,t;~~~ was based on a sampling of newspaper issues from two sources. The Washing-
~ • ... P N'OtN .,.;..o~vi,....jci ton NationalIntelligencer was used from 1819 to 1850; Then The New York ~ 'Ot OO~..t.,.; ..... .-INN('t')~ 

Times became the source, and it was used from 1851 to the present. The I ('t') .. ~ study, therefore, commends itself becausethe data were obtained in a way 
~ <iJ 

'OtO'OtOO\O 
~ . . . . 

~ 
('t') 

('tl r-- N 0'. \0 that makes them representative of a long period of American history. How-
..Q £.~ N'Ot.-l 

~ t bJl Ob~'J) 
ever, several limitations must be place on the interpretations of the material. 

~ N N"';"';r..:..o til The fIrst is that the information was obtained from a sample. At no time in 
..-t'Ot.-l s:: 

r.i ·S the ISO-year period did the sample include more than an issue per week. 
Or--OON ..s«1:a Further, at no time did the sample include. more than one newspaper. Conse-.-I .... 

. ...:~ ~I: .-I'Ot('t')OO('t') 
..-t s:: 0 quently, there are time restrictions1 geographical restrictions, and restrictions Q,)~«1 ° 

'. ,5<'$~«1 in reportorial and editorial viewpoints. Q,) Q,) -. '0 ,-~bJlQ,)<'$:=o Further, the period of time studied saw vast changes within this country. 'fJ I: bh.~ 8.", Q,)..s .... 
td bJl t .~:a ..s .s Not only has the population increased greatly, but land area, indus~rialization, 
~ .~. '" '1:l Po. ~ Q,) .... 0000000000 5«1«1 • '" and a whole host of other conditions that inventive social scientists have labeled 
c 'Otr--o('t')\O o C ° '~.b § have changed. Perhaps the most important of the changes that affect interpre-..... 00000\0\0\ S::0'.;:l 

.-I.-I.-I..-t.-l 0"':= OlE< 
, .. < I I I I I ~toooQ,) tations of the material in this study has been the change in communications. 0\ 0\ 0\ 0\ c\ /:l.o/:l.o~~~ .-I V r-- 0 ('t') 

0000000\0\ 
"';f'i~~vi..o 

It is quite reasonable to suppose that newspapers report more than they did ..... .-I .-I ... ~ .-I 

previously, .and do it sooner. 
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Consequently, the absolute figures that have been presented must be 
viewed carefully. Of course, the changes that have occurred generally lead to 
expectations of more internal violence. Thus, decreases in recent periods in 
the actual frequency would be even more noticeable if adjustments were 

. made for the changes. However, increases are difficult to interpret. Some ," 
adjustment ought to be made so that the present period can be compared to 
previous ones. The primary adjustment that has been used is that for popula
tion. Basically, th.e question that is asked when population adjustments are 
made is, What arc the chances that an individual will be killed or injured be
cause of internal political violence? Of course, this answer would be greatly 
affected by other factors such as the amount of news reported in an issue of a 
paper. Consequently, the number of pages examined was taken as a general 
index of the amount of reporting. However, and this fact must be empha
sized, not only have adjustments for other changes not been made, but the 
compound influence of these variables has also not been considered. 

Allowing for the limitations of the sample considered above, this study 
leads to the following conclusions: 

1. The number of violent events has increased greatly in recent 
years. However, adjustments for both newspaper size and popUlation 
indicate that this period of history has not witnessed more internal 
political violence than previous periods. 

2. The number of deaths as a result of political violence is far less in 
t~e most r~c~nt period than .it has been in others. Part of the explana
tIOn may he In the decrease In personal gain as a motivation for politi
cally violent events. 

3. The number of injuries as a result of political viplence is quite 
l~rge during the. last 30-year period. However, absolutely and in prop,or
tlOn to populatIOn they are less numerous than those which occurred in 
the World War I-Depression period (1909-38). Allowance also should 
be made for the probability that modern newspaper reporting maximizes 
the number of injuries recorded. The best judgment must still be that 
the present period is no more violent tlIan some previous ones have 
been. 

4. The reasons for the political violence show important changes. 
Alt~ough there has been a decrease in the number of events inspired by 
desIre for personal gain, the number of such events to gain political 
advantage is greatest within the current period. The present period has 
?een the only one in which substantial protests over current involvement 
ill war have ?ccurred, and the number of these is quite large. . 

Group anta.gonIsms h~ve been the basis for many politically violent events. 
Labor. and raCIal antagonIsms have dominated the picture. The post-Recon:.. 
str~ctlOn era a~d the present period have witnessed large amounts of racial 
stnfe. Th~ penod between these two (World War I-Depression) saw the height 
of labor VIOlence. 

Some reasons for politically violent events important in other nations have 
been almo~t .completel~ absent in American history. Political violence to 

. change ~ffIClal leadershIp has. been rare. So has that based on religious 

. antagonIsms. Attempts by official authority to maintain control as a basis 
for an event has b~en quite low except for the period in which the greatest 
amount oflabor VIolence occurred (1909-38). There were also a number of 
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incidents reported in the 1879-1908 interval, but these constitute a very small 
portIon of the number of events reported in that period (~bout.4 percent). 

The picture, thus, is one of violence throughout Amencan h~story, but not 
necessarily incmasing amounts of it, with changing reasons for Its occur~ence, 
!!1though racial violence has been consistentl~ high for the 150-y~ar penod 
(except for the heyday oflabor violence dUrIng the 1909-38. penod! .. The 
problem of violence in America is not new. By its ver~ persIstenc~ It IS a more 
serious problem for our society than it would be were It new, for ItS roots 
mn very deep.' 
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In the introdbction to his Pulitzer Prize-winning 
book on Amerii~an immigrants,The Uprooted, 
,Oscar Handlin writes: "Once I thought to write a 
history of the immigrants in America. Then I dis
covered that the immigrants wete American his
tory." 1 While technically correct, such a broad as
sertiontends to magnify both tbe uniqueness of the 
American expedence and perhaps also the cultural 
jmpR~t of the latter~day mass of immigrants whose 
travail Handlin was'recapturing. The vast overseas 

; migration of the 17th, 18th, and 19ihcenturies 
was an international phenom~non of unprece- , 
dented magnitude, which in addition to' the United ,.I 

States created immigrant soCieties in Canada, Latin 
Ameri(}ci, South Africa, and Australasia.' These emer
gent societies have sharedthe:'commonexperiences ( 
of frontier expansion and the necessities o.f dealing 
with native populations; relaxing or severing colonial 
bonds, and forging a cohesive and distinct if hybrid 
culture. A comparison of theircSimilarities is nec
essary in order to balance the ethnocentricity I, 

, that has characterized too mucDof American 
introspection: 

But such a: Icomparison, while"properly empha~ 
sizing the degree to which the Statue of Liberty 
was not the only' beacon tempting men to uproot 
themselves in ,search of a better life, also reveals 
important dissimilarities. Cl}ief among them is the re
markable extent of ethnic diverSity that has charac~ 
terized the Arherican experiment in cultural assimi.; 

, lation. 'Most ()therimmigrantsocieties'have tended 
to draw disproportionately ,from oilly a few favored 
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ethnic stocks. The British have been predominant 
in Australia and New Zealand. Together with the 
French, they have dQminated Canada; with the 
Dutch, South Africa. In a century of immigration, 
Argentina received 40 percent of its newcomers 
from Italy and another 27 percent from Spain. 
Italians and Spaniards, together with a large Portu
gese contingent, constituted 76 percent of Brazil's 
immigration. Contrast this to the United States, 
which during th,e period 1820 to 1945 recruited the 
following ethnically diverse proportions: the Brit
ish Isles, 33 percent; German, 16 percent; Austria
Hungary, 13 percent; Italy, 12 percent; Russia and 
Poland, 10 percent; Scandinavia, 6 percent; and in 
addition we of course received myriad smaller in
jections of ethnic pluralism.2 

Indeed, it is probable that this very ethnic di
versity apd the protracted and diffuse nature of its 
infusion combined to limit its impact in America. 
John Higham, historian of American nativism, ar
gues that we must exclude the founders of a society 
from the category of immigrant because as original 
settlers they (in the American case, the English-who 
in 1790 comprised approximately 60 percent of the 
white popUlation) firmly extablished "the polity, 
the language, the pattern of work and settlement, 
and many of the mental habits to which the immi
grants would have to adjust." 3 Given this preemp
tion of the levers of power by the dominant Anglo
Americans, subsequent immigrant groups have been 
cast into fierce competition with one another in 
their collective quest for economic security and for 
acceptance as legitimate Americans. This scramble 
for material advantage and for status has produced 
violent confrontations, both between the newcomers 
and the often nativist Anglo-American establish
ment, and between the economically competing 

. and status-conscious ethnic minorities themselves. 
The search for respectability has reinforced that 
exaggerated sense of "Americanism" which has 
been so deeply enshrined in the mythology of the 
revolutionary new nation. The stakes were high, 
and the quest was often explosive. 

The American character, then, was forged through 
an extraordinary ~OO-year process of settlement 
during which the Indians were driven back, the Eng-

_ '~ .• ",~~":,,,_ ..... ' ••• _" '~',t.~ - - ,::. 
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lish, Spanish, and French were driven off, th~ Afri
cans were involuntarily driven over, the MeXicans 
involuntarily annexed, and the immigrant minorities 
were thrust irrevocably into .a vibrant competition 
both with a raw physical environment and with one 
another. That Americans often resorted to violence 
under such trying circumstances is no surprise. But 
more important today is the questiou Qf the per
vasiveness of the legacy of nativism, vigilantism, and 
ethnic aggression that was an inevitable bypro~uct 
of the interaction of immigrant and open contment. 
How deeply has the immigrant and frontier exper
ience embedded a proclivity for violence in our 
national character, and how does a comparison with 
similar societies enlighten our experience? 

In comparing in chapter 3 the ~ultural .evolutions 
of the immigrant societies of Latin AmerIca, the . 
United States, Canada; South Africa, and Australasia, 
Louis Hartz speaks of them as "fragment cultures" 
in which migrating European populations imposed 
their cultural values upon their new oversea8 socie
ties. All have shared certain fundamental problems, 
such as the relationship with the mother ~ountry 
and with then'ative non-Western populatIOn, and all 
have experiericed a tightening consensus thr~ug~ 
the shrinking l)f their social world~'"'But crucial In 

determining their sharply varying forms of adjustment 
has been first the nature of their imported values-, , . th 
i.e., whether they were primarily felHial~ as In e 
case of Spanish migrations~ or liber~i-enlighte~ments, 
as in the English. The second major determmant 
has been' the mixture of the cultural fragmen
tation. In some a single fragment has be.en pre-. 
dominant, as in the case of the English in Austr~13 
and New Zealand or the Spanish in much of Latm 
America. In others, the fragmentation has been 
dual, as with the English and Frenc~ in Canada and 
the English and Hutdl in South Af~lca .. In the latter 
case, both cultural fragments have mhe~lted the 
values of bourgeoi~; liberalism, whe~eas m Cana.da 
the two fragments have not only differed ethm-, 
cally, but also their values have d~rived from con
flicting traditions. Finally, there IS the unl!rece
dentedly fragmented United Stat~s, '."here~n the . 
bourgeois~liberal ethnic, ~n ~ombmatlO,? wIth.ethmc 
pluralismt has produced In the cult of Amerlcan-
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ism" a nationalistic impulse toward an iron conform- '.~ 
ity that has nurtured a particularly virulent strain 
of vigikmtism. . 

While all of the fragment cultures created by the 
great international migration encountered frontier 
conditions which reacted upon the transplanted 
culture, in none was the admixture of imported 
values, frontier environment, and time so uniquely 
structured to maximize the impact of the frontier 
as in the United States. The essential ingredients 
were relatively modern Iiberal-capitalist values and 
a sufficient expanse of accessible and desirable land 
which would allow the frontier encounter to be re
peated and prolonged.4 

In Latin America, both the feudal values of Spain 
and Portugal and the difficult topography combined 
to blunt the frontier experience. Similarly, in Can
ada, the settlers of the Saint Lawrence River Valley 
carried prerevolutionary French culturlli luggage, 
and the inhospitable Laurentian Shield deflected 
pioneers southward into the United States; when Ii 

railroads opened the Canadian prairie provinces to 
British settlement in the late 19th century, the 
frontiersmen came directly from the more tradi
tional east and the process of settlement was not 
nearly as prolonged as was the American experi
ence. Siberia was settled by Czarist peasants. In 
Australia, pioneers pushed through the gaps in the 
Great Dividing Range only to discover the vast arid 
expanse of the outback. But in the United States 
an interminable stream of relatively propertyless 
individuals, armed with bourgeois-liberal values and 
a powerful acquisitive instinct, marched 3,000 miles 
to the Pacific in an epic migration lasting 2~ 
centuries. 

The unique American character forged in the 
process, as Frederick Jackson Turner and his 
disciples have explained, was characterized by an 
intense individualism and an almost fanatical 
equalitarianism. This "new man" was democratic, 
optimistic, mobile, nationalistic, and hospitable to 
change. But he was also criminally wasteful, and at 
the core of his individualism was a materialistic .. 
philosophy which enshrined property rights and 
held them to be largely immune from governmental 
or public control. Hence, his equalitarianism was;{ 
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flawed by an inconsistency which held that such 
barriers to his acquisition as red Indians and Mexi
cans were exempt from the democratic em brace, and 
horse thieves were exempt from due process. In 
chapter 4, Joe B. Frantz recaptures through lively
and often deadly-anecdote the tone of a uniquely 
prolonged saga in which the pitting of man against 
nature and his fellowman constituted "an invita
tion to violence." ftJthough the American frontier 
has been officially closed for over two-thirds of a 
century, its impact on our national character has 
been deep and abiding. 

The deeply rooted tradition of vigilantism 
t1lat was nurtured for so long by the American 
frontier experience has never comported well with 
the official commitment of the revolutionary young 
republic to a quest for "ordered liberty" through 
due process of law. Furthermore, this American 
quest for ordered liberty has itself been an ambiv
alent one. Our dual commitment to liberty and 
equality-a commitment symbolized by the Decla
r~tion of Independence and the Constitu tion-
has always embodied a fundamental conflict, for 
liberty and equality are often contradictory goals. 
Born in rebellion against traditionally constituted 
authority, the new Republic's noble task of con
structing "a government of law, not men" has al
ways been complicated by the unalterable reality 
that men must fashion, interpret, and enforce their 
laws. 

That the origins of the venerable American vigi
lante tradition can be traced to the Revolutionary 
era is both symbolic and instructive. An authority 
on the South Carolina Regulators of 1767-96, 
Richard Brown observes in chapter 5 that the new 
spirit of populist vigilance, which was muted in our 
earlier environment of colonial deference, was log
ically nurtured by the democratic ethos of the 
Revolution. But because vigilantism constitutes at 
best extralegal enforcement of community mores, 
its proponents have perforce constructed a defen
sive rationale based upon the "higher law" doctrine 
of the rights of revolution, self-preservation, and 
sovereignty. 

The American vigilante tradition has been linked 
in the popular mind with the frontier, and it is true 
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that the frontier's characteristic lack of effective 
agencies of law enforcement c1early invited and to 
a degree legitimized vigilante justice. Implicit in 
this view is the assumptiorl that vigilantism should 
subside with 1:he disappearance of the frontier. But 
Brown points out that as a flexible human institu
tion, vigilantism was easily adapted to respond to 
the demands of an urban and industrial America. 
Symptomatic of this transition to a modern "neo
vigiJantism'" was the greatest of a11 vigiJante move
ments: the: San Francisco Vigi1ance Committee of 
1856. Neovigilantism may be distinguished from 
i?e older frontier model not only by its urban en
VIronmen1: but also, revealingly, by its victims. 
Whereas the old vigilantism sought to chastise 
mainly horse thieves, counterfeiters, outlaws and 
bad ~e~, the victims of neovigiJantism have ~har
act~r~stJc:ally been ethnic, racial, and religious mi
nOrItIes, union organizers, and political radicals 
Modern vigilan~e .groups have frequently been s~p
p~rted by p~estJgJOUs community leaders, often 
WIth .the tacIt support of the police. The tenacity 
of !hls American tradition, together with its insti
tutIOnal flexib!lity, suggest that its resurgence in 
our !r~~bled tImes remains a distinct and sobering 
pOSSIbilIty . 

Finany, stu1~ents of national character rightly 
assu~e t~at a c10se scrutiny of the folk lore and 
creatIVe lite:;iture of a culture wiU isolate certain 
funda~enta~ themes and images that are far more 
revealIng o~ I~S cultural values than are opinion 
poll~ or offl~lal rhetoric. If one pursues the theme 
~f VIolence !n the ~erican folk and literary tradi
tIOn, one wil1 find It in abundance Yet·t· t ik· hAm. , .. . I IS S r mg 
hOW erlca s hlstorrans, unlike 11er literary giants 
av~ been so long insensitive to the white man's ex~ 

plosIve encount~r with Indian and African. The re
markably tenacIous appeal of the Leather-stocking 
:~ga an? the ~i1d .west~rn surely reflect an abiding 

~.antlc fascmatlOn WIth our violence-prone frontier 
~l'lgms. Y ~t so rich is the lode of American Iitera
ure that, like the Bible, one can "pI'ove" almost 
~n~ hypothesis by. citing it. Are we a people pe~ 
s uliarly and ~orbId1y fascinated by violence? In .. 
Upport of thIS contention, one might cite the 

savage humor and the bloodthirsty tall tale of 

," 
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frontier folklore, or the searing urban and in
dustrial chaos and class animosity reflected in the 
utopian novels of Ignatius Donnelly and Jack Lon
don, .the fascination with war of Stephen Crane, 
Ernest Hemingway, and John Dos Passos, and espe
cially the racial agony mirrored in Mark Twain, 
Herman Melville, and Richard Wright. The trouble 
with citing these persistent themes as conclusive 
testimony to the sickness of American society has 
been, as Kenneth Lynn observes in cha.pter 6, that 
"they tend to extrl:lIpolate violent incidents in 
American writing out of their literary context, with
ou t regard to the cu.rse-lifting effect of self-parody 
and other forms of ' humor, or to the ways in which 
fiction~l conventions and authorial prejudice affect 
represe:ntatives of reality, or to the dreams of peace 
which render ambivalent even the most violent of 
our writer's nightmares." 

The unmatched ethnic diversity of American im
migration and the ,protracted American encounter 
with the frontier larged a national character that 
minored that contradictions between the Ameri
can creed and American practice that Gunnar 
MyrdaI has labeled "the American Dilemma." That 
contemporary urban industrial America continues 
to reflect ethnic animosities and a vigilante impulse 
is testimony to the persistent virulence of our 
ethnic pluralism and our frontier legacy. 
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Chapter 3 

A COMPARATIVE STlJDY OF 
FRAG"MENT CULTURES 

By Louis Hartz* 

The paradox of the fragment 1 cultures in r~~pect to violence and legality 
is that they heighten consensus by shrinking the European social universe 
but at the' same time discover new sources of conflict which. Europe does not 
have. Some of these sources are inhere~t in'the process of fragmentation it
self, as with colonial revolution, but~tnainly they are to be found in the en
counter of the fragment with new groups, Western and non-Western, as its 
history proceeds. In the end, to deal with these, the fragment is faced with 
the problem of transcending the new morality which it has established. 

It is not hard to see how the migration of a groupcfrom Europe heightens 
social consensus. The group does not have to deal with other groups posses
sing different values. Thus the French Canadian corporate community does 
not have to deal with the Enlightenment, and the American middle class does 
not have to deal with the institutions of the feudal order. Indeed the new 
intensity of shared values is matched precisely by an escllpe from Europe's 
social revolution and all of the violence it contains. The gpillotine is missing 
in the fragment cultures. To be sure, there will be some disorder in the process 
of forging the new soci~ty and the shrunken consonsus it contains, as with 
"frontier lawlessness" or ethnic strife, but these matters can be fairly well ' 
contained. It is in"the nature of the migration culture thant leads to a new 
sense of social peace based upon a new sense of community. And when these 
emotions l!re fortified by the spirit of a new nationalism, as they almost ,al
ways are, the moral world of theJragment is secured in an unusually power-
ful way. '..' 

Technically the violence involV\~d in the colonial Revolution should have ' 
,', ~ all of the transience of a frontier situation, since it is more or less an instru

ment fOrcompleting fragmentation\ And indeed in a liberal culture like that 
of the United States, or even in a ca~e like India where a native liberaL elite '. 
revolts, the Revolution has the effecf,pfclarifying the situation. But tIlis 
need not always be so, especially in tfi~ feudal (lultures where the imperial 
order may itself represent a vital part df the domestic legitimacy system of 
the fragment. Latin America js a case ih point. The national revolutions 

,1\ 
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there, by abolishing a Spanish monarchy on which the spirit of authority de
pended, opened up a vacuum into which the military entered. 

One would not suppose that the clash of one European sett1~mellt with 
another would have the same temporary character as the clash of migrants 
with a mother country, since this is a matter not of separation but of perma
nent connection. Moreover the very fact that each of the fragments is build
ing its new and shrunken sense of community, fortified by nationalism, exac
erbates the matter of the relationship. Indeed if we wish to measure what 
the fragment has avoided in the way of Europe's social revolution we can 
look at a country like Canada, where bourgeois and feudal cultures confront 
one another, but as "nations" rather than classes. This means to be sure a 
situati~n potentially much more explosive than the Europead, but this v~ry 
fact dnves from the outset toward some Federal solution which would be 
unthinkable within England or France themselves insofar as therelations of 
classes are concerned. We are, of course, reminded here that in the inter
fragment confrontation the distance of the social values the fragments en
shrine from one another is important. But we must not make too much of 
thi~. F?r ,the ~outh, African c~se shows us that where the fragments are really 
qUIte SImIlar ill SOCIal and natIOnal substance, Holland and England being 
parts of a North European cultural complex, extraneous factors such as 
race can enter into the relationship of the fragments and literally explode it, 

Actually, for all of the tension between the English and the Dutch which 
,res~1ted from the racial issu'e in South Africa, the underlying fact about the 
attItude of the fragment toward the non-European is that he is outside a con
,s~nsus of values, European in character, which despite their limited social 
CIrcumference all of the fragments share. And under these circumstances a 
common Euro,P?an violence in relation to the non-European is almost ine~ta
ble. The ab?n?me, at whatever stage of culture, is the first to encounter it. 
Whether he IS SImply exterminated, or shoved off into reservations or incor
porated along L~tin ~merican lines into the fraginent system, forc; becomes 

~le. Nor IS thi.s wholly a transient frontier matter, even in countries like 
, stralia w~ere the ~Im~le method of extermination was widely used. Aboriginal 
groups SUfVIve, creatillg Issues of conscience and of policy alike And f ' th Lat' Am' . , . 0 course ill ,. 

e ill t en~an ~ItuatIOn, where the aboriginal elements become vital parts of 
the culture,.he~ e,xlstence, helps to define the very categories of social strife. 

The ~a~e pnncIple ~f VIolence ~olds even when the non-European is im
ported, ~s I~ the case WIth the Afncan slave in all parts of the fragment world 
save AfrIca Itself. Indeed the process of importatl'on YI'eld ' d . 
li fi f' I " s a major an pecu-

ar orm 0 VIO ence,ill ItS o,wn right, since there are the horrors involved in 
the,voyage from Afnca, a kind of "force'd fragmentation" which matches, 
cunous!y, the mo~e spontaneous movements on the part of the European 
polulatIOn themselves, We must not forget, however, that the European frag
ment values them~elves seek to absorb slavery into their own definitions of 
. 'F' and this profoundly conditions the nature of the force associated 
imizel!iaveeudal fra~ents s~ch ~s those of Brazil instinctively seek to legit
of th U 'tryd alsong hier~rchlcal lInes, whereas bourgeois fragments like that 

,e m e tates OSCIllate between "property" and "personalt " t 
gones for the Af ' Thi ' , y as ca c-
impli' t' b thncfian. s oscillatIOn, needless to say, has revolutionary 

ca Ions, 0 or the European and th A~' , 
the C' il W d' f' e mcan ill the United States as IV ar an Its a termath fully reveal. ' 
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The effort to "abolish" or "digest" the Indian and the African obviously 
has limits as a technique for cultural relatedness. It cannot easily be applied 
to the world at large which is descending on the fragments in the 20th century 
as it is upon all nations. Ironically, this experience brings the fragment into 
contact with the very revolutionary process it escaped at the time of migra
tion, for the European revolution has been transferred, albeit in changed 
fashion, to large areas of the globe. That transfer is, to be sure, a phase of the 
European cultural fragmentation its«,lf, which the new societies share, and 
there is a common theoretical bond here between the United States India , , 
and even Japan. But the differences ate als.o immense, since the Enlighten
ment fragments of Europe in these instances usually work within the context 
of the most powerful traditionalisms. It is at this point, where 1789 returns, 
as it were, thflt the European settlement cultures face most vividly the chal
lenge of transcending their perspectives. Whether they can meet this challenge, 
without descending into irrational violence at home and abroad, is still an open 
question. Perhaps a consolation is to be found in their record of Federal in
vention, not merely in two fragment cultures like the Canadian but within 
single fragment societies like the {lnited States, Certainly, for n~tions born 
of the drive of EUropean groups to live separatelY, the fragment cultures have 
shown a remarkable concern with the institutional technique of "living to
gether." 

MIGRATION AND CONSENSUS 

Let us look more closely at the process by which the fragments create a 
special sense of community out of their own contracted social substance. 
The fact that this process can override frontier disorders of a domestic kind 
is testimony to its force. But it will always be in contrast to the European 
social revolutions that the fragments escape, in contrast to their barricades 
and their civil wars, that the new spirit of consensus will be centrally measured. 
This is not merely a matter of escaping the old regime, or as in the feudal 
cases of French Canada and Latin America escaping the Enlightenment itself. 
Flight from the immediate enemy is, to be sure, a critical matter. But when 
the pilgrims leave, they leave not merely an opposing group; they leave a total 
historical process whose interactions generateconstantIy new results. Thus 
the integrity of the new fragment consensus is protected, by virtue of the 
same stroke of movement, from the enemies of the future as well as'the past. 

The threat of socialism illustrates this process almost everywhere. Since 
that subversive mowment requires a mixture and a confrontation of both 
feudal and bourgeois elements, neither the fuedal nor the bourgeois fragments 
can produce it; Marx is missing both in French and English Canada, despite 
the strain of the CCF, although he blossoms in France and England themselves 
where the fragments of North America interact ona class basis and keep the 
social revolution moving. This is a hidden source of unity within Canada as 
it is between Canada and the United States, for surely it would be a matter 
of concern throughout North America.if any area within it produced some
thing like a Bolshevik Revolution. The problem of Castro in a later and dif
ferent context may give us a hint of this. To be sure, Western Europe does 
not itself produce many victorious revolutionary socialism~, but the Marxian 
force is a factor there, continuing the 1789 which most of the fragment cul-
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tures escaped. Historically, if the world of Boston and the world of Quebec 
are both to exist, even Harold Laski has to be excluded from their borders. 

This is not to deny that labor violence can take place in the fragment ~ul. 
tures, as a Molly Maguire movement will show. But it is to deny that this 
violence will symbolize a major trend of proletarian revolution. HiStorically, 

, the working class is typified by the AFL in the United States and English, 
1- Canada and by Catholic syndicates in French Canada. Nor does the Australian 

case, where a series of major strikes in the 1890's led to the victory of the La. 
bor Party, really disprove our point. For the fragment root of the culture of 

, Australia was proletarian, even to some extent Chartist, so that socialism 
was an inherent outcome of its history-as, let us say, Jacksonian 
democracy was an inherent outcome of the bourgeois culture of the United 
States. In this sense the upheavals at the turn of the century in Australiahave 

. something in common with Dorr's Rebellion in Rhode Island, manifestations 
in line with the fragment ethic, helping it forward, rather than challenging, 
it in a subversive way. The Australian experience shows us that the process 
of European settlement can embrace more in the way of ideology than con
servatism or liberalism, but it does not disprove the proposition that all settle. 
ments, in their own ideological terms, escape social revolution and go forward 
to a new experience of moral consensus. 

That consensus is bound to be fortified by nationalism, because it is the 
',' only substitute the fragmented European has for the European national iden. 

, tity he has lost. How else can the migrant Puritan regain a sense of national 
'~. wholeness than by calling the Puritan ethic itself the American way of life? 
. This process varies in intensity from fragment to fragment depending on the 
clarity of the ideological substance, and the relationship to the European 

~ • 'homeland. But it is to be found everywhere, even in English Canada where 
< '~he ambig~ities of the fragmen t identification are legendary. Of course, where 
", It appears ill extreme form, it produces itself a moral vigilantism which borders 
:?n the violent. "Americanism" in McCarthyite form or French Canadian Ism 
-ill Duplessis form can be terrifying things. , But it is interesting that these are 

- alw~ys "law. and order" mov~ments, and the label is not wholly meaningless. 
While there IS a s.ad paradox m men being harried by movements boasting law

fulness, the fact IS that such patriotic crusades do express, in pathological 
lorm, the normal spirit oflegalism in the fragment world. That spirit rests on 
,the .new and c?ntracted consensus ariSing out of migration. If an excess of 
natIonal emo~lOn sends militants off in the pursuit of subversive phantoms, 
,then ~he leg~bsm of the ~{agment has, in some sense, no right to complain. 
,Here IS a cunous case of law and order" against itself. 
• ~e m~st n?~ ~verloo~ the.role of fragment nationalism in containing the 
~enslOns Impbclt m ~ew l~~rat~an, for by converting the fragment ethic 

, ,mto a sou.r~e of n~tlOnalidentIty It permits the immigrant to "belong" simply 
-by subscnb!ng to It. To be sure, ethnic struggles are historic in the United 

States despIte "Am' . t' "I .' , encamza Ion. n other fragment cultures where the bIos-
,.,sommg of fragment nationalism has been inhibited, the "melt~gpot" has 
';, ~o.rke.d even less effectively. Indeed it might even be argued, insofar as 
, stnfe IS co~cerned, that in societies like English Canada or Latin America 
, _ where ethmc .s:paratism tends to persist, violence is itself minlmized since 
. ' [he hom?ge.m~mg moral for~e :which would hurl groups into contact V:ith one 

another IS liffilted. Canada IS illteresting on this count because there is a tend-
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ency for the newcomers of recent times, taking their cue from the Federal 
relationship of French and English, to rationalize explicitly the mainte
nance of their own identity. But after all of this has been said, and the com
plexities of the mattt.~r noted, it remains a fact that the conversion of the frag
ment ethic into a national code always contributes something to immigrant 
belonging. And the reason is that national membership is transmuted thereby 
from something inscrutable and unattainable into something doctrinal and 
embraceable. You cannot become an Englishman by subSCribing to Magna 
Carta, but you can make at least some progress toward becoming an Austra
lian by subscribing to the open egalitarianism of the national legend. 

Politics betrays the new consensus, indeed rests Upon it. When one says 
that the fragment c.ultures escape social revolution, one automatically says 
many things about their political systems. Their political struggles are usually 
not ideological, save in the sense that the national ideology is occasionally 
brought into play against subversives. It is illuminating to see how this prin
ciple works out in Australia, where even the socialism of the Labor Party 
relaxes into a pragmatism nourished by the general egalitarian consensus. 
What this often means, indeed, as once again the Australian experience il
lustrates, is a positive distrust of the intellectual, the ideologizer. This will be 
accentuated in fragment cultures of an intrinsically democratic type, far there 
the death of ideology coincides with an exaltation of the popular mind. In a 
relatively stratified bourgeOis fragment such as the English Canadian there is 
a bit more place for the intellectual elite, and in the feudal fragments, leaving 
aside the habit of clerical leadership, there is a larger place as well. Given the 
torn fabric of Latin America, which was penetrated by French thought in the 
18th century, we actually begin to get something like an "inteIligentsia"-a 
phenomenon rare indeed in the new society. 

All of this is merely to return us to the special spirit of legalism injected 
into the fragment world by the tighter moral consensus which, as against 
Europe, it contains. Pragmatism is close to legalism, since it flourishes on the 
basis of a moral settlement which adjudication also requires. Inter arma leges 
silent. Nor does one need to concentrate,on the courts alone here, for the 
spirit to which I am referring can have its incarnation in religion and in cleri
cal establishments, also, as in the case both of French Canada and Latin Amer
ica. What is at issue is a sense of the presence of objective norms nourished 
by the fact that the competition of norms has been narrowed and even elimi
nated through the process of fligllt from Europe. Surely it is clear enough that 
this emotion conquers the initial spirit of chaos in the new society, even in 
an instance like the American where the saloon and the badman are parts of 
the national legend. Of course the frontier outlaw in the United States is him
self a kind of heroic individualist, far more in tune with the bourgeois ethos 
than a Bolshevik revolutionist, which is one of the reasol1~ why t~e le~en~ . 
can nurture him. But even if We account him a deviant, hIS meanmg lIes ill hIS 
transience. The roads are inevitably paved in the western town and the cham
ber of commerce takes over. 

Indeed it is in the United States, with all oOts Jesse James tradition, that 
the peculiar legalism of the fragment culture appears most vividly. The lucid
ity of the Puritan consensus creates the basis for nothing less than the remark
able power of judicial review of the Supreme Court, a power resting on the. 
notion that there is enough moral agreement in the political world toperrrut 
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the ~~judication of even its largest questions. Surely nothing reveals more 
cl:arly the escape of the fragment from the revolutionary ideological turmoil 
or Europe than the presence of that power. The very notion of "sovereignty" 
!hat. ally ~f all revolu t~onary en!erp:ises, has to be misSing where the higher ' 
law.ls ~? lIberally applied. But If this is the case, if the Supreme Court is a 
pro~ecdon of the fragment consensus, the question will always exist as to how 
far ~t can control that consensus when, for reasons of patriotism or cultural' 
am(1ety, the consensus gets out of hand. Can "law and order" reall b 
tected against itself? y e pr~-

LEGITIMACY AND COLONIAL REVOLT 

There will always be a question as to whether the colonial revolutions in 
the fr~gment world are not themselves "social revolutions,"~nactments of a 
peculiar 1789. But ev~n ~hough we face up to every social aspect of these 
~phe.aval~, we ~ave. to illSlSt that this is not the case. The colonial revolt is 

• tIed ill WIth mIgratIOn, the vcry process of social escape And'f th . l'c.,~ 
it engende st' . d" . 1 e VIO ence 

',L' "r. can cu III vanous Irections, either the continuing turmoil of 
a~Ill Am~nca, for example, Or the relative peace of the United States it re

. mfatI~S ~ fact.th
I 

at nei~her result can be understood apart from theeXig~ncies 
o ue lffiperm expenence. 

I hav~ said :hat in th~ Lat~ American case the removal of the Spanish kin 
t~lur.- lffiP;~Ial revolt Imparred the legitimacy structure of the fragment it- g 
~~ Bra;~ce e o~ts to p:oduce Ne~ World monarchies failed, save in the case 
th il wher~ III fact It was a mIgrant Portugese monarchy itself which served 

, d e burpose, t e gap was Soon filled by the legendary caudillo. There is no 

it~~U~~~:i~ ~e~~~dab7agmen\~as a pec~liar vu~ne:ability here, because of 

!t~y ~ere for :he ~ost ;~~r: Fr::c~a~an:~e!~~~:~~ea~~:~~~~~t::sl~:~ 
e, 0 m~? acture a farrly stable system, despite the reliance on P . 

:~L~~~ ~t IS ,:"orth noting t~at the French Canadian order was no~~~t to 
. AInencan test on this count. French rule was abolished b 

olutIOn but by external conquest, and the British r db' n.ot y.rev-
auth~rity much of the ~irection that they had des~~~:e~ on ~~~;;elffi1er~~ 

, III terms ?f ~~wer Itself, was the shift from the French to the Bn~f ~ e. 
count as S1~ll1fIc~~t as might seem. The French Catholic ethos :~SI~ ~~t 

ratIOnalizIllg authority per se and it d . 
conquerors doctrinal1 ossib1e F' , rna e ~n ac.commodatIOn 

been forced to "stand 0: its own fe t~~ncll Cfi anada III thIS connection has 
has. e as a euda! fragment as Latin Arner-

",Ideally, of course, even in the feudal case co10'a! 1 h 
of the fragment ethi b ,1l1 revo t s ould enhance 

U"Iluei);' It is merely a Sign that t~e:e ~~~~~tt:e~h: ;~fIape ~rom·. Eur?pean 
.,;heIit;impelrial institutions serve domestic needs In SOCIal mIgratIOn 
.~el~9JI~tit>n we have an illistration of this fulf1lfu the case of th~ American 

brings out more vividly th g ~spect of colonIal revolt, 
iJ;i:illl.ollar(:hv· . e contrast WIth Latin America than the 

Itself. :~ the tun~ of the Revolution the British monarchy, 

the legit::na~: s~~~~~s~~ ~~ b~ak ~ith it, ha~ ceased to be a 
nel~e(~t ad' e mencan colomes Due in part 

mtenl~aii syst:m ~a~~~:~i~~~ec~~p~~eO! S~t1f-governing insti~tions, 
ill 1 sown terms. Paille cele-

"~iii ~ 
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brated American reality in Common Sense. That pamphlet was later trans
lated in Latin America, but in a context of.course entirely distinctive. Which 
reminds us, in addition to the differences in the monarchical question', ofthe 
differences in the Whole doctrinal setting of revolution. In the United States 
the liberalism of revolutionary doctrine carried forward the intrinsic liber,. , 
alism of the culture, whereas in Latin America it contradicted not only the 
initial feudal ethos butalso the drive of the creole revolutionary leaders them
selves who remained elitist. It clarified the fragn:'ient spirit here, confused it 
there. 

All of this, of course, is why the transition"to republican government was 
easy in the United States, lacking further violence, Napoleonic coups, palace 
revolts. In the Latin American case the failure to develop domestic monarchs 
continued the legitimacy gap, but in the United States, had such an effort 
been successful, it would have impaired the evolving spirit of legitimacy itself. 
This, undoubtedly, despite all of the rumors at the time,~s why no serious at
tempt at a "restoration" did take place. Certainly, undet1these circumstances, 
there was no need either for a military substitute for the monarchical figure, 
and once again despite rumors and a plot or two, this was why a caudillo Qic:
tatorship did not develop. The "critical period" of American history was, in 
fact, a period in which the American fragment was moving toward larger cul
tural stability, a wider articulation of its own original meaning. The Constitu
tional Convention of 1787 was a climax to this process, even if most of the 
men attending it seem to have been so worried that they did not understand 
the fact. The fundamental law these men forged, which could have gone the 
way of French or latin American constitutions, has lasted down to the pres
ent day. 

So here was a case, yearned for but never achieved in the theories of great 
social revolution, where violence was a "transitional" stage toward a purer 
legality. Surely in other fragment situations where the break with the'mother 
country was not decisive there have been tensions and ambiguities which in 
the United States were resolved once and for all ,in the 18th century. Surely; 
too, as both Canada and Australia well illustrate, the persistence of the im
perial connection qualifies and inhibits the full conversion of the fragment 
essence into a new nationalism, a new "way ofHfe." In these terms one can 
repeat the proposit.ion that the Latin American outcome is the "pathology" 
of the fragment revolutionary process, a situation traceable to the injrusion 
of extraneous imperial connections into the domestic heart of th,e fragment. 
And in these terms also one can say again that the process is to be assoc1tlted 
not with the lacobins of Europe but with the Mayflower voyage and the 
Pizarro trip. 

FRAGMENT COMPETITION: FEDERALISM 

The more one explores the nature of the' fragment ethic and its expanding 
consensus, the more obvious it is that when fragments confront one another 
the possibilities are explosive. We are in fact dealing with emergent '~nations," 
compounded out of the class substances of Europe, armed with nationalisms 
more sensitive than those of Europe because more ideological, more doctrinal. 
French Canada, put alongside the Protestantism of the English, is loaded with 
the latent dynamite of the holy war. When one adds to the situation the pos-
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sibility of clashes over other issues, such as the racial issue of South Africa, 
one has a potential for struggle exceeding in significance any involved in the 
relationship to the mother country. No wonder that, in order to contain it, 
there has to be the most delicate kind of Federal diplomacy. 

Nor must we assume that, as European class ethics confront one another, 
the rivalry of the European nationalisms themselves is entirely forgotten. Cer
tainly the struggles that are possible over language are as intense as any in the 
interfragment relationship. To be sure, devotion to language can reflect at-

, tachment merely to a neutral carrier of culture, rather than to the nationalism 
of Europe, and it would be a mistake to exaggerate its importance in European 
terms. All of the fragment languages vary from those of the mother countries, 
reflecting indeed the very simplifying processes by which the fragment itself 
becomes a distinctive nation. No one would seriously say that Afrikaans, the 
most dramatic of the linguistic variations, elicits the ardor of its support in 
South Africa because of the memory of Holland. But after this has been con

, ceded, and the central importance of the fragment culture itself is stressed, 
the European sentiment cannot be wholly excluded. The fragment cultures, 

, for all of their distinctive nationalist claims, have a manner of giving them
" selves away on this score, as, for example, when they always seem to prefer 
immigrants from the country of their own origin. 

" There can be little doubt that interfragment competition, in its own way, 
enhances the process by which the fragment converts its culture into nation
aiism. Without the English Canadian, would the French Canadian define his 
personality so vividly in nonbourgeois terms? To be sure, the normal nation
alizing processes would be at work, as against France itself, and the articula
tion of the Canadian soul in terms of the rej ection of Voltaire and Ro be spierre 
would go forward. But the challenge of British merchants in the 18th
century exacerbates, clearly, the conservative tendency which begins with 
the migration from France in the 17th. Nor does the peculiar "prenational" 
character of the feudal ethos to which I have referred in the French Canadian 
case, which in fact assists the reception of British authority, alter this fact. 
The submissi?n to British monarchy as a formal authority affair is one thing, 
the preservatIOn of French Cana~ian cultural integrity can be another. The 
two can exist within that ethos. But even here we must not overstate the 
case. There was resistance to the British, as with Papineau and the Rebellion 
of 183? Nor does the fact that this resistance also took place in the English 
sector Itself, as part of the drive for representative government, alter th~,point. 
What can be a democratic struggle in English Canada, as Papineau himielf 

,tends to reveal, can be a nationalist struggle in French. 
Of course substantive alliances can be forged across the lines of the frag

ment, and these can betray numerous facets of the interfragment situation. 
In Canada the fact that French "reform" forces were interested in the pres-

; e~~tion of Catholic c0!p0rate ~ulture. made a link with the English radicals 
diffIcult, th?ugll.the elItes of seIgneunal and clerical power often got together 
rather handIly WIth the Family Compact forces of English conservatism. In
deed the latter relationship, understandable in light of the stratified nature of 
the English bourgeOis fragment, was probably more solid than anything worked 
out between the fr~~le~t~ in, South Africa after the conquest, even thour~ 
there the cultural similantles were greater than in the Canadian case The ' 
problem of the African instantly exploded the situation within the ~ontext 
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of a common Protestant, North European background. And yet one cannot 
help noting that the gradual surrender of the English to the Dutch in the ra
cial area, after the Boer War and into the present period, meant that that area 
itself could. yield a substantive bond. Cultural surrender is always a possibil
ity though least likely in the case of the "first" fragment, i.e., the Dutch or 
th; French., since the sense of fragment nationhood goes back farther in these 
cases. 

Given the limits to the substantive synthesis of the fragments, federalism 
emerges automatically as a method for containing their relationship, a con
cession to the fact that we have left the class world of Europe and entered 
upon "international relations." This federalism, needless to say. must be dis
tinguished from that in single fragment cultures such as the United States and 
Australia where size, settlement, and diversity of a different kind lead to de
ce~tralized structures. Federalism in the latter instances is far more "success
ful," since it is underwritten by the fragment consensus itself: when the con
sensus is impaired, as in the case of the South and the Civil War in the Uvited 
States, it encounters troubles that approximate the interfragment type. But 
for all such troubles, there is no doubt that the efforts at authentic cultural 
federalism in the fragment world represent one of its greatest achievements. 
Where in general that world has narrowed the horizon of men, here is an in
stance in which it has broadened it also. Where the legalism of that world has 
tended to rest on the most explicit cultural agreements, here is a case where a 
legalism has arisen resting on the ethos of cultural diversity itself. 

And yet is it really true to say that in the jnterfragment situation the.moral 
consensus is fully miSSing? All of the fragments involved in Canada and South 
Africa are European. That is no minor matter, especially in societies which 
know also the North American Indian and the African. The truth is, the cul
tural federalism of the fragment experience, if it is not underwritten by the 
unity of a single fragment ethos, is underwritten by the common norms of 
the European expeiience. That may be why it is possible at all. When we 
move to the non-European, coming out of alien and simpler societies, vio
lence begins to flourish on a grand scale. 

THE IMPACT OF ABORIGINAL CULTURES 

Technically it is not true to say that legalism breaks down completely 
when the non-European is involved, since in and through the treatment of 
the aborigine there are

l 
manifestations of fragment morality, as when the 

Spanish Catholic ethos protects the native or even the American bourgeois 
ethos speaks of an "Indian treaty." But given the threat of the stone age 
aborigine both to the explicit class morality of the fragment and to its im
plicit Europeanism, there are bound to be linlits to the application of such. 
norms. The fragment exterminates the aborigine, clos'es him off into separate 
areas, or absorbs him into its own social order on a ce.rtain level. And in all 
of these cases it uses force in full measure. 

It vividly reveals the European edge of the moral conscience ofihe .frag
ment that, when it comes to extermination, even fragments drenched III 
the Enlightenment ethic engage in the practice happily. Indeed,.it is .in- . 
teresting to note that the brutal record established by the AustralIans 111 tl~lS 
respect coincided with a culture of the socially HradiCal" type. In Tasmama 
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the aboriginal element was wiped out completely. Of course the Enlighten
ment morality, and above all its Puritan progenitor, has an exclusivity about 
it both in terms of the Hdemocracy" and in terms of the "damned" which .' 
can lead to quite unexpected brutalities. The record here, in contrast to 
that of the feudal cultures, may have some of the distinctive quality it has 
in the realm of African slavery. Of course there is always the final pang of 
conscience in the Enlightenment cases, stemming from the retrospective in
clusion of the aborigine into the Lockean community, which produces leg
islative results. 

The method of isolating the aborigine is closely tied in with the violence 
of the "Indian war" itself, since as a result of that war he is driven off into 
separate territories. The social principle, moreover, is practically the same in 
both cases: protection of the morality of the fragment by a kind of Hebraic 
nonintercourse with the alien culture. When the idea is implemented by a 
conscious "reservation" policy, the culture of the European fragment has 
usually triumphed so fully in the land that the desperate fears which inspired 

. the separatist drive in the first place are usually forgotten. Latin America 
represents, to be sure, a special problem here, because the presence of iso
lated Indian tribes, in the context of a culture which has incorporated the 
Indian, can involve a serious issue for the integrity of the State system itself. 
The Indian question in Mexico or Peru casts a curious light on fragment 
"separatism. " 

But we must not assume, of course, that the Latin American approach to 
the Indian was lacking in violence. Indeed the same type of extermination 
crusades which prevailed elsewhere are to be found in both the Spanish and 
the Portugese cases where Indian tribes. as in Brazil or Chile, were unwilling 
to cooperate in terms of cultural incorporation. And incorporation itself was 
a violent process, involving a social upheaval for the Aztec and the Inca more 

. drastic than anything to be found in the revolutions of Europe. Granted 
that there were reCiprocities in these cultures on which the Iberians could 

as in the systems of authority, religion, and production,still these 
far from the social unities which linked all classes within the more ad

European order. Latin America, though feudal in substance arises 
t of a great "social revolution," if we wish to use the term in this 'connectio~. 
Of course"like all great enterprises of social renovation, this one was not 

wholly successful, remarkable as many of its achievements were. Nor was this 
because certain aboriginal groups could not be absorbed into the 

.lU',ua.u syst~m, 0: even .because aboriginal practice, as in religion and else
perslstedm sublImated form despite Europeanization and Christian

u..'" • .lVJJ. It was also because the Indian groups that were absorbed and hence 
to serve as feudal substitutes, were left with racial scars that'disturbed 

.organic !ife of the Iberian order. If racial issues are more "social" in 
Amenca tha? elsewhere, it is probably true to say, without being de- " 

para~oxlcal, that social issues are on the whole more racial. Cer- ' 
the tenSIOns that arose historically on this score were very great and 

any assesment of the impairment of the feudal consensus in Latin Amer
the~ ~ustpe inc1u~ed in the record no less than the institution.al rup

ansmg from ~he bre~down of the imperial order. The Spaniards 
1hn,,,<>rt an absorptIve gemus here that the British did not-for whatever reason . 

values, Iberian history, or the accidents of Indian cuiture-but they 1 
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paid the price of a basic continuing problem for it. They have been denied 
tha luxury of resolving the Indian problem by intermittent episodes of 
retrospective guilt. 
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One thing, in any case, is clear. Whether the European fragment destroys, 
isolates, or incorporates the aborigine, the record is vivid with bloodshed. 
Here is the ironic compensation it experiences for leaving its enemies in Europe 
behind, that it encounters even stranger.antagonists abroad. This encounter 
brings out all of the hidden values it shared with others in the old country, its 
basic Europeanism, and doing so, unleashes a violent energy that transcends 
even that which produced the guillotines of the Old World~ But insofar as the 
aboriginal victims of that violence are concerned, they are met by the frag
ment in the course of its travels, almost as a matter of happenstance. What 
of the non-European whom the fragment deliberately imports, the African 
~m? ' 

SLAVERY AND ITS AFTERMATH 

The African, of course, is open to all of the violence reserved for the non
European, but being imported as a slave, he will pot in the nature of things, 
save possibly in South Africa, experience extermination or isolation. He 
will enter the fragment community on some incorporative basis, and this 
means that fragment legality will instantly encounter a problem with him. 
On the basis of the aboriginal experience in Latin America, one can predict 
the outcome here an effort as in Brazil to bring the Negro like the Indian , -- . . 
intofueIberian feudal system. But in the North American case, where the 
Indian has not been absorbed and where above all the Enlightenment norm 
prevails, the African produces a novel issue. It is one of the most complex 
issues in the entire pattern of fragment legality. 

It is easy to forget the violence involved in the initial acquisition of the 
slave. In part, this is because the European is ordinarily not responsible for 
his capture, that work being done in Africa itself; there are no "Indian wars," 
save possibly again in South Africa, designed to obtain the slave. To be sure, 
the European enters the process at the point of migration from Africa, and 
he presides over what is probably the most brutal episode in the entire early 
process, the slave passage, but this i~not easy to remember for an()ther 
reason. Voyages in their nature are forgotten, since the children of the men 
who take them never relive the experience. In this sense, the fragmented 
African is like the fragmented European, the product of an act neither can 
recall, which reminds us of a most significant matter: that master an.d slave 
encountered each other in the Western Hemisphere when both were III the 
process of movement, both in the process ofleaving an "old world" behind. 
True enough, the Mayflower voyage is celebrated, the passage of the slave . 
repressed, but not all of the energy of all the patriotic societies in the HemI
sphere have been able to intrude the initial European voyage into its active 
life. Who really cares about a trip from England to Plymouth, however 
"important," which not even the tourist agencies advertise? 

Memory does begin, however, at the point of landing, for here the pattern 
of fragment life itself takes shape. And whether one views the matter from 
the standpoint of the European or the African, violence is at its heart. To' 

If 
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be sure, ,because the experience of slavery was present in Africa itself, albeit 
in a manner quite different from that which came to prevail in the New 
World, there was a receptivity to it on the part of the African which did 
not exist, say, among Indian tribes like the Iroquois. It is a legendary fact 
that the African was imported in precisely those areas of the New World 
where the aboriginal population would not serve the labor purpose. But 
this does not alter the fact of force which pervaded the slave relationship. 
It was there, implicit or explicit, from the instant of purchase to the instant 
of death. 

Of course, this is precisely where the morality of the fragments themselves 
appear, for the way in which a culture distributes the legitimate use of force 
is the clue to its ethical life. Feudal Iberia mitigated force theoretically in 
the slave relationship by feudalizing and Christianizing it, whatever the 
actual brutality of the system was. But the liberal spirit of the North Ameri
cans, being classless, actually precluded this. Human beings being equal; the 
slave must be somehow inhuman, a true object of property in the Lockean 

, sense, and this produced a theoretical indifference to the force exerted 
against him. Of course slave codes existed limiting the power of the master, 
but they had a doctrinal incongruity in the liberal system which, ironically, 
they lacked in the feudal. And yet there was the inevitable other side of 
the coin. Accept the humanity of the slave in the liberal scheme, and you 

instantly give him all of the rights accorded his master. He moves, 
without a theoretical moment of waiting, from bottom to top. That was 
the curiously revolutionary oscillation contained, insofar as the African 
was concerned, by the Declaration of Independence. 

However complex the cause of the American Civil War, that oscillation 
was reflected in it. The radicalism of the liberal ethic, hidden beneath 
Supreme Court legalism in a fragment context, exploded in the bloodiest 
iepllSU(le the fragment had seen. The Court could not prevent this, as its 

failure in the Dred Scott Case showed, for what was at stake was 
meaning of the very consensus on which its power rested. And yet the 

here took place, for all of the activity of the Negro, mainly wi thin 
European population; the violence of the slave relationship, because 

could not be digested by the fragment morality, was transferred to a 
among the masters themselves. That struggle ended with the eman

""Y'~"'-'" of the African, the termination of legalized force against him, but 
did not bring him fully into the Lockean community. Despite the fixed 

, continUing radicalism of the liberal demand, and even despite Recon
Amendments which were written into the fundamental law itself. 

ambiguous situation was the result. ' 
That situation, however, was as unstable as the initial situation out of 

the war l1ad come. Given social change and the world impact in the 
century, the radicalism of Jefferson would reassert itself this time 
the Mrican himself as the most militant carrier of it. Th~ violence of 

, exploding with~ the European fr~gment in the 19th century, is 
by the Negro agamst ~he fragment m the 20th. However, the rioting 

the stre~ts was preceded by the desegregation decisions of the Supreme 
which remmds us that the Negro is still working with the moral 

, of the fragment establishment. To be sure there is a Black Power ') 
separatist overtone to the Negro battle, which holds out the thought ' 
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of a two-fragment federalism of the Canadian type or ~ kind of reve~se 
ban1.ustanism of th(> South African sort. .B.ut .so far thIS has not c.ruCIa?Y 
ha11enged the Jeffersonian base of the CIvil nghts movement WhIch bmds 
~he Negro to the European fragment itself, gives himal1ies within it and a 
weapon vastly more powerful than any he can find in .another formula. 
In a fairly pure liberal fragment culture lik~ the Amencan, when you .have 
the Declaration of Independence on your SIde you come close to havmg all 
that there is. 

THE AMERICAN PARADOX 
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Certninly the most. effective method for dealing with Negro violence in 
the United States is to bring the Negro finally fully into the Lockean world, 
to make him a complete part of consensus and legality. And yet t.his brings 
us to a paradox found everywhere in the fragment worlq~ t~at while the 
most immediate resources for healing fragment wounds he m the fragment 
ethic itself, the impact of a unifying globe requires also that tha~ ethi~ be . 
transcended. In the American case it has been proven that a blInd, WIlsoman 
pursuit of the Declaration of Independence is not the best method for han
dling world reality. On the other hand, insofar as the ~egro is ~once.rned, 
there is this consolation, which reminds us of the pecubar relationship a 
liberal fragment has to the forces at work on the inte~na~ional ~cene iiQday. 
The American Lockean drive to include the Negro COInCIdes WIth a world 
movement also designed to establish his equality, and.it is even.a .fa~t that 
African nationalism has itself entered as an influence mto the CIvil nghts 
movement. To be sure, there is a difference between social revolut~on in 
Africa or Asia and final purification of an absolute liberal ethos denved 
from the Mayflower. The difference is at the heart of the matter. B~t we 
are still dealing with types of "equality," and there ought to be pOSSIble an 
accommodation between them. 

Surely when we look at the feudal fragments, with the~r tr~dition~lized 
elitist instincts, we see the meaning of this point. The raCial hierarchIes of 
Latin America, granted that they are "feudalized," do not fall u?de~ the 
impact of an American civil rights impatience. Of course f~udalIsm.lts~lf 
elicits 11 deep current of social change, and in this sense Latm Amenca I~ 
closer than other fragment cultures to,the "underd~veioped" w~rld, a~ IS 
French Canada. But it is the historic power of the fragment WhICh reSIsts 
this change. We must not forget that in the international s~here th~ feuda! 
cultures of both North and South America have also been aole to YIeld qUite 
a considerable worship of Salazar, Franco~ and even Hitler. 

It will always be ironic that, as they confront the revolutionary world of 
the 20th century, the settlement cultures I have discuss~d her~ confront prod
ucts of the European cultural fragmentation itself, sharmg baSIC aspe~ts 

. Cl . ·t· tI 'grabon of of their own experience. Whether in Afnca or una, I 1.S. le 1111 

EUropean ideas which has disturbed the globe. But despIte all the connec-
tions here even that in the case of the American Negro, the "return to f 
revolutiod" on the part of the fragments poses the most serious probl:ms 0 

understanding for th' em Even the very Enlightenment ethos that mOSt of 
. f b'tt' , d violence them have can, in this context, be a special source 0 1 erness an . 
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It is doubtful whether men fight more fiercely over the acceptance of the 
idea of "equality" than over the method of its application. 

But one thing is certain. The world will never be reduced through vio
lence by the settlement cultures to the limits of their own ethical outlook. 
To be sure, it is remarkable how "successful" violence was in this connection 
in the past, as with mother countries, Indians, Afri~ans. Indeed, given this 
record, it is perhaps not surprising that the instinct of blind ferocity keeps 
asserting itself. But sooner or later all of the fragments will ha.ve to discover 
that if the Chinese cannot be deserted as Europe was deserted neither can 
they be eliminated like the Iroquois. 

An intensified Federal outlook, greater than any generated within or 
among ~he fragments in the past, is inevitably needed. But if this takes place, 
wh.at will the fragment have lost? It will have lost some of the cozy warmth 
of Its own shrunken consensus, some of the high righteousness of its own 
sense of "law and order.I! Surely the wor1~ offers compensations for this. ' 
What t~~ frag~ent nations have missed is the experience of cultural diversity, 
and this IS precIsely what a Federal perspective on Africa and Asia can. yield ... 
In our century the settlement cultures have been entrapped by the world' 
t~ey ~ried to escape. But if they have the courage to accept that world, they 
will discover a reward even greater than any they found in Kansas or Quebec. 
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Chapter 4 

THE FRONTIEFt TRADITION: 

AN INVITATIOr~ TO VIOLENCE 

By Joe B. Frantz * 

On September 26, 1872; three mounted men rode up to the gate of the 
Kansas City fair, which was enjoying a huge crowd of perhaps 10,000 people. 
The bandits shot at the ticket seller; hit a small girl in the leg, and made off for 
the woods with something less than a thousand dollars. It was highhanded, 
and it endangered the lives of a whole host of holiday-minded people for com
parativeiy little reward. 

What makes the robbery and the violence notable is not the crime itself but 
the way it was reported in the Kansas City Times by one John N. Edwards. In 
his front-page story he branded the robbery "so diabolically daring and so ut-. 
tedy in contempt of fear that we are bound to admire it and! revere its per
petrators." 

Two days later the outlaws were being compared by i.h,e Times with the 
knights of King Arthur's Round Table: 

It was as though three bandits had come to us from storied Odenwald, 
with the halo of medieval chivalry upon their garments and shown us how 
the things were done that poets sing of. Nowhere else in the United 
States or in the civilized world,probably, could this thing have been 
done.! 

Quite likely this deed was perpetrated by the James brothers: Jesse and 
Frank, and a confederate. The details really do not matter. What pertains is 
the attitude of the innocent toware!. the uncertainly identified guilty. The act 
had been perpetrated by violent, lawless men. If the Times is any indication, 
a respectable section of the people approved of their action; No one, of course, 
thought to ask the little girl with the shattered leg how she felt about such 
courage. Nearly 17 months later, Edwards was quot~d in the st. LouisDi~patch 
as preferring the Western higI1wayman to the Easterr}, for "he has more quali
ties that attract admiration and win respect; . . .. This comes from locality " 
... which breeds strong, hardy meI~-m.en who risk much, who have friends in 
high places, and who go riding over the land, taking all chances that come in 
the way." The purpose here is not to belabor one reasonably anonymous news-

*Joe B. Frantz is professor of history afthe University of Tex~s. He is co-author, W!th 
Julian E. Choate, Jr., of The American Cowboy (Norman: Upiversi~yofOklahoma 
Press, 1955). 
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paperman of nearly a century ago, but merely to point up a fact-and a prob
l~m-of the American frontier. 

The frontier placed a premium on independent action and individual reli
ance. The whole history of the American frontier is a narrative of taking wh~t 
was there to be taken. The timid never gathered the riches, the polite nearly 
never. The men who first carved the wilderness into land claims and town lots 
were the men who moved in the face of dangers, gathering as they progressed. 
The emphasis naturally came to be placed on gathering and not on procedures. 
Great tales of gigantic attainments abound in this frontier story; equally ad
venturous tales of creative plundering mark the march from Jamestown to the 
Pacific. It was a period peopled by giants, towers of audacity with insatiable 
appetites. The heroes are not the men of moderate attitudes, not the town plan
ners and commericai builders, not the farmers nor the ministers nor the teach
ers. The heroes of the period, handed along to Us with all the luster of a golden 
baton, are the mighty runners from Mt. Olympus who ran without looking 
back, without concern about social values or anywhere they might be going 
except onward. .. 

We revere these heroes because they were men of vast imagination and dar
ing. We also have inherited their blindness and their excesses. 

Just by being here, the frontier promised the spice of danger. And danger, 
to paraphrase Samuel Johnson, carries its own dignity. Danger therefore was 
the negotiable coin of the American frontier, and the man who captured his 
share of danger was a man of riches, beholden only to himself. . 

To live with danger means to be dependent to a considerable degree on 
one's own resources, and those resources in turn must be many and varied. 
Courage and self-reliance, while not exclusive with the frontiersman, take on 
an enlarged dimension because so many instances of their use can be recalled. 
Whereas the town neighbor or the corporate manager may need a type of nioraI 
courage that exceeds the physical in its wear and tear on the human soul, such" 
downtown courage is hardly recountable and seldom even identifiable. But 
when ~he !r~ntiersman has fa,~ed down an adversary, he usually has a fixedmo
ment m his life when he can regale an audience or when others can recall ad
miringly his dauntlessness. Even a foolhardy adventure brings applause. To 
the human actor no reward is more desirable. 

The f~c~ ~ha~ back East. which meant from ten miles behind the cutting 
edge of cIvi1~atIon.all the way to the more sophisticated capitals of Europe, 
men w~r~ daily facmg monumental problems of planning, and sometimes even 
of SUfVlVl11g, meant nothing to the frontiersman. Nothing in the frontiersman's 
way of ~e gave him any sympathy for the man who made his decisions on 
paper or m the vacuum .of an offic~ or stall .. Decision was made on the spot, 
face to ~ace. The questIOns were SImple; the solutions, equally simple. Today 
that hentage of the fr.ontier continues in more remote areas. The subtleties of 
~aw and order escape the isolated mountain man for instance whether he be 
m Wy?ming or in eastern Kentucky. If a man d~es wrong, y;U chastise him. 
~hastIsement can take any form that you think is necessary to hold him :in 
l~~. One of the accept~ble forms is murder, Which means that lesser violellce 
;::Ited upon the of~endin~ person is even more acceptable. Such behavior has 
, e advanta?e of ,bemg SWIft and certain, without the agony of deciding what 
IS comparatIVely Just and wI'tho t th '. .' . , . u e expens@' of tnals and lails and sociologIsts and welfare workers. . .. 

" , 
" , ~ -~,,"" ..... ,,~'-~.-.- ,~~'-~-"'--~---

The Frontier Tradition: An Invitation to Violence 

Of course, one reason that this simplistic attitude toward settlement of prob
lems prevailed on the frontier was a I>~ysical one of lack of jails. Where do you 
put a man when you possibly have no place to put yourself? To be neat and 
economical, you must put him away. This may mean tying him to a tree ~d 
leaving him to starve or be stung to death; if he has ?ee,n real me~, you mIght 
like to wrap him in rawhide and then let the sun shrmk the rawhide slowly . 
around him until he is gradually strangled. Or you might find it more economi
cal to find a convenient tree with a branch a sufficient height off the ground. 
The scarcity of jails then, either nonexistent or inadequate, often left the 
frontiersman with little choice, insofar as he was concerned, except to hang, 
lynch, or ignore the offender.2 . 

What do you do with a man whose cnme may not really warrant exec~
tion? Either you execute him anyway, stifling your doubts, or you let hIm go. 
If you let him go, as happened frequently, then you may have set a killer at 
large to roam. In Arkansas in the generation during which Judge Isaac C. 
Parker ran his notorious Federal court, more than 13,000 cases were docketed, 
of which 9,500 were either convicted by jury trial or entered pleas of guilty .. 
During a 25-year period at Fort Smith, 344 persons were tried for offenses 
punishable by death, 174 were convicted. and 168 were sentenced to hang .. 
Actually 88 of these were hanged, and six others died either in prison or while 
attempting to escape. . . . 

By current standards the hangings themselves would have ?een 1I1Vltahons 
to violence. One contemporary of the judge tells. of the hangIng of John . 
Childers a halfblood Cherokee Indian charged with killing a peddler for his 
horse. A thunderstorm had comeup, and a bolt of lightning struck nearby 
just as the death trap was sprung. "A moment later the gh~stly work ~as done, 
the cloud had vanished and all that was mortal of John Childers hung limp and 
quivering," the reporter writes. "The entire proceeding, the grim service of the 
law, ... filled the spectators with awe." 

Standing next to Judge Parker in local fame was George Maledon, a small-
ish Bavarian celebrated as "the prince of hangmen" for having executed more 
than 60 criminals and shooting two to death during 22 years prior to 1894. 
Twice he executed six men at one time and on three other occasJ.ons he hanged 
five together. People discussed his record with all the enthusi~stic calm of a 
present-day discussion of Willie Mays'possibilities for overtaking the home-run 
record of Babe Ruth. As for Maledon- when he was once asked by a lady 
whether he had qu~1ms of conscience: he replied in his soft wa~; "N?, I have 
never hanged a man who came back to have the job done over.. This same re-" 
porter descrihes Judge Parker as "gentle, kind, familiar and easIly approached. 3 

The truth ii), the lawman was as closely associated with violence as the ou~
law. The greatest gunfighters frequently played both side.s of the law, shootmg 
equally well. Bill Hickok comes down as a great lawman 111 Kansas. He also . 
shared a good many of the qualities of a mad dog. Hickok fir~t :ame to pubbc 
notoriety near Rock Creek, Nebr., where from behind a curtam ill the Russell, 
Majors, and W2lddellstation he put a single rifle bullet throu~ the heart of 
one David McCanles, who had come with a hired hand and hIS 12-year-old son 
to protest nonpayment of a debt. Hickok was acquitted on a plea?f self
defense. For tilis dubious bit of law tending, Hickok became a natI?nal ~ero, 
although it took a half-dozen years for his notoriety to be~ome natIonwIde. 
He fIlled in that time by doing creditable work for the Umon Army, and pur-
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suing a postwar career a,~ a gambler in Missouri and Kansas. This stretch of 
social service was punctUated by a town square gun duel which left Hickok 
standing and his adversary forever departed. . 

In his long hair and deerskin suit, Hickok could have joined any police con
frontation in Chicago or Berkeley a century later. Nonetheless he became a 
deputy U.S. marshal out of Fort Riley, and helped rescue 34 men besieged by 
redskins 50 miles south of Denver. With this background he was elected sheriff 
of Ellis County, Kans., in August 1869. He killed only two men, which is not 
meant as an apologia, for he was credited with. many more. His fame as a 
stanchion of the law brought him to Abilene as city marshal in th~ spring of 
1871. Whereas his successor, the revered Tom Smith, had operated from the 
mayor's office, Hickok utilized the Alamo Saloon, where he could fill in his 
time playing poker and drinking the whiskey for which he also had a storied 
app~tite. He ran a tight, two-fisted town; especially aiIned at keeping undis
CIplined Texas cowboys in hand. When 6 months later he killed Phil Coe as 
well as (by mistake) his own policeman, he was soon sent packing by the 'town. 
Naturally enough, he left this life as the result of a shot in the back while 
playing poker in a Black Hills gambling joint.4 This violent man is the hero 
who is ~pposed to h~ve quelled violence on the frontier and to have brought 
the blessmgs of orgaruzed law and order to our Western civilization. But he 
was ever ready to kill, on either side of the law. 

One writer, detailing the lives of the bad men of the West has put together 
an appendix consisting o~ the bad men and another one of the peace officers. 
Among the b,~d m~n he lists are Judge Roy Bean, who dispenseci the "Law West 
of the Pecos. 5 Hickok is also listed with the bad men. Ben Thompson shot 
up ~sas and .almost crossed with Hickok, and wound up as a city -~narsha11 of 
Austin: Tex. Bill.Longley was a. deputy sheriff and one of the more notorious 
killers ill the busmess. Doc Holliday was a lawman in both Kansas and Arizona 
u~der Wyatt Earp. And Arizona remains split to this day whether Earp belongs 
With the bad men or the good. Certainly the frontier story is replete with men 
of peace who were equally men of violence. . 

Undoubtedly a lotof the violence spawned on the frontier emanated from 
. the restlessness engelll~ered by successive wars. The American Revolution the 

War of 1812, ~eMeX1c;m War, and the Civil War all disgorged some men ~ho 
had. tasted actIOn and could not return to the discipline of the settled world. 
~on~quentl~ they stayed on the frontier, where their training and penchant . 
~r direct ~ctIon held some value. Undoubtedly this was more true of the "llr= 

Vlvors 0.[ ClVil War action than. of any of the other major ~ars. The men who 
fought m the .~este~ ~eas of the Civil War, both North and South, enjoyed 
more than a little actmty. as guerrillas. But what does a guerrilla do when he 
:: ~o more excuse f?r hit-and~run tactics? Either he settles down on a Mis-
~ f~ or h~ continues to hit and run against targets of his own devisin . :ir ~~,"-i.-noto~ous?f such men would have to be the James brothers, tho~gh 

. . m~:ny I~entlfely too large. The Jameses could rob and kill almost with 
:p~~ II th:y selected their targets well. Sillce the James boys had been on 
th e o~ em ~de, they were cheered by their Southern fellows embittered by 
th: ~:l~-~fo:~e:; ~~e:ho felt a bit of reflected glory ill the harassment of 
Hardin to kill Wild Bill Hi' k R~puted1y ,.B:n Thompson tried to get John Wesley 
once Hardin themost c. 0 ~ecause HIckok shot only Southern boys. For 

, prolific killer of them all, turneq down an opportunity. 
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to notch his gun again. Had he shot the Yankee Hickok, he might have becqme 
a true Southern hero instead of just another killer-well, not just another killer
who needed to be put away. All across the West the antagonisms of the late con
flict continued, and were justified really in the name of the war. It did not mat
ter that you killed, so much as whom you killed. 

Running parallel with this tendency for a. strong individual to range himself 
actively on one side or the other of the law is the tendency throughouthistory 
of men and groups to take the law into their own hands, sometimes with rea
sonably lofty motives. As John Walton Caughey has written, "to gang t:p and 
discipline an alleged wrongdoer is an ancient and deep-seated impulse." 
Whether such impulses run counter to a belief in the orderly pursuit of govern
ment is not debatable here. The fact is that throughout llistory societies, both. 
frontier and long fixed, have moved through phases of private settlement of 
what should be public disputes. The operation of the Ku Klux Klan ina settled 
South with its centuries-old civilization is a case in point. Vigilantism is a dis
ease or a manifestation of a society that feels a portion of its people are out of 
joint and must be put back in place whether the niceties of legal' procedure are 
observed or not. That the end justifies the means is the authorizing cliche. 

Not unmixed with vigilantism is frequently a fair share of racism, which has 
its own curious history on the American frontier. In some ways the frontier 
was the freest of places, in which a man was judged on the quality of his work 
and his pos~ession of such abstractions as honesty, bravery, and shrewdness. 
The Chinese merchant, the Negro cowboy, the Indian rider-all were admired. 
because of what they could do within the frontier community aDd not because 
of their pigmentation. On the other hand, the only good Indian was a dead 
Indian, "shines" could seldom rise above the worker level, and "coolies" were 
something to take potshots at without fear of retribution, either civic or con
science. Just as lynching a Negro in parts of the South was no crime, so shoot
ing an Indian or beating an Oriental or a Mexican was equally acceptable. Like 
all societies, the frontier had its built-in contradictions. . 

In Kansas cowtowns, shooting Texas cowboys was a defensible act per se; 
popular agreement in that area was that although, there might here and there. 
be a decent cowboy, nonetheless most cowboys were sinister. characters who 
were likely to ruin your daughter or your town. In other words, cowboys and 
Texans were in the same class as snakes-the garter snake can be a friendly 
reptile in your garden, but stomp him anyway in case he grows into a danger
ous rattIer. 

But then, cowboys, whether Texan or Montanan, had a notoriously brazen 
unconcern toward nesters and grangers as Wyoming's Johnson County war will 
attest. How could the cattleman believe in legal law enforcement if, as one 
stockman put it, no jury of "Methodist, Grangers and Anti-Stock" would con
vict the most blatant cattle thief? A. S. Mercer, who felt that cattlemen were 
a menace to hi!; Wyoming, nonetheless concluded that "as a matter of .fact, less 
stealing and less lawlessness [occur1 on the plains of the West than in any other 
part of the world."7 Backing himself, Mercer quotes the Federal census report 
of 1890, which points out that the Northeastern states, "which are supposed 
to be most civilized/' had 1 600 criminals to the million p. eople while Wyom-. , . 
mg ran 25 per cent less, or 1,200 to themilliQq. However, the real cattleman 
dislike was for the sheepherd~r, who was 100~er than a nester, ~stler, or .even a 
cowboy who had married a squ~~. As one &cotsman who emIgrated opmed, 
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when he brought his flock dOWIi from the hills in Scotland, people would ex
claim, "here comes the noble shepherd and his flock." Out west, however, they 
said "here/comes that damned sheepherder and his bunch ofwoolies!"8 

Certainly the cowboy treatment of the sheepman showed something less 
than the normal extension of dignity due a fellowman. C&ttlemen tried in
timidation, and if that failed, they tried violence. If mere violence were not 
enough, next came murder, either for the sheepman or his flocks. As pubiic 
sympathy was generally with the cattlemen, the sheepman had no recourse at 
law if his herder were killed or his sheep driven off the range. As a general 
rule, as in most vigilante situations, the cowboy always tried to outnumber his 
sheepherding adversary by five or ten to one, preferably all on horseback to 
the one herder on foot. 

Nowhere was the sense of vigilante violence more noticeable than in the 
cattieman-sheepman feud. It was vigilantism, for the cowman looked on tlie 
sheepman~s mere presence as immoral and illegal, an intrusion on his frontier 
life as he knew it. Along the upper reaches of Wyoming's Green River, for in
s~ance, a masked group, organized by the cattlemen, attacked four sheep camps 
sm1Ultaneously. The group blindfolded the herders, tied them to trees, and 
spent the :re~ainder of the night clubbing to death, 8,000 head of sheep. From 
whole,sal~ dispatch of sheep to wholesale dispatch of men is -really but a short, 
sangume Jump. 

The Graham-Tewksbury quarrel furnishes another example. The Grahams 
and the Tewksburys had hated each other in Texas, and When both families 
moved to Arizona, the hatred moved in the wagons with them. Originally both 
Grahams and T~wksburys ran cattle, but in Arizona the Tewksburys turried to 
sheep after aWhile. The usual charges of range violation, and the natural ani~ 
moslty for Tewksburys by Grahams, and vice versa, led to occasional potshotting 
that was looked upon by all but the partiCipants as good clean fun. ' 

Open conflict erupted when eight cowboys rode into the Tonto Basin of 
ce.ntral Arizon,a, not really suspecting danger. But the Tewksbury brothers 
WIth five Cromes were holed up in the basin, and in 10 seconds three cowboys 
~ere dead and two others wounded. Within a month, the cowboys had be
s~eged the Tewksbury ranch headquarters, killing John Tewksbury. Retalia~ 
tI~n followed retaliation. Within 5 years, all peaceable ranchers had been 
dnven fro~ the count~y, and 26 cattlemen and six sheepmen had been killed,' 
None of thIS was consId~,=ed murder, but simply an intermittent pitched battIe 
to see wh? would prevail. And not at all incidentally the Graham-Tewksburv 
feud provId d th I t f f· ' . . -e ep 0 0 one 0 Zane Grey's most Widely accepted eye,.popping 
novels, To The Last Man, read by youth and adult western housewife and New 
York dentist alike. ' 

~h~ cOI?ing o~ barbed wire into the cattle country led to another outburst 
OfVlgil~tlS?I' VlOl~nce alone ~a~ insufficient against barbed wire because it ' 
was ~n mamm~te object that dId not directly pit man against man Like the 
men It fenced m and fenced out, barbed wire was savage unrefined cruel and 

th G Andpin. a sense, like the men Whose ranges it cont;olled, it heiped ~ake 
e reat lams finally fit for settlement. 

As fence~utting skirmishes broke out from Texas all the way north to 
people kill d '-'-.~ , ..... , .... , .. were . e ,property destroyed, business crippled, and other~ 

WIse peaceful clt1Ze~s alIenated from one another. Men cut fences because ' 
cattle were thirsty and their t,mks were enclosed, or because they desire~ 
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the good grass now out of bounds'Tor~ becha~se rthe, large rlanCdhin~this~ndi~ates had 
fenced in whole counties. The XI F.anc m exas e.nc ose WI n .wue grass-
lands approximately the size of the Sta~e of conns ectIRcut. hT0alfen~e fiT the XIT 

'red 6 000 miles of single-strand wue. The pur anc, so ill exas, 
requ:ed a drift fence in 1884-85 that stlUng out for 57 miles, while an old Two 
~~~le Bar cowboy told of seeing 10 wagonloads of barbed wire in the I?iddle 
1880's in transit from Colorado City, Tex. to the Matador Ranc~. Agam, men 
gunned down fence builders, violated enclose~ land, and otherWIse took ~e 
law into their own hands in resisOng the commg of a new order. Bu~ legality 
eventually prevailed, and many men who had fought the new orderliness came 
to embrace it. . . 

In effect, vigilantism was nothing more than !ynchin~. DespIt~ ~h:e f~ct t~at 
the South has been internationally damned for ItS lynching prochVlt1es, It :nLst 
share some of the tradition with other parts of the world, .most nota~IY.Wlth 
the frontier. Nowhere was lynch justice more swift, certam, or flounshm.g 
than on the frontier. Human life simply was not as valuable o~ ~e frontIer 
as property. Taking a human life was almost as casual as our ~llmg 50,000 
people a year now by automobile murder. The fact that Colt s, revolver andthe 
repeating rifle were present and the courtroom was freq~enty absent undoubt
edly aided such an attitude. Mitigating?r extenuatin~ cucums~an~es for the 
transgressor were virtually unknown. EIther he done It or he didn t. . 

Granville Stuart the leading Montana vigilante, tells the story of a BIlly 
Downs who was su~pected of selling whiskey to Indians, stealing horses, and 
killing cattle. One July 4 the vigilantes ordered Downs and another man, an 
unsavory character known as California Ed, from Downs' house. Bo~h men 
pleaded guilty to stealing horses from Indians, which was .hardl~ a ~nme, but 
denied ever stealing from white men. On the other hand mvestlgatIOn sh~wed 
their pen with 26 horses with white men's brands, none of the brands theIr 
own. A fresh bale of hides bore the brand of the Fe~gus Stock Co. The two 
men were carried out to a nearby grove and hanged. 

Cattle Kate, otherwise known as Ella Watson and mentioned in Owen 
Wister's The Virginian, and her companion Jim Averill were accus~d o{o 
branding mavericks. In the summer of 1889 they swung froI? a pm~. 

In Las Vegas, N. Mex., the following warning was posted m1880. 

To murderers, confidence men, thieves: 

The citizens of Las Vegas are tired of robbery, murder, and ot~er crimes 
that have made this town a byword in every civilized commumty. They 
have resolved to put a stop to crime even if in obtaining tha~ en~ they 
have to forget the law, and resort to a speedier justice than ~t will afford. 
All such characters are, therefore, notified that they must eIther 1eav:ml 
this town or conform themselves to the requirement of.law, or they ~ 
be summarily dealt with. The fltp.'.I..t'<l-H:iiood MUST ana SHALL be sL~pped 
in this community, and good citizens of both the old and new towns ~~ 
determined to stop it if the'y have to HANG by the strong arm of FOR 
every violator of law in this country. 

Vigilantesll 

. Not too far away, in Socorro, N. Mex., the vigilantes hanged a Me~iC~e fact 
monte dealer because they were incensed at his two employers, despIte 

.~,. 
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that those employers Were paying the vigila.ntes $12 a day to keep their monte 
tables open,12 '. 

In effect, the Western frontier developed too sWiftly for the courts of jus
tice to keep ~p wi~ th.e progression of petJpl~. Therefore the six-gun orrope 
seemed supen~r to JudicIa~ procedure. In 1817, for instance

t 
Texas alone had 

5,000 men on ItS wanted list.13 And Theodore Roosevelt pointed out "the" 
fact of suc~ scoundrels being able to ply their trade with impunity for 'any . 
length.of tIme can ~~y be understood if the absolute wildness of our land is 
taken mto account. Roosevelt tells how in 1888 "notorious bullies and mur
derers have been taken out and hung, while the bands of horse thieves have 
been regularly hunted down and destroyed in pitched fights by parties of armed 
cowb?ys."l: . Small wonder that foppish Bat Masterson was once fmed$8 for 
shootmg a cItIzen through the lung. After all, the man had deserved it. " 
;}n ~:nver, ac~or~ng ~o one vi~itor from England, "murderis a compara-' 

t .. ely slIght offense, a SIgn of bemg fashionable. 

Until ~two, or three years ago, assassination-incidental not delib'erate 
assassmat~on-was a crime of every day, , , : Unless a ruffian is known 
to have kil!ed ha!f-a-dozen people, and to have got, as it were, murder 
on th: bram, he IS almost safe from trouble in these western plains A 
notor~ous murderer lived near Central City; it was known that he h'ad 
shot SIX or,sev~n men; but no one thought of interfering with him on ac
count of hIS cnmes , , , , 

The truth is that Vigilant' " '" . 
Ca gh' Ism, or group actIOn m heu of regular justice" as 
Th~ c;~ Calls,;t, r,~fl:ct,s the thinking of a substantial body of local sent~ent 
a vit 1 d'~uru y SI s,mJudgment. It condones because it believes However' 
of th~ la~t::~n;t~ e~~~~ bet~n v!gilantism of the frontier and th~ vigilantis:U 

. tice; he had to fill th ry, e pIOne~r was beyond the reach of regular jus
the decencies of hu;a~ac~u~, SometImes he fIlled it with grave concern for 
even as modern society ~~~I~:' ~o~e often he move~ in a state of emotion, 
two Kennedys, When the 'd ft' e Of ave gone, followmg the deaths of the 

I hi ,len lIes 0 the assassms were suspected. 
, n s penetratmg study of vigilant's C gh 
James Reed dispute arisin out 0 1 m, a~ ey paints out the John Snyder
A month behind schedul g f ;he frustratIOns of the Donner party in 1846. 

e, nerves Hayed the memb f th D . 
W\~re at each other's throats Wh . S' , ers a e onner party 
ally objected. So Snyder br~Ugh~~s rder Whl?ped Reed's team, Reed natur
Caughey; "Reed drew his knife Mrs _eavy whip ~OWfi on Reed. To quote 
was struck by the whi a d th' ,Reed rushed m between the two men and 
the knife into his anta~~n%t I en Re~d, half-blinded in Ius own blood, plunged 
he took the boards from hi' mmedlately he was contrite as a man could be; 
Was buried." 15 . s wagon to m!lke the rude coffin in whlch Snyder 

What to do? The party was well b d' 
remoteness of Mexican territo d yon the reach of U.S. law, in the upper 
diction. The members held a Z~ a~f stotally out of touch with any legal juriS
and the eVidence indicated un d' orne sort, .Ree,d pled defense of hls wife, 
companions saw the action' prem

h
e Ita ted and JustIfiable homicide, But his 

d b m anot er light did n t 1ik t h an . so anished him emptyhanded f '. 0 e 0 ang or shoohtlReed, 
b~en a slow death sentence except t~o~e tram. Undoubtedly it would have 

, , a s daUghter slipped him <l<gun and . 

--- ,~,....--
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ammunition in the rught and he made it to California safely, later to partici
pate in the rescue of what was left of ~hat unfor~u~ate part;:. . 

Caughey also mentions a rare acqU1~t~. In this mstru:ce, m the Green River 
country of WYOJrung, a man named WillIams shot and killed a teamster who had 
repeatedly threatened hls,life. '~ill~ams offered to stand !rial, but the group 
was not disposed to try him, behevmg that he had acted m self-defense. But 
when another man, apparently without provocation, killed one of his mates, a 
volunteer posse went after the malefactor, could not locate him, and ,brought 
Williams back to the Green River ferry to stand trial. Sinc,e ~t was the 4th o~ 
July, a festive crowd was on hand, court .was convene~, WillIams challenged Its 
jurisdiction, and an argument ensued whIch led to a rIotous melee. The fact 
that it was the Fourth of July and that some of the Spirit of Independence was 
liquid undoubtedly contributed to the scuffle. The trial was not resumed, 
Williams felt that his presence was "wholly irrelevant" to the current circum
stances, and he withdrew. The court"cwas never adjourned, for it didn't seem 
necessary. . '. 

Far to the south, at the same time in AIizona, two young Arkansans quar
reled fought and were pulled apart, whereupon one of them whlpped out a 
knife' and kilied hls assailant. The company promptly chose a judge and jury, 
found the knife-wielder guilty, and the next morning had the whole company 
vote on the verdict. A firing squad was chosen by lot, six men were given rifles 
with blank loads, and six had powder and ball. When they buried the man, 
they posted a brief statement over the grave of what had happened. As Caughey 
concludes: 

Months outof the trail these emigrants certainly were b~yond the reach 
of regular courts. Ihe:e eyen was question what government had juris
diction. If society was to do anything about crime on the trail, it would 
have to be through improvised group action. In their minds the ~ortt 
mners asserted thls same justification-that they had left regular Justice 
a couple of thousand I:1Wes behind and that it had to be the vigilante re
sponse or none at all. ; Other parts of the frontier c~)Uld also assert thai 
they were remote or cut off from established courts.16 ~ 

The difficulty with frontier viguantism is that it has no stopping place. Men 
accustomed to taking law into their hands continue to take law into their 
hands even after regular judicial processes are constituted .. They continue to 
take the law into their hands right ~nto these days of the 1960's. They do not 
approve of a man or a situation, and they cannot wait for the regular processes 
to assist their reaJizatipns. They might not know a frontier if they saw one, . 
and they certainly are not aware of the extension of the frontier spirit down to 
themselves. But they do know that they must get rid of the offending ~ember 
or section of civilization. So they burn down a ghetto, they loot and pill.age, 
they bury thre~ civil rights workers ben~.~th a dam, or they shoot a man m a 
caravan in Dallas or on a motel balcony in Memprus. True,'to them the law 
and the 9ther civilized processes may be available, but like the frontierman they 
cannot wait. But whereas some frontiersmen had an excuse, these people merely 
operate in a spirit wruch does viole.nce even to' the memory of the fronper. 

So much of vigilantism of the frontier had no place at all in a legally co~:
stituted society. The vigilantes of San Francisco in the 185,O's were o.per~!mg 
after legal redress had been properly constituted. The MeXIcan, Juamta, a 
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very comely, quiet, gentle creature apparently, [who] behaved herself with a 
great deal of propriety," was visited in Downieville on the night of July 4 
1851, by a Joseph Cannon. When he literally fell through the door, Juanita 
sprang out of bed and stabbed the drunken intruder. She was seized, the cry 
went ~ut. that she had st~bbed a popular citizen, a court was formed in the 
Dowmeville plaza, and a JUry of 12 men was selected from the crowd that 
gathered. 

Towards night they found the women guilty and sentenced her to .be 
hung at sundown ... they gave her half an hour to get ready to die. She 
w~s finally taken down to the bridge, about four feet high from the 
bndge, and a rope put up over the crossbeam, with a noose attached to 
the end of it ... t~s woman walked up the ladder, unsupported, and 
stood on the scantlmg, under the rope, with the hungriest craziest 
wildest mob standing around that ever I saw anywhere.' , 

The wOI?en adjusted the rope around her own neck, pulling out her 
braId of harr, and at ~he firing of a pistol, two men with hatchets, at each 
end, cut the rope WhICh held the scantling, and down everything went 
wo~en and all. ~e mob then turned upqn Dr. Aiken, who was still~ 
resIden t of that CIty, because he had tried to defend the woman' and 
they drove the gamble~ with whom the WOill"lfl was living out of town, 
and ~so some other fnends of the woman, showing from first to last the 
utter Irresponsibility of mobs. 

The. h~nging of the woman was murder. No jury in the world, on 
any prmcIple of self-defense or protection of life and property would 
ever have ?onvicted the women ... there was considerable ill f~eling to
ward MeXIcan gamblers and women generally, and there was no other 
way but ,to hang her. During the trial of the woman ropes had to be 
~:~t mto requisition to keep the mob back; they' would once in a 
h make a rush for her, and the cbnd uctors of the prosecution would 
a!~e d~o ~peal to t~em, ~aI1ing on them to remember their wives, mothers 
k t u. ters,. to~ve this woman a fair trial; ').nd in that way they were 

ep qUIet until this woman was executed.I7 

The exe~uti?n of Sheriff Henry Plummer in Montana ranks e uall as a mis

to l~~~u::~~~r~~~tl:;~ sU~~ientlY settled, as was Dow~ie~le, for 
, 'gh' . ey 1 not choose to follow the slow process 

, weIH mg 0pf. evidence but preferred to move with frontier dispatch 
enry lummer sheriff at L . t . 

road agents. Undoubtedl PI ,ewls on, was the principal in a gang 
H . Y ummer s agents had a hundred murders in their 

to dete:::::n~:s:a~l:s and r?~beries they had committed is impos- ' 
too the Vigijante~ ~~y the vlgilant:s had provocation for forming. Cer
d reasonable doubt a ,,~ason to ~el~eye th~t Plummer et al. were guilty 

organization fe '. ~~ goo CItIzen In Alder Gulch" joined the 
not to be rounded ~mg .~'[ the Plummer gang might take alarm and dis-

A di 
P agarrl. .",' 

-_CGor ngl" four Vir . . C' " 
IUJl.1IJU,I<1le ex:dution of ~~a Ity vIgil~ntes arrived at Bannack to order the 
branch organization of th~ri~~d~~ls c~n!ederates. Shortly Bannack had 

went, fmding one of th g a Ity VIgilantes. Off the Bannack Yigi
table in a saloon Plum e COnf~derates in a cabin and the otl).er at a gam-

. mer was ound "at his cabin, in the act of washing 
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his face '.' . he was marched to a point, where ... he joined Stinson and Ray, ., 
and thence the three were conducted under a formidable escort to the. gallows." 
Plummer himself had erected the gallows the previous season. 

Terrible must have been its appearance as it loomed up in the bright 
starlight, the only object visible to the gaze of the guilty Tiren, on that 
long waste of ghastly snow. A negro boy came up to the gallows with 
rope before the arrival of the cavalcade. All the way, Ray and Stinson 
filled the air with curses. Plummer, on the contrary, first begged for his 
life, and, finding that unavailing, resorted to argument .... 

"It is useless," said one of the Vigilantes, "for you to beg for your 
life; that affair is settled, and cannot be altered. You are to be hanged. 
You cannot feel harder about it than I do; but I cannot help it if I 
would." 

Plummer asked for tUrie to pray. "Certainly," replied the Vigilante, 
"but say your prayers up there," at the same time pointing to the cross
beam of the gallows-frame. 

Regardless of whether they deserved to die, and the evidence indicates that 
they did, the three men had been executed without trial. They had been 
executed because the vigilantes of Virginia City had sent word to' Bannack to 
se~e them and execute them. To Montanans the presence of judicial proce
dures was not pertinent.18 

Some excuse might be made for Montana being a truly crude frontier. 
Texas cannot hide behind such a claim. An independent republic in 1836, a 
State in 1845, by comparison with the remainder of the western frontier it 
enjoyed a relatively sophisticated political society. And yet in the 1850's in 
Brownsville the Abbe' Domenech witnessed still another example of vigilante 
action. During a fandango a half-drunk North American killed a Mexican by 
stabbing him in the abdomen. As he fled for the sanctuary of Mexico across 
the river, the American was captured. On the next morning a trumpet sum
moned the people to pronounce sentence. A future sheriff took over, and 
without commentary called for "those who vote for his death step this way. 
Let the rest remain as they are." It was as casual as a New England town meet
ing voting an ordinance. The crowd shouted and to a man moved forward. 

The action had been so precipitate that the gallows wasn't even ready, but 
a post was found outside a church. The future$eriff, inexperienced at this 
sort of thing, did not make a good gallows, so tM,! t~e culprit was constrained 
to say to him, "Let me do it. You don't know your'business." The prisoner 
seized the rope, tied the knot, and put it around his]leck. After a short speech 
regarding the evilness of drunkenness, "which made a deep impression on the 
crowd," he hung from the post outside the church. Texas was a formal State 
in the United States of America, Brownsville was an old city that had gone 
through the war with Mexico, Texas had almost all the judicial procedures it 
has today, and the. mob hanged a man for murder, even though the Mexicanhe 
had wounded did not actually' die until the day after the hanging, A few years 
later a visitor to Texas was to observe: "in this lawless region men were seldom 
convicted of homicide, and never punished •.. if you want distinction in this 
country, kill somebody!" 19 " 

Kansas, of course, had been reasonably civilized since the latter 1850's'. Per
haps some sympathy could be extracted for its problems with Texas cowhands, 
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When in 1862 a gold strike along the Colorado River followed on the heels 
of "trike on the lower GUa, Tucson became a community clu ttere d with cut
'throats. The moral people felt that these ou tlaws must surely have been 
spawned by the vigilance committees in San FranciscO, who in ridding their 

: town of a worthless element had sent it instead packing into the future Terri-

tory of Arizona. , Undoubtedly the most effective of the vigUance committees, insofar as 
, numbers ofhanged victirrIs is concerned, belongs to Ule Black Hi1ls of South 

Dakota dunng the middle and latter 1870's. Deadwood was wide open, which 
. meant :hat it was wide open for riffraff and equally wide open for vigilantes. 

It was Just a case of who could take over. 
. The truth is, every frontier State went through its period of lnwlessness and 
Its corresponding period of mobocracy designed to bring the lawleslj element 
~ndercontrol. Further, the reformers did not cease imposing their personal 
Ideas of reform ~ith the coming of judicial processes. The truth is ',Uso that a 
cent.u~y later? WIth or without our frontier background as justification

l 
groupS 

?f ouzons still make charges outside the law, and some even insist on enforc-
mg .those charges. A proper frontier tradition is great and effective, a true 
he~tage fo~ a people who must have heroes to point directions. But a frontier 
hentage mlsstated and misapplied is a disservice to the true cause of heritage 
and a negation of the freedom for which many frontiersmen gave their lives. 

Invanably we return to a continuing, fundamental problem of race hatred. 
Nowadays it is dramatized as between black and white. Once it was between 
red and white. The hatred may not have been endemiC, but the incursions of 
the wIllte men on the Indian land drove the red man again and again to des-
perate, savage, and invariably futile war. The missionary loved the red man, 
f~om the days of tile Spaniard clustered around the Texas and California mis-
Slons down to the Quakers preaching brotherly love during the Indian massa-
cres of President Grant's days. The fur trader also found the Indian a friend, 
and particularly found great comfort in the Indian woman. The Indian accepted 

both occupational groupS. But the one man who could neither assimilate the Indian nor be accepted 
by his red brother was the farmer. As the farmer moved westward, cutting 
bac~ the forests, muddying up the streams, and beating back the game, the 
Indlan's enmity toward him grew deadly. As for the frontiersmen, the Indian 
ranked somewhere below the dog. Certainly the Indian was well below the 
Negro slave, for the latter had function and utility. HoW do you handle an ele
ment for which there is no positive use? You exterminate it, especially if in 
your eyes it has murderoUS propensities. And so the inevitable, as virtually all 
the world knows, happened. The conflict between the two races, in the words 
of Ralph Gabriel, "like a forest fire, burned its way westward across the con
tinent."22 The nobel savage was not noble at all in the sight of his adversary 
but a beast who bashed babies' heads up against trees and tore skin bit by bit 
from women's bodies. Each atrocity on either side .evoked an equal retaliation. 

The list is long and painful, and no credit to either side. 
From the standpoint of 20th century society, however, the white-Indian 

conflict for 300 years has important implications. For one thing, during the 
periodic lapses into peace which the young Amerlcan nation enjoyed, these vaca
tions from war did not by any means alloW only for dull consolidation of the 
nation's politicS and economics; instead they ofl",ed prime time for violent in· 
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Nowhere has a lust for blood been 11\ore deeply etched than in the infamous 
Sand Creek massacre. Shortly after sundown on November 28, 1864, Col. J. 
M. Chivington and his men left Fort Lyon, Colo., to surround the followers of 
Chief Black Kettle. At dawn Chivington's militia charged through the camp of 
500 peaceful Indians, despite Black Kettle's raising an American and then a 
white flag. Not ju.st warriors were killed. Women and children were dragged 
o,ut, shot, knifed, scalped, clubbed, mutilated, their brains knocked out, bOSOn" 
npped open. Four hundred and fifty Indians in varying stages of insensate 
slaughter lay about the campground. There is no defense whatsoever for the 
~ction, It was bloodier than Chicago 01 Detroit or Harlem ever thought of be
mg. Cluvmgton and his cohorts were widely haiied as heroes by many of their 

fellow Americans. Perfidy was not all on one side. During the summer of 1866, troops working 
on the Powder River road were, constantly harrassed by Indian attack. In a com
pl;t', efficient, and economical performance the SiouX killed every straggler, 
raided every wagon train bringing in supplies, and attacked every wood-cutting 
party. Finally in December, when a wood train was assaulted, Capt. W. J. Fet
terman led a party to its relief. The Indians ambushed him, and left all 82 mem
b:rs of hi, party to rot on the field of battle, What Si tting Bull's detachmen\ 
dId to reckless and feckless Colonel George A. Custer at the Little Big Horn is 
known to everyone who ever looked at the Old Anheuser-Busch calendar or a 
Remington painting. Two hundred and sixty-five men were completely wiped 

out by 2,500 Sioux.23 
Finally in the 1880's Geronimo, a "thin-lipped, square-cut, hard-eyed, sav-

agely cruel hater of all white m~n" began his personal last frontier. In one 6-
month period, Geronimo's raiders officially kUled 85 soldiers, settlers, and 
reservation Indiansin American territory, plus an uncounted number beloW the 
M:XIcan border, A superb strategist, Geronimo lost only six warriors during 
tlu. period, Official United States decided that such activity ,conld not be tolera
ted and sent 25 detachments under Gen. Nelson A. Miles after the ragged Apache. 
Desperate, Geronimo turned to needless terror, killing, among others, between 
500 and 600 Sonorans during his campaign to escape capture. But time and 

space ran out on him, and he was caught and put aside.
24 

Of course, the classic account of racial arrogance, or disdain, belongs to 
Judge Roy Bean, who ranks with Billy the Kid as the most overrated~ over- . 
blown character along the entire frontier, When a man was hauled b:fo

re 
)urn 

for murdering a Chinese laborer along the Southern Pacific tracks buildmg 
beyond the Pecos, Judge Bean freed the accused man, asserting that nowhere 
in his law book could he fmd a rule against killing a Chinese. 

Sometimes it was not racial arrogance at all, but a simple antagonism to 
Ileople with different outlooks, Thus Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and 
other Mormons ran in to the inflammatory and adament opposition of local 
people, whether they lived in northeastern Ohio, Missouri, lllinois, or Utah, 
The Gentiles, believing presumably in all the Christian precepts, JIlcludrng love 
thy neighbor, did not love anyone whose faith was so far frO!Jl thel,rs, It was 
diffh-:ult enough for a Campbellite on the frontier to accept a Bapbs

t 
or one 0 

of John Knox's followers' Catholic and Jews were barely tolerable; the Monn
on

, 
a latecomer to th/world ~f organized religion, was dowl\light intolerabl~, His 
position was made less tenable by the fact that he tended to, prosper, winch !D

duced Gentile grumbling that Monnons must be in league WIth the devil, And 
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cept for himself, for he turned to his c~nstituted gove~nment ~or every ~~.~d of 
help, particularly economic. The frontIe~ also made him ph~~Ically mOOlle
long before the mechanics of transport~tlOn made such mobilIty. easy. The" 
frontier made him generous, even prodIgal and extravagant, partIcularly where 
national resources were concerned. The frontier undoubtedly made the' Ameri. 
can nationalistic. 

Thus we see a blending of a man's qualities that is both good and bad. If 
the good could somehow be retained, while those qualities which have out
lived their usefulness could be eschewed or dismissed forever, the human mate· 
rial which constitutes this nation could develop in the direction of an improved' 
society; To argue which facets of the frontier experience have outliveq their 
utility can be argued interminably, but certainly the wistful look backwards 
which Americans, informed and uninformed, cast toward the violence associ·' 
ated with the frontier has no place in a nation whose frontier has worn away. 
The time for everyone, from scenario writers to political breast beaters to., 
economic and social individualists, to proclaim the virtues of the frontier~fuan 
and his reliance on simple solutions and direct action does not befit a nation 
whose problems are corporate, community, and complex. ' 
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Chapter 5 

THE AMERICAN 
VIGILANTE TRAD1TION 

() 

By Richard Maxwell Brown 

The vigilante tradition, in fhe classic:~ense, refers toorganized,extralegalii 

movements which take the law into their own hands.* The fIrst vigilante 
movement in American history occurred in 1767. From then until about 
1900, vigilante activity was an almost constant factor iIi. American life. Far 
from being a phenomenon 'only of the"far we~tern frontier, there was much 
vigilantism in the Eastern half of the United States (Table 5-1). Although 
the fIrst vigilante movement occurred in Piedmont, S.C~, in 1767-:69, most of 
the Atlantic Seaboard ~tates were withoutsignifIcartt vigilante activity. ' . .aut 
beyond the Appalachians there were few states that did not have vigilante 
movements. There may have been as many as 500 movements, but at"the 
present only 326 are known.!' 

American vigilantism is indigenous. There were "regulators" in early-18th
century London who formed a short-lived offIcial supplement to London's 
regular system of law enforcement,2 but there was no conne.ction-between . 
London's legal regulators and South Carolina's back country "Regulators" of: 
1767 who constituted America's fIrst vigilante moveIJ1~pt. From time to 
time in.European history there appeared movements of'institutions (such as 
the Vehmgericht of Germany and Halifax lawoi: the British Isles)3 which., 
bear fesertii5ianceslo~Ani'encanv1giiantlsm~~bui these phenomena 'didnot~giv1'\;-· *=*=~ 
rise to a vigilante tradition either ",on the Continent or in the British Isles. . 
European expansion in other areas of the world has, similarly, failed to pro
duce anything like the Americanvigilante tradition. Perhaps the closest thing 
to it was tiie commanda.>~ystem (against marauding lea/firs) of the Boer set
tlers in South Africa; the commandos, however, were more like the Indiah- '" 
fighting rangers of the American frontier than the vigilantes.4 

Vigilantism ~ose as a response to a typical Americanproble~: th~,ab
sence of effective law and order in a frontier region. It was a problem that 
occurred again and again beyond the Appalachian Mountl!ins. It stimulated 
the fOrmation of hundreds of frontier vigilante movements.s On the frontier 
the normal foundations of astable, orderly S,9ciety-churches,schools, cehe-

~--------~'- ~ *Grateiui acknowiedgment is(nmde ior research -assistance on American vigilantism 
provided by the American Cayncil of Learned Societies, the Newberry ~ibr~, the 
Huntington Library, the Rutgers Research Council, and tpe Harvard UnIversity Cen
ter for the Study of the History of Liberty in America.,":) 
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sive community life-were either absent or present only in rough, immature 
forms. The regular, legal system of law enforcement often proved to be woe
fully inadequate for the needs of the settlers. 

Fundamentally, the pioneers took the law into their own hands for the 
purpose of establishing order and stability in newly settled areas. In the older 
settled areas the prime values of person and property were dominant and se
cure, but the move to the frontier meant that it was necessary 16 start all 
over. Upright and ambitious frontiersmen wished to reestablish the values of 
a property holder's society. The hurtful presence of outlaws and marginal 
types in a context of weak and ineffectual law enforcement created the spec
tre and, often, the fact of social chaos. The solution hit upon was vigilantism. 
A vigilante roundup of ne'er-do-wells and outlaws followed by the flogging, 
expulsion, or killing of them not only solved the problem of disorder but had 
crucial symbolic value as well. Vigilante action was a clear warning to disor
derly inhabitants that the newness of settlement would provide no opportu-
nity for eroding the established values of civilization. Vigilantism was a vio-
lent sanctification of the deeply cherished values of life and property. 

Because the main thrust of vigilantism was to reestablish in each newly set-
tled area the conservative values of life, property, and law and order, vigilante 
movements were usually led by the frontier elite. This was true of the greatest 
American vigilante movement-the San Francisco Vigilance Committee of 
1856-which was dominated lock, stock, and barrel by the leading merchants 
of the city. Again and again it was the most eminent local community lead
ers who headed vigilante movements . 

"Vigilance Committee" or "Committee of Vigilance" was the common 
name of the organization, but originally-and far into the 19th century-vigi
lantes were known by the now obsolete term of "regulators." Variant name 
for vigilante groups were "slickers," "stranglers," "committees of safety," 
and, in central Texas, simply, "mobs." (In this study ''vigilante'' will be used I 
as a generic term to cover all phases of the general phenomenon of vigilan- I 
tism.) The duration of vigilante movements varied greatly ,but movements which 1 

lasted as long as a year were long lived. More commonly they finished their 
business in a period of months or weeks. Vigilante movements (as distin
guished from emphemerallynch mobs)~are thus identifiable by the two main 
characteristics of (1) regular (though illegal) organization and (2) existence 
for a definite (though possibly short) period of time. 

COLONIAL ORIGINS: 
THE SOUTH CAROLINA REGULATORS, 1767-69 

The first American vigilante movement-the South Carolina Regulators, 
1767-69-did not occur until 160 years after the first permanent English set
telmellt at J amestQwn. The reason for the late appearance of the phenomenon 
was the slow pace of frontier expansion. It was well into the 18th century be
fore the settlement of the Piedmont began on a large scale, and at the time of 
the Revolution the settlement of the Piedmont was just coming to a close. 
!hus frQntierexpansion proceeded at a snail's pace in the colonial period, an~ 
It was possible to provide adequate systems of law enforcement for the slowly 
proliferating pioneer communities. The one exception to this patterqpf or
derly frontier expansion occurred in the South Carolina Piedmont in the 
1760's. 
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1 Table 5-1. Leading Vigilante Movementsa 
• 1767-69-South Car Ii b k 
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Newly settled and recently devastated by the Cherokee Indian War, the dis
order in the South Carolina back country of the 1760's was typical of later 
American frontier areas. During the Cherokee War so many habitations were 
burned, so many homes were broken up, and so many individuals were killed 
that the orphaned and homeless became a problem. Many drifted into outlaw 
bands formed by war veterans who were too restless or brutalized to settle 
down to peaceful pursuits. Outlaws, runaway slaves, and mulattoes formed 
their own communities where they enjoyed their booty. South Carolina way 
stations in an intercolonial network of horse thieves were established. "Crack
ers" and other frontier lower class people aided and abetted the outlaws. By 
1766 and 1767 the back country was in the grip of a "crime wave," and the 
outlaws were almost supreme. They abducted young girls to be their par
amours in the outlaw villages. They robbed and tortured plantation masters 
and raped their wives and daughters. 

Lacking local courts and sheriffs to enforce law, respectable settlers of 
average or affluent means organized as "Regulators" in late 1767. A 2-year 
vigilante campaign was successful. Subscribing to articles to end the problem 
of crime and disorder, the Regulators attacked and broke up the outlaw 
gangs. The idle and immoral were 'rounded up by the Regulators, given trials, 
and flogged. If thought hopelessly incorrigible, the miscreants were driven 
from the area: those the Regulators deemed reclaimable were subjected to a 
system of forced labor onback-country plantations. 

The South Carolina Regulator movement was constructive in that it did rid 
the back country of pervasive crime. Order and stability were at last estab
lished after many years of social chaos. But the Regulators were vindictive, 
and there was a streak of sadism in their punishments. The increasingly arbi
trary, extreme, and brutal Regulators bred an opposition movement of "Mod
erators." Brought to a standstill by the equally violent Moderators and ap
peased by the Provincial government's provision for district courts and sher
iffs, the Regulators disbanded in 1769.6 

An American tradition had begun, for, as the pioneers moved acr~~s the 
Appalachian Mountains, the regulator-vigilante impulse followed the sweep of 
settlement toward the Pacific. The model for dealing with frontier disorder 
provided by the South Carolina Regulators was utilized over and over by 
American settlers. 

EASTERN VIGILANTISM 

Geographically, American vigilantism divides into Eastern ~d Wes~em 
halves. Eastern and Western vigilantism are similarly distinct in regard to 
chronology. Eastern vigilantism mainly came to an end in the 1860's while 
Western Vigilantism began in the 1850's. Eastern vigilantism was largely a fea
tUre of the fIrst half of the 19th century and Western vigilantism of the second .. 
Eastern vigilantism fell between tile Appalachian Mountains7 and the 96th 
meridian, while Western vigilantism stretched from the 96th meridian to the 
Pacific.8 The humid Mississippi Valley, Great Lakes, and Gulf Coast regio~s 
furnished the main scenes of Eastern vigilantism; Western vigilantism took III 
the arid and semiarid Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific 
coast. Eastern vigilantism was a response, chiefly, to frontie~ horse~e~es, 
counterfeiters, and ne'er-do-well white people. West ofthe 96th mendian the 
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Vigilantes Were concerned largely With disorder in mining camps, cattle toWl1\ and the ODen ranges. . 

In earIY-
19

th-<:entury America, horsethieves and counterfeIters seemed to 
go together always, and When they did a Vigilante movement was not far b. 

History I 

hind. The VUlnerability of the settler to horse theft needs no comment, but 
cOunterfeiting as a frontier evil is a bit less familiar. The money problem 
made itself felt at the national level in the Age of Jackson in a number off. 
mous issues SUch as the Bank War, but it was no less a problem in the back. 
WOods and border country. Not only did the frontier suffer from a rnoney 
shortage Which cOUnterfeiters as. well as wildcat bankers tried to fill, but the 
frontier felt the lack of money especially in regard to the purch'!'e of Fe~eral 
pUblic land. Added to the lively demand fol' cash at the land ofnce ~as t , 
chaotic COndition of the paper money system. The lack of an effecllve sy. 
tern of Federal paper mOney and the plethora of priva~e. bank ~ot~s rneant 
that never before Or since in OUr history was COunterfeltmg easIer. I 

COUnterfeiting and horsesteating Were linked. Horsethieves Common r o~. 
ganized into gangs, stealing horses in one area and dispOsing of them hunt'e , 
of miles away-preferably across state tines.lO· For obvious reasons, coun er. 
feiting operations Were best carried on in the same way, and it was snnple to 
combine the two OCCUpations. The link between counterfeiting and ho:se 
theft had an effect on the geographical distribution of regulator and VIgilan:, 
movements. The latter tended to be found in Wilderness areas, close to Sta, 
lines, Or near Indian borders_all Were places favored by horsethieves and counterfeiters, 

From the 1790's well into the 19th century, Vigilante activity was genC!' 
ally local in Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, and Illinois.11 Thereafter there 
Were four major peaks or waves of Vigilantism. They OCCUlTed in the early 
1830's, the early 1840's, the late 1850's, and the late 1860's. The fust wave 
Was from 1830 to 1835, and it took place mainly in the lower South?rn States 
of Alabama and MiSSissippi where Captain Slick's bands operated agamst horse
thieves and COunterfeitersI2 and Vigilantes attacked gamblers and the alleged 
MUrrell conspiracy)3 The second Wave took place io the early 1840's a!!d m
cluded the BelleVl!e Vigilante War in Iowa,14 the East Texas Regulator
MOderator conflict,IS the Northern and Southern Illinois Regulators,I6 and 
the SliCker War of the MiSSOUri Ozarks.I7 The Vigilante Wave of the eady 
1840's may have been a response to a shift in outlaw elements (caused by the 
1830-35 Vigilante camPaigu) from the Lower MiSsiSSippi River region of Ala
bama, MiSSiSSiPPi, Arkansas, and LoUisiana to the Upper MissiSSippi area 
(northern IllinOis, Eastern Iowa, and the MiSSOuri Ozarks) and to the tran .. MiSSiSSippi Southwest (East Texas), 

The third peak of Vigilantism Was from 1857 to 1859 and featured the Iron 
Hills and other Vigilante movements of Iowa,I8 the Northern IndianaRegula
tors,I9 the San Antoni02D a!!d New Orleans21 Vigilantes, and the Comite's de 
VilJilonce of south West Louisiana.22 The mOVe men ts of the late 1850's may 
have been inSPired by the San FranCisco Vigilance COmmittee of 185623 
Which was well publicized throUghout the nation. The fourth and fmal wave 
of Vigilantism OCCurred in the immediate post-Civil War period (1866-71) with 
m,gor movements erupting in MisSOUri,24 Kentucky,25 Indiana,26 and F10rida

2
7 as a reaction to postwar lawlessness, 
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O! one [0' which there is insufficient infoltnation to otherWise c.tegorize. All 
of tn' 326 American ~gilante tnOVetne.ts ate listed alphabeticallY, by state in 
apl"n

dill

\. Table 5.2, which cotnpates BasteIn and Vlest
otn 

vigi\>'lte ~o~ .. 
",nts, ,eVeals that there wele .bout twice as many .;gilan

te 
tno .. ments '" 

1he American Vigi\antc Tradition 

fu, West as in the !last. (Hete the figu"s plob.blY undetsta
te 

IhII "bi<t

uity 

of 
Baste .. vlr,ilantJsnt; .. gulato

I 
activity was general in the early yeatS of setU .. 

ment in KentuckY, Tennessee, lndinna, and U\lnoiS, but recO
ld 

of only a feW 
ofth",movements has su"",,ed.) The ratio oflatg

e
, tnediutn, an~ small 

movements in the West was about 1 :2:'2; in ll1e Bast it was apPlo",tnatelY 
1:1:1. Of the 129 known victUns killed by vigilantes about 517 we," claitn

ed 

by Western vigilantes. There were 811atg
e 

!povetnetits; they ",tended, cfuonolog!callY, fIOtn 
1161\0 1897. (see th.listing in table 5-1.) Fifty-r.it)e ofthe 81

1

at!ie tn°

ve

-
ments we .. clustered in the petiod f,otn 1850 to 18

8
9; 49 o .. UtI

ed 

'" the 
mideonlul)' decades fro'" 1850 to 1819 whell the nntio

n 
was wracked by . 

Civn War violence in the Bast and the tensions of tapia fIontielsetUOIl'ent '" 
the West. (See table 5-3b.) About 3/5 (190) of all vigilante ",ove",en~ took ~"e aftet 1860, but, here again, it tnust be noted that the I~ck. of speClfl

c 

,,",nnation on tnany KentuckY, 'fennessee, lndi.n., and 1lI"'01S tnovetnents 
leads to an unMlstatetnent of pI .. 1860 .;gilante ",over

nents
; 180 of the 19

0 

movementswe,e concentrated in the wee decades flotn 1861 to 1890. (soe" 
table 5-3a.) By the satne token .bout 5/1 (511) of all the ldlled .;~titnS of. ~gilantJsnt perished after 1860: (See table 5-6d.)· ! 

Behind the statistics lies the lInpact of v,igilantiStn on the AIUen

can 

~on- . ~iousnesS. The otiginal South CalOlina ReguiatoI tnovetnent of .176719 w~th 
IU success in achie,,;ng ot

deI 
in the back counuY ,"cotntnen~~ ,~sel~ I~ ~ • 

pioneers who Cto~,"d the Appalach\afiS and populated \lle M."~'P~" I f~n~et 
The reguiatoI tneth

od 
waS, he!'ce, applauded as ~ tool fat est.blish"}gh ' lID-

social stability until ,. the 1840'S three anat
chiC 

",ave",en

ts 

'" ~ut e~ . ' ~. " • \'11 " an ",cteaslISllly 
nOl

S

, the wsso
uri 

QzaIkS, and east 'fo"as gave the ,nS 1 ":,on " d dI san 
bad name. Soon thereafter, in 1851 and 1856, the testra!"od but .. Y .~'. 

~UJrtber of 'M.overnents ,', 

_______ 
fedOd~----------~--~~~~/'~----~~ 65 

1761-1849 ••••••••••••••• 51 
1850,.;0 .............. • .. 180 
1861-9

0 
••••••••••••• " • • 10 

1891-
1910 

•••••••••••• :.. 14 
overlapped l periods . . . . . . . . . 

aBased upon app· 1. ~ . su .. ".J, ,,, ......... 12'2 

M.ovo"o." tluo
u
"" 1860 ••••••••••• ,,~ •• ' ••••••••• 190 ~ovetn.ents .. , 1861 and aIIo' • •••• ' ••• "J"'''''.' ......... ' 14. 

OVedaP .... !he pedodS .............. \' . . . '. ' ...... . 326 

TOTAL ............ ' •• ; •••••••• \" •. 

II 

Q '<J" 

-:. 
, 1 

.~ 1 

",I 

ri) 

" '" r \' 
i' 

1 

)1 

'.':" \ 

1 

1 

1 
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Table 5-3b.-A1I Mov ,.;.' ements b 1J "'h'''' ,~~tl)lY I 
_ J .... 1 ronol . -

- Perlo~L. ._ogzcal PedOti!:f!<-

176'1-1829" -1830-39 . . • . . . . • 'Number ~f M 
1840-49 . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . ovements 

1850-59 ....... " .... . 
4 

1860-69 . '.' ....•• : .... . 
1870-79 ...•.•.. , •........ 
1880-89 ............•..•. 
1890-1900' ........ : ..... . . . . . .. . . '. ~ 

~- '" 

aBased upon . . . . . . . . . . . . 
app. I. 

... 

Movement" Summary 

9, 
13 ":~.~ 

24 
12 
10 
3 

81 

Movement;, tf~~~gh 1859 •.. " ' and after .....• 
TOTAT . • . . . • . • • • • . . " L •••• • • • • • • • • •. ;'." •• '32 

Francisco vi '1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 4!!, 
which it ret ~llance committe . . . . . . . . . . ." 
movements red throUgh th:s restored to vigilanti ...•.. " 8,1., 
vigila rom coast t remamder of th sm an enorm '.) . nce cOmmitt 0 coast mold d e century -C""~ ous prestIge 
camps of B ees. One of th e themsel . ountless vigil t 
,.omething ~;:,.ack and Virginia ese Was the Vigil:~ upon the San Fr.n:'~ 
Jina and San F ~e s:une effect on CXY, Montana (I86;:~""ment of the gold 

~:~~s bot Montan~cf~c806~)ovements~;~~an atti~udes as th~ :~f? ins turn had 
ut Was a' ' not onI mas Dunsdiil ' ler outh Caro-

Significant Vi~~table textbookY spread the fame ~ s ~Iassic book, The Vig;. 
organIZed movem .. nte .activity did on the vigilante m~t~ de Montana move-
c.entury the rit e?t WIth offic n~t aiways tak 0 • \l" 

~~~~~ta~ :.::::::~~~~ Ofe~~;~;,; ~Y ~~~:::;~~f ~f"nnallY 
favor of' nnecessary d I many frontie gilante moveme t the 19th· produce~eiliate Vigil.:tY toswif! Iynch~ tha! to many settl~ h~d bee(locar· 
West tha Instant vigilant; e achon withou aw JUstice. A lociil IS It often. 
states n the East. Ala sm. fustant vigil t ,,?Y of the traditi consensus m 

lantismW:,~e r~SUIt or'~;f the "one-sho~~~sm Was mo~. pr~:'~~~~ties 
Vlgilant' d "de by 'd ~puIse for' gJiante action' . ill ble 
Vigilant Ism meant that t" e WIth more follstant Vigilantism "m W;-'tern 
rant i e achon when he public mind nnalJy organized '. Th~ mstant Vigi. 
times \ The titua! PIO~:~era! condition;ad long since beenVlgilantism. Instant 
actio~ s~eo~hona!e of Vi; of organizatio:~ a .ratticwar crim~:de.receptive to 
ceeded to th VIfuS On the ba~nlJsm Was so w~ been gone throu;med to'war-

Instant vigile. ynching. IS of past preced understood, and th so many h 

and Utah antism see ents that the settl- e course of 
Gold . Instant vigil ~s to have 0 .... rs readily prO. 
.. en.State, re ~ntIsm Wa c.curred in all w: ' VIgilantIsm £ gular vIgila t s partIcularJ estern stat .' v 

a Jesser sca! rom 1851 to l:he action took i'r effective in Cill es but Oregon 
again . ~ the same tbi 8 Was aim V lives,40 b orma. In the 

preCIPItate lynch' ng occurred' ost as great in am ut t~e toll of instant 
mgs We' In other Iw ountmg t 79 4 re Justified b estern stat o. 1 On y the vigilant es where time and 

_ e tradition. 

--,-------- -
, ' 
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COMMUNITY RECONSTRUCTlPN AND VIGILANTISM 

New settlers ordinarily desire new opportunities but not social innova
tion. Their man desire- is to re-create the life they left behind them, by re
constructing the communities from which they came. This is no great prob
lem f?r. entire communities that migrate en masse. There have been many 
exaIi.V

1es 
of the latter. The Pilgrim settlers of Plymouth, Massachusetts, 

and the Mormon niigrants to Great Salt Lake, Utah, are notable cases of 

"colonized" new communities."' 
More common have been the "cumulative".communities of inhabitants 

thrown together. helter-skelter by the migration process.
42 

The migrants to 
San Francisco, CalifrQrnia, in 1849 and after furnish arl'example~of.the cumu
lative new community. The San Franciscans came from all over and were an 
immensely diverse lot. The only thing that united them, initially, was their 

desire to profit from the California Gold Rush. 
Basic to the reconstruction of the community is the reestablishment of the 

old community structure and its values. To the extent that both are achieved, 
, an orderly and stable new community life will be achieved. Although Ameri
can frontiersmen of the 19th century came to their neW localities from all 
points of the compass and were usually unknown and unrelated to each other, 
most came from essentially similar communities. The typical American com
munity of the 18th and 19Th centuries possessed a social structure of three 

levels: 43 (1) The upp~r level consisted of the leading men and their families. In-
cluded were the well-to-do businessmell, the most eminent professional men, 
the affluent fanners and planters, andthe prominent men of whatever occu~ 
pation. This was the local elite, ,and in it were concentrated the community 

leaders. ri (2) The middle level included the men of average thems: farmers, craft .. 
, men, tradesmen, and the less eminent lawyers, teachers, and other profe .. 
i~tonals. The industrious, 'honest middle level formed the core of the commu
nity. ~ In this sector resided the legendary but real American yeoman. 

(3) The lower level included the honest poor and also those who were 
either marginal to or alienated from the remainder of the community. In but 
not really a/the community (and spurned by it) were the n~'er-do-well, shift-
less poor whites. Th~y constituted a tru~ lower people; they were vie,we

d 

with oontempt and loathing by the members of the upper and middle levels 
who could not abide their slatternly way of life, their spiritle~s lack of ambi
tion, their often immoral conduct, and tileir disorganiZed family \ife.

44 

, The low
er

1"opie Were not outlaws but often tended to lawlessness and 
identified more"uth the outlaw element than the law-abiding members of the 
community. Th;; outlaw eiement lived on the friPges of tile community. In 
some cases they sprang from thelo,,!,er people but were often men of good 
background who chose the outlaw life or drifted into it. They were a\iena~d 
from the values of the coffitl\llnity, although somMccasionallY joined respect-

able c(),~unity life as reformed men. '. " ", 
AcomIDunity has behavioral boundaries ju1t as it has geograptJc ~ound' 

aries. When a riew community establishes iti geograPF boundenes ~t must 
also establish its behavioral boundaries. The latter 1'C:f[,lresent the posltlve,m

u
-

tual valll
es

,ofthe community.45 The values which supported the three-level 

/,: 
If 

.~ 
I 

" 0 
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community and the basis Upon which it rested were the linked ideals of life 
and property. The American community of the 18th and 19th centuries was 
Primarily a propertY-holder's COlllffiunity, and property was viewed as the very basis of life itself. 

The vigilante leaders were drawn from the upper level. of the community. 
The middle level sUpplied the railk-and-fde. The lower people and outlaws 
represented the main threat to the reconstmction of the community and were 
the main targets of the Vigilantes. " . 

In the cumulative new communities of frontier America, the lower people 
and oUllaws met the representatives of the middle and up!?er levels in social 
conflict. The outlaws and lower people wished to burst their lOWer level 
bounds and "take over" the new communities. In sociological telIDsthe out. 
laws and lower people constituted a "contraculture. "46 They rejected the reo 
spectable values of life and property and wished to upset the social structure 
in which the Upper and middle level men were dominant. The lack of social 
bonds in the new settlemen ts was their opportunity. On the other hand, the 
men of upper level background Or aspirations Were detennined to reestablish 
the COnununity structure in which they were dOminant. In this they had the 
support of the middle level inhabitants, and with it they mounted vigilante 
Campaigns to quell the insurgent outlaws and lower pe:,ople.

47 
The danger of a takeover of neWly settled areas by.the alienated, outcast 

elements of society Was a real threat. Whether or not the alleged Murrell con. 
spiracy of the lower Mississippi Valley in the 1830's actually represented a 
concerted plot of White outlaws to raise a gigantic slave rebellion in the inter
est of an "underwOrld" dOminion of the region, the phenomenon revealrd the 
sensitivity of lawful SOCiety to large numbers, aggressiveness,and alienanon of 
the outlaws of the region. In southern Illinois in the 1840's the "Flathead" 
element of horsethieves, counterfeiters, brigands, slave stealers, and Ohio . 
River-bottom awellers triggered a violent "Regulator" reaction.

48 
. In east 

Texas in ihe late 1830's a Similar combine of horse thieves, counterfeiters, 
slave stealers, and "land pirates" incited a Regulator countermovement.

4
9 By 

1841 a group of outlaw gangs had virtually taken over the Rock RiVercoun
ties Of northern Illinois until challenged by a Regulator rnovement in that 
year.

50 
Much earlier, in South CarOlina in the middle 1760's a disordedy 

mixture of demoralized Indian War veterans, "straggling" refugee whites, 
"crackers," mulattoes, and outlaw horsethieves and COunterfeiters well-nigh 
ruled the back countl)' until honest men reacted in the Regulatormovement.

S1 West of the MiSsissippi and Missouri in the raw, new mining camps, cattle 
towns, railheads, and open ranges, the Same threat emanated from the profes
Sional "bad men" and outlaw gangs, the "black leg" elcment, and the olways 
troublesome "rustlers" and horse thieves. These and other challenges were 
thus met head on by the vigilantes. . c . ... 

. c Th~ masonic lodge Was often found in frontier commUnities, and the rela
bOOShip between Freemasomy and vigilantisrn was frequently an intimate 
one. TyPIcal Was the Situation in Bannack, Nevada City, and Virginia City, 
Montana, rough, new mining camps in 1863-64. There the leading members of 
the potent vigilante movement of the winter of 1863,64 seem to have initially 
fonned a bondas a result of their common mernbership int!Ie masonk IOdg~.52 The like happened elsehwere. The same impulse-desire to partici
pate ill the Upper level dominance of the conunUnitY-often caused the Same 
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The American VlgI a ally an elite local orgahn~e Freemasonry 

. lodge (usu . d elsew eJ , . t Person to join the masofilnct In Montana"Texas,lZ' an ation of a local vigilan e 
'gil te moveme. f the organ ,. 

Jist in a VI than shadowy background or . t for an over! crime 
was often si er level did not wa~ measure and to 
movement·t. s the members o~ the up~ ation as a preventlve

G 
Wildman of 

Some l1l1e d a vigilante orgaruz . Thus Thomas . 
outbreak but forme I community structure. 8 1859: 

cement the three~e~e baek East ODSeplember, . . n lhe town this 
Denver, Colo., wro Committee orgamzed I d the Constitu-

There is to be a VI ig~ngC~en of the town hasghsif~~at stabbing and run· g All of the ea n d e It is thou think that the eve. . 00 on .. ·· d we 
tion, and ils Object IS :.!pant here this Winte~e'::' lhry fInd out tha~~: 
drunkenness will be r will be more careful ~h· tow~' are determme di S and gamblers fi t men of t e , rowe. that all the lIS 

are orga~ed;:d .. Ie action was the 
purush crune. .n 1870-71, vlgilan lhey justl-

County, Kansas, 1 killing eight men nest men 
To the men of Butler. t conslruction. After . "e'tion whether ho " as "lhe 

cornerstone of commdufillarYm' g "it has becoIme
kin 
a q

g 
"self preservlatlonthe further 

. t' by ec , ." nvo d ore 
fied therr ac lO\all leave, or this gang. "howev., much we ~ nol hesitate 
of the country s " they asserted that roperty, .. ; we s 
first law of nature, der to secure life and P"5S . eo· Ie pre
use of violence m or ilt if it is necessa~. outlaws and lower p ~ , .• 
to do justice to the ~ d ;he challenge which t. . 

James Hall descnbe f Midwest settlemen . thieves, with 
. h ly years 0 . or horse 

sented m t e ear . f counterfellers, or passJrom 
We had whole settlen,entsgu' 

0 
es could chang~ nama~d where.if de-

. whe'ce ro .. d detectlOn- . There 
lheir sympathisers--skillfuUy as to e1u ~ to rise to lhe rescu~ackwood': 
house to house, so fon were rea y the regular 

tected, the w~~~~e~~I:/sturdY to~:~. f~:e::'was ~er~:s"t~o:pel 
were other. se es were not to:ra lhe honest peop e 'ailed, fom-
men in which rogu these partles- h n that mode ~ 
tinual s\r)lwetl::t;:~;~rs of lhe la~, an~e:' ~UI by foroo.'6 . f 
lhe othOrs by ies and dnvmg " commumly o. 
ing regulating compan, b dit and "blackleg

h 
n Indiana. Wil-

was the an t in nort er. ders 
An. example of lhe p~b!=::mps of NObl~:: viere the pionee;{~~anditti 

the tamarack th.ickeDts aHilln. and George ~ 'hthr ., ived for 2S yeahrs. robbed, mur-
. William., 'ty wIuc ther T ey .. 

ham ~atta, f his illicil commu~ uphold each 0 . id counterfeIt 
and leaders 0 I alres were swornto nd made and so d daughters of 
and lheir blackleg I burned buUdings, a eon th'csons an d women into 
dered, stole, gambletdd, a pernicious mfludren~~s of YOllng n:tenlzg,n5' 8. "2'(;00 Regu-Th exer e > din hun eu.> . all m " money. . ey ighbo.rs, lea g ... tion.5'l Fm y, d for all . 
their respectable ne hery and prosUtu d outlaws once an h contraculture-

. debauc ,. kl gs an nt-t e h t 
lives of crune, attered lhe blac e f r the Jowor e1~ dale . who cried I a 
lators rose and sc er level men 0 Thomas Duns 'd bla$phemou

s The loathmg ofUfiled wilh fe,lmg b; insolenl, sensual :'ent~avers!O~
of the fronlle~ w~~ cruel, lazY! ignor:::t~riain but one se:'sion expressed It. 
"for the low, ~ J'c 't the frontler we t tim' es the deep av that mles "58 A miscreants d nchangeabIe. 
deep, strong, an> u . ' . 

o 
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self in gruesome ways. Such an incident occurred in Rawlins, Wyoming, in 
1881 where .Dr. John E. Osborne (a future Governor of Wyoming) attended 
the hanging of the brutal Western outlaw, Big Nose George Parrott (or Par
rotti). The next day Dr. Osborne "skinned 'Big Nose' George and cut away 
the top of the skull, in order to remove the brain. The skin was tanned and 
made into a medical instrument bag, razor strops, a pair of lady's shoes, and a 
tobacco pouch. The shoes were displayed in the Rawlins National Bank for 
years," and, in effect, constituted an upper level trophy in honor of the com
mUnity values of life and property held by such men as Dr. Osborne.

59 

Vigilante Characteristics 

Vigilante movements varied in size from the smallest of 12 to 15 members 
(the Pierre, South Dakota, vigilance COmmittee) to the 6,000 to 8,000 who b~ 
longed to the San Francisco vigilance committee of 1856. (For the 10 largest 
movements, see table 5-5.) Of the 326 documented Vigilante movements, in
formation has survived on the number of members in 50 of them (see table 54), 
There were 13 movements of small size, ranging from 12 to 99 members .. _ At 
the other extteme there were nine movements ranging from 700 to 8,000 
members. PredOminant were the 28 movements Which ranged in size from 
100 to 599 members. Thus the typical vigilante movement was one of from 
one hundred to several hundred members. Considering that the majority of 
American Vigilante movements took place in new frontier localities of small 
population, the typical partiCipation of from 100 to a few hundred members 
underscores the extent to which the COmmunity as a Whole participated in them. 

- The characteristic vigilante movement was organized in command or mili
tary fashion and usually h~d a constitUtion, articles, or a manifesto to which 

Table 5-4. --Vigilante Membership by Type of Movement
a 

Number of Members 
Movement Per Movement 

--- Large Medium 
Total Small 

12-99 
4 5 4 13 

100-199 
3 4 - 7 

200-299 
6 2 - 8 

300-399 
2 1 - 3 .~> 

400-499 
5 0 - ,5 

500-599 
4 1 - 5 

600-699 
0 - - 0 

700-799 
2 - - 2 

800-899 
0 - - 0 

800-999 
2 - - 2 

1,000-4,999 
3 - - 3 

5,000-8.000 
2 -

Total - 2 
" 33 13 4 SO -

, Ii 

" -,~...:=-""=.~..::;~~'" 
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The American VJgt Vtgilante Movements 
Table 5-5. The 10 Largest , I 

-
Rank -
1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. (tie) 

6. (tie) 

8. 
9. 

10. 

Movement 

.' ce Committee, 1856 
San Francisco Vlgil~ tor~1767-69 
South Carolina R.egu ~ of Attakapas country, 
Vigilance CommIttee, 

Louisiana, ~85: Rc!!Ulators, 1858 
Northern Indl~ c lators, 1841 
Northern IllinOIS ~~~ gilance Committee, 
Idaho City (Idaho I 

1865 f Christian and Taney 
Bald Knobbers 0 85-87 

Counties, Mo., 18 ) Vigilantes, 1879-71 
Butler County (K.~~tes 1859-61 . 
Denver (Colo.) yl~ and J~ckson Counties, 
Slickers of Madiso 

Ala., 1830-35 L 

Members 

6000-8,000 
5:000-6,000 

4,000 
2,000 
1,000 

900 

900 
798 
700b 

500-600 

-

-

. f 700 members. aBased upon app. bers but ranked on baSIS 0 •• 

bActually 600-800 mem , " taken up by VIlP-

th malefactor., 1 d coun-. Outlaws or 0 er . h the accused la . 
the members would subse~e. gil illegal) trials in w~e of a vigilante triall~ 
lantes were given f;~: ~ef~~d himself. An e;::; :f 1841. Two a::: of a 

sel or ":" °ltr:':e;n Illinois Regul~t~~ m~;O Regulators in ~:~:fendants ~ound ~:v:s :'d murderers were ~e gulItor served as judged.e Regulators, 

c:~d of 500 or m"'t
e
. e~.t:::.gob~etiona~~ ~~:"t":~e trial w~ e:;Y 

were given a Clht~: n~mber of Reguladtors:
e 

t:represent the ~c::nt was 
and as a resu , rovide -0 m an art31g ged 
nin; men. Two Iawy~rse:;::.'f Witnesses ~re :'°pr~secutin~ atto:;;,ero': the 
one to represent .the ~ceedIld. In summabon~wd voted unarumou r they 
made, and the tn,,! pr f the prisoners. The e~e two men for pra:et fue vigi-
immediate executIon 0 hour allotted to ver acquitted, u. b 
fatal sentence, and6~f~~~c~used were a1~o:tc:~sed them to prOVIde, Y 
were put to d.eath. the spirit oflaw and or e . . the early I t 'attention to ·.1 romon m 
an es . b t speedy tmu. u1 ·on were co ans of hang-
their lights, a farr Ubi jog and exp S1. -usuallY by me n1 88 

The punishmen!s of;: t pi, time passed, killini\. 1849 there are ~ :ext df.o
decades ofvigilantlsm, u, unishment .. Throu

e 
table 5-6d}. In. ~ e-the 

ing-became the ~un:'-:;;lvigllante aebOn ~~t was at abou:!,~, :niwhip" 
documented fat VIC killed by vigilant~s, an

f 
the term "lync . g made firm 

ade 105 persons were .. . the meanmg 0 of vigilantIsm, . f 
1850's-that the tranSlbo? m The killing chara~t~er of the century, rom , 
. killin· was occurnng. . the JemaID bi 5-6d). d • 

pmg to g entuated durmg 1 r es (see ta e d 729 victun
s
. 

in the 1850's, ~agils :~s took at least 5114~ (43 percent) ~e the large move-
1860 to 1909 VI ·gilante movements, medium, or sm d.' m movements 

Of 326 known VI ate ory (i.e., large,:, eadly, the me 1U S-6b, and 
Of the movement.' Ji :e e;pecled, the m:t.: all. (See tajJle~~~i 544 lives 
ments were, ~s ~all movements h~:r73 percent) took ; ~ves per movement. 
less so, and t eSl1arge movements~ .th an average of 9. 
5-6c.) Of the ~ .. ante killings, WI 
{76 percent of all VIgil 

". 
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Table j'-6a.-Number of, Vl' • ' 
ICtims Killed b 

History 

L Movements Y Type of Movementa 

Number of --, M'Movements '" S M 
Victims Number . . I ,ovements All Movemen;-

Killed of Total Number N umber -
Move. Killed of Total 
ments Move· Killed of Total 

Move- Killed 
ments ments 

1 

Number 
of Total 

Move· Kill " ed 
ments 

2 4 4 
3 4 8 20 20 
4 6 18 13 26 112~' 37 37-
5 6 24 15 45._ 25 46 
6 4 20 9 36 - 21 

1~ 
6 

5 3 15 - - 63 
7 3 30 ,3 - 15 60 
8 2 21 _ 18 - - 7 35 
9 16 _ -"' - - '8 48 

10 2 18 - - - 3 ~1 
11.19 1~ 60 = - - - 2 16 
20.29 4 138 _ - - - 2 18 

-!0.35 :3 91 _ - - - 6 60 

~~~Jt~~=t~9~6~~;-~~~ __ ~ __ ~~~ __ JI0~lJI3~8 _ Total 59 4 91 
I 544 I 63: 3 96 

, 160 I 19: 
aBased upon app. 25 141 129 

Table 5-6b A 

a 

- .- verage M 

Type of T 
umber of Jell· ,' .. , .. 

• ~ ed Victims Per Ty " ' 

___ Movement 
Number of . "p~, of Movementa 

L 

Movements K!"lumber40 '''I,',: -
illed vlc( !.;(s 

Average, 0 

M 59 
,.J Number Killed 

S 63 544 

19 160 9.2 ---
" 

AU 
, 25 2.5 

""""",' 
---1 141 

" 
1.3 

B ' 
729 

ased upon table 5.6a. 
I 5.2 

"' 
1 '. 

d 
f 

/~ ,/7 

1l 

~' 

able 5.6c._ ' ' , .. f 
Comparison 0-1" U /,/ ., 

T ,I movement Wi' ,1" 
Ype ,of's th and Withf'i , " 

Movement ~<>.vemen~s ~ith ' .out Ki~t:4 Victims
a 

illed VIctims Mov~mepts With~ut /~ 
L ' '.'/59 Killed Victims/'/ Total Number 

22 
44· :i' 81 
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Table 5-6d.-,-Number of Known Victims Killed 
by Chronological Periods a 

Number of 
Period Killed Victims 

1760-69 
1770-79 
1780-89 
1790-99 
1800-1809 
1810-19 
1820-29 
1830-39 
1840-49 
1850-59 
1860-69 
1870-79 

aBased upon app. 

bI859-1860's 
1860-1870's 
1860-1890's 
1870-1880'8 
1880-1890's 

Total 

16 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
5 

64 
119 
179 
125 

Period 

1880-89 
1890-99 

',' 

Killed 
10 
10 

9 
30 
25 

84 

1900-1909 

Total 

Overlapped 2 or 
more periods 

Year or decade 
unknown 

Grand Total 

Number of 
Killed Victims 

107 
25 

1 

644 

84b 

1 

729 

I 

,Summary 

Killed through 1859 .•... ,; .•........•........ ' 207 
Killed, 1860 and after ..•..• , ... , ... , ....... :.. 511 
Killed in 1850-60'suplus 1, I) 'J 

year or decade unknown .•.....•. ' ...... c' ••••• , 11 

Total ..•...••..•. ' ••........ , . '~ .. ' ... ' 729' 

137 

Ofthe 107 medium movements, a substantial majority, 63 (59percent) were 
fatal in effect; they took 156lives with an average of 2.5 per IIiove~ent. 
~here were 138 small Vigilante movements in all; only 19 of these Idned vic
tuns: 13 took singleli~~s while six claimed double victims. Thus the over
whelming number of deaths attributed to vigilantism, 704 (or 97 percent ,of 
the total of 729) were exacted by 122 large and medium movement~ which, 
however, amounted to only 37 percent 0(al1326 vigilante movements. (See, 
tablesS,·6b and 5~;) , ", " ' 

The tendency among the 141 vigilante movements taking lives was to stop 
after claiming four or,fewer victims. (See tableS-64.)' Thus 98 movements. 
(or 70 percent of the 141 movements) inflicted from on.~tto'four d~aths. 
Only 17 of the 141 movements (12 percent) t06~ more than 1 0 liv~s. The 
most lethal movement was that in Montana in 18841ed by Granville Stuart 
against the horse and cattle thieves of theeasternand,northern part of the ter-
ritory; itstollwas 35 persons. '(SeetablcI S-6e.)61 '"~",-"~" '. 

Although the trend wasfor the large movements to killthe most victiIyis 
(see table 5-64), it was not always n~cessary for a powerful movement to take 
a large number of lives. 'Often a :Vigilante movement ~cou1d achieve its aims by 
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-=~ _____ ~t=e~Af.:o:v~em~en~t~sa~_ 
Movement 

~: iei~antes of Northern ~~:::-~. ::-:----~-1-~~ wIston(Idalt \ .:, . . and Easte 11 
3. V.lgil~62'64, 187~' VIgilance Com::Itt!ontana, 1884 ... 

I antes of B ........' . 35 
4.

b 
MI863-65. ~.' annack and Vir~ia' City' • 'M' ..•.•• 

ontana's t :...... . , ont • . 31 

18 
erntory" • • ., 4 b 62-84 -wIde vigil ••.••••.••• 

. San Saba C· . . . . . • ante movement ca .•. "" 30 
6. R ounty (T •••••• ' • 

':fm~tors and Com:lt MOb, 1880:1896' •.•...... 
7. S S Counties (M ees of Safei • . . • 25 
8. S~uthkern Illinois Re iSs

l
·), 1835 y of Madison' ~d' . 25 

la:7;lf<70rd County fr ato)rs, 1846-49 ..•....•.... 
9. S - 8 ex. Vigilan . . . • . 21 

10 b an Antoni~ ('T' • • • • • • • • ce Committee' . • . . • 20 
. South ex) V'gil . • . ,. 1O.h Carolina R' I ance Co ••.•.•..•. 

Cherenne (City) egulators, 1767!;9mIttee, 1857-65' . . • 19 
VJgilan' and Lara . . . . . • 17 

__ ce Committee, 18~~-6~0I!nty cW;~.)· . . . . . . . 16 

aBased -' • . . . • . • . I 
bTie. upon app. . . • . • • . 16 

takin goruyo . 
Francisco, 18~~ or.a few lives. The 
northern JIlin .) killed oruy c greatest of all 'gil 18 01S R gu1 lOUr men T Vl ante 58-executed ~ ators of 1841 . Wo other signll movements (San 
~e of one Or tw: h y t~o men and on"::d the northern In~ant movements-the 
gO,;r culprits) was ;:"8"'gs (frequently man. respectively. ~ ~gulators of 

s of commUni n many occasion m cOflJunction with e earful exam-
. Vigilante Ie d ty reconstructi s enough to b . the expulsion of 

(m which th a ers wished to r on and stability nng about the vigilante 
su ey would b eestablish th ' so~~or.ted it. SpeCific e dOminant) and th e three-level comm . 
u . Situations the thr aDy. they Wished t e values of life and uruty Structure 
ni~ VIgilantism unde eat of the latte 0 check disorder d p~operty that 

y structure rscored the' . r Was mild. I an crune, but . 
cal ~ this they ~~es. 1r baSiC. impliCit go:::::~ cases '!'eu des: to 

rontIer ente e to achieve ,unplantmg commu-
~peculative, and ;;.reneurs. Their e~~ che~ply as Possible ': ~ance of their ey frequently sk erpnze in comm . They were the ty i-~~velY awarene:: personal f"man~:d On econOmic ~:: ~r land was often

P 

lui, as substantial tnthe cost of PUbliccOUI~ be easily up~~i. The delicate,~, 
foun~ :;:-the conlJjc~yers. theu own :rvJce and • yen to k ence. they had 
cost to than vigilantism ~~s of public o:"Umstances suffer ~p ~hem down 

The tye .ambitious and : llProVided a m~d personal ~eal~ etter reso-
tied areas PJcaI vigilante lea e -to-do.. urn of the fonne could be 
of the ne of the East. The der~ Were ambiti r at minimum 
their ori ~ community a Y WIshed to esta;?S young men fro 
vigilant Iltn. Two no •• bl slalus they had Iish themselves' rn the old set

e leaders were' W~ but representat~eld or aspired to ~ ~e Upper level 
am Tell Colem lve examples of a m ~ place of ' 

an and Wilbur F' kggresslve young 
IS Sanders. 
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Coleman was head of the San Francisco vigilance committee of 1856 and 
Vias 32 years old at the time. His father had been a Kentucky lawyer and leg
islator but died a bankrupt when the son was only 9 years old. The future 
vigilante, deprived of educational opportunity, spent his early years moving 
restlessly about the Midwest (IllinoiS, Missouri, and Wisconsin) in a fruitless 
quest to regain the upper level status of his father. Arriving overland in Cali
fornia in 1849 at the age of 25, Coleman ~mbarked on a career which, by 
1856, found him to be one of San Francisco's most SUCC.l!ssful importers.

62 

His participation as a vigilante leader was, in effect, an a~ti~;ili\c,~ment his 
position in the upper level of the new city and to consolidate the tnree-I

evel 

Wilbur Fisk Sanders was the courageous and incisive prosecuting attorney system there. 

of the vigilantes at Virginia City, Montana: in 1864. Like Coleman, Sanders 
came from an upper level background but had not yet maGe fIrm his own po
sition in that status. He was 29 years old when he served as a vigilante and 
had not long before accompanied his uncle, Sidney Edgerton (who had been 
appointed Territorial Chief Justice by Lincoln), from Ohio to Montana. 
Sanders'vigilante service did much to establish the three-Ievel.system in cha
otic early Montana, and it was. the beginning of one of the most spectacular 
careers in the Territory. Sanders went on to become one of the leading law
yers and top Republican politicians in Montana. He founded the Montana 
Bar Association and in 1889 was elected one of Montana's first two U.S. 

Senators.63 . 

THE PROBLEM OF 
FRONTIER LAW ENFORCEMENT AND JUSTICE 

/" 

In frontier areas) law and order was often a tenuoUS thing. Outlaws-singly 
or in gangs-headed for the new areas and took every advantage they could of 
the social disorganization stemming from the newness of settlement and the 
weakness'of the traditional institutions of state, society, and church. 

Law enforcement was frequently inadequate. Throughout most of ~e 
19th century (and not just on the frontier) it was pinned down to the unme
diate. vicinity of c~'J.'lt"yseat. town. or to~.64 Localities bcked the eco
nOmIC resource~do support constables, polIcemen, and shenffs m long Jour
neys of pur~it after lawbreakers. A reaDy large expenditure of funds for the pursuit,,~iiPture. jailiIig, trial. and conviction of culprits could easily bankrUpt 

the tYP].cal frontier county or town. . T¥). was. also thehandical' of poor uansporta~on. The mobility of sher· 
Iffs 'l'ld others was only as rapid and fleXIble as theu horses afforded them. A 
fugilw~, having gained any sort of lead. was di~fu;ult !O c~tch' The developme~1 of the railroad was. help but was not WIthout lts disadvantages. The 
of~\ier was bound to the f)Xed route of the railroad. There were la~ge gaps, 
alsq '\ between the railroad lines-PPs into which the fugitives un.~g1y made. 
In tIle hinterland stretches unserved by the railroads, the authonbes were 
for~~d to make their way over poor roads and dis.ppearing ~r~s:, 

Unked with inadequate law enforcement was an uneven JudiCIal ~ystem. 
~\ugh fear. friendliness. or corruption. juries of~en failed to ~~""t the . 
criminal.

6S 
Lack of jail. (in the earl~ daYS) or thell fbmS?'co~dil1on made 11 

nearly impossible to prevent,those in custody from esc>pmg.
6 

The system 
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the vigilance co n , precedent for the ,encan Revolution a l,S o~Jan of the 
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(c) Popular so ~bffilt to Nero "83 ry and to say "that 'fN 76), 

was the d Verelgnty M . 1 ero 
fail eI?ocratic ideal f ' - ost vital to th ' , ure of Vlgila t' ,0 popular e philosoph f 
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Step~~~~~r~~vgl~ei~;~'~::'~~:::P~:!:~)r!~~ti~:a of ~e ;.~:!~~~th 
the territori ' ~ as as a gimmick more than a sIoga ry. 
politica! pe:~l~ represented a be~~f ,:ve the thorny ;,:tbid 

by the amhili,", 
nes of La Gra Ston. The Regulato ared deeply b e~ of slavery in 
prepared for :r ';:d Noble in nor~ of the predomj.:an~';;.lcans ?f whatever 
January 9, IBSlnc ·Iaw drive) in e~n Indiana saw no . ep.u~hcan cbu .. , statmg as the fust f thm~onslsLency (as they 

Whereas, We are b ' 0 elf Re~olutions on 
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the! :~tion of their pro~:~:ecUon, it is th: ~;::t ~;';;, authority, are 

T . ns according to th . y. mto their own h d e people to take 
he same idea ' elf Just desserts 8a: s, and deal with 

was found ' "as put a bit mor ' , .... 
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care of themselves ' 
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e ~~hnson County, Mis. 
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From this point fo view there was a persuasive economic rationale, for vigi
lante justice, was cheaper, as well as quicker and more certain, than regular 
justice, This was a theme that the vigilantes sounded time and again. 

In 1858, northern Indiana regulators paraded under banner that said, sim
ply, "No expense to the County,,"87 A Denver Tribune reporter probed opin
ion in Golden, Colo" in 1879 after a recent vigilante lynching and found that 
"on every side the popular verdict seemed to be that the hanging was not only 
well merited, but a positive gain to the county, saving it at least five or six 
thousand dollar~,"88 The redoubtable vigilance committee of Las Vegas, New 
Mexico, was (like many others) dominant(l~ by the leading local mercuants. 
One night in the early 1880's the _vigilantes entered the local jail, took out all 
the inmates, and chased them out of town. The reason for the expulsion was 
to obtain economy in government as the inmates-"petty thieves, bunko men, 
and would-be bad men-were eating their heads off at the city's expense."89 
On September 3, 1887, the Meeker (Colorado) Herald praised a local vigilance 
committee and said, "We approve of this method of dealing with 'rustlers' as 
it is expeditious and saves the county the expense of prosecuting such 

cases,"90 

THE TWO MODELS OF VIGILANTISM 

Two "models" of vigilante mlJvements developed. One was the "good" or 
socially constructive model in which the vigilante movement dealt with a prolr 
lem of disorder straightforwardly ruidtlllen disbanded. The result was an in
crease in the social stability of the locality; the movement was, thus~ socially 
constructive. The other model was the "bad" or socially destructive one in 
which a vigilante movement encountered such strong opposition that the re
sult was an an~rchic and socially destructive vigilante war. Some movements, 
hence, behaved according to the ideal theory of vigilantism while others did 
not. Some were socially successful; others were not. 

The Socially Constructive Model 

The socially constructive movement occurred where the vigilantes repre
sented a genuine community conse~sus. Here a decided majority of the people 
either partiCipated in the movement or approved of it. Vigilantism of this sori 
simply mobilized the community and overwhelmed the unruly outlaws and 
lower people. ThecOlinmunity was left in a more or<\orly and stable condi· 
tion, and the socia! fUllctions of vigilantism we,e served: the problem of com
munity or<\or was sol""dby the consolidation of the three-level SOCial struc-
ture and the solidification of the supporting community ,values. " , 

Althouf}t the methods u",d were often harsh an~ arMraIl', m~st Vlgilante 
movements-large and small_conformed to the socially constructtve model. 
One of the best examples was the northern ll.lin0is Regula~or movement of 
1841. The northern Illinois movement confronted a classlC threat to commu
nity or<\or: an agglomeration of outlaw gangs was nearing control of .the area. 
With the regular government virtually powerless, the respectable l~ading men 
(the community uppe, level) took the law into t!leir own hands With the help 

of the middle level fat;J;ners, .. , ' 
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Since 1835 the' , 
from ba.d to Worse slstuatlOll in the Rock Vall ' History I 
the Ro k Ri . everal gan ey of north ' . ,c, ver count ' gs of horsethi ern IllInois had 

:::d ~~i,I~wa, '."d~~~~~~n;: CO~rido;~~~ ~~i~":~:an:eiter~ fou~~e 
County. The ::nttes a virtual net' ~nscOll and Brodie ian tt~ns In Wisoo~ 
Birch gang Ofho:.~weY-West rin~ w';e~li;er gang dOminat~~ ~,!:::~e Ogle 
were numerous e eves ranged in all s rong in Lee Countv "e ago 
threaten othe nou?h to control el ti quar!ers. By 1840 th J' while the 
down the ne ~ CountIes. One summ ec ons 11l Ogle Count e a e,sP7radoes 

Finally, inw y c?nstructed Courth er the outlaws even w: an snnilarly 
the lust Re lApril1841, 15 "re ouse at OregOn I11ino' nt so far as to burn 
Regulator gu ator compan pres:ntative men"'o ,,' .t~. 
embodie' squads, but the ~~ In ~o tune at all the c f 0l?e County formed 
Phelps w~s ~~ social, economi~t ~g~rous Were those ~~~~s were dotteiwitb 
county seat ~ county's oldest ~n~ :~litical prestige of 0;' ~1te Regulators 
ownership ~f /~goon. Peter Smith c e b~hiest settler and th e f, ounty: John 
moveme ,0 acres of 1 om med a bank ,e ounder of the 
land cl ,nt were substantial and. The farmers wI. presIdency with the " 

aImS rang' property h 1 .uO made up th b ~Pposition, Th mg from 240 to 600 0 ders; they had take e ulk of the 
lished an anti R ey burned the Rockfi acres. These solid c T n up Government 
l}lovement well egulator editorial B ord Star to the grou Idlzens brooked no 
paign of whi ' under control. H' ,ut on the Whole th n soon ,af~er it pub
banded. So:..:;;ng, hanging and :v:ng accomplished th e. local elite kept the 
organized.91 1 y they left the R drmg squads, the Re rlf purpose in a cam-

The northe' ock Valley in a bette;~ttor companies dis-
istics of th rn Illinois Regul t ate than before they 
tional way e ~ccessful frontier~~~ movement exhibited t 
movement'w a~s participation of ante movement It he major character· 
area, The R as ominated clea respectable men ~a was org~nized in a ra-
lenting in th e~lators wer; impry':y the social and s the mode, but the 
Regulators, ~o ~~,of Opposition~c~~~ in their war one~~:~~iC elite of the 
gangs were isolat d-Regulator coalif ough the Rockford S tlaws and unre
of their positio e and broken u lon, as a Whole dev 1 tar opposed the 
mad. With th~ ~:~ the upper lev:'o;!;: Vigilante I;ader~ ~~e.d·lhe outlaw 

aw threat put do elf communities b tIre the assurance 
wn, peace and OId u were not power ' 

The Soc'all er reigned. 
I 1 Y Dest 

_ n the sociall d . ructive Model 
movement B Y estructive move '. ecause the model, anarch 
all ment, stron ~e, Was no co .Y Was the result ' 

Y constructive g oPposItIOn a e mmuruty consensu ~f the vlgilante 
;;; ~ut1aw' and 10~~rde1, OPPOsi~~n~~~h and. ciVil conl1i:t ~:mdd the vigilante 
" e cOmmunity people Who coul e ,VIgilantes was re, In the sod-
~~~a~lwas necessac;,.F~~ t~ Vigilantes ~og:nen to s~pport f~:Othly restr!cted 

y conde e lOrmat' s ymled b ' e remamder 
the Vigilante mned the comm ~on of an antiyjty;' a road antivigilant R sand th . UllIty tD 5Llante coalit' e coa-

espectable me ed~ opponents. a chaotic interne ' '{on almost in-
great sym ath n Id not 'oi crne struggle bet 
OPPosltio: by ~r the ,'Utl,{ws :!~el antiVigilan te coaliti ' ween 

gs the Vigilantes d,~wer people. The on be~ause of any 
1 or stood ~ y were lIllpel1ed' t lor. Somet' m 0 
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powerful local families would join the antivigilante movement. In some cases, 
these families had been carrying on a fued of sorts with leading vigilante fami
lies,92 Sometimes a local political party or faction went into the antivigilante 
movement, because the vigilantes were dominated by the rival party or fac
tion,93 If the leading Democrats of a community, for example, were found 
among the vigilantes, the antivigilante coalition would probably attract the 
local Whigs, Political rivalries were often linked to vigilante strife, for in many 
instances vigilante leaders harbored political ambitions and were not above 
using the movement to promote their personal goals.94 Economic rivalries 
among community leading men also were a factor in pro and con vigilante 
alignments; acute mercantile competition sometimes caused a leading store
keeper to go into the opposition if his rival was a vigil ante. 95 Thus, personal, 
family, political, and economic antagonisms accounted for a ready made vigi-
lante opposition in some communities. ' 

At other times vigilante extremism drew into opposition decent men who 
otherwise probably would not have opposed them. The best of v!gilante mDve~ 
ments usually attracted a fringe of sadists and naturally vi01ent types, Often 
these men had criminal tendencies and were glad to use the vigilante move-
ment as an occasion for giving free reign to their unsavory passions, It was 
always c~ ,problem for vigilante leaders to keep these elements' under control, 
and sometimes a movement was taken over or seriously skewed by these so-
?ial misfits. Sadistic punishment and torture, arbitrary and unnecessary kill-
111gS, and mob tyranny marked vigilante movements that had truly gone bad.

96 

When this happened, many sound and conservative men felt they must oppose ' 
the vigilantes with whose original objectives they had probably felt no quarrel. 

Examples of the socially destructive model did not occur as often as the 
constructive model, but whe.n they did extremely violent conflicts tended to 
appear, Among the leading instances were the East Texas Regulators (versus 
the Moderators), 184044; the Southwest Missouri Slickers (versus the Anti
Slickers), 184244; and the Southern Illinois Regulators (versus the Flat
heads),1846-50.97 Sometimes an antivigilante coalition arose which, al
!hough unable to match vigilante strength$ possessed the potential of calling 
ill outside help and, hence",could deftne the limits of vigilante power. The 
antivigilante Law and Order faction in San Francisco, 1856, played this role . 
The vigilantes there would have liked to have hanged Judge Da41<l S. Terry 
but did not dare do so for the Law and Order faction would have almost cer
tainly obtained Feder::t action against the vigilantes.98 Similarly, the Modera
tors in the South Carolina back country, 1769, were not strong enough to 
overturn Regulator domination, but they did check the movement ~nd bring 

its excesses to an end,99 " ': 
As the career of the socially destructive model proceeded, the moral stand-

ing of the vigilantes and the opposing coalition tended to be increasingly" com
promised. As the struggle became more vi'olent, tlt~., respectable men, of the 
antivigilante coalition put a higher premium on the violent talents of the ou!
law element with which they otherwise had nothing in common, So, too, did 
the original'vigilantes themselves recruit and ac{}uire a criminal fringe which 
they put to mercenary use. With the community descending bloodily into 
chaos, wise and prudent men left if they could. The op~osing movements 
tended to fall more and more into the con~rol of the worst and most extreme 
of their adherents. About this time the desperate neutral residents would be-
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seech S,tate authorities for the intervention ofllie militia, and the "war" 
would sUbside fitfully in the presence of the state troops.100 

The Regulator-Moderator war of east Texas (1 84044) Was representative 
of the degenerate, socially destructive vigilante situation. The scene was th, 
redland and piney wood country of east Texas in the days of the Lone Star 
RepUblic. The center of tile contlict Was in Shelby County .. Fronting on lire 
Sabine River where it fonned the boundruy between Louisiana and Texas, 
Shelby County lay in an old border area that had never been known.forpea~ 
and calm. In 1840 the Regulator movement arose as a quite honest and 
straightforward attack on a ring of corrupt county officials Who specialized in 
fmudulent land transaction~ The rise of the Regulators was probably inevi. 
table 1, any case, for the county had long wilted under a plague of counter
feiting, horse thievery, Negro stealing, and common murder and mayhem. 
However, the Regulators overplayed their hand, especially afte' their original 
leader, Charles W. Jackson, was killed and replaced by the nefapoU, adven. 
tUrer, Watt Moorman. Bad elements inflitrated both the regulators and their 
opponents, the Moderators, but by comparison the latter seemed to become 
legs obnoxious. Although some honorable and level-headed citizens like John 
W. Middleton stayed With the Regulators to the end, an attitude of wild venge
t""'ess came to be more chancterjstic of the band. The early ne'er-do-well 
groUp among the MOderators dWiniiled. As more ,m,d more citizens were 
forced to take Sides, many jOined the Moderators in roac!ion to the sadi~. 
and vindictiveness of the swashbUckling Watt Moo1111M who affected a miJj. 

tary Uniform and blew great blasts on a hunti~g 110m to summon his henchmen. 

The original reasons for the founding of the Regula tor mOVCJnen t were .!ill 
but forgotten. The War became a thing in itself, a complexity Of personal and 
family feuds that Was COnSuming the area in blood lust. Several attempts to 
restore peace failed. Complete anarchy was the situation in 1844 when an 
all-out battle between two annies of several hundred men each was only fore
stalled by the dramatic intervention of Sam Houston and the militia. After 4 
years, 18 men had been killed and many more wounded. A stream in the vi
cinity was called "Widow's Creek." The killing of so many leaders and the 
exhaustion of the SUrviVors probably explain why the war Was not revived 
after Sam Houston and the militia Withdrew. EX-Regulators and ex-Modera
tors warily fought side by side in separate compauies in the Mexican War, but 
for 50 years east Texans Were reluctant to discuss the episode lest pld eruru. ties be rekindled.1OI n 

VIGILANTISM AS A PARALLEL STRUCTURE 

Vigilantism characteristically app~ared in two types of situations: (I) w~P,re 
the regular 'ystem of law and order Was absent or ineffective, and (2) where 
the regalar system Was functiOning saOsfac/oruy .. The fIrst case found vigilan. 
tism filling a Void. The second case revealed vigilantism functioning as an ex
tralegal structure of justice that paralleled the regular system. 

\Vhy did Vigilantes desire to erect a Parallel structure when the regular one 
was adequate? There Were a number of reasons. By u,urping the functions of 
regalar law enforcement and justice-or, at times, duplicating them-the cost 
of local government was greatly reduced. As taxpayers the vigilante leaders 
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Night Riders have bee""iIlegal and violent. One legal, nonviolent movemenl 
existed side by side with vigilantism from the late 18th to the early 20th ce& 
tury. This was the antihorsethief movement. It is now almost forgotten, bUI 
hundreds of thousands of Americans from New England to the .Rio Grande belonged to it. 

The antihorsethief movement consisted of local societies, clubs, and asso
ciations of men-mainly farmers-who banded together to detect and pursue 
thieves, especialJy horsethieves. The antihorsethief societies Were much like 
vigilante movements in respect to organization, objectives, and types of mem
bers. There Was one crucial difference: they did not take the law into their 
own hands. Instead they restricted themselves to the detection and pursuil of 
colprits Whom, after capture, they dutifully turned over to local law enfore. 
ment officers. They eventUally came to incorporate themselves under state 
law, and some states granted them constabulary powers. 

. Historyl 

The flISt antihorsethief societies arose spontaneously just after the Revo
lutionary fighting had ended.lOS The 1mt such society Was probably tIre 
Northampton Society for the DeteCtion of Thieves and Robbers organized in 
Massachusetts in 1782. By 1800 similar groUps had been founded up and 
down the Atlantic coast from Rhode Island to Delaware. The movemenl 
tluived in the northeastern United States as a legal supplement to regular law 
enforcemen t. It Was vital and long lived in New Jersey -a typical state
Where over 100 local societies were founded from 1788 to 1915. Official ap
proval of the New Jersey societies Were unstated unti11851, at which time 
the legislature explicitly approved organizaUon of the societies; later it granted 
them the power of arrest. The societies flOUrished Ulltil the establishment of 
townShip police departments in the 1890's lessened the need for them. In
auguration of the state Police in 1921 rendered them wholly unnecessary. 
Here and there they still exist but only as nostalgic social organizations. 

The experience of New Jersey and the Northeast with the antihorsethief 
movement was dUplicated in the Midwest and Southwest. The movement got 
underway in Indiana in 1852 with the legalization of regulator bands as anti. 
horsethief societies. After the Civil War the movement grew rapidly and an 
interstate combine, the National Horse Thief Detective Association (with 
headquarters in Indiana) spread into Ohio and Illinois. too A similar develop
ment OCcurred across the MiSSiSsippi wljere a movement that began in north
east MiSSOUri in the 1860's had, by the 1890's and later, became the farflung 
Alltfuorsethief ASSOCiation with thousands of local chapters and over a hun
dred thOUsand members in Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri, and Arkansas.l

0
7 

Eventually the antihor,ethief movement succumbed to the automobile. 
The latter Supplanted the horse as the means of transportation which the 
members had jOined together to protect. And the automobile immensely in
creased the range, mobility, and effeCtiveness of local law enforcement, thereby 
rendering obsolete the antfuorsethief SOciety asa supplemen tal Crime-fighting agency. 

Elite Americans and Vigilantism 

A host of distinguished Americans_politicians, capitalists, lawyers, writers, 
and others-sUpported vigilantism by Word or deed. Some of them were per-
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Willi am J. McConnell Hi 
<l?d ~as Governor of Id was one of Idaho's first two . story I 
~es m which Idaho '. :mo, .1893-96. He was t U.S. Senators (1890.9 
mg Payette Vall . ,?gilantIsm of the 1860' (he author of a book fo . ".1) 
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McConnell had wish d s:entJ~y as a treatise onry of :,~~ante Days (1924)' 
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Jackson, Theodore Roosevelt), five U.s. Senators (Alexander Mouton, Loui
siana; Francis M. Cockrell, Missouri; Leland Stanford) California; William J, 
McConnell, Idaho; Wilbur Fisk Sandelrs, Montana); eight Governors of states 
or territories (Alexander Mouton, Louisiana; Augustus C. French, Illinois; 
Leland Stanford, California; William J. McConnell, Idaho; Fennimore Chatter
ton and John E. Osborne, Wyoming':. Miguel A. Otero and George Curry, New 
Mexico); one Congressman (George Curry); and one minister to a foreign 
country (Granville Stuart). At one t.ime-in 1890-four ex-vigilantes served in 
the U.S. Senate; they were Francis M. Cockrell, Leland StanH>rd, William J. 
McConnell, and Wilbur Fisk Sanders. 

Literary men were often outspoken in their support of vigilantism. Hubert 
Howe Bancroft, who wrote many volumes on Western histfJry and who built 
his San Francisco publishing house into one of the leading businesses on the 
Pacific Coast, wrote a vigorous and highly favorable account of the San Fran
cisco vigilance committees in his massive two-volume work, popular Tribunals 
(1887).123 Thomas J. Dimsdale, the Oxford-educated Montana superintend
ent of public instruction, wrote a popular and highly laudatory account of 
the The Vigilantes of Montana in 1886124 as did, later, Nathaniel Pitt Lang
ford, the father of Yellowstone National Park.125 Owen Wister, the socially 
prominent Harvard graduate and scion of an aristocratic Philadelphia family, 
in his immensely popular novel, The Virginian (1902),126 strongly praised 
vigilantism and in so doing summed up the opinion of elite AmericaI).s. An
drew D. White, U.S. Minister to Germany, spoke for many when he main
tained that "there are communities in which lynch law is better than any 

'f 

other." 127 
The 19th-century American elite walked ~ tightrope in regard to vigilan-

tism. Most of them held conservative social and economic opinionS and were 
not attracted by the revolutionary and democratic rationales of \rigilantism. 
They carefully qualified their support of vigilantism. To them it was justified 
only in frontier areas where they saw it as being inevitable and necessary: 
This position was forcefully stated by Chief Justice Hosm?f of Monta~a ill an 
1864 charge to a grand jury. Judge Hosmer praised vigilante organizatIOns 
"which in the absence of law assumed the delicate and responsible office of 
purgin~ society of all offende;s aga'lnst its peace, happiness and safety." Such 
organizations originated in "necessity," he said. "Their adaptation t<:,:the ne
cessities of new settlements," he emphasized, "has obtained for them an ap
probation so universal, that they are the first measures resorted to, b~ w~ll 
intentioned men, to free themselvt)s of that vile class of adventl;lrers whi~h ill
fest all unorganized communities foOr purposes of fraud, robbery and mur-

As late as World War I the Ame:rican elite looked with favor upon the vigi-der."128 

lante tradition, In 1918 ~ group of distinguished writers formed an organiza
tion to promote the war effort. Significantly, they chose to call themselves 
"the Vigilantes." Invoking the vigilante heritage, their pamphlet announced: 

There has been a disposition \to associate the Vigilantes w~th those 
beloved rough-necks of the ear1yCaliforni~ days, who establIshed ord~r 
in frontier towns and camps by methods distasteful to tender souls. We 
fmd no fault with this. In fact, w~ are rather proud of being linked up 
'with the stern and vigorous pionee;rs who effectually squelched the an-

archists and I. W. W. of their day .. 
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the day. AmonPg ~otsoef thhe Vigilantes was a "Wh ' '. History I 
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velt "r tannard Baker Irvin ~nged were Hamlin ci 1
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of the Writers of 
, an many others.129 . Cobb, Edgar Lee M~~:nd, Booth Iarking, ers, Theodore R , "oose-

. AN EVALUATION OF At\1ERlC' 

th In shortrun practical t AN VIGILANTISM 
e American . erms the vi il stabilit experience M ' g ante moveme t -

ture an~ ~~ the result of vigil:~s a new frontier co~u~~ a positive lacet of 
lem of cr' ue, of the old settled m whIch reconStructed l gamed order and 

From:;~ and disorder. areas while dealing effecti~ c?~unity stm. 
though th nger perspective th. e y Wlth,aproiJ. 

tion lived ~~raI of classic vigil~nti:~egatIVe aspects of vigilant' if 
was wholl .' n fact, it was exte c~e to an end in the 1 IS~ appear. Al
lantism y mappropriate. Thu nded mto areas of Am . 890 s, the traw. 

Neo,;igil'U1t" s arose the latter day ph:~locan lIfe where it 

t th 
c ISm grew . menon of n " 

o e probTems mamly after th " eOVlgl-
verse Americ of an emerging urb ~ CIVil War and War la 
alded by th ,a. The transition f an, mdustrial ,raciall rgely arespo!)" 
sented a bl: ~an Francisco Vld~m ~ old to tl:e new ~;d'ethnica!J,.fcii. 
the new. V:.tunallg of the methods n~e h Ommittee of 1856 ~tism wa.

s 
her

Francisco \ y all the feat 0 t e ()ld vigilantis : . e latter repre-
rather th movement of 1856 u:;s o~ ~eovigilantism m wIth the victims of 
had been ~. rural, and that wa~ th eovIgilantism was to w"er~ present in the San 
and lowe Irected mainly at h e case in San Franc' e . requently urban 
J r people N orsethieve ISCO. The old . i1 
ew" inunig . eOvigilantism f s, counterfeiters tl VIg antism 

, and propone":rts, Negroes labor' ound it, chief victim; ou aws, bad men, 
cisco move n s of civillib~rties mg men .and labor lea amon~ .Catholics, 
came to £ 7ent were strongly .' .The actIOns and 0 ~ers, pollncal radicals 

The S:.a ;re the neovigilan t~OUed with the pas~~:~ne, of t?e San F ran~ 
one grou. rancIscan vigilant . m. .. and prejudices that 

p. the Irish 130 es were eth . martyr was th . . The vigil mcally biased' th . .'.' 
their victims o~ antl·Romanist edit:,te, were anti-Cath~lic~lr ".e focused on 
and mechani 1856 wereCatholi ' James King of Willi ,therr hero and 
and u c~, there Was a di . cs. Although th : am, and most of 
the si:;:~la~s m~H!i,chants we:!I~~t class tingf..:·tp t~: :~~s included laborers 
civillibert' nCISCO Democratic Igned against the 1 .b movement: middle 
. Ies. Ang d machine L ower class dh" 

CISCO Herald' ere by the a . ast but not I . a erents of 
organized . m favor of.regul .rgu?Jents of John N east was a disr~gard for 
th an advert' . ar JUstIce th ugent of the ~ 

estrongest t th Ismg boycott th ' e merchant vigil uan Fran-
Allegedly CO e weakest ofth a~ transformed then. anl~s of ' 56 quickly 

1856 were' oncerned with a c . e CIty'S major daill'e era overnight from 
al m actuart . TIme pr bl ... s. 

P governme 1 Y motiVated b 0 em, the San F . 
of its su T nt from the De ~ a deSire to sei ranCISCO vigilantes of 
to the vk~~~ anlOng the low:o~:atlC political mac~ co~trol of the munici
government w~ ~veme~t Was th:~ Irish Catholic wo~e at found the nucleus 
ocrats of access c Would reduce e eSIre to establish a rs. of the city. 13asic 
extent, the S to mUnicipal r xpenditures dep' busmess-oriented local 

an FranCisco vigil ev;nue~, and 10~er t nve the Irish Catholic Dem-

~~i!!!~~'~'~~"~.~'/ ., . an e epIsode of 1856
axes

. To a considerable ~:. . . ' •.. represented a t , . . . s ruggle for 

I:' 
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power between two blocs of opposed religiOUS class and ethnic characteris
tics. Thus, the vigilante leadership of upper ar:d'~iddle class, old American, 
Protes~ant merchants was aligned against &'politil::al faction based upon Irish 
Cathohc lower class laborers. Such were the 50ci.aland economic tensions that 
typically enlisted the violence of neovigilantism.' .. v 

The protean character of neovigi1antism preclulies an extensive discussion 
of it at this time. Only significant tendencies may ~e noted. Negroes have 
been the targets of three distinct Ku Klux Klan movements over a 100-year 
period going back to 1867.131 Catholics and Jews were singled out for verbal 
attack. by the second Ku Klux Klan (of the 1920'S), but the bulk of Klan vio
lence ill the 1920's seems to have been leveled against ne'er-do-well white 
Anglo-Saxon Protestants who did not measure up to the puritanical Klan 
moral standards132 and was similar to the White Cap movement which vio
lently regulated the .immoral and shiftless from 1888 on into the 20th cen .. 
tury .133 Immigrants were repeatedly the victimS of neovigilantism. One of 
the most spectacular instances was the lynching of 11 Sicilians in New Or
leans in 1891.134 Laboring men and labor union organizers (many Of whom 
we~e immigrants) were frequently the subjects of vigilante violence when on 

strIke or attempting to organize.135 
Political radicals have often undergone vigilante harassment; one of the 

most striking examples was the arrest of thousands of Communists and radi
cals in the "Red raids" of January 1, 1920.136 the raids were carried out 
under the color of law, but the whole action resembled nothing so much as a 
giant vigilante roundup. Proponents of civil liberties hav~ at times fallen afoul 
of a quasi-vigilante spirit manifested in such waves of intolerance as the 
"McCarthyism" of the early 1950's. In contrast to the old vigilantism not 
even a pragmatic justification can be made for neovigilantism, whose efforts 
have been wholly pernicious. As an index of the tensions of America in an 
age of transition, neovigilantism is revealing, but as an attempt to apply vigi
lante methods to the solution of the compleX soci<11 problems of urban, indu .. 

tnaI, diverse America it has been a massive failure. 
. Neovigilantisrn is one phase of a larger American failing to which vigilan· 

tIsm has significantly contributed-the spirit oflawlessness. Americans have 
long felt that intolerable conditions justify defiance of law and its extension, 
revolution. In large part the spirit of American lawlessness (equal in impor
tance to the spirit of lawfulness) goes back to the American Revolution where 
Americans learned a lesson that has never been forgotten: that it is some-
times good and proper to rebel and that rebellion succeeds. 

Powerfully nurturing American lawlessness has been the vigilante tradition. 
A part of the historical heritage of hundreds of American communities from 
the Piedmont to the Pacific, vigilantism-like the American Revolution-has 
taught the lesson that defiance of law pays. The typical vigilante took the 
law into his own hands sincerely (but paradoxically) i~ the interest oflaw ~nd 
o,der. He desired social stability and got it. But was It purchased at 100 high 

a ,cost? . Yes, said the principled opponents of vigilantism who hamm~r~d homq a 
philosophy of antivigilantisro that went as fat back as the oppoS1!l~n t.o the . 
original South Carolina movement of 1767.(,9. From the very begmlUng ann. 
Vigilante theorists cogently argued that due process of law wa~ a preciou~ 
Anglo-American legacy, ihat true law and order meant observmg the law s let· 
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ter as wen as its spirit, and, fmally, that the only way to obtain real and last. 
ing law and order was to pour all one's energies and substance into making the regular system work. . 

One trenchant opponent of the San Francisco Vigilance COmmittee of 
1856 noted that "if the same energy which prompted the fonnation of the 
COmmittee and organized the anned force that assaulted the jail had been di. 
rected to strengthen the regular course of justice as pUblic opinion can do it, 
there would have been no need for the [vigilante] outbreak." "The precedent 
is bad, the law of passion Cannot be trusted, and the slow process of refonn in 
the administration of justice is mOre safe to rely on than the action of any 
revolutionary cOmmittee, no matter how great may be the apparent neces
sity," he Continued. "Better to endure the evil of escape of criminals than to 

History I 

inaugurate a reigu of terror which to-day may punish one guilty head, and to
morrow Wreak its mistaken vengence on many innocent lives," he concluded.

13
7 

Aside from the danger of vigilante action veering off into extremism, the 
critics of vigilantism Were Upset by its fundamentally subversive character. A 
southern Illinois opponent of the Regulator movement in Pope, Johnson, and 
Massac Counties, Richard S. Nelson, charged in 1847 that by attacking citi. 
zens and taking their property the Regulators had violated "those great prin
ciples of civil liberty" Upon which the Illinois State constitution was based 
Nelson also turned the vigilante justifICation of popular sovereiguty against 
them by noting that in forCing elected county officials to leave the county or 
Surrender their offices the Regulators had "made a direct attack upon the sov. 
ereiguty of the p

e
Ople."138 There is no dOUbt, however, that, for all the pIau. 

sibility of Nelson's invocation of popular SOvereiguty against vigilan tism, the 
appea! to popular sovereignty Was made much more often by vigilantes than by their opponents. 

Occasionally, Vigilante opponents got at the sociolOgical causes of the 
crime and turbulence which led to vigilantism. The Reverend William Ander. 
son Scott Was a courageous opponent of the Powerful San Francisco vigilantes 
of 1856. In a sennoll entitled "Education, and not Punishment, the True 
Remedy for the Wrong.Doings and Disorders of Society," Scott called for in. 
dustria! edUcation for the lower classes and for urban eleemosynary institu. 
tions as means of eradicating the root sources of crime. "You may depend 
upon it," he inSisted, "the stream of blood will never be staid [sic] While men take the law into their own hands."139 

Americans have for generations been ambiguous in their attitude to law. 
In one sense, Americans are a law.abiding people of exemplary character. But 
the many organized movements in OUr history which have Opeuly flouted and 
Ignored the law (Revolutionary Whigs, Northern abOlitiOnists, Southern mi. 
busters, regulators, vigilantes, Ku Klux Klansmen, White caps, lynch mobs, 
etcetra.)are an indication that lawlessness has beert rife. In 1837, the young 
Abraham Lincoln delivered an address on ''The Perpetua tion of Our Political 
Institutions" and found that the chief threat came from "the increasing dis-
regard for law which pervades the cOuntry-the groWing diSPOsition to substi. 
tute the Wild and furious paSsions in lieu of the sober judgment of courts, and 

. the Worse than savage mobs for the executive ministers of justice." 140 
Basic to American lawlessness has been OUr Proclivity to pick and choose 

the laWswe Would obey, respecting those Which We approve and defYing those 
WIth which We disagree.141 Our arbitrary attitude toward law reflects a funda-
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iSS 
. 'Jante Tradition h ay reveals 

!be Ameri"" VIP . t for law, or, to put i~ anot e:t~es:Ut ofvigi-
mental and deep-seate~ di::~~~~w. Perhaps the most,:".:;~~: way in which it 

nly a superficial alle?Ian 'al-stabilizing effect ?ut tl ted insistence that o t been Its SOCI I by Its repea 
lantism has no d rmined our respect for ~w the law or not. persistentl~ un e h n we may choose to 0 ey 
there are tunes w e 

EPILOGUE 

f th 1960's V ·gilantism 0 e . 

I . ilantism. ew upsurge of vlg _) 60's have produced an. and then analyzed 
The middle and late 19 b lisled chronolOgically tI they have not yet 

The following m?ve~nt~~ i: the sense that, a~~~~ {hemselves to patrol 
differ from clasSIC Vlg .an hands; they have res n however, these mOVe-
taken the law into. ~err own alice. In another sense, are movement~ m 
activity and to asslStmg the Pgilante tradition, for ~ey onditions of dlsor~r 
ments are in the authentIc vlfor self-protection un er ~on1Y been viewe as 

hich citizens join together h movements hav~ co d the authorities, and 
W Moreover, t ese th police an and lawlessness. b their members, e 
IE •• ' il nte" movements y 

vlg a 142 
by society at large. 

i 
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1964 , 

he "Mac- i h ps later): T 
mer of 1966 and per. a the Crown Heights 

cab~~~~~ ~;i~~~~~~~~i~~=~~~~~;~Si:i~:~t~~~~2i~i~~E;n 
area Brooklyn, e . criminal acllon . d Negroes) of , b 
pos: of spotting and repo:::~e white Christi~s '::'orhood leaders and le!s y 
its membership (but Wit ting of 500 Jewish nergh ostIy by teenage N:gr;ew 
formed after a mass me;he crime problem was m By March 1966, t e. d thai 
Rabbi Samuel Shrage.. Is from adjacent ~e:~ Crown Heights ar~ '::'bi 
coming into Crown ~~:~ crime had fallen ID t 143 In June 19?6, : of New 
York Times reporte :rolling al a reduced. ra ~~r of the Youth Boa~f the 
the Maccabees w~~:e~aassistarit executiMve ~~:~ees have droppe~~:r~d news-
Shrage was appOl . that time the a. no longer consl C·t 144 and smce .nactIv"t or 
York I y, . th t they are eitlm I ." complex of 
news, suggestmg a ill 'n the Delano Vi11;ge

t 
patrols h 

dwe ers " .. e 100 wort y. b 1964: Apartment 'sh' iterracial an.ticnm had been 14 2 Decem er k C· ... , estabh 11 b ildmg there . N wYor h:r, tment u 
North Harle.m, e kie-tallaes. In one apar lhattan's West 
equipped WIth. wa! . one month.145 in buildings on MllI ide Drive, 
assaults on re:der~~: Apartme~1 dwe?:SI End Avenue, Rh'er~elano Vil. 

3. Decem er k C'ty in the viclmty o. similar to the one m t rise in the 
Side in New Yor I rolorganizaoon in from a recen art d 103d Street form a ~at in crime stemm g d burglary to supp 
an 1 is an mcrease . t robbery an 
lage. The prob em ddicts resortmg 0 York (near the h . many a t New 
price of erOID, . 146 . . fPort Ches er? dy young • 
their expensive hab61~: Twenty-four CltIzens 0 p" to deal With roW 4 December 19. "vigilante grou . 1· ) form a Connecticut State me , 
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sters from C York' onnecticut . 1 ,~, slaw allowi w 10 carne top. liilsfOlY I 
templated by the ~g .1~-year-olds to d .o~ Che;;ter to take ad I .' . 

vIgilante group'''14~n . Patrol action was~ntage ~fNew pparentJy con. 
I. 

5 1965 • 
. . March 1965' .' 

zatlOn of Stat . The Midland B 
patrols to ro~n Isla~d, New York each Progressive Ass . . 
assaults. ~e pectt MIdland Beac'l 'w' forms a system of nigh°CtllatlO

n
, a civic organi· 

6 A' a rol co J omen wh h y unarmed d' 
B . pril1965' 0 operates with Ii 0 ave been th' ra lO·car 

rooklyn,Newy' n April 1, 100 po ce.148 e vlCtims of recent 

dogs) to preve ork, establish aut Neg:oes in the Bed 
Heights and cont and discourage c ~mobile and foot pat ford-8tuyvesant area of 
meeting of the ~peratil1g with pOliflme. MOdeled on th~O~ (tlIe latter with big 
Negro organizat' ulton Park Cornrnce, .the organization w accabees of Crown 

7. May 196510(n established to :fllty Council.l49 N as an outgrowth ofa 
Justice a N through 1966 eal with a Neg~ . ote that this was a 
lusa, L~uisiaegr~ self-protection and p.erhaps later)~o cnme problem. 
civil rights w~~k m May 1965. An o;gafllzation founde~~acons for Defense and 
lence and hara ers (some of Who nned patrol-car syst m Jonesboro and Boga
The tough, dy~:m:nt by Ku Klux m Were white) and ;; was s~t up to protect 
~"sa Was Charlie;'c leader of the Ifansmen, white row~~o reSIdents against vi .. 

oro and Bo al lInS, a non-midd eacons in Violent ~es, and the police. 
LOUiSiana an~ 6~~' by May 1966 lt~class Negro. Wh~~acially troubled Boga
~nd the CarOlinas Oo~ely federat:d c~ Deacons claimed ~ ~u~~essful in Jones-
. eacons have not' an were attem t. apters in Mississi ~ members in 
mactive Or that the~een ~:ntioned ~a~n1 to gain a footh~f~' .A1ab:una

, Florida, 
r actIvIties are no t y, suggesting that mChicago.1

50 
The 

onger considered they have become 
newsworthy. 

8. March 19 1966 
to prevent d' 66: A radio cent ,ISCOurage -car citizens' 
w . robbery-ki1Iin ' and report cr; . patrol of 15 m . 
b:~c~U~however, h:d a~~na ~ape preci;;al~~UthShwiCk, Br~:ye~s NiS 

established 
eran m' . In the 1 e org' , ew York A 

Support of mIster the R panning sta amzation of th .' re-It an org .' evere d ges for s . e group t Was modeled o:mzation of 12 Prn Samuel 1. Ho everaI months. Headed 
he POlice.l51 the Maccabees o~~stant and Cat~~ the group ha,f;l the 

rOWn Height c churchesilhh s and Was . e area. 
cooperating with 

9. January 1 1967 , 
BrownSVil1 967: . The P 
Iant e, and Flatb eople's Civi A 

E 
e patrol of 350 ush areas of B c sosciation f h-' 

ast 98th memb rookl 0 teE 
Witoh tMhe p~;i~:'i~ order t~r~p:~~::t~tsut~~~~~~~~~pae rat~i~~q~~;~O~~i_ 

. arch 3 . COurag' ra mg m . 1 0 

vigilante c '.1967: Thirt . e cnminal activit ~m Y around 
Street. pornmlttee" to y-flVe tenants ( y, ~t cOoperated 

In eter Co patn:il a lar mostly Wo Oper Village M ge apartment b il ~en) form a "tP.' 
, anhattan Tl u dmg at 441 Ee~mporary 

. le committee . ast 20th 
Was an out-

--,-------
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growth of a mass meeting of building inhabitants called in response to a wave 
of rapings and muggings. Neither the police nor Metropolitan Life (the owner 
of the building) were able to supply adequate police protection. An irony in 
the situation was that New York Police Commissioner Howard R. Leary lived 

in an adjacent building.153 
11. June 1967: A force of about 50 private security guards (called "vigi-

lantes" by Time) armed with shotguns is formed in Houston, Texas by three 
drycleaning chains and six. other businesses for the purpose of protecting their 
premises against robbery which had recently reached a crisis level. Another 
reason cited for the hiring of the vigilantes was Houston's extremely low 
police.citizenry ratio. Mayor Louie Welch gave the organization his ap-

proval.154 
12. Summer of 1967 through 1968 and presumably still in existence: The 

North Ward Citizens' Committee of Newark, New Jersey, was organized to conduct 
nightly radio patrols for the dual purpose of spotting and discouraging crimi-
nal activity and repelling, should the need arise, an incursion of Negro rioters 
and looters from the adjacent Central Ward of Newark. Headed by its dy-
namic founder, Anthony Imperiale, the North Ward Citizens' Committee was 
an outgrowth of the racial confrontation in Newark stemming from the tre
mendous Negro riots of June 1967. The members of the committee are 
primarily Italians and thus reflect the ethnic composition of the North 
Ward.155 The North Ward Citizen~' Committee has been one of the most 
publicized vigilante organizations of the 1960's. Its founder, Anthony 
Imperiale, was elected to the Newark city council in November 1968, largely 
upon the basis of popularity gained through his Committee leadership. 

13. October 1967: Operation Interruption, an "armed police militia" was 
founded in Harlem (New York City) by the Reverend OberiaD. J?e~psey, " 
pastor of the Upper Park Avenue Baptist Church and the unoffiCIal mayor 
of Harlem. A Negro organization of 2,600 members, of ~h~m. 200 ~e~, ~d 
active members formed a core it was formed to combat cIlmmaliz

ation 
m 

Harlem stemming from drug addiction and centering on 125th Street. The 
members maintained themselves in readiness to stop crimes,patrol areas, es~ 
cort citizens and work as informants for the city police, FBI) and the Federal 
Narcotics B~reau. Capt. William J. O'Rourke of the 25th Precinct police sta
tion, conceding the lack of an adequate number of police, worked closely. 
with the Reverend Dempsey and Operation Interruptiqn.1

56 
Note that thIS, 

too, was a Negro organization against Negro crime. 

1968 

14. June-July 1968: Self-proclaimed vigilantes of West Hollywood, Florida, 
consist of 12 businessrtlen who patrol nightly in prowl cars a~d are armed 
with shotguns. Their announced purpose was to p~otect therr shops and 
stores agamst robbet'Y, charging Sheriff Allen B. MIchell of Broward County 

with negligence.157 .' . 15. July-September 1968: White vigilantes are said to beact!V
e 

11l vanous 
areas of Cleveland Ohio. They are mainly anti-Negro and are a response to 
Negro turbulence in the Hough section, a Negro "ghetto" area ofCleyeland. 
The unsolved killings of two Negroes may have been the result of VIgilante 

action.158 
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16. JulY-8e t erend D . pember 1968' "N' -, 

Th 
aVId 1. Johns 'lght riders'" I History I 

e cha on a Ne ill rasbu ~ 17 S rge against J ohn~on gro accused of adult r
g

" ermon t harass the R 
, ' ummer of 19 Was later d" elY WIth a h' ev· 

MIChigan is 68:. Fight Ba k Ismlssed in Court 159 W Ite woman, 
t ,apparentl" c ,an ant' N' e~80fsNewark.160 y SImIlar in character t~-t1 egNro organii~tion in W 

. ummer of 1 Ie orth Ward C' , arren, 
an anti-N 968: TIle H Ihzens~Commit. 
C'r ' egro OJganiz l' ome Defense A ' 

1 lZens COmmitt. a IOn apparent! ' , S~OCIation of Oak} , 
P 19. October 196~~ of Newark.l61 Y similar Ifi character to t;nd,CalIfornfu,is 

ennsylvania ~ , ' Negroes fo - e North Ward 
especiall t' or rughtly walki rm unarmed "vigil - ' 
anned p~iro~ ~egr(}'White raci~grt~ols in respons::!e umts" in Pittsburgh 
tor of Pittsb:r~\~ere discourag:;~ons. The N eg;oe'p:~n.tli' tOd crime and, 

20. Dece b . rom doing so b men ed to have 
York City::; er 1968: The Ne y. . y the Public Safety Dir".. 

unteer guards ~anous citizens' a~i ~rk Times reports ,~' 
and neighborh:::,j:ttment-house f::7 operations, in~:~:glste~ce in New 

ock guards. 163 les, guards in public h p~lVate and volOusmg projects, 

21. Janua 1969 
Detroit ' ry 1969: The C 

mill
, ' IS an un ommunity P ~ tary dre armed street~,:r(il Cor . 

Criminality :!d T~ patrol waS~:rol of 15-20 YO~~~n Nthe 
Negro ghetto of 

the New Detroit~ te Police brut:ed for the dual pur egro men in.,semi-

Cr' (Rel~ted to the ~~ilittee, Detroi(.s ~nOdalwas aided b/~~ S °ofocouOrbin
g 

Negro 
une-8top , 19 ante" c Urba C " grant f 

nated Crim.~~:e~ent. Chica ~~vem~nts recoun~ed oalition group.l64 rom 
phone in ro p ill that City? PolIce Supenn' t above has been the 
I l' "'ports of' ill April 19 endent 0 n 967 Parad - cnmes or sus . . 64. The id ,. W. Wilson, ori i-
(ooperate Wit:' ~:ported that mo~~c:~us activities toe: swas .for citizens to t~ .. 
illcluding Boston :e-8top and that t~n a million ChicaP~Clal police number, 

The survey ab ,? L?s Angeles)' e movement h d g ans had pledged to 
the POPulation toodve Indicates that t,In 34 states.) 165 a spread to 111 cities 
need of I ay: (1) N . nere a h Th se f-protect' egro encl re tree Vigilant .. 
s e De?cons for D I;e organizations . av~s, South and N e-prone segments of 
ponse ill thi . eiense and J . agaInst whi . orth, which Ii I 

NopJj which 58ltuation. (2) Whusoce are the b te vlOlence andha ee the 
ers 1'h feel threat Ite urban d est example of rassment. . e N h . ened b an s b . a Vigil t 
of the " ort Ward C't' y a Possible' u urban neighb h an e re-
crime VIgilante respons~ ~ens: Committee InCursion of Ne ro ~r oods in the 
for th~ ~hgil~ Maccabees o;~ this situation. (% ~wark is th: le:~~ters a~d loot-

Both ante response t ro~n Heights B rban neighbo h Ing example 
ganjzatio~e, White versus N~ thIS situatio~ rooklYn, have se;e~Ods beset by 
arum' . sare heavily f gro and the N' as the model 

OSlty , reight d egr cal vi' IS a major mo' ,e with neo . ,0 versus White " crime~~~~. organization!J;~:~ fa~tor in ~~::'m in that ~~~e-type or
IYn. Thus t~atlO~ exemplified abr ill the 1960's' ante activity. Th ear and 
arno e tYPICal ' . y the M . IS, howev . e most typi-

ng reSidents wh VIgilante organ'·' accabees of Cr er, the pure anti-
o feel that th . .lZatiOn arises' own Heights B . 

ele IS a seve . In urban neighb ' rook-
.. . re crIme proble· orhoods, 

m. The leadership 
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of the organization-like the vigilantes of old-is indigenous, often consisting 
of neighborhood religiOUS leaders (e.g., Rabbi Shrage of the Maccabees, the 
Reverend Hoard of the Bushwick, Brooklyn, movement of 1966, and the 
Reverend Dempsey of Operation Interruption in Harlem). Combination is a 
spontaneous act of the people but is often an outgrowth of an existing organi-

In contrast to the classic vigilantism of the 19th century, vigilantes of the zation. 

1960's do not take the law into their own hands nor do they kill.1
66 

Instead 
their main activity is patrol action in radio-equipped automobiles (linked to a 
central headquarters) for the purpose of spotting, reporting, and discouraging 
criminal acts. Characteristically these modern vigilantes cooperate with the 
police, although the latter have occasionally worried that the vigilantes would 
get out of hand. To a considerable extent the vigilantes of the 1960's resem
ble the antihorsethief societies (late 18th ,~~ntury to early 20th century) who 
restricted themselves to the pursuit and detention of malefactors and did not 
ordinarily take the law into their own hands.167 Both the earlier antihorse
thief societies and the current vigilantes supplemented but did not substitute 

for regular law enforcement. 
The next stage-that 'of contemporary vigilantes taking the law into their 

own hands-may not come. That it may, however, was the recent :warning of 
a spokesman for crime-ridden Harlem Negroes, Mr. Vincent S. Baker, chair
man of the anticrime committee of the New York City branch of the NAACP. 
Invoking the vigilante tradition, Mr. Baker noted that "in towns of the Old 
West where there was no law, people paid gunslingers to protect them from 
the depredations of marauding outlaws." "There is an embryonic vigilante 
movement in this community /' he declared. "It's cropping up all over. T~n
ant groups are arming themselves." Baker called for more police in Harle~ 
and harsher penalties for criminals as a minimum program if the commumty 
was "to escape the r6ign of criminal terror without resorting to vigilantism." 
"Asserting that the Harlem situation was no better than Dodge City! Abilene, 
or other towns of the Old West" Mr. Baker attacked vigilantism as being "in
herently undemocratic, antisocial and unsound," but contended "that it . 
might be generated by a feeling of 'anarchy and complete helplessness agamst 

marauding hoodlums.' "163 . Whether or not the crime rate is really rising or declining is currendy being 
debated by experts, but in one way the question is beside t?e poi,nt. ~ost 
urban Americans, particularly in the largest citi~'lS, are firm ~n theu behef that 
there is too much crime, that their persons or property are m danger, a~d th~t 
regular law enforcement is not coping with the problem. The same feehngs m 

earlier times led Americans to resort to vigilantism. 

References-

1. It will probably be impossible to ever obtain a definitive count of Am~rihic~nt vi~i-al 
lante movements' many small moveillents undoubtedly left no traces lR s onc 
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Old Southwest in the rust 20 or 30 years of the 19th centurY. The 326 move
ments, presently known, are listed in the appendix. For the ,num.be~ of movements 
per State, see table 5-2, Map 1 gives an idea of the geograplllcallRCldel1ce of 

vigilantism. 
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2. [Charles HitchinJ, The Regulator . .. (London: W. Boreham; 1718), and Chris. 

topher Hibbert, The Road to Tyburn . .. (Cleveland and New York: World Pub. li&hing Co., [1957J). 

3. Hubert Howe Bancroft,Popular Tribunals (2 vols.; San Francisco: History Co., 1887), vol. I, pp. 2-6. 

4. James G. Leyburn, Frontier Folkways (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1935), p.219. 

5. There have been indeed urban as well as rural vigilante movements. Thegreatest 
of all American ~gilante~movements_ tlle San Francisco Vigilance Committee of 
1856-was an urban one. Vigilantism has been by no means restricted to thefron. 
tier, although most tYPi<;ally it has been a frontier phenomenon. 

6. Richard Maxwell Brown, The South Carolina Regulators (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963). 

7. Aside from the South Carolina Regulators lliere was little vigilante activity in the 
originru 13 Stat" of th, Atlantio seaboard. Th, North Carolina Rogul~',", . 
(1768-71) did not constitute a vigilante movement, but, rallier, embodied a VIO' 

lent agrarian protest against corrupt and galling local officials and indifferent pro. vincial authorities. 

8. The 96th meridian COinCides, approximately, with both phYSiographic and state 
boundari". Phy~ognPhi'ally It ,oughly scpara'" th, hUmid. Pr.tirl" ofth, E~t 
from llie semiarid Great Plains of the West. The States of Mirihesota, Iowa, MIS' 

'ouri, ""'an,,",, and Lou;,;ana fall in'o 'he P'oYin", of EMte", rigiland,!", The 
States of Norlli and SoUtll Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, .and Oklahoma mamly fall 
into the area of Western vigilantism. In Texas llie 96th meridian separates east 
Texas from central and west Texas, hence east Texas v~~antism was a part of 
E""", vigilanfum, whil, 'en"", ""d w,,' Tex" ,;giIanti"" pmp,dy b'I~~'~ 
th, W"leIn Vari,ty. F 0, the ".<e I>'.' 'ouvem'n"" how,ve" all of Te,,, """~n""" 
(ruong with tha' of th, Dako'", N",,, '-'ka, Kansas, and Oklahoma) ha, bOOn '", 
cluded under the heading ofWestertl vigilantism in table 5-2. . 

9, Llmn GI"", Counterfeiting in America, " (N,w y <uk Cla''''on N~Pott" 
[1968]), oI" 5, On th, rel.tiomhip between 'Ounterieiting and the fmnti" mon'y 
thortage, '" Ruth A, Gallah", "Money in Pion,,, Iowa, 1838,1865 ,"lowa Jo!", 
naZ of History and POlitics, vol. XXXI (1934), pp. 42-45. T:h.e use of CounterfeIt 
money for public land purchases is revealed in Counties of Warren, Bentoll, Jasper 
and Newton, Indian" Historical and Bio""',';"",,1 (Chicago; F, A, Batt,y, 1883), p.458. 

10, See, fo, '""'mpl" Randall Panw" Hi"Oric Dlinois , , . (Chi"go; A, C, M,CIDIg, 
1906), Pp. 405"'06, Charl" EdWard Pan'o"t,A QU4ker Forty,Niner"" Anna P. H",~um, ed. (Phlladelphla; Univ,,~ty ofPenn'Ylvanja Pre", 1930), pp, 1030104. 

1 L William Faux, Menwrable Day, in America, , , [1823) (Early Wmern Trapels, 
R,uben G, Thwaites, ed" vol. X!,XU; Cleveland; Arthu, H. Clark, 1905), vol. 
x!, pp, 293,294, John L. M'Connel, 4''''er. Characte" (N,w Yo,k; R,dfield, 
1853), pp, 17H 75, William N. Blan"',.!n Excu"ion through the United Stat., 
and Canada dUring the Year, 1822,23 (tondon; Baldwin, CIadO'k & Jay, 1824), 
PP,233,235, Rob", M, Coates, The O'flaw Y.".", (New yo,k; Ma'aulay 
[1

93

0]), '!'he leading Am'rican ,;gijan' e movom,nh are li,t,d in 'able H, 
12, Jam" W, BIagg, "Captain Sli'k, A,bi",; of Early Alabama Mo,ru,," Alabama Re, , 

"ew, vol, X! (1958), Pp. 1250134, Jack K, William" "Crime and Punishment in 
Al.abama, 1819-1840," ibid., vol. VI (1953), Pp. 14-30. 

13, Ibid., p. 27, Jam" E. Cutl", LyncHa .. (N,w y OIk: Lo_
an

" G'''n, 1905), 
p, 99, H, R, HOWard, 'omp" The Hi,tory Of Virgil A, Stewart (New Y o,k: H"",,,, 
1836), and Edwin A, !.IiI", "Th, Mi";'sjPPi Slave In"'ne'tion S'are of 1835," JOurnal of ~regr? /!lstory, vol. XLII (957), pp. 58-60. 

14, ! ~hn E. B~gg" PIOn.., Gan",.", " Pall",p,"", voL XXI (1940), pp, 73-90, John -, ronth
, White B'an, fo, Hanging," ibid" vol. 1 {I920),pp, 9028. HllIVey R,id, 

Thoma, Chx (Iowa CUy; S'a", Hi,tori,ru Society of/owa, 1909), pp, 126,154-
155, 165,167, J a""'on Coun,y Hi,torieat So,iety, Annols Of Jacobon Ccunty, Iowa, vol.lI (1906), Pp. 51-96. 

15. [Ch~I,,) L. Sonni'h,,,", Ten Texa, Peuds (Albu,u""!ue: Unive,,"ty of N,w 
M",,,o Pre", 1957), cb, L Lela R, N,m, "Ep;,od" in the Early Hi,t"", of Sh,lby 
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. V' 'Iante Tradition . College, 19S0), pp. The Amencan IgJ F Austin State 

. M A. thesis, Stephen . " he Regulator 
County" (unpubli,hed , 'co L, B"'mb~ugh, \0;,,1927), pp. 
7H53 and pas,m;timois Regulatoss, se, A!esl', Uni .. ",ty Of(~W Y osk: G,o,:" 

16. On 1110 ~~'i~:'ois" (unpu:li":: ~'~~rs 01 a .r"~-:::;'i ;~u(Ces 06nS th~~%~:~ 
Movem' d William Cull'n I'f 'f lhe mo,t ,mp t" pp, 29, , • S ufu. 
3,5-27, an 1850), pp. 55-68. TghWO ~R~gulator Movcdm ~~athead Trou~lefilnld)o 
P Putnam, e Brumbau, R ulator an t Spnng Ie . 
IllinoiS Regulators ar Relating to the eg

t 
Historical Soc\e. y, ri (Hannibal, 

omp Papers . Illin'ois Sta e ty M,SSOU p 
A. Rose,' b " d typ",ript In f Bell/on CcUIl k Forty,Niner, p. H' 
ern Illinois ( ouAn Sketch of the HistOry6_:1. Pancoast, Qua erences,'1 MiSSOUri IS' 
James H. Lay, 1876), pp. 4 'd Its Consequ 

17. Mo' Winchell & Ebertt, "The 'Sli6ker War
8 

lan4S H' t Soc Annals, 
.. W Vincen , 13 -. ty IS. ., W tern 101-121. J.. VII (1912-13), pp. 1 Jackson Coun (Chicago: es 

torieal Revi,w i v~\. (195 S), pp, H 1, 5~j~in/on CcUIlt{, ~~~ [owa," 10~,:X':-
18. The [owarO'S'} v 0p'p 29-34. The HIstOp' r\lI W Black, "LYO')l9C ~rville F. Graham, 

,oLI (I9 , 879) pp,437ff, a 2' pp, ISH • 9370 mal Hi~ori~ Co" 1 d P,;/i/ics, vol. X {19 \ )Vl (1925), pp,.35 (InmanapoliS: lfO;hit. 
nal of HIstory an,. s " Palimpsest, vo 'f Northern IndlOna ds CountIes 0 

Vigilance com~ltteeoithe Regulators 0 Charles Blanchar~, e o.·'F. A. Battey, 
19. M. H. Matt, ~st~:?n A. GoodSp?ed[ an~ Biographical (Chicag , , 1855-

Co., 1859). es . a' Historzco, an . ' San AntOniO, 
ley and Noble,IndlOn73 . "Social Life m 122-131. 
1882), pp. 33,3

7 '~;; ,;, Do,othy K, ;:;:;;,o~irexas, 193;?,;S:~ Study ofLa~44' 
20 Among many sou M A thesis, Umv f m' A Comp d st LOUIS, 

, [860" {unpubli,hed "M~nicipa1 police R, 3~e';"', N'W.YO'~"'l967i, pp, 148, 
2[ George A, Ket'h'?'cinnatl, Chicago .. New niv,B1ty of Ml.<sou , Loui' 

. Enforcement m Cm Ph D dissertation, U try' or Early 
" ( ublished .. . ttakapas Co un. ' 01 VIII 

1877 unp C mittees of ~, Proceedmgs, v f' Vigilance 150 V'gilance om A soclatlOn, littees 0 
. Griffm, "The ~ Historical ~ oftlze Comn rs (unpub-22. ~arryl' tice " Mississippi Valley der Barde, HlstdOryHenrietta G. Roge 

oana us '146,159, Alexan ansi, and' " ,t ,om' 

)~~!:~;i~::,;." Cc{o~::J,; 8:~!; ~1;"~1;>;;,n~ih "ef~:\:.;~.m;, ."ond 
lished M.A. thesIs,. rucial organlza. 0 in favor of e Maxwell l!3rown, 

23. The literature ( o':;:':~;h highly P!"ju~~dS", al~o, R~'~ee commit",eu%ver, P
lete account lar Tribuna FranCISCO I d (Tucson, 
lume of Bancroft's ~~fU !ism: The San J hn A. Carroll, e . ommittf.\', was I 

'0 "an V,gu" . tria", 0 56 vigilance' . ,,,hola< Y "Pi,ot of Ame,:,. of w,""" H" 0< 119 The 18 f an on "land",g 1 V,.;, 
1856," Reflecti~~:3S 1969), pp. h10;)been' the subje~t ~cisCO commit~eet~e Davs 
't of Arizona , 1 hich as 1 San rra Frontier m ~ ~ced'd by t1'~1 of J~illi:",Histo"ry ~~~ " .. c.,1I1:r;:~ 1921). See, a1~O;ee 
;~~~; :h~fl A °Itutef!.~~v':ty2~i~°T:::~;g :;:: ;';::':,,,!, 1851 

of the ~fl~{J~~~~r ~1U1U1~St'Veo~J'J:;iance: RevolutIOn .. , City: Historical 
Bancro , t CommIt e ) 'ty: Kansas . ,::.- rown & 
George R. Stewar, Mifflin, 1964. I ri (Kansas Cl '(St LOUIS, :0. West-

. Houghton ty Misso,J MissourI . . (St LoUIS: (Boston. f Johnson Co un , non <.:'oUl!ty. Missoun. 
24. The History) °h 15 History of Verof Greene County, . ille' John 

Co., 1881 ," '8,349, HI,tory 1 2 vols,; Low", ' nd Rend, 

Co" 1.887!, ~pc~~ 1883), ~p, ~Z;~?y ~I K'ntu~?ul\ec, 11Ie Ci!il ~:;s~, 1926), p, 
ern Histonc . h d H. Collins, 9 E. Merton N rth Carolina 

25. Lewis an~~~),~ol,[, pp, 19t~; Univer£ltyof .0 'versity Pee", 
Morton, , tucky (Chap' , , HaIVacd Um itt .. of 
justment In Ken . es (Cambnd,ge. vigilance comm 
359, The Molly MagUlr mo"" [nd,ana, , "(unpu,," 

26, Wayn, G, B2';'~4il, d"crlbes th' S'Y tioo of "'dot In/~';[;~t 08, 111, 125, 
1965), pp. and the Resto~a 1964}, pp. 9 , 
1867-68. k "Lawlessness. 'ty of Fiondu, 

27. Ralph L. Pee ! sertation, Unlversl 
lished Ph.Dl;gl~16_220. 
126, 149- oJ , 
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History I 

28. See, especially, Bancroft, Popular Tribunals, vol. 1, pp. 441 ff., .and. the California 
listing in the appendix of this paper. 

29. Thomas J. Dimsdale, The Vigilantes of Montana . .• (Virginia City, Mont: Mon. 
tana Post Press, 1866). Nathaniel Pitt Langford, Vigilante Days and Ways . .. (2 
vols.; Boston, J. G. Cupples, 1890). Hoffman Birney, Vigilantes (Philadelphia: Penn Publishing Co., 1929). 

30. Granville Stuart, Forty Years on the Frontier, Paul C. Phillips, ed. (2 vols.; Cleve
land: Arthur H. Clark, 1925), vol. II, pp. 195-210. Michael A. Leeson, Ristoryof 
Montana: 1739-1885 (Chicago: Warner, Beers & Co., lSa?), pp. 315-316. 

31. Montana Territory Vigilance Committee, Notice! (broadSide, Helena,Mont.,Sept. 
19,1855). Leeson, History of Montana, pp. 303-316. .. . 

32. Among the many vigilante movements of Central Texas (see the Texas listing m 
tlIe appendix) were those of Bastrop County, 1874-83. (CfharlesJ 1. Sonnichsen, 
I'll Die before I'll Run (New York: Devin-Adair, 1962J, pp. 167-187), ~h~!!kelford 
County, 1876-1878 (ibid., pp. 150-166), San Saba County, 1880-1896 (Ibid., pp. 
206-231), and the German "Hoodoo" vigilantes of Mason County, 1875(S~~
nichsen, Ten Texas Fueds, p. 87 'ff.). Ten counties with majm;, vigilante actiVIty 
were Bell, Comanche, Coryell, De Witt, Eastland, Gonzales, HilI, Llano, Mo,~tag!le, 
and Young. Virtually all of the many other Central Texas counties had vigililnte 
activity of one sort or another in this troubled period. In addition to contempo
rary newspapers, Central Texas vigilantism can best be explored in dozens of 
county histories done as M.A. theses at the University of Texas. Some of these 
have been published; see, for example, Zelma Scott, A History of Coryell County, 
Texas (AUstin: Texas State HistOrical Association; 1965), ch. V, and pp. 135, 143. 
Among the many unpublished M.A. theses, one of the best on vigilantism is Billy 
B [ob 1 Lightfoot, "The History of Comanche County, Texas, to 1920" (unpub
lished M.A. thesis, University of Texas, 1949). 

33. Among many sources, see Jerome c. Smiley, History of Denver . .. (Denver: 
Denver TimeS/TimeS-Sun PubliShing Co., 1901), pp. 338-350. 

34. Albuquerque Republican ReView, Feb.1B, 1871. Santa Fe Weekly New.Mexican, 
Nov. 13,22,1879. Victor Westphal, "History of Albuquerque: 1870-1880" .(un
published M.A. thesis, University of New Mexico, 1947), pp. 34,64-65. Berruce 
A. Rebord, "A SOcial History of Albuquerque: 1880-1885" (unpublished M.A. 
theSis, University of New MeXico, 1947), pp. 34, 64-65, and passim. 

35. Miguel AntOnio Otero,My Life on the Frontier (2 vols.; New York and Albuquer
que: Press of the Pioneers and University of New Mexico Press, 1935-1939), vol. 
I, pp. 181-206; vol. II, pp. 2-3. Santa Fe Da.ily New Mexican, Mar. 12, 25~f6, Apr. 13, 1881. 

36. Erna B. Fe',""on, Murder & Mystery in New Mexico (Albuque",ue: Merle ~i' 
tage fl948J), pp- 15-32. Chester D. Potter, "Reminiscences of the Socorro VIgi
lantes," Paige W. Christiansen, ed.,New NJexico Historical Review, vol. XL (1965), pp.23-54. 

37. On the Butler County Vigilantes, see A. T. Andreas, History of the State of Kan
sas . .. (2 vols.; Chicago: A. T. Andreas, 1883), pp. 1431-1432, and Correspond
en~e of Governor I.M. Harvey, File on County Affairs, 1869-1872 (MSS in Ar
chives D~~art~ent of Kansas State HistOrical Society, Topeka). Materials on 
Kansas VIgilantism are also to be found in Nyle H. Miller and Josepl1 W. Snell, Why t~e West Was ~ild . .. (Topeka: Kansas State Historical Society, 1963), and Gene
VIeve Yost, "HIstory of LynChing in Kansas," Kansas HistOrical Quarterly, vol. II 
(1933), pp. 182-219. See, also, Robert R. Dykstra, The Cattle Towns (New York; Alfred A. Knopf, 1968).. . 

38. -J. H. Triggs, History of Cheyenne and Northern Wyoming . .. (Omaha: Herald 
St~am an~ J~ook Job Printing House, 1876), pp. 14, 17-18,21,23-27. J. H. 
Tnggs, History and Directory Of Laramie City .•• (Laramie: Daily Sentillel, 1875), Pp. 3-15. i 

39. The "~"ic (but f", from flaWl",) ""ntempo,,,,,, aoeount by theanti-Regul.tm 
Asa ShInn Mercer was The Banditti of the Plains ... (Cheyenne: privct~ly printed, 1~94)"A very gOod recent study is Helena HUntington Smith, The War on Powder 
Rzver (New): ork, London, and Toronto: McGraW-Hill, 1966). General treat~ents O~Western vigilantism .are found in Bancrort,popularTribunals, vol. I, pp. 
93-743, Wayne Gard, Frontier Justice (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 

-.,.",-,,,,,,> ... ~..,.,- -------,.~..,.,-

c " 

'can Vigilante Tradition ., tes of the southern 
The Amen . "0 tlaws and Ylgilan ~ 537 ff. 

I Coke Ristcr, u. 01 XIX (193.,), pp. 
1949), c~}~;s~ppdi~~lley Historical ReVIew, v . ft's narrative in 
Plains," mlSSIS an analysis of Bancro 

40. See table 5-2i 79 killings was gaine~i~om ommunities was 
41. The fi1agum~unals, vol. I, pp. 51~- d" 'and "cumulatiVe'Th' nC~:wn in American 

Popu r . b tween "coloruze the Hill: e 
Thisdistinction e 'thinAsaCityupoll 17-36. 'sbased 

42. fannul.ted by pag:S~:r.oo A. Knopf, 1966)'~:·community s~ct~~ .. the latt" 
History (N~w Y~:t~h of the three-level.AmoerAmerican soc~ety. J:nerica (prince-

43. The followm~ ~esearch and recent ~tlusd:cture of RevolutlOn~;:ry. Stephan 
upon my oWer Main, The Socw d for the 19th ~en th Century City 
are Jack.son TU~lliversity Press, 1965)'.ar; Mobility .in a !,,~neteell America's Fron
ton: Prmceton and Progress: Socia . Ray A. Bi1lingt~n, d & Winston, 
Thernstrom,Povert

Y
d University Press, 1964

F
), ncisco: Holt, Rmceh~ The Making C 

b 'dge~ Harvar . and San ra " d Merle ur, 959) ( am n. (N York ChIcago, ti Society; an . -ty Press, 1 , 
tier Rentage 5 ~~he structure of Fron C~f' Stanford Uruversl 
[1966] ), ch. , nity (Stanford, .. labeled 

of a~t~e~c:nl~~~~1u ff., 126,', 4~ 7~!·s::~ (where the! ~~:::l:~ors, pp. 27-29, 
pp.:l - , .' al "lower people 0 B own South Caro '~b rland to Tobacco 

44. On the m~~,,, ackers," etc.), see r White from Lu. e study. For l~wer 
"poor whites, cr. The Southern poor 1939), a literary (B ston: LIttle, 
and Shields Mc~l~~~:~rsity of Oklahyomt P;~~k Twain'~ Ame~:und~tions (2 
Road (Norman. Bernard De 0 0, Iowa Pzoneer 37-48. 
people in the North5:~;8, and Georgc.F. P:r~:~a, 1940), vO{l.]};J:~ce (New 
Brown, 1932~, ~PState Historical socley in the Sociology 0 . 

vols.; Iowa CIty. puritans: A Stu y 'ological ReView, 
45. Kai Erikson'WwailYyW~~ons, 1966), Ch·s1.bculture," America?~~~~ever the norm

th
a
-

York: John e" ntraculture and u culture occurs conflict with e 
46. J. Milton Y1m' 9~e~), ~~29 holds that a ~on::; element, a them;;:! DelinquentoSrfu-

vol. XXY ( ,. c~ntainS, as a pnm avid M. Downes, 966] ), pp. 1 _ . 
tive system of a group. ty " See, also, D York' Free Press [1 d Parker, Iowa 
values of the to~al s:~~:lt~;dl'Theory ~N,C~meriC~, pp. 58-62, an 
tion: A Study m S e Yoto Mark Twazn s 4F'65. . . i Slave Insurrec-

47 Sce for example~ D I h pp. 37-48, 2 d Miles "MisSISSIPP baugh, "Regu-
. Pio~eer Foundatzons, v{o T>,'';;l A. Stewart an

th 
Flatheads, see Brum d Flathead 

d History 0 ,.1 o· 1 t On e R gulator an . . 
48. See Howar , all ed Murrel po. Relating to e . (Menasha, WIS.. A 

tion Scare" on ~~ e~8_65; Rose, paper~{Southern IllinOIS "Shawneetow~: 1 
lato1" Movement, PPi Tales and Songs N Ian W. Caldwe.ll, . State Histonca 
Trouble; Charles Nee y, 7 35,41; an? "orn al of the Illmols George Banta, 193~), fE~to~ of11lin01S

O 
Journ 

Chapter in thXXXle Indl~1939), pp. 199-20 " 
Society, voL 

4
9
• S" notel ~\ b~~~W. p 27-37. d A J ohn.on, "Pion~' ~aw 

50. See note 9 'h ~roiina Regulators, p 320-324. Howar ;s Brand Book, vo . 

51. ~:;;~:'~igi/mlte 1JDY~, ~~~~~omd of the Westem
e 

, bb w",te, that "they 
52. .nd J ustioe In Montana, e Wodte' p",",ott We a • be.t known tOom

(1948-49), P: 10. asons in Texas, the !at'ng order, often 1~84/(Waco, Tex.: FC and 
53. About frorttither raw and aided insreS~IV1ry in Texas . .. tad Lodge of Texas A. . 

believed in e D Carter,maso . for the Gr~ . 
themselves." Ja~e~d~cation and ServIce , 'n Western Amen

can 
mittee on Masoruc". 1858-1865 (MSS~ale Urtiversity, New A M 1955), p. xVlll. Wildman, Letters, cn'pt Library, _. ., stus d ManuS 
Thomas and Augu R e BooJc. an, . " 

54. . Beinecke ar 1871. ary PIOneer, 
Collection, s) Jim. 7, . Western LIter 97 298 
Haven). Censor (Winfiel?, Kru~~ 'of James Hatt'LVI (1947), pp. 2 - . 

55. Cowley COr;;Yed "The Auto~~o;;Zal QuarterlYdv;a~sim. 
56. David Don Ar'cha~logical alld l,sd"ana pp. 6-7, an 

Ohio State Northern n i6. 
Mott Regulators of {Montana, p. 1 57. , TT:uilantes 0 y 

8 Dimsdale, rio ' 5 . 
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59. Pred M. Mazzulla "u d P History I 
Denver Westerner~ vo~ ~ rocess of Law-Here and Th " 
of Wyoming in 18~b· (1964), pp. 273-279. D 0 ~e, Brand Book of the 

60. Brumbaugh "Regul·t M r. s orne became Governor 
61. Alth gh' a or ovement" ou at present 1 k ' pp. 18-20 

American vigilantism t now of only 729 vigilante killin .. 
eral, the statistics in t~Ok as many as a tllousand live gS'd

It 
IS surely possible that 

~e ~gures, but it is notsv~ape~ are tentative. Fugure!t::::m perh?ps more. In gen· 
In thIS paper would be .~ likely that t11e broad tre d gs mIght alter some of 

62. ~n Col~man, see Dicti;1 cantly c~anged. n s revealed by the statistics 
The Lion o/the Vi . nary of Amencan Bio h 

cisco" (I di .lgrlantes: Wiliiam T. Ol grap y, s.v., and James A B S h 
63. fiCtiOna; oa;;r;~~:nd ;ew York: B~bb~_~~=n:9~~ Life of Old Sail· ;a:.rer

, 
64. ee, for example Anth lograp~y, S.V. ,. 

lant Societies" IV, ony S. NIcolosi "Th R' 
65. ;Uses and Ab'usese:rt';~: fisto~r' v~I. ~m~ a~:Sal1) ofllie New Jersey Vigi-

ancoast, Quaker Fl . aw, Amencan Wh' .' pp. 29-32. 
pp. 9-11. orty-Nmer, pp. 103-104 B 19 Review, May 1850 p 461 P 

66. Dw M . rumbaugh "R I ,. . an 
. yn . Mounger "L . ' egu ator Movement" 

SIS, MissisSippi St t' ~nching in Mississi . 18 ' 
67. BrumbaUgh, HRe a ~ Umversity, 1961), p.P!.I," 30-1930" (unpublished M.A. the-
68. James Stu gu ator Movement" 

1833), vOI~Y Thre; Years iIlNorth'A~~"n~~-li· . " 
69. ~miley, Histo;J:~i D~~;13· Williams, "Crime( a:~~.; ~~nbur~~; Robert Cadell, 
70. !he Vigilance Cominitt'.P. ~49. Emphasis mine urns mentm Alabama,"p.26. 
7 zme?f History and Bio ee. RIchmond during the W 

1. Hams G. Wanen, "Pe >graph)" vol. VII (1899-1900) ar of 1812," VirginiaMaga-
cal Quarterly I nsacola and fue Filib t ' pp. 225-241. 

72. See, for exan:~~·;:; (1938), p. 816. us ers, 1816-1817," Louisiana Histon-

Nacogdoches, Te~as, J~~ents relating to the Commit .. 
7 Texas ArChives, Pile B·;' 1835, to Dec. 5 1237 (/ee Of.VI~ance and Safety of 

3. Har~esty's HistOrical a~x 15/40). "ranscnpts m University of , 
(~hicago and Toledo' 1d Geographical Encyclo e . 

74. ~ilbur H. Seibert, T/;e ~~. Hardesty & Co., 1fs~za ... of Meigs County, Ohio 
ork: MacmiII n erground Rail" d ' pp. 273-275 

Liberty Line: ;;:' L1898), pp. 71 ff. 326 fr 4~60m Slavery to Fr;edom (New 
ofKe t k e egelld ofth u.; ., -439. See a1 L 

75. Joh n uc y Press [1961]) e nderground Railroad (L ~o, any Gara, The 
1 n Hope Franklin Th ,,~p. 99, 104 .. 109. exmgton: University 

'76. 95~), pp. 87-90. Gara e ~i/ltant South (Cambrid . 
77. ~~~~encal Police Gazette' ~~bp~rt1Y7Ll1'lle, pp. 157-15l

e
. Harvard University Press, 

ounty Wash" ., 845 p 5 . 
June 1 1856 ('MS' Ington Territory Vgil· . M} In Weste A ,I ance Comm'tt 

78. G~~~~Ctf.~.~ibrary, Yale U~ m~ricana Collection Be~ eeic D::ft of Compact, 
79. DirnSdal' 19i1ance Committeversflty, New Haven)' ec e are Book and 
80 . e, Vigilante "es 0 Attaka as" . 

. History Of Johnson s~f Montana, p.l07. p , pp.153-155. 
81. Thomas Pord A Iii' OUnfy, pp. 372-373 

i~:7 [18541: MiI;~or6 0f,flIinoisfromits C. 
Grif~-46?, ~0I. I, pp. iO_l~aife, ed. (2 vols.; Chi~~g~~n~ement as a State in 1818 to 
B In, VIgilance Co : . . R. Donnelly & Sons 82. 

83. 
84. 
85. 

86. 
87. 
88. 

89. 
90. 

arde, History of the mmItt:es of the Attaka" " ' 
Mott, Regulators 0" ",committees, pp. 26-27 pas, pp. 153-155 . 
Alfred J M k :J Horthel7l Ind· . 
R RD· 0 ler,History 01' M ... Iana, Pp. 15-18 
u: . onm:lly & C 1 'J a"ona COUI ty W· 
mstory Of Joh 0., 923). 1 , yoming 1888-1922 . 
Mott,Regulato~~on County, Pp. 372-373 ... (Chlcago: 
Denver Trib of Northern Ind' . 
Denver W upne, Dec. 30, 1879 ~tana! p, 17. 
Ot . . . RObins ,CJ ed In John W C 
P ero,My Life, vol. II on, 1897), p.103. . ook,Hands Up . .. (2d ed' 

amphlet No. 342 ' pp. 2-3. ., 
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91. Brumbaugh, "Regulator Moveplent," pp. 3, 5-27. Bryant, Letters of a Traveller, 
pp.55-68. Of the leading vigilante movements listed in table 5-1,al1 but fue fol
lowing seem to have been socially constructive: Madison and Hinds Counties 
movements, Mississippi, 1835 (no. 8); East Texas Regulators, Shelby County, 
1840-1844 (no. 12); Southwest MissoiJriSlickers, Benton and Hickory Counties, 
1842 (no. 14); Southern Illinois Regulators, 1846-1849 (no. 16); San Saba County, 
Texas, Mob, 1880-1896 (no. 71); Johnson County, Wyoming, cattlemen Regula
tors, 1892 (no. 80); and the Sevier County, Tennessee, White Caps, 1892-1897 
(no. 81). The evidence i!J ambiguous about the following movements: Central 
Kentucky Regulators, Marion lUld other counties, 1866-1871 (no. 48); Northern 
Florida Regulators, Madison and other counties, 1868-1870 (no. 55); Los Angeles 
Vigilance Committee, 1852-1858 (no. 23); San Francisco Vigilance Committee, 
1856 (no. 25); Socorro, New Mexico, Vigilantes, 1880-1884 (no. 7(}); and New 
Orleans vigilantes, 1891 (no. 79). Alfuough t.he Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Socorro, and New Orelans movements produ(;ed at least temporary stabilitY', fuey 
did so by attacking Mexican, Irish, Mexican, a:nd Italian efunic groups, respecHvely, 
and, in the long run, may have exacerbated rather than reduced tensions. 

92. For example, the Turk family (Slickers) vs. the Jones family (anti-Slicker) in 
Southwest Missouri. Lay, History of Benton f...bunty, pp. 46-61. 

93. For example, in the So.uthwest Missm..:ri Slicker conflict fue Slickers \vere mostly 
WWgs, and fue anti"Slickers were mostly Democrats. Pancoast, Quaker Forty
Niner, p. 104. In the Southern Illinois Regulator-Flathead struggle, the factor of 
local political rivalry was important. ParkerB. PilloW, Elijah Smith, and Charles 
A. Shelby, Regulators and political "outs," were in conflict with a Flathead "in" 
faction led by Sheriff John W. Read. Report of.Governor Augustus C. French, 
Jan. 11,1847, and Sangamo Journal, Jan. 28, 184·7-both in Rose, Papers Relat
ing to Regulator and Flathead Trouble. Sf,e, also; Brumbaugh, "Regulator Move
ment," pp. 66, 69. Political factionalism also contributed to the Regulator
Moderator strife i,n Shelby County of Eas1: Texas where Ii political "in" faction of 
old pre-Texas Revolution settlers (Moderators) was opposed by a political "out" 
faction of post-Revolutionary newcomers (Regulators). Neill, "Shelby County" 
(unpublished M.A. thesis, Stephen F. Austin State College, 1950~, pp. 75-77. 

94. For example, in later years San Francisco's 1856 vigilance commIttee leader, 
Willian! T. Coleman criticized Charles Doane (the vigilantes' grand marshal) for 
running for sheriff ~n the People's Party ticket. Co1\~man felt that ~~ante lead
ers such as Doane should not run for office. WilliamT.Coleman, VIgdance Com
mittee, 1856 (MS,c"a. 1880, in Bancrof:t Library, University ofCalifo~nia, Berke-
ley), p. 139. .. .}j .:' 

95. In New Mexico's Lincoln County Wariof 1978-79~ the ~q,Swee~-Tunstal1'-Br7wer 
mercantile faction orglU'tlzcd (unsucc¢ssfully) a?, Reguh\~b~S agam~t th.e dornmant . 
Murphy-Dolan mercantile factibn. William A,. Keleher, ,v,olence m Lmcoln County. 
1869-1881 (Albuquerque: Unlversit'Y of NeW Mexico }'Iress P957]),·PP· 152,-154. 
Maurice Garland FuJton~History of.the Lincoln Counf), War, Robert N. Mullin, 
ed. (Tucson: Universi'y of Arizonq' Press, 1.968), pp.),37-142. ff. . 

96. ~n addi~on to the East Texas Regu/l,ators (see bel?WV0ther m~v~m~nts which f:ll 
mto sadIsm .and extremism were, I"(lost notably. tne)lout1tern IllinOIS Regu!ato~ . 
and fue Southwest Missouri Slicke;i's. The~were ,<'other mov{}ments o~ thIS stripe, 
even in well controlled movem.ent/; the ;}l~rfientsr:if ~adism and extremIsm often 
crept in ina minor way. The proOlem was inh~rent in vigillmtism., 

97. See also note9l above. r i . • ' 

98. See San Francisco Daily Town Talk, Aug. 8-9, 1856. Politic:u faption~s~ w~s a 
factor in the 1856 San Francisco vilillante troubles. By and large, t~e VIgilant 

, '. I:; " thO h 1 the process 
leaders were cdmposed of old Whigs :!Jild Know-No mgs w 0 were n. . ofb~corningRepublicans. The political "ins" who controlled San FranCISC? and 
whom tlle vigilantes attacked were the IrlshCatholic: Democrats led by pavId C. 
Broderick. The "Law and order" antivigilante faction tende? t9 draw Its ~trength 
from tile Southern oriented wing of the CaJif9rnia Democratic }'arty. Unlike most 
San Francisco vigilante leaders, William T. Coleman was a D.em.Ol:rat, but as a na
tive Kentuckian hI;! maintained a lifelong devotion to the pnnclples of Henry Clay, 
and, hence, had much m..commOn,wifu the many vigilante.Ieaders who were also 

oriented to Henry Clay nationalism. 
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99. Brown, SQ~th Carolina Regulators, ch. 6. Down to about the 1850's opponents 
of regulatomand vigilantes were often called Moderators. 

100. For a contemporary paradigm of vigilante movements gone bad, see "Uses and 
Abuses of Lync:l~ Law," pp. 462-463. , 

101. Sonnichsen, Ten le.xas Fueds, ch. 1. Neill, "Shelby County," pp. 77-153, and passim. 

102. Robert B. David, Malcolm C7mpbell, Sheriff (Casper, Wyo.: Wyomingana Inc. [1932J), pp. 18-21. " 

103. See Brown, "Pivot of American Vigilantism" and this paper, below. 
104. Clear examples of local officials who collaborated with vigilantes include: (I) The 

sheriff in Omaha, Nebr., 1858., Bryan T. Parker, "Extra-Legal Law Enforcement 
on the Nebraska Frontier" '{unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Nebraska, 
1931), pp. 58-59. (2) The County attorney of Vernon County, Mo., 1867./fis> 
tory of Vernon County, pp. J48-349. (3) The sheriff of Platte CountY!.~~braska, 
1867. A. T. Andreas, History of the State of Nebraska . .. (2 vols.; Chicago: 
Western Historical Co., 1882), V'ol. II, pp. 1265-1266. (4) The ba,iliff, deputy 
sheriff, and other officials of Brown and Erath Counties, Tex., 1872. Reporto/ 
the Adjutant-General of the State of Texas (for 1872), pp~ 22,121-123: (5) The 
sheriff ofWilbarger County, Tex., 1882. Torrence B. Wilson, Jr., "A HIstOry of 
Wilbarger County, Texas" (unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Texas, 19,38), 
p.97. (6) The territorial governor and judges of Illinois who in 1816-17 "~l1~kcd 
at and encouraged the proceedings of the regulators." FOld, His!07Y of Rlm.01s, 
pp.l0-l1. (7) Governor William Pitt Kellogg of Louisiana WllO 10 1872 adVIsed 
Vermillion Parish vigilantes to use their own judgment in dealing with a "horde of 
cattle thieves" with the result that they hanged 12. Houston (Texas) Telegraph, 
Oct. 3, 1872. (8) The Governor, Mayor, and Sheriffwho (in one of the. most flag· 
rant instan~es of impliCit Official collaboration with vigilantes) were all m New 
Orleans in 1891 when vigilantes lynched 11 Italians and who did nothin~ whatso
ever to prevent the action for which there had been ample advance warnmg. John 
E. Coxe, "The New Orleans Mafia Incident," Louisiana Historical Quarterly, vol. 
:xx (1937), pp. 1067-1110. John S. Kendall, "Who Killa D.e Chief," ibid., vol. XXII (1939), pp. 492-530. ! .. 

105. On the Anti-Horse Thiefmovernent in the Northeast and in New.Jersey, sea 
Nir.olosi, "New Jersey Vigilant SOCieties," pp. 29-53. •. 

106. On tlte Nationat Horse Thief Detective Association of Indiana and nelghbormg 
States, see J. D: thomas, "History and Origin of the National Horse Thie~I?etec
tive Association" in Journal of the National Horse Thief Detective ASSOCiation, 
50th annual session (Union City, Ind., 1910), pp. 19-20, and Ted Gtonert, Sugar 
Creek Saga . .. (CraWfordsville, Ind.: Wabash College, 1958), pp. 140,,256-257. 

107. On the Anti-Horse Thief Association of the trans-Mississippi Midwest and South. 
west, see Hugh C. Gresham, The Story of MajOr David McKee, Founder of the 
Anti-Horse l'hief ASSOCiation (pamphlet; Cheney, Kans.: Hugh C. Gr!'.5ham, . 
1937), and, especially, the Association's newspaper, A.H.T.A. Weekly News (wIth 
variant titles) for 1902-43, ort me in tlte Kansas State Historicru Society, Topeka. 
The A.H.T.A.'s membership was largest in Kansas with the Indian Territory (now 
part of. the state of Oklahoma) also heavily represented. There were also substan. 
tial ihemberships in Oklahoma Territory, Missouri, and Arkansas. A numb~r of 
other States had smaller memberships. Late in the history of tlte organizatlOn
long after it had passed its peak-Illinois had quite a large membership. 

108. Eliphalet Price, "The TliaI and Execntionof Patrick O'Conner," Palimpsest, vol. I (1920), Pp. 86-97. . 

109. Stuart, Forty Years on the Frontier, vol. II, pp. 196-197. Ray M. Matti~on, 
"Roosevelt and the Stockmen's Association," North Dakota History, vol. XVII (1950), pp. 81-85. 

110. Dictionary of American Biography, S.v. (on Coleman). 
111. Dicti?n",?, Of American Biogrophy, <P. On SUnr",d'. vWIon'o momborShlp, '" 

ApplICatIOn of L. Stanford in Applic~tiollS for Membership, San Francisco Comm!tt~e ofVigilllnce Papers, 1856 (MSS in HUntington Library, San Marino, C~if.). 
112. Dictionary of Amen'can Biography, .v.v. For Cockrell's participation in the vigI

lante movement,)lee History of Johnson County; pp. 372-373. 
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The American 18,1' an . 43 347, for Mouton's vigil~!~:.~ brother; 
. of the CommIttees, pp. f<' hislife. AlexanderMo fth Attaka-

113. Barde,HIsto7Amr?rican Biography, s.v., dor te was the drillmaster 0 155e 
Dictionary OJ" West Point gra ua , th Attakapas" p. . 
General Alfred Mouton:. a 'gilance Committees of e 3) and House of Repre-

as vigilantes. Griffin, . ~I a in the U.S. Senate ~18?7-8 ., 0 American Biography, 
kellogg also served LOUISI~ ublic career, see DlctiOna[.:Ji ~ Telegraph, Oct. 3, 

!l4. ,ontalives (1883·85). On ,IS r vigilantism, see Hou.ton o. .' , 
s v. On his encouragemen 0 46-47. On the Vlgilan e 
'872 B' ,uraphy vol. XI, pp. . . William 
1. 1 dia of American 100

" 'nl'nois . .. (Chicago. 115. National eyc oPTJ
ae 

History of Edgar County" 5~O 
movement, sec Ie 332,396-397" . 
LeBaron, Jr. & Co., .1879)? pp. hy, s.v. . 803. His book, .Frontier 

116. Dictionary ofAmenca~ ~~r::,o in America, vol. Ic~icago by the World Book 
117. On McConnebllli! sheeedJr~ 1924 in Yonkers, N.Y., and • ticipa-

Law was pu S 'b Osborne s par 
' " 273-279, descn .es On Osborne as ~:iu~:'-"Undue Proc~ss ~f Law dis~~~sed, above, in 2!~~Jape;80. 

!l8. tion in tho lynohing 7"',~~s ::'':ncana (1967), v~l. ;;!;;."·vol. ru, p. 152,:d 
Governor, see EncY~~P~areer see Who Was WIz~~O On his'participation m 

119. On Chatterton A's pu 'c:na (1967), vol. XXIX, p·s of Law," pp.273-279

A
• erica 

Encyclopedia men lla "Undne Proces Who Was Who in m , 
vigilante episode, see Maz~~1_206' vol. II, pp. 1-3. , 

My Life vol. I, pp., I H B Henrung, 
120. Otero" A Autobiograp IY, . 2 nd passim. 

vol II S.v. . 1861-1947: n 1958) pp.50-5 ,a . Ge~r ~ Curry, George C:U"J;' fNew Mexico Press,. 't of Texas ArchIves, 
121. ed. (llbUqUerqutl: k U ruv~:: 01855-1862 (M~ in ~;;'~;r ~nd .FrOntall"ers".'a~~uth_ 

D' f James Buc ner , Barry A ,lexa G ed (D as. al 
122. filo"".;o~ B 13/161). J am" ~~~ 845.1906, J~t'" K. (;,,'!., iox .. ' C~p'" 

The Days of Buck Bar:>: In Ce~o~l Bosque Temto1)'B' 'rb 'a'-Wire . .. (Dallas. 
1932) William. 'B' d'Arc to a 

west Press, "J es K. Greer, DIS I . Univer-
Press [1964), p. 65. am 392 Ie and Los Ange es. 
Dealey & Love [1936)), Ph· t liowe Bancroft (Berke Y I 

W C ugll1ey Hu er tana (He ena, 123. See John .' a. ) , 1946). JIi' 'lantes of MOll 
sity of Califorrua I ress, the edition of The Igz Noyes. . h 

124. On Dimsdale, seebl~Ph~:~! 19407), edited t;Jc~~!~ry o/American BlOgrap y, 
Mont.: Stat~ ~u IS Da 's On Langford, see 6 On Wister, 

125. Langfl)rd, Vigilante y. . 1902) especially pp'U4~3:~ of Chicago 
silk M!lcmillan, '(Chi~ago' mv t ry nov-

126. ii, Virgin"," ~ ow Y ': ~e-;' Wister Out West _' .. dearlY 20;:S~.~ or, the 
see Fanny K. WIster, e "he many lesser 19th-cen ames Weir, Lonz ow bo & Co., 

P~ess [195
8 

J ~ A~~~r~antism favora~~~~:l~hia: LiPpinC~\{~~:ard & Co., 
elists who pOA ~y mance of Kentucky {Luck (Boston: Sm I 'k's anti-vigilante 
Regulators: o. The House 0 Tilburg Carl ever 
1850) and Harris DIC~S0!1' tion of Walter Van 1940)-the best nove ked an 
[1916']). The ell:thUSIa~::~~~k: Rando~ H:~::~siC fJlm w~s ba~e~)~~:. 
The Ox-Bow IncI.dent ~gilantism (upon whIch. g to condemrung VIr. Outing Pub
written on A~e~can:uc attitudes, from1f~v~r;:utlaw . . , (New Yor . 
important shift 10 p~ ugh The Story 0 I First Judicial 

127. Quoted in Em9~~0) np ~99 if. to t/le Grand JUryvorguut~~a City, Mont., 
lishing Co., 1 '.: IH L j Hosmer, 864 (broadside, II 

128. Charge of ChT.iefdJI::;~~:d De~e'mber 5th, 1 18) pp 5 8-14. The 
District, M~ ., e, V'gilantes [19 ',' ~o1ng editor, 4) 

Y k' The I V'gilantes man b' ali t 186 . h1et· New or. il d by the I rican capit s s 
129. The Vigilantes ({1~blY ~ritten and com~ ~ded by leading ~~ were George F. 

pamphlet was pro It The Vigilantes ~er embers; among hiff Vincent Astor, 
Charlr..s J. Ros~~aud ~riters" or assocIate~pont, Jacob Hi:; Sc ge 'w. Perkins. . 

who se~ed ~~v~:n~ H. Dodgeh c:~e~:ght MOrl0'Ygil" a~~e ;~~ement of 1856 IS 
Baker, r., Simon Guggen el, Francis~o VI" 
Elbert H. ~ary! retation of the .San Vigilantism. 

130. The folloW1Og 1O~:11!'Pivot of Amencan 
based upon Brow, 
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131. On the first Ku Klux Klan, see Stanley F. Hom, Invisible llmpire .. . (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1939). On the second K.K.K., see Da~p M. Chalmers/Hooded 
Americanism (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,1965)'i 
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132. Ibid., and two Works by Charles C. Alexander, Tile Ku Klu;~ Klall ill the South. 
west (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1965), and Crusade for Conform. 
ity: Tlze Ku Klux Klan in Texas, 1920-1930 (Houston: Tei?,as Gulf Coast Histori. cal ASSociation, 1962). 

133. The White Cap movement is discussed in this volume in my 'paper, "Historical 
Pottems of Violence in America." II. 

134. In one sense Ihe mM, lYnching WM a elMs;c vigilanle respo"", 10 a CnDleyroblom 
(the Italians had apparently been Mafia members and seemtp have been mvolve.d 
in the killing of the New Orleans chief of police), but the potent element of anti. 
Italian ethnic prejudice Was crucial to the episode and typical of neovigiIantism. 
See Coxe, "New Orleans Mafia Incident," and Kendall, "Whqi Killa De Chief." 

135. For example, in 1917 in Tulsa, Okla., vigilantes attacked 17 ~.W.W. members Who 
were attempting toorganiz4~ oil field workers. Tlze "Knights (~f Liberty" Mob and 
tile L W. W. Prisoners at Tulsa, Okla. (November 9,1917) (panlphlet; New York: 
National Civil Libe,:rties Bur(lau, 1918). In this incident the pOllice apparently con. nived with the vigilantes. . , 

136. See William Pr"lo., Aliens and Dissenters (Cambridge: H""',,(d Umv~ty. Preo; 
1963), Which contruns examples of neovigilante attacks upon "rorkers, tm~l1lgrants, 
and radicals. See alIso John W. CaUghey, ed., 17zeir Majesties tlll~ Mob (Chicago: 
University of ChicH go Press fl960J), pp.1-25, 100-205. .', ~. 

137. EditOrial in the Ne'fV York National Democ;rat quoted in Bancroft, Popular Tribu. nals, vol. II, Pl'. 554-555. 

138. Illinois State Register (SPringfield), Jan. 1, 1847 (transcript in Rose, Papers Relat. 
ing to Regulator and Flathead Trouble). 

139. William Ande"on Scott, A Discrouse for the TIm .. Deli,er<d in 0,1""",. O"",h, 
July 27,1856 (pamphlet; San Francisco: N.p.,1856). On Scott, se~ CliffordM. 
Drury's aptly subtitled work, William Anderson Scott: "No OrdfJidry Mall" (Glen. dale, Calif.: Arthur H. Clark, 1967). 

140. John G. Nicolay and John H.y, ed •• , Complete Works of AbT4ham Lincol. u.. 
vised edition, 12 vols.; New York: Lamb PubliShing Co. f1905J), vol. 1. pp. 35.50. 
The quotations are from Pp. 35 and 37. In his address Lincoln dW(llled up~n.the 
ubiquity of "mob law" in the 1830's and specifically cited the Mississippi VIgilante 
actions in 1835 in Madison and Hindti Counties and Vicksburg as well as a case of 
lynch law in St. LOUis, Mo., Ibid., pp. 38-39. 

141. See, for example, James TruSlow Adams "Our Lawless Heritage," Atlantic 
M:ontllly, vol. XLII (1928), pp. 732-740: , 

142. Th.e follOWing list was gained from a survey of 17ze New York Times Index. and 
the. two leading periodical indexes Readers' GUide to Periodical Literature and SOCi~1 &lences and Humanities Index (formerly International Index to Periodi. cals),. from 1961 to the present. 

143. U.S. Ne", & World Report, July 13,1964, pp. 62-64. New York TImes, M.y 27. 
July 2.8, 1964, passim; M.,. 11, 1966, p. 36, c. 3. The ""ani'060n lo.ok Us name 
fr?m the Ma~cabee., a family of Jewish patriots Who led a religious revolt In the , 
J:(';lgn of Antiochus IV, 175-164 B.C. Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (2d edl' 
tion; Springfield, Mass.: G. & C. Merriam (19491) p.503. 

144. N~w York Times, June 26, 1966, p. 75, c. 4. ' 

145. Ib~d., D"".14, 1964, p. 1, c. I, p. 19,0.14; Dec. 15,1964, p, 45, c. 5.7. 
146_ Ib~d., Dec. 14, 1964, p.l, c.1;·p. 19, c. 1-4. 
147. Ib~d., Dec. 10, 1964, p. 1, c. 1; p. 26, c. 3. 
14B. Ib~d., Mar. 30, 1965, p. 33, c. 3; Apr. 2, 1965, p. 37, c. 1. 
149. ibid., Apr. 2, 1965, p. 31, c. 2.3; Ap,. 14, 1965, p. 45, c. ~" . . 
ISO. New YO~k Times, ¥ay 24,1965, p. I, c. 4; Aug. 15,1965,'01. VI, pp.1()'11 if., 

and passzm 111 1965 and 1966. Newsweek, Aug. 2, 1965, pp. 28-29; May 2, 1966, 
Pp . .20-~1. F.lo~d McKiSSick stated in 1965 that other Negro self-protection or- .. ?~ations SImilar to the Deacons had been founded in the South. SUch an organ
IZation (.~hich maY?t may not have been a qhapter of the Deacons-the author 
Used fiChous names m oder to protect his Negro Sources) is treated in Harold A. 
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d'ron . " . V'gilante Tra t I li Organization, The Amencan I f Infonnal Po ce 

.. . A Case Study 0 an 47 
Nelson, "The Defendersy 1967-68), pp. 127-1 . 
Social Proble.ms, vol; 1l~ 1966, p. 36, c. 3. 

151 New York Times, M i7 1967, p. 50, c. 1-
152: New York P~SI'; ~;.,. 4, 1967, p. 56, c. 1-2. 23, c. 1.7; sept 
153. N~w Yorke~~f967, pp. 34-35. 25, c. 2-3; June 24,1968, p. 
154. Time~u~ Times Apr. 27, 1968, fi 1968, p. 23, c. 1. 
155. New or VI' 30 ff.; Nov. ,. 41 c 1-3. 

29,1968, vol. 1'9~7 p. 33, c.1-5. V) July 11, 1968, p. ,. 
156 Ibid., Oct. 27, rt'News-Hampton, a·

3
, 5 

157: Daily Press (~e\~P~ePt. 3, 1968, p. 40, c. - • 
158. New York Time1968, vol. I. p. 67, c.l. 
159. Ibid., Sept. 1

2
5
9

, 1968 vol. VI, p. 31. 
160 Ibid. Sept. ." , 

. , 'H 
161. Ibid. I 13,1968, vol.l, p. 54, c •• - • . . Re-
162. Ib~d., Oc • 11 1968, p. 41, Q. 7. . in 0 Free SOCiety: A 0 

::!: ~;~:: r:: 8, i969, p. 40: ~i~i4. TI", ClloneTnf~~'::' and Ad~i;~~tra.on if 
165. Parade, M.y 7, l~:~;,i~ammi"ion an ,L:!ting Office, 1967~!; may hove 0,," 4 

port by the P~esl ". U.S. Govemm~m killed. An excep 3 1968, p. 40, c. , 
Justice (Washmgton' f ' "'le 1960's have not vork Times, Sept. .' n were miles 

I vimlantes 0 I.l, 8 TlI1eNew.I 1 the tenslO ed 166. In genera, I:>" d' Jdy 196 • " killed during ilitants] occun 
cuned in Clev~lan 1 m,,~o of the N('rgroes olice and Negro m . 
reported that m Ju y n battles [bUtwee~ p " . m' The Anti-
away from where t~eh~e vigilantes are a~v;'''Related to Yigilantis . 
and in areas where w. • this paper,enti e 21 1969, p. 50, 

67 See the section, abovet ~~ , See also ibid., Feb'
rt 

d like Bake~, to 
1 • Horse Thief Movemen. 1969, p. 4'J, c.l. H"lem w" 'Cpo e '; ~I org""",e 
168. New York Times'ian~t~~ Basil A. Pi\t~:son"~at Harlem reSl?ent~p~t~ combat a 

c 2 where State en . 1 tive comr'luhee . s took drastic s h'av~ warned a State le~s; enforceItlent agenc~~y." 
'gilante groups unless a . ing th(l commuDl 

VI 'd to be terronz crime wave sat 
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Appendix, 

THE AMERICAN 
VIGILANTE MOVEMENTS 

Note: Being the product of several years of research, the following list 
attempts to be reasonably complete. It is probably beyond the power of one 
man to produce a definitive list of American vigilante movements. It is 
hoped, however, that few--if any-of the major mov~ments have been omitted 
from the following list. Only movements which took the law into theilown 
hands in an extralegal way are included. Movements whose purpose was not 
essentially the usurpation of law enforcement (e.g., the antislavery vigilance 
committees of the North before the Civil War, the North/Carolina Regulators 
of the late colonial period) are omitted. This is a listing, then, of vigilante 
movements in the classic sense of the term. 

Key to Symbols for Type of Movement 

L _ Large movement or o~e of particular importance. 
M _ Medium size movement or one of medium significance. 
S _ Small movement or one that cannot otherwise be cate

goriied becau~ of lack of M~uate information. " 

Number 
of 

victims 
killed Place and movement Type 

Alabama: 
Chambers and Raildolph Counties-

Slickers . • • . . . " • • • . . • •. M 
CherokeeCounty~Slickers. . . . ., M 
Madison and Jackson counties-

Slickers . • • . • . • • . . . ., . ., L 
Greensboro'Ugh - Vigilance Com~ !:i' 

mittee. . . • . . • • • . . • . . • 1,:: ~~,M 
Montgomery'-':Regulating Horn .,. M 
Tuscaloosa-Vigilance Committee .. ' M 

-:' ~ \., 

Arizona: 
Holbrook-Vigilantes ..... , . .. S 
Phoeni,x-Vigilantes, Law and ') 

Order Committee.: ,'. '. . . •• M 
Globe-Vigilantes .;~ • • • • • 'f . ., S 
st. John-Vigilantes,.", .•••.. \; •• , ,~ 
Tombstone-Law & Order, . :.,,'~~ 
c Vigilantes.' ••• •·• " •••.•• 
Tucson":Vigilantes

C 

•••••••••• , M 

Dates 

'1830's 
1830's 

183()"35 ',' 

1830's 
ca. 183:5 
1835 

1885 

1873, 1879~' 
1882 Ii 
1879 A 

1881,1884 
1873 

"0 

'" 

3 
1 
2 , 

1 
4 

Number 
of members 
in movement 

500-600 

Q' 
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------~---------------.---,--------r_--~~~-~ History I 

Place and movement 
NUmber 

of 
victim:; 
killed 

Arkansas: 

Cane Hill, WaShington-Committee 
0[36 .............. . 

C&J:Iollton and Carroll COunty_ 
RegUlators , .........•. , 

Little R oCk-fRegula tors} .•.•.. 
Randolph CoUntY-Regulators .. , , 

Califorma: 

Bakersfield -Vigilantes . . . . 
BOdie-601 ..... , . , ...... . 
Columbia_ Vigilance Committee, .. 
Eureka_ Vigilance Committee .... 
Grass VaIley_ Vigilance Committee. 
Hanford_ Vigilance Committee, 

TYpe Dates 

L 1839 

S 1836 
S 1835 
S 1897 

L 1897-7 M 1881 
M 1851-58 
M 1853 
M 1851-57 Regulators ....•........ 

Jackson-Vigilantes ......... . Los Angeles: 

Vigilance Committee .... II • , 

Vigilan tes. . . . . • . . .' . . . • . 

M 1880,1884 L 1853-55 

Vigilance Committee . .... ' .. 
Mariposa_ Vigilance Committee .•. 

L 1852-58 
L 1863 M 1870 

M 1854 
M 

5 
1 
4 
2 
1 

10 

8 
7 
1 
2 

4 

Number 
of members 

in movement 

400 

200 

500 
MarysV.ille_ Vigilance Committee . . 
MOdesto area-Regulators .... , . 
MOkelumne IIill-Vigilance 

Committee ........... " 
l\f(jnterey_ Vigilance Committee .. " 
MUd SPrings_ Vigilantes ...•. , " 
Natchez_ Vigilance COmmittee .... 
Natividad, Monterey Co

unty
_ , 

M 1851-58 
1879 3 

Vigilance Committee . . . . . . . 
Nevada City-Vigilance Committee, 
l\fewton-Vigilantes ......... . 
°Phir_ Vigilan<;e Committee .... . 
Sacramento-Vigilance Committee . 
San Diego_ Vigilantes ....'.... San Francisco: ' 

Regulators . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Law & Order ........... . 
Vigilance Committee ...... . 
Vigilance Committee ...... . 

San Jose-Vigilance Committee .. . 
San Juan_ Vigilantes " ...... . 
San Louis ObisPo-Vigilance Com_ 

M 1852-56 M 1851,1856 M 1851-53 S 1851 ff. 

M 1854 
S 1851 M 1851-52 S 1851 

L 1851-53 M 1852 

L 1849 
L 1849 L 1851 
L 1856 M 1851-54 M 

1867,1877 mittee .•. , ... , ... , . , , . 
Santa Clara-Vigilance Committee, . Santa Cruz: 

Vigilance Committee , . . . . , . 

M 1858 

Vigilantes ............. . 
Shasta_ Vigilance Committee . . . . 
Sonora-Vigilance Committee . . '. 
Stanislaus COUntY-Regulators ... . 
StOCkton-Vigilance Committee . . . 
Truckee_601 .......•...... 
TUlare CountY-Vigilance Com_ 

mittee .......... , .... . 

S 

L 
S 
S 
M 
S 
M 
M 

S 

1851 

.1.852-53 
18n 
1851 
1851,1854 
1880's 
1851 
1874 

1873-74 

o 

1 
5 
4 

1 
1 
1 

1 
2 

4 
4 
1 
3 

ca. 4 

11 
2 

3 

213 

100 
400 
500 

6,000-8,000 

175 
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Place and movement 

ti ued Ca1ifornia-C~n, n Committee •... VI'salia-VIgilance .... 
' V'gilantes., .. 

Watson,;lle- ~ 'lance Committee, 
Weavemlle-V Igt • • • • • • 
Willits-Vigilantes .• , , . 

Colorado: V' 'Ian tes ,... Alamosa- 19l 

er) -Vigilantes Arkansas Valley (upp .... 
CanOn City-Vigilantes, . , .•... 

V'gilantes ..... Del Norte- I 

Denver: , ... 
Vigilan tes. . , . . . . . . . .. 
Vigilan tes. , : . . . f' S'afety 

Durango V'gilantes . . . . -CommIttee 0 , • 

Elbert Count
yy' '~antes ..•.••. 

Georgetown_ 19t • • • 
Golden-Vigilantes . . . . . . . . v, il tes ... Leadville- Ig an . 'ttee ... . 
Meeker-Vigilance Comm! ..... . 
Ouray-Vigilantes ... '. . ..•. 
Pueblo-Vigilantes c~~~ittee ... 
Silverton-VilW.an~e tective Associ~
Rocky Mountam e , Denver WIth 

tion (headquarters In, and Great 
' 'Mountam operations In , ••• , 

Plains States). . . . . • . 

Florida: Regulators .... 
Columbia cou~tY=R~gUlators ..• : 
Hernando Cou Rty gulators .. , .. 
Leon County- e a lor, and 
Madison, Suwanee,! ~Regulators . H ilton Counties 

am S to County-Pine Level, De 0 • , • • •• • • 
Vigilantes .. , . . . ., ... 

Sarasota-Vlgl .' "lantes ... 

Georgia: 'll Prison Camp-
Andersonvl e , . • . . 

Regulators .. d Carrollton-
Carroll County an . . . . . 

Regulators ·';~Sii~keIs .... c" : 
Northern Geor~ Rpgulators .•. Southern Georgta- '" 

'ttee , ... Idaho: V' 'la~ceCo.mnll. ittee .. 
Boise- 19l ", 'lance Comm 
Idaho City-Y~bce'committee .•. 
Lewiston-Vlgl V'gilance Com- . 

Valley- I •.•• Payette. .•. . . .. ittee 
mittee: • . vigilance Comm Sahnon Rlver-

Dates 

1865,1872 
1856,1870 
1852 
1879 

Late 1870'5-
early 1880's 

1870's 
1888 , 
Late 1870 s~ 
early 1880 s 

1859-61 
1868 
1881 2 

1899-190 ca. 
1877 
1879 
1879 

·1887 

1884 872 
1864-68,1 . 
1881 

1866 
65 . 

18 64 1871 1862- , . 
») 

1864,1874' 
1862 

40 

600-800 
90-100 

300 

100-150 

t. 
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Number 
NUmber 

Place and movement 
Type 

Dates of 
ofmembers victims 

killed in movement 

Illinois: 

CarlYle-Regulators .....•...• 

S 1882-23 
Clay County-Regulators .•.•••. 

M 
Early 1820's 

3 
1 00· ISO 

Edgar County-Vigilance Committee 

S 1830's 
Gallatin CountY-Vigilantes, ..•. 

M ca. 1842 
Grafton area, Jersey Co

unty
_ 

[Vigilantes 1 ............. 
M 1866 

5 

Morgan and Scott Co Un ties_ 
Regulators ........•.... 

L 1821-30 
(?) 

Northern Illinois (Ogle, Winnebago, 
DeKalb, Lee, MCHenry, and 
Boone COUntieS)-Regulators .. 

L 1841 
2 ca. 1,000 

Pope CountY-Regulators . ...... 

M 1831 
SOutllern IllinOis (Pope, Mass

ac
, and 

JOhnSon CountieS)-ReJ!Ulators . 
L 1846-49 

ca. 20 500 

Illinois ill general-Regulat~rs .•. 

L 
1816-17 ff. 

Indiana: 

HarriSOn and CraWford COunt:ies __ 
RegUlators . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

S 1818 
.Newton CountY-Rangexs ...... 

S 
ca. 1858 

Northern Indiana (LaGrange & 

NOble COUnties)-Regulators ... 
L 1858 

1 2,000 

Montgomery CoUntY-horse!h.ief 
detection SOCiety . . . . . . . . . 

M 
ca. 1840's-60's 

Noble CoUntY-Regulators ...•.. 

S 1889 
Polk TOWnship, Monroe Co

unty
_ 

Regulators ............. 

!If ca. 1850's 
2 

SeymOur-Vigilance Committee ... 

L 
1867-68 

12 

Vincennes-Regulators . . . . . . . . 

S 
ca. 1820's 

Warren and Benton COunties_ 
Vigilan tes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

S 1819 
White River (BlUffs area)_ 

Regulators . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

S 
1819 

Incfiana in general 
••• c ••••••• 

L 
1820'S-30's 

Iowa: 

I' 
Bellevue-RegUlators . . . . . . . . . 

L 
1840 

ca. 6 

Benton CountY-RegUlators ..... 

S 
1848 

Burlington-Vigilantes ........ 

S 
1830's 

Cedar COunty: 

Vigilantes . ............. 

S 
1840-41 

Vigilan tes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

M 18S7 
3 

Camanche and DeWitt-Regulators . 

M 
ca. 1840'S-50's 

DUbuque-Miners' COUrt 

M 1834 
1 

Eldora-mutUal protectio~ ;~i~~: .-

S 
1857-58 

Emeline_ Vigilantes . ......... 

S 
1857 

Fremont CoUntY-Vigilantes .... 

Ai 
1866-69 

Rardin CountY-Vigilance Society .. 

Ai 
1884-85 

2 

Iowa City_ Vigilance Committee .. 

M 1844 
1 

IOwa CitY-COmmittee of 100 

Ai 1858 
1 

Iron HiIl, JaCkSon Co
unty

_ .... 
Vigilal}ce Committee 

L 1857 
2 

300.40 

KeokUk County_ Vigilanc~ C~~: .. 

" 

mittee ...........•.... 

": 

S 
1857-58 

;, 

llistory I 

o 

--~---.. -~", 

M cmcnts . V'gilante ov ____ ,-_,_ The Amencan I 

Place and movement Type 

flied M Iowa-Con ill V'gilantes ..••.•• 
' Linn Countyc.dzens Association 

Linn Grove- I Cedar Linn, M 
(including Jones, ties) ' ..•••• 

d Jackson Coun . .• S 
an "1 tes , ..• McGregor-Vlgt an .. 

Monroe County: .ttee ..... 
Vigilance Com~ e 
V· 'lance CommItte '" •• 

Igt !l •••• 
Polk CountY-:-Rang~~ ~[Vigilantesl 
Pottawattomle CO~li~on Counties
Scott, Cedar, and .•..•. ~ • 

Vigilantes ... t . ti~e Associa.-
Story County-Pro ec ••• ' •••• 
' tiOIl •.•.... y:gilance 
Van Buren County- 1 _ •••••• 

Committee •.•...• 

M 
M 
S 
M 

L 

M 

S 

S Kansas: t Vigilantes ••.. L 
Atchison Coun ~i . antes ...•.• 
Butler County- ~. 'lance 

' Chevenne County- 19. ••••.. S 
Committe,. . . . . . . M 

Dodge City: • . . . . .• s V'gil tes ., ••• 
I an . • ·Uee....... M 

Vigilance ~?m: Committee. .. S Ellswo~th-Vl.gl.lan ce Committee .• S 
Hays Clty-":l~an CommiUee ••. 
Indianola--, Vlgilll'!~!tance Com
Labette COuntY-Vlgll '. • .•.•. 

·ttee. . . . . . • . .. . .... 
nu V' 'lantes . . • _ 

Manhattan- 19t Vjgilantes •.... 
Medicine Lodge.-. antes •..•..• 
Mound Cit~-:-Vlgd Committee .•.. 
Neosho-Vlgll~n.ce tes ...•.•.. 
RiSing Sun-Y'~gilan Committee ... 
Sheridan-Vlgilanc~. 'lantes] ..•. 
Sumner County-[lgl ..•.•.. 
Topeka-Vigilantes .. , ...•.. 

V' 'lantes .• 
Wellington- 19t lice force ..... 

s 
S 
S 
S 
M 
S 
S 
S 
S 
M 
M Wichita-secret po " 

1
, t cky' , Todd, and L ,-en u.: Muhlenberg, IatorS. • 

Chnstian! Counties-Regu River-
Hopkins L'ttle Barren M 

Green River and. 1 . M 

Regulators -Regulator~ ... 
Henderson COHuntdYerson Counties-. S k· and en, •.. 
Hop IDS • • •• •• and 

RegUlators .. 'dison, Boyle, 
Marion Mercer, M.a Regulators .. 

Lin~oln countle~Regulators •. 
Mu, hlenberg Colun tt

o
Y
rs 

.', .• , •... 
h Regu a " , , • 

Paduca::- Regulators..... .• 
Russellville- Regulators ••.. Union County-

Dates 

1840 ff. 

ca. 1838-39 
1858 

1886 
1883 
1848 
1853-65 

1857 

Late 1860lls 

1848 

1877 
1870-71 

1888 

1873 
1883 
1873. 
1868 
1862 

\ 1866 , 
Late 1860 s 

1884 860's 
Late 1 , 

1850-60 s 
ca. 860's Late 1 
J,1868 
'1876

1860
,S 

Late 
1874 
1874 

1845 

1790's 
ca. 1816-17 

H~2o-22 

1 

1 
1 

4 

4 

8 

4 
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Number 
of members 

in mov~ment 

60-300 

200 

798 

{; 

, i 

(J 
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Plac.e and movement Type 

Kentucky-Continued 
Wel1tem Kentucky-Regulators 0 0 0 M 
Kentucky in general-Regulators 0 0 M 

Louisiana: 
Abheville-Regulators 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S 
Atlanta, Montgomery, and Winn-

field-Vigilantes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 L 
Attakapas-Vigilance Committee 

(parishes of Lafayette, Ca1casieu, 
St. Martin, Vermillion, and St. 
Landry) 0 0 , •• , • , • , 0 •• 0 

Cameron-Regulators, . , , , • 0 • 0 

New Orleans: 
Vigilanc~ Committee , . , , , . , 
Vigilan'te.s ,...,"'.,',. 

Vermillion Parish-Vigilantes, , , , 0 

Minnesota: 
Balsam Lake-people's court, , , , . 
Duluth-Vigilance Committee, . , , 

Mississippi: 

L 
S 

S 
L 
L 

S 
S 

Madison and Hinds Counties
Regulators and Committees of 
Safety, , , , , , , , , .•. , , " L 

Natchez-Vigilance Com!pJttee, , ,. S 
Northern MissisSippi-Slickers, , . 0 L 
Northeast Mississippi-Regulators" L 
Vicksburg-Vigilance Committee 0, L 

MiSSOuri: 
Benton and Hickory Counties-

Slickers, , , , , , 0 , , , , 0 0 , • 

Camden CountY-Slickers 0 0 , 0 , .. 

Christian and Taney Counties-
Bald Knopbars '0, 0 , 0 , , • 0 

Clark COIlnt'i-Yigilantes. , , , , , 0 

Greene County-Regulators , , , , 0 

Hickory County-Vigilance 
Committee, , , , , , , 0 0 , , , , 

Lees Summit-Vigilance Committee 
Lincoln CountY-Slickers, • , 0 , , : 

St, Louis-Regulators, . , , . , , , . 
Saline County ..,.Honest Men's League 
Vern?~ CotmtY-Marmaton League, 

VIgilance Committee 
Warr~n~burg and Johnson'Co~;~~ , 

VIgilance Committee , . , , ; , , 

Montana~ 

L 
S 

L 
S, 
L 

M 
S 
S 
S 
S 

S 

L 

Bannack and Virginia City-
Vigilan tes, , , , , , , , , , , , ., L 

Helena-Vigilance Committee L 
Miles City -Vigilantes, , , , , : : :: M 

Dates 

1798 
ca. 1810-30 

1890's 

1872 

1859 
1874 

1858 
1891 
1872-73 

ca,1870's 
1869 

1835 
1835 
1830's 
ca, 1865-66 
1835 

1842 
1836 ff. 

188~-87 
1840's-50's 
1866 

Late 1860's 
Late 1860's 
1843-45 
1315 
1866 

ca, 1866, 1867 

1867 

1863-65 
1864-85 
1883 

HistOl), I 

Number 
of Number 

victims of membe15 
killed in mm'ement 

11 

1 

11 
12 

1 ' 

21 

3 

3 

3 

2 

10 

30 
10 
1 

4000 

61 

ca,900 

280 

400 

108 

. V'oilante Movements 
The Amencan 1.,., 

--' Place and movement 

Montana-Continued Montana 
Northern and E.astern nand 

(Judith, M~sselshe as)-Vigilantes 
Missouri River are , • • 

Rangers. , . , 
Sun River area- V'gilantes ••• 
Montana in gener.ai- 1 

Nebraska: Claim Club, . • , . • ' 
CassCounty- Regulators .• '.'· 
Colfax County- t 1 ' • ' • , 'lan eSI .••. 

L 
M 
L 

Columbus-tvigt p le's Court. . ' , 

M 
S 
S 
S 
M 
S 

Dixon County- :o~ators ' , ..•• 
Fremont ar~-RA ~i-layhawk League 
NebraskaCity- . Anti-layhawk S 
Nemaha Co~ty- , . . , ," • 

Society Rwer ,.,. 'LIoit and 
" (Brown, ~ , 

DateS 

1884 84 
ca 18'1(} 
d.. 1862-84 

1854-57 
1863 
1867 
1870 
1856 rr'860'S 
EarlY 1 

1&61 

Niobrara reglon ties)-
neighboring coun , ' , . • 0 • 

Vigilantes "..'. , • • • ' 
V 'M1 tes ' ' • 

Omaba- iouan '~ators ...• ' 

L 
M 
M 

1883-84 
1856-60 
1864 

Pawnee County-Reg 
Richardson County: , , ' • ' . 

Vigilantes ,.,':.' . ' 0 • 

Anti-layhawk Society. " " " . . 

Sidney - Vigilante~, . A~ tl-l ayhawk 
Southeast Nebr3s a- . , ' . • ' 

Societies ' .. ~ Vi~~tes ' . ' " 
Western Nebraska) in general-
Nebraska (Eastern • ' • . • ' 

Claim Clubs • • . . 

1858 
1861 
1875-81 

1861-63 
1875 ff, 

M 1850'S 

'35 

25 

4 

1 
1 

Nevada: " s Protection Com- L 
Aurora-C1w,en , ' ..• ' .' S 

1864 
1867,1874 

mittee ... , 0 • C· oOmmittee .•. 
V' "'1"nCe '...;1 nce Belmont- l&"-'d Genoa-V1& .. a S 

Carson Valley an ..• ' ' . ' ' 
Committee , , . ' ' S 

1855,1860, 
1875 

m 
v'gi1antes • ' . ' ' . ' 

CheIIY Creek - ~ite Pine m~1} .' S 1869 
1873 

6 
2 
3 

1 

2 

Egan Canyon (W tion SOCIety , 
district)-l'rotec. . . ' . ' . '\ 

Eureka-601 ' .. ' ••.. ' . , .. "\ 
HamUto~-Vi~an!~y:"601 .•• ' ' 

M 
S ('0 1860's-
S Late 870's 

Hiko, LUlcoln 0 • 1 . ' 
V

'gilantes ...... , " 
pioche- 1,. V'gilantes ,',' 

Clty- 1 , ' ' Treasure v'gilantes ... 
ValleY- 1 'gilantes . 0 

Truckee, 601 and VI 'ttee 0 

Virginia Clty-Vi '1ance Contntl 
WinnentUCca- tgt 

New MexiCO: . _Vigilantes, 0 •• _ .' ' 

Albuquerque _VigUanceCont .' 
Colfax County , . ' ' . , ' • . . ' 

'·tee .. ' , .. 
fO;1~ V· 'gil' . ant.es . ' •.• 

Demtng- .1 

';·~~~r~, 
.,~- ;;, 

earlY 1 

S 1871 

S ('1) 
1858 S 1860'5-81 

M 18'1'1 S 

4 

1 

2 

171 

25-40 

250 

200 

400 
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J>lace and movement TYpe 

New MeXico-Continued 

Farmington and San Juan River 

Date 

area-Vigilance Committee .... 
Las VegaS-Vigilantes •......•• 
LinCOln CountY-Regulators •.••. 
Los I.unas_ Vigilance Committee . . 
Raton_ Vigilantes ..•... ~ .... 

M 1880-81 
L 1880·82 
M 1878 
S 1880's Rin Con - Vigilantes • . . . . • . . . . 

San MigUel-Vigilantes .••...•. 
Socorro_ Vigilantes . . • • . . . . . . 

M 
S 1881-82 

1881 
S 1882 

North Dakota: 

Little Missouri River area-Vigilantes 

L 1880-84 

Ohio:, M 1884 

Ashland COuntY-Black Canes ..•. 
Cincinnati - Vigilan tes. . . . . . • . . 
Cleveland_ Vigilance Committee '. 
Logan-Regulators ...•...... 
WOod CoUntY-Regulators .....• 

111 
L 1825-33 

1884 
S 1860 
M 1845 
S 1837-38 

Oklahoma: 

Beaver County-Vigilance Com_ 

mittee •.......•.••.. " M 
Choctaw COunty_ Vigilantes ..• '. S 
Creek Nation _ Vigilance Committee. L 1887 

1873 
1888 
ca,1901 

OkmUlge
e

_ Vigilance Committee '. S 
South CarOlina: 

BJack COuntry (upper Coastal Plain 
and lOwer Piedmont area)_ 
Regulators .........•... 

South Dakota: 

Jerauld County-Vigilantes ..... 
Northern Black HilIs (DeadWOOd, 

Spearfish, Sturgis and vicinity)_ 
Vigilantes ....•...... •. 

Pierr.e_ Vigilance COmmittee. . . . • 
. Rapid City and vicinitY-Vigilantes . 

Tennessee: 

L 1767-69 

S 1882 

L 1877-79 M 1880 
L 1877-78 

S 
ca. 1798 S 

KnoxvilIe ViCinity -Regulators. . •. 
R1ll?dol

p
h and COvington-RegUlators 

SeVJer County-White Caps. . • • . . 
Stewart COUntY-Regulators ..... 

Texas: L 1830's 
1892-97 

AtaSCosa and Wilson COUnties"':' 
Citizens COmmittee. .'. • . . . . 

Ben CountY-Vigilance Committee . 
Blanco CountY-Vigilance Committee 
BlOSSom Prairie, Lamar CO

Ul1ty
_ 

Vigilante Committee 
Bosque COunty_ Vigilant~." ." : :." : 

S 

S 
M 
S 

S 
M 

1818 

1875 
1866,1874 
1870'S-80's 

1877 
1860,1870 

4 

9 

S 
1 
4 

16 

Number 
of 

victims 
killed 

6 

liisto.ryJ 

Number 
of members 

in movement 

"Ii I~"_ 

3 

1 
6 

100 

ca. 5,000-6,000 

12-15 

, V' 'lante Movements The Amencan 19I 

Place and mqvement 

Texas-Continued M' ute Men and 
Burnet County- m • • • • • • 

Mob ••• , •• Vi'gil' a~~e Com-
Callahan County - I •••••• 

mittee. . . . . . • • • . • •• 

ClarkSyjlle-Regu~~t~~~~e 'C~~~ittee 
Coma! County- 19l Vi 'lantes •••• 
Comanche ~o'U~@an~e Com-
Corpus Chnsh- 1 • • • • • • • 

mittee.: : •. , Vi :lant~s ... 
Corpus Chnstt area,-, gt • • • • 
Coryell County-Vigilantes . 

s 
s 
S 
L 

s 
S 
L 

M 
S 
S 
M 
S 
M 

L 

S 
S 
S 
L 
L 
S 

Date 

1869-1870's 

1870's-80:5 
1830's-40 s 
1870's-80's 
1872-86 

1860 
1874-75 
1861-83. 

1893-94 
1875 
1863,1867 

1873 
1887 , 
1870's-80 s. 
1872 
1850's 
1858 

1860-62 , 
1870's-80 s 
1850's , 
1870's or 80 s 
1873-78 

1876-83 

1860's-70's 

1867-68 
1875 ff. 

1875 

1856 

1859 
1875 
1849 
1857-65 
1880-96 
1899 

ca. lO 

9 

3 

6 

2 
3 

13 

1 

3· 

5 

ca. 17 
ca. 25 

Ii ' 
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37 
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ca. 200 
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ca. 70 
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Date Number 

Texas-Contin :::::~ ______ i-__ -t __________ ~~~~:.O~f:m:em:b~e~ 
Shelby cou~';' m movem .. t 

SPringtown_~~egu1ators .... 
Sulphur S· . . . . . 

Place and mO'lement Type 

L 
M 
S 
S 

1840-44 
1872 
1879 
1850's 

10 
6 

Sarrant C pnngs-Vigilan~s' .... . 
Trinity County-RegUlators . ... . 

ounty-L .. . 
League aw and Order .. 

Van Zandte' ... ... . 
Wilbarger Coo unty - yigilant~s' . . , 

mittee .. unty-Vlgilance C~~: ' 
Waco-ant'h ..... . 

W 
' I orser·' f ..... nghtsbo . me associati" ... 

ro-Minute C on .. 
Utah: ompany' ... 

Promo t n ory-Vi ita " g nee Com "t 
VIrginia" ffi1 tee 

Norfolk-[ vigil 
Richmond- [viagil?ce committee J ance co " ... 

. Wash' mmIttee] 
tngton: .. 

NewD ungeness-V" " 
" mittee. 19i1ance Com-

PIerce Cou ...... . 
Pullman a ~ty-Vigilanc~ C~ .. : .. 
Seattle VI! Colfax-Viail mm.Hee 

W 
- Igilanc C t:>' antes 

a1la Walla- ,~ ommittee ... 
Union Gap (t~lgilance Committe' .. 

Vigilantes. e~ Yakima City)-e .. 

Wisconsin: . . . . . . . . . . 

Prairie du Chi Wy' en- [Regulators] 
OIDIng: ... 

Bear R" Iver Cit " " Cambria-V' "y-VIgilance C " 
Casper V' 19i1antes ommlttee 

- I il ... 
Cheyenne g ance Committ~ . . . . . 

M 
S 

M 
S 
S 

S 

M 
M 

s 
s 
M 
L 
L 

s 

s 

M 
S 
S 

ca. 1904 
1876 

1882 
1872 
1877 

1869 

1834 
1834 

1864 
1856 
1890's 
1882 
1864-66 

ca. 1885 

1850's 

1868 
1890's 
1902 

ca. 4 

ca. 3 
3 

ca. 5 

3 

1 

500 

ca. 24 
Vigila and Laramie C e,... 

John ntes... ounty-
son County ..... . ~""mie-Vigil -Regula to" '" • L 18 

aWlins_Viailance Committee' .. , L 1 68-69 16 ___ ~ _ ""tes • • • L 892 ca 200 
Not., In • • • . • • • • • • M 1868 ~ 50 vi;~:lently omitted f 1878, 1881 ~ 300.500 

and ha; ~~vement of ;~~ ~~ ,a~ove list w~a:s:t:he:::-s..L~~--l..--- -
e, killed 8 ' members. IC was Lin typ ~nta Barbara (Calif) or more men, 

Chapter 6 

VIOLENCE IN AMERICAN 
LITERATURE AND FOLK. LORE 

By Kenneth Lynn* 

Recurring themes of violence in American Iiteratute and folk lore bear ~!ness to the continuing violence of A.merican life. The cruel practical 
Jokes ana bloodthirsty tall tales of frontier humorists tell us a .. g

ood 
deal :~out ~ha! it waslike to live on the cutting edge ofa wilderness. The burn-

g Cllles oflgna\lUs Donnelly's Caesa,'s Column. Jack London's The Iron 
Heel, and other social novels of the tum of the century reflect in their flames ~ revolu!i~nary discontent of farmers and industria! workers ill the 1890's. 
w

ark 
T,wam s pw;/d 'nhead Wilson, MelVille's "Benito Cere

n 
0," and Richard 

h

n.ght sNative Son measuret .he racial animosities with which black and 
waA . . f S mencan

s 
have been struggling since the 17th century· Thll war novels 

o . tephen Crane, and of Hemingway and DOS Passos, register the central ex-

th American Ii!erature and folk lore have great significance, therefore, for all penence of life "in our time." h~se who are mterested in ~ violentre,lities of our soci~ty. The trouble, 
wever, With the way m which these matenals have been used by hlston

aUS

, 
sociologists, anthropologists, and psychiatrist' is that literature has been as
sumea. to be nothing leSS (or more) than a mirror image of life. The effects ~f £ictsona! conventions on representations of reality have been ignored, as . 

ave the needs of authors and audiences alike for the pleasures of hyperboliC 
<;taggeration. Furthermore, by extrapolating violent incidents out of their 
literary contexts, social scientists have not talren into account either the mit> 
gating dreams of peace which are threaded through the very bloodiest of our 
novels and stories, or the comic juxtapositionS which take the curse off many 
of the most unpleasant episodes that the American imagination has ever 

The false impressions created by social scientists have bee.reinforced by 
certain literary critics whO have used their judgments of American literature 
as a basis for making larger judgments about American society· The errors 
of these critics have not proceeded out of any lack of li\l>rary S\lbUe\y, but 

recorded, 

'K,nn,th Lyn" is professor of "med'''" studies at tne neW Fed"''' City CDne~,;n ... 
W .. hlngton, D.C. ,,",viouslY, f,om 1943 tluOugb 1968, be bad ,tu!\"d "m

enoan 

c.viIi· 
"tiDn and taught English lite"tUfC at Harvard Volvo",ty. I~ t1" fMl of 1969 p,of'~O' 
Lynn will iDin tbe department of bisto'Y at tbe 10bO

s 
HDptdn' U", .. ",IY. !liS pubti-

"tiDnS include The Dr"" of Succ'" (Boston: Little, Brown, 1960). 
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rather out of their wish to be recognized as cultural messiah~. The'messianic 
strain in modern literary criticism has been in any case very strong, embracing 
such diverse commentators as T. S. Eliot, Northrop Frye, F. R. Leavis, and 
Marshall McLl~han, but it has been particularly strong among commentators 
on American literature. From D. H. Lawrence in the 1920's to Leslie Fiedler 
in the 1960's the desire of literary critics to lead a revolution in American 
values has been continuing and powerful, and this desire has led them to in
sist that violence is the dominant theme of American literature, that Ameri
can literature is more violent than other literatures, and that the violence of 
our literature has become more deadly with the passage of time. For the 
first stage in a revolution is to prove its necessity, and what better evidence 
could be offered as proof of the sickness of histOric American values than 
the unique and obsessive concern of our literary artists with themes of blood 
and pain? To the messianic critics, the indictment of American books has 
opened the way to the conviction of American society. 

The question of American literary violence thus needs reexamination. By 
looking closely at certain representative examples, from the humor of the 
Old Southwest to the tragic novels of our own time, we may be able to meas
ure more accurately than heretofore both the extent and the significance of 
violence in American literature and folk lore, . 

When we consider the humorists of the region between the Alleghenies and 
the Mississippi River, which in the 1830's and 1840's was known as the Amer
ican Southwest, we are immediately struck by the theoretical possibility that 
the literature of violence in America has been written by losers-by citizens 
who have found thr.ir political, social, or cultural position threatened by the 
Upward surge of another, and very different, group of Americans, For the 
Southwestern humorists were professional men-doctors, lawyers, and news
papermen, for Ute most part-who were allied on the local level with the big 
plantation owners and who supported on the national level the banker
oriented ,Whig party of Daniel Webster and Henry Clay; and what bound 
these wnters together as a literary movement what furnished the primary 
animus behind their Violently aggressive hum~r was their fear and hatred 
of Jacksonian democracy, Longstreet, Thomp;on, Kennedy, Noland, Pike, ' 
Cobb, Thorpe, BaldWin, Hooper: all the best known humorists of the Old 
S,outh,west w~re agreed that Andrew J acksonism stood for a tyrannical ria
tIo~~sm ~hich threatened to obliterate States' rights; for a revolutionary 
politics which by 1860 would democratize the constitution of every South
e~n state e~cept South Carolina; and for a new spirit of economic competi
tIveness w~ch everywhere enabled poor white entrepreneurs to challenge 
the financIal sup~emacy of the bankers and the planters, even as Fau.l!mer's 
Snopes clan would crawl out of the woodwork after the Civil War and take 
over the leadership of the biggest bank in Yoknapatawpha County. 
, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet's Georgia Scenes (1835) established the basic 
~terary strategy o~ Southwestern humor, which was to define the difference 

etween the emotIOnally controlled, impeccably mannered, and beautifully 
e,ducated gentleman Who sets the scene and tells the tale and the oafish fron
tIers~en who are the characters witl>Jn the tale, By keeping his narrators 
outSIde and above the barbaric actions they described Longstreet (and his 
successors) drove home the point that Southern gentl;men stood for law and 
order, whereas Jacksonian louts represented an all encompassing anarchy. 

~ 
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, ' an Literature and Folk Lore . ( d Judge Long-,. , 
Violeilce Ifl Amenc 'ght be in private life and "'otoriously 

d tl author m1 . t Nho ha a h 
However hot-temp ere ~~" Southwestem hurnons e~:ll-popp.ing fights, t~ey 
street was only one of :uc~ the hideously cruel'felun' whatev\~r the pohtl~alw 
bad temper); however h' own sadistic sense 0 , le of J acksonians c a -
described gave vent to t elr derived from the spectac outhwestern humor-
satisfaction that they secr:~~r' the literary mask o~ the t;oUghts and conduct 
ing and tearing at on~ an~~ coll~cted personality w .o~~ the humorists had a 
ists was that of a COOl an h politically and SOCia y, 
were infallibly above, rep~o.ac that mask. violence of back-
vested interest in mam!a~~~~erest in enlarging upon :::tatives of the neW de 

They also had a ves ~ t toughs and other repre . characters were ma 
woods bully boys, river oa inh~man his J acksoman t of them could 
Democracy. Because ~~: ~~~t~eman-narrator's jU~Ft~~ealism as a literarh. h 
to appear, the severer ch lip service they pal ge'!'ate the truth w. lC 
become. No matter ~o~ mu itical temptation to exag the wrote com~c 
ideal, there was a bU11t~m, pol'ble to resist. Onl~ and a~li 'teYat his own nsk. 
Whig humorists found lffipoSSl f American viol1ence wil Cl orted reality de
fantasies, which the his,tor~~~sowhO are aware that the ~::t10n of the stor~ 

Even those social. SClen IS be understood as a pro) t n humor by ta ng 
scribed by a story must :uw~~Sthe meaning of South:~ e:Uggested, the Im
teller's mind generally disto D btless as I have alre Y d deal about the 
its violence out of con.text. °su of vioience tell,S us ~~~f we set out to cal
morists' fascination Wlt1; ~~~;outhern Whig mInd. t'~ Georgia Scenes, w: 
frustrations and fears 0 , I effect of, say, Longstree stories witllin a gent e
culate the total imaginatlV,e which encapsulate ,the, language of the , 
find that the ':framed"~ev~~~~nced, rational, Ad~~~:el~:arror from the st~:es. 
man's viewpomt an, e ove a good deal o. ud e Longstreet w 
gentleman-narrator s style re~ s a novel of wlu~h J '~g sanative rather 
As in Henry Fielding's Tom J~n;ny rather than fngh~~~~ ~hen it is und~rb 
very fond, violence bec~~e~e~n from a certain e1e~~o~ that is controlle y, 
than maddening, when It IS 'nd of marionette s ies ' 
stood by the audience. to t~:t~ the master ~f cer~:eo:n the sec!i0n~ ste~~h_ 
but does not morallYl1~to when relationsh~psdbef collective paran~la, Sask of 

In the years after, to a kin 0 , through the m 
deteriorated and the S~Ut~l i~::~~~\nstead o~ spe:~~;a tQld his sa~~t~ch~~e 
western humor finally os the humorist of ten as Judge Longstrti6 s 
a self-controlled gen,tlema~ile sadist himself: Wh~reeaking, from ~he c1O~h 
in the vern.acular VOlC~l~sf distance, imagin,ah~:~ul1y ident~fied hll~~e!inged 
been at pams to keep 1 ington Hams g 67) for in a wor ld 
he wrote about, Geo~~u~~~~ingOod's Y~r:;s (~~ran~d ima,gin~iOn ~t~~et's 
the prankster-hero 0 h e of survival WhIU 1 a ly act of wluch ong ty dis-
by enemies, the onl~tri~~ first, an un~entle~~~. Just as the Wh~a~a~carnated 
slJm~on up was to been mam{estlr 1I1

cap'terary persona who ue child-hero 
narrato!' would have 'd H~50's so d!d the 11 there arose a grotesq, 't which 
appeared after the ml -, Is' {n"his place./ secessionist spm ar-
Whiggery's co~servaU:e ~~ea~~~t ~f th~ ~J:e~~;~nf855. The verna~~~~i~ues 
who was the hter~rYt ~ southern ppM,lCS add to remind us of blocks in
increasingly dom~n~ ~ovingood is not lI1te:r~e. For Sut's hur~~dictive emo
ration of young u, _indeed, just the re~ mendous burst 0 Vi 
of moderate behavlO~ order to release ~ re 
tellectual awareness m 
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tion; he is concerned not to instruct society, but to revenge himself upon it. 
A rebel without a cause, Sut tells us much about the rebels of the Lost Cause 
of 1861-1865. 

Yet in the overall picture of Southwestern humor, Sut Lovingood is the 
exception, not the rule, a rare instance of the sadistic humor of the frontier 
being expressed in a manner unqualified by any kind of stylistic or formal 
restraint. For the most part, the humorists of the Old Southwest had a more 
ambivalent attitude toward violence. Clearly, they were fascinated by it, no 
matter what they said to the contrary. The way in which the narrators of 
their stories linger over the details of physical punishment indicates that 
there was a lurking hypocrisy in the law~and-order stance of the humorists, 
However, in dealing with Southwestern humor, the historian of the Whig 
mind must be as careful about leaping to exaggerated conclusions as the 
historian of Jacksonian reality. If the humorists were hypocrites to a degree, 
they ;'.,'; • .8 also sincere to a degree. If they secretly delighted in the human 
cockfight~ they pretended to deplore, they also were genuinely committed 
to a social standard of moderation in all things. This commitment was ex
pressed in the literary qualities of their v:riting. In Southwestern humor, the 
style was, in a very real sense, the man. 

Another striking outburst of violent stories in American literature occurred 
in the social fiction of the turn of the century. Thus Ignatius Donnelly's, 
widely read novel, Caesar's Column (1891) projects a dystopian vision ot 
American society in 1988. At first glance, New York City is a smokeless, 
nOiseless, dream city, with glass-roofed streets, glittering shops, and roof
garden restaurants. But beneath the surface; the narrator of the novel (a 
white visitor from Uganda) discovers that the city, like the nation at large, 
is engaged in a deadly social struggle between a ruling oligarchy, which main
tains itself in power with a dirigible fleet armed with gas bombs, and a brutal
ized populace, made up for the most part of a sullen-tempered, urban prole
tariat, but also supported by a degraded peasantry. The story climaxes in a 
lurid account of the definitive breakdown of the social order, which occurs 
When the lOoting and burning of the city by a revolutionary organization 
called the Brotherhood of Destruction raged beyond the control of the oli
garchy's troops. The number of corpses littering the streets finally becomes 
so great that an imense pyramid of dead bodies is stacked up and covered 
~ith cement, partly as a sanitary precaution and partly as a memorial to the 
VIOlence. In the end, the entire city is put to the torch, and except for a 
~mal1 band of Christian socialists who escape to Africa, the entire population 
IS consumed in the holocaust. 

!heapocalyptic fury of the novel relates very directly to the political h~&
term of the 1880's and to the agricultural and industrial unrest of the 1890 s
to the fears of an anarchist takeover, for example, that swept the nation after 
the Haymarket riot in Chicago in 1886, and to the bitter, blOOdy strikes at 
Homestead, Pennsylvania, and Pullman, IllinOis, in the mid-1890's. The novel 
is also a starting prophecy of the events of the summer of 1967 in Newark and 
!?etroit. Yet in the very act of calling attention to these resemblances between 
~lterature and life, we are also confronted with the importan~, difference, which 
IS that the novel is much more extreme than the reality. As iIi the case of the 
~outhwestern humorists, Ignatius Donnelly was not a mere seismograph, paS. 
sively recording social shOcks, or even forecasting them; rather, he was a man 
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. n Literature and Folk Lore 'ence of political loss, 
Violence in Amenca writer by the expen 11 us more about Don- , " 

ho had been driven to becomef hia·s novelistic vision t~ tSy past or present., 
W r darkness 0 • can SOCle, 1 set m 
and the apocalfYP .lCd than it does about ADmernl .~l1y had been, deePty urn addi-

II 's state 0 mm M' esota on '" . hIS sta e. 

ne r political ref~;;~::; pr:~ices of thetleg~~~~~~ ~as a PfOtt~l:d:~tern 
1889 by the over, ent to good gover~men 'nomic position 0 ming to be 
tion to his commlt~ for the deterioratmg e:

t 
American life v:as co ontinued, 

combined a concer d oral concern ds of his time c d 

~;:a~~b~ 1~sli~~~i:S·l~ ~~~;:;:'~~~~~ri:~ce ::e~~i~r::: ~::~~n .. 
Donnelly realized, t~~y ~o;orruption that had s~:~PWith the spread of c~~~ty 
would spread thel~~~~~ting the sp~ead ofdu~~::r~ction as th~ ~1ti~~~fstadter, 
sota leglslatu~e, envisioning damnatlO~ ~n the judgment of RIC ,;ar

o 
Hofstadter 

ruption, and lfi vealed himseH, In . H childish book, s thing 
of city l,ife, D~nne~~hi:~. Caesar's Column Istie~h' century it see~s :~~ of frus
as a sadist an" an. he middle of the tv:en into the ugly po e ke to the 
has written, but lfi t fi htenmg glImpse for Hofstadter a Yf the 
but laughable: it a~ft°,~~s ~o;n;:llY's novel is ~!~~Sruled by suspiCiO~~: fantasies 
trate~ p.°alPU1~r,~e~~Midwestern Alnertica

d
, ~~)ews, and given :o~~rumn may 

provlfiCl spm al and ha re . d' Caesar s . H f
East, distrust of inte11e~tu s1-he violence deplcte :rican history., b~t e~ 
of Babylonian destru~~~\y the social,d~~a of;:e American hi:~I~~n~e11Y's 
never have been mat d that th!! sado-niluhsm r civilization, and t 
stadter would conten otional actuality of ou phenomenon. hand of 
much a part of the em foundly dangero?S lace on the one nd of 
novel is expressi~e of ~~~~ent view o~ the clt~cl~ ~d on the othe~~ a vast 

Yet Donnelly sam nd technologIcal ~ar_is a view he shares sections of 
glittering amusements; spiritual degradation. s of our history, aU emorable to 
social exploitatio~ an dters from all centune ce from the least mo olitan. 
number of Amencan W of literary excellen d the most co~m ~e 1850's 
the country, and ~l ran1~e most intenectual~::e and Melville In t sinister 
the most distinguIshed, moned up by H,awth fblazing light and shy books 
The urban imagery sum ymbolic contrast~ 0 light and other tra (1872) 
is characterized by. star~: sof NeW York By B:~iers Burned ~ W:I city, is part 
darkness, as is the Im:g e'~ bestselling nov~ld ent upon a W\ck mediocre novel, 
of the period. E. P, 0 Chicago fire as a )u. :des Donnelly s hat Donnelly. 
which depicts the gre~~on which not only In(1922). Clearly, ~ami1iar Amen-
of an incendiary tra~~~ot's The waste La~ldn which fed in.to a f whether honor, 
but Part IV of T. S.. 1 vel was a frustratIo .th the question 0 e capable of 

. in his no cern WI '1' tion wer ot was expressmg art a religiOUS con w~stern CiVl lza answer does ~ " 
can concern. at he 'ditional values of lly gave a gloomY"ugly potential. 
charity, and other tra it. That Donne. contained a~ el was a reh-
surviving in the mo:e:~~ ialitiCa). frust~a~~~e ending of ~s ill~Vto the Puritans. 
necessarily pro~e t. a eed, more likely t a wthorne and Me vences of aban?On
of violence. It IS, Indent back throughf~~e terrible cons~q\ack to the faIth 
gious strategy that. ~ which warned ~ an urban Amenca 
By issuing ~ j~re~a he hoped to bnng , ically. Although 
ing the ChnstIan hfe, 1 0 ends catacly~m has been led by 
of its fathers. 'The Iron Heel (1905~~~taliSm in Amenca 

Jack London s . 1'sts to overthroW 
the plot of the SOCIa 1 
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History I 
Nation's transformation into an urban and industrial civilization. The effect 
of this revelation on a young man who had already been engaged throughout 
his youth in a Tom Sawyerish rebellion against his middle-class upbringing 
was to turn him against all the optimistic beliefs in the pursuit of happiness, 
the inevitability of progress, etc., which most Americans cherished. Revolted 
by blandness and complacency, Crane went in search of misery and violence
in the lower depths of Manhattan; in sleazy bars down Mexico way, where he 
was nearly murdered one scary night; on the battlefields of Greece, where he 
served as a correspondent covering the Greco-Turkish War; and again as a war 
reporter in Cuba, where he differentiated himself from Richard Harding Davis 
and other correspondents by the risks he took, by the deliberate way he ex
posed himself to the fire of Spanish rifles. 

In the world of his imagination, Crane craved the same experiences, and 
he' often wrote of them before he had lived them. Maggie. A Girl of the 
Streets (1893), the story of an East Side girl whose descent into prostitution 
concludes with her descent into the East River, was largely worked out before 
Crane quit college and went to live in New York, just as The Red Badge of 
Courage was published before he saw Greece or CUba. For his books w~re 
not reportage; they were works of art which endeavored to make the Ameri
can novel relevant to a new generation of socially skeptical readers, as the 
works of Zola, Crane's literary idol, had done for the French noveL The rest
lessness, the guilt, and the itch to change things that impelled middle-class, 
urban Americans into the Progressive movement of 1901-17 were first mani
fested in the fiction of Stephen Crane in the mid-1890's. Paradoxically, a 
body of work dominated by a black humor and an ironic style, and by scenes 
of violence often culminating in horridly detailed deSCriptions of dead bodies, 
had a life-giving effect, a revitalizing effect on American art and politics. For 
his mordant skepticism about official American culture and all his efforts to 
flee-both spatially and spiritually-from the world he had been brought up 
in, Crane was really a middle-class spokesman. Unlike the Whig humorists of 
the 1830's or the Utopian novelists who were his contemporaries, Crane was 
not a loser in American life. He was, rather, an outsider, who had assumed 
his critical role by choice rather than necessity. Whereas Judge Longstreet 
and his fellow hUmorists had lamented a way of life, a scheme of values, that 
was irrevocably paSSing out of the national scene, and whereas Jack London 
and Ignatius Donnelly were lamenting an American civilization that .would ' 
never come to be, Crane offered violent versions of a modern war we had 
already fought and would fight again, and of a city which has been the arche
type. of o~r collective life from his own time to the present. As with most 
outSIders 111 American life, including the runaway Tom Sawyer, rebellion 
was a halfway house for Stephen Crane and violence a means of ultimate accommodation. . 

The violence of Ernest Hemingway's early novels and stories are expressive, 
so we have been told, of a far more cruel, pOintless, and degrading war experi
ence than the CiVil War that Stephen Crane conjured up out of talking with 
v~terans and reading the Century magazine. Why this should be so is not en
tI.rely clear, inasmuch as the Civil War was infinitely more costly to our sol
diers and to Our people. Indeed, the violence of Hemingway's fiction has be
come so famous as to obscure the fact that none of his stories and none of 
the stories of Dos Passos or E. E. Cummings or any other Am~rican writer 
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dreamed of in the suburban philosOphy of his native Oak Park, lllinois, made 
his way to the frontline at F ossaIta di Piave because he knew that that line 
offered a great opportunity to a young writer who was seeking-,-asStephen 
Crane had before him-for materials with Which to rebuke .his middle-class 
American heritage. When fragments of an Austrian mortar shell hit him in 
the legs, and he was hit twice more in the body by machinegun frre, he found 
his materials with a vengeance. Thereafter a Wound was to become the cen. 
tral symbol of nearly all his work and the consequences of a wound Ius reo 
current theme. In many ways a highly personal testament, Hemingway's 
Work also captures, in hauntJingly symbolic terms, the permanently scarri~g 
effects of World War Ion American socTety. In so dOing, the violent expreS
sion of an outsider has become the means by which generations of modern 
Americans have understood themselves. Originating as a criticism of peace
time America, Hemingway's violence turned into an explanation of what 20th. 
century warfare has done to us as a people. Leslie Fiedler would have it that 
Hemingway's concern with violence signifies a patllOlogical inability to deal 
with adult sexuality, 2 but this interpretation ignores the fae! that violence 
has an intrinSic importance in OUr history, especially in this era of global 
wars-as Hemingway precociously understood from childhood onward. 

The literature dealing with race relations is very different from all other 
expressions of Violence in American Writing. Even in Hemingway's most 

History! 

tragic stories, his protagonists make a separate peace Wllich for a fleeting 
time is a genuine peace; the Universe of pain ineXorably closes down on.them 
again, but the memories of hapPiness remain as a defense against despair and 
madness. However, with the notable exception of The Adventures of Huckl .. 
berry Finn (

18
84), in which HUck's memory of his life on the raft with Nigger 

Jim sustains him against all his sordid encounters with the slave-owning society 
on shore, the important American books on race are unredeemed by such rec
ollections. The sanative qualities of SOUthwestern hUmor are also missing 
from this literature, as are the long-range hopes of social justice that arise out 
of the ashes of The Iron Heel and C.esar's Column. "Benito Cereno," Mel
Ville's brilliant short story of the early 1850's; Mark Twain's mordant novel, 
Pudd'nhead Wilson (1894); and Richard Wright's smashingly powerfulN,'ive So~ (1940): these three repreSentative works offer us no hope whatsoe""r for 
behevmg that the violence and the hatred, the fear and the guilt that separate 
black and White Americans from one another will eVer end. As I have tried to 
indicate, the nihilism that has been imputed to Works dealing with other as
pects Of American violence i, highly debatable, as is the charge that the vio
lence of American literature is Sick, sick, Sick, because it really stands for our 
alleged maladjustment to sex or someotiler cultural sickness, In the literature 
of racial Violence, however, terms like "nihilism" and "Sickness" seem very applicable, indeed. 

" What hope, ~?r instance, does MelVille offer us in telling the story of 
Bemto Cereno ? The kindness and compassion of Don Benito are not suf

fiCIent to keep his black servant from putting a razor to his master's throat, 
and While Don Benito does man.ge to escape from violent death, he is unable 
to shake the Shadow of his racial guilt. Haunted by the hatred that the revolt 
of his slaves has revealed, but powerless to expiate a crime that is far older 
than himself, Don I)enito dies, the very image of the impotent white liberal; on the slopes of the aptly named Mount Agonia. , , 
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Part III 

THE HISTORY OF 
WORKING-CLASS ~ROTEST 

AND VIOLENCE 

A cursory glance at the histories of Western 
Europe and the United States during the past two 
centuries suggests that working-class demands for 
resolution of economic and related political griev
ances have been the most common and persistent 
source of turmoil, if not of revolution or civil war. 
This was true especially during England's industrial 
revolutio,n. Many Americans, dismayed by the do
mestic tumult of recent years, admire wistfully 
both the quiet grace of the English countryside and 
the impressive political rituals that are the capstone 
of contemporary English civil peace. An historic,(!l 
corrective is provided by Professor Roberts, one of 
Britian's leading authorities on labor relations, in 
the fIrst of the following two chapters.' In the 18th 
and 19th century, the gentle English countryside 
was wracked by riotous mobs, arsonists, and ma
chine breakers, its city streets echoed the cries of 
demonstrators for economic and political,reform. 
The English body politic was afflicted by innumer
able real and imagined conspiracies and insurrections, 
enmeshed in a web of spies and agents provocateurs 
employed by the state, and defended by armed garri
sons and harsh penal codes administered harshly. ' 

In the United States workers seldom made po
litical demands, but the chronicles of conflict be
tween them and their employers have been extra
ordinarily bloody, ~emingly more so than those 
of any industrial nation in the world. Although 
many historical instances of labor violence in 
America bavebeen examined in detail, the study 
by Profs. Philip Taft and Philip Ross, below, is the 
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first to examine systematically the cumulative rec· 
ords of strike violence in America. The core of 
their study is an interpretative chronicle of vio· 
lent strikes from the 1870's to the present. Labor 
violence was unquestionably pervasive and intense 
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.. .. ' 
. ?ccurnng In eve:r regIOn, In almost every type of 
mdustry, and WIth great frequency in almost every 
decade from the 1870's to the 1930's. At one of 
its peaks, between 1902 and 1904, t~e loss oflife 
reportedly exceeded that of recent ghetto riots in 
both absolute and relative terms. ' . 

The general causes of English tumult and insur· 
rection in the late 18th and early 19th centuries 
w~r~ th~ tensions generated by unregulated indus
trIalIzatIOn. But the most striking characteristic 
o! 19th century English society was not its civil 
dl~order, '~hich ~as afflicted all industrializing soci
eties, but Its aVOIdance of revolution or civil war 
and its ultimate resolution of the c'auses of tumult. 
In the ~nited States the same tensions of rapid! 
economIc growth underlay labor conflict. The 
~ost common immediate causes of its violent man
ifestations were employers' denial of the right of 
labor to organize and their attempt to break strikes. 
Employer~ a?d unions were both guilty of violence. 
In the maJonty of cases, however, including the 
most bloody ones, overt violence was initiated by 
the armed guards hired by employers or by local 
la~ en~orcement officers and deputized citizens 
actmg 111 consort with employers. 

T~e workers who participated direc;tly in the 
EnglIsh movements of protest and violence .seldom 
benefited directly from them. Similarly, the out· 
come of labor violencejn the United States very 
seldom favored the w~rkers or the unions. Hun
dreds of workers were killed, thousands injured, tens 
of thous~n.ds jailed or forcibly expelled from their 
c?mmumtIes. The unions most involved in violent 
disputes usually lost their organiz'ational effective· 
ness, and their leaders and organizers were con
stantly harassed. Despite this dismal record vio
lence in American labor disputes p~rsisted f~r 
several generations. . 
S Yet in cont~mporary England and hIe United 

tates, expressIOns of workers' grievances have 
been muted. Most political dem~nds of English 

.'-., 
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workers are expressed through conventional party 
and union activities rather than by the riotous 
demonstrations of the 19th century. Strikes in 
the United States are no longer likely to be 
bloody affrays but tests of economic strength 
played out by labor and management following 
mutually accepted rules. The circumstances of the 
passing of violence seem even more dimly perceived 
than its origin&. But it is evident that some patterns 
of events, some balance among increased economic 
well-being, coercion, accommodation, and regula
tion, led to the abatement of violent economic-
based conflict in these two nations. We know, for 
example, that employers and governments often 
responded forcefully to worker protest, and that 
their responses sometimes minimized protest, some
thnes exacerbated it. Concessions by either employ
ers or governments were slow to come and, wh~n they 
were made, were seldom in direct response to VIO

lence. The more specific questions concern t~e . 
circumstances in which specific kinds of coerCIOn 
were effective, the extent to wh~ch various kinds 
of protest were successful for those who made 
them either in the short or the long run, and the 
merit~ of different kinds of accomodation for min-
imizing grievances and disruptive protest. . 

No final answers can be given to these questIons, 
but persuasive e.vidence about a number o~ thel!l 
are provided in these two chapters. Workl?g-class 
protest and violence have largely been melIorated 
in the two countries studied here. The means by 
which this was accomplisllred may hold some gen
eral ai)d specific lessons for the expression and reso-
lution of contemporary discontents. 
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Chapter 7 

ON THE ORIGINS AND 
RESOLUTION OF 

ENGLISH WORKING-CLASS PROTEST 

By Ben C. Roberts* 

THE ROLE OF THE MOB IN BRITISH POLITICS BEFORE 1760 

Disorderly gatherings of discontented citizens have been a potent factor in 
the political history of every nation. Two thousand years ago the emperors of 
ancient Romellad cause to fear the influence of the mob upon the delibera
tions of the Senate. 

In feudal England the peasants of Essex and Kent, angered by high taxes 
and attempts to reestablish old feudal practices, and exasperated at the failure 
of the government to protect them from the pillage and exploitation of mur
derotIs bands, assembled and marched on London in 1;381 to demand redress 
from their rulers. Stirre-d by the radical doctrin~s preached by a militant 
priest, they a$ked for a charter of freedom from the thraldom of villenage, 
lower taxes, and an end to the lawlessness of bands of demobilized soldiery 
wandering the. countryside after fighting the King's wars. Little or nothing 
was. immediately gained from the revolt, which was bloodily suppressed as" 
were the oth~J risings which occurred all over the country, except that the 
King and the Lords were made aware that unless popular feeling was assuaged 
turbulence would again break out. 

During the next century the Wars of the Roses kept the country in a con
tinuous state of civil conflict .. The .Black Death reduced the population and 
labor grew scarce. Serfdom collapsed and peasants were able to obtain land 
and rise to the status of yeoman farmers. When the Tudors came to power i~t .. 
1485 they were able by firm government and social paternalism to createa';' .•. 
stable society. The combination of severe punishmentJor vagrancy and the 
provision of charitable aid through the parishes, together with the economic 
~eCUrity and opportunity which the system of apprenticeship gave to the more 
Intelligent members of 'the working clas~,effectively curbed any disposition of 
the poor to seek the improvement of working conditions th!ough revolt. The 

*Professor Roberts is head of the department of industrial relations at the London 
School of Economics. His major publications include Trade Unions in a free ,Society. 
(London; Hutchinson, for the Institute of Economic Affairs, 1959); Umons In Amenca, 
A British. View (Princeton: Industrial Relations Section, Princeton University, 1959); 
andA Short History of the T,U.C., with John Lovell (London: Macmillan, 1968). 
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one factor that. did pr,ovoke bitter hostility was the enclosure of common 
lands by powerful landowners seeking to increase their flocks of sheep to take 
advantage of the rapidly expanding demand for wool. 

Between the death of Elizabeth I in 1603 and the death of Anne in 1714 
England went through a major transformation. During the 17th century, 
modern English society and a modern state began to take shape. At the be
ginning of the period the economy was highly regulated by the King, who-

, 

acted arbitrarily in matters affecting the stability of the country's eco
nomic life-raising or lowering the customs, granting industrial monop
olies, controlling prices, prohibiting land enclosure .... At the end of 
the period economic policy was formulated by Parliament and laissez· 
faire had succeeded regulation in most spheres'! 

England, which under the Tudors had been a second-class power, w~s:~y 
the beginning of the 18th century the greatest world power. The boundaries 
of Great Br\i:ain extended to America, Asia, and Africa, and her merchants 
dominated world trade. The City of London had become the financial capital 
of the world. Newton and his fellow scientists were laying the foundations 
for scientific progress and with it the industrial revolution. The breaking down 
of the old securities and opening up of new opportunities to men of vision 
and vigor created turmoil and resentment as well as satisfying ambition by re
moving its shackles. 

It was after the Civil War and the restoration of the Stuarts in 1660 that 
gatherings of unruly crowds of the poorer classes, called "the mobile)'-or 
simply "the mob"-became a recurrent feature of city life. There was no 
single cause for the many riotous assemblies that occurred during this period. 
Poor harvests, high food prices, unemployment and low wages in the weaving 
trades caused by the competition of cheap imports of cloth, the hearth tax, 
customs and excise duties, all gave rise to these manifestations of popular dJs
co~tent. Nor were the riots confined to the metropolis, though the London 
mOb was the most notorious of all; the poor everywhere were prepared to fol
low its example. 

There does not seem to have been any significant attempt by th~ mob ino 
one area to concert its actions with the mob in another. Most of the riots 
were spontaneous, "excited by some local and temporary grievance/'2 wrote 
the Webbs, who were unable to find any evidence of a concerted desire to 
overthrow those Who were in authority. The fact was that a working-class 
movement had not yet come into existence. Where the discontents of the 
poor led to disorderly assemblies, "the rioting which enslled was animated by 
n.o c?mmon aim beyond that of immediate revenge upon the nearest personi
fICatIOn of the people's ~nemies, acorn-dealer, an exciseman or an East 
Indian merchant."3 

A factor of considerable importance in the growth.' of moo riots was the 
weakness of the central authorities. "Neither in London nor in runu England 
could the civil power unassisted be relied upon for the maintenance of public 

"4 If ' peace. order could not be maintained by a localconstabulru,y .it was 
necess.ary to call ~ut the militia, but there was little disposition to deal with 
mobs m the ferocIOUS way they had been suppressed in the times of the Tudors 
and the early Stuarts. . 
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"The problem of the urban mob was one of the problems handad on by 
this age to its successors."S The elements of Tudor society had largely dis
appeared, but the techniques for protecting the poor from the vicissitudes df 
a market economy had not been developed; Nor had the political system de
veloped to the stage where major issues of social discontent could be resolved 
through a democratic political process which was still in embryonic form. 

UPSURGE OF POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS PROTEST 

In 1768 the London mob "whose presence is continually felt in the politi
cal history of the eighteenth century"6 found a hero in John Wilkes, Member 
of Parliament for Aylesbury and a notorious roistering character. Wilkes had 
been a member of the Hell Fire Club, whose scandalous activities had shocked 
even the lax standards of 18th-century England. His cynical contempt for the 
King and the aristocrats who controlled the J;lritish Parliament, expressed in 
witty and obscene lampoons~ appealed to the ribald tastes of the London mob. 
The arrest of Wilkes and his imprisonment for making an insulting attack 
upon the King and the leaders of the lfouse of Commons and the House of 
Lords drew huge crowds to the jail where he was awaiting trial. The crowd, 
shouting "damn the King) damn the Government, damn the Justices," was .. 
cleared away from the outside of the prison walls by ~ volley from the rifles 
of a Scottish regiment. This "massacre" changed the temper of the mob and 
gave the Wilkes riots a political significance that had not previously been 
present. However much.a scoundrel Wilkes might be, the mob was prepared 
to follow him against the entrenched autllOrities-King, Church, and the wealthy 
aristocrats who dominated a corrupt parliament. 

For the next 10 years London and the South of England seemed to be "a 
Bedlam under the domination of.a beggarly, idle and intQ}~icated mob without 
keepers, actuated solely by the word Wilkes. "7 The supporters of Wilkes 
were a motIey crowd, but they were by no means all drunks, criminals~ and, 
prostitutes. As E. P. Thompson has pOinted out, the London artisans had de
veloped a dis sen ting tradition and were concerned with tile political issues 
ariSing out of Wilkes' conflict with the authorities.S The most popular slogan 
of the crowds that assembled to support Wi1kes was "Liberty." The liberty 
that was called for was both the political freedom to oppos~ the King and the 
ruling oligarchy and the license to attack and despoil the property of the 
rich and highborn. The Wilkes riots had a.bout them both the character of 
the traditional mob out for entertainment and a protest movement against 
social injustice. .. .. 

The Gordon Riots of 1780, which were a f~rther manifestation of mob 
Violence, Were inspired by a revivlal of the'deep sllspicions of Catholi~ plot~ 
to seize power, suspicions that were kept alive by the annu~ celebratIon ~th 
bonfires and fireworks of the capture of Guy Fawkes in 1605~ as he and his 
associates wert~ about to blow up ~e Houses of Parliament. ,The Gordon 
Riots occurred after a large well-ordered crowd had marched to the Houses 
o.fParlia.m. ent. and pres. en. ted a I?etiti~n. o. rg~;iZed bY~ithe Protestan. t AS. socia-. 
bon agamst Catholic toleration. Wht~n ParlIament refused to. debate the petI-
tion the crowd, urged on by Ale intei~pe{at~,?emagog~ery of Lord George 
Gordon, ran ~ok,~Q(!.he cry of f'no p\~pe~, '. . _ 

The fir~t objectsof attac~._were Cathehc chap~ls and .!he homes of well. to
do CatholIcs, then. the residences of the I..ord Chief JustIce and the ArchbIshop 
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of York, who, it was believed, had Catholic sympathies. After venting its 
fury on Catholics the mob turned its attention to the prisons, from which it 
released the inmates. Finally an assault was launched on the Bank of England, 
the bastion of the power of the city and the heart of the capitalist system. 

Up to the final stage of the riots the city authorities, who had not found 
the outbreak of rioting unwelcome, since it was directed as the much-disliked 
King and Parliament, refrained from intervention. This license given to the 
mob has been interpreted as actual connivance and political manipulation that 
ceased only when the rioters turned on those who had encouraged it.9 As 
soon as the Bank came under attack, the Lord Mayor called out the army, 
which rapidly dispersed the crowds. 

The London mob had in fact become an important factor in the battle for 
the control of Parliament and the reduction, if not elimination, of the politi
cal power of the King. In 1780 the people of London, despite their excesses, 
were under the protection of the libertarian Whigs, who saw them asa 
counterweight to the Tories and their ally on the Throne. Burke d~plored 
the use of the military in subduing the riots, while Fox declared that he 
would "much rather be governed by a mob than by a standing army."lO 

This somewhat cynical and calculated "populism," encouraged by the 
Whigs, rapidly declined after the French Revolution, when the grim excesSes 
of the "liberators" of the Bastille made painfully clear the dangers that lurked 
in stirring the people to seek reform through direct action. 

The last great riot which occurred in the 18th century was in fact provoked 
bya dinner held in Birmingham by a group of middle-class reformers, many 
of whom were religious dissenters, to celebrate the fall of the Bastille. It was 
also encouraged by the Tories. The French Revolution had sharply divided 
political opinion in BritaLn.. The established authorities and the lower orders 
were generally extremely hostile. Support for the revolution in the name of 
liberty came mainly from radical members of the middle class and from re-
ligious dissenters. .. 

The fact that Birmingham was a stronghold of dissenting opinion made It 
the center of the agitation for the repeal of the Test and Corporation.s Acts, 
which excluded dissenters from public office. The repeal oithe Test Acts 
was violently opposed by the Anglican clergy and the countrY gentry" who as
sociated dissenters with atheistic, money-grubbing industrialists whose activi
ties threatened to destroy the old order. The Bimringham riots of 1791 have 
been described as "an episode in wplch the country gentlemen called out the 
ur~an mob to draw the dissenting teeth of the aggressive and successful Bir
mmgham bourgeoisie."ll Evidence suggests that the Birmingham mob was 
skillfully led to well-chosen targets by small groups of rioters who had the 
support. of local Tory magistrates and clergy, who were extremely reluctant 
to conVIct and condemn the rioters. 

During the next few years the urban mob, recruited from the squalid, over
crowded, and decaying areas of the rapidly growing cities, was adroitly di
rected by the Tories against the doctrines of the French Revolution. The 
rioters were for Church and King, and their main targets were now the English 
Ja.cobins and the supporters of Tom Paine. Pajne's great pamphlet, The,' 
Rzghts of Man, had a phenomenal success and stumllated the establishment of 
re~l1'rm societies and clubs. This success was due irlt;,1rt to the fact that the 
philosophy the pamphlet preached was in harmony with the development of 
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a laissez faire marke t economy, the . limitation of the power of the Church and 
King, and the development of the parli'lJnentary system of government. In 
short, Paine's plea was for the establishment of a democr~tic system,~of gov
ernment, and had a powerful appeal to dissenters of all kinds. 

The activities of Paine and the organizers of the reform clubs greatly 
alarmed the authorities. Many authorities saw in the doctrines the seeds of 
an English revolution similar to the one they had at first welcomed in'F'rance, 
but which, they now saw, was leading to the growth of a chauvinistic nation
alism that threatened to create a new menace to the peace of Europe. 

This development of the French revolution convinced the British govern
ment that the Jacobin movement.in Britain had to be firmly quashed. The 
Rights o/Man was proclaimed a seditious libel and Paine, already in France, 
was outlawed. The outbreak of war between Britain and France in J 793 
transformed the political situation. Only a year before, the British Prime 
Minister, Pitt, had confidently proclaimed that many years of peace could be 
expected. It was Pitt's belief that the French revolutionaries were internation~ 
a1ist in outlook, concerned to improve the prosperity of the great mass of the 
French people by encouraging production and trade. His own policy of peace 
with Europe, economic retrenchment and gradual reform had been based on . 
this assessment of the consequences of the FreI~ch revolution. Realization of 
his mistake was rapid and within a year Pitt W(iS taking steps to ensure that 
Britain should not succumb to a resurgent and bellicose France. 

In the atmosphere of war with France, Jacobinism was not to be tolerated. 
The Rights of Man was a threat to the national unity that was needed to win 
the war. Patriotism, always the most potent of appeals to man's socialinstincts, 
rapidly became the prime motivation of the mob. Effigies. of Paine were 
burned all over Britain and the impulse towards liberty, equality, and fratern
ity was vigorously suppressed. Dissenting Ministers were clapped in jail for 
mildly suggesting that the King should be accountable to Parliament, printers 
for publishing libertarian pamphlets, and publicans for permitting radical 
societies to meet on their premises. .. 

In spite of the repression of eyery manifestation of social organization 
against the established order, there were many outbreaks of unrest and dis
turbance directed against the loss of old rights and the degradation of life 
brought about by the advrulce of industrialism.12 These clashes between 
workers and employers weI'e con11icts between the two social classes that 
were emerging as politically the most important elements in the structure of 
British society. 

LUDDITE DISTURBANCES AND THE STATUS OF WORKERS 

The series of disturbances directed against new types of weaving and knit
ting m~chines whic~ plagued England during the period ,fro!" the Am:rican 
revolutIon to the c/JUapse of Cnartism in the early t850 s have been gIven the 
name LudQism. the origin of the name has been variously ascribed to a cer
tain Ned U~l~larri, a Leicestershire apprentice, who lost his temper on being 
ordered to square up his frames and beat the of rending frame int~f,pieces with 
a hammer; and to a "generar commanding the forces of Luddism calling him
self "Ned Ludd" and living in ShenVfJod Fore$t, whence he issued orders .and 
organized attacks on property.13 Whatever the origin of the name, the essence 
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of the Luddit d'-' Nott' gh e, Isturbances was th' History I 
In amshire, Yorkshi e smashing of mach if " 

Government and ro re, L~cashire, and Cheshi . tery, partIcularly in 
property and the 1 perty-ownmg classes in addi . fe, What alanned the 
fanned bYinnuIl1e:a~l~f revolution it en~ndered~~~sto the de~tructiort of 
splfa~y, a belief which d Government spies, of a widesprth~SUSPIC1on, astutely 

It " true that attacks oes not app.ar to be borne out e: ·th
and 

orgamzed con-
of the man f: upon property and . y e facts 
do it, shO\v~da~!~~:~ Horsfall in 1813 by th:::!erso~s, ruch as the murder 
the workers and abs~~~f some amount of organiz.;:;;'o. had been detailed to 
nots, The outbreaks e refusal to inform baffled all ~' the stubborn unity of 
tolerable circumsta seem to have been sporadic "lOse sent to quel1 the 
The alann which th:ces and dying out when the';' a'.lSIng as a response to in-

12,000 soldiers wer/u::~~sedth' h~wever, can be ga~~~~~st:hcef:s improved, 
men who set sail' . or elI suppression 1 y e act that 
abolished the old WIth Wellesley in 1808 for Po' t ~ger ,army than the 9,000 
soldiers might b custom of billeting troops' r ug . PItt, the Prime Minister 
strategic points ~::rme contaminated by Radi~Ji:oP!~s homes, for fear that ' 
Yeoman. ry to d al ~use them, and in addl't' m, e.built barracks at 
£ e wIth 'vil iOn created th V 
orce drawn from th CI commotion at home Th e olunteers and the 

pathy with the town e d up~~r ranks of the agrjcu1t~f'lI ~ Yeomanry, a mounted 
the Government' ,we ers and could be relied " c asses, had little sym-
1815, there were ~6~oOfviol.ence. By the end ~~ ~r complete support of 

Yet all the evid ' men ill 200 barracks e war wIth France in 
at the overthro ~cegoes to prove that th" Ut and down the country. . 
tress. General ~ 0t! the'Government, were ;s out ;~aks, far from being aimed 
th.e

re 
was no elab~r:t~d, co",:",~ding troops !I~e y sheer, unrelieved di. 

rruttee appointed b ~ orgaruzabon. William Wllb ~orth, was certain that 
complained in hi l e Commons to investi t er orce, one of the com- . 
"the disease was ~ Iary t~~t none of his coJle~a e the Luddite disturbances, 
dumps of armS[ fa pohtrcal nature." Des . gues would agree with him that 
traced between :o~ed by spies were nev~:~te careful searches, the large 

the explanation fo: t~sa~el~te~ in on~ district ~~~~h and ~o connection was 
ence of many othe e e lef m a widespread ose m another. Part of 
tempts at COrribina; forms of protest and,viol plot must consist in the exist-
band f Ion among w k ence at the sam f . so mar.nders an' b .Qr ers, secret poli!' aI . e nne~seciet at· 
mrnd in the grr'u len u ro bers-who all bec ,IC agItations, 'andalso 

It must be; Ph ~wn as Luddites arne mc1uded in the popular 

P 
, mp aSlZed th ' amc which at f ' ,on e other hand " , 

of machinery ca:e~ gnpped the property _ ,~JustIfication of the near 
Midlands, where::e by Luddite attacks ;;s~~n~ classes, that the destruction 
and February 1812~ost successful movementnsI~erable, especially in the 
law had been passed' ,~~machines were smashe~sted. Between March 1811 
noters had become m 12 making machin e, ,and by the time that a 
~Ssly in one minute~O e~pertthat "they cou~dbJeakmg a capital offense the 
I ell ow. workers, the; ~d protected by sentinels :s~oy a frame almost noise
;ter nQ,ts developed fro om failed to escape det nr th~, sympathy of their 

ie famme price of f, m attacks on machine ec I~n, 14 FurtheImore, 
The hostUity tow~Od led to attacks on ro!,t~ raIds on firearmrnops, and 

of the pe~ple brought ~bmachinery stemm:d fr~SlO~hsho~s and grain dealers, 
_ out by technological chr::n ee ~~~_pti~n of the lives 

g ,anu was Intensified by 
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a series of disastrous harvests, There was at the same time a ferment in politi
cal thought, precipitated by revolutions in America an(l France, which was 
driving political opiolon to both revolutionary and conservative extremes, and 
a long war, accompanied by all the social, economic and chauvinistic changes 
which war invariably brings, The period of rapid development that occurred 
in En~and during the latter part of the 18th and the eady part of the 19th 
~nturies was unprecedented. In the space of less tilan a century, greater and 
more WIdespread changes took place than in the entire recorded history of 
the country, The remarkable increase in the size of the population which oc
curred during the 19th century had begun before the outbreak of the Napo
leOnIC Wars; nud-18th-century England had a population of about 7 million 
people, mainly rural, whilst in 1815 the population was 13 million. This in
crease was accompanied by a still more rapid growth of urbanization, The 
development of small towns to large urban centers meant tllat numbers of 
rootless workers founq themselves in bewildering circumstances, deprived of 
all the tra.ditional background \0 orderly living. They were deprived, too, of 
the stabilIzing influence of the parish and the local social order in which they 
had recognized their "placet without even the protection of a police force
not tllen in existence-and at the mercy of economic forces which overturned 
all the safeguards under which they and their forbears had lived and worked, 

Still in force at tllis time was the old Elizabethan Statute of Artifiers 
under which conditions of empioyment were regulated and l,,,')istrate,'w

ere 

~mpo".'ered to fIX wages. In practice tilis and other old statutes had failen 
mto dIsuse, and when workers looked to the State for protection, hoping for 
a MInImum Wages Act, for instance, what they encountered was an attitude 
which h?d been moulded on Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations, It was ex
pressed ill the laissez faire doctrine on the basis of which all attempts to in
t~rfere with freedom of contract b~tween employers and workers were repu
drated. Long before the formal repeal in 1813 of the clauses for the regulation 
of wages ill the Elizabethan statute, and the abrogation in 1814 of the appren
.tlceship clauses, the workers had ceased to derive protection from this legisla
tIon; !fi addition, the combination Acts of 1799, passed against combinations 
of ",'orkers and employers, were in practice enforced only against the former, 
while a Minimum Wage Bill was rejected in 1808, making it plain that ~orkers c?uld expect no help from the Government to alleviate the disastrous. 

SItuatIOn ill which so many of them were placed, 
The organization of the knitting and lace-making trades was based partly 

on. the new factories and workships which were organized around new ma
chmes and sources of power, but largely on the old domestiC system which, 
however, had developed to the point at whicll production was stil1larg

ei
y ear

ned on in the homes of the wo.rkers but witll machines owned by the em
ployers, In the Midlands, the hosiers who used home workers began them:. 
selves to experience the pressure of competition, and reduced their payments 
to the knitters by means of arbitrary deductions or by making their .... M.'n~",n1-~ 
m kmd or by paying in credits on their own shops, at which they could 
wh~t price titey wished. The competition from which they suffered, but 
which pressed far harder ort the workers, came from the use of the "wide fra~e," fonnedy used for the making of pantaloons, to produce a shoddy 
tenal which was then "cut up" to make inferior, unfashionedstocking

s
, At 

one blow this practice made possible the use of partly trained labor by 
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masters who took on more than the e . 
duced the price of labor in the indusiry n;:It!~ :m~er of apprentices, re-
of goods which spoiled the ood y s utIon, and produced a class 
particularly hard on the sm~ do~:~ of th; prod~ct~ of the area. It bore 
Nottingham, whose goods bein of t~C pro ucers ~n villages surrounding 
the resulting competition ~nd w~o be~ lowerfq~a~ty, were more subject to 
unable to bargain as the stockinger~ in ~u~~, 0ght elI ;cattered ~ocations, were 
w~re at times able to do. When Luddit 0 t m k am, ortun~te m their leaders, 
wIde frames and undercuttin e e a tac ~ ~ccurred, It was against the 
deed, warnings which were is~u ~~loyers that tnelI wrath was directed. In
in the Home Office fIle markede"D? tm610~~)r~~ and ot?er p~pers to be found 
attacks the Luddites hoped to obt ~s ur ~ces, make It plam that by their 
long been seeking by ne otiation am a s~r~es of conc~ssions which they had 
tion of the Nottingham ~'Union ,; by l~tltlO~s to ParlIament, by the forma-
Home Office fIles tl .' an y strikes. In. one document in the 
by stating that the ~;;ar~~~~\~~ ~tablish their cons~itutional right so to-act 
men the right to break frames Th l~ Framework Krutters Company gave the 
frame breaking a felony had be~n e ,ocu~ent d~clared that the ~ct making 
and electioneering manner" and obta~ed m the most fradulent, mterested, 
the Luddites wouid destroy fram::~;::f~~e nu~ an.? vo~d, It warned that 
workmen were not pal'd ", th C g spunous artIcles, for which the 
h - ,I m e urrent Coin ofth R al "1 t e papers their ob 'ect ' e e m. n another of 

Triumph": 15 ~ s are set out m verses entitled, "GeneraJ Ludd's 

The G ilty A u may fear but no vengeance he aims 
~ the honest man's life or Estate 

~s wrath is entirely confmed to ~ide frames 
nd those that old prices abate. 

The attacks on machine hi 
1811 to 1813 and in York%- W f ch occurred in Lancashire and Cheshire from 
the distress into which u nf rom 1812 to 1813 were occasioned more by 
the workers than by an ~:p oyment, low wages, and high prices had brought 
corrections could be m~d 'pet~ SU~h as those entertained in the Midlands that 
had been replaced by largee m , ehi~dustry. In the Northern counties workers 

hin r mac nes steam 10 ' mill mac es which put out of wo k I ,. oms, gIg s, and shearing 
un~ertake the same processes ~ harg~ numbers of men formerly employed to 
which their attacks were direct;d a.:h' These were, the machines against 
employed on them were paid st ' t' e older machines, even when the men 
tion, Attacks took place 0 th a~a 10~ wages, were not the object of destruc-
e 1', n e J.actones wh th " 
fa :ng, taking the form of assaults ofte . e r7 e.new ~achine~ were OP'" 

bO?leS of men were involved and a' ainst b~ mght, m whIch relatIVely large 
reSIstance. Eventually th g which the employers put.up vigorous 
t ere oCcurred the d 
empted murder of another and tt k mUr er of one employer, the at-
tr~ops, on militia, and on ~spect~d ~f~ on the lOcal officer commanding the 
this level the character of the tf k al rmers. Once disorder had reached 
and c 11 t' a .ac s tered F th ~ ? ec Ion of arms, which had bee ,rom e smashing of machines 
LU~dites, .the assaults began to includen th~ avowed and actual policy of the 
benes, a CIrCUmstance which \"as a ~ Increased number of common rob
profit by the prevailing disord~r. :ea~:duc6ment to ordinary criminals to 

... e e orts of the authOrities, spurred by 
. doubled. Troops were 
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assisted by spies and informers, and after some instances of arrests the Lud
dites knew that their secrets were no longer safe; the strength of the move-
ment began to wane. By the autumn of 1812 it was the opinion of the Treas-
ury Solicitor that many of the robberies still being committed were the work 
of a gang who were sheltering under the name of Luddites. During January 
1813, trials were held of those who had been arrested in the summer and 
autumn; after nearly half of those charged had been discharged for lack of 
evidence, 34 cases were tried. The sentences passed were heavy; 17 men were 
hanged and 8 transported. Great publicity was given to the trials, and the 
severity of the sentences struck terror into the Luddites. Much of the steam 
had in any case gone out of their movement because the harvest of 1812 had 
been a good one. Moreover, trade with Europe had improved enough to make 
good much of the loss suffered by the loss of American trade caused by the 
Orders in Council and ensuing war, and there had been an upward turn in em
ployment. After the 1813 trials, Luddism in Yorkshire died down; it recurred 
in the Midlands, in 1814 and in 1816, and later, sporadically, for many years, 

Reference has already been made to the economic distress w~ch the 
workers suffered during these years, to the disruptions of employment 
brought about by technological forces and the exigencies o(war, and to the 
food shortages caused by a series of disastrous harvests which occurred during 
this period. Prices rose considerably; taking 1790 as the base year,prices in 
1817 were 87 percent above their prewar leveL Throughout the period 1790 
to 1810 prices rose faster than wages; in many cases wages even fell, and 
General Maitland, commanding the troops in the North, in 1812, estimated 
that in the previous year prices had riscI} and wages had fallen by alm.ost one-
~~ , 

I 

The employers themselves by no means universally benefited from the de
mand situation created by the wars; Napoleon's attempts t.ostrangle trade 
with England, and the Orders in Council that aimed at a blockade of Europe, 
had imposed constraints on trade which were greatly exacerbated when the 
Americans, exa:>perated at claims to search their merchant ships, imposed a 
cessation of trade with Europe. In 1809 a diminution of £11 million took 
place in trade, and imports of cotton fell from £32 million to £5 milli~n, 
causing untold hardship in Lancashire, Of 38 mills in Manchester, for m
stance, only six were working in 1809. In the same year there was a spectac
ular collapse of the trade with South America, which had been expected to 
replace trade lost elsewhere. Even after the end of the war in 1815, there was 
no respite from distress for the workers; in addition to the disruption to man
ufacture caused by the cessation of Government orders, unemployment was 
increased by the discharg~ of 300,000 soldiers and sailors. And th,e Govern
ment, which saw revolution in every shadow and had become acc?stomed too 
the military solution of such dangers, saw in the workers' expreSSIon of then 
distress a state of affairs to be dealt with by strict repression. • 

Why was it that such widespread distress and the repression of working ~lass 
protest did not lead to revolution. as it had elsewhere? Most of the reformmg 

ideas current then had a common 'origin with the ideas that ins~iredth~ 
French revolution. That they did not lead to the same conclu~on was 10 
great measure due to the different role played in events by the mtellectuals 
and the bourgeoisie. 
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THE CREATlNG OF A RA '. 
'. nrCAL MOVEMENT 

Hist(lry I 

lnstead of th . 
B". e growth of a revolutio' 
1 ~~am d~ring the last decades of the 1 ~:y movement; there develQped in 

cen~ury, a movement for the ra' century and the early part of the 

;~:!~:d i:~~~Z:S:~sf:;,e;;~:ch !~:~:~~~f~:r~:~:t~~: ~: ~~: 
that re~olu~ion would be fatal to ~s,.h~d convmced t.ne English bOlJrge~jSie ' 
promotmg mnumerable societie elf m~erestS,Thelr support was given to 
lIlg mee~?gs to promote reform~' p~esentmg,petit!~ns to parliament, and hold. 
that pol~tJcal reform should proc~ed u t of !his .actIvlty grew a habit of thought 
~:t~~~on of established modes and c:~~~tutlO:aI1y rather than by the violent 

,century there Were on ha d rns 0 government At the end of 
real?~ to Impel the movement of n a

1
· number or tenacious leaders of thought 

po ItlCal change. popu ar reform In the direction 'of peaceful 
, Towards the end of th N '. ' . 

1l"llddle class and working ~la~P:O~lC wa.r the P?1itical activities of the " 
streams of reform. e,were mcreasmgIy channeled into these 

It was generally reported b the . , .' 
seems to conIum thefact ~ t au.t~ontJes, and t1le evideIlj)e of spies 
reform, and the f9r.matio~ otspetltlons for peace and parliamentary 
began to absorb the energies olencean Societies and H<Un~den Clubs, 
ment, the Work of Cartwright Cth~bPeoPle. The political, ~adical moVe
and the more diSjOinted inefi t ett and,l?lace, upon the,on~ hand, 
the WQlrk of agitators like B ~c lve reyolutIOnary seditious movement 
the other, Which had been f:~t;W~ Tlustlewood and the Watsons, on .' , 
and had unnecessarily Confused ~s m~any of the events of ISH-13, 
~ose days, because they seemed ~e ~~les and s~me of the authorities of 
. onnected with Luddism • 0 e, thouglI ID fact they were not 
mterest.16 ' now replaced Luddism as the centre of ' 

These interests Were h 
Correspond' ~ . c annelled by a nu b f " '. 
the same b ~g uocieties and Hampden Cl ~ er 0 organizati<?nssuch as the 
preachers aSlS as the MethOdists, with 10C~I S, the latter ?rganized on much 
defatigabl: On~ O.f the most zealous of th gr~ups a.nd traveling orators Or 
cOnstituti~n~~ga~1ZerofHampden Clubs a~~ W;SM~J: John Cartwright, in
made a tour o/e orm and universal suffa e' : 0 petItIOns, and a believer .in 
umongwo kitheNorthandMidlands·g 'IDd 1811,agedov~r70, themajor 
and pam hIr. ngmen there. In anoth _ d~ or er to start Hampden Clubs 

Pets had' . . ler lfection Willi C bb and l11iddle 1 i1 tremendous influe . , am oett's Register. 
The tre -c ass thought. nce on the currents·Df wor .. 1~:ng-"lass " 

mendous e . . AJ". .c· 

1820 had led to x~ansIOn of the em 10. . 
The social protes~ gr~wmg a~areness of; c:

ed 
labor for.ce.between 1760 and 

weaver and stockin W [; ch had centered on th~07 working-class interest. 
In every field of g rallIe knitter,'began t sp acement of the hand loom 

t .... employm t 0 assume a b d " 
raes of pay and con " en men Were clearl' . r,oa er SIgnIficance. 
nant factor determin~~tlOns ofemployment. {hl~ confJlct with masters over 
on the necessit' f' g What a man might . market was now the domi-

les 0 hfe, his "cost of liVing ~~rn, but what a man had to spend 
, Was regulated to benefit the 
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farmer and landowner. The landed interests looked uponfue growth of man
ufacturing industry as a threat to their economic welfare and. traditional way 
of life, During the Napoleonic wars, corn growing, had been expanded, but 
the end of this war brought a sudden and sharp fuiIJ<in.prices and a flood ·of 
imported grain, Parliament, whicl1was dominated by landowners, acted 
quickly by passing a Corn Law in 1815 to protect !Ural income ~standards 
against a fall in price. This law prohibited the import of corn until the price 
on the home market reached SO shillings a quarter.,. 

The effect of the Corn Law was to raise Ute price oJ bread, the staple diet 
of most workers, thus redUCing .their ability to buy otller commodities and in
creasing their hostility to the landed interests who controlled Parliament. The 
manufacturing employers~ as well as their Workers, were also in favor of the 
import of cheap foodstuffs, since tlley knew that they had much to gain from 
this policy. However, free trade, which would increase the employers'profits 
and give the workers cheap food, could only be obtained by withdrawing pro
tection from th.e farmers. Free tra.de could not be achieved until Parliament 
had been reformed and rural interests. subordinated to those of industry and 
the urban cOffiITIunity, 

In the period immediately after the end of the Napoleonic War, the workers 
were hard hit by unemployment, high food prices, and indirect taxation. 
They reacted to these adverse circumstances by demonstrations in favor of 
radical social and economic reforms. There were riots in the Midlands and 
elsewhere over decisions of employers to reduce wages an~ the high price of 
bread and other foods, In Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire, violent out
breaks of machine wrecking occurred which tlle authorities suppressed by ar
resting and executing unumber of men. In the following year the frameknit
ters were on strike again in protest against the unsatisfactory prices they were 
paid for their products, An abortive att~mpt was made in Derbyshire to be
gin an armed revolt, but this was quicldycrushed and the ringleaders executed. 

The Government response to these outbrellks of unrest was the; same as it 
was during the Napoleonic Wars, namely, ruthless suppression. It suspended 
the Habeas Corpus Act, and passed an act which forbade all public meeting 
except those held under a license from a magistrate. Penalties for uttering or 
publishing seditious works were increased. 

The Government was cqnvinced by various incidents and the information 
it received from its spies that there was a serious threat of ins\~rrection. Al
though an armY of informers was being paid to keep a close eye on the activi
ties of workingmen and radicals, BJ;itain possessed no profession (I} polict:l force 
capable of evaluating the flood of dubious reports of plans for revolution •. 
Law and order was precariously maintained bya system of law enforcement 
devised in the time of the Tudors. Outside London the Lord Lieutenant of 
each county wa~ responsible, as the representative of the Crown, for ensuring 
that civil peacEl was kept. Under the Lord Lieutenant was a body of Justices 
of the Peace that administered the criminal law and was empowered to\ take 
other st~ps to prevent a breach of the peace. If necessary, a Justice of the 
Peace could issue warrants for arrest, enroll special constables, apd summon 
the military. In most towns and. villages there were volunteef'co~stables ah~., 
"trained bands" of citizens who cQ.~ld.lJe c~lled uponwhen",requued, but this 
private police sy~tePl was unreliable ~d ~ne(ficient. Th!;} need for aprof~s. 
sional polil;:e fq'Ice· was recogpized by liberal reformers as th~ key to making 
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the criminal law more humane. However, police were regarded by lIIlIny 
liberal-minded men as well as diehards as an alien, continental device for 
maintaining a tyrannical form of government.!7 In the absence of a police 
force, mobs Were given a good deal of latitUde. Civil strife Was kept within 
bounds by the savage PUnishments-including executions and deportatiou
that could be imposed by Iustices of the Peace, and by calling out the army 
when the situation threatened to get completely out of hand. 

Hmtol)' I 

The turning point in popular attitudes fOllowed the "Peterloo Massacre." 
Terrified by a vast gathering that had assembled in SI. Peter's Field" Man. 
chester, on August 16, 1819, to hear the celebrated orator, Hunt, speak about 
the Refonn of Parliament, the local magistrate called out the military to cli. 
perse the crowd. A charge by mOUnted yeomanry followed by another by 
Hussars cleared the fields, but at tlle cost of 11 dead and sevetal hundred injured, 

The lOcal authorities had demonstrated their detennination to prevent 
large"caIe gatherings that threatened to lead to attempts to overthrow the 
civil authorities, but the effect of the "Peterloo Massacre" proved very cliffer. 
ent from that which had been expected, The country was horrified at the 
brutality of the military in "breaking up" a completely peaceable gathering. 
The Government Was not disposed to apologize for events at Manchester, or 
to draw back from their implications. It knew that there had been a good deal 
of drilling and marChing in readiness for revolt by radical groups in the North, 
and shortly after the "Peterlco Massacre" it introduced Six Acts of Parliament, 
desigued to prevent revolutionary gatherings and to deter any groups that might be plotting insurrection, 

The Six Acts of 1819 gave to I ustices of the Peace powers to close any 
meeting which they believed might be a threat to public order; to search any 
bUilding for weapons and seditiou.literature and to confiscate them When 
found; to stop drilling or training in the use of fireanns; and summarily to 
conVict political offenders. DOminated by anti.J"acobin fears, the Government 
took Particular exception to the flOod of radical publications, which it war 
determined to suppress. It sought to do so by greatly increaSing the penalties 
for publishing blasphemous and seditious libels and by extending the tax on 
newspapers to every type of periodical. The objective of the Government was 
to close down the radical journals of Cobbett, Carlile, and Woole, and to pre
vent the selling of reprints of Tom Paine's Rights of Man and Age of Reoson. 
Since the tax pu t the radical joUInals beyond the pocket of the Workers, their 
editors had to issue them unlawfully, wi thou t the tax stamp. DUring the next 
15 years the "great unstamped" radical press became one of the most impor
tant factors in the struggle for political reform. Hundreds of editors, printers, 
and publishers were arrested and sent to prison for def'ying the law, but the 
Government Was unable to stamp out this Circulation of cheap, untaxejl, radi
cal publications. The stamp tax Was reduced from 4 d. to 1 d. in 1836-four 
years after the Reform Act of 1832-but it Was not until 18SS that it was 
f"maUy agreed by the Government that an untaxed free press Was not likely to 
SUbvert re'PCct for authority Or to encourage the lower classes of society to acts of rebellion, 

The harsh repression of every manifestation of social protest effectively 
limited working·dass orllanizations. Apart from one or two relatively isolated 
instances of conspiracy to organize an insurrection, which Were SWiftly and" 
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fo~ce. Until the creation of Peel's police force there was no force capable of 
dispersing a mob or controlling a demonstration other than the army. The 
new police were not provided with firearms, only with stout sticks. Peel's aim 
was that they should become respected rather than feared by the populace. It 
is difficult to overestimate the significance of a police force that relied not on 
the weapons of war to enforce its authority, but on winning 'popular support 
for its function. 

The Reform Act 1832 

The trend towards more liberal policies was suddenly checked in 1828 by 
the death of the liberal Tory Prime Minister, Canning, and the ,succession of 
Wellington, the victor at Waterloo, to the office. Wellington hated the idea of 
Parliamentary reform, but under the influence of Peel he was persuaded of 
the necessity to repeal the Test and Corporation Acts, which prohibited Dis
senters from holding national or local government offices, and to pass a 
Catholic Emancipation Act which allowed Irish Catholics to take seats in the 
House of Commons. This dedsion led to the downfall of the Tory Govern
ment and opened the way for a Whig administation under Lord Grey, who 
was ready to introduce a reform bill. 

With the prospect of Parliamentary reform now much closer, the reform 
movement began to gather momentum. Following the lead of Birmingham, 
political unions were formed in many towns to agitate for parliaPlentary re
form. In 1831 these associations linked up to form a National Political Union, 
which became the spearhead of the campaign for a reform bill. 

The campaign became a crusade which united all classes and groups in the 
greatest political movement that Britain had ever seen. "Down with the rotten 
boroughs" was a cry which rallied support from all quarters. In the majority 
of Parliamentary constituencies the ordinary Englishmen had no vote and 
Government was an aristocratic privilege. ,. 

Every class that was hoping to exert influence over Parliament was en
raged that more than half of the House of Commons owed their seats' 
to individual peers and commoners. The borough owners, who for gen
erations back had pulled the strings of ministerial favour and lived on 
the fat of patronage-they had their kinsmen and their servants-sud~ 
denly found themselves objects of universal execration, and the "bor
ough property" which they had inherited or purchased was denounced. 
as having been stolen from the nation. The cry against the "borough 
mongers" rose on every side. Capitalists, clerks, shopkeepers, besides 
that great majority of the inhabitants who were comprised under the 
two categories of workingmen and Dissenters, all were talking against 
"old corruption." The very ostlers and publicans entered into the spirit 
of the hour.. Even country gentlemen who did not happen to have an 
"interest" in a bo~ough, began to think that they would like to see a 
fairer proportion of country members in the House, honestly chosen by 
themselves and their farmers. The only c1assthat remained solid for the 
old system was the Church clergy who were so conscious of their un
popularity that they believed RefOlm would lead to the destruction of 
the Establishment.l8 
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As the campaign was beginning to gather speed a new factor excited politi
cal opinion. Charles X and his Government in France had illegally suspended 
the Constitution and had been overthrown by the Revolution of 1830. The 
Belgians also revolted against the unification with Holland that had been in1-
posed after the defeat of Napoleon. The effect of these uprisings and con
stitutional changes greatly influenced the general election that took place in 
Britain in 1831, bringing into the House a good many new Whig members who 
were ready to vote for a reform bill. 

The French Revolution of 1830 was a victory for the French middle class 
and it suggested to the British middle classes that they too might get rid of 
aristocratic rule if they were determined to do so. Fear that the British. mid
dle class might follow the example of the French was a potent factor in per
suading the leaders of both the Whigs and Tories that the time had arrived to 
make concessions peacefully, on pain of risking a revolution against the prop
ertied and aristocratic classes. When the reform bill was introduced, it went 
further than even most Radicals expected by sweeping away all the "rotten 
boroughs. " 

The bill passed the House of Commons with a large majority, but the 
House of Lords wa£ determined to keep the constitutional power of its mem
bers intact and threw the reform bill out. The populace was outraged by the 
peers and the bishops who had voted against the bill and the country teetered 
on the brink of civil war. In the north, workingmen prepared to oppose the 
Lords with arms if necessary. In the south, hay ricks were burned night after 
night. The national mood was turning to anger and the resentment that had 
produced the riots could easily have turned to more violent opposition to the 
established order. Recognizing the danger, Wellington lent his great support 
to the passing of the bill. The King, who hated the idea of reform, had rid 
himself of Grey, but Wellington's attempt to form a new government failed 
and the King had to summon Grey again and'then accept the inevitability of 
reform. Had he not done so, the upsurge of radicalism might have welled over ' 
into a revolution that could have turned Britain into a republic. 

The Reform Acts abolished the tied boroughs and substituted a popular 
election for the nomination of members by those who owned the "rotten 
boroughs." The right to vote was limited, however, to those who paid a £10 
tax mte, and most workingmen were t~ereby excluded from the provisions of 
the bill. 

The leaders of the working-class radical movement, Cobbett and Place, de
cided, reluctan tly, to support the bill, believing tllat once the principle of re
form had been put into practice it could soon be extended to cover all urban 
workers and to achieve the secret ballot. 

The importance of the reform bill and the campaign that had preceded its 
paSSing lay in the fact that it was a victor! of the people over the peers. The 
"sovereignty of the people" was beginning to be made meaningful. ~he King 
and the aristocratic members of the House of Lords could no longer Ignore 
the great majority of the people. They had been obliged to recogniz~ that 
price of survival was reform and that with the old order was over. .. 

UNIONISM AND CHARTISM 

The Reform Act of 1832 was a victory for tlle middle class, but to ~ost 
workers it was little more than a fraud, The pressure from the working-class 
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radical movement had been an important factor in convincing the Whigs of 
the importance of Parliamentary Reform. It had not been significant enough, 
however, to convince the Government that they should concede the right to 
vote to workingmen as well as to middle-class property owners. Not surpris
ingly the growing numbers of skilled workers turned their attention to forming 
trade unions to protect their interests. They saw trade unions as the means 
for reshaping society which had been denied them by the Reform Act. 

The most remarkable development occurred with the founding by'Robert 
Owen of the Grand National Consolidated Trades Union in 1834. The object 
of the leaders of the Grand National was to embrace all workers, irrespective 

r.\ 
of their trades, in one vast trade union which would be able to regenerat~s'?Qi-
ety by eventually taking over industry and running it cooperatively. IJ-

Robert Owen's scheme captured the imagination of workers everywhere 
and within a matter of 6 months the Grand National was said to have grown 
to half a million strong. Exhilarated by this remarkable development, many 
branches of the union spontaneously decided tocal1 out their members on 
strike. They met with fierce resistance from the employers and in most cases 
they had to abandon the union as the price of returning to their employment. 
Some of the leaders of the Grand National wanted to coordinate strike activi
ties so as to bring about a general strike which would overthrow all the em
ployers at once. Owen was much opposed to this class war concept of trade 
unionism. He saw men and masters as having a common interest as producers 
and wished to see them solve their problems by cooperation rather than by 
conflict. Confused by this dispute about aims and tactics, the local leadership 
lost heart as opposition from employers and the Government mounted. 

The rapid growth of the Grand National Consolidated stirred the fears of 
the propertied classes, who were determined to defend their interest&by in
voking the aid of the courts when possible. The establishment of a branch of 
the Grand National in the village of Tolpuddle in Dorsetshire brought the 
union into direct conflict with the heirs of the Tory despotism that had man
aged and controlled rural Britain for 300 years. The Government had en
couraged the judiciary to deal with the unions energetically, and the Judge 
who tried six farm laborers of Tolpuddle for swearing an urilawful oath was 
not wanting in this respect. They were tried, found guilty, and sentenced to 
transportation for 7 years. . ... . 

The dreadfyl punishment imposed o,::',these six farm laborers who, m thelf 
innocence, had formed a union to seek better wages, was greeted pyworkers 
and liberal-minded men in all classes as an outrage. A massive protest was 
made, which at first had little effect, bat eventually compelled the Govern
ment to bring back William Loveless and his friends and grant the~ a pardo~. 

The persecution of trade unionists by threatening them with transportatlOu 
did not check union growth. Nor did the new poor law, passed in 1834. solve 
the problem of poverty and pauperism. The new industrial-based r~l~g class 
was opposed to the system of parish relief, which waS administered In a rela
tively easygoing way. Henceforth, "out relief' would not be given to able
bodied males who it was assumed if out of work were so for willful reasons. 

, , 1 b 
Relief was to be given only in workhouses, where the conditions were to e as 
"disagreeable as consistent with health." It was believed that unless the ap
plicants for public assistance were harshly treated, workers would cease to 
work in preference for relief. 
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There was considerable resistance to the merciless administration of the 
new poor law and in the North the operation of the Act was held up for some 
years by the effective opposition of employers as well as workers. One effect 
of the new poor law was to underline the fact that workers had no vote; it 
provided a stimulus that helped to bring into being a national political ar~ta
tion to achieve the rights that workers had been denied in 1832. 

Chartism, as the new movement was called, grew out of the efforts of the 
Government to check the circulation of the unstamped radical periodicals, In 
1836 a group of radical editors and supporters met together in London to con
sider how editors, printers, and publishers could be protected from persecu
tion. Out of this gathering was established the London Workingmen's Associa
tion for Benefitting, Politi'cally, Socially and Morally the Useful Classes. In 
1837, the London Workingmen's Association presented a petition to the 
House of Commons asking for: (1) universal suffrage; (2) equal electoral dis
tricts; (3) annual Parliaments; (4) payment of members; (5) secret ballots; (6) 
no property qualifications. Having attracted tremendous support, William 
Lovett incorporated the six points of the Charter into a Parliamentary Bill. 

The Charter aroused tremendous enthusiasm. A national petition in sup
port of the Charter, signed by over one million citizens, was presented to the 
House of Commons. When the petition was rejected, the Chartists, meeting 
in convention, decided to call for a Sacred Month of general strike. 

There were sharp divisions of opinion among the Chartist leaders on the 
tactics that should be followed. William Lovett and his friends believed they 
should rely on moral force. At the other extreme, George Harney and his 
followers believed that only armed insurrection could overcome the 
from the established political parties. Between the two extremes were those 
whose advocacy vacillated and changed with the circumstances. 

With the failure to persuade Parliament to accept the petition for the 
Charter those in favor of armed revolt achieved an ascendancy. An attempt 
was made to capture Newport by a force of 4,000 Chartists. This was to be 
the signal for general insurrection, but the adventure came to an ing.lorious 
end. Some 30 soldiers, well hidden, put the Chartist army to flight. The . 
leaders of the abortive revolt were arrested. Three of them were sentenced to 
death, later commuted to transportation, and most of the others were sent to 
iail. 
. The Chartist ieaders, after a considerable degree of recrimination about 
the Newport fiasco and argument about future tactics, decided to establish a 
National Charter Association which was to be a strictly political or~~anlZanOJll. 
However, the leadership· remained divided. ·Under the influence of, Fergus 
O'Connor, a messianic but unstable Irishman, the Chartists aggresslvely de
manded the immediate political emancipation of the work!ng cl~ss. Other 
Chartist leaders had become convinced that the only way 10 whIch the 
workers would achieve the right to vote was by an alliance with the mi~dl~ 
class. They proposed the establishment of a "Complete Suffrage AssocIatIon 
which would bring together traders, emr1Qyers, and workers. 

A second petition to Parliament, laum:Ued in ~842, s~cured over three 
lion signatures. Again the House of Commons rejected It by an ove VYll'..,UIILU·C 

majority. However, support came for the Chartists from the Free Trade . 
cals who were seeking through the Anti-Corn Law League to end the prote~
tion enjoyed by the landed interests. When the price of wheat rose, and WIth 
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it the price of bread, workers in Scotia..'1d, Lancashire, and the Midland~ went 
on strike against the increase in the cost of living and were supported both by 
Chartists and the Anti-Corn Law League. This spontaneous development took 
the leadership of the Chartist Association by surprise. There was fear that the 
strike would get out of hand to become another insurrection which the au
thorities would ruthlesllly crush. Fergus O'Connor, after wavering, supported 
the strike, then a week later came out in opposition to it. Without effective 
leadership, no clear strategy, and unwise tactics, the strike inevitably collapsed 
and with it the Chartists as an effective movement. 

Under the wayward leadership of O'Connor, the movement lingered on, 
but many former active supporters turned their attention elsewhere. The 
Anti-Corn Law League, which was more effectively led and had a more prac
tical goal, attracted a good deal of the popular support which had gone to 
Chartism. Following the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846, working-class sup
poxters again turned their attention to political reform, and support for the 
Chartists began to grow once more. Economic depression sharpened the 
edge of the demand for political rights and with the European revolutions of 
1848 the Chartists' hopes of achieving a successful revolution were revived, 
but these were no more than romantic illusions that were swiftly dispelled by 
a Government that would not tolerate even O'Connor's comic-opeJa efforts 
to organize an insurrection. More serious attempts by a group of determined 
militants to turn the movement into a genuine revolutionary force were 
quickly frustrated by the police. The whole of the group was convicted and 
the main leaders sentenced to transportation for life, thus finally ending the 
threat of a popular revolution. 

~s has been pointed out, Chartism, like Luddism, was a movement of 
SOCIal protest against adverse economic conditions. Its rise and fall was almost 
as exact as a barometer.19 The high waves of Chartism in 1839,1842, and 
1.848 ;:,ere closely linked to immediately preceding periods of trade depre!l
SIO~. In 1849 revival started and Chartism began to weaken; in 1850 pros-
penty was general and Chartism collapsed."20 " 

It ~as ??t only the improvement in economic circumstances that lost 
Ch~rbsm Its following. Workers were shifting their allegiance to other organi
zatIOns. The trade unions were steadily growing and were gradually gaining 
acceptal~ce ~s organizations that would bring succor to workers in times of 
economIC distress due to unemployment, sickness, injury, and death., Most of 
the Trade Societies had stood aloof from the activities of the Chartist Move
me~t, not wis~g to embroil themselves in situations which might lead to 
~elf destructIOn. In 1845, the Trade Societies established a National Associa
tIon of U.nited Trades for the Protection of Labor whose purpose was to 
~trength:n t~e bargaining power of the unions. This organiza;tion betrayed in 
~ consht~tIOn and activities evidence of Owen's influence and it encouraged 
, e estab.lis~ment of Societies for the Redemption of Labo~ for the purposes 

of establishing cooperatI've k h' d . . . ad .. ', . wor sops an consumer SOCIetIes. However, Its 
, ~mlstratIOn was from the first characterized by moderation. Its main ob-
JectIves became the promotion of h fl' d 'al il' 

t· ,d' b' . yeace u m ustn relations through cone 1-
a Ion an ar ItratIOli. 

18lfe l~~~sthimportant ad.yance in trade union organization was achieved in 
,WI t e successful creatl'on of tlhe Amalgn n~-d" ., ".... . out of - . . ---- - - ft mu ama~c ;:)OClety 01 bngineers 

several small SOCIetIes. The significance of the establishment of the 

" 
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ASE lay in the fact that it represented a coming to terms with mid-Victorian 
capitalism. Its founders turned their backs on the revolutionary ideas of 
Robert O~en and Chartists. The men who founded the ASE were a group of. 
young, skilled workers, who had been much influenced by religious noncon
fortnity and the development of an affluent society. Their revolution for 
that.i~ what it was, "was a revolt in favor of prudence, respectability, finanCial 
stabilIty and reasonableness and against pugnacity, imagination and any per
sonal indulgence."21 The growth of a national trade union movement after 
1850 and the development of a leadership that embodied th~ recognized vir
tues of the Victorian middle class ended all danger of a workers' revolution. 

The moralistic approach of the trade union leaders to social problems was 
strongly buttressed by the pervasive influence of religious education. Religious 
teaching and its social implications was at the core of every type of educational 
establishment, village dame schools, grammar and charity sd~ools, factory and 
workhouse classes. The influence of Sunday schools assiduously conducted 
by chapels and churches throughout the country was enormous. One em
ployer was moved to say of Sunday schools that they had brought about an 
extraordinary change in the children that he employed in his factory. It was 
as jf they had been transformed from wolve's and tigers into men.22 

Another effect of the education offered in Sunday schools by the thousands 
of chapel~based religious groups was t~e experience of organization gained by 
their members. The broad Methodist movement had well.ordered arrange
ments, and its visiting preachets extolled the virtues of diligence, thrift, punc
tuality, temperance, and good will. In other small chapels up and down the 
country, nonconformists who had broken away from the main movement 
tried to organize their chapels on democratic lines and formed radical political 
views in the process. They also learned at the same time about constitutional 
procedure and the reconciliation of differing points of view. Nonconformism 
helped to change them into punctual, diligent factory W01kers; it also gave the 
working-class movement a tremendous moral strength, And because their re~ 
ligious beliefs led them into a faith that right would prevail if steadfastly up
held, they eschewed violent methods and strQve to win respect and acceptance 
for their just demands.' 

The middle class provided an exemplar of a pattern of life to which the 
skilled worker could with reasonable expectation aspire. The artisan with his 
apprentice-acquired skill and membership in a friendly society, cooperative 
society, and trade union had a secure place in the structure of society that 
placed him only a step below the counting-house clerk, the shopkeeper, and 
the small factory employer. 

The importance of the link between the working c:;las~ and the middle class 
was held by James Mill to be one of the most important,safeguards against 
. 1 \1 

VlO ent revolution. He stated that-\ 

The opinions of that class of the people who are be16w,the. middle rank 
are formed and their minds are directed by that intelligent al).d virtuous 
rank who come most immediately in contact with them, who are in the 
constant habit of intimate communication with them, to whom they fly 
for advice aml assistance in all their numerous difficulties, upon whom 
they feel an immediate and daily dependence, in health and in sickness, 
in infancy and old age; to whom their children look up as models for 
their honour to adopt.23 
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The desire to ' I ' . 
markable growthe:;u ~te the middle class was u . !fist .. y I 
th~ft, and friendly s::r savings clubs and of ~~t~~edlY a f~ctor in the ro-
savmgs banks, buildin le.s .. The activities of the ~re.dit, Insurance, 
::' opportunity to b,J;ocleues, and cooperatives ~r'0Cl:ues together with 

om in days of distress up a modest sum of ca ital ov~ cd workingmen with 
mate disgrace of a paup~:?m the degradation of the :ruCkhh could ensure free-

Th y. s grave. or ouse and the ulti-

e lctonan workm 
were fain to teach ~n learned readily the lesson . . ' 
many respects his thr.it ~e was as thrifty as the w~ch his masters' , 
o~ the system und 1. oth made him more t y cou d desire; and in 
of action and th eghr w~lch he lived and led h' olerant. than his fathers 

The ou t. 4 . un to assunilate its ways 

consumer coo . ample of that co . pe~atlve movement w . ~, ter~ed the mid_1~tbhInatlOn of thrift, idealis: Panerhdaps the most ingenious ex-
whick~~t century lab ,commo' • 11 S arted in 1844 or movement Th nsense that charac-
puations of workers ~t Toad Lane, Rochdal~ l~ cooperative movement 
that the wages they e":rn° ~ad regular jobs, and' :~~st~ the energies and ~; 
pnces, also wanted '. e were spent on un . w ,ile wanting to insure 
ternative form of 0'::: see .the refonn of socie~du]terated food at economical 
y.'lthout conflict B ership to private capitali y~ Cooperation provided an al 
ment part' . ut as th" Ch' . sm, one which ld -th- !!1 developing th v f1stl~n Socialistsh cou be achieved 
. e. fundamental ch _ .e ~ooperabve movem ,w o. played a prom

vlding a means of sa~actenstlCs of capitalist tr . ;nt, pomted out, it embodied 

:,n':':t~p!;:~n!~ :~:~:~~a!s ::::~::a;o:n";~f~r~~;;::::r:- . 
understanding of ~ pay a dividend. In tho g an enterprise which had t g 

an a stake in capitalist s~,:::.ect it gave workers bo~ a; 

. SUMMARY AND CO 
The period f NCLUSIONS . 

There can be n;om 1783 to 1867 has be .. curre~ in Britain.d~~~t that during this t::::e cc~lled an age of improvement 25 

~:~all~tyt-ridden SOCie:~~hih.e hmost astonishi~ ::;°allst 
remarkable change~ oc-

I of han . c mob viol was the chan f 
;as regulated b::~:n~ transportation ;o~C~t~s matched by the ;:v.:;m a 
or transmutin th a. opted voluntaril e 0 a society in whi . ~e~~::~~~atssefs :n~ ~~:aa~~~oo~i~~~.oltent b~ha;~: ~~~~:alpaf~ctforbs r~~p~~~~kt 

fo 0 socml and r' m 0 a pattern fro oth the 
an r::,:o~al. suasion, anli~::~~ .conlllcts Were e~o~~~:~ procedure for the 

decThisivel
y 
t~~~~~s:a~~ ~: thtese }~~~r~~~~~~::nttsh' It is ~i~~~eitt~~~~~g:e-

ere can b en s. ' ey comb' d . 
ment and e no doubt that th me to mfluence 
can' output in the m' d e tremendous r .', . t unprovement in th I years of the 19th g owth of industrial empl 
was peih e stand d· century b . oy-
and a rea':: even more import!:! of living of the urba:~!'~ about a signifi
Was strongl ess to seek cfuJnge in was that it created a cJ' r ng classes. What 
grOUps. ThY ;namfested in the Grant o~derly way. The cu~a~ ~f confidence 

e eaders of tile trad ea. xhibition of 1851 0 progress, which 
e Ufllons and th . ,was shared by all, 

e workers th ey represented had 

---...,.-- - -- -------- --
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come to terms with society. Their aim was to secure the benefits that liberal 
capitalism had to offer ,ather than to seek its overthrow by violent r .. ol

uUon
. 

By the time of the death of Lord Palmerston in 1865, the unions had 
gained acceptance as legitimate organizations, although they continued to be 
denounced by employers as an unwarranted interference with their freedom 
to conduct their business affairs as they might choose, and by the courts, who 
found the activities of the unions in conflict with the basic tenets of a laissez-
faire society. The decision by Disraeliin 1867 to seek to bring the two 
Englands of Sybil closer together, by extending the franchise to the urban 
worker, guaranteed that the position of the unions would be strengthened 
and the role of organized workers become politically more significant. 

The reaction of both the main body of union leaders and the Government 
to the r~sort to violence by a group of Sheffield trade unionists, whose eco
nonuc crrcumstances had been seriously injured by a depression in tllCir trade, 
illustrated the extent to which the unions had become an established social 
institution. This type of coercion was swiftly and completely repudiated by 
the unions, and the Royal Commission set UP by the Government exonerated 
them; it recommended changes in the law which would give the unions a se-
cure legal position and permit them to develop their collective bargalning func
tions within a framework of reasonable constraints. Had the unions not been 
able to demonstrate effectively through their leaders that they repudiated vio
lence, it is probable that the laws regulating union behavior would have been 

made as repressive as they were on the Continent. 
There was continuously, throughout the 19th century, an interplay of con-

straint imposed by law and public concession to the notion of voluntary col
lective self-regulation- The fears of those who b~lieved that the removal of 
legal r.strictions on the rights of the unions to organize and to bargain collee
uvely, including the right to strike, would lead to ciyjl violence and revolution
ary strife, were never realized. There were manY demonstrations against major 
and minor grievances, but these always evaporated into the orderly procedures 

of collective bargaining or parliamentary action. 
The emergence of a labor movement and its assimilation into the political 

,tructure of the state was a factor of rna jor importance. This development di
rected protest into a channel where social grievances could be remedied by 
legislation passed by a Parliament in which the labor movement after 18711 
was represented by its own members, and after 1900 by its own party. 

The ' .• Iance between the pressure for social change and the concession of 
those ir, .uthority to that force was constantly shifting, but was always kept 
within bounds by the desires of the leaders of the labor movement to retain 
their independence and the desires of those wielding the political authority to 

retain the democratiC party system. Throughout th .. -\ 9th century all Govenlments insisted. on the maintenance 
of law and. order; til,,,,sort to violence was swiftly and effectively countered 
by firm action by the authorities. This sometimes harshly repressive policy 
provoked bitter cries of protest, but the,sd1were tempered by the knowledge 
that Governments could be changed and the power of the state"tlsed toam

e
-

liorate the condition of the working classes. 

., 
" I 

By the 1840's it had become increasingly obviouS to Tory radicals that 
laissez-faire which was so wholeheartedly supported by manufacturers, mer-

,. , chants, and the fmancial and trading community, had appalling consequences 
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for the weak t ' to es groups in society History I 
protect women and liiI . The succession of f t 

the result of comb' c ~ren from the gross e I' a~ ory and mines acts 
class leaders. The ~~d action between enlighten~ ~It~tIOn of their labor were 
administered With a ':::;.j;"w of 1834, which abolisb.:.rslators and the working-
hghtenmerit lli'1d w' I erate inhumanity, was' outdoor relief and was 
administered ste as e~ent~ally swept awa b gr:~uallY tempered by en
crowded and ~ ~ of socml security. T~ y :h"h mtroduction ofa state-
b C nsamtary larg t wrerc ed condit' 
y hadwick in the 1840' e owns were vastly im ' d IOns of the over-

foundations of an, effect" s. Cor~upt local governm~r~ve(,,,,,,,bythe work begun 
education created. Ive public health sen1eelaid n~~.:t" swep~ away, the 

Over the second h'llf f " ' a pUhbcsystem of 

class were met b .' 0 the 19th centu h . 
struggle, since H~ ~Iece~e.al social reform; ~;e:scont()nts of the working-
and was only overctposltIOn of the well-to-do cl were not secured without a 
political influence ~eb by sustained popular p asses was often considerable 

It is difficult to:t" argaining power. ressure and the skillful use of 

the threat of lar Imat\~ the exact effect th 
tury. Luddism ::;8Ca1e public disorder had at at demonstrations, riots and 

tIVes, but they cer~ ~~arbsm :learly failed to a:~r~ous t~e~ in the 19th cen
munity of inter am y contnbuted to the ~Ieve theIr nnmediate ob'ec 
goals that work::: and established in the pu'!:;~anon of a working-class c~m-
tactics of sabotage mV~lved in tilese movement" mmd the significance of the 
extreme hostility a: ~:reaten~d insurrection sf~:~ seeking to achieve. The 
had establishedits res t s~~enor force. Succes because they provoked 
sympathy to evoke a pec~~biIlty and had created ~ cam~ when organized labor 

A remarkable pOSItIve response to its uffiClent confidence and 
ment durin th aspect of the develo protests. 
and . g e 19th centur . . pment of the British . 

constitutional actio y, WIth Its increasin e . working-class move-
headquarters of the int n, w?S the fact that Lon~o mphasls on respectability 
a large number of ponernatJOnal revolutionary. n was for a long time the 
m London, actively e 1 ICal re!ugees from many ~ovement. During the 1840's 
In 1840 the German ~~~ed ~ fomenting revolut~~~~ean c?untries were living 
184~ Engels settled in L mdums~ League was form d~' the~r own countries. 
mumst Manifesto the .?n on; ill 1847 Marx e y eXIles in London' in 

E

was formed with its'hre,d1!l, 1864 the IntematI'oanal
d 

wEngels drafted the Co~- . 
ngli h . ea quart· n orkin M ' clali s, working-clas' leader ers lfl London; in 1867 M g en s Association 

st leader, published the 1 more as an academic Ge' . &rx, ~own to most 

~~ ~:~~~ ::P:::ia1 acti'::~:~~::::c~~:::~QI. y':::¢~ ::~:s f~c 
~orkers. Participatio:ty ~ttle influence on the :xiled rev~lutionaries 

ssoclation was mainl y nglish leaders in th I ng of the English 
ers/and to discoura y o~t of sympathy for d e ntemational Working Men's 
Few English union fe:~~; Impor~ation offorei ow~trodden ~o~tinental work
~ry character of the co s were Ideologically i:;' llacklegs m tunes of strikes. 

ntlsh trade union lea ntmental sections of the vo ved, and as the revolution~ 
:e~.up!?e prinCiple :~ ~\V increasingly alie~~;::endt became clear the 

sa Ion. ra e Umonism on the alt an ,.as Marx said, "of-
th The British trade uDio . ar of nnddle class legiti-

at confronted the labo n movement never had to C: r moveme t" J.ace the kind f . n ill eIther 19th 0 . problems 
-century America or 
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Europe. In the United States unions were repulsed by employers who were 
~ady and able to take the law into their 0\Vll hands. The revolutionary tradi
lion was a fundamental fact of American history. Th(: country had been cre
ated out of violence and was rent apart by a civil war jess than 100 years later. 
Frontier wars continued until the end of the 19th century. In the frontier 
areas men had to make and enforce their own law at the end of a gun. On the 
eastern seaboard waves of immigrants wno nad relieved the pressures of dis
content m Bntam and Europe arrived in the United states to threaten the 
Jobs of those who had arrived earlier. In tne scramble for security and for 
fiches that were often there for the taking, violence was inevitably always 
close at hand. It would have been so in any societ.y in which these factors 

prevailed. ' 
The contrast with the situation in Britain was startling. Britain was a long-

settled country whose population was relatively stable. The roots of its work
mg class struck deep and they were not easily disturbed. British employers 
were firmly established, and, aspiring to an aristocratic way of life with its ac
ceptance of civic responsibilities, were much less ruthless than their American 
counterparts. British employers were prepared to take a more tolerantattitude 
towards 1he unions and their activities, since they often found the unions un
derstood even if they did not share their views on major issues of economic 
and mternational policy. There was to be a much greater divergence of views 
Itt the end of the 19th century, once the working-class movement .ban doned 
Its lIberal philosophy to embrace its own muted version of soci®sm;\ 

A final point that is necesSlU)' to stress as of fundamental significkce in 
the erosion of working-class violence in Britain in the 19th century is the fact 
that the working class was by no means nomogeneous. Without going into the 
problem of the definition of class,26 it can be said without question that wage 
earners, while sharing certain common interests, certainly did not share others. 
There were Significant differences of economic interest between skilled and un
skilled workers; rural and urban workers; between those workers who were 
able to impose a "closed shop" and those who were not; between newly ar
nved immigrants from Ireland and native-born Englishmen; between workers 

in the north .and those in London and the south. 
The common interest sharedby all those who we(1J excluded from the 

right. to vote was diluted by the differences of interests among the groupS that 
made up the whole. 'fbis conflict of interesis. was most clearly revealed in the 
Chartist agitations, when the skilled workers showed the utmo!t reluctance to 
h .. ard their orAAUizations in active and wholehearted support 'If the Chartists' 
poliCies and programs of action. Tnese dichotomies, real or ima,gined, again 
and again influenced the course of events and blurred the clean ~dges o[social 
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conllict. In this respect the firm but complex structurallrlerarc!l.y of BritiSh 
social classes in the 19th century made for relatively peaceful relations among 
groups. Each grOUp knew where it .stood in relation to another groUP; its sta
tion gave it security and satisfaction as well as dissatisfaction. The members 
of anyone grOUp might well resent the social grOUp at the top but they were . , '-;:! 
prepared to .accept the right of the next gro~p above to protect its interests ....-' I 
by organizing restric.!ions on entry. AI though social mobility was limited, i' ..::'..1 
workers were prepared to accept this limitation so long as it was made tolerable "'i 
by the steady improvement in their economic conditions, and by their inte- · ... ti\ 
grati

on
, through their trade unions,into the structure of political democracy. r:'. b~~~~~~~~~~=:Z==~~~~'~'=' ~~j, .' (.h'~) 
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By good fortune 0 . 19th century r illtuitive understand' mst",!,1 

:':n.flict to 10:1::f::i~n~:eve a balan~' o~;e;;:;;~::'oups ill Britain in the 
t e penods immediatel b Slty. When in the 1880' that reduced violent 
ween employers and w y efore and after the Fi s and 1890's and again 

fmnIy established patt orkers threatened to bec rst World War, conflict b .. 
erate their actions and ern of responsible behavi orne dangerously violent. the 
when these were at the~;ach an accOmmOdationo~:~bled both sides to ';'od. 

most acute. elf dIfferences even 
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Chapter 8 

AMERICAN LABOR VIOLENCE: 
ITS CAUSES, CHARACTER, 

AND OUTCOME* 
By Philip Taft and Philip Rosst 

The United States has had the bloodiest and most violent labor history of 
any mdustrial nation in the world. Labor violence was not confined to cer-~ain industries,geographic areas, or specific groupS in the labor force, although 
It has be~n more fre<[uent in some industries than in,others. There have been 
few sectsons .and scarcely any industries in which violence bas not erupted at 
some tune, and even more serious confrontations have on occasion followed. 
Native and foreign workers, whites and blacks have at times sought to prevent 
strike replacements from taking their jobs, and at otber times have themselves ~een the object of attack. With few exceptions, labor violence in tbe United 
States arose in specific situations, usually during a labor dispute. The precipi
tatmg causes have been attempts by pickets and sympathizers to prevent a 
plant on strike from being reopened with strikebre,ij<ers,1 or., attempts of com· 
pany guards, police, or even by National Guardsmen to prev~nt sucb interfer
ence. At different times employers and workers have played the roles of ~g
gressors and victims. Union violence was directed at limited objectives; the" 
prevention of the entrance of strikebreakers or raW materials to a struck plant, 
or interference with finished products leaving the premiseS. While the numbel 
seriously injured and killed was high in some of the more serious encounters, 
labor violence rarely spilled over to other segments of the community. .. 

/I 

*This research has been supported by a grant from the Ford Foundation. t PhiliP Taft wa,a member of tho e,onomics department at Brown Univo",ty from 1937 
to 1968 and in 1968..69 was ",itinK prof".,r at thO State Uni .. "i'y o[ New V ork at 
Buffalo. Bellas contributed to scholarly journals, seIVed on wage boards and State gov· oml~ent commissions, and baS written seven book' and coauthored [our oth"'1" Among 
them are Hi"ory of [.abor in 'h' Unit.dS'a'''' 1896-1932. with Seng Perlman (New 
V ork: Macmillan, 1935); Orffm/red [.abor in A"leri,an Hi,'m', (New Vork: Horper & 
Row. 1964): [.abor PoNti" Am.ricon S,yle (Cambridge: Harvard Univeni'y Pre", 
1968); and two volumes on th~ American Federation of Labor. 

Philip Rosi is "",f .. ,or of industrial ",laM.'. State UniversitY of New Vorl, at 
Buffalo. He bas ...,cd as a eonsultant ,. a number of Government and'State agende. 
including the National Ubor Relations Board ",d the U. S. Doparlm

ents 
of commer .. 

",d Transportation. His pubJieations include The Go .. r .. n•
n

' as a Sourc. of Union 
power (Provide.": Brown Uni .. "ity Press, 1965) and The Labor [.aw in Action: An _'ysi' of ,he Admini"""i" Proe'SS ()V!'hlngton. D.C.: National LabOr Relations 

Board, 1966). as well as numerous articles. 
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19th century m".:r mtuitive ~nderstanding th' History.] By good fortun . 

~onflict to low le~r:~i? ~chieve a balance 'of ;e;~:: gr~UPS in Britain in the 
ill the periods innnediat ~ ~nsIty. When in the 1880~s at reduced violent 
tween employers and e y efore and after the F" s and 1890's and again 
fmnlyestablished a workers threatened to bec ITst World War, conflict be-
er~te their actions ~~::n ~ responsible behavio~~::"rrouSlY violent the 
w en these were at the. ac an accommodation of th . e both sides to ';'od. 
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Chapter 8 

AMERICAN LABOR VIOLENCE: 

ITS CAUSES, CHARACTER, 

AND OUTCOME* 
By Philip Taft and Philip Rosst 

The United States has had the bloodiest and most violent labor history of 
any mdustrial nation in the world. Labor violence was not confined to cer-
lain industries, geographic areas, or specifiC groups in the labor force, although 
It has been more frequent in some industries than in others. There have been 
few se~tions.andscarceIY any industries in wltich violence has not erupted at 
some tune, and even more serious confrontations have on occasion followed. 
Native and foreign workers, whites and blacks have at times sought to prevent 
strike replacements from taking their jobs, and at other times have themselves 
been the object of attack. With few exceptions, labor violence in the United 
States arose in specific situations, usually during a labor dispute. The precipi
tatmg causes have been attempts by pickets and sympathizers to prevent a 
plant on strike from being reopened with strikebreakers

,1 or attempts of com
pany guar~s, police, or even by National Guardsmen to prevent such interfer
ence. At different times employers and workers have played the roles of ag
gressorsand victims. Union violence was directed at limited objectives; the 
prevention of the entrance of strikebreakers or raW materials to a struck plant, 
or interference with finished products leaving the premises. While the number 
seriously injured and killed was ltigh in some of the more serious encounters, 
labor violence rarely spilled over to other segments of the community . 

*This research has been supported by a grant from the Ford Foundation. t Philip Taft was a member of thO economiCS depmment at Brown Uni""~ty f,om 1937 
to 1968 and in 1961\-69 w" ... iting professo' at thO Stato Uni",,.;ty of New yo,k at 
Buff';o. He has cOntributed to scholarly joumais, ""ed on Wag' boards and state go" 
emment cOm,nissio

n
" and hru< written s"en boOks and coauthored fou' otOe'" Among 

them"" History of Labor in the united States, 1896-1932, with Selig Perlman (New 
yo,k: Macmillan, 1935); Organized LabOr in Ameriean History (N'W yo,k: HOIP" & 
Row, 1964); Labor PoNtics Amerieon Style (cambridge: H"",ard Uni",,,i!Y Press, 
1968); and two volumes on the American Federation of Labor. . 

Philip RoSS is professo' of industrial relations, State Uni''''~ty of New yo,k at Buffal~. He hM .",ed as a consultant to a number of Go.-,nm,nt and State agencies, 
including thO National Labo' Relations Board and the U. S. Departm

en
" of COmmerce 

and Transportation. His publications include The Government as a Source of Union 
Power (Pro"'den": Brown Uni'''sity Press, 19~5) and The Labor Law In Action: An 
AnalysiS of the Admlnistmlive /'rOCe" (Washington, D.C.: National Labo' R,latio

ns 
,,' 

Board, 1966), as well as numerous articles. 
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S~rikers, no matter how . HistoJy I 
to Wm the sym ath vIOlent they might 'be wou1 . 
even incitemenfs a y. of the community to their side d vlftually always seek 
be carefully avoide~al~t t~ose not connected or aidi~;~~ therefore attacks or 
strikes, those which' uc conduct Was especiall co e e~ployer would 
violence can there~ Were c~lled and directed b a~a mmon l~ the organized 
general discontent :~ be

fl 
dlf!erentiated from vrolen~o~ho~g.~ation. Strike 

mally anxious to av . a. eelmg of injustice. Moreo . a IS s!lmu1ated by 
with the strike the old vI?le~ce and limit its im act vel, the u~ons were nor
negotiating with othorgallIZahon might also be o~e ;ecause, sImultaneously 
mote common intere:~se,l~yers in an attempt to :~l~g d~~flder a contract and 
operation of emp10 . llIons seek and must hav t 1 1 erences and pro-

d yers. No rna' 1 b e a east the g d' eve~ a vOcated violence ~or a or organiZation in Am . ru . gmg co-
ognlZed that it might b as a polIcy, even though th 1 b encan hIstOry 

Trade unions f he a fact of industrial life e a or organizations rec-
rom t e beg' . . 

peaceful relations with mllIng of their existence s 
movement or W'th ~mployers. However mi . tressed their desire for 
against establish~d ~ut ?Ire~t attachment to it ad nonty g~.?UPS Within the labor 
try, and SOCiety T:stlt~tIOns and also against l:a

o
;ate? [i1e use of violence 

nized that in th~ st e unIOn leader might hope to er~ m .government, indus
union to prevent {ess of a labor dispute it might avoId vIOlence, but recog
ously \vithout Pla~ ~:hes of Var~ing seriousness. ~: be~ond the ability of the 
provocation Tho ~ hPurpose m response to an' 'dY rrught erupt Spontane-
1 . . se w 0 saw' . 1 mCI ent on t1 . k l' em dIfferently' th h d m VIO ence a creative f, Ie pIC et me or 
concerned with pu~~c a .n? objectives of immediat~rc~ r~garded the prob-
cal transformation °PIllIon. They were revol . g~n, they were not ~ 
consuming passion of the economic and SOcial sy~tIOnanes for Whom the radi-

!he mo,';;t virule~t fo. em Was the only and all-
whIch efforts were rm of mdustrial ViOlence 0 
recognition. made to destroy a functionin cc~rred in Situations in 

g UllIon or to deny toa union 

. THE INFLUENCE OF IDEOLOGY _ 
There IS only a solita 

of Violence as a me ry example in American. -_ 
branch of anarchis~hod of political and economi~ab~r hIstory of the advocacy 
unorganized lab emerged that claimed a c :mge. In the 1880's a 
Th' or and advo t d" connectIOn w'th . e prmciple of" ca e mdlvidual te 1 orgallIzed and 
Congress in Rerne ~o~aganda by the deed" f" rr~r and revolution by force. 
peaceful appeals ~er:I~:rland, in 1876, w'as ~:~e~~mulgated. at the anarchist 
terpreted as a call dequate to rouse the pon the aSSUmption that 
such as trade unio~:on workers to create their~asse~. Thisview could be in
eratives. However '1 mutual aid SOCieties and wdn mdependent institutions 
m ' a most from th b ' pro ucer and ' e~n engaging in insurre' e eginning this doct . con.sumer coop-
agamst the individual 2 ~tIonary and putSchist acr .. nne was mterpreted to 
~0m. the terroristic a~ts orPhasis upon individual }~:Ies, a~d in terror directed 
~ss~an ~evolutionaries wh mem~ers of the P~ople's W~~ gamed ad~ed strength 

cu rrunatmg in the a 'as' o.carned out campai ns f 1.' an orgallIzation of 
lem Not all anarchists ap;~~~~~~hOf Czar ~exan:er I~ i~J~1e~e3against persons, 

s Could be Solved ese tactIcs Ma _ . 
only by addressing on~self ~y t~ought that SOCial prob

o e removal ,of eVils, by 
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changing institutions and the minds of men. In addition, the reaction against 
acts of terror, the arrests and imprisonmentofnillitants, weakened themove
ment by depriving it of some of its more vigorous and courageous elements. 
Nevertheless, the London congress of 1881, which established the Interna
tional Working People's Association as the center for the national anarchist 
federations, came out in favor of "propaganda by the deedu as a creative 
method for carrying on warfare against capitalist society and its leaders.4 

Social revolutionary views were not widely accepted in the United States 
during the 1880's, but the difference between the moderates and the mili
tants, which divided the European movement, was also in evidence here. As 
early as 1875 education and defense organizations {Lehrund Welrr Vereine} 
were organized in Chicago, and they soon spread to other cities. Members 
met regularly and drilled with arms. It was the issue of using arms which was 
largely responsible for the split in the Socialist Labor Party in 1880, and the 
more militant social revolutionaries gradually approached the anarchist posi
tion on politics and violence. 

An attempt to unite the. scattered groups of social revolutionaries was made 
by the Chicago conference of 1881 and was unsuccessful. The meeting 
adopted a resolution recognizing "the armed organizations of workingmen 
who stand ready with the gun to resist encroachment upon their rights, and 
recommend the formation of like organizations in all States."5 This was only 
a prelude to the convention held in Pittsburgh in 1883, dominated by Johann 
Most, a Germail-born revolutionary who had served prison terms in a number 
of countries. Most had come to the United States in December 1882, and 
transferred his journal, Freiheit, to New York. Through the spoken and writ
ten word he became the leader of the anarchists in the United States and the 
leading figure of the predominantly inunigrant revolutionaries. 

In typically Socialist fashion, the congress explained the causes of the evils 
afflicting modern society. Since all institutions .are aligned against hinl, the 
worker has a right to arm himself for self-defense and offense. The congress 
noted that no ruling class ever surrendered its privileges and urged organization 
for planning and carrying out rebellion. Capitalists will not leave the field ex
cept by force.6 These ideas had some influence among a limited number of 
workers, largely inlmigrants. Most hinlself did not favor trade unions, regard
ing them as compromising organizations, and even refused to support the 
8-hour movement in the 1880's. Anarchists, however, were active in union 
organizations and sor!}e regarded them as the ideal type of workmen's socie
ties. Albert Parsons,i~ugust Spies, and Samuel Fielden, all of them defend
ants in the Haymarket Trial, had close connections with a part of the Chicago 
labor movement. 

The anarchists were not all of the same view, but many of them including 
Most not only advocated the formation of armed societies/but published ma
terials on the making of explosives. Revolutionary War Science (Rel1olutioniire 
Kriegswissenscha!t) is a treatise on the use of arms and the making of what 
w~ would call "Molotov cocktails." There is little evidence that the.~~ sugges
tioniwere ever taken seriously by many workers, and the anarchist move
ment's greatest influence in the United States was in the 1880's. Even at the 
height of their influence the anarchists had few supporters. Whatever violence 
took place in th~ United States cannot be traced to the thinking of Most or 
any of his coworkers. In fact, even then it was widely believed that the armed 
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societies were engaging in pIa . . Histill}' I 

!:~~';" ~:~~::;~i:r;; :~~:f::~f~~='t~~~ !:~!~~:~n~:~:~::U~~~~:~' 
e ea~mg nature convinced many of~ropaganda by the deed," whose self-

expenence was a more 1 s eXponents of its fallac I . 
r~acted to these terrori~o!ee~~~~~ce ~~an moral considerationt G~v~~:~~:d, 
~Idekmnts of anarchist violence in the ~t~tsadvasge repression. One of the few in-

er an on Henry F . k d· fll e tates was an att k b 
effect of this actio nc unng the Homestead strike Th abc y Alexander 
th n was to transfo th . e oomerang 
M oU?h Wounded, he fought off hisr~t e hated Frick into a folk hero when 

t
,cKihnley by the anarchist Czolgosz . aCker

h
· The assassination of William ' 

a e t e tacf b'· IS anot er ex I M . m' IC, ut laId down conditio f,. amp e. ost did not repudi-
an s conduct. ns or Its Use that were critical of Berk-
In France, Italy, and Spain anar . . '. 

pressed, as were the few attempts . c~t-msPIfed violence was savagely re
m ermany and Austria. 7 

THE INDUSTRIAL WO 
RICERS OF THE WORLD (IWW) 

U~like the other national fed . 
::n~ncan Federation of Labor :~~t~~ns~uch as the Knights of Labor, the 

cleear~e~dvo:abted d~rect acti~n and S:bo~::::es~~f Industr~al Organizations, 
p me , ut dId not include . . ese doctrmes were never 
I ~h1ets on sabotage by Andre T .~olence against isolated individuals 
t~ F!ct~n wer.e published, but Hay~o~~'a~a1ker C. Smith, and Elizabeth Gur
destr~cti~al tnal for espionage in Chica 0 in d the laWY~rs for the defense at 
thejob wh~:~Kroperty. Instead HaYW~od c:~e:~flled that sab?tage meant 

It· f ~ employer refused to mak !t meant slowmg down on 
IS 0 some mterest that IWW .. e concesslOns.8 

:~:;~~:ee~h figh~ was a form of pas~~~~v;~i~:s vir~Ually. free of violence. The 
strikes a dan~ filled the jails. The IWW did nce 111 whIch members mounted 
Which th~ aSIde from the one in McKee's not conduct a large number of 

The tw~WW e~tered after it was called !~Ck, ~a., a. spontaneous strike 
tralia Wash bloo~lest episodes in the life ~f theI~trikes. were peaceful. 
The Everett·' eac connected with the attem were'm Everett and Cen-
No 500 confrontation started When th e to organize lumber workers 
me~bers~P;~:~t hall !n Everett in the spr7ng ~~~~~ W~rkers Indu.strial Union 
ers and other ~eetmgs were prevented and th h 6,.m an effort to recruit 
to note that a ~em ers of the IWW to Seattle on ~e r S en!f ~eported the speak
Everett Was late~eaker Who adVocated Violence at ~ nus. ~t IS of some interest 
were stopped bu,~i:°sed as a private detective Fo me~~mg at the IWW hall in 
400 members' t" ey were resumed in Octob~ r a Ime the deportations 
October 30 l;;e~e :~~wworted by the sheriff and ~:51~. ~n estimated 300 to 
sheriff and ~ ,1. men left Seattle b an.es rom Everett. On 
vigilantes Wh~~sse, seIZed, and made to run t:e boat. IThey were met by the 

On Novemb e~~ their priSoners with clubs gaunt et between two ~ows of 
d er ~,1916 the IWW . . 

:t ~:~!~~:-tIditi~nal 39 men on I~~~~~t~:~~:~tered a boat, the Verona, 
peacefully the ·sh~a·";fng been informed of the att:· Tthefchartered boat set 

) nt and about 200 ar d mp 0 the IWW to land 
me men met the chartered vessel at 

\) 

~----------!,---- ____ --------- -- ....... ""--~, ----0 --;-----
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the dock. The sheriff sought to speak to the leaders. When none came for
ward and the passengers sought to land, a signal to fire into the disembarking 
men was given by the sheriff. Five members of the IWW and two vigilantes 
were killed, and 31 members of the IWW and 19 vigilantes were wounded by gun
fIre. The Verona and the other vessel carrying members of the IWW returned to 
Seattle without unloading at Everett. Almost 300 were arrested, and 74 were 
charged with first-degree murder. The acquittal of the first defendant led to 
the dismissal of the case against the others.9 

Another tragedy occurred in Centralia, Wash., a lumber town of almost 
20,000 inhabitants. Several,limes the IWW sought to open a hall in that com
munity) but in 1916 the member$'were expelled by a citizens' committee, and 
2 years later the IWW hall was wrecked during a Red Cross parade. With dog
ged persistence the IWW opened another hall. When threats were made to 
wreck it, the IWW issued a leaflet pleading for avoidance of raids upon it. 
During the Armistice Day parade in 1919, members of the IWW were barrio 
caded in their hall and when the hall was attacked, opened fire. Three mem
bers of the American Legion were killed, and a fourth died from gunshot 
wounds inflicted by Wesley Everest, himself a war veteran. Everest was 
lynched that night by a citizen mob. Eleyen members of the IWW were tried 
for murder. One was released, two were a.cquitted and seven were convicted 
of second degree murder. A labor jury from Seattle that had been attending" 
the trial claimed that the men fired, in self-defense and should have been ac
quitted)O It is not necessary to attempt to redetermine the verdict to recog
nize that the IWW in Everett and Centralia was the victim, and the violence 
was a response to attacks made upon its members for exercising their constitu
tional rights. 

A number of States, beginning with Minnesota in 1917, passed criminal 
syndicalist laws that forbade the advocacy of force and violence as a means of 
social change. On the basis of the theory that the IWW advocated force and 
violence to bring about industrial changes, several hundred men were tried, 
and 31 men served in the penitentiary in'ldaho, 52 in Washington, and 133 in 
California. These convictions were not based upon acts of violence committed 
by those tried)! 

THE PRACTICE OF VIOLENCE IN THE 1870's AND 1880's 

Repudiation of theories did not eliminate the practice of violence from the 
American labor scene. The pervasiveness of violence in American labor dis
putes appears paradoxical because the great majority of American workers 
have never supported views or ideologies that justified the use of force as a 
means of reform or basic social change, nor have, American workers normally 
~mgaged in the kind of political activity that calls for demonstrations or for 
physical confrontation with opponents. Through most of its history, orga
nized labor in the United States has depended larg~ly upon economic organi
zations-unions-for advancem¢ntthro:ugh collective bargaining, and upon 
pressure politics and cooperatron~:v,vith the old partie~ for achieving its political 
aims. Yet we are continually confiQ~ted with e~amples of violent confronta
tions between labor and management. Does industrial violence reveal a com
mon characte,ristic with basic causes and persistent patterns of behavior, or is 
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sonnel and property Tl . " Histo I 
protest a a' : 1e stnkes and riots of 1877 ry 
during a :r~~~td~eten~rating conditions and the suff:.~re, ho;e~er, a violent 
allel in our hist pressIOn. The widespread and fero . ng an ~llsery endured 

tant in shaping ~~~~:at:re are other~ of lesser ma~~~~~:a~~~~n has ~o par-
There is no ev'd gement reiatlOns.16 were unpor-

f '1 1 ence that the riot f 18 ' 
a ral road disputes, which . s .0. 77 brought reforms' . 
demonstrate that th U. was the InItial cause of the di t b m the handlmg 
affectin . e mted States would s ur ances. They did 
the Pro;l other md~strial nations, and that not escap~ tJ:te trials and tribulations 
than a de e~s that mdustrial societies t"nd t

more 
attentIon must be given to 

ernment ~~ p:~~~~r that the first hesita~t ste~ g;~:rt:' I~ was, however, more 
never tried N tl e a. method of adjusting labor d' en y the Federal Gov
provide a u's b 0 until the Erdman Act of 1898 .Isputes, a method that was 
railroads. ~ l~ procedu~e for settling labor- dId the Fed~ral Government 
right to 0 .a ded provIsion guarantee;n n:tanagement dIsputes on the 
when Ch~::~ :as decl~red unconstit~tfo:~r~ya~hwo~ksers, protection of the 

y a carner, Adair v Un'f d S e. . Supreme Court 
• 1 e tates, 1908. 

2. The Southw t, . . es ern Railroad Strike 

Tne railroads though 't _ were the scene of anoth . t 1 was comparatively a mild er extensIve strike in 1885-86 al 
wo-stage affair It b' cont~st. The S th . ' -

Railroad wh' egan m March 1885 in th h ou western strike was a 
toration ~f a ~ a demand by an assembly of t~e s ~~s hof 

the Missouri Pacific 
Governors of Kage cut of the previous year was Ig ts of Labor for the res-
port of the c'r ansas and Missouri ended the ~t met. Intervention of the 
the walkout 1 Izens along the right of wa a wa. ,o~t. The strike had the sup-
with Jay GO~I~n ~~ next year the Knighi; o~~ n~ vI~lence took place during 
ment was reach' dV ~ controlled the Southwest a or ad another encounter 
and in Janua e. owever, the parties were ern roads, and another settle-
of Labor. T~ ~{ 1886 another strike was call~~~ ha.~py wit? th~settlement, 
area around P me the company rejected c y aasemblIes of the Knights 
trains "were f~:~~~t, Ka~., reported, on Mar~:~~o~ises, and the sheriff of the 
and a serious y reSIsted. . .. Man a e ,886, that efforts to move 
Parsons by th:~Ck ha.d occurred." 17 lou~ ~~~ad been 'killed' and disabled, 
encountered a sw?;e~nor. In Fort Worth Tex ~e~ troops were ordered to 
fire resulted in th~ c 0 ope~ and men hidi~g be~i:esr~~n proceed~g under guard 
ordered to the sce w ~ndmg of three policemen d e tra~k. An exchange of 
~ounty, Ill., wher;~ a the trou?le. On April 9 ~~86a striker.1~ Troops were 
mg on bet ast St. LOUIS is J'ocated ' , the shenff of St. Clair 

. . . W;len a ~ ,report d' "Th' . ~ere killed, and it wa orce of deputies and the rna; ,,' . ere IS shooting go~ 
mto a crowd andth::ms later ~stablished that the '. SIX men and a woman 
vestigating th'e st ik··· ... •• escaped to St. Louis Th deputies had fired rifle shots 
Ire noted " I -- ---> e congre . al 
. ~rge and irresponsible t 1at in addition to the t .~sIOn . committee in-
VIolence. Some of t mob had collected and wer s n ng raIlroad men, a 
~leged, had long be:e ::;en h~d never been railroa~ the 70s

t 
active in inciting 

SIX men and a woma: ack-~Isted by the railroads ,;mp °re~s; others, it is .... , 
the Louisville N h '·ll were killed started as a l' The mCldent in which 
It ~. as VI e Rail d resu t of the det . . 

ortIfied its dete . . roa to operate its t' . ermmatIOn of 
nnmahon by the empI rams out of East St. Louis TIl 

oyment of a large force of guard; . 

---.,..--------~---------- - - -.u,...,._-----------.:;-:--- ____ -
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foJlowing the forcible efforts of strikers and sympathizers to close down rail
road operations at this point. On April 9 an atte~npt to move a coal train en
countered opposition from .ai'med men,. A posse directed the mob to disperse, 

and attempted to arrest a man. 
The squad of deputies was then furiously assailed with stones, as is 

alleged by the deputies, several of them being struck. One of the depu
ties raised his rifle, fired, and a man was seen to fall. The showers of 
'stones and pistol-shots from all directions began to rain upon the offi
cers, who returned the fire with their guns al;\d pistols, with deadly 
effect, into the crowd. The firing was kept up until the crossing was 
clear, the people fleeing panic-striken and rushing into houses in every 

direction for protection and safety .... 
Bloodshed was succeeded by incendiarism., 

About 40 railroad cars were burned. At the request of the sheriff, a large 
force of State troops was sent to East St. Louis and they succeeded in restor-

ing order),9 

3. Other Strikes in 1886 

Employers who refused to deal with the organizations of their workmen 
began to rely on local and State governments for assistance during labor dis
putes. Although the great majority of strikes were peaceful, whether they 
succeeded or failed to obtain their objectives, the possibility of violence 
tended to be smaller in contests in which union recognition was not an issue. 
Under such circumstances the employer was likely to regard 'the strike as a 
temporary rupture of relations between himself and his labor force. When 
recognition was in question, the employer might seek to demonstrate that the 
strikers could be replaced and that their cause was lost. For the workers, the 
issue was not only the demands for which they struck, but the possibility that 
they would be replaced by newly hired workmen. Employers were therefore 
anxious to have the support of additional police and State troops if possible. 
An obliging sheriff might, as in the Chicago stockyards strike of 1886, plead 
for the sending of troopS, who upon their arriyal would find the community 

peaceful and threats of disorder nonexistent.
20 

Strikes in 1886 were generally peaceful. The U.S. Commissioner of Labor 
reported that in that year 1,572 strikes took place involving 610,000 workers. 
Some employers, including powerful ones, were likely to refuse to deal with a 
labor organization representing their employees. Workers were not then any 
more th2;1) now inclined to give up their unions without a struggle. In the 
anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania, the operators had decided to deny rec
ognition to the union with which they had been dealing, and the miners re
acted to tllis change by striking. Their peaceful conduct did not save the area 
from violence. A committee from the U.S. House of Representatives noted: 
"Throughout the Lehigh region there were no riots. , .. These men were not 
a mob. They obeyed. the law. They simply declined to work for shriveled 
wages ... , During the whole of the'"strike serious violence was incited by t~e 
company rather than the men."21 .. " 

Nor was this an isolated instance of the use of force against workers on 
strike. When the textile workers of Fall River, Mass., went on strike in July 
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1875 the mayor called for troops. The strikers were boisterous, but peaceful, 
and the Massachusetts Adjutant General reported that the "evening and night" 
after the arrival of troops "was remarkably quiet, more so than usual." No 
reports of disorders were made, but the presence of the troops obviously 
cowed the strikers, who withdrew to their homes.22 

This use of troops was not always unquestioned. General C. H. Grosvenor 
on March 19, 1875, submitted a resolution requesting the Governor to inform 
the House, "what, if any, public reason or necessity existed for the calling 
out, arming and sending to Nelsonville, the Ohio Independent Militia, on the 
11 2",,'1d 12 of June 1874." It was called out during a strike of coal minerg, 
"The statute of Ohio provides for the organization of the independet!tl~;lilitia, 
and the Governor is ex-officio commander-in-chief; but he has no powedo 
call out the militia until an exigency has arisen which requires the presence of 
troops." Grosvenor denied the existence of riot or disorder: 

Was there insurrection or not? The Governor says there was not. Was 
there invasion? Nobody pretends it. Was there any resistance to the 
enforcement of law? There was not. If there was no riot or insurrection, 
if there was no invasion, if there was no resistance to civil authority, 
then the Governor of this State had no jurisdiction to call upon these 
companies, and his order was in violation oflaw, and without the au
thority oflaw.23 

LABOR VIOLENCE IN THE 1890's 

Not all violence was inspired by employers. While employer obduracy 
rrdght lead tcrejection of recognition, such conduct was in itself legally per
missible. Had workers passively accepted such decisions, the level of violence 
in American labor disputes would have been reduced. Workers were, however, 
unwilling to watch their jobs forfeited to a local or imported strikebreaker. 
Employers could shut down their plants and attempt "to starve" their em
ployees out of the union. Such apolicy might have workE-:a, but employers 
cognizant of their rights and costs frequently refused to follow 'such a self
denying tactic. As a consequence violence initiated from th~ labor side was 
also prevalent. In the 1890's violent outbreaks occurred in the,North, SOuth, 
and West, in small communities and metropolitan cities, testifYIng to the com
mon attitudes of Americans in every part of the United States. While workers 
might react against the denial of what they regarded as theirrig'hts, the,out
come of their violent behavior seldom changed the course of events. Serious 
violence erupted in several major strikes of the 1890's, the question of ' 
union recognition being a factor in all of them. As will be noted below,the 
Homestead strike, which was a defensive action in behalf of an existing and 
recognized union, and the Pullman strike, which was called in behalf of other 
workers denied recognition, also failed. Violence in the Coeur d'Alene copper 
area eventually led to the destruction of the Western Federation of Miners in 
that district. Violence was effective in 1':he Illinois coalfields only because the 
community and the Governor of the State were hostile to the efforts of two 
coal producers to evade the terms of a contract acceptable to the great major
ity of prq!)lucers in lllinois. 
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Although steel workers in PennsylVania and copper miners in Idaho had 
different ethnic origins and worked under dissimilar conditions, each reacted 
with equal ferocity to the attempts of their employers to undermine their 
unions. 

1. Homestead 

In Homestead, Pa., the domineering head of the Carnegie Steel Co., Henry 
C. Frick, used a difference over wages and a contract expiration date as an ex
cuse forbreaking with the union. When the union called a strike against the 
demands of Frick, the latter was ready to bring in a bargeload of Pinkerton 
operatives to guard his plant from the harassment of union pickets. Frick's 
plan became known, and th,e guards were met by several hundred steelwork
ers. In the battle to land the guards from the barges, two Pinkertonsand two 
strikers were killed. Another attempt to land also ended in failure. Eventu
ally the Pinkertons were forced to surrender and some were severely mauled 
by strikers and sympathizers. At the plea of the sheriff, the Governor ordered 
7,000 troops to Homestead. Leaders were arrested, but juries refused to con-
vict. . 

While the violence was temporarily successful in holding off the landing 
attempted on July 4, it was unable to change the outcome of the contest be
tween the union and Frick. Under the cover of the protection given to him 
by the National Guard, .he was able to open his mills. Furnaces were lit on 
July 15, and the company announced that applications for work would be 
received until July 21. The follOWing day a large force of nonunion men en
tered the plant. Ultimately the union was defeated, and ac~ording to a leading 
student of the steel industry of another generation, John A. Fitch,the union 
never recovered from its defeat in Homestead. The steel workers were fearful 
,of Frick's attempt to break the union. The hiring of several hundred Pinker
tons and their stealthy efforts to land convinced the strikers that a serious . 
movement to destroy their organization was on the way, and the use of the 
hated Pinkertons sharpened their anger. An investigation by the U .S. Sen~te 
noted: "Every man who testified, including. the proprietors of thedetechve 
agencies admitted that the workmen are strongly prejudiced against the so
called Pi~kertons and their presence at a &trike serves to unduly inflame the 
passions of the strikers. "24 

2. Coeur d' Alime 

Organization of the metal miners in the Coeur d'Alene region in Idaho was 
followed by the mine operators' establishment of an association after the 
miner's union had successfully won a wage incnrasc. A lockout was called 
several months after the miner's success, and every mine in the area was ~losed 
down. An offer of lower wages was rejected. The strikers were not. p~sslve. 
StrikebreaJr..erswere urged to leave or were forcibly expelled; court l~Junc
tions against violence were ignored. In July 1892 the situation detenorat~d. 
A union miner was killed by guards) and it brought an attac~ by armed mmers 
upon the barracks housing guards employed by the Frisco mll1. It was dyna
mited, and one employee was killed and 20 wounded .. An attack on the Gem 
.mill followed. and although five strikers were killed and more wounded, the 
~ill surrendered. The guards gave up their weapons and were ordered out of 
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the county. Armed with Winchesters, the armed strikers marched on Wardner, 
where they forced the Bunker Hill mine to discharge its nonunion contingent. 

At the request of the Governor, who sent the entire National Guard, Fed
eral troops were sent to restore order. The commanding general ordered all 
union men arr~sted and lodged in a hastily built stockade or bullpen. The 
commander of the State militia removed local officials sympathetic to the 
strikers and replaced them with others favorable to his orders. Trains were 
searched and suspects removed. Active union men were ordered dismissed 
from their jobs. The district was treated like a military zone, and companies 
were prohibited from employing union men. About 30 men were charged 
with conspiracy, and four were convicted, but subsequently released by the 
U.S. Supreme Court. Nevertheless, the miners were able to win recognition 
from all but the largest of the mining companies, which net the stage for a 
more spectacular encounter 7 years later.25 

3. Use of Troo,ps in Minor Disputes 

The use of State troops against strikers was common in the 1890's. In 
some instances it was in response to violence or toftttempts to prevent inter
ference wit;~~rJtrikebreakeis or to the closing down of the properties. In 1894 
the United Mine Workers of America called a national strike in the bituminous 
coal industry and the strike became the occasion for intervention of troops in 
many coal-mining communities. When miners in Athens County, Ohio, inter
fered with the movement of coal trains, the militia was se!lJ into the area to 
restore order. The Kansas National Guard also saw service.26 However, the 
tendency of local police officers to seek the aid of State troops dUring indus
triru disturbances did not always depend upon the existence of disorder. 
Sometime it was precautionary and designed to overawe the strikers. Report
ing the activity of the lllinois National Guard for 1893 and 1894, the AdjU
tant General noted that it "has performed more active service than during its 
entire prior existence." At two points, ,the troops found no disorder and 
withdrew after several days. In others, militiamen prevented interference 
with the movement of coal, and in a third group of places, soldiers and miners 
staged a series of armed encounters.27 

'The tendency to order troops into coal-mining areas during a strike was not 
limited to illinois. DUring the strike of 1894, troops were moved into the 
southwestern area of Indiana and into Mahaska County, Iowa. Fourteen com
panies of militiamen were on duty from 8 to 20 days in the Indiana coalfields. 
No report of violence was made by the authorities, and the sending of troops 
wa,s evidently based on rumor or on hope that the presence of troops would 
intimidate the strikers.28 

4. The Pullman Strike 

RailrQad strikes have been among the more violent types of labor dispute. 
Normally, railroad workers are not more aggressive than other workers. How
ever, railroads cover large open areas and their operations are always open to 
the rock thrower or the militant picket ~ho may take it upon himself to dis
courage strikebreaking. A sympathy strike by thenewly"organized American 
Railway Union with the workers in the Pullman shops led to a widespread sus-' 
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unwilling to allow his workers the slightest influence upon the decisions of 
the company which greatly affected their welfare. Like other firms, the Pull
man Co. was suffering losses of business as a result of the depression, and it 
may not have been able to meet the demands orits employees. It could, how
ever, have conferred itl good faith and explained its position instead of follow
ing a policy of peremptory rejection and dismissal of those who had asked for 
a reconsideration of a Wage cut. Pullman's attitude, shared by many indus
trialists, tells us something about the cause of violence in labor disputes. Ar
rogant, intransigent, unwilling to meet with their employees, owners depended 
upon their own or the Government's power to suppress protest. Behind the 
powerful shield they could ignore the periodic outbreaks by their labor force; 
they knew that these seldom were strong enough to gain victory . 

5. Streetcar Strike in Brooklyn, N.Y . 

,,Homestead, the Coeur d'Alene, and Pullman are large marke:-s in the record 
of industrial disputes. Violence also erupted in a number of less Significant 
disputes. Local authorities were quick to call for hel,p from the state in the 
face of labor disputes, and Governors frequently answered their summons. 
For example, in Brooklyn, New York, District Assembly No. 75 Knights of 
Labor and the Brooklyn City Railroad Co. had established collective-bargaining 
relations in 1886, and annUally renewed the agreement. Negotiations broke 
down in 1895 and the company turned to strikebreakers." "Men came from 
all parts of the country and as a result the railroad companies were able en
tirely to reorganize their working staffs."31 When the strik;ers sought to inter
fere with operations, 7,500 State troops were sent into the city at the ~equest 
of the mayor. Cars began operating under military protection on January 22. 
Two soldiers rode on each car. In one encounter, shots were exchanged 
among strikers, strikebreakers, and troops; one man was killed and a number 
wounded.33 

6. Coal Miners' Strikes 

Three separate incidents involving coal-mining violence illustrate the fragil
ity of peaceful methods in this industry. In two of the three cases, the use of 
force did not end in failure, but there were exceptiqnal circumstances in each. 
Much depended upon the attitude of the authorities and the sympathies of the 
pUblic. Free miners in'Tennessee were able to control changes in the system 
of working convict labor in the coal mines. Leasing of convicts fot;~Workin 
the mines was begun in 1865, and the competition of these men, whohad no 
influence on their working conditions or pay, was a threat to the free miners. 
Other grievances also played a role. Payment of wages by scrip, absence of ' 
checkweighmen at the mines, and the use of yellow dog contracts were sources 
of protest. When the free miners went on strike in 1891 the companies intro
duced convict labor as replacements. On July 21,1891, hundreds of armed 
miners demanded that convict workers leave the mining camps at Briceville 
and Coal Creek. State troops were ordered into the area, but the governor 
agreed to the discontinuence of convict labor in the mines.34 

Violence was also a factor in the settling of the coal,miners' strikes in Ala
bama in 1894. A month after the strike started, miners in Johns, Adger, and 
Sumpter:wer~. ordered to leave the coilllpany houses. The company "strategy 
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C s CharaC e , . Dur-V' lcncc' Its ause! . the mmes. 

American Labor 10' . N labor to work m "35 On 
'k as to import egro ght from Kansas. k 

in breaking the. stn e w 100 Negroes were brou . ine at Horse Cree 
. the strike's nrst week, invaded the Pnce m t" On July 16, 
~:y 7 1894, a band of ar~le~~;;ies and destroying pr~;: ~trikebreakers 
"blowing up boilers, burn~g f m Birmingham, three ea by the governor 
in a gunfight at Slop~, 5 mile~;os were ordered i~to the sa:ettled.36 
and a deputy were killed. Tr ~ 14 when the strike wa . t establish itself 
and remained there until Augus k ' of America tried agam .Ot the UMW loW 

. dM' e War .ers . s Despl e 4 
In 1897, the Umte m bituminous coal mm~r. as called on July . 

as the bargaini?g agent ~o~:~:sources, a nation~ stn~~ ~le to establish bar-_ 
fortunes and vIrtual lac . est Virginia, the umon w ennsylvania. The cen '" 
Although unsuccessful 10 W. 's Ohio, and western. P 'med at a wage scalt: 
gaining rights in Indiana, nhnO\'was developed, which'~ns to operate on the 
tral competitive field agreem

en 
m aU of the abov~ ~eg1 0 along with the 

hi h would allow operators fro tors were willIng to g t the agreement, 
w c . N t all opera d to accep ddi 
basis of rough equality. C~al Co., which had refuse rt indicated that ~ a d 
arrangement. The Pana t ikebreakers. A repo. TS halting a tnun an 
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y
N, harm befell the~, talh buardsmen to Pana 

. 1 t ikebreakers. 0 f Nabon " 
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M,ore serious was the out erations with strik~b t 'kebreakers. A rep?r d 
Co., Virden, nl., to carryon op to land a car1oa~ 0 .~, ~lnd many of them lme 
1898 the company atte~pt~d d reached the striker~, a the train did not at
of th~ company's intentIOn. a loaded rifles, B:0wever; moved ahead to a 
the sides of the tracks carrym~ the railroad stab';;, b~ers and the occupa~!~ 
tempt to diScharg~ ~sb~~;~:changed betwee~:d: ~uards fuing ri~;~er::nd a 
stockade. Shots a the car reached t~e sto~f the~ strUcers, were I any and 
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number of others woun t~ Virden. They re.s, the day after th~ ~10 ~ ee-
sent Nation~l Gu~rtS:sefrom landing in .thee~~h,e central compe~ghltl~~a~ been 
group of strikebrea . es eventuallY SIgn "the outcome ffil 
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ment, but wlthou . that thi use of force strates vio-
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These co~ s n As the' full chronIC e 0 on despite the fa.~ beakers who 
inj'ure the umon. essful union weap. 't guards, or stn e r , 

ly a succ 1 d agams ik 
lence was rare_. e measure emp Oy; (veness of a str e., ide of a dispute 
narily a defen~lv 0 destroy the ~f. ec: su porting labor .s s uthorities in a 
were at~~mpt1~g ~e of public opm~on ~ neJtrality of gu~li~:r the Governo~ . 

The ll11por an £ r unions the he P?k against convu;t a t !ke In the IllinOls 
has seldom w~~r ~iolence. In the :::n:te the cause ?f',t!:h~:~m~IOyers by. re
context of la. d his power to el db oken ranks wIth" h violence was dl-
had and exerCIse ompanies ha r t Moreover, t e unity to re-
coal strike, the co~ : negotiated agreem:nb;ought into the ~~lence in labor 
fusing the terms 0 ed outsiders who we~ion shoWS, in gel1er , 
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7. A Return to Coeur d'Alene 

A completely different outcome followed the second act of the Coeur 
d' Alene story. In 1892, the union signed all of the companies except the 
Bunker Hill and Sullivan, which over the years remained a holdout. In the 
spring of 1899, Edward Boyce, president of the Western Federation ofMin
ers, visited the area and began a campaign to bring that company into line. 

In April 1899, a Northern Pacific train was seized at Burke, Idaho. At 
Gem, where the engineer was compelled to stop, dynamite was loaded on the 
train. Others joined the train at Wallace, and the engineer was then ordered 
to switch his train onto the tracks of the Oregon Northern Railroad and pro
ceed to Wardner. Masked men got off the train, proceeded to the Bunker Hill 
and Sullivan mill and, after dispersing the guards, destroyed the mill, inflicting 
damages of about a quarter of a million dollars. Governor Frank Steunenberg, 
on learning of these events, requested Federal aid, the Idaho National Guard 
being on duty in the Philippines. 

Federal troops were dispatched and the StatQ auditor, Bartlet Sinclair, was 
directed by the Goverl!or to take command. He jailed every member and 
sympathizer of th@ union that could be found;: I All were, in his opinion, mor
ally guilty of the dynamiting. Makeshift jail~'were used until the prisoners 
had constructed a stockade where they were lodged. Local officials sympa
thetic to the miners were removed, and oth~rs fri~ndly to the company re
placed them. Sinclair was determined to rootQut th~ Western Federation of 
Miners. A permit system was instituted underwhlc1{'applicants for work were 
reqUired to repudiate the union by agreeing that it was a criminal conspiracy. 
Protests to the Secretary of War by Samuel Gompers and others brought or
ders to the commanding Federal generaJnct to meddle in union affairs. But 
Sinclair was in charge of that phase, and l:;\l'was acting under the orders of 
Governor Steunenberg. ., 

The secretary of the Burke local union was tried for conspiracy to murder 
and was convicted and sentenced to prison. Ten others were convicted of in
terfering with the U.s. mail. Most of the miners were kept in the bullpen until 
November 1899, but the military occupation of the district continued until 
April 1901, when a new State administration ended it. The miners' leaders 
imprisoned by the State were also pardoned, but the union neve'iregained its 
vigor in the 'Coeur d'Alene area. The violence against the company boomer
anged; it did not serve the union's interest. 

In Coeur d'Alene the attack on the Bunker Hill and Sullivan mill was an 
attempt to compel a company to accept a union contract, but the aggressive 
invasion and destruction was one that no Governor could tolerate. Governor 
Steunenberg, who was to pe killed by a bomb 8 years later, had little option 
except to act against those who seized a train and dynamited property. His 
prior background was not on its face antilabor. He had had the support of 

. the Western Federation of Miners in his campaign for the governorship, and he 
boasted that he was a member of the International Typographical Union. 
However, he might have been less severe and avoided arresting and imprison
ing many innocent union miners. The lesson that can be derived from the 
episodes in the Coeur d'Alene area is that violence is a risky tactic for those 
who need public tolerance if not public support in behalf of their demands, 
no matter how just or righteous their cause.38 
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American Labor Violence: Its Causes, ~ 1900 AND 1910 
THEI0YEARSBETWEE 

. of union mem-
witnessed expanSIon AJ in 

The first decade of the 20th ce~~~; for conflicts with emplo~s. Sspect 
bership, which increased opporturu Ie sion marked by violence.. e ~r~tives. 
revious periods, strikes were o~ ?cca er resistance to um~n obJe 
~fviolence was heightened

l
. by.ns~:::S~~O:nsisted of the fou~dmg~! ~~n~se 

The signs of this new emp oye~ r. f the open-shop campaIgn, a 
employer associations, the begmnmg 0 union picket lines. 
of Citizen Alliances as assault troops on 

I ~a Anthracite Coalfields 
1. Pennsy v . ril by 

. d out pnma Y . d' Alene was carne . . thra- ;1 

Violence in Illinois and in the CToheu. r gl~ the 1870's the pe~nsylvaEmali~:h .': 
. . d workers rou It. ""'encans, ng, '. 

native or AmenCa?lZe llsh-S eaking workers: ,ruu 39 B 1900: large 
cite area was domtnated by Ent~e Pri~cipal sources of la?or. the :rea, and the 
Scotch, Irish, and Welsh were n Europeans had come mto ercent in 1880 
numbers of E?stern ~n~ S:ther ulation had drppped fr0t? 9

t
4 ~f Labor and 

English-spea~g rabo ~ ~ir~~he destruction. of the Knte~ to the compa
to 52 percent m 1900. .' f Anthracite)v1mers, no ~ e of the com
the Amalgamated ASSOCIatIon Of checkweigrunen, the eXlstencoal companies 
nies' power existed. Absence ~ominatioP of the area by :~~~se of power than 
pany store, and the c.omplete'n bettef demonstra!es th high prices at the 
were unrestrained eVIls. N.othi ghO l-tad struck agamst the to Latimer. The 

. 1897 on rmners W,,' . f Hazleton h an attack III up f lly marclung rom d nd ordered t em 
company store and were pe~ce n~et the marchers on the r?f~ o~deredhis depU
sheriff and a force of der~~l~ to obey instantly, the sh~led and 40 seriously. 
to disperse. When they. a~ e araders. Eighteen wer~. the back. The shenff 
ties to fire on the unreslst.m:land wounded were sho c 1!1uitted.41 
wounded. Many of the kill. d for murder but were a q e to challenge suc
and several deputies were .tneWorkers of America was ab~ n had only about 7 

In 1900, the U~it~d Mme 0 erators. Altho.u~ the .u~~led a strike.in Sep-
cessfully the anthi,aclte coal p 'n the orgamzatIon, It t'rl'kers and guardS, 

. in the area 1 1 nh between s 
percent of the mmers nly one serious c a.". I 2 400 troops were 
tember of 1900. Th~~e ~~s s~rikebreaker. ~medla~:itled on terms not. un

h
-

which led to the dea th~ Governor. Th~ strike w~~nter played no ro~e.ln t e .. 
sent into the area by . d the single Violent enc gl t about by polItIcal 
favorable to the umon,:n nthracite mines was brO\~~r~chell the president of 
outcome.42 Peace int1~e es~llfulleadershiP of JO~: lo~ed th~ use of violent , 
pressure but also by . M'tchell had always P ceful means of set-. 
the United Mine workers'lea~ed for negotiatio~S as arfa~ce of retaining public 
methods and constl!n~y f rther recognized the Im~O dto prevent the use of 
tUng labor disputes.. e ,uside and he was deterrrune immi rant worker to de
sentiment on the s~rikers'nst the southern Eur?pe.a~. the;nthracite workers 
widespread prejudl~e agal however. only a skirmlS "' 
feat them. This stnke ~:~~ trial 2 years later. union broke down in 
were to face a more sen t en the operators and the violent than the pre-

When negotiations bet:a~ the strike woul.d be mor~n the men, and the 
Apri11902, it ap~~:r:~ressive spirit was ~vId:~~ ~:tc~ further progress of 
ceding one. Am d t be equally determme . 
companies appeare 0 
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7. A Return to Coeur d'Alene 

A completely different outcome followed the second act of the Coeur 
d' Alene story. In 1892, the union signed all of the companies except the 
Bunker Hill and Sullivan, which over the years remained a holdout. In the 
spring of 1899, Edward Boyce, president of the Western Federation ofMin
ers, visited the area and began a campaign to bring that company into line. 

In April 1899, a Northern Pacific train was seized at Burke, Idaho. At 
Gem, where the engineer was compelled to stop, dynamite was loaded on the 
train. Others joined the train at Wallace, and the engineer was then ordered 
to switch his train onto the tracks of the Oregon Northern Railroad and pro
ceed to Wardner. Masked men got off the train, proceeded to the Bunker Hill 
and Sullivan mill and, after dispersing the guards, destroyed the mill, inflicting 
damages of about a quarter of a million dollars. Governor Frank Steunenberg, 
on learning of these events, requested Federal aid., the Idaho National Guard 
being on duty in the Philippines. 

Federal troops were dispatched and the State :auditor. Bartlet Sinclair, was 
directed by the Governor to take command. He ;jailed every member and 
sympathizer of the union that could be found .. All were, in his opinion, mor
ally guilty of the dynamiting. Makeshift jails welre used until the prisoners 
had constructed a stockade where: they were lodged. Local officials sympa
thetic to the miners were removed, and others fr1lendly to the company re
placed them. Sinclair was determined to root out the Western Federation of 
Miners. A permit system was instituted under which applicants for work were 
required to repudiate the union by agreeing that it was a criminal conspiracy. 
Protests to the Secretary of War by Samuel Gompers and others brought or
ders to the commanding Federal general not to II1leddle in union affairs. But 
Sinclair was in charge of that phasIe, and he was acting under the orders of 
Governor Steunenberg. 

The secretary of the Burke 10c;~1 union. was tried for conspiracy to m.urder 
and was convicted and sentenced '~o prison. Ten others were convicted of in
terfering with the U.S. mail. Mosjt of the miners were kept in the bullpen until 
November 1899, but the military pccupation of the district continued until 
April 1901, when a new State adI1;linistration ended it. The miners' leaders 
imprisoned by the State were alsb.: pardoned, but the union never regained its 
vigor in the Coeur d'Alene area. The violence against the company boome~~ 
anged; it did not serve the union's interest, 

In Coeur d'Alene the attack on'the Bunker Hill and Sullivan miH was an 
attempt to compel a company to alrcept a union contract~ but the aggressive 
invasion and destruction was one tbat no Governor could tolerate. Governor 
St~mnenberg. who was to be killed 11Y a bomb 8 years later, had little opt.ion 
ex(:ept to act against those who sei~ed a train and dynamited property. His 
prior background was not on its fac(~ antilabor. He had had the support of 
the. Western Federation of Miners in. his campaign for the governorship, and he 
b031sted that he was a member of thl~ International Typographical Union. 
However, he might have been less seyere and avoided arresting and imprison
ing many innocent union miners. The lesson that can be derived from the 
epi80des in the Coeur d'Alene area is: that violence is a risky tactic for those 
wh() need public tolerance if not public support in behalf of their demands, 
no matter how just or righteous their cause.38 
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Cb~""cter and Outcome 

V" ceo Its Causes, ... u , 

American Labor 10 en . AND 1910 
THE 10 YEARS BETWEEN 1900 

. of union mem-
witness~d expanSIOn . 

The first decade of the 20th ce~~~ry for conflicts with employers. As m t 
bership, which increased opportum les. marked by violence. The ~rospec 
previous periods, strikes were o~ ?CCaSl0~0 er resistance to union objectives. 
of violence was heightened by nsmg emp Y sisted of the founding of many 
The signs of this new employe~ re~pon~ t~~nopen-shoP campaign, and the use 
employer associations, the begmnmg on union picket lines. . 
of Citizen Alliances as assault troops 0 

1. pennsYlva~a Anthracite Coalfields 
ril by . d' Alene was carried out prim~ Y . _ 

Violence in Illinois and m the Coeur gh tl 1870's the Pennsylvama ~nthra 
native or Americanized workers .. Throu ki gl~orkers: Americans, Englis~, 
cite area was dominated by English-~pe~ n sources oflabor.39 By 1900, arge 

Scotch, Irish, and Welsh were the pnncIP:!ns had come into the area, a~d :~~o 
numbers of Eastern an~ Southern lEut.r~: had dropped from 94 perLcebnt m nd 
E gl' h akin ratio m the popu a 1 f h Knights of a or a 
t~ 5~S p:~:nt i; 1900.40 With the destru~ti~i~~r~ ~~. offset to the compa
the Amalgamated Association of Antlkuac~ ~iUl1en the existence of the co~-

b of chec welg, 1 compames 
nies' power existed. A sence . f n of the area by the coa than 
pany store, and the c.omplete ~iO~~~:~ demonstrates the ab~se o~ ~e~:~\he 
were unrestrained evils. N.otlung 1 1 ad struck against the hight;.r· r The 
an attack in 1897 upon mmers rl~Yo ~arching from Hazleton to d :fe:ed them 
company store and were peace u h rs on the road an or . 
sheriff and a force of dep~ties me~~!le :;::::nt~y, the she~iff order~~ ~~~~:;~ 
to disperse. When they fa~led to e!s Eighteen were killed and The sheriff 
ties to fire on the unresistmg parad . d d were shot in the back. 

h kill d and woun e. 'tt d 41 
wounded. Many of t e ~ urder but were acqUl e '. suc-
and several deputie~ were .tne~ fo~:s of America was ab~e to c~allery' g:bout 7 

In 1900, the Umted Mme or Although the umon ha o~ . S 
cessfully the ant~racit~ c~al ope:~~o:~~ organization, it called

t 
~tr~:;: g:rrds, 

percent of the nuners 1ll t 1e ar~y one serious clash betwee~~or~ e~ps were 
tember of 1900. There was o~ aker Immediately 2, ro tun 
which led to the death of a stnkebre Tl e 'strike was settled. on terms ~o. ~he 
sent into the area b~ the Gdo~~:ns~~~e ~iolent encounter p~ay~db~op~~i:i:l 
~a~~r~!~ !~ ~:a~~liC:~:: anthrlalcitednuS'lnU~ps :;;:~~~~tc~e~~the prfes~delnttof 

. h skillfu ea er . d th use 0 VlO en 
pressure but also by tk e Mitchell had always deplore e

r 1 means of set-
the United Mine Wor ~rs'l aded for negotiations as a peace ~ retaining public 

~~:~:o:U!::;~~~~~~ ~u~~:( ;rr.:~ ::e=:aa;:,c;;'::~~~~~:~:~e
~~;::~!~;r~:~:~~ :~:inst the sout~~~yn ;~~::S~~l~:~~thracite workers 

Thi strike was however, 
feat them. s .' t . 1 2 years later. k d wn in 
. t face a more serIOUS na d the union bro e 0 
were o· t1 operators an . h the pre-

When negotiations between
h 

l~ ike would be more violent t an d the 
. 2't peared that t e s r 'd t mong the men, an 

Apr? 190 ,1 Aa~oreaggressive spirit was ~Vl de~o ~cotch further progress of 
cedmg o.ne. d t be equally deternune. u 

compames appeare 0 
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the union H d d . . un re s of commissO . History I 
property were issued ' d IOns for lIon and coal 001' 
operate during the st;.an the companies decided to rec:.w Ice t.o guard mining 
suited in the kilJin ote. An attack on a colliery at Old Ft strikebreakers and 

:o;:~f ~Tya:~~~e:;~:r;::~t~~:.:~:~e!:ts~;;;:::~~:!~Yd~;~· 
town was literally tak or ordered two regiments to Sh '!fed on, and at 
pected of su . en over by rioters. In this . enan oah, where the 
ties and strlXYln: ammunition to deputies wasc~m~umty a merchant sus
Carbon rea ers were assaulted On ea en to death, and depu 
bridges ;;~n:r afte; a coal and iron ~Olice!::~u~illt 18d"troo.

p
s were sent to -

b ynamlted and n t ik e a striker Tre tl 
er, sent troops into the thr ons r ers assaulted. The Go . . s es and 

On September 28 t ik ee anthracite counties Viol ve~or, m Septem-
saul ted and wrecke a s r er was killed, and later in' th ence d not abate. 
and seized the road~ ::ed~ount Carmel office of the ~::gh7~01trikers as
end of September th a mg to the colliery. In a sunun ~ oy Coal Co. 
arising out of the ~tr~ N?, York Tribune claimed that ~Yt~f vI~lence at the 
severely injured a d 6e, 4 had been killed 16 shot £ m e dISturbances 
bridges were dy~a n 't ~ aggravated assaults'had occurro~ ~mhbush, 42 others 
and 3 stock d ml e , 16 houses, 10 buildi re, ouse and 4 

!:~:~~e:i~~'J::~:~t~~~e~~:d~~~~::!.~~~:~~~2s ::~:~da:mes, 
Despite the e ers or brothers were w' went on strike 

effect on the ou~tent of Violence, it is doubtful wOhr~g ~uring the strike.
43 

d 
come of the st"ik I eULcr It had any d .. 

vente from warkin b • e. n insisting that th' eClSlve 
that the mines w g ecause of union intimidati e stnkers were pre-
were granted. T~:~ b: opened and fully manne~~f t~e operators claimed 
of the State into t o~~rnor of Pennsylvania sent a e~uate protection 
output of coal T h~ anthracite area, but their the en~lfe National Guard 
cion but of th~ d ~s d~mo~stration that the ti~resence dId not increase the 
the impasse. e ermmatIOn of the miners to :ir W?S not th~result of coer-

What made th . gam throuF}l a union ended 

Mit h
e U11l0n victo . c ell. Firm 0 '. ry possIble was the .. 

not to antagoniz: e~se~tIal~, ~e was ready to comCOnCil!atory attitude of 
cause, the right ol b1i~ opIlllOn, he emphaSized tfr0!llIs~ on details. Careful 
Although consider~~n t.o bargain collectively over l:~usbce ofthe miners' 
none of it had the s e VIOlence developed durin tll e terms of employment. 
Mountain area (see ~:ftac)ulaMr !eatures of some ;f t:e S~~~t7d ~nthracite strike, 
peaceful behavior dOw. ltchell and his subo d' t:

a 
es III the Rocky 

th h ,an while the d' r ma es always 1 d' d 
er e nor any oth 1 a VIce was often h • . p ea e for 

property or assaultse~ eaders could be attacked for ~n~red I? the breach, nei
employers a powerfuton persons which, had they 'd:YOcatl.ng destruction of 

. .. argument with which to sw . "I1e ~o~._would have given . ay-pubhc sentiment. .. 

2. The Colorado Lab W or ar 

. ~he use of force to settle d' mmmg camps at the Ifferences was more c' c> 
even mining commu t~~n of the century than in Eas~mmon III the Western 
erupt on a larger sca~ les. In the West there was a te~n manufacturing or 
the dispersal of a . In 1894 Colorado's Gove dency for violence to 

n army of company-employed d:
nor

;. D~vid M. Waite, ordered 
pu les III a mining-labor dis-

American Labor Violence: Its Causes, Character, and Outcome 
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pute. Only the intervention of the troopS prevented a battle between strikers 

and deputies. Later, in 1901, after a sUiccessful walkout, the union mineis deported a 
group of strikebreakers who had taken their jobs during the strike. The tend
ency for each side to resort to force to settle differences led to a gradual esca
lation of the level of violence, which reached a point where the Western Feder
ation of Miners faced the c()mbined power of the Mine Operator's Association, 
ai~?d by the. State government and a private employer's group, the lllilftarrt" 
CItIzen s A1llfmce. It was an unequal struggle in which men were killed and 
maimed; .union miners imprisoned in the bullpen; union halls, newspapers,. and 
~ooperatIves sacked; and many strikers deported. There is no episode in Amer
ICa? labor history in which violence was as systematically used by employers 
as III the Colorado labor war of 1903 and 1904. The miners fought back with 
a ferocity born of desperation, but their use of rifles and dynamite did not 

prevent their utter defeat. 
. The war opened in 1903. It started with a peaceful withdrawal from work 
III the Colorado City Inittof the United States Reduction Refming Co., after 
dez,nands.for a wage incflease and union recognition had been rejected. The 
strIke qUIckly spread tople other mines and mills in the area. Although no 
reports oflawlessness had been made, the Governor sent in sev.eral companies 
of militia at the request of the sheriff. Although settlement w~s made, with 
the assistance of the Governor, the manager of the United States Reduction 
R:fining Co. refused to accept its terms. District No.1 ofthe Western Feder
atIon of Miners on August 3~ 1903, called strikes in mines shipping ore to the 
refineries of the United States Reduction Refining Co. This was denounced 
by the Colorado Mine Owners Association as an "arbitrary and unjustifiable 
action" which "mars lhe annals of organized labor, and we denounce it as an 
outrage against both f;he employer and the employee."44 

The association an/nounced that it was determined to operate without the 
cooperation of the n~derntion and, in response to a plea from the operators, 
State troops were sent to Teller County, where Cripple Creek WA~S located, on 
September 3, 1904. At the same time a strike for shorter hours was going on 
in Telluride, and troopS were sent into that area, although no reports of trou
ble were published. Active 'union men were arrested through September, 
lodged in a bullpen for several days, and then released. The militia officers 
took umbrage at an editorial in the VictorRecord, and arrested its staff, who 
were held for 24 hours in the bullpen before they were released.

45 

The first significant violence attributed to the strikers was the blowing up 
of the Vindicator mine in Teller County, in which two were killed. Martial 
law was declared in Teller County and the military informed the editor of the 
Victor Herald that editorial comments would be censored. When the union 
secured a writ of habeas corpus directing the military to bring an arrested 
miner before a State court, the Governor suspended the writ "on the ground 
of military necessity."46 Deportations of strikers were begun, and temporar
ily halted by an order from a State court. The military obeyed this court 
order. When 16 men were killed by the fall of a cage at the Independence 
mine at Victor, bitter feeling increased. Violation of safety rules was blamed 

by the union for the accident. By Februa~~ 2, 1904, conditions in Teller County were sufficiently close 
to normal forthe Governor to withdraw troops. The mining companies then 
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put mto effect a "rustling-card" system that re . d ; 
ment in mines and smelters to obtain a card au~~r~ . ap~~cants for employ-
Each time a person changed J' obs he had t nzmg em to se~k work. 
th .. 0 procure a new card 'whi,~h " 

st:n~~~~~ ~~~~~~~:s :~:~o~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~t ~10~hO d!d ~ot m~ef~~~ir 
ers were returning from work a char e of d '. ' whil& nonuruon nun
pendence railroad station, killing 13 =nd ~na7Ite expl~ded under the Inde
explosion, the Citizen's Alliance went' serlO~s y woundl11g 16 •. After the 
sympathetic to the unJon were forced ~~t~e:~tlOn. dCountY,and CIty ('~fficials 
bers,lnd sympathizers; started The l' 19n, a~ ~ a roundup of utuon mem-
them were later deported to Kansa:a::~ Pla~d ~n a bUllpen, and niany of 
militia, General Shennan Bell set~' ew. ~XlCo. Th~ commander of the 
prisoners held in the bull 'A' p P a ~om~sslOn to deCIde the fate of the 
ation of Miners determin~~:h;d~;rs~n s at~Idtubde towards the Western Feder-
July 26, 1904 th G '. r ~,wou e released or deported, On 
zen's Alliance' D~rinOgVI~t~ntOer ende~ ffilhJtary rule and left the field to the Cit i-
1 

. ., nure, smce une 8 the ' , . 
,569 men, recommendin 238 fi "comffilsslon exaffilned 

courts; the rest were relea:ed fro~J t~ep~r~:tlO~~nd 42 for trial in the criminal 
Hons were restored but th ' e ,u pe? Gradually, normal condi
ber ~907, when it ~as call:/:;;f.~8contIllued Its nominal strike until Decem-

SImultaneously with the Cri Ie Cr k " 
other in the San Juan area ofTPl1 'd e~ stnke, the umon was directing an-
played here. Troops were sent: un e ounty, Colo. The same scenario was 
in September 1903. Censorshi Ill~O the ar~a soon after the calling of the strike 
troops. The union fought I ~, ~portatlOns, and arrests accompanied the 
announced it would never :moslIllg attl~ and the Telluride Miner's Association 
Miners. When the resistance ~~y me~ ers of the Western Federation of 
drew the State troops,but b th~e t~trikers w~s. bro;en, ~he Governor with-
dIe deportations and assault;'49 me the CItIzen s AllIance could itself haIl-

The effect of this organized vio'enc ' , 
ma~ized by Sheriff Edward Bell o/Telle upon the mIller s orga~ization is sum-
agamst that union After th ' It er County, and a leader III the campaign 
of the resistance t'he sher'ffe assau s and deportations had broken the back 

, 1 announced: 
!he danger is all past. There ar ' I h . 
III the Cripple Creek district T~ ess than 100 of the radical miners left 
the district because they we;e un:~~st av~ been deported, or have left 
never get work again. The' e to gam employment. They can 
which no miner c~~ gain ad~~a~wners ha~e adopted a card system by 
ing that he does not belong to a U~i~~~5~ mme unless he has a card show-

The miners were no eas 'r ' 
they faced the overwhelmi~ Vlcolms. They re~Isted as weUas they could, but 
neS$ community the Gove g p wedr °hf the ffilne operators aided by the busi-

, rnor, an t e cqurts.51 ' 

3. A Collection ~f Strikes:, Two Teamster
1 

Two Seamen, and 
, ne Sawmill Workers' Strikes 

J \ 

In 1901 a \~itywide teamsters st 'k t k 1 . 
the backing of the waterfro t ,n e 00 pace m San Francisco that had 
exclusive employment- of u ~ Ulllons. The dispute started over demands for 
tUally involved aU the draYi~~n m~mbers .at one of the companies, and even-

emp oyees III the city. An attempt to replace 
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the strikers was made, and trucks and nonunion drivers were mercilessly as
saulted. A number of business groups pleaded with the Governor for State 
troops, but he refused to grant the requests. The violence continued to the 
end of a strike in which five persons were killed and assaul t victims were said. 
to exceed 300. Notwithstanding the violence, the strike ended in a compro-
mise favoring the employers.52 ' 

The Chicago teamsters' strilce was one of the more violent of the decade. 
Although it lacked the dramatic confrontations typical of the Western mining 
camps, the strikers' constant clashes with strikebreakers, guards, ailld police 
resulted in a number of deaths, hundreds of injuries, and the arrest' of 1,108 
persons, The teamsters' strike started on April 6, 1905, as a symp&lthetic walk
out in defense of a small union of clothing cutters. It lasted 106 dllYS and in
volved 4,500 out of the more than 38,000 union teamsters in Chicago. During 
the strike, 1,763 special policemen were added to the Chicago police depart
ment. The sheriff of Cook County employed 913 extra deputies, and an addi
tional4,157 unpaid deputies were recruited for strike duty, largely from the 
business community. The police depa.rtment reported that 14 deaths and 31 
injuries were caused by firearms; there were 202 other casualties. The police 

, brought 930 cases against strikers, and 178 against nonunion men who had 
been arrested. Constant demands were made upon the Governor for State 
troops, and the President of the United States was asked to send Federal aid. 
Both requests were rejected. Strikebreakers were brought from other, cities, 
and professional strike guards and police rode the wagons delivering goods to 
boycotted firms. The entire business community was united against the union, 
and hundreds of thO\lSands of dollars were raised to fight the walkout. In the, 
end, the union was forced to surrender without attaining any of its demands. 
It was a serious loss which had repercussions-within the teamster's union as 
wen as the Chicago labor moventent.53 

After dealing with the International Seamen's Union for a number of years, 
the Lake Carriers' Association, a group of ship operators, decided to end its 
union relationships. In 1908, it inaugurated a welfare plan,_ a continuous dis
charge book containing a record of the holder's performance aboard ship, and 
a program of benefits for those killed in service. The<,agreement with the 
union was not Signed and actlve union men were denied employment. When 
the 1909 session opened, the union called a strike. It lasted for the next 3 
years, and encounters between pickets and strikebreakers and guards took 
place in most of the Great Lakes ports. Five pickets were reported to have 
been killed, and many injured on both sides.54 

In the May 1906 strike of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific, two men work
ing on the vessel Fearless were killed in Gray's Harbor, Wash., by strikers led 
by the union agen.t, William Gohl, who was subsequently convicted and sen
tenced to prison: A crew working 1.'1 Portland, Oreg., on a struck vessel was 
assaulted by a gang led by the union agent. During the same year, a strike of 
sawmill workers in Humboldt, Calif., resulted in a number of clashes between 
strikers and workers, in which two were killed and many injured.55 

4. Minor Disputes: Seven Streetcar Strikes 
-~ 

/' 
Many disputes ip:1ills period took place which failed to attract nation.al 

attention becauseJbf the fewer numbers of employees involved and thecsmaller 
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economic importance- of the firms. The significance of these minor strikes 
lies not only in their demonstration of the ease with which violence aroSe in 
the industrial arena, but in the dispersion of violence in virtually every part of 
the country. No region or industry can claim a monopoly on violent confron
tation, although labor disputes in some industries were more susceptible to.the exercise of force. 

Strikes in municipal transportation services were often accompanied by 
riots and general disorder.56 Attempts to replace strikers by operating with 
new employees could easily lead to rioting, because surface' cars often passed 
through neighborhoods which strongly supported the strikers. Disturbances 
on open streets could also be joined by sympathizers and even uninvolved 
seekers of excitement. Duringthe 1901 transit strike in Albany, N.Y., the 
sheriff asked for troops. They remained in the city between May 14 and 18, 
and the Adjutant General reported ~'three persons were shot ... Who were 
guarding a car, they having been assailed by a mob that had quickly gathered " 

The following year the Governor of Rhode Island sent troDps to ~)awtucket 
to llelp eScort vehicles through jeering crowds. Troops arrived on June 11, 
1)02, and aided deputy sheriffs Who had fired at missile-throwing crowds. 
"Martial law was declared on June 13 and tho troops began to dear streets of 
all crowds, and fOIced the clOSing of doors and Windows on the streets on 
which cars Were operated."57 The same year th~ Governor Of Louisiana or
dered troops to New Orleans to help put down the rioting connected with the 
streetcar strike. The troops remained in the city for a month.58 

During the 1903 strike of streetcar men iri Waterbury, Conn., troops were 
sent by the Governor to "aid the civil authorities in sUppressing whatever dis
order might occur on account of the strike trouble."59 Troopslef~on Febru
ary 4, 1903, and When the streetcars resumed operations Without the protec
tive shield of the troops, trouble again started. On March 8,1903, a special 
Policeman on a streetcar was killed by a revolver shot. Eight strikers and a 
boy W~re arrested and tried for murder; they Were acquitted.60 

A successful effort to break the union of transit workers in San Francisco 
brought with it considerable violence. Strikebreakers opened {"ue on pickets, 
,and "some twenty men were wounded, five itwas said, mortally." The head 
of the SUrface lines explained: "We are going to e'tabli1!o~ 'the open Shop on 
the California street line." At the same time, the company was anxious to re
tain the older employees. "But we Will deal ",ith them individualiy only," he explained.61 

The issue in dispute on the Philadelphia traflsit lines was the continued ex
istence of the local of the Amalgamated AssOciation of Street Railway Em
ployees, with Which the Philadelphia Rapid Trans;,t Co. had an agreement. 
The,union had been recognized in 1909 as a resUlt of.pressure by local pc,1iti
cians Who Wished to aVoid a controversy in the midsf'of a municipal campaign 
for pUblic offices. However, the company encouraged the establishing of the 
Keystone Carmen, a company-dominated Union, and at the same time dis ... 
charged 173 members of the regular labor organization, When no bargaining 
agreement was reached, the union called a strike, and the company countered 
by importing strikebreakers and guards under the direction of James Farley,a 
notonous street fighter and supplier of anned guards dunng strikes, In the 
first days of the strike, the police and private guards were helpleSs against 

o _'~ 
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pany claimed 298 cars had beend~str~e Pl~n delphia dispute was caused by 
broken. Much of the violence dur~g e TI' a uaJ:'ds were, however. inured 'to 
traveling pickets and their sympatluzer~,. P~:de;t,hia on March 8 "a band of 
violence and engaged in it. themselves: ~ detecti;e agencies ..• for tem~o
'strikebreakers,' men fU~~ISl.l~~~~ .. pnva'h roughfare at high speed shooting 
raty uSe took a car dOwn the crowded t 0 di eral persons;"62 Eventually 
into the' crowds on the ~idewalk ~d woun nt";f ~ legitimate union and the the· ·sfrl'ke was settled wIth the aba11donme 't'on. 63 

.• d '.' t d organIza I ; 
establishment of a company-. o~~,a e s also caused by the unwillingness 

A strike in Columbus, Ohio, mA9,lO wa. established in that year. Inter-
" t deal wIth a uruon t of a rapId tranSIt company o. lted in a temporary agreemen , 

vention by the State boa~d of arbitra~i~~;~!~th after the company disch,arged 
but it was ended by a UnIon charge 0 f th police force refused to ndeon 
a number of union men. Many members °rh :'first few days of the strike was 
the streetcars and protect strikebreakers. ~. which men were pulled 
attended with riots from the downtown stree s III d wires cut "64 The com-

from cars and beaten, ~ars stoned, ~o::r~~~:~:ers from Cl~veland, and the 
pany imported 450 tramed g~ards Cars have been stoned and dyna-
strike "settled down to g~errilla warfare. ve been made to blow up car hou~es 
mited in all parts of the CIty; attempts ~a d the public intimidated from rId
where non-union members are quartere . an "65 At the request of the local 
ing by systematic picketing ~d boycot,tIll~'n July 28, 1910. "While e~route 
authorities troops were sent mto the CIty. dit' ons in Columbus delIberately 
to Columb~s a sympathizer of the lawless con t1 , "66 A number of men 

' f h F th Infantry ram. . 
wrecked the first se~tion 0 t eSid~~rafter the arrival of troops, and sernce were injured. The VIolence sub. 
was resumed. 

5. Three Str.ikes in the Clothing Industry 

. considerable violence ende~ with 
Two strike~ in this penod s~JfroundedI~~ew York City the Internatl?nal 

the recognition of the un!ons !nvoIVed~ble to win collective-bargaining nghts 
Ladies' Garment Workers Umon waSik . h in a different branch of the 

k t ft r two str . es, eac ,... th d "'nd in the New Y Qrk mar e a e. t '>0 OO(}:workers m e ress u 

industry. On November 22~ 1~09~:~:~m-w~re young women, we?t out on 
waist industry, th~ large maJor~ty 15 1910. During the strike, 771 
strike. The walkout lasted until FebruarY've~ jail terms in the workhous~ ~nd 
pickets were arrested, "of whom 19 we~:~ complained that they were VIctIms 
248 fmed. The pickets, on th~ othe~ hired sluggers of the employers. T~e 
of repeated assaults by tho p~~ce an umber of social workers who jOined,:; b 
union charges ",ere supporte y ;1 n settlement of the strike was follo~e ,[ 
union complaints to the ma~or. ,Ie more than 50,000 workers. In this stn e 
the cloak~maker's walkout, Illvolvm~ I ce The employers engaged dozens 
both sides engaged in consid~rable VIO

t 
en d by hiring its own strong-arm men. 

of private guards, and the UnIon dc~unr~~e engaged by one of the employers 
DurIng one encounter a private e ec ~ tried for the offense but were ac-
was killed; several union member~:~r d marked the begirulingof permanent 
qUitted. 67 Thiss~rik~ was suc~es~ ~r:ntindustry in New York .. Pressures , 
collective bargairung ln the ladies g... .... . '. . '. 
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reac an agreement came from sources o'd . 

Jewish community, which found the int Ut~I e the mdustry, including the 
ployers and employees highly distastefutrnecme struggle between Jewish em-

A much more violent encount th' 
ers in Chicago during the same ye:: w~: . e ~trike of the men's clothing work-
protest against a cut in rates paid fo~ th;u:~n September 22, 1910, as a 
an~ eventually involved virtually all of th! ~~ OO~ of seams, the strike spread 
Chicago market. The United G t W ' workers employed in the 
jUrisdiction in the trade took o~me? ?rkers of America, the union with 
:-vas unwilling to deal with a labo~ro~rec.tlO~ of the :valkout, but the industry 
rr:g picket lines, and considerable viof:

mza 
Ion. Pohce were active in break

pIcket was killed, and another 11 d ~c: ensued .. On December 4, the first 
strikebreakers was killed in the first~: : er. A pnvate detective escorting 
ended four others were killod Th t r of January, and before the strike 
arrests were made mostly ;fu' n' e s .rke lasted 133 days, during which 874 
. " ' IOn pIC ets or their s thi 
m gammg union recognition from H t S h ff ympa zers. It Succeeded 
finns in the Chicago market reco '~~' c ~ ner & Marx, one of the leading 
tir.e ~d~stry. The Hart, SChaffne:: ~~r;:c~ ~as later expanded to the en
g~mmg m large part arose from one art ' eClSlon to accept collective bar
vIolence generated in this dispute.6l ner s strong personal distaste of the 

6. Three Pennsylvania Strikes 

These strikes in Pennsylvania in 1909 
nized walkouts. A reduction in' a -10, were all spontaneous, unorga-
ers in the plant of the Pressed St~er c::sdhe cause of !he strike of steel work-
1909 .. In August the IWW entered th I ~. ~fMcK~e sRock, Pa., in July of 
orgaruzer, William Trautman to aid t~ ea .er ess strike and sent its general 
the Brewery Worker's Union'be~ tl e Istrikers. Trautman had been active in 
expe . d 1 lore Ie aunching of th IWW . n~nce abor organizer. The strik - e, and he was an 
ganan Immigra.'1ts, were not concerne ers.' mostly <?erman, POlish, and Hun
much as assistance in cOIiductin a wad wIth the philosophy oftre IWW as 
Pennsylvania constabulary arriv;d an~~t'd Afte~ the strike was called the 
thereafter a deputy sheriff was m~rdered e a striker du~ing August. Soon 
fused to leave a streetcar as directed B ~ a group of pIckets when he re-
~ deputies had been kill~d. A comnrltt y e end of the strike, 11 strikers and 
bves.heard testimony that men were fo ee.~~omk' the ,u.S. House of Representa-
cars ill which they arrived- rCI y ept m stockades, and in the 

there was an armed guard at each end of t 
not allowed to leave the train d h he car, and [passengers were] 
forced to work there by th d an . w en they got in the camp they were 
panies being authorized by ~h:~~!~~;f~f the ca.r companies, the car com-
they choose. [Men were] fo d t 0 appomt whatever deputies 
men armed with blackjacks.6~ce ,0 work there at the point of a gUll by 

The experience in the Westmoreland 
ferent. Although the coal mi County coal area was somewhat dif 
Mine Workers of America wasn:~:~: tunaf~iliated with a union, the United 
As SOon as the strike began t bl 0 brmg these workers into its ranks 
tw ' rou e arose with poli ff! . 

een peace officers and the strikers" ce 0 Icers. "Conflicts be-

" I,' 

, noted a congressional committee: 
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were numerous during the strike; in fact, were a matter of daily occur,. 
renee. Most of the police officers were deputy sheriffs or constables 
and many of both chlsses came from other counties and other states. 
The coal companies hired them and boarded them ... , The deputies 
and constables paraded the highways and in many cases, it is claimed, 
treated the strikers with undue severity. They were armed with pistols 
and clubs or blackjacks and many of them were mounted. Many strik
ers were attacked by the deputies or constables on the road and when 
parties of strikers were met, the mounted officers often dispersed them 
by beating them or riding them down. . .. Many strikers were severely 
beaten by the deputies and constables, even when they were not near 
the mines or mine villages.70 

The committee observed that the deputies and constables were not well disci
plined 21nd that they acted with needless brutality. Six strikers and sympathiz
ers were killed, and two strikebreakers and a deputy sheriff also perished. 

The third unorganized strike, at the steel mill of the Bethlehem Steel Co. 
a~ South Bethlehem, Pa., followed the dismissal of a committee protesting the 
discharge of a machinist for evading Sunday work. It was, at first, an unor
ganized walkout, but the metal and building trades organized a majority of 
those who had left their jobs. On February 26, 1910, the State constabulary 
arrived, and on their way to the office of the compaflY, the constabulary "as
saulted a number of people standing peaceably on the street .... and they 
shot down an innocent man .... who was standing in the Majestic Hotel when 
one of the troopers rode up to the pavement at the hotel door and fired two 
shots into the barroom." To pleas for recognition of the union; President 
Charles M. Schwab said: "It must be understood that under no circumstances 
will we deal with men on strike or a body of men representing organized 
labor."71 All three of the strikes failed. 

7. Special Police 

In Pennsylvanias every railroad in 1865 and every colliery, iron furnace, 
or rolling mill in 1866 was granted by statute liberty to employ as many 
policemen as it saw fit, from such persons as would obey its behests, 
and they were clothed with all authority of Pennsylvania, were paid 
such wages and armed with such weapons as the corporation deter-. 
mined-usually revolvers, sometimes Winchester rifles or both-and they 
were commissioned by the governor. 72 

Appointments under the Coal and Iron Police Act were made without diffi
culty. Corporations would file requests, and as a rule no investigation of the 
need for such appOintments or restrictions on the behavior of those selected 
were made. In 1871 a fee of $1 was charKed for each commission issued. 
From then until 1931 , when the coal and iron police were abolished, the min
ing companies of Pennsylvania were able to utilize police under their own con
trol in labor disputes. "There was no investigation, no regulation, no supervi
sion, no responsibility undertaken by the State, which had literally created 
'islands' of police power which was free t.o float as the employers saw fit."73 
The Pennsylvania system was not dup)i(::ated elsewhere. In itS' stead, in other 
States sheriffs and other local officials were authorized h) appoint persons paid 
by the employer for strike and other private police duty .. 
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On numerous occasions mercenaries were guilty of serious assaults upon 
the person and rights of strikers, and their provocative behavior was frequently 
an incitement to violence and disorder. Their presence, when added to the 
special deputies and company policemen and guards, increased substantially 
the possibility of sanguinary confrontations in strike areas.74 Furthermore, 
the availability of private police figured in many events which have been ig
nored in American labor history. These would include the expUlsion of orga
nizers from a county, the forceful denial to union organizers of the opportu
nity to speak in company towns, and the physical coercion of indivi4ual 
employees because of their union affiliation or sympathies.'~;' 

8. Use of Troops Under Peaceful Conditions 

As we have seen, outbreaks of labor violence frequently required the inter
vention of State troops, whose activities in restoring order usually resulted in 
defeating the strike. This lesson was not lost to some employers who, with 
the connivance of local public officials, secured military aid in situations 
where violence was absent or insignificant. During the general strike of silk 
workers in Paterson, N.J., in 1902, it was claimed that the mills faced an attack 
by a mob. At the request of the sheriff, troops were sent to the city on June 
19. They found no disorder, and left after 9 days. 7 5 

A more flagrant instance of misrepresentation took place in the Goldfield, 
Nev., dispute between the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) and the 
craft unions. Trouble started when the IWW announced that members of the 
carpenter's union would have to join the IWW by March 7 "or be thrown off 
the job and run out of town. The carpenters did not submit their applications, 
but did carry guns to work on the morning of March 7. The IWW in the face 
of this armed opposition was to call off all th,e helpers from the jobs where 
A.F. of L. men were employed."76 Tension increased, and at the request of 
the Governor, President Theodore Roosevelt sent Federal troops to Goldfield. 
The President also appointed a commission to investigate the disturbance. It 
said: 

The action of the mine operators warrants the belief that they had 
determined upon a reduction in wages and the refusal of eroployment to 
members of the Western Federation of Miners, but that they feared to 
take this course of action unless they had the protection of Federal 
troops and that they accordingly laid a plan to secure such troops and 
then put their program into effect.77 The commission found no basis 
for the stateI11ent that "there was a complete collapse of civil authority 
here." 78 

[On the] question of deportation, the evidehee sustains at the very 
maximum probably 25 cases in the last two years. Last March an acute 
labor dispute existed, lasting some weeks, in which the city was practi
cally an armed camp ... the best evidence indicates the number with 
arms is no greater than commonly found in mining camps. Representa
tives of trades in American Federation of Labor here all agr~e that prac
tically no members of their crafts have felt any occasion to carry arms 
since the acute conditions of last March. Our investigation so far has 
completely failed to sustain the general and sweeping allegations in the 
governor calling for troops, and the impreSSion as to conditions here 
given in that call is misleading and without warrant.79 
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Amencan Lab • th w'dety separate cases. 

t t k lace In two 0 er I 
The same course ~f even.s 00 P, . , t at Raritan, N.J., troopS were 

In a strike at the National FueprooJ~g P!~hough no violent incident or . 
sent during a strike in Novembe~ 1 . G vernor to send troops. HIS. 
threats had been made, the sheriff aSke~ ~~ d~Ys. It may be that the shenff 
request was met, but they stayed on~y e the strikers were nlcstl~ poles, Hun
feared that violence would follow, smc 80 At' almost the same bme, state . 

garians and other Southern Europe~ns.. M C' loud Calif. The sheriff had m-
, d t nnel Job me" troops were summone to au.· the "powder house, un-

formed the Governor that strike.rs had t.~e,~l ~v:; sheriff claimed the strikers 
doubtedly for use as bombs or like seM· Troops were sent and they. 
threatened to kill anyone who went to work'

ik 
When this was accomplished, 

helped the sheriff arrest the leaders of the str e. 
the troops left.81 

. fV' . 1 e by Unions 9. Campatgns 0 10 enc 

ted tactic a number of 
.' f f rce as an accep , .--: 

Despite explicit repudIation 0 . 0 . st 0 ponents. These camp.atg~s 
unions pursued systematic campaigns agam

d 
. p. ' a crivetllabor organIzatIOn, 

• • 1, s vvho refuse to 10ID t>" .' d b the Western were dIrected agaIn~t WOfJI .. er . aign was carne on y . ffi 
against employers, or both. Orl.e such carnPcompany agents, and publIc ~ -
Federation of Miners against mime Ft;1ll~:~~;ation, confessed to the co~s-of 
cials. Harry Orchard, a membl~r 0 lle d f Governor Frank steunen erg 
sion of many crimes, including the m~l er ~ orders of the chief union officers. 
Idaho on December 30, 1905, at the eige of force is the one conducted by 

The outstanding example of a c~pa ~ uctural Iron Workers in the first , 
the International Association of Bndge S r When the National Erectors 
decade of the century against som.~ e~~i~y:~sionger continue its agre~ment 
Association decided in 1906 that 1 W and dynamite. In the first ew 
with the union the latter turned to teoorro

r 
union ironworkers and company 

, fight bout 1 non . 1906 d 1911, 
years of the open-shop 1 ,a db' killed. Between an. 82 
guards were assaulted, three

d
. guar sd ::nlestroyed by charges of edxp!o.sl~~~la_ 

about 100 structures were ama~e h Commission of In us na . 
Luke Grant, who studied tlris epIs~!ec:;a~n was ineffecti~e as f~ as,~ ~:s 
tions concluded "that the dynanu , ssociation and that It wea ene 
directed against the N~tio?al !i~~t~~:n~ independent e.mp~oy~~s.'~~~~~~r, 
influence of the orgamz~tIO~ t the small contractors. m hne.. a great deal 
believed that the camp:~h e~ynamiting campaign did the ,:{1l0n"84 The 
Grant was convinced t a b~'cmind as few labor wars have on~~mising atti-
of harm "It stirred the pu 1 ·'s found in the uncomp 
"main r~ason for the resort to dynamIte 1 erican Bridge Co. offe~ed to .com-
tude of the open-shop employers. fiT~~ ::; the union representabveSreJe~:~ 
promise in the early stages .of ~f~::er that the attitude of the e~plOY::S after 
the terms of the compronuseilie union side to bring abou~ ~ con eren , 
unyielding. Every- effort 0; had been made I proved unavailmg. 
it realized the mIstake tha . f the strike was possible. For the 

o settlement 0 ' . ". th fi ish 
Without ,a confer.ence, n ditional surrender or a fIght to e Vl ._ 
union it J1leant eIther uncon bile the employers refused tQ con 
There was no middle Co~[se openo;"the situation became appal'ent to the 

When the hopelessness - ' 
fer .... 
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union officials, resort was made to the destruction of property. Diplo
macy was out of the question, so dynamite was tried. It proved to be a 
colossal blunder, as was the rejection of the peace terms offered in the 
beginning of the fight. 85 

Elements within the Molders' Union also carried on aggressive attacks 
against employees, guards, and members of the National Founders Associa
tion in 1904. The union and the association had negotiated past agreements, 
but differences over apprentice ratios, piecework, and efficiency resulted in a 
break in relations in 1904. A series of strikes took place throughout the coun
try and lasted from 1904 to 1907. The employers operated across picket lines 
nearly everywhere and the union response was predictable. According to the 
National Founders Association, violence occurred in Utica, Cincinnati, Phila
delphia, Glassport, Pa., Trenton, Milwaukee, Columbus, Chicago, Buffalo, 
Kansas City, St. Paul, Minneapolis, lola, Kansas, Detroit, Seattle, Rutland, 
Paterson, and Meadville, Pa.86 In these series of episodes, 400 affidavits of 
alleged union violence were obtained, 34 injunctions restraining violence were 
issued by state courts, and 32 contempt convictions of these orders were ob
tained. The most serious trouble took place in Milwaukee, where there were 
22 contempt citations and 5 separate assault incidents. Two strikebreakers 
were killed in the course of the dispute. 

INDUSTRIAL VIOLENCE 1911-16 

These 6 years rank among the most violent in American history, except for 
the Civil War. Although the origins of violent encounters were not different 
from those in the past, they fitequently attained a virulence seldom equaled in 
industrial warfare in any nation. This was as true of many small disputes as it 
was of the major confrontation~ in Michigan copper and the West Virginia and 
Colorado coalfields. 

1. The Illinohl Central Shopmen's Strike 

This strike differed from others. in which serious violence took place in 
that union recognition was not thecauSf, of the conflict. Single crafts had 
been recognized by this carrier for a number of years, but the cartier refused 
to negotiate a common contract with the system federation, a central body of 
several crafts. Following the establishment of the Railway Employees De
partment, the Illinois Central Railroad was requested, in June 1911, to deal 
jointly instead of singly with the Macrtinists', Steam Fitters', Railway Clerks', 
Blacksmiths', Boilermakers', and Sheet Metal Workers' Unions. The carrier 
refused, and a strike was called on the entin~ line of the Illinois Central. The 
r~ilroad decided to replace the strikers. Violence was reported all along the 
nght of way of the carrier. In MissiSSippi, one of the more important areas 
served by the Illinois Central, violence erupted at a number of points. WheQ, 
a train carrying strikebreakers arrived at McComb on October 3, 1911, it was 
met by about 250 armed men who opened fire on the new arrivals. Ten men 
were killed, cars were burned, and strikebreakers were afterward removed 
from the strike zone by militia called in by the Governor. Demonstrations 
against those working were also carried on. On January 17, 1912, five Negro 
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American Labor VIolence. 1 , h'l returning 
M C b were fired upon w 1 e 

laborers employed as helpers at c om d d Strikebreakers were tem~ 
from work; three were killed, t~e others 8~0~~c e~h~ps at Water Valley, Miss., 
porarUy escvrted out of the stnke zone. s to that community on Octo
were attacked and the Governor ordered tro~;New Orleans and a compa?y . 

ber 6 1911. Serious violence was reported 1 d t ikebreaker at the Il11noiS 
, 'T d a guard an srI d of 

guard was killed at Athens, ex., an I Clinton, Ill., Carl Person, a ea er 
Central roundhouse at Houston, Tex. n 1 assaulted him. Person was 
the strike, killed a strikebr~aker who ha~ ~~~~lself-defense.88 Despi~e ~he 
tried for murder anld acqmtted ?n the gr~ • 915 it was in effect lost wlthm 
strike's formal continuance until June 2 ,1 , 

several months after its start. 

2. Five lWW Strikes 

b t e the strikes 
f d' t action and sa 0 ag , 

Despite its temporary advocacy.o lfec 1912-13, the IWW led two te~-
of the IWW were not particularly ,:olent. I~rotherhood of Tiri'lber Wor~~rs, , 
tile strikes in the East, and an affil~ate, the d wa es and in workii'1~ conditlOns 
operating in Louisiana, struck for 1lU1rove of ;unfire between p'lckets a~~r 
in the Louisiana timber area. An exc lange GraboW, La., resulted in the ~ng 
guards before the Gallaway Lumber Co. ~t A score of others ~ere Wl.\u~~~e ~ 
of three union men and a company gua.r ~ the area and remamed 3 day .... •• 
Several companies of troops were sent m °t Merryville on November .14, d 
clash between strikers and strikebre~~rst uble ceased with their arnval, rooo 
brought State troopS into theare~. e a:~he troops remain. More than ~ith 
the business community was anXlors .th the area were mostly in s~mp~thY ral 
men were on strike, and "the peop e ~. t to help the strikers WID. eve 
the strike."89 It was, however, insufhcIe; t they were later acquitted. k 
of the leaders were indicted for murder, . u luding more than 25,000 wor ers, 

The textile strike in Lawrenc~, ~~s'~~;made a deep impresSi~n on ~~~~t 
was the most important IWW-le s / e loyers to offset the loss 0 wage tly 
temporary observers.90 Refusal 0 :~d for women workers by ~r~~:: work
followed the reduction of hours re~ t on January 11, 1912. slWW 
enacted law was the c~use of th~n~tedO~e general orga~zer o~ t~:dS fo;mu
ers belonged to no umon, they d d in having speCIfiC df_m t' to 
Joseph Ettor, to aid them. He s~~c:: ~f the s~rikers. Tro~psl were s:~h:~ame 
lated and presented to each em~ y d s the strike contInllled. A 'f b'-

, b was lllcrease a '. th St tl" board CI ar 1: 
the city, and their num er husetts sought to have ear erican Woolen 
time, the Governor. ofMassa~c strikers were willing, but the~i\rclashes between 
tration settle the dIspute. Trused to participate. A number,fmed The strike 
Co. the largest employer, re . d . one a woman was jl\. .' Ai-
pickets and the militia t0

2
0 k p~a~~sa~n;:d by the offer of ,a ~~ ~::~~:ble to 

continued until March 1.' an f the textile workers, the While ar-

th?ugh the stri~~ ;:~t~~~t~~ta~rence ?r in .t~e :~:t~ei!~:~:::~ting that in 
gam a permane il a measure of strike VlO e, ., ade Several were 
rests are not necessar y'e than 350 arrests were m d 
Lawr'ence during the ~trik~s' :n~~4 to 1 year; and 22 were fialllleto'Lawrence in 

d t 2 years III pII, . h' almost equ. 
sentence .. 0, 'ik fthe IWW, onew}uc w.as ilk mills of Paterson, N.J. 

The third str eo. d t k place III the s .' "', hIe 
th bUe attention It attractt': ,o~ hich other orgamzabons wer", una 

e pu
WW

' .t II'zed on dissatisfaction w ' 
The I capl a " ., , 
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to use to their advantage. A strike called against one of the large mills on Feb
ruary 1, 1913, was later expanded to embrace all the silk mills and dye works. 
Mass arrests of pickets began quietly, early in the walkout, and the attorney 
for the IWW claimed that innocent strikers had been arrested. Many private 
detectives were employed by the firms on strike, and on April 18, a bystander 
was killed when between 16 and 20 shots were fired at pickets. There was 
considerable violence, much of it due to the behavior of the private guards 
and detectives hired by employers. The strike ended without victory after 22 
weeks. During its course, 2,338 had been arrested, 300 held for the grand 
jury, and more than 100 sentenced to prison.91 

While the IWW strikes in the East represented forays into geographical areas 
where the union had few members, the strike in the Wheatland, Calif., hop 
fields took place in the union's natural habitat. The workers in this strike 
were typical of the IWW membership. The strike began on August 13,1913, 
as a spontaneous protest against the miserable conditions at the Durst broth
e~'s ranch, where several thousand pickers had assembled awaiting the begin
rung of the season. Through extensive advertising, several thousand pickers 
had been attracted to the ranch in search of employment. Even by the stand
ards prevailing in migrant-worker camps, living conditions were very bad there. 
Inadequate toilet facilities, charges for drinking water, absence of housing for 
many hundreds, and the low sanitary state of the campsite caused sufficient 
dissatisfaction that the migrants elected a negotiating committee. Richard 
Ford and Herman Suhr, members of the IWW, were on the committee. De
mands for improvements in sanitation and an increase in the price of picking 
were made, and the committee, headed by Ford and Suhr, met with one of 
the Durst brothers. Durst flicked his glove across Ford's face and rejected the 
demands. The resident constable then tried to arrest Ford. When a warrant 
was insisted upon, the constable left and returned with the district attorney of 
the county and several deputy sheriffs. An attempt to arrest Ford led to an. 
argu.ment which ended in general shooting. The district attorney, a deputy 
sh~nff, and two hop pickers were killed. The next day the militia arrived, but 
qUIet had already been restored.92 Ford and Suhr and two others were tried 
for ~urder, an.d the ~rst two were convicted and sentenced to prison. The 
a!faI~ ended WIthout unprovements, although it stimnl';axed a legislative investIgatIOn . 

. The rww leaderShip of the spontaneous strike on the Mesabi iron range in 
Minnesota was by inVitation, in that many of the strikers had been brought 
into the area in 1906 to replace predecessors who were then on strike against 
t~le same.em~loyers. Ten years later, in June 1916, the miners were suffi
~Ient1y dissatIsfi~d to go on strike. Early in July, a group of deputy sheriffs 
mvaded a boardmghouse and tried to arrest one of the strikers. A fight 
started; a. deputy and a passerby were .killed and a striker wounded by gunfire. 
In the I?cantime, the U.S. Steel Corp., the major employer, would make no 
concessIQns ~or m~et with a strike committee. Eventually the strikers. returned 
to :v

ork
, havmg gamed nothing. Three leaders of the walkout and several 

strikers were ~nested and charged with murder. The IWW leaders were re
le~sed and left the range, and severa! of the strikers were convicted and given pnson terms. 

A1thou~ IWW strikes were not unusually Violent, the reputation of the 
IWW made Its members an easy target for repressive action by the authorities, 

J .. ' n:l 
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but the harsh treatment accorded to strikers was unrelated to the organization 
to wpJch they belonged. Prof. Henry F. Grady, com~ent~ng on.the ki~~ng.of 
two pickets in the 1916 San Francisco longshoremen s stnke, said that nei
ther of these murders were provoked. When the gunmen were brought to 
trial Chamber of Commerce lawyers were there to defend them. The labor 
man'sees no essential difference between the violence he may use to protect 
his right to work and the conditions which he claims fair, and the violence of 
an armed guard who is paid to oppose him. "9~ Th~ strike was t.he r~sult of 
the violation of contract by the longshoremen s uruon. The act~onwas de-: 
nounced by U.S. Secretary of Labor William: B. Wilson. The stnke had senous 
repercussions for it served as a pretext for the launching of the ~pen-~hop 
campaign in San Francisco. In th~ defense of acts of terror agamst pIckets, 
the open-shop forces claimed that 38 nonunion men had been assaulted and 
only six union men had suffered similar experiences.94 

3. The Application of Public Force in Coal Disputes 

(a) Strikes in which militia intervened. -The appearance of State troops in 
a community during a labor dispute was generally, although not always, the 
result of threats of overt violence. In nearly all cases troops acted as a screen 
behind which it was easier to operate a struck plant. Furthermore, th~ pres
ence of troops was likely to overawe if not intimidate strikerS and then sym~ 
pathizers. In 1911 State troops were ordered to Jacksonville, Fla., to prevent 
violence. They remained in the city from October 30 to Nove.mber 21.~5 
DUring 1912 and 1913, the militia in New York was asked to mtervene I~ 
three labor disputes. In April 1912, several compan~es were sent to Oneida, 
N.Y., during a textile strike in that city. They remame.d there f?r 13.days. In 
the follOWing year, the troops were sent to Auburn whIle a textIle strike ~as 
going on. In requesting troops, the local authorities claimed that "great ~s
order in the city<and some shooting by the disorderly element ... necessitated 

. I d tl t d "96 the calling out of troops. After their arnva ) or er was promp y res ore . 
During a strike for union recognition, which the management of the Buf

falo, N.Y., streetcar company refused to grant, strikebreakers and gua~ds were 
brought to the city. Widespread rioting accompanied the protes~s agamst 
these imports. Troops were dispatched at the order of a ~ou~ty Judge ~nde! 
a statute which made the county liable for the costs of bnngmg and mamtam-
ing the troops.97 . ... . ~ . 

In a strike in 1912 at the Consolidated Minmg Co. m Ely, Nev., strike
breakers were imported and picketing violence developed.98 T~o men :vere 
killed and two were wounded. Soon thereafter, Governor Taskie L. Odie de
clared martial law in the Robinson mining district,and directed the Nevada 
State Police superintendent to use his entire force to restore order. No further 
violence followed . 

A strike of unorganized steelworkers for a wage increase started at the East 
Youngstown, Ohio, plant of the Youngstown Sheet Tube Co. on January 5, 
1916. Three days later a group of pickets was ordered to get off c~mpany 
property. They began to throw rocks at the ~uards who were ~e!dmg them 
off the company property. The guards rued mto the cro~d, killIng two and 
wounding 23 others. The riot spread,and ar~~n. and ~ootmg followed. A hast
ily organized posse restored order, and the mIlItIa arnved on January 6. The 
strike ended with a compromise wage settlement.99 
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e attempt of the transit compa.ny in Indiana olls I d . 
streetcars during a strike with out-of-town st 'ik bP k" n ., to operate Its 

b 2 1913' '. I e rea ers led to a riot N 
vern er, , m wl1lch. a strikebretlker wa~"killed.100 The G on 0-
dered 2,000 State troops mto the city and t'heir "~b'll . overnor or-
tion of rioting and destruction of life an:lf p~ t rna ~ zatlOn caused a cessa
not actually used to quell the riots "101 B :e!d

yan 
the Guardsmen were 

~b) Local police action.-Many ~iolent i~c;;~n~: ~greed to ,arb~tration. 
which the militia was not called. Clashes irtvoivin c~urred m dIsputes in 
guards were frequently destructive of life and g p~lice officers or private 
several hundred strikers on April 4 1913 f prHoper y. During a parade of 

k th l' "rom armon N Y to M nec, e po Ice ordered the parade to dis b "" amaro-
A scuffl~ followed in which a marcher wa;~~:d ecause they ha? no permit. 
In a textile strike at Ipswich Mass the I al l.and a guard serIously hurt.102 
line at a struck textile plant ' Whe~ the s~~ po IC~ sought to disperse a picket 
the crowd, killing one wom~n striker and r ers ~~sIsted, the polic,e fired into 
the unorganized workers in Ranki P . Woun mg seven others.103 When 
Wire Co. went on strike and set u n~ ~'k~ t~e plant of the American Steel & 
fired into the picket line killin p PI~ e lme,. a group of deputy sheriffs 
strike lasted 5 days and the m:n °r~~ an woun~mg a number of others. The 
strike of the Empir~ Steel Co. at Mo~~~e~oon tne company's terms.104 In the 
ers upon guards sworn in as de ut sherif pe, N.J., an attac~ by armed strik-
guards, who left soon thereaftir.16s fs led to the woundm~ of six of the 

In most of the reported cases ua d h 
the .aggressors. During a strike at ~he rM~~~~her than strikers were likely (~ be 
Agncultural Co., a body of strikers met a . en, ~.J., pI.ant of the Amencan 
strikebreakers had arrived Wh n mcommg tram to discover if any 

b . en someone announced "N b h 
a ~um er of guards ran toward the men an . a sca s. ad come," 
mIdst. Five were killed and d fIred sev~ral rounds mto their 
physicians, all the strikers' w~~~~ wounded. Accordmg to the "attending 
indicate the deputies were on the s were ?n !~e backs or legs which seems to 
arrested and nine subsequently ag~r:s~l~e. Twenty-two of the guards were 

A similar role was played b conVlC e or mansla~ghter.106 
ery workers in June 1915 at B~ c~mpa~ guards du.rmg the strike of oil refin
cleaners employed by the Stanlar~r;;~ .J. The strike began with the still 
ployees of the Vacuum Oil Co d thil i?' of New Jersey, and spread to em
trouble started in front of the S~n d ~ l~ewater Oil Co. On June 21, 1915, 
of 'sniping' from behind piles of ~n ~r Oil ~lant, an~ "guards were accused 
battle ended, six had been kill d urn er at different tImes." 107 Before the 
Sheriff E. F. Kincaid inte e and a number wounded. Mter the shooting, 
of wealth in employing g~:::: :~: :~nounced he did not "lil(e the methods 
~omen, any more than I like the meth ughs to s~oot defenseless men and 
~he sheriff arrested 129 ard ods of stnkers destroying property."108 
denounced the leaders oFth ~' .10 of whom were held for the grand jury. He 
organizers, and received e s nke, struck and arrested one oNhe volunteer 

TI h assurance of a wap'e in f 
16 S eriffs settlement was f£ . ,0 crease rom the company.109 

1916, another spontaneous . e ectlVe only for 1 year. On October 10, 
On the same day four II stnke began at the plant of the Standard Oil Co 

fi ,po cemen and two t ik b k . gun lIe. The next day a s r e rea ers were wounded by 
On October 12, police a~da~:ry mob o~ strikers surround~d the police station. 
where many of the strikers l' puty shenffs swept the_ Constable hill section 

Ived. Many wexe clubbed, shot, or herded into 

',;, 
<-.~~"" ""~'''~~'''~_'''_'''_ '~ .. ~~~.~._w<~ _ ..•. ,_., 
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their homes; the police wrecked saloons in the strikers' neighborhood which 
remained open against orders to close. Four persons died from wounds. The 
strikers remained out for ?c weeks, and returned without the wage increase, 
the main demand of the strike. 110 

Violence was not limited to the eastern part of the country, although it 
appears to have been concentrated in that region during this period. However, 
among other bloody affairs, two pickets during a lead miners' strike in Flat 
River, Mo., were shot by deputy sheriffs. 

4. Three Major Labor Wars 

(a) The Michigan copper strike. -The strike in the Michigan copper district 
followed the refusal of the operators to confer with committees of the West
ern Federation of Miners; they would not even acknowledge a letter. As a re
s~lt a strike.was called on June 22, 1913. Clashes began almost simultaneously 
WIth the stnke, and at the request ofthe sheriff of Houghton County, troops 
wer~ sent by the Governor. Over 1,700 imported and local special deputy 
shenffs were also appointed. By the middle of July two strikers were killed. 
A ~uch ~reater tragedy took place at the Christmas party given to strJkers' 
children In Calumet. Hundreds of children and parents attended, and. when 
the hall was filled, an unknown voice yelled "fire." Panic broke out causing 
the loss of 72 lives, mostly children. Because Charles H. Moyer, the president 
of the Western Federation of Miners, rejected an offer of $25,000 for relief of 
the stricken families, offered by the Citizen's Alliance, he was assaulted and 
dragged through the streets of Hancock, where he was staying. Moyer was 
brought before James McNaughton, the president of Calumet & Hecla Copper 
Co., who slapped Moyer's face and thre~tened to have him hanged if he re
turned to the Michigan copper distri~ct. 'Moyer returned and was not molested. 
The strike, however, was not goil').g well. The companies made a number of 
concessions and promised not to discriminate against strikers if they had not 
been guilty oflawlessness. The strike ended without union recognition.l ll 

(b) West Virginia. - The West Virginia and Colorado coal strL'<:es were 
fought with ar(unrelenting fury that shocked the conscience of the country. 
Since 1897 the United Mine Workers of America had held contracts for the 
majority of bituminous coal miners, but uniol1 efforts to organize the expand
ing West Virginia mines failed a number of times after the beginning of the 
central competitive field agreement in 1898. Conscious that the failure to 
organize West Virginia constituted a serious threat to the union-held fields, 
the union sought greater recognition in the Paint Creek district, and a wage 
increase. Rejection by the operators led to a strike on April 20, 1912. Later 
the miners in the Cabin Creek district joined the walkout. 

Guards provided by the Baldwin-Felts detective agency entered the area in 
large numbers and began evicting strikers from company-owned houses. On 
June 5, the first miner was killed~ and nine guards were indicted for murder. 
Miners and Baldwin-Felts guards fought a pitched battle at Mucklow, on July 
26, in which 12 men, mostly guards, were killed. ,The Governor sent several 
companies of militia into the strike area, and arrests of strikers began. The 
military force was withdrawn at the end of 30 days, but with an increase in 
violence, it was reimposed on October 12. A military court was established 
which tried and sentenced strikers. Complaints by miners against the behavior 
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of company guards led to the ap ointment of .., History I 
Governor. It reported that com:any ards ha~ cItIzens .commi,~sion by the 
right of peaceable assembly, free spee~ man b;en.guilty of denials of the 
armed miners, and that their. main ur ~se w; an gnevous assaults on un
their adherents, and if necessary biat !d Cds 1~ over~we the miners and 
The commission also chargM that the mine~s ~~_ hem mt~ submission."112 
it held that their efforts to bring the West V. ~e~e not entIrely innocent and 
was an i~portant cause of the troubles. IrgIma area under unio~ control 

The mmes were reopened in Se tember . . 
workmen. Sporadic violence continued .Wlth the assIstance of imported 
dispossessed miners as a target 0 F b' wIth the tent colonies housing the 
Ohio train, the "Bull Moose S~eci:I,,,eat~~~feX't~913, an armor~d Chesapeake 
and poured more than 200 shots into the villa e ~te~t colony m Holly Grove 
manager of the Imperial Co who was' h g. umn Morton, the general 
saying: "We will go back a~d give th'" m c a~~e of the train, was accused of 
fore a committee of the US Senate ~~ ~no er round." When testifying be
tIeman, approves the use o'f ~ machi~e or on was asked if he, "a cultured gen-
tion, an armed contingent ofm' gun

d 
on a populous village." In retalia-

battle with guards in which 12 m.ers move towards Mucklow, and fought a 
th d mmers and 4 guards w kill d was en eclared for the third r Th ere e. Martiallaw 

the denial of the rights of the .Ime. b e U.S. Senate committee Criticized 
~ 1" mmers ut it h ld th . 
or ~he tragedy in the coalfields A' Gee umon was not blameless 

Apnl 1913 he proposed a comp~om~:w w~vernor wa.s elected in 1'912, and in 
~ few concessions were made but th' . ch the umon hesitantly accepted. 
dIspersed. ,e umon was not recognized and soon 

(c) War in Colorado.-The Colorado coal' ".." 
A number of efforts to establish coll t. b md~s~ry was VIrtually nonunion. 
but all failed. In 1913 the United M~c I~- argammg relations had been made

o 

Frank J. Hayes, vice president of th me. orkers of America tried again, and ' 
the aid of Governor Elias Amm e umon, came to Colorado and enlisted 
mine operators. The Governor ~~s Jowards obtaining a conference with the 
ference were made by the u' ne dand failed. Further efforts to gain a Con-
all d mon, an When they did t ' . 

c e on September 25 1913 A' no Succeed a strike was 
their jobs, and they and'their i. ~ estImated 8,000 to 10,000 miners left 
the tent colOnies which th ~m es left their company-owned houses for 
had b e umon rented In the m f h 
. ~ een prep~ring for the strike. "s ies' c ean lffie t e companies 
Intested the mming camps and the cit 0' ~p marshals and armed guards 
326 men, many imported from oth Yt f Tnmdad. In Huerfano County alone 
sheriffs." 113 er sates, had been commissioned as deputy' 

Before the strike, a union or anize 
by th~ Colorado Fuel Iron Co. ~ mar~~~d been shot by a detective employed 
was killed on September 24. On Octob employed by the same company 
between strikers and guards the I tt er 7, 1913, after an exchange of shots 
and killed a miner. On Oct~ber 1 ~ er attacked the tent colony at Ludlow 
Colony at Forbes, killing a miner ' a party ~f mine guards attacked the tent 
were shot and killed and 0 and Woundmg a young boy. Three strikers 
When ne was Wounded at W I b 
b a group of guards fired into a st;k' a .sen erg several days later 
~ttle was fought Qetween armed . n er s meetm~. On the follOwing day, a 

wmd Canyon, which ended with t;:U~~ and a contmgent of guards at Her
tween strikers and guards was fou~t th mg or a guard. Another battle be-

ere wIthout reported casualties. An 

"...- . 
, .... =~-''''-'< "~._,""tl~,-,,, ,,,,,12_ ~£ is ~-£&£Ee& & ,3.3C;;Ab. 
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armored train, the "death special," was outfitted and while on the way to 
Ludlow, it Was shot up by armed miners who killed the engineer. The train 
was forced back. On October 27 strikers attacked a building sheltering guards 
at Forbes Junction. 

While the fighting Was going on, Governor Ammons was trying to bring 
about a settlement. Failing in the attempt, he sent the entire National Guard 
to the strike zone. Their arrival was not opposed'by the strikers, who felt that 
troops would behave better than company guards. The Governor, while di
recting that protection be accorded to property and those who wished to 
work, advised against the use of troops in assisting in the importation of 
strikebreakers. More than 2,000 guns of strikers were turned in at the request 
of the commanding gemlIal. Others were, however, kept in reserve. Great 
pressures were exercised on the Governor for stronger measures against the 
strikers and he capitulated by allowing Gen. John C. Chase, the head of the 
militia, to carry out a policy of repression. 

Chase had been the commander in the metalliferous miner's strike in 1903-
04, and his union animosity was welllqtown. Militiamen began harassing 
strikers, many of whom were arrested and detained for long periods of time. 
At the reques't of the State federation of labor, the Governor app0.inted an in
vestigating committee, which found that militia men had abused strikers and 
their wives and daughters. It reported that many;'of the guards had been al
lowed to join the National Guard, replacing regular members who were anx
ious to return to their homes and occupations. These men hated the strikers, 
and were not averse to assaulting and even killing them. The committee re
quested the removal of Chase as partial to the mine owners, and charged that 
many militiamen were guards on the payroll of the mine owners, and that the 
entire contingent had shown consistent bias in favor of the employers. 

During February and March of 1914 there were few clashes, but it was be
lieved that the presence of a congressional investigating committee in the State 
had a moderating influence on behavior. Most of the Guard was accordingly 
Withdrawn, but a troop of 35 men was left at Ludlow and Berwind Carlyon. 
This was a tough group, made up mostly of company guards and professional 
adventurers, whose commander was a Lt. K. E. Linderfelt, whose animosity 
10 the strikers was well known. On April 20 the Ludlow tent colony was at
tacked by the soldiers under Linderfelt and five men and a boy were killed by 
rifle and machinegun fire. The militiamen then fired the tents, and 11 children 
and two women were smothered. The tents were stripped of all port~,ble 
things of value. Hundreds of women were driven from this','i:olony of 1,200 
people to seek shelter in the ranches and homes of the area. Three prisoners, 
including Louis Tikas, the Greek leader of the strike~ were'$hot by the troops, 
ostenSibly while trying to escape. The militiamen had one fatality. 

Two days later, the Colorado labor movement notified PrJisident Woodrow 
Wilson that it had called on the workers of the State to arm themselves and to 
"organize the men in your communities in companies of volunteers to protect 
the workers of Colorado." The call was Signed by the heads of the State fed
eration of labor and the miners' union. A "military camp of strikers was es
tablished . . .. Inflamt,d by what they considered the wanton slaughter of 
their women, children liu}d comrades, the miners attacked mine after mine, 
driving off or killing the 'guards and setting fire to the buildings." 114 In one 
action, 200 armed strikers left their base near Trinidad and attacked the min-
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ing camp at Forbes. Burning buildings, they poured deadly fire into the camp, 
killing nine guards and one strikebreaker; the strikers lost one man. Twen1~:\' 
four hours later, Federal troops arrived, and the fighting ended. "During th~:" ,. 
ten days of fighting, at least fifty persons had lost their lives, including twenty
one killed at Ludlow."115 The Ludlow war ended with a total of 74 dead. 

Despite the bloodshed, no recognition of the union was granted. Efforts 
of President Wilson to achieve permanent peace were in vain. A large number 
of miners, including John R. Lawson, the head of the miner's union in Colo
rado, were indicted. The latter was convicted of murder, but the verdict was 
overturned by the Colmado Supreme Court. The Ludlow war, one of the 
more tragic episodes in labor's history, failed to dissolve the adamantine oppo
sition to unionism, which had become a fixed and immovable article of faith 
among many of the great industries of the United States. 116 

VIOLENCE IN LABOR DISPUTES DURING AND AFTER 
WORLD WAR I (1917-22) 

Strike statistics, which were published by the Commissioner of Labor be
ginning with the year 1881, ceased to appear in 1905, and were resumed by 
the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1915. The number of strikes between 
1917 and 1922 was high compared with the following decade. The influ
ence of wartime demand for labor, the dislocations which accompany war
time economic activi~~,. th~ sharp rise in union membership, and reduced 
unemployment all ef·?:f.,clsed an influence on the potential for labor violence. 
Strikes tended to be snorter during wartime, but with the, ending of hostilities 
the countr)l~xperienced severe tension in the labor market. Several factors 
accounted for heightened labor discontent. Union membership ros~sIiarply 
between 1916 and 1920, from 2,772,000 to 4,881,000. Considerable dissat
isfaction existed. as a result of rises in the cost of living during wartimr.,~nd 
the general malruse that war normally gen;f;fates. Many employers who had 
accept,~d union organization as a wartime necessity or as a result of govern
m~nt tiat were now anxious to rid themselves onabor organizations. This is 
eVIdent from the power of the campaign by antiunion employers who es
pou~i~d the Amer!can Plan of Employment, a program designed to support 
empl~yers Opposmg the presence of unions in industry. The large accretion 
of umon members also\ prought demands for changes in union policy and for 
the use of more aggress:'ive tactics in labor disputes. 

1. Lynching of Frank Little 

Despite the growth of strikes, the levels ofviohmce during World War I 
were low, ~nd the violence was mainly ditected against strikers. In Butte, . 
Mont., dunng the 1917 copper strike, the room of Frank Littie,a member ~W> 
the general exec~.ltive board of the IWW, Was invaded by a group of masked 
men. He was seIZed and hanged on a trestle. The strikedtselfhad been called 
;.or i~provem~~t in t~e terms ?f employment and for the abolitiortof the 
r~st1in~ car?, a notIce ,allowmg the holder to seek employment in the mines 

~hICh aIded m the enforcement of a blacklist against union members. The 
overnor requested troops, and Federal soldiers arrived in Butte on Septem

ber 10, 1917. The troops remained until December 18, 1917, and,were ,re-
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turned to Butte on February 7, 1919, during a strike against a wage reduction 
led by the IWW. They departed ;0 d~ys later. !he third ~ppearan~e of ~~d
eral troops was during the miner s strIke of April 1920. 1hey remamed m the 
city until January 1921.117 

2. The Arizona Deportations 

During World War I~ strikes in most of the Arizona copper .mines w?re 
called by the Industrial Workers of the World, or the lnternahQnal ymon of 
Mine Mill &.8melter Workers an affiliate of the American FederatlOn of 
Labo'r. A common response ~f employers was to deport the stri.ke leaders and 
their followers. On July 10, for example, a Loyalty League, wlu,ch had,~een 
organized by businessmen and mining officials in Jerome, deported 76 offen-
sive radicals."U8 . 
' The Jerome deportation was carried on by only a sn:a~l number of bUSI
nessmen. However, virtually the entire business and mmmg employer. ?om
munity participated in the deportations of 1,284 men !rom Bis~?e, An.~., on 
JUly 12, 1917. Great discontent with wages and workmg co~~tlOnsexisted 
in the Arizona copper county during 1917 and1918. In additlon, the I~ 
and Mine & Smelter Workers were competing for members among the mmers. 
The latter had originally organized a large number of wor~ers in the Warren 
district of which Bisbee was the most ~mportant commumty. It had, how
ever, lo'st its place to Metal Mine Workers Industrial Union No. 800, an!~ 
affiliate. A set of demands was drawn up and presented to the com~an1es m 
the area. They refused to confer with the IWW committee and a stnke was 
called for June 26.119 . 

A large proportion of the miners in the Bisbee area responded to !he stnke 
call. Testimony showed that there was no violence. In fact~some WItnesses 
claimed that petty crime had diminished because the IWW had told the boot
leggers not to carryon their activities during the strike. Nevertheless, a Loy
alty League was organized, and several mine managers ~uggested that the. 
strikers and their sympathizers be deported from the ~Ity. The ,cooperatIon 
of Sheriff Harry Wheeler was obtained. On the;<mornmg .of J ul} 1 ~ the, streets 
of Bisbee were filled with men wearing white handkerchiefs on then sleeve~. 
They had been deputized by Sheriff Wheeler. Men on the street w~,re sto~ped 
and their business ascertained. Those unable to give satisfacto~y explanatIons 
were seized and taken to the local ball park whi* served as the assemb~y 
point for "undesiraples." Homes ~f known strikers and sympathizers, m~l~d
ing some lawyers, tradesmen, business men, and pr~perty owners, were VIslted 
and many were ta~\en into custody. A ~ePru;,w seeking to arrest a ~ember of 
th~ IWW was killed;'anc! his assailant slam by a fellow deputy. This was the 
only violent incident in the rounding up of 1,284 men. . 

After 2 hours in the ball park under a hot Arizona sun, the prIsoners were 
compelled to march between two lines of armed men and to board a cattle 
train which the railroad provided. According to Fred W. Brow2,' a voluntary 
organizer of the American Federation of Labor, the tracks <uong the first stop 
of the train were "lined with gunmen" who had left Bisbee and had overtaken 
the train. Mounted guns stood on both sides of the track and no one was 
allowed to leave. The train arrived in Columbus, stayed for an hour, and left 
for Hermanes, where the men were dumped. On the morning of July 14,a 
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company of U. S. soldiers arrived and brought the deportees back t C I . 
bus, where they were provided with food and shelter bv the U S GO 0 um-

t Aft 8 d th ~' " overn-men. e; ays, ey were allowed to leave. A majority stayed until 
September; food was cut off on September 12. 

~uring the deportation, no messages were allowed to leave B'sb Th 
shenff then established a screening committee a "kangaroo co 1 t ,~eb' fe, 

hi h th d 'ur, e ore I 
W C e eportees and others seeking to enter Bisbee had t M 
of thos~ who came to seek work Or reclaim their clothes and ~t~~ear. any 
posseSSIOns were forced to leave the community even when th pers~nal 
property. The President's Mediation Commissio~ during its in~·ow?e A . 
zona, was told by Sheriff Wheeler that he had hea~d from a cham~ry m . n
ot?ers. that ther~ was "a plan on foot when they [the strikers] ermaI? and 
mmes to get then clot~ng ... that they were to block those tu~~~;~;1 the 
the men down at work m the mines I am told these thi i eep 
them. "120 U S Secretary of Labor' Willi' B Wil ngs; cannot swear to 
th . .' . am. son who was chairm f 

e ~ommIssIOn, made his feelings known by asking:' ' an 0 

And on the strength of rumors of that kind you directed th . . 
~p of twelve hundred people here, some only for a brief period

e :;~king 
"orne, as we are informed, here for a long time and under th th. 
to use wha~ev~r power is necessary you undert~ok to use tha~ au, onty 
not only wIthm your own bailiwick but 0 t 'd ' power 
where h d ' ,u SI e your own bailiwick 
directe~~~ u~e~~;~r~~~lty and where you were not authorized or .,' 

~ , 

In a message to the Legislature, Governor George P. Hunt denounced the-

~~~0]fun::;7c~~~ ~~O~!:~e~en directed by c~unty authorities .. , 
Swooped down t d ' calmly, premedItatedly, deliberately 
miners who co~t~:~ upo~ Ith~ ~omes of unsuspecting, >\noffendi;g 
violence but ~ho h d no VIO ence, nay more who had threatened no 
der the guarantees :ouevery lawful reason to feel secure as citizens un-
of America. 122 chsafed by the Constitution of the United,States 

Sheriff Wheeler and 21leadi b ' 
rights of the deportees by a ;:de~~nerss~e~ were ind~ct~d for violating the 
dated by the U. S. circuit court a g an J~I?" The mdIctment wasinvali
v, Wheeler. An indictment by fu;:/~e tec~slOn wa,s uph~ld in United States 
C!.g~nst 224 leading bUSinessmen Shea,e or illegal kidnapmg was o?tained 
police officers. One case was tr" d nff Wheele~, and many deputies and ' 
weeks of trial led to the clls ' ~ 'f~d the verdict of acquittal after several 
PreSident Wilson and the Pr:~~en~s t e ~h~rges against the other defendant:;. 
the conduct of the mob guilt . f'th MdedIatlO~ CommiSSion sharply criticized 

yo e eportatlOn.123 ~ 
(: 

3, The Steel and ~oaYS{~ikes 
Changes in attitudes were noticeable' " , , . 

war the Government sought to WIth the commg of peace. During the 
'they inevitably loweredoutp /~vent protracted labor disputes, because ' 
Governme,nt in the na'me' of uat' . t~ce the war was over,Jhe restraints of the 
1 p no ISIl\l w I \/- . 
arge amount of discontent amo \ ere no onger effective. 14oreover, a l-

ng workers led to an increase in wildcat as ~~ 

< ~ ~ 
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well as in authorized strikes. Workers in some industries were trying to fortify 
bargaining rights that they had gained as a result of Government pressure. 
Unions had carried on more vigorous organizing drives than before the war, 
and American Federation of Labor affIliates had sponsored a joint campaign 
for organizing the open-shop steel industry. The organization campaign was 
successful in enlisting the support of most steelworkers, but a barrier was 
posed by the refusal of the U. S. Steel Corp. and the smaller companies in the 
industry to deal with unions. Elbert Gray, on behalf of his own r.ompany and 
the industry, refused to meet with a committee of union officers claiming to 
represent employees of his company. Neither the pleas of the President of 
the United States nor clergymen nor any other force would induce him to re
cede from his position. Reluctantly a strike was called by the cooperating 
unions, and it turned out to be one of the more bloody of the period. Meet
ings were suppressed in many steel communities, union organizers and officers 
harassed, and behind the protection of police and hired guards the companies 
reopened their plants and were able to compel the unions to surrender with
out gaining any concessions. Violence was widespread in ste01 communities 
such as Gary, Ind., and State and Federal troops were brought in to restore 
order. In other towns, troops were not required. Twenty people were killed 
during the strike, and many morecinjured. 

Coal was the center of some of the bloodiest labor disputes after World 
War I. The disputes centered around the efforts of the United Mine Workers 
of America to organize the nonunion counties of McDowell, Mingo, and 
Logan Counties in West Virginia. In September 1919; armed i,mion miners 
were set to invade Logan County, but turned back at the request of the Gov
ernor and district officers of the union in order to preserve peace. A strike 
for union,recognition w~~ called in Mattewan, Mingo County, in May 1920, 
and in an argument oyer ~victions of miners from company houses, shooting 
between Baldwin-Felts gu,ards and Sheriff Sid Hatfield left 10 dead, seven of 
them guards. The strike·spread to McDowell County, which was soon caught 
up in the developing Violence. Troops were sent in by the State, and after the 
killing of six in a battle between miners and deputies, Federal troops arrived. 
Federal troops were withdrawn, to be replaced by large numbers of deputies. 

In the first months of '1921 it appeared that peace had been restored, but 
by May each side Wll,g arming for renewed warfare. Hundreds of armed miners 
were determini~d to march again into Logan County and the sheriff was pre
pared to prevent their entll'y .. Union officers at first convinced the miners to 
withdraw and go home, but a report that miners had been ambush~d and 
killed led the miners to re-form their ranks. Sev.eral thousand armed miners 
began a march on Logan County" and the Governor called for Federal aid. 
President Warren Harding ordered, the miners to displ\irse and sent 2,100 Fed
erC!.l troops to enforce his order. Six hundred miners surrendered to the U. S. 
Army, and after being disarmed, were released. ,The arrival of Federal troops 
ended the mirier's war. Several hundred were indicted in State cQurts for 
sedition andconsp~racy, but juries refused to convict. In all, at~~ast 21 pe~ 
pIe lost their lives .. A Senate committee found that both sides were guilty of 
acts of violence.' The conduct of the union was found "absQlutely indefensi
ble. Men have,,"been killed, property had been destroyed, telephone wires cut, 

" trains commandeered and misused, and a rr~arch of some thousands of men 
organiZed and pplicies carri~d out which bot't,iered close on insurrection."U4 
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The committee criticized the system of" a in h 'ff: 
uted by the operators," and the preventi! ~f g s. en s oubt of funds contrib-
i t th "Th ' umon mem ers from c . n 0 e area. ere is complete industrial autocracy-' thi onung 

m scountry."125 

4. The Use of Troops in Labor Disputes 

Before World War I armed soldiers were usuall 
putes became seriously disruptive' in the\va dY employed once labor dis-
were sent to trouble spots as a pr;cautiona; ~~~\~~~tw;r per!od ~roops often 
cumstances in which troops were employed b" . .he diversIfie,d cir-
e . f can Ie exammed by v' '. h xpenence 0 several major industries. For uniecord d IeWmg t e 
of Colorado sent troops into two coal . . e .reasons, the Governor 
Earlier, in 1919 and 1920 the Gove commfAlunbltIes, dunng 1921 and 1922.126 
th al ,rnor 0 a ama had sent th il" e co areas during labor troubles' they' th 'o. e m ltIa into 
September 1920.127 ,were ere 10 November 1919 and 

, After the breakdown of an interstate confere 'L ' • 

Workers in !mmmer of 1922 the coal .nce W,Hll the Umted Mine 
United States that, given ad~quate T ~pe;~tors mformed the President of the 
despite a prospective strike There~;~:~~o~, fh.j could operate their mines 
nors of 28 States to provid~ adequate r ~ reSI i~nt appe~ed to the Gover-
producing. po Icmg so.'.1at the nllnes would start 

The Governor of Pennsylvania sent h 
the strike fields of Western Penns I ~~re t an 1,100 state troops to 
of Colorado sent troops to the co;1 V~~l~ 0; guard duty. The Governor 
ofKe~tucky did likewise. Troo s atr so that ~tate. The Governor 
up umon meetings. They refuse~ t~ oll~d t~e highways.'They broke 
and roads to talk to each other Tl ~rmlt mmers to stoP:1n the streets 
troops into Clay and other 1" 1e overnor of Indiana g,ent 800 
being produced.128 countIes to afford protection while coal was 

The National Guard was also on dut in . 
ber of points in other States Th Y New MeXICO and Utah and at a num-
at the !equest of the Govern~rs t~ ~ar f~par~ment ~ispatchedFederal troops 
sYlva~Ia, Tennessee, Wyoming, Utah ~ 0 o;m? States: West Virginia, Penn-
Washington.129 ' ew eXIco, Oklahoma, Kansas, and 

The bloodiest encounter durin 1 .'" " 
of the operators, the Southern III ~ t ~le ~oal strike Occurred n,ear Herrin, Ill. One 
from the overlay on condition th mOlS oal Co., was allowe,d to Ullcover dirt 
pany had dealt with the union att .no co~l would be shipped. The com-
~o. 12, United Mine Workers ~f A did ~ll tne oper~tors in the Illinois District 
Jobs, as did all others in the d' t . menca. The mmers employed left their 
?uri~ti the strike the compan ISb~~~ when. the u~it)fl issued a strike call. Later 
mg coal. The workers whom~t 1 d ~ relatIOns WIth the union and began min-
of the Shovelrne. n's Vnio WhI 1a Imported were supposed to be members 
zaf h n.. en John L Lew' k 

. lOn, e replied that it was an "outla'; . l~ wa;s as ed about the organi-
f~Ia~ed. WilHam J. Lester head f th w orgafllz~tlO,n, meaningit was unaf.. 
~~ng, had imported a n~mber ~f :rcompany, m .addition to carrying on . 
nunmg operation presumabl f, gu ds. Three mmers Who approached the 
n~i~boring t~w; armed the~se~~e~ confe.rence, were killed. Miners ~n the 
mmmg area WIth gunfire and st 'dand m the latter part ofIune sprayed.the 

. orme the stockade. Those Who surrettdered 
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were beaten and shot to death, including Lester. Twenty-one, three of them 
strikers, died in tlns attempt to create a nonunion enclave in District No. 12, 
which had been completely unionized since 1898.130 . . 

Apart from Herrin, in wInch troops were not used, there was little violence 
associated with the coal strike. Tins lack of violence was due essen tially to 
the success of miners in shutting down operations completely and the fact 
that reopening of the mines took place under the protection of State and 
Federal troops. The inability of the coal operators to resume production 
despite military protection compelled them to resume bargaining with the 
United Mine Workers, which led to' an agreement. 

5. Railroad Disputes 

A strike on the Missouri & North Arkansas Railroad had begun early;;f~ 
1921, more than a year before the National Shopmen's strike~ and lasted into 
1923 .. On January 16, 1923, a mob congregated at Harrison, Ark., and strik
ers and their sympatlnzers were brqught before a self-appointed committee of 
12. The home of E. C. McGregor, an active strike Iflader and a member of the 
Machinist's Union, was invaded. McGregor was seized and lynched. Strikers 
were driven from their homes and ordered not to return or face death. A 
legisiu.tive committee, investigating the lynching found,' 

The testimony in bulk disclosed the undisputed fact that on Monday, 
January 16, 1923, the citizens along the railroad arose en masse and 
took the situation in hand .... That in carrying out tlns movement 
they ~ook charge of persons and eritered into private homes without 
due proCt~SS oflaw, and without legal authority, and that in many in
stances men were ordered or advi;;ed to leave, with the single purpose to 
break th~ existing strike on the Missouri and North Arkansas Railroad 
and to guarantee the operations of its trains. We find that the situation 
in Harrison was in charge of a large body of anned men. 131 

The Shopmen'sUntons had greatly expa!1ded as a result of favorable treat
ment they received from the Government. The retur]) of the railroads to pri
vate management after the· war led toth~ establishment of the Railway Labor 
Board, which authorized several general wage cuts. Rank-and-fIle pressures 
forced the unions, against the wishes of some of their leaders, to call a na
tion.al strike on July 1, 1922, in whic:h 400,000 men participated; The Na
tional Guard was sent to a number o.tpoints, although there were no reports 
of violence or intimidation. In Misst1uri the entire Guard was mobUized, and 
units were sent "to Franklin, 1vloberly, Macon, Poplar Bluff, and Chaffee, 
these being prom3ri~nt railroad centers."132 Since no violence was reported, 
it can only be assumed that the troops were usr,:d a~ either a precautionary 
device or as an attempt to overawe the strikers. The Kentucky Guard was 
sentio two localities and soldiers of the Illinois militia were called out at 
three points in connection with the railroad strike. Three other States
Kansas, Texas, and IdalIo-sent troops to two railroad centers within each 
State. In apdition, the entire National Guard of Ca1ifo~nia was mobilized for 
service in the railroad strike of 1922 "in readiness for possible trouble ... but 
were Ilot placed on active duty. "133 
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The shopmen's strike did not force the carriers. Hist..,. I 
operatmg crafts were not asked to respect th . k

to s~spend opetations. The 
, out the strike. As a result, the s ectacu epIC et line and worked through-

18~4 were absent. Nevertheles/there lar as~aults of the strikes in 1877 and 
dunng this walkout. In the appiication ~~s a ar~e ~ount of serious violence 
States ~harged that 20 persons had been ~a ~e.s ramIng order, the United 
s~retchmg across the entire country 0 J Ie 9

In 
a number of incidents 

killed in Birmingham, Ala. In Arka~sasna u ~ ,a Neg~o strikebreaker was 
w~un.ded on August 2. A strikebreaker w:~n~er W?S killed, and two others 
IllinOis a strikebreaker was killed t J r killed In Atlanta on August 5 I 
4. Three days later the chief spec~al a~ le~ a~d ~noth~r at Centralia on AU~s~ 
r~ad was killed and ~he sheriff was wo::d ~ t e ElgIn, J o~iet & Eastern Rail-
~led at Samesett, Ky., on August 21 de. P: Negro stnkebreaker was 
CIty on July 28. Three shopmen in ci an a railroad watchman in Kansas 
another ~as stabbed to death in TOled~vela~d were killed on August 10, and 
neeted wIth the shopmen's strike took fn uly ~7. Another fatality con-
Two Negro strikebreakers em I . P, ace~t ~Illard, Ohio; on J ul 10 
near Memphis on july 26. T!oO~;: In tne Ilh.nOIs Central shops we!ekilled 
and one near Memphis on August 1 ;rs were killed. at Hulb~rt on August 11 
D~las, Tex., on July 15, and in Vir i~i~ Negro strik~br~aker lost his life ne~ 
stnke, one on the Seaboard Airl. g ptwo more dIed m connection with th 
burg. 134 me near ortsmouth and another at H . e 

ThG ' ~~ 
e overnment claimed that assaults . • ~re~rs . had Wcen place in 27 States an:: tdea:ly" weap~ns upon strike-

Ice ~gamst railroad structures or the Ii a sa ~ta:gehau been prac-
these mc1uded the dynamiting of b . d gh~of-way In 20 States. Specifically 
~nen t of others, the· throwing of bo~b~es, t e wre~king of trains, the derail- '. r d~mage to property; a derailment in W These epIsodes resulted principally 
ea~ng t? the death of two persons ad. o.rcester, Mass. was an exception 

n a digest of reports from F d n Injury to 30 others.135 ' 
Federal districts reported- e eral attorneys and marshals, 60 out of 81 

increasing trouble and v· I d. ' 10 ence until S t b 
:h eCIded decrease. Intimidation and e~ :m. ~er 1, 1922, and thereafter 

e ~onth of September, even in t pIC. et~ng J?ractically ceased after 
contmued ... seventy-t hose dlstncts In whi.·ch the st ·k f. . . wo out of 81 di t . n e was 
~.t~ntlmlda!iOn practiced by strikers ~ ncts rep~rted aggravated acts ' 

Th 1 er rem,":,.ed on the job or sought an :;~Kathizers ngainst all who . 
e acts of intimiUitti wor. ':- on ranged from th 

threats of death and . I e use of profanity to-
hi ·c VIO ence not onl . s Wile and children b . Y agamst the workman but . ' 
writing of inflammat~~· w~~~l."g, painting with yellow paint, .::r;;::t 
a~ boycott, which forced mer upon the workman's house. The second
pmg an~ abductions, followed ~harts not to sell to workmen; kidnap-
Ings, which resulted· bl y ar and feathers or whi· . 
forcible .thd m eeding backs and b k b ppIng and beat-

WI rawal from work . ro en ones; robberies· 
~o';dhousesand trains and tht:~ eve~ from the cities; bombing ~f . 
t::ni~esi and the homes of workme~~~e~ ~ombs near workmen; firing 
clude~,t~r~~!s, abusive and insultin~ lancU~g o:,l~tt~r~ and c,~culars con-

c u mgs and beatings wheneve ~~ge, pickOting,wNch in-
, r tko.re was no officerpreseht .... 
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terrorism by mobs; persuasion under threat of violence; the nightly 
shootings by large crowds of men with high-powered rifles into railroad 
shops in which men were working; forcible entrance into the railroad 
shops, whereupon they destroyed and damaged engines and railroad 
property, and dragging the women out, beat them and sent away with 

instructions never to return. 137 

According to the same reports, there wert:; "at least 13 murders, numerous 
attempts at murder, numerous shots with deadly weapons, and several deaths 
due to wrecks which were traceable to, the. strikers. The number of personal 

attacks were in the thousands."138 
The Attorney General stated that there 'were over 2,000 arrests made in 

connection with the strike, and punishment ranged from costs to fines of 
$2,000, and imprisonment from 1 day to 2 years. The majority of fines in 
the Federal courts were $50, and the average im:prisonment was for 30 days. 

Very incomplete reports were receivecll relative to State and local 
prosecutions, but so far over 150 arrests alre reported, with fines ranging 
from costs to $5,000, and imprisonment ranging from one day to seven 
years; and the major cases involving arson, murder, wreckings and 
bombings have not been tried. Over 500 convictions in the State Fed-

eral courts have been reported.139 

The Federal Government has appointed 3,259 special deputy marshals; the 
largest number, 571,. in Texas,and the fewest, 2, in Illinois. 140 

The widespread violence did not change the outcome. The leaders were 
dubious about the success of the strike, and they went along because of pres
sure from the rank and file. Violence began almost at once because the carri
ers decided, at the beginning, upon replacing the strikers. The strikers reacted 
with savage violence in many places, but their acts were unable to reverse the 
defeat which they faced~ The strike faile4 everywhere. Among the major 
contributing causes were the unremitting hostility of'the Federal Govern
ment, which secured sweeping injunctions based upon the Sherman Anti
Trust Act, and !he decision of the operating brotherhoods to cross picket~, 
lines and run the trains. Before it had ended, 19 persons ha~ been killed, al
most all of them strikebreakers, guards, or special railroad watchmen.1

41 

·t Soldiers and Local Disputes 

Federal troopS were s~nt to'Denver, C?IOfi' during the street r~way strike 
of 1920.142 The Denver streetcar strike wa~ the result of the fallure of the 
city to .continue the increase in wages orde~~d by the War Labor Board. When 
the Board ordered higher wages to meet th(e rising cost of living, it suggested 
that the Public Service Commission allow lior a fare increase from 5 to 6 
cents. In May 1919, Dewey C. Bailey ~as,i!electedmayor on a platform that 
he would rescind the fare increase. Wheni!the fare was r~duced, the company 
cut wages. A strike was called, and after.4 days. the repeal qf the 6-cent fare 
and the wage cut were rescinded. This was only a tempmary pause. In July 
1920 the level of th~ fare and wages were again in dispute, and whenthe com
pany refused to recede from its plan to reduce wages, the men voted by 887 
to 10 to go out on strike. The strike started on August 1, !lndby August 3 
"Black Jack" Jerome led his con tingen tof guards and strikebreakers in to 
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Denver and announced he would break the strike. Some violence had taken 
place on August 5 and 6, but the most serious event took place on August 7. 
Streetcars were wrecked, and a large crowd congregated around the carbarn. 
Firing began from inside the barn, and before the clash had ended, 7 persons 
had been killed, 4 of them unconnected with the strike, and 81 had been in
jured, 21 of whom were strikebreakers. Federal troops were brought into the 
city, and rioting ceased. Use of strikebreakers ceased on September 1. The 
union lost its bargaining rights.143 

State troops were continually used during the early 1920's. The Governor 
of Kansas sent troops to Crawford County in December 1921. In the same 
month militia were sent by the Govemor of Minnesota to South St. Paul, 
where a strike at the Armour Me~t P.acking plant was in progress. Strikers 
were cleared from streets adjacent to the plant. Strikes in the cotton mills in 
Concord, N.C., led the Governor to send troops, presumably because of 
threats made by pickets. A strike of paper workers in Vermont led the Gov
ernor to send troops to Bellows E'::tlls and Wilder during July 1921.144 The 
Chief of the Militia Bureau obser~'ed: 

Emergency duty in the strike area is the most disagreeable feature of 
National Guard service. Not only does such duty require a man in the 
ranks to use arms when necessary, perhaps against his own friends and 
fellow-workmen, but such duty also imposes actual hardship on the 
Guardsmen, both in the matter of long absences from his business and 
in the violence which he is frequently called upon to overcome.145 

THE PERIOD BETWEEN 1923 AND 1932 

Union membership sharply declined between 1920 and 1923, from the 
high point of 4,881,000 in 1920 to 3,622,000 in 1923. Union activity simi
larly declined. Even more consequential than the decline in membership was 
the loss of elan and confidence that overca(irle the labor organizati~!)!,$.ti$ a re
sult of repeated IOJt strikes. In effect, the removal of Government protection 
made many of the wartime's gains temporary, and numerous employers re
verted to a nonunion status. Although membership did not fluctuate sharply 
through the rest of the decade, the failure to make substantial gains in a gen
erally prosperous period reflected a low level of organizing capacity, which 
was in turn a sign of loss of confidence. 

The number of strikes dropped sharply, and while they varied from year to 
year, the numberin 1928 was below those of any year of record since 1884. 
The years froI? 1920 through 1932 reveal the same experience, a moderate 
number of stnkes. One result was a lowering of the level of industrial vio
lence, although it erupted in the Chicago building trades as a result ofthe 
eff?rts ?f the business community to compel the building trades to accept an 
arbItratIOn award of Judge Kenesaw M. Landis. The aWard followed an agree
ment between the Chicago building trades unions and the building trades con
tractor associations to allow Judge Landis to settle their differences over 
wages. Judge Landis' award was rejected by tI{e unions on the ground that he 
had. exceeded the powers under which he acted as an arbitrator. Employers 
de~ed the ~harge, and, with the .support of the entire'business community, 
decId~d to Ignore t?e union's protests. When the contractors began to ()per
ate WJthnew recruIts, they found many of them assauJted and equipment and 

= 
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jobs damaged or dynamited. Two watchmen ~t .one of the jobs were killed, 
and many others, workmen and pickets, were 1OJured. The fight over th~ 
Landis award lasted from 1923 to 1926, when the industry returned ~o ItS. 
former relationships. 146 It is difficult to determine the role of force 10 this 
sequence of changes. Many eon tractors found the awar~ ~n~ork~ble because 
it made bidding more difficult, and they welcomed partIcIpatIon m wage-
setting and work rules enforcement. . . .. 

The low strike level elsewhere in the country reduced the possIbIlities for 
violent confrontations although the Governors ofIndiana, North Carolina, 
and Rhode Island eacl; sent State troops to the scenes of strikes.147 In none 
of the three cases was violence reported. As usual, continuous strife took 
place in the bituminous coal industry. In Colorado, the Ind~strial Workers of 
the World notified th08t(£te industrial commission that a stnke would be . 
called in 30 days unless the operators made concessions. Thereupon the CIty 
council of Walsenberg ordered all members of the IWW out of town, .and a 
mob led by the mayor wrecked the IWW headquarters. The compan.Ies re
fused concessions and a strike was called. on October 18, 1927. Dunng the 
strike a new constabulary was established, and on November 21 the consta
bles, against the wishes of the Rocky Mountain Fuel Co., appeare? befor~ the 
Columbine, owned by the latter company, and ordered the cessatIOn of pIck
eting. When the pickets refused, and some ro~k.s we~e thrown at t!:e consta~ 
bles, they emptied their guns at the pickets, kill10g SIX ~nd ~ounding a nu~ 
ber of others.148 During a parade of strikers to a meet10g wItl~ the Industnal 
Commission, on January 12, 1928, the lines were ordered to dIsperse. Shoot-
ing began, and a boy and a striker were ki~ed. '. '" 

This strike attracted. nationwide attentIOn but It was much ~ess s~gnI?Cant 
than the efforts of the bituminous coal miners to ~aintain ~heI~ umo~ m the 
coal fields of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and OhIO. Invesbgat10g the re
ported abuses, a U. S. Senate committee noted: 

Everywhere your committee made an investigation ~n th~ ~itts.burgh 
distri~t we found coal and iron police and deputy she.nffs vlSlble m 
great numbers. In the Pittsburgh district your commIttee under~Jands 
there are employed at the present time between 500 and 60? cqal and 
iron police and deputy sheriffs. They are all very large me~, most of 
them weighing from 200 to 250 pounds. They are all heavily .armed and 
carry clubs usually deSignated as & "blackjack." ., 

Everywhere your committee visited they found VIctims of the coal 
and iron police who had been beaten up and were still carrying t?e sc~~~ 
on their faces and heads from the rough treatment they had receIved. 

There were also a number of textile strikes in the South, whic? attracted 
more than ordinary attention because of the resistance to ~he umons sh?wn 
by the industry. In 1927, troops were sent to Hendersonville, N:C., dunng a 
textile strike because of the reported threats of violence: 150 Stnke leaders 
were kidnaped and run out of town during a s!rike at Ebz~bethtown~ Tenn., _ 
in April 1929. After a short organizing campaign, the NatI~nal Textil~ Work 
ers Union called a strike on August 1, 1929 ,at the Lo~a! mill of M~nvill~-
J enckes Go., in Gastonia, N.C. About 1,800 workers Jomed the strI¥..e. ~- t 

though no violence had taken pl~ce, Governor Max Gardner sent troops mto 
the area on AugustA; they were withdrawn on August 20. 
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Denver and announced he would break the strike. Some violence had tak 
place on August 5 and 6, but the most serious event took place on Au ust~ 
S~r~etcars were wr~c~ed, and a large crowd congregated around the ca;barn: 
Fmng began from mSlde the barn, and before the clash had ended 7 
~ad been killed, 4 of them unconnected with the strike and 81 h;d bPers~ns 
J~red, 21 ~f ~hom were strikebreakers. Federal troops' were brought ~~~oI~e 
CIty, and n,otmg ceased. Use of strikebreakers ceased on September 1 Th 
umon lost Its bargaining rights.143 . e 

State troops were continually used during the early 1920's. The Gove 
ofKansa~ ~e.nt troops to Crawford County in December 1921. In the sa~:or 
month milt.tm were sent by the Governor of Minnesota to South St Paul 
where a stnke at the Armour Meat Packing plant was in progress Str'k ' 
~ere cleared from streets adjacent to the plant Strikes in the c~tton 1 ~s . 

oncord, N.C., le~ the Governor to send troop~, presumably because::;' SIn 
threats made by pIckets. A strike of paper workers in Vermont led th 

Cerhi~ofr tOf send t,r?~ps to Bellows Falls and Wilder during July 1921 144 e i~v-
e 0 the Milltta Bureau observed: . e 

N t~me~g~ncy duty fn the strike area is the most disagreeable feature of 
a IOna uard sefVIce. Not only does such duty require a man in the 

~:~~s to us~rms ;hen necessary, perhaps against his own friends and 
G ~-wor en, ut such duty also imposes actual hardship on the 
in ~~ s~~n, bothhi~n the ~atter of long absences from his bu~iness and 

e VIO ence w ch he IS frequently called upon to overcome.l45 

THE PERIOD BETWEEN 1923 AND 1932 

hi;;:~t~~~b;~sl~0~htr~1§2~eclined betwee? 1920 and 1923, from the 
larly declined Eve~ n to 3,622,000 In 1923. Union activity simi-
the loss of ela~ and c:~~ec:c:s~~u:ntial than the decline in membership was 
suIt of repeated lost strikes. In ef;ec~v~~came the labor organizations as a ~e
made many of the wartime's ' t ' e removal of Government protectIOn 
verted to a nonunion status ~:;:o:mporary, an~ nU?1erous employers re
through the rest of the dec;de th t ~ membership dId not fluctuate sharply 
erally prosperous period reflected ea t u~e t~ mtke su~s~antial gains in a gen
was in turn a sign of loss of confiden~; eve 0 orgamzmg capacity, which 

The number of strikes dropped sha 1 ' 
year, the number in 1928 was below t~P y, and While they varied ~rom year to 
The years from 1920 through 1932 ose of any year of record smce 1884, 
number of strikes, One result was reveal,the same experience, a moderate 
lence, although it erupted in the C:,lowenn~ ~f the level of industrial via
efforts of the business communit t~ago buildIng tr~d:s as a result of the 
arbitration award of Judge Kenes;w ~ompel, the building trades to accept an 
ment between the Chicago b ild"- ,Land~s, The award followed an agree
tractor associations to allow ~udI~g~rad~s umons and ~he ,bUilding trades con-
wages, Judge Landis' a d g, andis to settle theIr difference's over 
had exceeded the powe:a~n~as r~,ected by the unions on the grou1nd that he 
denied the charge and with thr w tch he acted as an arbitrator, Erl:aployers 
decided to ignore 'the u', , e suppot:t of the entt,'re business comrtlunity 

, mon s protests Wh th ' ,", ' 
ate WIth new recruits, the found . en e contractors begardooper-

y many of them assaulted and equipment and 

'jfl"::,1~.~"', 
;.~ 
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jobs damaged or dynamited. Two watchmen ~t one of the jobs were killed, 
and many otllers, workmen and pickets, were'injured. The fight over the 
Landis award lasted from 1923 to 1926, when the industry returned to its 
former relationships.l46 It is difficult to determine the role of force in tlus 
sequence of changes. Many contractors found the award unworkable because 
it made bidding more difficult, and they welcomed participation in wage
setting and work rules enforcement. 

The low strike level elsewhere in the country reduced the possibilities for 
violent confrontations, although the Governors oflndiana, North Carolina, 
and Rhode Island each sent State troops to the scenes of strikes. 147 In none 
of the three cases was violence reported. As usual, continuous strife took 
place in the bituminous coal industry. In Colorado, the Industrial-Workers of 
the World notified the State industrial commission that a strike would be 
called in 30 days unless the operators made concessions. Thereupon the city 
council of Walsenberg ordered all members of the IWW out of town/and a 
mob led by the mayor wrecked the IWW headquarters. The compani8s re
fused concessions and a strike was called on October 18, 1927. During the 
strike a new constabulary was established, and on NovGIDber 21 the consta
bles, against the wishes of the Rocky Mountain Fuel Co., appeared before the 
Columbine, owned by the latter company, and ordered the cessation of pick
eting. When the pickets refused, and some rocks were thrown at the consta
bles, they emptied their guns at the pickets, killing six and wounding a num
ber of others.148 During a parade of strikers to a meeting with the Industrial 
Commission, on January 12, 1928, the lines were ordered to disperse. Shoot
ing began, and a boy and a striker were killed. 

This strike attracted nationwide attention but it was much less significant 
than the efforts of the bituminous coal miners to maintain their union in the 
coal fields of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ohio. Investigating the re
ported abuses, a U.S. Senate committee noted: 

Everywhere your committee made an investigation in the Pittsburgh 
district we found'coal and iron police and d_ep1!ty sheriffs visible in 
great numberS. In the Pittsburgh district your committee understands 
there are employed at the present time between 500 and 600 coal and 
iron police and deputy sheriffs. They are all very large men; most of 
them weighing from 200 to 250 pounds. They are all heavily armed and 
carry clubs usually designated as a "black jack." 

Everywhere your committee visited they found victims of the coal 
and iron police who had been beaten up and were still carrying the scars 
on their faces and heads from the rough treatment they had received. 149 

There were also a number of textile strikes in the South, which attracted 
rl::\ore than ordinary attention because of the resistance to the unions shown 
by the industry. In 1927, troops Were sent to Hendersonville, N.C., during a 
textile strike because of the reported threats ofvfolence.150 Strike leaders 
were kidnaped and run out of town quring a strike at Elizabethtown, Tenn., 
L, April 1929. After a short organizing campaign, the National Textile Work
ers Union called a strike on August 1, 19:29, at the Loniy mill ofManvill~-
J enckes Co., in Ga,~tonia, N.C. About 1,~\00 workers joined the strike. Al-. 
though no violence had tal<en place, Goy)Ji-nor Max Gardner sent troops into 
~e area on August 4; they were withdrawn on August 20. 
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Chapter 11 

THE DYNAMICS OF BLACK 

AND WHITE VIOLENCE 

By James P. Comer, M.D.* 

When black and white violence again struck urban America in the early 
1960's, social scientists and government leaders looked around hurriedly for a 
quick solution. The obvious cause, to many, was the low social and economic 
conditions of black Americans. In spite of multiple efforts to improve this 
situation, violence mounted to a frightening peak in 1967. While interracial 
violence decreased sharply in 1968, the polarization of the races pointed up in 
the Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders is con
tinuing to take place. Thus the possibility of future and even more malignant 
violence, such as guerrilla tactics, remains a possibility, if not a probability. 

If the social and economic conditions of a group are the primary determi
nants of group violence and potential violence, civil disorder on the part of 
blacks is a paradox.! While the irrelative economic position remains low, so
cial and economic gains directly experienced by black Americans from 1960 
through 1968 have been more rapid and substantial than ever before in Amer
ican his.tory.2 The number of nonwhites, 92 percent black, at the poverty 
level as defmed by the Social Security Administration has declined from 10.9 
million III 1964 to 8.3 million in 1967. The unemployment rate for blacks 
has declined from 1~.4 percent of the labor force in 1961 to 6.8 percent for 
the first 6.months of 1968, A 31 percent drop in underemployment was re
corded between 1966 and 1967, compared with a 17 percent decline for 
whites. 

In 1960~here were only 3 million blacks in the better job categories, while 
46 million whites held such jobs. Between 1960anq, 1967 there was a 47 per
centincrease in the number of blacks in white-collar: jobs, craftsmen, and op
eratiyes (the \,?etter jobs), compared to a 16 percent :(ncrease by whites. There 
was an 80 percent increase in the number of black professional a~ld technical 
workers betwtlen 1960 and 1967, compared with a 30 percent increase among 
whites. There was a 77 percent increase in the number of black clencal work
ers. as compareii to a 23 percent increase for whites; a 49 percent increase in 

*James Comer is assistant professor of psychiatry at the Yale Child Study Center. His 
publications inclilde "The Social Power of the Negro." Scientific American (Apr. 1967), 
and "Black RebelJion and lndividual Development: Some Parallels," Midway (Summer 
1968). . 
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craftsmen and foremen in the nonwhite category, compared with 13 percent 
of whites. There was a cQrresponding decline in private household workers, 
17 percent for nonwhites compared with 23 percent among whites; a 7 per
cent decline was registered among black nonfarm laborers, compared with a 
2 percent decline among whites. Because ·so few blacks held relatively good 
occupational positions prior to 1960, these changes are not as dramatic as 
they appear, yet rep:cesent substantial improvement. 

During the summer of 1967, it became clear that the socioeconomic ex·· 
planation for black and white violence was inadequate) Observations made 
after the disorders following the assassinat~on of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 
suggest the same. A Wall Street Journal4 report read: 

Arrest records suggest that the adults who looted were for the most 
part Negroes with comparatively good education who held jobs and had 
not been arrested before. Few expressed a conscious desire to revenge 
Dr. King's slaying .... In many cities, the violence apparently originated 
with Negroes in their early teens, or even all the way down to kinder
garten age-those who had the least reason to revere, or even know of, 
Dr. K.ing, and those who scorned the moderate civil rights approach Dr. 
King espoused. 

A black mill~ant in Baltimore responded to the question of what sparked 
the riots with this comment, "You did, Whitey. You did it by treating us like 
animals. The black man in Baltimore is tired of his life, tired of his low pay, 
tired of being kicked about. King was just an excuse." The National Advisory 
Commissi:cm of Civil Disorders, while stating the problem differently, agreed 
that white racism was the basic cause of black and white violence. Both ex
planations-racism and poverty-view intergroup vioience as a simple reaction 
to an unhappy set of circumstances. 

A third explanation of black and white violence is of even more limited 
value. Some social scientists have contended that persons with impulse-control 
difficulties as a consequence of black family disintegration have been heavily 
involved in precipitating urban violence.S Recent studies have both challenged 
the notion of black family disintegration and shown that such persons are just 
as likely to be nonparticipants as they are to be participants.6 The complexity 
of intergroup violence is further revealed in some of the incongruous events 
which occurred during several 1967 disturbances. A group of black young-

. sters in Washington, D.C., escorted their white teacher out of the danger area, 
but hurried back to throw rocks at the passing cars of "white honkies." In 
Detroit, blacks and whites sat together in a friendly atmosphere and bid on 
the plunder recovered in disturbances which occurred only a few months 
before. 

Obviously there is no simple explanation. Racism, poverty and personal
control problems are not enough to explain the complexities and incongrui
ties of current black-white confliclt-although all three factors are involved. A 
more useful approach is to recognize intergroup violence as primarily a prod
uct of specific social system malfunctioning. It is a natural and predictable 
phenomonon-although largely prl~ventable-related to the nature of ma~ and 
his basic human tasks. It occurs and recurs when an individual or group IS de
.uied the opportunity to meet their basic and man-made needs. 

,; ,.,- ~.~~~".-.-......,.." 
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The human animal is born with drives and needs which conflict with those 
of other human beings.7 Some form of social organization that will regulate 
the manner in which these drives are expressed and needs are met have always 
been necessary. In all societies, parents, caretakers, .and socializers of one 
kind or another are charged with the responsibility of meeting the child's basic 
needs and helping the young convert drive energy into "tools" which will help 
them cope with the demands of an adult society. Libidinal energy becomes 
"the stuff' of exploration, learning, and work.8 Without satisfactory transfor
mation, these energies may result in a variety of troublesome forms of per
sonal behavior, including self-destructive action and unwarranted conflict and 
violence against people and property. When the young are adequately devel
oped and socialized and are able to cope as adults, they enjoy a sense of ade
quacy and security. Being able to cope and as a result receiving the respect 
and acceptance of significant peers is the primary wayan individual meets 
basic and man-made needs. When a sufficient number 9f members of a society 
feel relatively adequate and secure, a high level of peace and stability can exist 
in families and the society without force and repression of individuals or 
groups. 9 

It is the task of the leaders of a society to establish social policy that facili
tates optimal individual development and adequate socialization of the young. 
Failure to do so constitutes social violence, resulting in damage to individuals, 
groups, and the society, which is far more harmful and lasting than overt phys
ical violence. In a representative society where groups must organize and par
ticipate in the political and administrative system in order to obtain oppor
tunities that will facilitate the optimal development of their members, the 
obstructive and unjust exercise of p01Ner-physical or social-by another group 
constitutes a crippling form of violence. The victimized group, when healthy, 
struggles against the unjust and oppressive situation. This struggle in the face 
of resistance frequently results in overt physical violence. In addition, when 
the leaders of a society sanction social exploitation of a group, they concom
mitantly encourage physical violence toward that group. Thus the historical 
American situation of slavery or legal social violence toward blacks; white 
physical violence and relatively little black retaliation; 10 fmally a legal and.non
violent struggle now punctuated with black violence is an understandable se
quence.l1 

There is an aspect of the pattern-black restraint-which, on the surface, is 
difficult to explain. Given the level of social violence toward blacks, the logi
cal.question now should not be "Why black violence?" but "Why has black 
initiated and retaliatory violence been so little and so late?" The record of 
provocation certainly is extreme. 

During slavery, whippings and other abusive acts were frequent. Because 
of the economic value of the slave, it was usually only after abortive slave re
volts or "unpardonable" offences that the killing of slaves took place. Freed
men, North and South, who found themselves in economic competition with 
whites frequently fared less well. After slavery when the 4 mill~on blacks in 
the South came .into direct economic competition with the 5-1/2 million poor 
whites and were no longer of value to the white planters, the severity of vio
lence toward blacks increased. Beatings, torture, and murder in order to dis
franchise blacks; decrease economic competition, and maintain a caste sys
tem for economic and psychological advantage became the pattern of the day. 
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It has been estimated that between 1865 and 1955 over 5,000 blacks were 
lynched by white mobs)2 Official U. S. Census Bureau statistics show that 
over 3,000 were lynched between 1882 and 1935.13 Legal lynchings, "kang
aroo court" action9 and unreported murders are not included in these totals. 
Black schools and homes were frequently burned in the early postslavery 
period. Between 1865 and 1940, over 500 blacks were killed in race riots and 
massacres. Many more were injured and abused. Relatively few whites were 
killed in these disturbances. Finally, the burning and bombing of black prop
erty and the murder and intimidation of blacks and their white supporters til
volved in civil-rights activities since the early 1950's is well known. 

D~spite this abusiv~ and oppressive pattern, black reaction was generally 
not VIolence but nonvIOlence. Aptheker and other historians have pointed out 
that there ~ere slave uprisings and rumors of uprisings, but they certainly did 
not approxunate the frequency or severity of black slave uprisings in South 
America. Even after slavery there was generally an under response to the level 
of oppression. Historians and revolutionaries have often puzzled over and 
despaired about this situation. 
. . Certainly the overwhelming power of the dominant group is a factor. But 
It IS not enough to explain the phenomenon. Often slaves and freedmen 
greatly outnumbered their masters and sometimes did attack and kill them 
but not very often. SUbsequent event~ have demonstrated that inherent dd
cility and passivity and the other explanations for extreme black restraint were 
inaccurate. This is evidenced by the remarkable change i'1 black reaction to 
whi~e control efforts in a short period of time. Drily 15 years ago a black 
fa~y stood f~arful and po ",:erle ss as whites, without legal authority, dragged 
theIr black y~ungster from his home and murdered him. Today the arrest of 
a black man by a white policeman in a black neighborhood carries with it the 
risk of touching off a violent disturbance. Obviously there are important 
psychosocial forces at play in black and white violence which go beyond sim
ple unhappiness and reaction to racism or poverty. These forces can best be 
delineated through a review of the critical aspects of black and white reaction 
over time. 

Slavery, the initial contact of most blacks and whites in America set the 
s~age f~r continuin~ conflict. Many students of slavery have been p;eoccu
pled WIth the questton of whether it was largely a harsh and cruel or pleasant 
and humane system. This is an interesting but relatively unrewarding focus. 
J?e most import~t consideration here is the effect of the system on the so
CIal and psycholOgical development of individual blacks and whites and on the 
functioning of the respective groups in the society at large. The effects of the 
system were enormous indeed and still "haunt" us over 100 years since the 
demise of the "peculiar institution." . 

The issue of who was to blame, the black chiefs or middlemen in Africa or 
slavers, is likewise not important here. The point which is critical to this dis
cussion is that established social systems were interrupted and new and trau
matic ones were imposed on the victims. So~la1ization, which was meaningful 
and en~bled individuals to meet basic needs and prepare to cope as adults in 
tke Afncan society, was no longer useful nor possible. The socialization which 
was necess~ry to cope as a slave was traumatic and harmful to the psychologi
cal and SOCIal development of blacks-an extreme form of social violence. 
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In West Africa, blacks were socialized in a way to meet the needs of indi
viduals and the respective societies.14 Children were provided with nurturance 
and physical care in a family or kinship system which oriented them to their 
immediate world of kin, the community, society and to their own feelings. 
Cultural and subcultural goals and values were transmitted to the children and 
interpersonal skills, modes of feeling, thinking, and working were developed. 
Contact with parents, elders, chiefs, warriors, medicine men, traders, etc.-one 
of which they were destined to become-gave the children a sense of direction, 
purpose, and meaning. 

Ritual and ceremony deepened the meaning of individual existence and 
gave testimony to the importance of societal functions. The circumcision and 
naming ceremonies of the Dogon tribe were very important exercises with life- . 
long significance to the individual. Indeed it is only through the naming cere
mony that a member of that tribe became a part of the society. In the lbo, 
Zulu, Dogon, and other tribes of West Africa, children were brought into the 
adult cultural milieu through age-group organizations. Every function in the 
society brought these groups together and a sense of belonging and participa
tion resulted. The transference from age group to age group was marked by 
meaningful ceremony. 

Specific expectations and responsibilities were laid down and had to be 
met before a young person could receive additional responsibilities and privi
leges. The individual received approval and acceptance from important people 
in his society through the accomplishment of societal tasks and developed a 
sense of adequacy and self-respect for his achievement. The universal out
come of adequate socialization which permits one to cope as an adult is a 
sense of security. This is not to say that there were no injustices, insecurity , 
or uncertainty within the African system. But in general the operation of the 
tribes and tribal nations fostered the development of a sense of security and a 
positive self and group concept. Slavery radically changed this situation. 

The objective of socialization in slavery was not to develop the hidiVidual 
to a point that he or she might perform as a fully adequate, competent, full 
participant in adult society. The socialization and management of slaves was 
designed to maintain the master's power and control over them and to in
crease his benefits. Even humane treatment had its "master's twist," An ex
slave from Louisiana said, "Marse always say being mean to the young-uns 
make them mean when they grows up and nobody gwine to buy a mean 
nigger." 15 

The slaves were powerless for two major reasons. Their legal status was 
that of chattel without rights in court and without the protection of any insti
tution. The master was all-powerful and had the right to control every aspect 
of slave life from birth to death, from sex to settling disputes. His power was 
enhanced by additional factors. Black slaves in a predominantly white con
trolled land were readily identifiable. The slaves were not of a single tribal 
origin with a long group history and a resultant cohesive bond. They were far 
from home and generally unwanted except for economic exploitation. They 
were not able to maintain the organizational elements of their respective pre
vious cultures-kinship ties, family organization, religion, government, courts, 
etc.16 Thus .they were riot able to run away en masse; to tum in on their 9wn 
culture for psychological support or to effectively organize to attack their 
oppressors. 

-, 
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EconOIn.ic and social policies were not determined by the slaves. The pro
vision of food, clothing, and shelter for a family was not the task of the black 
male. Often a family structure or kinship structure did not exist at all. Pro
tecting the family and tribe from assault was not the role of a black warrior , 
groomed from childhood for the task and honored for his feats by ritual and 
ceremony. The naming ceremony meant nothing any more. Males were often 
referred to by the master they worked for and the woman they.had a sexual 
liaison with .... Mr. Barber's boy or Sophie's man. The master provided for 
basic human needs and regulated basic human functions. For everything the 
slaves were forced to look to the master. 

ObViously the slavemaster functioned as "father," ruler, and God. Indeed 
slaves were often taught to "obey thy master as thy God." Even when the 
slave resisted, he was relating to a master, for it was not resistance in the name 
of a people or a tribe or a tribal nation. It was one to one, slave to master. 
The condition of total power and complete powerlessness, with the master 
providing and regulating basic needs-thus providing all the security a black 
slave could know-resulted in an intense emotional bond or tie between the 
black slave and the white master. Because slaveholdings in this country aver
aged 5 to 15 persons, this bond was much more intense than in South Ameri
can countries where the slaveholdings wen~ much larger and a greater degree 
of black self,identity and culture were maintained. 

After the first generation, children were born into the system and prepared 
from birth for a life of subservience. Nurturance and physical care came from 
an adult but not in the interest of a family, kinship group, or tribe, butin the 
interest of a master. (This is probably the reason that so many adults cared so 
little for children-a point which confounded slaveowners and observers.) 
Children were not destined to become elders, chiefs, warriors, traders, etc. 
Their future was that of a despised slave. Ritual and ceremony did not give 
testimony to the importance of their own: lives and that of their people. The 
master, or parents doing his bidding, set expectations. Approval and accept
ance from fellow slaves was based on the degree to which the child achieved 
goals acceptable to the master. 

Children were taught what they could and could not do in relation to 
w~ites. They ~ere taught to obey and respect whites. The Bible and the whip 
remforced theu parent's teaching. Frequentreferences in the literature of 
slavery indicate that black children were taught to knuckle under to the little 
white tyrant of the same age, one in training to become the master and the 
other to become the slave. There could be no black-group goals for children 
to inculcate. Blacks did not exist as a group with goals of their own. They 
w,ere given organization, goals, and direction by the master. They existed for 
hIS benefit and by his permission. 

Some ran away to the Indians, to Canada, and to freedom in the North.I7 
But most could not. Most had to adjust to the circumstances, for man does 
not exist in groups without some form of social organization. Some led a 
passive-aggressive existence in relationsllip to whites-working as Ii ttIe as they 
could without being punished, sabotaging property, and. generally provoking 
the master. Some used religion to establish a relationship and exist~nce in 
which they had an importance and purpose beyond the master and their lowly 
slave position. Some established a life style which was a carbon copy of the 
master. Some adjustments were extremely harmful to individual development 
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and others were less so. All, however, had to identify and relate to the 
master or the white power group. This led to an identification with the agres
sor or oppressor-an adaptive mechanism of generally adverse consequences 
to blacks. 18 

It is understandable under the condition of powerlessness, dependency 
and rejection inherent in the nature of American slavery that wisdom and 
adequacy became associated with the master. Eventually these attributes 
were extended to all white persons. All whites had the right to abuse and ex
ploit blacks without fear of serious censure or. consequences. Blackness was 
associated with inadequacy and subservience and the notion was transmitted 
to black and white children during their earliest developmental years. The 
message was driven home well. Benjamin Botkin's collection of slave nar
ratives shows many instances of slave guilt for not working hard or disobeying 
the master. This suggests that the values of the master were internalized by 
the slaves. Slave narratives also indicate very clearly that they were rendered 
dependent on the powerful master and many developed feelings and attitudes 
toward him parallel to the parent-child relationship. The large number of 
slaves who could not or would not leave the plaIltation after slavery indicates 
the degree of psychological dependency that was developed. 

Identification with the master was of serious psychological consequence 
to the slaves. Attitudes about blacks held by whites became the feelings or 
attitudes blacks held for themselves and each other as a group. Hatred of 
self, anger toward the self, presumption of black incompetence, etc., are a 
legacy of slavery reinforced by residual and later social practices-segregation 
and exclusion. Independent black achievement was almost nonexistent dur
ing slavery,19 Success was being like whites, being with whites, or being white. 
Often the black ideal or goal was to be white or to become white.20 Students 
of behavior have repeatedly documented the adverse psychological effect of 
these "imi.lOssible strivings.21 

Given the circumstances, dependency and identification with the master 
is an understandable outcome. But such a relationship is always an ambiva
lent one. Man in such situations enjoys the security of dependency but rebels 
against the price, external control. He despises the person of power but at
tempts to be a part of him. The goals and ideals of the powerful can easily 
become those of the powerless. In such a relationship, anger or action against 
the powerful and protective person or group is a blow against part of the self 
of the dependent and powerless person or group. It is not surprising then 
that many blacks would have some difficulty expressing anger toward whites 
during slavery and for a long period thereafter. The psychological tie of power
less blacks to powerful whites was as important a deterent of black retaliation 
as the probable physical tlOnsequences. 

Had blacks become an a<:;ceptable part of the total society after slavery, 
the significance of racial differences would have been greatly changed. Race 
would not have remained as a symbol or a sign of goodness and badness, suc
cess or failure. Blacks would not have been denied employment, education, 
ownership and entreprenurial opportunities. The masses could have received 
a basic sense of adequacy by simply providing for their families and receiving 
recognition as desirable parents and Citizens. The talented could have moved 
to positions of leadership and registered high-level achievement. Without the 
atmosphere of white rejection of blacks at every level, the latter could have 
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identified with achievers, leaders, goals, and values which were American 
rather than black or white. Black children would have aspired to a wide range 
of goals rather than those open to blacks. But blacks were not accepted into 
the total society and the consequential psychological outcome was different. 

After slavery, blacks were immediately closed out of the economic, politi
cal, and educational mainstream of American life.22 The program of federal 
Reconstruction failed to provide blacks with a solid economic base and was, 
as a consequence, gradually eroded as an adjustment tool. None of the organi
zational aspects of the African culture remained to provide a basis fot group 
stability and direction. Only remnants of previous Afrkan life styles and be
havioral residuals remained, greatly modified by the American experience and 
of little value in promoting adjustment in the postslavery period. As a result 
of these factors, blacks remained economically, socially, and psychologically 
dependent on whites who retained almost complete economic and social con
trol. Over 50 percent of the black popUlation remained in a condition of 
serfdom until the early part of the 20th century. While some were able to 
directly express anger and advocate rejection of and attacks on the perceived 
oppressor-as some did, in slavery-most were not able to do so. Not only had 
their training been effective but to express hostility toward whites on which 
many were dependent was to risk the loss of a major source of a sense of 
security. 

The circumstances reflected an extremely unhealthy state of affairs. As a group, 
blacks were unable to obtain opportunities which would facilitate, the optimal 
developmer!.t of large numbers of their members. Public education was long 
delayed and' often inadequate. They were employed at the lowest level of 
the job market. They were rapidly closed out of business and government. 
Yet because many had been trained to accept white control, their lack of 
education and skills, the level of antagonism toward blacks, and their depend
oncy tie to whites with power, many blacks-although woefully oppressed-
were unable to struggle against the unjust exercise of power they experienced. 
This combination of circumstances did 110t exist for any other excluded group 
in America. 

Although powe'rless after slavery with stillli.ttle sense of community other 
than being a despised, rejected part of a larger community, blacks were forced 
to turn in on themselves anyway. Segregation, which rapidly developed as a 
social policy after slavery, made this necessary. With the end of the con tro] 
and exploitation of blacks by their masters, legislation, judiCial and extra
legal control (intimidation, violence, economic reprisals) were established. 
Control and authority had now been extended to all whites, most of them 
more economically vulnerable and in need of psychologic<:ll scapegoats than 
the more wealthy slave owning class.23 Whites outside the planter class were 
more likely to act in an unjust and violent fashion toward blacks. Black par
ents had to prepare their children to live in such a setting. Aggressive styles 
had to be crushed least they lead to conflicts with whites. Such socialization 
led to the destruction and/or diminution of the capacity for exploration, 
learning" and work in many blacks. 

A strict social etiquette developed which symbolized white privilege and 
black subservience.24 Children learned the rules of the game through subtle 
and overt ways. In the 1930's when a black youngster in Texas was beaten 
by white adult males for entering a bus before a white woman, his father did 
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not prote.ct or console him but angrily counseled, "You ought to know better 
than to get on the bus before the white folks." 

The.implication of segregation, as it was practiced, was clear: blacks are 
inferior and incapable of participation in the total society. This rejection oc
curred to a people generally trying desperately to belong. Denied the tools 
and oppo~tunity. for person~l achievement and the resultant sense of adequacy 
and secunty achIevement brmgs, belonging to a group which met these needs 
was most important. Blacks made various adaptations to meet adequacy and 
security needs in a society in which they were now "free" but still rejected 
and abused. 

Blacks who had used religion as an adaptive mechanism during slavery now 
embraced it more firmly. The church became a substitute society.25 "Walk
ing and ta1kin~ with Jesus" wa~ more than a metaphor. It was an important 
method of bemg a valued person. In many black communities, a sense of re
latedne:ss born of the need for mutual support necessary to survive in a threat
e.ning society began t? develop. Sharing and mutual aid became a style of 
life .for .many. Many mformal and formal Afro-Am~rican mutual support or
gamzatIons developed after slavery, reflecting the great need. Other blacks 
became ~aid em~loye~s of their former masters and maintai~led a carbon-copy 
style of life and IdentIfied strongly with whites. Some wandered disorganized 
and hopeless for several years after slavery. Some were without social organi
zati.o~, goals, and direction, and were largely pleasure oriented, responding to 
theIr madequately controlled sexual and aggressive drives in a way that led 
them into conflict with the larger society. Such behavior was not Viewed as 
a failure of the society to establish social policy which promoted adequate 
social and psychological development but was seen as "the way the niggers 
are." Similar behavior among whites was not viewed as "white behavior." 

Because blacks did not respond to oppression with violent retaliation did 
not mean that they did not experience anger. It was generally turned against 
the self or others like the self.26 Passive, self-destructive modes of behavior 
are, in part, a product of the reaction to self-hate and low self-esteem. The 
exc.essive use of drugs and alcohol are but a few examples. Violent behavior 
agamst other blacks-often a displacement of anger toward whites-is a famil
iar pattern. The assault on "a friend" over a dime or a bottle of wine is an 
indication of the low self-esteem. The disproportionately high violent crime 
rate of blacks is, in part, a manifestation of displaced anger. A bla,ck student 
at an Ivy League school angrily contested a black professor after it was obvi
ous that the student was in error. He readily accepts similar comments from 
:vhites. Low aspiration level and high family-conflict rates among some blacks 
IS often a byprod~ct (or partially so) of anger against the self. Because many 
blacks have very little power to effect change, overwhelming obstacles and 
hopeless surrender produce high social and psychological depreSSion rates. 
Only occasionally and only recently has rage and anger been turned against 
whites. 

The circumstances of black and white interaction has also had an impact 
on the white psyche.27 Until recent years, many whites have felt justified in 
their abuse and exploitation of blacks. Leaders of the society-a U.S. Con
gressman as late as the early 1900's-threatened greater violence toward blacks 
if f~vorable legislation for them was passed. Du!_ing Reconstruction, many 
white le~ders urged the white masses to attack blacks and often joined in the 
fun. It IS small wonder that a cavalier attitude (indeed a collective superego 
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defect) developed with regard to white abuse of black. It was wrong to mur
der unless-it was a iligger out of his place-his place being determined by 
whites. 

Inherent superiority was taught and is still taught to white youngsters 
through denial and by ignoring the accomplishments of blacks in the face of 
overwhelming obstacles. Institutional denial-exclusion of blacks from text,· 
books, communications media, and white institutions-facilitated individual 
denial. White youngsters were taught white superiority and black inferiority 
through direct and in.advertent means. A white youngster of marginal intel
ligence had learned from his father that he should be nice to blacks, otherwise 
they would not want to work for him when he grew up-an assumption of a 
superior status in spite of the fact that the youngster was less prepared to be 
a high-level achiever than many blacks. A golf caddy who wanted to work 
for two black physicians without taking his turn asked theJ? to tell the pro 
in charge that they worked for his father. A white suburban child looked at 
a black youngster in town and said, "Look Mommy, a baby maid!" White 
people act consciously and unconsciously on these feelings in relationship 
to blacks. These attitudes and. conditions are clearly changing under the pres
sure of new social forces but many undersirable conditions still exist. Such 
attitudes and reactions are, in part, a basis for continued black and white 
conflict. 

In spite of the many psychological and social forces which inhibited nor
mal black reaction to oppressiiQn, the basis for such a reaction has been grad
ually developing for a long time. It began when slavery was ended and the 
policy of racial,segregation forced white le'aders to prepare or permit some 
blacks to prepare themselves tiQ take care of their own. This "crack" in the 
pattern of forced dependency was the beginning of the development of a 
positive black gfCIup identity alnd eventually a normal reaction to oppression. 
Many blacks, as preachers, teachers, phYSicians, and other professional service 
people, began to develop skills which gave them a sense of adequacy and the 
capacity to cope. In the Sputh in particular, successful business communities 
developed. Black youngsters were able to identify with people like themselves 
in positions of leadership and respect. Obviously the level of respect was 
limited by the implications of a segregated system, but nonetheless it was of 
value in enhancing black self-e:steem. More among the black masses were 
better able to earn enough money to take care of their families and as a re
sult were able to develop a sense of personal adequacy. Involvement in two 
world wars and achievement in entertainment, athletics and other areas, and 
the exposure facilitated by mass migration began to change the black Amer
ican's feelings toward the self. A positive sense of self began to replace the 
previous negative self concept.28 

Today's young adult blacks and teenagers grew up observing the heroics 
of Jackie Robinson and Jimmie Brown. They watch Sidney Poitier and listen 
to Aretha Franklin. They observe better trained blacks achieve and move to 
positions of high responsibility. They test themselves against white' youngsters 
on the gridiron, in the military service, and occasionally in the classroom, and 
often find that they can perform just as well. When this is not the case, it is 
often clear that limited opportunity and not a lack of ability is the probable 
cause. The black nurse's aide and practical nurse often realize that with the 
same educatioI'ral,<l~velopment and training, they could hold the nurse's job, 
more often held by whites. 

II 
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For good reasons, blacks began to raise critical questions. Why is the White 
American entitled to special opportunity and privilege? Why have we been 
denied political, economic, and educational opportunity? Why should we 
despise blackness, indeed, hate aspects of ourselves? Having rejected notions 
of inferiority, there is no good answer. In spite of this, blacks continue to 
experience excessive white resistance to pressure for justice and opportunity. 

Many of the young black leaders of today were part of the sit-in movement 
of a decade ago. Many attended racially integrated schools whiie being har
assed, intimidated, and attacked by white hoodlums while "responsible au
thorities" turned their heads. Many watched "Bull" Connor bring out. the 
dogs to interfere with the peaceful protest of unjust laws and practices. Many 
looked in vain for action by the legislative, judiciary, and executive branches 
of government to remove obstacles to first-class citizenship. Most trouble
some, they watched white public officials, clearly violating the law, be elected 
to of~ices of high trust and responsibility because they stood for the unjust 
exerCIse of power against blacks. 

The reaction to resistance could now be different. Blacks are no longer 
largely employed in Southern agriculture. and consequently vulnerable to eco
nomic reprisal for any self-interest acti.vities-political, economic, or social. 
Black adequacy and comptence is now built on more than white approval 
and assurance of acceptance as a child of God with a reward in heaven. A 
significant number of black parents on longer teach their children to accept 
white authority, right or wrong. Many whites, now economically more secure 
and better educated, no longer need or approve of the scapegoating of blacks. 
Thetie that bound-black social, economic, and psychological dependence on 
an almost totally rejecting white community-has now been broken. 

With the breaking of the dependency bond came expected responses. A 
greater number of blacks could experience anger and rage in response to 
denial and injustice.29 In addition, blacks could now seek an identity free of 
the implications of the aggressor and/or oppressor (the white power structure 
which denied opportunity to blacks on the basis of a rationalization-inferi
ority). An intense search for a positive black identity followed. 

The breaking of the dependency bond, acceptance of blackness, and a 
sense of outrage is an energizing and potentially explosive set of psychologi
cal developments. The potency is increased by the fact of a continued high 
level of resistance. The black American experiences intense and ambivalent 
feelings as a result and is confronted with numerous questions and conflicts. 
Should he attempt to become a part of the mainstream of his society-now 
changing but once so abusive and rejecting-or is he obliged to retaliate and/ 
or reject it? Indeed, does manhood require retaliation and rejection? Can he 
trust a white America which has never before demonstrated itself trustworthy 
with regard to recognizing and protecting the human rights of black Ameri
cans? These developments and circumstance have created the tension and 
potential for black violence, retaliatory and black initiated. 

The ambivalence and uncertainty is reflected in the wide. range of black 
community responses. The shooting of a black man in connecHon with a jay
walking traffic violation in Washington, D.C., recently prompted a violent, 
retaliatory bUck community mood, necessitating a massive police confron
tation. In St. Louis, black churchmen made angry demands for an apology 
when a white cashier referred to the group of men as "boys," Any expression 
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of white superiority or excessive control evokes a strong reaction from many 
blacks. Obviously new ground rules for black and white interaction are being 
established and blacks are sensitive to violations. 

A black student was ordered off the lawn at his 'predominantly white col
lege campus by a white policeman. To be a man-a black man-he had to hit 
the policeman, a symbol of oppression. But it was a "minor incident" and to 
avoid difficulty he had to hold back. In fury, rage, and confusion he smashed 
his arm through a platcglass window a few minutes later. Such feeling oc
casionally results in a loss of control after. "trigger incidents" (reflecting white 
superiority and black helplessness) with attendent burning of property. With 
a breakdown in personal control, blacks, employed and unemployed, loot 
and plunder the "symbolic enemy." Such reactions on the part of oppressed 
groups have been reported throughout human history. 

In the one-to-one black and white relationship where mutual respect exists, 
interaction is less difficult, perhaps better than ever before. It is the battle 
against the symbolic enemy that permits black youngsters to escort their white 
teacher to safety and stone the cars of passing white strangers a few minutes 
later. 

Black reactions are manifest in other ways. A distinguished banker in New 
York has said that "I am a black man first and an American second." The 
new black bank president in Chicago identified himself in reverse order. Both 
accept the values and styles of the total society but want to change the so
ciety to meet the needs of more among the black masses. On the other ex
treme are blacks so angry and aliented that they advocate the establishment ' 
of a separate state. One group has already emigrated to Africa. Two black 
Olympic athletes raised their fists in a symbolic black power salute and another 
waved an American flag. Black militants and intellectuals ponder the question 
of whether entrance into the American mainstream is possible or desirable, 
whether constructive modification of the American system is a realistic aim 
or whether revolution is necessary, possible, or suicidal. 

Some black college studen,s are so "hungup" on these issues that they are 
unable to concentrate on course work which is irrelevant by comparison. The 
feelings have filtered down to youngsters, as young as 3 or 4 years of age. Just 
as young members of the Klan are taught that it is permissible to abuse blacks, 
some young blacks are being taught that it is permissible to abuse whites. The 
level of awakening and concern is now so pervasive and reaches such a young 
age group that one can only anticipate growing pressure for justice-the fair 
exercise of power. This level of uncertainty, ambivalence, anger and con
fusion, and resistance cannot persist for long without a drift toward a more 
malignant reaction-guerrilla warfare and vigilante-type respons.es. 

There is no easy answer to the problem of black and white conflict and 
violence. The energy released by black awakening and the development of a 
positive group concept is profound. If channeled, it can be a powerful force 
for black community development, pride and forceful but nonviolent (or 
minimally violent) pressure for constructive change within the present social 
system. But before it can be channeled, it must be clear to blacks that sup
port of the present system and participation in it is in the interest of justice 
for the black masses. To support a social system that continues to formulate 
social policy which does not permit adequate development of individual 
blacks as well as the community and permits blatant disregard for the rights 
of blacks is to support the conditions that promote intolerable rage and anger. 
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The nation is a race against time. Constructive attitudinal and economic 
changes have been made. In many places, members of the white power struc
ture !lave shown an unprecedented interest in facilitating black entrance into 
the mainstream of American life. The interaction is establishing new and 
more healthy ground rules for black and white relations. But often the com
plex factors related to emergc.';flce from a dependent, despised position to full 
participation in the society are not well understood-nor are the many subtle 
forms of resistance and racism. 

Only when blacks are competent performers in much more significant 
numbers with access to every area and level of human endeavor within the 
society will the impression of white power, superiority, and independence 
and black powerlessness, inferiority, and dependence be destroyed. One 
alternative now is to attempt to achieve these ends within the society, as a 
part of the society and through methods deemed acceptable by the society. 
Another, most likely to develop if white resistance to full black participation 
persists, is to move against the societX-violently .L?~ic or conc.ern for ,the 
consequences cannot stay passion generated by the desire to satIsfy baSIC 
human needs, Government, industry, educators, and every group responsible 
for establishing social policy must make it clear through rapid and enlightened 
action that manhood, respect, adequacy, and security are possible within this 
society or black and white conflict and violence will become more malignant. 
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PARTY 

PERSPECTIVES ON CRIME 
IN TIlE UNITED STATES 

Whether t'lte stark assertion that violence is "as 
American as cherry pie" has any historical validity, 
the recent spate of political assassination, urban 
rioting, and a crime wave of allegedly epidemic pro
portions has clearly convinced many Americans 
that their persons and property are endangered to 
an unprecedented degree. While the wave of assas
sination and ghetto tioting that has plagued the 
1960's is manifestly unsettling to our restive soci~ 
ety, it is probable that the fear of personal assault
the dark spectre of the stranger lurking in the 
night-currently instills the greatest sense of terror 
in the collective American psyche. 

The essays in this section are addressed to three 
broad clusters of que'stions concerning the magni
tude of violent crime in America. First, how un
precedented is the contemporary upsurge of violent 
assault? How valid is the apparently popular as
sumption that the curvilinear ascent of violent 
crime reflects the evolution of American society 
from a relatively stable and quiescent agrarian order' 
to our present metropolitan disarray? Central to 
this view is a pervasive strain of agrarian suspicion I •... 
and mistrust of the sinister city. This instinctive 
animosity owes much of its respecta1?ility to the 
romantic naturalism of Crevecoeur, Franklin and H.'. 

Jefferson, Emerson and Melville, but it has persisted U 
even in the cosmopolitan thought of such urbane n.',. 

figures as Henry James, John Dewey, and Theodore Ii 
Dreiser. Frank Lloyd Wright wanted to demolish ',:"\,. 
the city. Henry Ford explained that "We shall 
solve the City Problem by leaving the City."l How 
much historical validity is there to the defeatist 
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corollary implicit in this intellectual antiurbanism
that spiraling crime is an inevitable companion to 
metropolis? 

If criminologists, like most students of contem~ 
porary society, are burdened today by a surfeit of 
statistical e:vidence, historians of American crime 
have been severely hindered by the scarcity of data. 
There is simply insufficient evidence available from 
which to reconstruct a complete historical model 
of national trends in violent crime. Whatever the 
social and political virtues of a federal system 
which has historically vested the police power in 
state and local government, the implication for 
historians has been that a definitive history of Arner~ 
ican crime remains impossible of achievement. Even 
so, suffi~iei1t if fragmentary records have been kept 
by a varIety of local and state jurisdictions to per
mit a cautious generalization from a defensible sam
ple. Possibly the best such state sample is the Com
monwealth of Massachusetts, which during the 19th 
century experienced in microcosm the great Amer
ican transition from an agrarian-commercial to an 
urban-industrial society. Roger Lane's analysis in 
chapter 12 brings sharply into question the conven
tional American assumption that spiraling criminal 
disorder is inherently a child of the city. 

A second concern, one imminently more com
pelling to our generation, is whether the alarm ex
pressed over the current crime wave is warranted 
by the facts. Writing in 1960, the sociologist Daniel 
Bell concluded after "a somber look at tlle problem" 
that "there is probably less crime today in the 
United States than existed a. hundred, or f'Ifty, or 
even twenty-five years ago, and that today the 
United States is a more lawful and safe country than 
popular opinion imagines."2 This reassuring view 
was reaff'll'med as recently as 1968 by Robert M. 
Cipes,a laWyer and consultant to the President's 
Commission on. Crime in the District of Columbia. 
Cipes concluded that "in fact tbere is no crime 
wave,n but rather that "current statistics simply re
flect the. fact that we are digging into the reservoir 
of unreported crimes."3 Academic criminologists 
have generally shared this optimistic assessment. 
!hey have periodically debunked .the rising crime 
mdex of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. How 
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can we reconcile this analysis with the ,frenetic out
cry of an aroused public, an.d that of the politicians 
who echo their alarm ? 

Criminal statnstics have been collated nationally 
only since 1933, when the Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation began systematic publication of its crime 
index. Far from .bringing consensual order to the 
statistical void~or chaos-the FBI's crime index 
has provoked a running controversy over its credi
bility _0 Critics have argued that the Bureau had a 
vested interest in magnifying the magnitude of 
criminal activity in order to substantiate its bureau
cratic demands-for increased appropriations. Fur
thermore, tpe Bureau's system of statistical collec
tion has suffered from the decentralized and multi
form nature of the American police function. Some 
police jurisdictions rewarded their districts and pre
cincts for reporting a high rate of criminal activity, 
which might substantiate demands for greater man
power; others rewarded low reporting, which al
legedly reflected police efficiency. Finaily, "crime" 
was reported according to no uniform criteria. 

Although the FBI has periodically revised and 
tightened its data-gathering system, critics continued 
into the late 1960's to insist that the FBI'speren
nially soaring Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) largely 
reflected self-serving "paper crime waves." Fred P. 
Graham, an attorney and legal correspondent for 
the Washington Bureau of the New York Times, 
weighs the evidence in a critical analysis in chapter 
13 that concludes on a somber note. 

The final question concerns regional variations in 
patterns of criminal violence. Whether the aggre
gate national crime rate has been rising or falling, 
it is clear from even the static evidence that there 
have been significant variations in regional patterns 
of criminal violence in the United States. What 
light can a.ll analysis of this regional variation shed 
on the origins of criminal violence? More specif~ " 
ically, can a purely sociological analysis of regional 
violenc.e suffice to account for these. differences,. 
in the absence of a historical analysis of the evo
lution of what may be called di~tinctive regional 
subcultures? 

Although historical ana1ysis of national trends in 
violent crime has been retarded by a lack of data, 
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and the contemporary calculus cf crime is rendered 
problematical by the uses to which the relative abun
dance of data is put, the studies of Lane and Graham 
suggest that while rising crime is not an inevitable 
concomitant of urbanization, rapid urbanization 
may be accompanied by alarmingly spiraling rates 
of crime, depending upon the form that urbaniza
tion takes. Whereas latter-19th-century urbanization 
was accompanied by a vast industrial expansion 
which provided a channel for upward socioeco
nomic mobility, contemporary urbanization'has 
crowded young males, often Negro migrants from 
the rural South, into deteriorating inner cities from 
whence whites and an increasingly automating in
dustry are fleeing. 

Since violent crime, while not inevitably a by
product of urbanization, is clearly accelerated by 
the ghettoization of the nation's inner cities, logic 
would suggest that rates of criminal assault would 
be highest in the more rapidly urbanizing North 
and West than in the more rural South. Such a pre
diction would be reinforced by a corollary to the 
frontier hypothesis-that rates of personal assault 
should decline as the frontier's environment gives 
way to a l1&are settled and·ordered civilization. 
Yefthe data reveal a somewhat contrary pattern: 
of all regions in America, the traditional Southeast 
manifests substantially the highestincidence of per
sonal assault, followed by the post-frontier South
west. In chapter 14, Sheldon Hackney seeks to ex
plain this paradox by bringing both sociological and 
historical analysis to bear on the persistence of vio
lence in the South. 
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Chapter 12 

URBANIZATION AND CRIMINAL 

VIOLENCE IN THE 19th CENTURY: 

MASSACHUSETTS AS A TEST CASE* 

By Roger Lane 
America is now an urban nation, but Americans are still afraid of cities. 

Th~re are many dimensions to this fear, but one of them is especially direct, 
and starkly physical. The current concern with "safety in the streets" echoes 
a belief, as old as the Republic, that the city is dangerous, the breeding ground 
of vice and violence. Observers of varying sophistication have pOinted out that 
dark streets hide dark deeds, and that the anonymity and freedom of urban 
society, its temptations and frenzied pace, all contribute to encourage criminal 
behavior. From this it is easy to conclude that with metropolitan growth and 
the multiplication of all these conditions, the rate of violence crime is inexor
ably multiplied also. 

But constant repetition of a myth is no substitute for proof. Under some 
circumstances it does in fact seem clear that migration to the metropolis has 
been accompanied by disruption and violence. This does not mean that there 
is a necessary or inevitable connection between the growth of cities and the 
growthDLcrime. In fact the existing historical evidence suggest the very re
verse, that over a long-term urbanization has had a settling, literally a civilizing, 
effect on the popUlation involved. 

The statistical evidence for such a long-term trend is necessarily fragmen
tary and local. But for this purpose 10c.a1 studies may well be more reliable 
than national. Figures for the United States as a whole, compiled by the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation, have been available only since 1930. Based on 
the records of police departments with widely varying standards of accuracy, 
these have provided a generation of criminologists with material for argument.! 
Analyses of cI:jme rates in individual urban areas, on the other hand, are less 
complicated by discrepancies in defmition and in police practice. While few 
of these reach back to any period before the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports, 
these few are significant. None poin'ts to any clear proportional increase in 
*This chapter is copyrighted by the Journal oj Social History, 1908; reprinted by pcr-

mission of the. copyright owner. , 
Roger Lane is associate professor of history at Haverford College. His publications in
clude Policing the City: Boston, 1822-1855 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1967), and "Crime and Criminal Statistics in Nineteenth Centuty Massachusetts,"
Journal of Social History, vol. II (December 1968). This article is repnnted .. here in ie
vised form by permission of" the Journal of Social History: 
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serious crime within particular cities. And the more recent suggest, on the 
contrary, a sometimes striking proportional decrease.2 

Both the decrease and some of the explanation for it may be demonstrated 
since it is necessary to choose a single area to represent the whole-by an ex
amination of 19th-century Massachusetts. A stable Eastern state, with one 
growing metropolis and a number of thriving small~r cities, .thi~ Common
wealth had a fairly typical experience wIth indUSt~I~ ur~amzatIO~. A~ a re~ . 
suIt of the legislature's enormous appetite for statIstIcal mformatIOn, Its offiCIal 
records, including all those relating to criminal behavior, are prob~bly bet~er 
than any kept elsewhere.3 And while criminal statistics are.notonous~y dIf
ficult to deal with, and by themselves offer no firm conclusIOns, the history. of 
the Commonwealth has been abundantly studied, and may be used to help m
terpret the raw numerical data. Together, the st~tis~ics a?d the s?cial rec.ord 
can illuminate several aspects of the history of cnmmal VIOlence ~ Amenc.a. 
These include: the changing incidence of disorder itself, the relatIon of this 
change to urban growth, the special conditions which may upset this relation, 
and lastly the problem of public attitud.es or concern. 

While all criminal statistics are subject to some doubt, the central conclu
sion about the figures from Massachusetts may be stated with confidence:. 
serious crime in metropolitan Boston has declined sharply between the mIddle 
ofthe'19th century and the middle of the 20th. This often ragged downward 
trend does not of course, apply equally to all offenses, but it does to most 
of the more se:ious common-law crimes. Three independent studies, by a law
yer, a historian, and a sociologist, confirm this basic di~ection.4 While the 
three cover different periods, and employ somewhat different ~et~ods, t~ey 
do fit together, and all are based essentially on police arrest statIstics, the ~dex 
most widely used by contemporary criminologists.5 The most comp~ehe~sIve, 
covering the years from 1849 to 1951, shows a drop of nearly two-thirds In 
those crimes which the FBI classifies as "major."6 

But only half the story, at best, can be told throu~ the figu~es from the 
metropolis alone. Our concern is with the whole SOCIety. And It has been 
argued that ,the difference in crime rates b~tw~en urban a?d.no~ur~an area.s. 
may be great enough so that a drop in the InCIdence of cnmInalIty m the CIties 
is more than offset by the fact that a continually greater percentage of the 
population is living in them.? It is necessary, to meet this problem, to look at 
the statistics for Massachusetts as a whole. 

For most of the 19th century, the use of police records is nei~her possible 
nor desirable on a statewide basis.8 But other indices of real crirhinal activity 
are available. And four of them may be used to establish the changing inci
dence of "serious" crime defined as that which involves real injury to persons , , . 
or loss of property.9 These four are lower court ca~s, jail. commItm~nts, 
grand jury cases, and state prison commitments, all mvol:vmg the lTI3Jor . 
common-law offenses against persons or property. The fIrSt date for which two 
of these indices were published in trustworthy form is 1834; the first year for 
which all four were compiled is 1860. The figures for these periods, expressed 
in 3-year averages, may be compared with those for the end of the century in 
the table 12-1:10 . 

The decline in the officially recorded crime rate is unmistakable here. And 
it is strongly prob~l;>le, that the real decline is greater than the statistics indicate. 
The key problemjn'the interpretation of criminal statistics is posed by "the 
dark figure," repr~senting those illegal activities or incidents which never come 
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Table 1 ~-l-Average ye,arly incidence of cases p'er ~ 00, 000 popUlation 

1834-36 1860-62 1899-1901 
Lower Court cases 777 707 
Jail commitments 333 163 
Grand jury cases 89 117 63 
Imprisonments 16.8 11.9 5.9 

to the light of official attention. But since in later years, as will be discussed 
below, there was both an increasing intolerance of criminal activity and a great 
growth in the numbers of police and investigative agents, all evidence suggests 
that this "dark figure" was growing proportionately smaller as the century 
progressed. Thus table 12-1 conSiderably understates the real decline. 

For purposes of explanation, it is almost equally important to note the pat
tern of this decline. The table lists offenses in the order of their severity: 
lower court cases generally involve the least important crimes, jailings the next, 
indictments next, and imprisonments the most. And with one exception-the 
relative rise in indictments between the 1830's and the 1860's, which will be 
considered later-it is especially notable that the recorded drop in the crime 
rate is directly proportional to the seriousness of the offense. This is gen
erally true also when the four indices used are examined further and broken 
into subcategOries. Thus for example the combined rate of commitments for 
hOmiCide, rape, armed robbery, and arson in 1860-62 was 6.8 per 100,000; by 
1900 it has dropped to 2.9 per 100,000.11 Most of the other data point in 
the same direction-not only a fall over time but a fall most marked in the most 
serious categories. 

Meanwhile, however, while the serious crime rate was falling, the total 
crime rate-or the officially recorded total-was actually rising. This apparent 
paradox results from the fact that the downward curve described above may 
be wholly reversed simply by adding a third official category, "Crimes Against 
Public Order," to the two above. When these offenses are added in-drunken
ness is by far the largest of them-the results for the lower courts may be in
dicated as follows: 12 

Table 12-2-Yearly incidence of cases per 100,000 popUlation. 

Total lower court cases 

1840 

595 
1860 

1,869 

1900 

3,317 

The pattern for these minor crimes is the obverse of that for serious offenses, 
in that the more trivial the degree of the offense the larger its proportional in
crease over time. While virtually no indictments or imprisonments resulted 
from third-class offenses, their addition makes less difference in the case of 
jailings than of lower court cases: 13 

Table 12-3-Yearly incidence of cases per 100,000 popUlation. 

1841 1860 1900 

Total jail commitments 419 548 969 

This upward curve in total offenses does not have the same, importance as 
the other, downward curve in the incidence of serious crime. The latter repre
sents the basic statistical conclusion, in that it reflects a real situation, a real 
decline in the rate of criminal activity. But the former, while it is merely 
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statistical, is nonetheless important. There is a complementary relationship be
tween the two trends, and the nature of this relationship helps account for 
much that underlies the numbers. 

The entire increase in the criminal statistics of Massachusetts, during the 
period covered, may in fact be attributed wholly to the rise in cases of drunken
ness. Indeed this one offense, together with simple assault, its constant com
panion, may serve as a focus for much more. To understand the reasons for 
the rise in drunk arrests is to understand much about the social changes occur
ring in the 19th century, changes which affected all of its criminal patterns. 

It is clear, first, that the mounting total of cases fed into the official 
machinery of justice does not reflect a real increase in the consumption of 
alcohol. The misuse of drink was throughout the 19th century a problem of 
enormous dimensions. The continuing debate about the nature of drunken
ness, although some of it anticipated the best of current thinking, was on the 
whole punitive, and tended to blame the use of alcohol for virtually every in
dividual and most social evils.14 But even the most ardent spirits in the tem
perance movement did not usually suggest that there was any long-term rise 
in drunken behavior. They and their opponents generally united in agreeing 
that the situation, in ragged fashion, was improving with time.15 Because 
much of the alcohol was made and sold illegally, especially in the countryside, 
it is difficult to investigate this statistically. But certainly in the metropolis 
and probably elsewhere the evidence does suggest a decline. t:arly in the cen
tury even ministerial ordinations, to say nothing of less grave occasions, were 
frequently bibulous affairs.16 By the 1830's a substantial portion of the middle 
class had renounced the use of hard liquor. The prohibition was extended later 
to all drinks, and its champions carried on a continuous political and educa
tional campaign against it. In the 1830's, and again in the 1850's, law enforce
ment officers estimated that 1 in every 65 inhabitants of Boston-men, women, 
and children-were selling alcohol for a living, in the latter period in defiance 
of a state law which prohibited all private sales.! 7 Certainly neither this pro
portion nor this widespread. evasion of the law was matched later in the cen
tury; by about 1880 the ratio was down to 1 seller in 150 and rising fast.18 

On one level, the rising statistics of drunk arrests simply reflect an increase 
in the numbers of professional police and in the penal apparatus. It was not 
until 1837 that Boston organized a squad of full-time professionals, apd for 
many years these were the only ones in the Commonwealth. But by 1860 all 
of the larger cities had organized forces of varying sizes, and these had grown 
and spread to the smaller towns well before 1900.19 The effect of this, and 
of a proportionate increase in the rest of the agents of justice, is ea-sily dem
onstrated. In the absence of police, ordinary citizens were expe(;ted to make 
complaints on their own, and to call on constables only to execute warrants 
already sworn. But while private individuals may make the effort to initiate 
the processes of justice when directly injured, professionals are required to deal, 
in number, with those whose merely immoral or distasteful behavior hurts no 
one in particular. It takes real cops, in short, to make drunk arrests. 

Again on this level, the relative shortage of official agents of law enforce
ment accounts for one of the most striking characteristics of table 12-1 above. 
The farther back the figures go, as noted, the higher is the relative proportion 
of serious crimes. The-authorities, with limited resources, obviously had to 
deal with felony first, indictable crime next, and misdemeanor only when re
sources permitted. 
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Conversely it is notable that as time advanced and it became easier for in
jured citizens to complain to a policeman, the tables indicate that proportion
ately fewer such complaints were being made. In the city of Boston, at least, 
the result was a progressive decrease in the number of annual arrests made by 
each patrolman: in 1855, the average was 71 per man, while by 1885 this had 
dropped to 37.20 

Drawn as a model, this development may explain the only apparent anomaly 
in table 12-1, already referred to. This is the fact that between the 1830's and 
the 1860's the figures show both a fall in prison commitments and a rise in 
grand jury indictments. Perhaps-the subject will be investigated further-there 
is no great paradox at all. District attorneys in the 1830's, faced with a high 
incidence of truly violent criminal behavior, may have had to concentrate on 
the more important prisonable offenses, to the neglect of others, even indict
able ones. As their resources were increased, and as the real crime rate fell, 
they would be able by the 1860's to catch up on lesser indictments. 

But there remains a more fundamental level of explanation. To account 
for the rise in lesser offenses or the drop in more serious crimes simply in terms 
of the expansion of police, courts, and prosecutors is to misplace the empha
sis. The expansion is not cause but symptom. The machinery of justice was 
increased because of a felt need, a growing intolerance of behavior which had 
earlier been tolerated, coupled with a belief that the state and not the individ
ual citizen was required to do the necessary job. 

This process is most evident in Boston itself. Leading citizens and govern
mental officials were always proud of their reputation for maintaining a tidy 
and well-governed "order" in the city. But the definition of what constituted 
"order" changed considerably with time. 

Josiah Quincy, one of Boston's first mayors, was also the first to boast that 
in no other city "of equal population, are there fewer instances of those crimes, 
to which all populous places are subject."21 He had in fact assumed charge, 
in 1823, of a newly incorporated city of about 45,000 inhabitants, which of
ficially issued some 697 liquor licenses and ignored the existence of a large 
number of illegal sellers. Relatively little attention was paid to such common 
offenses as simple drunkenness and assault. The night watch, largely concerned 
with the danger of fire or arson, was afraid to enter some of the more notorious 
neighborhoods. No one patrolled anywhere in the daytime. Quincy's several 
terms of office were marked by frequent battles between rival gangs of firemen, 
whose hunger for looting threatened the whole institution of fire insurance. 
When, after one of the city's numerous "riots, routs, and tumultuous assem
blies".had spluttered on for a full week during the-long hot summer of 1825, 
Quincy was forced to take personal charge of a posse of citizens to put it 
down. This was clearly an unusual action, and the mayor refused later oppor
tunities to risk his limbs and authority in physical combat, prt~ferring to let 
mob violence burn out by itself. Nevertheless, neither he nor the voters were 
unduly alarmed by the prevailing It~vel of disorder. Citizens were traditionally 
supposed to take care of themselve8, with the help of family, friends, or ser
vants when available. An organized professional police would certainly be ex
pensive and might be a threat to valued freedoms. And Quincy was proud to 
point out, at the end of his official career, that he had not added a single COh

stabll; Qr watchman to Boston's part-time corps of peace officers. 
By the 1880's, when an aldennalliccommittee echoed Mayor Quincy's 

earlier claim that Boston was the most orderly of America's larger cities, 
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the situation had changed considerably.22 In 1837, after three major riots in 
4 yea:s, the city had acquired a police force.23 Since then it had been growing 
steadily, at a rate faster than the population. By the Civil War, the citizens 
had abandoned their objection to uniforms, with their paramilitary connota
tions, and the patrolmen had begun to carry guns.24 By the 1880's the force 
had acquired most of its familiar modern characteristics and functions.25 And 
t~e demand for more men continued-despite the fact that the crime rate had 
been dropping for some time, and with it the workload for each man on the 
force. 

. The demand for more men, then, reflected not a worsening situation but 
higher standards, a change in attitude. Really violent crime brought more 
severe retribution than formerly; the same offenses which had earned 2-year 
sentences in the 1830'§ were now punished by 3 to 4 years or more in the 
state penitentiary, and the average was still going up.26 While the police sta
tions were still being built for "defensibility," there had been-and would be
no large-scale riot for years.27 It is impossible to imagine a late:.century mayor 
wrestling with mobs as did Quincy in the twenties and Theodore Lyman in the 
thirties. All of the city had been brought under more or less effective .patrol, 
and the voters were demanding that the streets be cleared not only of arsonists 
but of drunks, peddlers, and truants. Traffic problems were settled not by 
~ea~~ters with their fists but by officers with whistles. The responsibility for 
mdIVldual safety had been decisively shifted to these agents of the law; uni
formed men with revolvers were stationed not only in potentially dangerous 
areas but in the quiet confines of the public library. 28 And the end result, 
reflected in many arrests for minor breaches of conduct, was a degree of 
"order" which would have astonished and perhaps dismayed an earlier and 
rougher generation. 

The progressive heightening of standards of propriety, and with it the in
creasing reliance on official laW enforcement, were processes which, while 
most sharply visible in Boston, were common to the whole society. Tradition
'ally, criminologists have interpreted the.zigs and zags of recorded criminal 
statistics in terms of individual events or situations-war, for example, or de- . 
pression. But the change in social behavior reflected in the two dominant 
curves of criminality in Massachusetts is so long term and so widespread as to 
suggest a connection with the most fundamental of contemporary social proc
esses, that of industriai urbanization itself. The nature of that connection has 
never been studied in detail, but it may at least be outlined. 

Massachusetts in 1835 had a population of some 660,940, 81 percent rural, 
overwhelmingly preindustrial and native born.29 Its citizens were used to con
siderable personal freedom. Whether teamsters, farmers, or artisans, they were 
all accustomed to setting their own schedules, and the nature of their work 
made them physically independent of each other. None Qf the more common 
occupations prOvided any built-in checks against various kinds of personal ex
cess.' Niether fits of violence nor bouts of drunkenness disrupted any vital pat
terns. Individual problems, sins or even crimes, were not generally cause for 
wider social. concern. 

Untlerthese circumstances, while scarcely a frontier, the Commonwealth 
could afford a fairly high degree of lawlessness. No city in the state boasted 
a professional police, and the machinery of justice was not equipped to handle 
many cases. ~any of the more common forms of violence or crime were 
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simply not reported to the agents oflaw, as those affected either shrugged off 
their injuries or struck back directly. 

But the impact of the twin movements to the city and to the factory, both 
just gathering force in 1835, had a progressive effect on personal behavior 
throughout the 19th century and into the 20th. The factory demanded regu
larity of behavior, a life governed by obedience to the rhythms of clock and 
calendar, the demands of foreman and supervisor. In the city or town, the 
needs of living in closely packed neighborhoods inhibited many actions previ
ously unobjectionable. Both blue- and white-colar employees in larger estab- . 
lishments were mutually dependent on their fellows; as one man's work fit 
into another's, so one man's business was no longer his own, 

The results of the new organization of life and work were apparent by 
1900, when some 76 percent of the 2,805,346 inhabitants of Massachusetts 
were classified as urbanites. 30 Much violent or irregular behavior which had 
been tolerable in a casual, independent society was no longer acceptable in 
the more formalized, cooperative atmosphere of the later period. The private, 
direct response to criminal injury was no longer necessary or approv~d. All 
cities and most towns had acquired police forces, constantly expandmg to 
meet greater expectations. Throughout the state, the victims of violence and 
theft were conditioned to seek official help. The move to the cities had, in 
short, produced a more tractable, more socialized, more "civilized" generation 
than its predecessors.31 . 

The trend in the direction of higher standards and a lower level of Violence 
may be measured from the early 19th century through much of the 2~th. But 
what js true in the long run is not necessarily evident in the short. While the 
process or urbanization has helped to raise standards of personal behavior, it 
may not do so by itself. And there is some indication in the history of 19th
century Massachusetts that under unfavorable conditions migration to the 
cities may at some times have increased the incidence of violently unsocial 
behavior. This may well be true, at least, of the long generation between 1835 
and 1860. 

The existing statistics, alone, are no sure guide to what was actually happen-
ing during these crucial early decades. The Boston aIres! ~igure~ were not k~pt 
until 1849. For the state as a whole, much of the remammg eVldence remams 
ambiguous. As explained above, the two main indic;es, the rate of grand jury 
indictments and of imprisonments for felony, point stubbornly in opposite 
directions. But there is good reason to suspect that the period from the mid-
1830's to the Civil War illustrates at least a partial, and important, exception 
to the general developments previously sketched. . 

From the war on to the end of the century and beyond, the industrial de
velopment of Massachusetts, however painful for those involv~d, was at least 
proceeding at a pace and along lines already laid out. The era Just before was 
the one which witnessed the turbulence of transition. No similaJr timespan 
in fact encompassed a more rapid increase in the urban population. Between 
1835 and 1860, while the total population was growing from 660,940 to 
1,231,066, the proportion of city dwellers leaped from .19 to 44 pe.r~nt of 
the total.32 At the same time, too, the major railroad lines were laId ill pat
terns still existing. As steam began to replace waterpower as the major source 
of industrial energy, the factories, earlier confined to I\lral sites near waterfalls, 
began to move into the cities. 
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Social dislocation, meanwhile, accompanied economic. All through the 
period, and especially during and after the "hungry forties," heavy Irish im
migration exacerbati:ld all of the protlems of city living. By 1855, some 
68,100 of the 168,031 residents of Boston were natives of Ireland. 33 Up
rooted from a rural setting, wholly without skills, the newcomers experienced 
the kind of culture shock, prejudice, and alienation which would plague other 
waves of migrants later. Crowded into stinking hovels, some of them under
ground, their miserable conditions of living strained all of the city's institu
tions of charity and police. Smallpox, once virtually eliminated, became again 
a problem, cholera struck hard, and the death rate about the middle of the 
century climbed to the highest point in the city's recorded history.34 

In terms of its effect on behavior, all of these rapid and wrenching changes 
promoted the worst aspects of living in the city without benefit of its com
pensations. It must be stressed that economic developments were not fully 
able to keep pace with migration. Between 1837 and 1845, it has been esti
mated, the amount of large-scale or factory employment did not increase at all ~5 
And in the 15 years following, while the total of factory employees grew to 
something like 25,000 or 30,000, the number of outright paupers in the metro
politan area was increasing at an even faster rate, to reach a peak of nearly 
13,000 in 1860.36 Without the discipline imposed by regular employment, 
this first large-scale flow of migrants ,into the city was a kind of mutual disaster. 
The raw arrivals from the countryside, Yankees as well as Irish, had not yet 
learned to weave warily through crowds, with their arms held in close. Often 
radically insecure, in neighborhoods still unstable, they sought release in drink. 
But to drink with strangers requires different rules, and more restraints, than 
drinking in more familiar situations. In this era of swinging elbows, bewilder
ment, and desperate unemployment, it is hard to find evidence that the level 
of violence was declining. 

Indeed it is easy to fmd the opposite. During this whole period Massachu
setts was wracked by political instability, aggravated by one unpopular war 
and the overhanging threat of another one.37 The 1850's, in particular, wit
nessed a resurgence of mob violence as Know-Nothings and Irishmen, opponents 
and defenders of slavery, all found occasions to take to the streets.38 These 
clashes, superimposed on and partly resulting from the already unhealthy 
social condition of Boston, were deeply disturbing to the inhabitants. If the 
real incidence of criminal behavior was not ac;tually rising at this time, then 
surely it was not falling at the rate apparent in the generations following the 
Civil War. 

All evidence points to the long-term drop in criminal activity as normative, 
and associated with urbanization. But the process was not complete without 
the accompaniment of rapid indllstrial development also. It was this which 
provided the means of absorbing raw migrants, of fitting them into a "system" 
which socialized and accommodated them into more cooperative habits of life. 
Without this other process, migration to the city alone, simply by multiplying 
human contacts, may very well multiply the incidence of criminally violent 
interaction among inhabitants unsuited to its demands. 

Because of its clear connection with ethnic prejudice, and its dangerous 
political and social implications, the violent state of Boston during the 1850's 
was the source of considerable public concern. But the relation between con
cern about violence and violence itself is not always so uncomplicated. Both 
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in the 19th ~d the 20th centuries, the attitudes of newspapers, scholars, and 
the public generally have been various and volatile, the product often of special 
interests or misinformation. This makes such attitudes difficult to measure. 
But they are nevertheless crucially important to the study of criminal disorder. 

In the long run and in the short, popular concern has a direct effect on the 
shape of criminal statistics. As it was changing public standards whic~ ac
counted for the rising total of arrests during the 19th century, so polIce de
partments still concentrate, on those offenses of greatest current interest. 
Moreover it is not simply the actual level of criminal activity, but the balance 
between this and social attitudes, which determines how much violence is a 
"problem" at any given time. '. 

While public "attitudes" are slippery concepts to compare, ~t does see~ 
that in the sense above the state of Massachusetts, and the Umted States m 
general, had a criminal problem less worrisome in the 19th centu~ than in 
the 1960's. The citizens of the Commonwealth, still close to theIr rl,Jral ante
cedents, were indeed afraid of cities, which one legislative committee called 
"the common sewers of the state."39 And one major source of this fear was 
the "poverty, vice, and crime" commonly associated with Boston! in particular.40 

But hostile critics were more interested in the first two than in the last, and 
reformers endlessly debated the causal relation between them. The charge 
that the city had lost control of its "dangerous classes" was m.ed in several at
tempts to limit self-government in Boston, but mob action was the only form 
of violence which generally figured in these complaints, and "crime" was used 
typically as a synonym for "vice."41 It is' significant that the laws concern~ng 
drink, especially, were subject to constant revision, but except for a.I'eductIon 
in the number of cases involving the death penalty, the geneial criminal code 
was not.42 Legislative action or inaction mirrored public concern in this case. 
As the sons and daughters of Massachusetts migrated to the metropoliS, the 
image conjured by the fearful was the rake or tempter, not the robber or rapist. 

Nevertheless however overshadowed by other issues, there were periodic 
outbursts of co~cern about violence or other crime. Often these occurred in 
response to some new development, or threat, for which the public or authori
ties were unprepared. In fact, the history of these threats, and the responses 
to them comrpises much of the history of criminal law f,l,nforcement.43 

Thus'the multiplication of banks and bank notes, t~rough the ] 820's, p~o
vided golden opportunities for counterfeiters, The nature of the problem, III 
this case, required a network of private bankers' agents to cooperate, across 
state and even national boundaries, with the appropriate public authorities. 
Anti-Catholic rioting, in the 1830's, was a principal spur to the development of 
professional police. During the 1870's, the grO\~ing sophistication. of profes
sional criminals, dramatized by a spectacular senes of bank robb~nes, led to 
an overhaul of existing detective methods in many American cities. During 
the same period, bands of healthy native vagrants, fugitives from the new in
dustrial age, were a subject of great concern to the readers of sensational news
papers, who feared the violent potential in these "w.i1d-eyed" strangers. The 
response in this case was harsher police action, and a tightening of the rules 
governing charity and soup kitchens. . 

These concerns were at any rate real, and had often lastmg effects, although 
they had little to do with the overall crime rate. Another and more frequent 
kind of scare resulted not from some genuinely new problem but from sudden 
attention focused on an old one. Lincoln Steffens, as a cub reporterin New 
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York, learned how easy it was to manufacture a "crime wave," \\'ith techniques 
still familiar.44 Thus a particularly brutal murder or a series of muggings could 
touch off a wave of arrests "on suspicion."45 Often it was simply an investiga
tion or expose of some endemic form of crime which generated a sudden excite
ment, during which the public was assured that Boston was facing a threat of 
unprecedented proportions. . 

But it is impossible, from these brief scares, to get any clear sense of direc
tion. While the definition of the tolerable was altering with time, it was alter
ing slowly and imperceptibly. And there is no evidence that, as the century 
progressed, the gap between the level of order expected and the level actually 
obtaining was changing in any constant direction. It is true that the police 
often felt that they were faced with problems of uilprecedented magnitude, 
and chiefs decades apart warned that the level of juvenile delinquency, and 
the general breakdown of authority, threatened the very basis of society.46 
Other observers too, perhaps beguiled by the image of a more peaceful golden 
age in the past, sometimes asserted that crime was growing faster than the popu
lation. But this tendency to fear was balanced throughout the century by 
pride in growth and progress. And the many apocalyptic statements may be 
countered with an equal number of others, more optimistic. Thus even in the 
troubled year of 1859, the State's attorney general CQuld declare that "at no 
time in the history of Massachusetts have life, liberty, and property been more 
secure than at present."47 

In short, while it is possible now to discover a long-term drop in the level of 
violence, contemporaries were simply not aware of this. The degree of public 
concern has never been, nor is it now, an accurate index of the degree of crimi
nal activity. Indeed the reverse is often true. And it is doubly ironic that a 
drop in the actual incidence of disorder has been accompanied by-and 
contributed to-a heightened sensitivity to disorder. Such sensitivity, by lead
ing to a more demanding standard of conduct,' has been essential to the function
ing of an interdependent urban society. But unless the process is recognized 
and understood, it may have unsettling effects. There are times when for 
various reasons the level of violence overbalances current expectations. In such 
situations the social pressure to maintain and extend high standards, and to en
force them universally, may result in frustration. The frustration may translate 
into fear. And this fear, in turn, may focus on the very urban process which 
helped to create those standards, on the growth of cities itself. 
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Chapter 13 

A CONTEMPORARY HISTORY 

OF AMERICAN CRIME* 

By Fred P. Graham 

The land is full of bloody crime and the city is full ofvio .. 
lence. -Ezekiel VII: 23 

On a rainy night last June a "frost notice" -a word-of-mouth warning sys
tem used by the U.S. Marines to inform personnel of emergency situations
went out to all Marines in and around the Washington, D.C., area. It con
cerned the fashionable Georgetown section of residential Washington, a stately 
neighborhood of tree-lined streets and expensive townhouses where such citi
zens as Allen Dulles, Averell Harriman, Dean Acheson, and Abe Fortas have 
their homes. 

"It would be inadvisable to frequent the Georgetown area currently," the 
frost notice warned the Marines, "and in general exercise caution and restraint 
in Washington." The reason for the warning was that in the early hours of 
that morning, June 5, two young Marine lieutenants had stopped in George
town for coffee in an all-night hamburger shop, had exchanged remarks with 
a trio of black militants who had come from California for the Poor Peoples' 
Campaign, and had been shot dead. Only 3 nights earlier an I8-year-old high 
school senior had been shot to death after a bumping incident with a stranger 
outside a pharmacy two blocks away. In the 6 weeks before that, the area 
had been plagued by a series of vicious muggings. 

The spectade of Marines being warned away from Washington's most pres
tigious neighborhood (all the crimes were within shouting distance of the fa
miliar townhouse from which John F. Kennedy had announced his Cabinet 
appointments in 1960) was only one of a number of bizarre incidents that 
seemed to show that violence had become more prevalent and threatening 
than before. Bus drivers in Washington and Baltimore had gone on strike in 
protest against being required to carry change, because a number had been 
beaten and one had been killed by robbers. An all-night grocery chain in 
Cleveland had issued free food vouchers to policemen so that their comings 
and goings would frighten a.way potential robbers. Pistol practice had dis-

*© J<'red P. Graham, 1969. 
'Fre!i Graham is an attorney'and legal correspondent for the New York Times. Copy-

. right 1969 by Fred P. Graham, froin his book on crime ~d the Supreme Court entitled 
The Self Inflicted Wound, to be published by The Macmillan Co. 
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placed ladies' bridge clubs as the center of social activity in some suburban 
communitks. A book by a former Ice Follies performer on judo and self
defense fOf ladies was selling briskly, along with such titles as "How To Avoid 
Burglary, Housebreaking, and Other Crimes," and "How To Defend Yourself, 
Your Family, and Your Home." 

Small wonder that in the summer of 1968 the Harris poll found 81 percent 
of the people believing that law and order had broken down, and that all of 
the presidential candidates were promising to do something about it. 

"Crime is rising nine times faster than the population" was a stocl<; punch
line of Richard M. Nixon's all-purpose campaign speech. Vice President 
Humphrey noted that the annual number of homicides was lower than it was 
in 1930, but he, too, campaigned from the assumption that the crime rate is 
getting out of hand. George 'Wallace never failed to warn his listeners that 
they might get hit on the head on the way home by a thug who. would prob
ably be out of jail before they got out of the hospital. 

With most Americans from the President down believing that crime has 
risen to emergency proportions, there has emerged a puzzling paradox: many 
of those who have given the subject the most study have, until recently, con
cluded that it is not so. 

Attorney General Ramsey Clark became the whipping boy of the 1968 
political campaign because he had expressed the belief in an unguarded mo
ment that "there is no wave of crime in this country." In 1968 Robert M. 
Cipes, a lawyer and consultant to the President's Commission on Crime in the 
District of Columbia, published a book, "The Crime War," which proceeded 
from the thesis that "in fact there is no crime wave," but rather that "current 
statistics simply reflect.the fact that we are digging into the reservoir ofunre
ported crimes." Intellectuals who were not specialists in the field also tended 
to accept this view. Dr. Karl Mennin,ger, founder of the famed Menninger 
Clinic of psychiatry, concluded after writing a book on crime and punishment 
that-

No crime statistics are dependable; most crime is not reported. Most 
violent crime takes place in the home. Most nonviolent crime takes 
place in d,epartment stores. My own belief is that there is less violence 
tod~y than there was 100 years ago, but that we have a much better 
press and communications to report it. 

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Jus
tice, reporting in 1967, could not say after an 18-month study if the crime 
rate is higher than it has been before, or if Americans have become more crim
inal than their counterparts in earlier times. 

At the ~nter of this controversy had been the ever-rising crime index of 
the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation. This index, which has been widely ac
cepted by politicians, policemen, and editorial writers as the official barome
ter of crime, has also been described by Harvard crime expert Lloyd E. Ohlin 
as "almost worthless-but it is the only thing there is." Thornstein Sellin, the 
dean of American criminal statisticians, has been quoted in Life magazine as 
saying that the United States "has th~ worst crime statistics of any major 
country in the Western world." The New York Times quoted Sophia M. Rob
inson of the Columbia School of Social Work as saying that "the FBI's figures 
are not worth the paper they are printed on." Other experts were quoted to 
the same effect in the press. 
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Until the last few years, it was fashionable for criminologists to debunk the 
crime index in this vein when periodic flaps over the FBI's figures erupted 
and the news media solicited the a.cademicians' views. However, their quoted 
statements were deCidedly more critical than the articles that these same ex
perts were writing for· their fellow professionals. Whether they were being 
quoted out of context (as some claimed) or whether they were victims of be
trayed innocence by reporters who did not bother to cushion the professors' 
true opinions in qualifying padding, the outcome was that the academicians' 
criticisms of the FBI's statistics were overstated in the mass media. The result 
was that while the general public tended erroneously to accept the crime index 
as gospel, the sophisticated readers who delved far enough into news articles 
to find the schDlars' CDmments were usually persuaded that the statistical 
prDof Df rapidly increasing crime was almDst certainly wrDng. Most Df the 
academic experts did nDt intend to go. that far-but the most respected Dnes 
agreed, at least until 1967 Dr JL968, that the FBI had nDt proved its case. 

This divisiDn Df DpiniDn was mDst pronounced with regard to violent 
crimes. The President's Crim~ CommissiDn stressed repeatedly that while 
thefts and Dther property crimes were rising rapidly, the increase in the type 
Df violent crime that mDst peDple fear was lagging far behind. All Df this 
dDUbt and divisiDn cast an aura Df unreality abDut the political dialDgue Dver 
such suggested refDrm~ as NixDn's demand for changes in the Supreme CDurt's 
cDnfessiDns decisions, Humphrey's call fDr a tenfold increase in law enfDrce
ment spending, and Wallace's suggestiDn that Federal judges' lifetime tenures 
be ended. 

SO. long as SDme of the mDst thDughtful crime specialists in the cDuntry 
questiDned whether viDlent crime was rising at an unusual Dr unexpected rate, 
there was every reaSDn to' hDld back Dn any institutiDnal changes, and espe
cially such drastic Dnes. But since thePresjdent's Crime CDmmissiDn issued 
its repDrt in February 1967, events have Dccurred which have cDnvinced mDst 
of the previously skepticai experts that viDient crime is rising dangero~;ly,--- -
and that the increase can be expected to' cDntinue fDr a decade, at least. The 
exact nature and extent Df this rise is still blurred. But that it is Dccurring
that the dark prDphecy Df the crime statisticians. and the pDliticians is cDming 
true-is no. IDnger disputed by the experts. . 

This has CDme abDut in a CUriDUS way. In the early 1960's, the academi
cians cDuld see that a crime scare was being launched on the basis Df questiDn
able cDnclusiDns drawn from unreliable statistics. Many Df them cDmmitted 
themselves publicly then to the prDpDsitiDn that the statistical "crime rise" 
was DverblDwn. The Crime CommissiDn hinted as much, althDugh it stDpped 
shDrt Dflaying the blame at the dDDrstep Df J. Edgar HDDver and the FBI, 
where mDst Df it belDnged. Yet after the CDmmissiDn issued its report in early 
1967, crime repDrts frDm arDund the country and special studies in key urban 
a:reas have satisfied the mDst seriDUS doubts cf the academic skeptics. In ef
fect, these data have cDnfirmed the cDnclusiDns abDut rising viDltmce that Mr. 
HDDver had been drawing all aIDng-unjustifiably, the experts thDught-from 
the earlier data. 

Despite the circumstances, the justificatiDn of J. Edgar HDover and his 
crime statistics is certain to. have a profound impact Dn the future Df the law
and-Drder cDntrDversy, and pDssibly Df the Supreme Court. The cDntroversy 
Dver the mathematics Df crime. will cDntinue Dver the meaning Df the statistics 
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and the manipulations and distortions to which they are subjected, but the 
frame of reference has shifted in a dramatic way. Crime-violent crime-is in
creasing rapidly, and few criminologists will now deny it. 

There' were three good reasons why, prior to release of the 1967 statistics, 
thoughtful crime experts bridled at the assumption that violent crime was in 
a dangerot,ls spiral. First, history shows that there has been a rhythm to crim
inal violen~e in the United States, and that its rate has probably been higher 
at times in'the past than it is now. Second, the crime scare had been generated 
by crime statistics that were so questionable that some critics considered them 
unworthy of belief, and by distortions and exaggerations of those statistics. 
Finally, even those statistics did not show an alarming rise in violent crime 
until 1967. 

Attempting to put the recent spurt of lawlessness in perspective, the Crime 
Commission said: 

There has always been too much crime. Virtually every generation 
since the founding of the Nation and before has felt itself threatened by 
the spectre of rising crime and violence. 

A hundred years ago contemporary accounts of San Francisco told 
of extensive areas where "no decent man was in safety to walk the street 
after dark; while at all hours, both night and day, his property was jeoJr 
ardized by incendiarism and burglary." Teenage gangs gave rise to the 
word "hoodlum"; while in one central New York City area, near Broad
way, the police entered "only in pairs, and never unarmed." A noted 
chronicler of the period declared that "municipal law is a failure ... 
we must soon fall back on the law of self preservation." "Alarming" in
creases in robbery and violent crimes were reported throughout the 
country prior to the Revolution. And in 1910 one author declared that 
"crime, especially its more violent forms, and among the young is in
creasing steadily and is threatening to bankrupt the Nation." 

Crime and violence in the past took many forms. During the great 
railway strike of 1877 hundreds were killed across the country and al
most 2 miles of railroad cars and buildings were burned in Pittsburgh in 
clashes between strikers and company police and the militia. It was 
nearly a half century later, after pitched battles in the steel industry in 
the late thirties, that the Nation's long history of labor violence subsided. 
The looting and takeover of New York for 3 days by mobs in the 1863 
draft riots rivaled the violence of Watts, while racial disturbances in At
lanta in 1907, in Chicago, Washington, ,and East St. Louis in 1919, De
troit in 1943 and New York in 1900, 1935, and 1943 marred big city 
life in the first half of the 20th century. Lynchings took the lives of 
more than 4,500 persons throughout the country between 1882 and 
1930. And the violence of Al Capone and Jesse James was so striking 
that they have left their marks permanently on our understanding of 
the eras in which they lived. 

No comprehensive crime figures were collected prior to 1933, but studies 
of individual cities have been made, and they show that crime characteristically 
has its ups and downs, rather than a steady growth along with the population. 
James Q. Wilson, a crime expert at Harvard, has said thatthe early studies 
"agree that during the period immediately after the Civil War the'rate of vio-
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lent crime in the big cities was higher than at any other time in our history." 
Almost all of the available data also indicate th· . 
during the pos - or ar peno an the economic boom of the twenties, 
and that it nosedived within a ear or so after the bust in 1929. Althou no 
na IOnal figures were collated prior to 1933, figures were available for many 
cities for 1930-32, and they all show that the downward trend had begun 
from a crime rise that peaked b~fore 1930. Studies in Boston, Chicago, New 
York, and other individual cities have shown that the rates were higher in the 
World War I years and the twentie~ than tliey were in the forties, and a de
tailed analysis of crime in Buffalo, N.Y., showed that crime peaked in the 
1870's and at the end of World War I, then dipped in the 1940's. 

These studies differ in the timing of the crime peaks, but they all show the 
steep downswing in crime in the forties. The only available national crime 
statistics that predate 1933, homicide figures collected by the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, confirm this slump in the forties. (See Fig. 
13-1.) Although the FBI's figures cannot indicate the height of the peak prior 
to 1933, they suggest the same pattern as shown by graphs drawn by the 
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Crime Commission from FBI data, and bear out the impression that crime 
rates, like women's skirts, go up in periods of prosperity. (See Fig. 13-2;) 
However, when the FBI publishes its own crime charts, it always slices off the 
downward years, showing only the upward side, which seems to bear out its 
claim of "record highs" in crime, even in mild years. One reason for this is 
that the FBI's statistical system was overhauled in 1958, and the Bureau 
doesn't consider the pre- and post-1958 figures to be entirely fungible. Yet 
as a result of slicing off the earlier years, the FBI gets this skyrocket effect. 
(See Fig. 13-3.) 

The crime index has given "law and order" an important element in com
mon with the other political issues that have stirred the emotions of the mod
ern electorate-the proposition that things are bad and are likely tO'get worse 
can be demonstrated by statistics. Figures on paper were not always a sine 
qua non of scare politics. The prosecutions of the Mormons were not sup
ported by statistical evidence that polygamy was deleterious; there were no 
figures to support the Red scare that led to the Palmer raids in 1919, and no
body thought it necessary to show on paper that the Ja.panese-Americans 
were a threat before the Nisei were rounded up after Pe;:trl Harbor. But since 
World War II, Americans have not easily been persuaded that evil threatens 
unless the threat could be reduced to figures on paper.. One of the pioneers 
of statistical politics, Senator Joseph McCarthy, demonstrated that this re
quirement need not cramp a statesman's style. For so long as the figures are 
sufficiently obscured that they cannot be absolutely refuted ("I have here in 
my hand a list of 205 ... members of the Communist Party ... "), they usu
ally satisfy the public desire for quantum proof. That this was not some po
litical witchcraft peculiar to Senator McCarthy was later demonstrated by 
John F. Kennedy during his missile-gap stage and still later by Lyndon B. 
Johnson, who discovered an alarmingly large category of the "poor" and then 
substantially reduced its size, all by statistics. 

According to behavioral scientists, the reason why statistics are so willingly 
swallowed as adequate food for thought on public issues is that society has a 
gift for accepting and then turning into emotional symbols those statistical in
dicators that confirm and reinforce existing conceptions. People believe those 
statistics that tell them what they already believed. This, according to sociolo
gist Albert D. Biderman, is the key to the great prestige of crime statistics in 
the United States. "The crime index," Professor Biderman says, "shares with 
many indicators the property of owing much of its credibility and popularity 
to its being consistent with beliefs formed by everyday experience . . .. [It] 
serves as a short-hand certifier of beliefs, rather than as a shaper of them." 

This once became so galling to Attorney General Nicholas deB. Katzenbach 
that he is said to have seized a .sheet of crime statistics one day, pounded his 
desk and growled: "It's bad enough to lose the war on crime, but to lose it 
five times a year is too much!" The offending paper was one of the most pre
dictable of Government documents-the latest report by the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation on crime. These compilations of crime stat~~tics from local 
police departments, released to the pubHc in the form of four quarterly re
ports and a fifth annual recapitulation, are known as Uniform Crime Reports. 
For the past decade they have been truly uniform in at least one sense-they 
have invariably declared that crime is rising at a terrifying rate. 
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Figure 13-3. -Crime and population, 1960-67. 

By 1966, the year of Mr. Katzenbach's outburst, the periodic crime in
crease announcement had become a familiar Hoover's Comet that burst upon 
the national scene at regular intervals, always followed by a trail of indignant 
editorials and congressional speeches deploring rising crime. In 1968-a typi
cal year-the reports produced these headlines in the New York Times: "Ma
jor Crimes up 16 percent in '67 ," "First-quart~r Rate of Crime in U.S. Rise 
16% ;; and "Crime Rise of 19% Reported by FBC" Mter a decade of this , , - . 
steady drumbeat of crime rises, many, if not most, Americans have become 
~conditioned to feel that as a function of the law of averages, their chances of 
escapirig rape, murder, or mugging much longer must be about to run out. 

As the federal official primarily responsible for contending with the prob
lem of crime, Mr. Katzenbach had good reason to be irked, for the FBI's stew
ardshipof the nation's crime statistics has resulted in a hysteria that seems 
more beneficial to the FBI as a crime-fighting public agency than to the pub
lic's enlightenment. Three elements appear to have combined to puff the 
crime picture out of shape, and the FBI could at least have ameliorated tWQ 
of them. 

First, the figures themselves are easily the most suspect statistics published 
under the imprimatur of the U.S. Government. They are highly susceptible to 
reporting vagaries, do not allow for built-in increases due to shifting age ratios 
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in the population, and do not clearly separate crimes against property from 
more serious offenses against people. 

These flaws are built into the system and the FBI is not necessarily respon
sible for them, but in its zest for bearing bad news the Bureau has compounded 
the mischief that is inherent in the system. The FBI, with its flair for public
ity, has managed five times a year to wring the maximum amount of public 
terror out of a statistical system that was conceived (by the International As
sociation of Chiefs of Police) as a technique for keeping lawmen informed of 
the trends of their trade. It has consistently emphasized the alarming impli
cations of the statistics (even in good years, such as 1959 and 1961, when 
crime declined in relation to the population), and has not adequately pointed 
out their inadequacies. 

Finally, the FBI's statistical image of arising national crime rate has been 
translated Lito a personal threat in the minds of many Americans through the 
instant shared experience of television coverage of a few spectacular crimes 
and riots,. The Crime Commission found that this has created a pervasive 
"fear of strangers." It noted the interaction between crime statistics and vivid 
exposure of a few events: 

Many circumstances now conspire to call greater attention to crime 
as a national, rather than a purely local, problem. Concern with crime 
is more typically an urban than a rural phenomena and the rural popula
tion of the country is declining. At one time, for a majority of the pop
ulation, reports of crime waves related only to those remote and not 
quite moral people who inllabited cities. 

Now, also, more people are informed by nationally oriented commu
nications media and receive crime reports from a much wider territorial 
base. In recent years news of the violent and fearful mass killing of eight 
nurses in a Chicago apartment, five patrons of a beauty shop in Mesa, 
Arizona, and 13 passersby on the University of Texas campus in Austin 
received detailed coverage throughout the country. The fear of the 
people of Boston in 1966 of the brutal attacks of the "Boston Strangler" 
must have, been symp}rthetk:ally shared and understood in many hQmes 
across the land. Somv part of the public fear of crime today is undoubt
edly due to the facfthat the reports of violent crime we receive daily 
are drawn from a larger pool of crime-incident reports than ever before. 
But perhaps most important has been the steady stream of reports of 
rising crime rates in both large and small communities across the Nation. 
From all this has emerged a sense of crisis in regard to the safety of both 
persons and property. 

The political effects of this have already been profound. During the 1968 
Presidential campaign a reporter for the New York Times polled the citizens 
of Webster City, Iowa, which calls itself "Main Street, U.S.A." He found the 
ov!;(rriding issue to be "crime in the streets," with particular concern about 
riots and unruly demonstrations. But when the interviewer inquired about 
crime in(!Main Street, U.S.A.," the complaints were that youngsters were 
drinking'b~h, g,riving fast, and breaking an occasional window. Pressed fur
ther, the city futhers complained that trucks hauling turkey feathers through 
town were unlawfully failing to cover their cargoes to keep, from littering 
Main Street. Another reporter, who found the citizenry of Garnett, I(ans~s, 
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up in arms over crime, discovered that there hadn't been a rape there for 12 
years, nor a murder for 21, and that the only person in jail was a 17-year-old 
hotrodder. 

To understand how this exaggerated image of "crime" gained currency, 
long before the academic experts agreed that violence was climbing, it is nec
essary to comprehend the mechanics of the Uniform Crime Reports. Local 
police departments voluntarily report to the FBI the volume of crimes known 
to the police, offenses cleared by arrest, persons held for prosecution, and 
persons released or found guilty of offenses. Of the 29 different crimes re
ported, the FBI uses only 7 in its crime index. The I<index'~ crimes, chosen 
because they are serious and are thought to be bellwethers of criminal activity, 
are murder, forcible rape, robbery (muggings, armed robbery, and theft by 
threat of force), aggravated assault (assault with intent to kill or seriously in
jure), burglary (breaking and entering to steal), larceny of $50 or more and 
auto theft. From this the FBI publishes the famous crime index, which is 
simply the rate of these offenses per 100,000 people. 

The Uniform Crime Reports are naturally suspect because the FBI's crime 
index reflects only reported crime. There is known to be so much crime that 
is either not reported to the police, or not reported by them to the FBI, that 
only slight changes in reporting habits could have a yo-yo effect on the crime 
index. The Crime Commission learned from house-to-house surveys that the 
volume of unreported crime is far greater than anyone had imagined-double, 
triple, and even 10 times the volume of offenses that are actually reported, 
depending on whether the crime involved is the type that shames the victim 
or whether it is the kind the police are thought likely to solve. 

Because there is so much unreported crime, it is theoretically possible to 
have a "crime wave" on the index charts, when in fact nothing but reporting 
habits have changed. Thus a crime scare could result from victim sophistica
tion-a realization that only reported thefts can become valid income tax de
ductions or insurance claims, or a new willingness by nonwhites to report 
crimes to the police. . -

The saml~ crime "rise" can occur when the police become more diligent in 
reporting crime. For years the police of Chicago reported many times more 
robberies than the city of New York, which has more than Itwice as many peo
ple (in one ,rear, Chicago reported eight times as many robberies). Finally, in 
1949, the FBI stopped including New York's statistics because it did not be
lteve them. New York has since been reinstated, but periodically its police 
have elipped back into their old ways of neglecting to report painful facts. 

There seem to be two principal reasons for this tendency hy the police to 
"fudge" on crime reports. One is that much of the crime occurs iIi Negro 
neighborhoods, between Negroes, and there has sometimes been an easygOing 
tolerance of it by the police. It was neither investigated nor reported as care
fully as crime was elsewhere. The other reason is that increasing crime is po
litical trouble for city administrations, and they like to give the impression 
that it is under controL Ambitious police officials realize that their superiors 
want crime kept down, with the result that complaints sometimes get "lost." 
The Crime Commission found a secret "fIle 13" in one city containing a cata
log of complaints that were not officially reported, and a $ingle precinct in 
Philadelphia once had 5,000 more crime reports on i:lle than it had officially 
recorded. 
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Some experts suspect that both motives for underreporting are losing their 
validity, and that a good portion of the crime bulge in certain cities is due to 
the new official Willingness to tell all about crime. In recent years more Negro 
policemen have been hired and more attention given to ghetto crime. This 
concern has probably dissipated the feeling that Negro complaints are not 
worth reporting. Also, with the Supreme Court and not the police being 
widely blamed for the increase in crime, some resentful policemen are said to 
be reporting crime with a vengeance. The late Police Chief William Parker of 
Los Angeles once startled a visiting Federal official by his candid discussion of 
the huge chart on his wall depicting the rise of crime. Each crime peak was 
topped with the title of a Supreme Court decision in. favor of defendants' . 
rights, Chief Parker explained that the police had seen, years before the Court 
issued its landmark rulings, that a crime boom was coming despite their best 
efforts-and that they had been lucky to have the Supreme Court to serve as a 
lightning rod for the criticism. He said that this was partially responsible for 
hjs decision to begin making speeches and writing articles about the connec
tion between crime in the streets and judicial decisions. 

Jerome Daunt, the chief of the FBI's crime statistics operation, concedes 
that some of the index crimes are subject to wide reporting fluctuations, but 
he points out that some are not. Mr. Daunt, a lean, serious man who learned 
his crime statistics on the job as an FBI agent, makes the point that certain 
crimes by their nature are almost always reported: bank robberies, because 
none is too inSignificant to report; assault by gun, because the law requires 
physicians to file reports; murder, because there is a body to be explained. 

Bank robberies have increased even faster than the general index, with a 
rise of 248 percent from 1960 to 1967. Assault by gun rose 84 percent in the 
5 years from 1962 to 1967. Much has been made of the fact that criminal 
homicide has actually declined by 70 percent since 1933, but Mr. Daunt has 
an explanation for this: "Police response, ambulance response, and improved 
medical techniques," he says. "It's like the decline in the relative number of 
war wounded who die-because they get better, quicker treatment." 

"Trends-it is the trends in crime statistics that count," dec).I!.!s:Mr. Daunt, 
"and we have ·been right on the trends." The FBI has indeed r~~en tight on 
the trends (except that its gloomy projections of future crime ie-·;eIs have in
variably fallen short of reality) and this has been due in some part to its pains
taking efforts to eliminate error-especially by checking for reporting failures 
whenever: reports began to run suspiciously connter to expectations. But part 
of tlus success must also be attributed to the melancholy fact that in dealing 
with crime, if one predicts disaster long enough, events will finally bear him 
out. 

The most valid complaint against the FBI is not that its figures have been 
soft, but that the Bureau has not presented them honestly to the public. When 
the FBI first began to sound the alarm about rising crime a decade ago, the 
overall increase was small and the violent crime rate was actually frequently in 
decline. In 1961, for instance, the crime rates for violent offenses decreased 
across the board. Murder, forcible rape, robbery, and aggravated assault all 
declined. Yet the overall crime index rate rose by 3 percent because of a 
modest increase in property crimes. J. Edga.r HQQver darkly announced that 
«major crimes committed ill the United States in 1961 have again reached an 
all-time high," adding that during the year there were "four serious crimes per 
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minute." The reason for the rise was that then, as now, about 9 out of 10 of
fenses included in the crime index do not involve violence, so that even a 
modest rise in property offenses can lift the entire crime index. Currently, 
murders, rapes, and assaults make up only 8 percent of the crimes reported in 
the index. 

If .robberies are included as "violent crimes" (about one-fourth of them re
sult in injuries to the victims), it is still true that more than four-fifths of the 
index crimes are nonviolent thefts of property-burglary, larceny of $50 or 
more, and car theft. Since the crime rat~s for ,these offenses were, until re
cently, consistently higher than the rates for violent crimes, they inflated the 
overall crime index and gave the impression that violent crime was rising faster 
than it actually was. This has led to the charge that the FBI's crime index is 
really a gage of "joyriding" by youngsters in other peoples' cars. In any year 
the number of auto thefts in the crime index will far outnumber all of the vio
lent crimes taken together, and because 9 out of 10 stolen cars are recovered 
and returned to their owners, the fearsome "crime rate" is far less a reflection 
of the pain of victims of rape and assault than the temporary aggravation of 
those who left their keys in their cars. 

Another complaint about the FBI's crime-reporting system is its tendency 
to tempt exaggeration, oversimplification, and even manipulation of the crime 
increase. By taking the popplation increase (1 * percent per year) over a given 
stretch of years and dividing it into the percentage of crime increase, it can be 
said that crime is growing many times faster than the population. For in
stance, if the population increased by approximately 10 percent over a 7-year 
period, but the number of reported index offenses grew by 88 percent, it 
could be said that "crime outpaced the population growth by almost nine to 
one"-J. Edgar Hoover's latest assessment of the recent crime rise. Once an
nounced, this slightly exaggerated calculation from the highly suspect crime 
index can be cited as government proof that "crime is growing nine .times 
faster than the population." And when the public recalls that only 1 year ear
lier Mr. Hoover used the multiple of 7 to describe the increase, and that 2 
years before that he used the figure 5, it is given an avalanche impression of 
"cri.J;Ile"-the threat of attack by strangers-that is puffed out of any relation 
to th0 actual threat that any individual will become a victim of violent crime. 

An even more warped inipression is given by the "crime clocks" that the 
FBI publishes each year. This baffling presentation, year after year, of the 
shrinking average interval between the commission of various offenses across 
the country, seems to have no purpose other than sheer terror. Because the 
population is gmwing, the interval between crimes would necessarily narrow 
each year, even if the crime rate was not increasing. Thus the hands ofthe 
FBI's ~'crime clocks" invariably show fewer minutes between crimes than for 
the previous year. The" crime clock" device lends itself to shocking conclu
sions that mean nothing, as a published interpretation of the 1966 figures 
show: "An American woman is raped every 12 minutes. A house in the 
United States is burglarized every 27 seconds. Someone is robbed every 4~ 
minutes in this nation." 

By reducing crime to these' terms, the "fear of strangers" syndrome is justi
fied in a way that is not borne out by the risks of everyday life. Statistically, 
the risk of attack by strangers is one of the least likely hazards that the aver
age person encounters. The risk of death from willful homicide in any given 
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year is ~bout 1 in 20,00~, and almost three out of four murders are committed 
b; fa~ily members or fnends. The result is that a person's likelihood of being 
killed m a car cr~sh .is a!most 15 times the chances that he will be murdered 
by a stranger. HIS nsk m any given year of being attacked by a stranger and 
hurt badly en~u~ to require any degree of hospitalization is about 1 in 
4,500-:an~ t~s IS an average possibility: If he lives away from high-crime 
a~eas ~IS nsk IS much. lower: ~s Ramsey Clark used to put it, the average indi
VIdual s chance of bemg a VIctIm of a crime of violence is once in 400 years 
a~d Cla~k always added that if one wished to improve his odds he could av~id 
~s relatIves and associates-since they are statistically the most likely to do 
him harm. 

~ What this .sho~s is that .extremely subjective conclusions can be drawn 
flom the ~as~c cnme data m this country and that the FBI has consistently 
presented It m a way that tends to make little old ladies stay indoors and 
strong me~ l?ok over their shoulders. As one observer pointed out, rather 
than ~ubhshing the fact that some unfortunate individual is murdered every 
48 rrunutes, the F~I could have told the country that the average citizen's 
~hances of becorrung a murder victim on any given day are about 1 in 2 rnil
~on, and that then he might well be willing to brave those odds without hedg
mg on per.sonal freedom of movement or the country's traditional scheme of 
personal nghts. 

As slippery as these figures can be in the hands of crime experts politicians 
c~n turn them to quicksilver. During the 1968 Presidential campai~n Richard 
NlX~n. obse~ved that crime had increased 88 percent under the Demo~ratic 
a~mmIstrat~on. Attorney General Clark went on television with the reply that 
~nme had nsen 98 percent during the Eisenhower period. Aghast, the Repub
lIcan Task Force on Crime fired back with this statement: 

. '" crime in the 8 Eisenhower years between 1953 and 1960 did not 
mcre~se by 98 percent. That charge is simply inaccurate. 
. Cnme -reported in 1960, the last year of the Eisenhower administra

tIon: ~as 6~ percent greater than in 1952, the last year of the Truman 
admmIstratlOn . 

. This, of course, covers 8 years. If the experience of 1967 holds true 
this yea~, the 8-year Kennedy-Johnson record will show a whopping 118 
percent mcrease for the comparable period~ or almost double the rate 
under a RepUblican administration. Parenthetically if only a 7-year 
frame o~ reference is us~~, the~ fare even worse. D~ring the first 7 years 
of the EIsenhower !!.clmmIstratlOn the criIneincrease was 43 percent, less 
than half of the 88 percent recorcled during the 7 years thus far under 
Kennedy and Johnson. 

Vice Presid~nt Humphrey said he deplored this crime numbers game-and 
added t~at If he ~ere inc1~ned to play ~t he could point out that the eight 
States WIth the highest cnme rates all had Republican Governors. 

Because the FBI's crime index ':'51s so frequently abused, because Its"figures 
were s~spect, becau~e even those fIgures showed the crimes of violence lagging rar behmd, and pOSSIbly because they were liberals indulging in wishful think
mg.' the a~a~emicians refused throughout most of the sixties to admit that a 
senous cnrrunal-violence problem had been proved. 

The first break in the familiar statistical pattern came when the 1967 crime 
repmts from across the country were tabulated by the FBI. The usual pattern 
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Figure 13-4.~The rising U.S. crime rate. 

of relatively low violent-crime rates and high property offenses was shattered 
by a 16-percent overall increase, composed of a 16-percent rise in violent 
crimes and a 17-percent increase in property offenses. .'. . . 

But most startling to crime expe1."ts was the 28-percent Jump m the CrIme 
of robbery, which many criniinologists consider the bellwether offense in the 
crime index. Since robbery always involves a threat of force, if not its use, it 
gives an indication of the public's proclivity toward violence. And since the 
offender and the victim are usually strangem, the family-quarrel element does 
not distort the picture. For that reason, criminologists were shocked to see 
robbery suddenly increasing as rapidly as the pr'operty crimes (Fig. 13-4). Pre
liminary figures for the first 6 months in 1968 confirmed t~e trend: robbery 
increased another 29 percent over the high. 1967 level. 

Meanwhile, new studies showed 'what Professor Ohlin t~rmed "a pro
nounced increase in the readiness in people to resort to armed attack." In 
Philadelpliia, where the volume of robberies fluctuated up and~own after 
1960, the rate of persons injured in robberies began to rise in .1.962 ,and 
climbed steadily. "Perhaps it is because the robbers tend to be younger,and 
th~ young are more likely to lIse violence," concluded criminologist Marvin E. 
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Wolfgang; "but there has been a considerable increase in tile leyel of violence 
in robberies." " . . 

Ronald H. Beattie, chief of California's Bureau of Criminal Statistics, who 
had declared as late as 1966 that the available crime statistics "indicate no 
substantial increase in aggressive crimes during recent years," took another 
look in 1968 and said that violent crime was growing even faster than crimes 
against property. Most experts now believe that this rapid surge in crime, with 
its new heavy component of crimes of violence, will continue and perhaps will 
accelerate, at least for the next 10 yea.rs. The reason is that the types of peo
ple who, as one observer put it, are "untamed in the ways of society," and are 
thus inclined to commit crimes, are increasing in proportion to the population 
as a whole. } 

By far the most crime prone of this "untamed" class are young men. More 
15-year-olds are arrested fbr serious crimes than any other group:. Yet thanks 
to the postwar baby boom, there are proportionally more of them around to 
commit crimes than ever before, and their numbers are growing. Bachyear 
since 1961 an a.dditionall million youths have reached the age of 15.than did 
the year before, and already almost one-lialf of the population is und,er 25. 
According to crime experts, aIrllost half of the total increase in arrests in the 
first half of the 1960's was simply b~cause there Were more younger people 
around. " 

Another complicating factor is urbanization. Study after study shows that 
the violent crime rate of Negroes who have moved from the South into the 
large urban cities is far higher than the national crime rate for Negroes. The 
same is true, but with less empllasis, for cities as a whole; crime rates invariably 
rise in proportion to the proxiillity to an urban center. Concomitant with the 
anonymity of urban life-where everybody is a stranger to everyone else and 
the fear of detection and shame of arrest are diminished-a familiar pattern of 
bold, casual criminality has develqped. . 

There are other indices, all of them pointing upward. Statistics show that 
communities with large transient populations experience high crime rates, and 
demographers predict increasing population mobility in the coming years. 
High crime and narcotics addiction accompany each other, and the narcotics 
arrests (although heavily weighted with marihuana cases) almost doubled in 
1967 over 1966. Some scientists b~lieve that overcrow;ding alone can cause 
antisocial behavior, and the decn~ase in living space is obvious. It is sad but 
not surprising that Professor Wilson concludes, "We shall be fortunate if we 
can even slow the rate of increase in crime; we shall be .impossibly blessed if 

. w{; can actually reduce the level of Grime." 
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Chapter 14 

SOUTHERN VIOLENCE* 

By Sheldon Hackney 

Violence has always been a facet of human experience and a problem for 
human society. For those interested. in determining the causes of violence, 
and perhaps constructing cures, nothing could be more ~7nportant than the 
fact that different societies and different eras producew:idely varying rates of 
violence. Unfortunately for the investigator, even m,oderately reliable data ~re 
available only for the recent past and only for relati'~ely modernized coun
tries. This limits the possibility of cross-national comparisons. For this 
reason, regional variations within modernized nations become an extremely 
important source for the comparative analysis of the ecology of violence. The 
most fruitful area within the United States for such a study is the South, a 
region with a pattern of violence that stands in striking contrast to that of the 
nation at large and about which there is a weU-developed scholarly literature. 

A tendency toward violence has been one of the character traits most fre
quently attributed to' Southerners. 1 In various guises, the image of the vio
lent South confronts the historian at every turn: dueling gentlemen and 
masters whipping slaves, flatboatmen indulging in a rough-and-tumble fight, 
lynching mobs, country folk at a bear baiting or a gander pulling, romantic 
adventurers on Caribbean filibusters, brutal police, panic-stricken communi
ties harshly suppressing real and imagined slave revolts, robed night riders 
engaged in Slystematic terrorism, unknown assassins, church burners, and 
other less physical expressions of a South whoselrtpde of action is frequently 
extreme) The image is so pervasive that it compels the attention of anyone 
interested in understanding the South. 

H. C .. Brearley was among the first to assemble the quantitative data to 
support the description of the South as "that part of the United States lying 
below the Smith and Wesson line."3 He pointed out, for example, that during 
the five years fromf920 to f92'4'ihe" nite of homiCide per -100,006 popuiation 

. for the Southern states was a little more than two-and-one-half times greater 
than for the remainder of the United States. Using data from the Uniform 
Crime Reports concerning the 1930's, Stuart Lottier confirmed and elaborated 
Brearley~s findings in 1938. He found for this period also that homicide was 
concentrated in the Southeastern stat-ys. Of the 11 ex.confederate states, 

*This chapter is copyrighted by the American Historical As~ociation, 1969; reprinted 
by permission of the copyright owner. . 

Sheldon Hackney is assistant professor of history at Princeton University. This essay 
, is a revised version of nis article, .. ~\u them Violence," American Historical Review, 

Vol. LXXIV (February, 1~69), pp.'906-925. It is reprinted .here by permission of the 
American Historical Review. .. 
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Louisiana showed the lowest homicide rate, but it was 74 percent greater than 
the national average, and no non-Southern state had a higher rate. Interest
ingly, while murder and assault were oriented to the Southeastern states, rob
bery rates were highest in the Central and Western states.4 These findings 
were replicatod in 1954 using data on crime for the years 1946 through 1952.5 

The pattern of high rates of serious crime~ against persons and relatively lower 
rates of crimes against property for the South is consequently quite stable. 

At the time that Brearley was setting forth the evidence for Southern leader
ship in physical aggression against people, another statistical study primarily of 
American suicide rates revealed that the South was the area whose people had 
the least propensity to destroy themselves.6 Austin Porterfield in 1949, 
using mortality tables from Vital StatisticS, brought the murder and the suicide 
indices together and showed that there was a general inverse relationship be
tween the two rates among the states, and that Southern states ranked highest 
in homicide and lowest in suicide'? In 1940, the national, average rate of 
suicide per 100,000 population was 14.4 and of homicide was 6.2, but the 
old and cosmopolitan city of New Orleans had a suicide rate of 11.1 and a 
homicide rate of 15.5. Even though some Southern cities exceed some non
Southern cities in suicide rates, the New Orleans pattern of more homicides 
than suicides is typical of the South but not of the nation. Porterfield com
ments that "suicide in every non-Southern city exceeds homicide by ratios 
ranging from 1.19 to 18.60, while suicide rates exceed homicide rates in only 
8 of the 43 Southern and Southwestern cities,S of those being in the ' 
Southwest. "8 

Violence in the South has three dimensions. Relative to the North, there 
are high rates of homicide and assault, moderate rates of crime against 
property, and low rates of suicide. The relationship between homicide and 
suicide rates in a given group is best expressed by a suicide-homicide ratio 
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(SHR = 100 (sui~ides/suicides -: homicides». The closer the SHR approaches 
100, the greater IS the proportIon of the total number of homicides and sui
cides accounted for by suicide. The European pattern, shared by white 
Northerners but not by Negroes or white Southerners, is for suicides to far 
outnumber homicides so that the SHR is in excess of 80. The ratios in table 
14-1, displayed graphically in figure 14-1, measure the difference between 
Southerners and other Americans with regard to 'violence. 

Table 14-1. -Suicide-homicide ratios for four categories of Americans 1915-64a , 

Year U.S. Southern U.S. Southern 
whiteSHR white SHR NegroSHR NegroSHR 

1915 · .......... 77.4 b62.9 23.7 bU.3 
1920 · .......... 69.3 b43.4 11.2 b05.6 
1925 · .......... 70.9 b53.5 09.2 b05.0 
1930 · .......... 75.0 b61.1 11.9 b06.0 
1935 · .......... 76.2 59.9 11.4 06.3 
1940 · .......... 83.3 68.5 09.6 06.5 
1945 · .......... 80.3 66.4 11.1 06.8 
1950 · .......... 82.4 69.8 12.4 09.3 
1955 · .......... 88.3 73.1 15.6 09.7 
1960 · .......... 82.0 74.4 17.0 12.2 
1964 · .......... 81.1 73.2 16.7 11.1 

aSuicide-h~mici~e ratio = .100 (s~icides/suicide3 + homicides). As the ratio ap
proaches 100, It regtsters the IncreasIng preference for suicide rather than murder 
amo~g the member~ of a given group. The ratios were computed from figures taken 
!rom. Forrest E. Lmder and Robert D. Grove, Vital Statistics Rates in the United 
utates, 1900-1940 (Washington, 1943), and U.S. Department of Health Education 
andbWelfare, Vital St~ti~t~cs of the United States, for the appropriate y~ar. ' 

In 1915, only Vugtrua was represented in the SHR for Southern whites and Negroes. 
In 1920, all of t~e ex-Confederate states were included in the figures except Alabama, 
Arkansas, Georgta, and Texas. Arkansas, Georgia, and Texas were still not reporting in 
~925, but by 1930 only Texas was excluded. From 1935 on, all Southern states are 
mcluded. 

Because the statistics for "the United States" include the statistics for the 
Southern states, the differences between Southern and non-Southern suicide
murder ratios are understated. Even so, the differences are Significant. In the 
North and the South, but more so in the South, Negroes commit murder much 
more often than they commit suicide. Among white Americans Southerners 
show a relatively greater preference than do non-Southerners fo; murder 
rat~er than, suicide. The latter pattern is evident in figure 14-2 .• which plots 
white SHR s by state. The Southern and Southwestern states tend to cluster 
in the upper left part of the graph, Signifying high homicide but relatively low 
suicide rates. " 

~igh murder and low suicide rates constitute a distin~tly Southern pattern 
of VIolence, one that must rank with the caste system and ahead of mint ' 
juleps in importance as a key to the meaning of being Southern. Why this 
sho~ld be so is a question that has Pl!zzled investigators for a long time, and 
theIr .answers have been various. When one loyal Southerner was asked by a 
probmg Y,ankee why the !llurder rate in the South was so high, he replied that 
he reckoned there were just more folks in the South that needed killing. 

Fe~ apologies ~urpass ~his one.~ purity, but there is a more popular one 
that tnes to explam the high homICIde rates in the Southern states by the 
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Figure 14-2.-Regional homogeneity in homicide-suicide ratios. 

extremely high rates of violence among Negroes who constitute a large part 
of the population. As table 14-1 indicates, however, Southern whites con
sidered by themselves vary from the national norm in the same direction as 
Negtoes, though to a much lesser extent. In addition, Porterfield points out 
that for the 12 Southern states with the heaviest Negro population, the 
coefficient of correlation between serious crimes and the percentage of Negroes 
in the population is -0.44. There is actually a tendency for sta tes to rank 
lower in serious crimes as the percentage of Negroes in the population 
increases. 9 

A more sophic;ticated theory is that Southern white society contains a 
larger proportion of lower status occupations so that the same factors that 
cause lower status groups in the North to become more violent than the rest 
of society have a proportionately greater effect on the South. The difference 
in rates would then be accounted for by the numerical bulge in the high risk 
group, and only the stratification of society would be peculiarly Southern. 
Unfortunately for this theory, Southern cities, in which whites show the 
distinctive pattern of Southern violence, actually have greater percentages of 
the white population in higher status jobs than do Northern cities, 10 It is not 
the class structure that causes the Southern skew in the statistics. 

In the same way, the agricultural nature of Southern life might account for 
the patternQf SouthernViolence. The fact that the peculiar configuration 
exists in SQuthern cities as well as in the countryside could possibly be ac
counted for by the,large migration into the city of people who learned their 
ways of living and dying in the country. Table 14-2 shows that both homicide 
and suicide rates are lower for rural districts than for urban areas in the 
United States. This results in an SHR for thewhi~e,population of rural dis-
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Table 14-2. -Homicide and suicide rates by race and by size of population group, 
United States, 1940 

Cities Cities Cities 
U.S. 100,000 10 to 2,500- Rural 

and Up 100,000 10,000 

Suicide 
(all ages, both sexes): 

All races ............ 14.4 16.8 15.6 15.1 12.0 
. White •...••.....•.. 15.5 17.8 16.4 16.0 13.3 

Nonwhite .••.•.•.•..• 4.6 7.2 5.8 4.5 3.0 
Homicide 

(all ages, both sexes): 
All races ............ 6.2 7.1 5.7 7.3 5.7 
White •....•......• '. 3.1 3.2 2.5 3.7 3.3 
Nonwhite ••...•••.••• 33.3 43.3 43.0 51.9 23.1 

Source: Forrest E. Linder and Robert D. Grove, Vital Statistics Rates in the United 
States, 1900-1940 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1943). 
Table 24, pp. 534-553. 

tricts considered by themselves of 80.1, as compared with an SHR of .83.7 
for the white population of the nation as a whole. The SHR of 68.8 m 1940 
for Southern whites both urban and rural, is significantly lower than the 
national ratios and ~dicates that Southern whites were much more given to 
acting out their aggressions than the white population of either the cities or 
the countryside in the rest of the nation. 

Another way of testing the notion that the rurality of the South may be 
the root of its strange configuration of violence is summarized in table 14-3} 
a comparison of the SHR's of the 11 ex-Confederate states with those of the 
11 most rural non-8outhern states. The non-8outhern states, mostly Western, 
are closer in time to frontier days and are currently much more subject to in
stability caused by inmigration than are the Southern state~, but otherwise 
the two sets of states are similar enough for purposes of comparison. The per
centage of population living in the urban areas of the Southern states ranged 
from 13.4 percent to 36.7 percent with the mean falling at 26.1 percent, _
while in the 11 non-8outhern states the'degree of urbanization ranged from 
13.6 percent to 36.7 percent, with the mean at 31.2 pe~cent. In order.not to 
distort the comparison more than necessary, Nevada,wlt~ an extraordmary 
suicide rate of 41.3 per 100,000 population, is omitted froll1 the comparison. 
At the same time, Virginia and Florida, with very non-Southern SHR's, are r~
tained in the Southern sample. The results still show a sign~ficant difference 
between the suicide-murder ratio of the Southern states and that of the most 
rural non-8outhern states. The strange bent of Southern violence cannot be 
accounted for by the rural nature of Southern society. _ 
.' Poverty is, also a logical factor to suspect as the underlying cause of the 
South's pattern of violence. Howard Odum computed that the Southeast in 
1930 had 20.9 percent of the natiOn's population but only 11.9 percent of 
the nation's wealth.ll Whether or not the region was poor before it was -
violent is an undetermined matter. Even more to the point, poverty alone 
cannot-explain high homicide rates. The decline of homicides during business 
depressions in the United States underlines this argument;as does the fact that 
crime rates among second-generation immigrants are muc~ higher than among 
first-gener~tion imrnigraIi~s despite the fact of increased materialwelfare.12 
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Table 14·3.-Suicide and homicide rates and suicide·homicide ratios for Southern states 
and ll.most rural non·Southern states, 1940 

Population group 
Suicide· 

homicide 
ratio 

Southern nonwhite . . • . • • . . . • . 6.7 
National nonwhite. • . . • . . • • . • • 12.2 
Southern white . • • • • • • . • • • . • 68.8 
Non-Southern, white rural (11 states). 79.0 
National white rural. . • . • . . . • . . 80.1 

National white ...••••••• -. • • • 83.7 

White 
Rural non-Southern states 

White 
Suicide Homicide Southern states Suicide Homicide' 

rate rate rate rate 
" ""'" 

>:;~-

Alabama ....... 11.7 6.9 Arizona ••••.•• 15.2 7.5 
Arkansas .....•. 8.0 5.1 Idaho •.•••••• 17.7 3.3 
Florida ........ 19.8 7.5 Iowa .•.•.••.• 15.2 1.3 
Georgia •••.•••• 12.1 5.6 Kansas ....... 13.0 1.1 
Louisiana .•.••.. 12.4 5.5 Montana ...... 21.1 4.8 
Mississippi ...... 10.1 5.7 Nebraska •..••• 16.8 .7 
North Carolina ... 10.4 4.0 New Mexico •..• 14.2 5.7 
South Carolina ... 9.7 5.0 North Dakota .•• 9.7 1.4 
Tennessee ...... 10.0 7.1 South Dakota •. • 10.5 1.8 
Texas ••••.•... 13.6 5.3 Vermont •... , . 16.7 .8 
Virginia .••••••• 18.4 5.0 Wyoming ...•.. 23.5 4.5 

Average . " ... 12.4 5.6 Average ...•• 15.8 4.2 

Source: Forrest E. Linder and Robert D. Grove, Vital Statistics Rates in the United 
States, 1900·194() (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1943), 
Table 20. All. rates p~r 100,000 population: 

O,~ie study has found no significant correlation between crime rates and the 
proportion of the population on relief by county in Minnesota, whereas there 
was a strong cqrrelation between crime rates and the degree of urbanization. 
Like the ru~al poor in Minnesota,the Japanese of Seatt1e were poor but honest 
and 110nviolent.13 

. Nevertheless, though the data are extremely questionable, there is a sig
nificant positive correlation between the SHR for the 56 world polities for 
which information is readily avaiIable and almost every measure of modern
ization that can be quantified.14 It is difficult to determine whether it is 
underdevelopment or the process of change that accounts for this, for 
scholars have noted that the process of modernization generates conflict and 
violence of v~rious sorts. 15 For developing as well as for industrialized na
tions, education is the most powerful predictor of a country's SHR, but 
indices of industrial and urban activity, along with reflections of the society's 
general welfare, are also significantly correlated with the SHRr' This is true 
for the 56 world polities considered together as well as for the European 
nations considered as a group and for the non-European countries taken to-

_.gether. That Southerners over the past half century have been growing more 
similar to non-Southern Americans in their tastes in VIolence as the gap-be
tween the nation and the South in economic d~velopment has slowly narrowe~ 
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also argues that there may be no increment of violence in the South that is 
not "explained" by the relative slowness of the region's development. 

Multiple regression analysis offers a technique for testing the possibility 
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that variations in the key indices of modernization operating in an additive 
fashion might account for the South's particularity in rates of violence. Six 
independent variables measuring the four factors of wealth, education, urban
ization, and age are included in this analysis. Except where indicated below, 
their values are taken from the United States Census for 1940. Urbanization 
is stated liS the percentage of the population living within towns of 2,500 or 
more; education is measured by the median number of school years com
pleted by persons 25 years old and older; "income" is the state's per capita 
personal income in dollars for 1940; unemployment is expressed as the per
centage of the working force out of work; "wealth'1 is the state's per capita 
income in dollars in 1950; and age is the median age of the popl,dation. The 
values of each variable except "income" are recorded by race. "South" is a 
dummy variable included in the analysis in order to see if any of the un
explained residue of the dependent variable is associated with the fact of its 
occurring either inside of or outside of the South. All of the ex-Confederate 
states were assigned the value of one, while all non-Southern states were re
corded as zero. The dependent variables that require "explaining" are the 
suicide rate, the homicide rate, the sum of the suicide rate and homicide rate, 
and the suicide-homicide ratio. Even though these rates are taken from the 
most reliable source, Vital Statistics for the United States, there may well be 
large errors between the published rates and the true rates. Some violent 
deaths are never recorded, and many are improperly classified, but there is no 
reason to suspe,ct that there has been a long-term, systematic bias in the col
lection and recording of the statistics for the Southern states. For the purposes 
of the crude comparison between South and non-South, the Vital Statistics 
are acceptable. 

The results of the analysis are summarized in table 14-4. The coefficient 
of correlation between each of the independent variables and the dependent 
variable is found in the column labeled "simple." The percentage of the 
variation in the dependent variable that is associated with, and thus "ex
plained" by, the variation in the independent variable is found by squaring 
the coefficient of correlation. For example, education is the best single 
predictor of the white suicide rate. The simple coefficient of correlation of 
0.62 between education and suicide in table 14-4 indicates that approximately 
30 percent of the variation in the white suicide rate among the 48 states in 
1940 is associated with variatioQs in the educational level of the populations. 
The fact that the correlation is positive means that ,the suicide rate tends to 
rise from one state to the next as the educational level rises. Conversely, the 
negative coefficients of correlation between each of the independent variables, 
except region, and the white homicide rate indicates that the homicide rate 
tends to decline as the indices of development rise. 

The effect on the dependent variable of all of the independent variables 
60nsidered together is measured by the coefficient of multiple correlation, R. 
Thus 72 percent of the white suicide rate and 52 percent of the white homi
cide rate are explained by the seven independent variables operating in an 
additive fashion. The coefficient of partial correlation expresses the relation
ship of each independent variable with the unexplained portion of the~d~~ 
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1 I . violence development andsection~lism in ~he United States, 1940 Table 14-4. Multip e regression ana YSIS .' . , 

R2 Income Unemployment Wealth Dependent Urbanization Education 
variable variation 
by state explained Simple Partial Simple 

r'! 
Partial Simple Partial Simple Partial Simple Partial 

··0.35 *0.56 J 0.14 0.22 0.33 *0.53 White suicide rate • • • • *0_72 .25 *-0.64 *0.62 0.52 
.26 -.42 I -.12 White homicide rate *.52 "'-.45 -.24 -.17 .09 -.42;1" .. 23 -.13 , .. 

;. White homicide-suicide '. 
.35 -.34 1, .22 *.57 .07 '!'-.59 .52 *.44 _36 ~20 .15 rate .•••.••.•• 

White homicide-suicide 
ratio ••••••••.•• "'.72 *.53 -.02 *.40 .11 *.63 -.24 .25 -.18 *.62 .29 

Nonwhite suicicie rate •• .30 .08 -.13 .30 .25 *.47 .26 .15 -.09 .34 -.00 
Nonwhite homicide rate .25 ~.07 -.28 -.19 -.25 -.11 .' .18 -.17 .21 -.09 -.04 
Nonwhite homicide-

sUicide rate. • •• • • .22 -.02 -.30 -.03 -.12 .13 .27 -.08 .15 .09 -.04 
Nonwhite suicide-

homicide rate ••• ". • .35 .27 .36 .36 .31 *.43 .18 ' .30 -.11 .36 -.10 

*The· chances that a Iandom ordering of the data would produce a relationship thIS strong are less than 1 m 100. 
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Simple Partial 

*0.55 *0.59 
*-.58 .24 

-.30 *.41 

*.76 *.49 
.13 -.04 
.04 *.40 

.10 .35 

.12 -.40 
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Simple Partial 

-0.31 *0.42 
*.54 *.49 

-.09 *.50 

*-.68 *-.53 
-.34 .08 
.28 *.37 
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pendent variable after the independent variables acting collectively have done 
all the explaining possible. The coefficient of partial correlation for the 
dummy variable, South, is the most important yield of the mUltiple regression 
analysis. 

Even though the seven independent variables acting together explain 72 
percent of the variation of the white SHR among the 48 states in 1940, 28 
percent (r = -0.53) of the remaining portion of the variation of the white 
SHR is associated with the South. This means that the white SHR is lower 
in the South than can be accounted for by the lower indices of urbanization, 
education, wealth, and age. Similarly, there is a significant portion of the 
variation from state to state in the white homicide rate, and in the white 
suicide rate,. that is unexplained by variations in measures of development but 
that is explained by Southernness. 

If the deviation ofthe South from the national norms for violence cannot 
be attributed to backwardness, or at least not to the static measures of under
development, there are other possible explanations that should be considered. 
The concept of anomie, developed by En:Iil Durkheim.in his study, Suicide, 
in 1898, is frequently mentioned as an explanation of both ~omicide and 
suicide. Anomie has meant slightly different but not contradictory things to 
different investigators. It is most generally understood to be a social condi
tion in which there is a deterioration of belief in the existing set of rules of 
behavior, or in which accepted rules are mutually contradictory, or when 
prescribed goals are not accessible through legitimate means, or when cogni
tion and socialization have been obstructed by personality traits that cluster 
about ~9w ego strength.16 In its manifestation in the individual, in the form 
of anomy, it is a feeling of normIessness andestr~ngemel1tfrom other 
people. An anomic person feels lost,.drifting without clearly defined rules 
and expectations, isolated, powerless, and frustrated. In this state, there is a' 
strong strain toward deviant behavior in various forms. The problem is that 
both homicide and suicide are thought to be related to it, and the theory does 
not predict what sorts of people or what groups wil~!~avor one form of be-
.havior rather than another. -v 

To look at Southern violence as the product of anomie in any case would 
involve a great paradox. The most popular explanation of the hi~h rates of 
~-nerican violence as compared to Europe places the blame on th.e rapid 
urbanization, secularization, and industrialization of the United States and 
on the social characteristics associated with this remarkable growth: geo
graphic and status mobility, an emphasis upon contractual relationships and 
upon social norms'rather than upon personal relationships, competitive 
striving, and a cultural pluralism that involves a high level of dissonance 
among the values that everyone tries to put into practice. 17 The South 
has traditionally served as the counterpoint to the American way of life for 
the reason that it seemed to differ from the North in these very aspects.18 
Southerners have a greater sense of history than Northerners, a greater attach
ment to place, and more deferential social customs. By all reports, 
Southerners place moree~phasis on personal 'relations and on ascribed 
statuses than do Northernllrs. Not only do Southerners prize.political and 

. social cohesion, but by most measures the South is much more homogeneous 
than the non-South.19 Yet, though the South differs from the North on so 
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many of the factors that supposedly contribute to anomie and thus to vio
lence, the South is the nation's most violent region. 

There is one body of theory that would seem to predict higher rates of 
violence precisely because of the South's homogeneity. Reformulating the 
observations of Georg Simmel and Bronislaw MalinowsJ.-.:i, Lewis Coser writes 
that "we may say that a conflict is more passionate and more radical when it 
arises out of close'.relationships." "The closer the rela.tionship," so the 
reasoning goes, "the greater the effective investment, the greater also the 
tendency to suppress rather than express hostile feelings .... In such cases 
feelings of hostility tend to accumulate and hence intensify." Such a theory 
fits the empirical observation that individuals who e'xpress hostility retain 
fewer and less violent feelings of antagonism toward the source of their 
irritation.20 But Coser himself states that, though conflicts within close 
relationships are likely to be intense when they occur, "this does not neces
sarily point to the likelihood of more frequent conflict in closer relationships 
than in less close ones." There are situations in which accumulated hostilities 
do not eventuate in conflict behavior and may even serve to solidify the 
relationship.21 

The frustration-aggression hypothesis involves similar perplexities.22 For 
example, one of the alternative ways of adapting to frustration is to turn the 
frustration inward upon the self. In extreme cases this can result in suicide.23 

A psychoanalyst has concluded after an extensive study that a major portion 
of Sweden's very high suicide rate is caused by the frustrations arising from a 
highly competitive, success-oriented society.24 The general rise in suicide 
rates in the United States during economic downturns argues that the same 
mechanism is at work a.mong some segments of the population. Consequently, 
nothing in the frustration-aggression hypothesis predicts the direction the 
aggression will take. 

There are currently two theories that attempt to explain the generally in
verse relationship between homicide and suicide as reactions to frustration. 
The first, developed by Andrew F. Henry and James F. Shor~, Jr.,25 is based 
on the assumption that both homicide and suicide are the reSult of frustration
aggression and builds upon Porterfield's initial suggesUon that the strength of 
the relational system might have something to do with an individua1's choice 
of either homicide or suicide.26 Henry and Short adduce data on the relation
ship of homicide and suicide rates to the business cycle and to certain 
statistically distinct groups. They reason that overt aggression against othd's 
"varies directly with the strength of external restraint over the behavio!;'6f the 
adult-external restraint which is a function of strength of the relationul sys
tem and position in the status hierarchy."27 . 

MartiIi Gold has pointed out, however, that contrary to the assumption of 
Henry and Short, upper status people are likely to be more restrained by the 
expectations of others than are lower status people. Even more damaging is 
Gold's demonstration that the Henry and Short hypothesiS does not correctly 
predict the greater preference of women for suicide rather than homicide,28 
nor does it correctly predict the fact that suicide rates are lower among the 
middle classes than at either extreme of the social scale: 

'" The second theory, fashioned by l.~rtin Gold, attempts to relate differ-
ences in child rearing practices to preferences for hostility or guilt as an 
accommodation to frustration. Specifically, Gold shows that there is a posi-
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tive c?rrelatio~ betw~en the ~cidence of physical punishment commonly 
used m the child-rearmg practIces of certain groups a~d the rate of homicide 
for that group. His conclusion is that physical disciplining of children leads to 
aggression against others rather than against the self.27 To confound the 
theory, restrictive child-rearing practices in Europe evidently do not lead to 
the physical violence that such practices among the lower classes in America 
are supposed to produce. There is also considerable doubt that there is a 
significant class differential in the degree of physical Dunishment used to 
?isci~line children.30 William and Joan McCord fou~d in their study of 
Juvelll~es .tha~ there was no strong relationship between disciplining methods 
and cnmmality except when a child is rejected by his parents or when his 
parents provide him with a deviant role model. Harsh discipline does less 
damage than neglect.31 That there is some causal relationship between the 
socia~a~ion of ~ggressi~n an~ a group's SHR is reason enough to suppose 
that It WIll prOVIde a fruItful line of research, but before it can be a useful 
ing~edient of an explanation of Southern violence, anthropologists and his
tonans need to know much more about regional differences in child-rearing 
techniques. 

~hether ?r not th~ cause can be located in child-rearing practices, several 
bodIes of eVIdence pomt to the conclusion that Southern violence is a cultural 
pattern that exists separate from current influences. For instance: several 
commentators have suggested that the habit of carrying guns in the South 
made murder a much more frequent outcome of altercations among Southern
ers than among Northerners. This argument is buttressed by a 1968 survey 
reported in table 14-5, which showed that 52 percent of Southern white fari
lies owned guns, as opposed to only 27 percent of the white families of the 
non-South .. It may be, how~ver, that this differential in gun ownership is the 
result of a VIOlent turn of mmd rather than the cause of violence. This is the 
implication of the fa.~t that wh~n the House of Representatives in 1968 passed 
a weak ~n-control bIll to restnct the mail-brder sale of rifles, shotguns, and 
ammullltIOn by the overwhelming vote of 30L~~118, representatives of the 11 
ex-Confederate states nonetheless voted 73-19 against the bill.32 It should be 
noted too that some Southern states have relatively strict firearms laws with
out ~ramatically affecting their homicide rates.33 Furthermore, the assault 
rate IS extremely high in the South, indicating that Southerners react with 
p~ysical hostility even,ytifuout guns. 

A glance at table 144 reveals tliat for Negroes either the data a;e grossly 
skewed or there is little rel~tionship between violence and the selected indices 

Table 14-5. -Percent of families owning firearms 

Yes No 

Total white. . · .. , · · . · 34 65 
South • ... · · 52 45 
Non-South · . . · · . · 27 72 

Total nonwhite · . · . . · . 24 70 
South •• . · . . . · · · . . · 34 61 I Non-South . · . · . · • . · . · 15 78 

Source. Survey ~f national statistical sample by OplRlon Research, Inc., for a 
ColumbIa Broadcasting System program Sept. 2, 1968. 
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of social welfare. There is the barest hint that; controlling for t~e selected 
factors, there is some explanatory value in sectionalism, a conclusion that has 
independent verification. Thomas F. Pettigrew and an associate found that 
the major correlate of the rate of Negro homicide in the North was the pro
portion of Negroes in a given area who had been born and raised in the South 
and that this was in addition to the effect of migration itself. It had long 
been known that homicide was much less frequent among Northern then 
among Southern Negroes, but this finding suggests that violence in the South 
is a style of life that is handed down from father to son along with the old 
hunting rifle and the family Bible.34 

The great contribution to the discussion of Southern violence made by 
Wilbur J. Cash in his book, The Mind of the South, was precisely this, that 
Southern violence is part of a style of life that can be explained only his
torically.35 According to Cash's own poetic and impressionistic rendering, 
violence grew up on the Southern frontier as naturally as it grows up on any 
frontier. Violence was an integral part of thc- romantic, hedonistic, hell-of-a
fellow personality created by the absence of external restraint that is char
acteristic of a frontier. The clUlt of honor, with its insistence on the private 
settlement of dispL~t-e'J, was one form taken by the radical individualism of 
the South, but there were other influences at work. The plautation, the most 
highly organized institution on the Southern frontier, reinforced the tendency 
toward violence that had been initiated by the absence of organization. This 
was so, Cash argues) for two reasons. In the first place, whites on the planta
tion exercised unrestrained dominance over blacks. In the second place, 
whites were generally raised by blacks and consequently were deeply influ
enced by the romantic and hedonistic Negro personality. Cash does not 
explicitly say what forces produced this Negro personality, but the implica
tion is that Negro personality is fixed by the laws of genetics. But if the 
more likely position is taken that Negro and white personalities are shaped by 
environment and experience, then the reader is left with yet another Cashian 
paradox: violence in the w.hite personality stems at the same time from the 
effect of being unrestrained and from imitating the Negro personality which 
was formed out of a situation of dependency and subordination. 

It may be that the mediating variable that brings together the various 
inconsistencies in Cash's explanation of how violence came to be .established 
in the late ante-bellum period as part of the Southern personality is the 
absence of law. Not disorganization nor individualism, not dominance nor 
fJubmissiol1, not lack of restraint-none of these forces played as important a 
role as the absence of inFtitutions of law enforcell)ent in forcing Southerners 
to resort to the private,':lettlement of disputes. Cash makes this explicit in 
his treatment of Reconstruction, the second frontier. 

During Reconstruction, according to Cash, Southern whites resorted to 
individual and collective violence because the courts were dominated by 
carpetbaggers and scalawags. Though this is logical, it is not consistent with 
Cash's earlier argument that the growth of law had been inhibited on the ante
bellum frontier by the desire of Southerners to provide their own justice. 
Apparently the direction of causation in the relationship between law and 
violence changes in accordance with the needs of Cash's interpretation. 

Just as the first and second Southern frontiers simultaneously promoted 
social solidarity and'h'1dtvidualism, the third Southern frontier, Progress, 
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changed the South in the direction of the American norm of Babbittry while 
at the same time accommodating continuity in the basic traits of the Southern 
mind. A further paradox is involved in the impact of progress on the pattern 
of violence. Because violence originally arose from individualism, Cash says, 
the growth of towns should have brought a decrease in rates of violence. This 
decrease did not materialize because progress also brought poverty and 
poverty destroys individualism. Cash in effect argues that individualism pro
duced violence in the ante-bellum period and the loss of individualism pro
duced violence in the 20th century. 

Though Cash failed to produce a coherent theory of Southern violence, he 
did focus on two factors that are obvious possibilities as the chief motive 
forces of Southern violence: the frontier experience and the presence of the 
Negro. The American frontier did8pawn violence, but it seems impro~able 
that the frontier could have much to do. with the fact that in the 20th-century 
Southern states on the Eastern seaboard have much higher rates of violence 
than the nation at large. There is also considerable difficulty with the notion 
that the presence of large numbers of Negroes accounts for the great pro
pensity of whites for violence. There is, in fact, very little interracial homi
cide,36 and there is no reason to question John Dollard's hypothesis that 
Negroes murder and assault each other with such appalling frequency because 
of their daily frustrations in dealing with white men. Because aggressions 
against whites would call forth extreme negative sanctions, frustrated Negroes 
display their aggressive feelings to other Negroes.37· If this is the case, it is 
difficult to see how high rates of violence among the dominant white group 
would also be attributed to the white-Negro relationship, especially when the 
presence of Negroes in the North is not accompanied by a proportionate rate 
of violence among the whites. It is also intere&ting that whites in South 
Mrica who also experienced frontier conditions and a subordinate nonwhite 
population have.a homicide-suicide ratio almost identical to the ratio for the 
American North but quite different from that of the Southern whites. 

Subservience, rather than dominance, may be the condition that underlies 
a pattern of low SHR1s. Franz Fanon, in his controversial book, The 
Wretched of the Earth, suggests that the oppressed status of a colonial people 
produced a patt1ern of aggressiveness directed against fellow colonials and a 
need to achieve manhood through violence. That task of revolutionaries is to 
mobilize the aggressive drives, provide them a sustaining ideOlogy, and direct 
them against the oppressors.38 The South's defeat in the Civil War and its 
position as an economic dependency of the industrial Northeast qualifies it 
for consideration as a violent colonial region. In addition to the difficulty of 
separating the effects of subserviency from the effects of sheer underdevelop
ment, the problem with this line of reasoning is that the heroic myths created 
about the "Lost Cause" and the relatively early return of home rule after the 
Civil War may have mitigated the trauma of defeat and !!<>cialdislocation. It 
would be difficult to maintain that the South's historical experience as a 
region is the equivalent of the sort of cultural conflict that leads to the loss 
of self-esteem, disrupts the processes of socialization, and initiates the cycle 
of self-crippling behavior within the subordinate group.39 Furthermore, 
American Indians have responded to their experience of defeat and repression 
with higher rates of suicide and other intra punitive behavior rather than with 
aggression against others;" Similarly, while industrialization was transforming 
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and disrupting its established folk culture, Harlan County, Ky., had the highest 
homicide rates in the country, but a study of community growth in New 
England finds suicide and depressive disorders highly correlated with the 
disruptive impact of geographic mobility.40 

Though the social sciences offer no clearly authenticated hypothesis that 
predicts the relationship in different populations between homicide and 
suicide rates,41 there are some potentially illuminating investigations cur
rently in progress. Assuming that depressed mental patients are people who 
have turned anger inward through the mechanism of introjection and guilt 
when under chronic stress, while paranoid patients are those who have turned 
anger outward through the mechanism of denial and projection, one study has 
found an interesting association between the pattern of intra family communi
cation and the direction taken by mental pathology when it occurred. De
pressed patients in this study came from families in which the children were 
forced to try by themselves to attain the desired forms of behavior through 
positive, "ought" channels. Children in the families of paranoid patients 
were forced into acceptable modes of behavior by negative "ought not" 
procedures. 

"In families of depressed patients the child comes to view his environment 
as non-threatening to him physically. It is something to be manipulated by 
him in order to bring about the desired effects that will win approval. There 
is directionality here, and it is from the child toward his environment. On 
the other hand, in families of paranoid patients the child comes to view his 
environment as having potentially harmful properties that he cannot control 
and that must be avoided in some way. Here the directionality is from the 
environmentctoward the child."42 

The hypothesis is that a manipulative attitude toward the environment 
will be associated with intrapunitive behavior and that a passive attitude 
toward the environment, with the absence of the internalization of a feeling 
of responsibility for the self, will be correlated with a greater use of projec
tion in ego-defense. 

There are firm indications that cultural patterning as well as child-rearing 
techniques will affect the perception of the environment and the orientation 
of the personality on the paranoia-<iepression continuum. In Burma, a 
hierarchical and age-graded society, the social and physical environment is 
typically perceived as potentially harmful, and Burma has one of the highest 
homicide rates in the world.43 There is also the possibility of a connection 
between the high rates of violence among Afro-Americans and the recent 
diagnosis that the Negro psyche has been rendered paranoic by the hostile 
American environment.44 

Testing the hypothesis that a paranoidal perception of the environment is 
the root cause of the pattern of violence in the white South is a problem for 
future scholarship. The most immediately useful technique would be an 
opinion survey of attitudes toward violence, perceptions of the environment, 
feelings of personal efficacy, and other measures of alienation. There may be 
regional differentials in these categories as well as class,'a.ge, and sexual dif
ferentials. A rigorous comparison of rates of violence in perhaps a Kentucky 
county and an Ohio county at comparable stages of settlement is also a 
pronusing approach. The records of the county court, the reports of the 
state attorney' general, and newspaper surveys might produce useful data on 
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individual as well as collective violence. Some effort must be made to deter
mine when the South became violent. The timing may reveal much about the 
relationship of slavery to violence. The possible effects of Scotch-Irish immi
gration, population density, temperature, and religious fundamentalism 
should be investigated with quantitative methods. Even though the SHR's of 
Australia and Canada fit the European mold, some insight may derive from 
pursuing such comparative cases in a detailed manner. There is much that 
can be done. 

Meanwhile, in the search for a valid explanation of Southern violence the 
most fruitful av~nue will probably be one that seeks to identify and trace the 
development of a,Southern world view that defines the social, political, and 
physical environm~nt as hostile and casts the white Southerner in the role o~ 
the passive victim ,of malevolent forces. When scholars locate the values that 
make up this world view and the process by which it was created and is trans
mitted, the history of the South will undoubtedly prove to have played a 
major role. The un-American experiences of guilt, defeat, and poverty will be 
major constituents of the relevant version of tli'lt history, 45 but perhaps they 
will not loom so large as the sense of grievance that is at the heart of the 
Southern identity.' 

The South was created by the need to protect a peculiar institution from 
threats originating outside the region. Consequently, the Southern identity 
has been linked from the fIrst to a siege mentality. Though Southerners have 
many other identities, they are likely to be most conscious of being 
Southerners when they are defending their region against attack from outside 
forces: abolitionists, the Union Army, curpetbaggers, Wall Street and Pitts
burgh, civil-rights agitators, the Federal Government, fe!l!ini~!!!Ls.ocialism, 
trade unionism, Darwinism, communism, atheism, daylight saving time, and 
other byproducts of modernity. This has made for an extreme sensitivity to 
criticism from outsiders and a tendency to excuse local faults as the products 
of forces beyond human control or beyond local control. If the South was 
poor, it was because the Yankees stole all the JllIllily silver and devastated the 
region in other ways after the Civil War. If industrialization seemed in
ordinately slow in the South, it was because of a conspiracy of Northern 
capitalists to maintaip the South as an economic colony. Added to this experi
ence with perceived threats has been the fact that almost every significant 
change in the life of the South. has been initiated by external powers. This is 
even true of industrialization. Though there was a fervent native movement 
to sponsor industrialization, absentee ownership has been characteristic. 
Furthermore, the real qualitative change in the Southern pattern of low value
added industry came as a result ofWor14 War II and the activities of the 
Federal Government. 

Being Southern, then, inevitably involves a feeling of persecution at times 
and a sense of being a passive, insignificant object of alien or impersonal forces. 
Such a historical experience has fostered a world view that supports the denial 
of responsibility and locates threats to the region outside the region and 
threats to the person outside the self. From the Southern past arises the 
symbiosis of profuse hospitality toward strangers and the paradox that the 
Southern heritage is at the same time one of grace and violence. 
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PART VI 

INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT 
,AND INTERNAL STRIFE 

Psychoanalysts no'sooner popularize~ the con
cept of displacement than some scholars made an 
analytic leap of f3ith to propose that wars repre
sented a displacement of aggresSions within the 
community onto foreign enemies. Conflict theor
ists, relying more on reason than faith, suggested 
that in the face of external coriflict, members of a 
community were likely to join ranks and minimize 
their differences. Some factually oriented sociol
ogists and political scientists pointed out that un
successful wars had frequently led to revolutionary 
movements: for example, in Russia in 1918, in 
Bavaria the next year, and Italy several· years after 
that. Opponents of the war in Vietnam have sug
gested that the increase in domestic turmoil in re
cent ye:us is the work of those who tak~ their cues 
from the internationaJactions of the govern~ent. 

Some cautions, bui(~o definitive answers, for 
grand theorizing about connections between ex
ternal and internal conflicts are suggested· by the 
examination of the historical and contemporary 
experience of the United States in the following 
two chapters. Robin Brooks points out that some 
of th~ wars the United States has fought have been 
accompanied by direct internal protest, others·not. 
When specifically antiwar protest has occurred, its 
immediate 'sources have been the belief that a partic
ular war was unjust, and resentment against its 
contingent requirements of conscription and mate
rial support. IOpposition on both grounds was es
pecially widespread during the Civil War, in both the 
Nor~h· and the 'Southi!luring World War I; and during 
the Vietnam war. In the latter two wars the pro
testers seldom resorted to violence on their own 
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initiative. They were however frequent targets of 
retaliatory violence by groups of outraged citizens 
and by the police and military. Despite the histor
ical continuity of American antiwar protest, and 
especially of the patterns of severe governmental 
response, Brooks concludes that the contemporary 
anti-Vietnam protest is of such an unprecedented 
magnitude and reflects such a broad constituency 
that historical guidelines have little to tell liS. 

Raymond Tanter examines systematically the 
relations between the Vietnam involvement and the 
incidence of various forms of domestic turmoil. 
His evidence supports the obvious connection: 
that periods of escalation were accompanied by a 
high incidence of antiwar protest. Less obviously, 
opposition has not increased consistently with the 
absolute level or duration of the war. Brooks' 
paper provides an important qualification to the 
last point: although the incidence of war protest 
may not have increased as the war has dragged on, 
the most militant protestors have come increas
ingly to challenge the legitimacy of the political 
system that conducts the war and to assert their 
willingness to use violence to oppose it. 

The evidence for an association between the Viet
nam war and the supposed breakdown o~ norms 
that has' led to domestic turmoil other than anti
war protest -is inconclusive, in Professor Tanter's-"" . 
judgment. Crimes, strikes, and urban riots have 
seasorial fluctuations that are more striking than 
any correspondence with events in Vietnam. Urban 
riots were most numerous in the years of escalation, 
but it is at best a hypothesis that the phenomena 
are related. 
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Chapter 15 

]JOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

AND AMERICA'S WARS: 

AN HISTORICAL 
INTERPRET A TION 

By Robin Brooks* 

INTRODUCTION 

This essay analyzes the domestic protest and violence that erupted in 
response to American involvement in the nine major wars carried on by the 
United States since 1775: the Revolution, the War of 1812, the Mexican War, 
the Civil War, the Spanish-American War, World Wars I and II, the Korean 
war, and the current war in Vietnam. The focus is further limited to include 
only those conflicts with a clearly antiwar component-e.g., the New York 
City Draft Riots of 1863-while excluding the racial violence of World Wars 
I and II and the ghetto rebellions of the last 4 years. Violence initiated by 
opponents of the war or by those who support it-whether civilians, police, 
or military-is examined, but not technically nonviolent events like the legal 
repression of draft resisters or the relocation of Japanese-Americans in 1942. 
Further, a distinction is made between violence that in effect represents sup
port for the other side in internecine conflicts like the Civil War or the 
American Revolution, and viole:;,ce arising from opposition to war beyond 
America's borders or to the means by which it is carried on. The inquiry 
seeks to understand why there have been so few antiwar riots in the American 
past, despite much opposition to American wars, and to draw some .conclu
sions about similarities and differences between antiwar violence d:uring the 
present conflict, and that in our past. 

mSTORICAL RETROSPECT 

Opposition to the Revolution 

The American Revolutionary era is replete with violence involving mobs 
and unofficial bodies of men. Before the actual outbreak of the Revolution, 

*.Robin Brooks is associate professor of history at San Jose State College, where he spe
cializes in the American Revolution and the Early National period. His publications 
include "Alexander Hamilton, Melancton Smith, and the Ratification of the New York 
Constitution," William and Mary Quarterly, 3d series, vol. XXIV (Oct. 1.967). 
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numerous violent outbreaks occurred: the Boston Massacre, the Gaspe 
incident, the Regulator movement, tenant riots in Westchester County, N.Y., 
and the mobbing of Stamp Act collectors, to cite just a few. During the war 
itself, bloody conflicts between Tories and Whigs occurred frequently in New 
York, the Carolinas, and along the frontier. But these seemed to have involved 
less opposition to the war itself than a taking of sides in a civil war. None of 
them, I h~lieve, fits the criteria of an antiwar riot. 

The so-called "Fort Wilson" riot, in Philadelphia, October 4-6, 1779, is 
somewhat more difficult to categorize. The origins of the Fort Wilson riot 
might be described as a popular movement to punish some opponents of war, 
but it quickly moved beyond that liIpitation. After the British evacuated 
Philadelphia, early in 1779, popular resentment against suspected Tories 
mounted. The suspects included some Quakers, at once conscientiqus oppo
nents of war, but also British sympathizers and'v.realthy merchants. When 
the Pennsylvania government's appointed committee did not seem to be 
acting effectively, the popular militia moved to take the law into its own 
hands. Its committee, composed of one man from each company, moved 
swiftly against Tories-and also against "engrossers, monopolizers, and those 
who sympathized with them, as well as certain lawyers who had appeared as 
counsel for the accused at the Tory trials."l Placards appeared, denouncing 
several prominent leaders of the Revolution, among them Declaration of 
Independence signers Robert Morris (speculating in flour) and James Wilson 
(lawyer for the Tories). 

The militia committee and its sympathizers, after attempting in vain to find 
leaders among prominent radicals like painter Charles Wilson Peale, set out to 
punish the evildoers. After arresting several suspects, including a number of 
Quakers, they headed toward the home of James Wilson. Wilson's friends, 
among them some of the most prominent Philadelphia Whigs, had armed and 
barricaded themselves in his house. The mob approached, and one of its 
leaders, a ship's joiner, disclaimed any intention of attacking Wilson, he ex
plained that they supported the constitt.~ion of Philadelphia, but that "the 
laboring part of the city had become desperate from the high price of the 
necessaries oflife."2 The procession marched on and had mostly passed 
Wilson's house when a member of the garrison, a Captain Campbell, opened a 
window and waved a pistol at the crowd. Who fired first is not known, but 
in the exchange of shots Campbell was mortally wounded. A battle ensued 
with casualties on both sides, quelled only when the Philadelphia Light-Horse 
Cavalry, led by Gen. Joseph Reed, the state's chief executive, charged upon 
and dispersed the mob. 

Twenty-seven of its number were jailed, while Wilson and his fellow de
fenders left town. Many returned-.. WiIson prudently accepted his friends' 
counsel to stay away-to organize plans for dealing with the militia, whose 
officers had proposed violent measures to free their friends. This action was 
forestalled whJn the militiamen were set free on bail, and General Reed 
managed to conciliate both sides. Ultimately no one was prosecuted, as the 
Assembly declared an Act of Amnesty for all implicated persons. In summa
tion, the riot was only peripherally connected with opposition to war, and 
more clearly a case of class or economic conflict.3 

In Dutchess County, N.Y., during July 1776, and again in Columbia County 
in August 1777, farmers took up arms against Revolutionary authorities, and 
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were suppressed after some fighting. But is it not possible to discern from the 
fragmentary surviving records whether they acted out of opposition to the 
war per se, which fell harshly upon them in requIsitioning goods and supplies 
and in sometimes requiring military service as a proof of loyalty, or whether 
their actions were simply an expression of economic grievances or of loyalty 
to His Majesty George 111.4 Nor can we find clear-cut evidence of civilian 
riots against the British authorities occupying New York and other cities. On 
balance, it appears there was very little antiwar violence of kind that might 
usefully be compared to that of our own time. 

The War of 1812 and the Mexican War 

The War of 1812, in contrast, is neatly organized for the purposes of our 
study. It furnished one major and one minor riot, plus a fine scholarly ex
planation of the sources of social cleavage of the day. 

The Baltimore Federalist newspaper, the Federal Republican, published a 
harsh critique of President Madison and the Republican Party for the declara
tion of war against Britain, just a few days after the event. A loyal mob 
-promptly destroyed the editor's house and his press, forcing him to flee to 
the District of Columbia. But other Baltimore Federalists, taking a princi
pled stand for freedom of the press and their right to express their antiwar 
opinions, arranged to have another issue of the paper (published in Washing
ton) circulated in Baltimore and carrying a Baltimore address ofl,the masthead. 
They shut themselves up in the house they named, armed, and pr~pared to 
defend their rights. On July 27,1812, the mob attacked the twenty de
fenders. After a sharp battle, in which some of the attackers were killed or 
wounded, the mob brought up cannon. The mayor's intervention, with 
cavalry, halted the action. He then persuaded the Federalists to go to jail to 
await trial. Inexplicably, the troops protecting the jail were called· off-other 
members cf the city militia had refused to serve-thereby exposing the 
prisoners to renewed attack. The mob-led by two butchers- broke into the 
jail, took out the prisoners, and beat them savagely. Eight were beaten into 
insensibility and tossed into a heap in front of the jail, from where the mob 
refused to allow them to be removed until noon the next day. General 
Lingan, a hero of the Revolution, was beaten to death. Gen. Henry Lee, 
former Governor of Virginia, colleague of Washington, and father of Robert 
E. Lee, nearly suffered the .same fate; almost 2 months later he could neither 
talk nor eat solid food. Other Federalists were manhandled and tortured for 
hours before finally escaping or being released. No punishment was visited 
upon the mob.S 

In direct response to this event, New Englanders opposed to the war took 
revenge on one of their own. On August 3, 1812, Massachusetts Congressman 
·Charles Turner, who had voted for war, returned to his horne in Plymouth. In 
addition to br.ing a Republican Congressman, he was also Chief Justice of 
Sessions for Plymouth County. This made no difference to his antiwar 
Federalist neighbors, who seized him on the main streefl'B~d kicked him 
.through the town.6 

Neither Henry Adams, in his great history of the period, nor the histories 
of any of the major towns record any other mob action during the War of 
1812. But Roger N. Brown, in TM! Republic in Peril' 1812, offers an explana-
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tion of the bitter cleavage in politics. He contends that Federalists and Re
publicans were deeply divided, each certain that the other side Iud th~ worst 
motives-for going to war or for opposing it-in mind, and that each sIde was 
prepared to· go to almost any length~ to frustrat~ its enemies: . "Repub~can 
and Federalist views of party OpposItes are largelY false ... wild parodIes of 
the truth." Such views stem from "personal inexperience with political 
parties that encouraged men to identify opponents with their fears." What 
experience they had, "derived as it was from history and the faction~~ con
tests of the colonial period, instinctively presumed prolonged opposItIon to 
rest on selfish, even traitorous motives .... Eighteenth-century political 
thought extolled the blessings of the harmonious commonwealth and con- . 
demned sustained organized party activity" for ignoring the common good m 
pursuit of power.1 .. 

Given such sharp polarization as Brown descrIbes, why do we fmd such 
little violence during the War of 1812? One explanation might lie in the 
comparatively high degree of consensus within e~c~ section; e.~., ~altimore 
was overwhelmingly Fe~leralist, so that no opposItIon dared rruse ItS head after 
the riots. But suchan explanation does not explain why violence did not 
flare up in the margin:!l areas. Perhaps a more useful explanation might run 
counter to Brown's, to. ;suggest that many people did not care much about the 
war one way or the other, while the open, legitimate, and effective channels 
of expression·~the press and the political system-afforded adequate outlets 
for the concerned minorities. 

At least this is the explanation offered by Charles G. Sellers for the lack of 
antiwar riots during the Mexican )Var.8 (There may have been some such 
incidents, but a sampling of the press and periodicals, diaries, town histories, 
and other secondary accounts does not reveal any of which I am aware.) The 
Mexican War also elicited sectional cleavage, very similar to that of 1812, 
with New England largely opposed and the South and West largely in favor. 
But because political opinion could easily be translated into effective protest 
Clnd political movements, SeHers suggests, there would be little cause for riots 
on the part of those opposed to the war. Since the actual tlghting from the 
outbreak of the war until the capture of Mexico City lasted less than 18 
months and produced an uninterrupted string of U.S. victories, we might 
speculate that antiwar protests would be less than desperate while prowar 
groups could afford to be tolerant of mil>guided scrupulousness. 

The Civil War 

The Civil War, of course, is quite another matter. Replete with all sorts of 
violence arising from opposition to the war, both North and South, it con
fronts the historian with the need to make fine distinctions about_the purposes 
of the participants. Only a few .days after the firing on Fort Sumter had 
initiated the conflict, some 10,000 Confederate sympathizer~ in Baltimore, 
carrying the Stars and Bars at their head, attacked approximately 2,000 Union 
troops from Massachusetts and Pennsylvania who were passing through "mob
town" en route to Washington, D.C. The soldiers opened fire to protect 
themselves, but it took the resolute action of the Baltimore police to enable 
them to esCape the fury of the mob. At least 12 citizens and 4 soldiers died 
in the affray . Yet this conflict belongs properly to the history of the Civil 
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War itself, rather than to the category of antiwar violence.9 Subsequently 
French S. Evans, who had been a well-known newspaper editor before the war, 
fled Baltimore to escape ~ln irate mob prepared to punish him for the expres
sion of pro-Union sentiments. lO 

Similarly, many actions of Unionists in the South might properly fall 
within the category of pro-Northern demonstration rather than that of antiwar 
protest. Georgia Lee Tatum's Disloyalty in the Confederacy tells us that in 
almost every State of the Confederacy, conscription roused bitter opposition 
among the poor whites. The German areas of Texas, the mountains of 
Appalachia and the Ozarks, and the swamps of Florida all became centers for 
deserters and the disaffected from which guerrilla warfare emanated and into 
which Confederate recruiting otTicers and provost marshals could venture only 
with the escort of the Army. Let qs consider three events which might be 
considered as reflecting in some measure antiwar violence. 

Western North Carolina was originally a source of loyalty to the Con
federacy. But when the conscription law omitted owners of 20 or more slaves 
from its purview, disaffection flared up. W. W. Holden, editor of the Raleigh 
Standard, became the leader of the antiwar movement in the state, writing 
editorials that came perilously close to treason in the eyes of many. On 
September 9,1863, a detachment of Georgia troops en route through 
Raleigh attacked the office of the Standard. The next day a Unionist mob 
attacked and destroyed the Raleigh State Journal, the pro-Confederate paper 
in town. Although Governor Vance maintained a neutral attitude during this 
period of strife, Holden ran against him as a peace candidate for Governor 
in 1864. Those voting for Holden in some areas where pro-Confederate 
sentiment still nm strong found themselves subjected to what one of the 
state's historians euphemistically called "violent unpopularity."ll 

German settlers around Austin, Texas, generally opposed the Confederate 
cause. Draftees at Industry, Texas (in Austin County), in December 1862, 
attacked a Confederate officer and drove him away, after which they organ
ized armed bodies to defend themselves, threatening to destroy those of 
their fellow Germans who were loyal to the Confedemc.1,)2 At the same 
time, citizens of Randolph County, in northern Alabama, defied the Con
scription Act., Led by their very active Peace Society, an armed mob raided 
the county jail forcibly to free arrested deserters.l3 

Opposition to conscription proved to be the major source of mob violence 
in the North, too. German immigrants in Port Washington, Wisconsin, attacked 
a draft commissioner, destroyed draft machinery, and sacked the homes of 
prominent Republicans until di~persed by troops. This story could be re
peated in abnost every midwestern state. One enrolling officer was killed in 
Indiana, another in Wisconsin. An Irish mob in Chir.ago manhandled a U.S. 
marshal. 14 

But the most notorious case of all was the great New York City Draft 
Riot, of July 13-17, 1863, one which dwarfs by comparison all (:ontemporary 
racial or antiwar violence. Estimates of the size of the mobs, which fought 
police, militia, and federal troops, run as high as 50,000. Its most recent 
chronicler suggests total deaths were as many as 1,300 and damage above $5 
million~ while acknowledging that these must remain imprecise estimates. 
Official records list 18 persons killed by the rioters, 11 of them Negores; but 
more than 70 persons, most of them Negro, were reported missing, and many 
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of them were never accounted for. Nor is there agreement about the general 
causes of the riot. The Conscription Act, of course, provided the occasion, 
as it went into operation only 2 days before the eruption of the riots. B'Ut 
the vicious persecution of blacks by the mobs, largely made up of poor Irish 
immigrants, indicates that the identification of the Civil War with the cause 
of Emancipation was a major factor, compounded by competition for jobs 
and status at the bottom of the urban pecking order. Class animosity entered 
into the equation, too, because the $300-exemption clause made the war into 
"a rich man's war but a poor man's fight." 15 

New York City was not the only center of antidraft rioting in the East. 
Irish miners in the anthracite coalfields of Pennsylvania rioted; so did Con
necticut draftees.16 But the draft was not the only source of antiwar vio
lence during the Civil War; the organized peace movement in the North also 
led to violence. 

Clement Vallandigham, Ohio Peace Democratic Congressman, proved the 
main focus of antiwar agitation in the North. On May 1, 1863, Union troops 
arrested Vallandilgham in his hometown of Dayton for a speech denouncing 
the war. A mob of his sympathizers burned down the pro administration 
paper, the Dayton Journal (and when the fire got out of hand, a good bit 
more of the town). Federal troops were called in to quell the rioting, and did 
so after killing one member of the mob. In Indianapolis that same month, a 
pro-Vallandigham rally was broken up by armed soldiers with considerable 
violence erupting, none of it fatal. 17 

Many antiwar demonstrations and rallies suffered a similar fate. As early 
as August 16, 1961, veterans (of 3 months' service) broke up a peace meeting 
in Saybrook, Connecticut. At Stepney, in the same state, loyalist from Bridge': 
port led by P. T. Barnum and sewing-machine heir Elias Howe, Jr., attacked a 
meeting and tore down its peace flag. Returning to Bridgport, despite the 
pleas of Barnurn and Howe, the mob, now swelled to over 8,000, destroyed 
the Copperhead Bridgeport Farmer. 18 Other Copperhead papers like the 
Columbus [Ohio] Crisis, the Dubuque [Iowa] Herald, and the Chicago Times 
suffered from attacks by soldiers and civilians. But in both Connecticut and 
in the Midwest; federal crackdowns on the peace movement-involving vio
lation of due process for those arrested by suspension of habeas corpus and 
arbitrary incarceration without trial-succeeded in destroying organized peace 
activity in the North.19 David Donald has ascribed the greater ability of the 
North than the South to suppress opposition to an excess of democracy in the 
Confederacy; I suspect that the victories of Grant and Sherman in 1863 and 
1864 also played a large part, insofar as "nothing succeeds like success."20 

The Spanish-American War 

The Spanish-American War-John Hay's "splendid little war"-was effec
tively over in 3 montl;l.s. It had been enormously popular to begin with, and 
cost only 379 battle casualties (although more than 5,000 Americans died' 
from disease and food poisoning), so it should be no surprise to dIscover that 
there was no antiwar violence. Curiously, there was considerable opposition 
in lIigh places to the war'.s imperial fruits-tlIe annexation of Puerto Rico, the 
Philippines, etc. Mark Twain, Andrew Carnegie, William Ja,mes, House 
Speaker Thomas Reed, and E. L. Godkin, editor of tlIe Nation, were all active 
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in the Anti-Imperialist movement. But none of these men could have-and 
none showed the slightest interest in-organized popular antiwar violence, 
and none was forthcoming from any other source.21 

World War I 

Opponents o/War, 1917-1918, by H. C. Peterson and Gilbert C. Fite, 
provides an outstanding treatment of antiwar violence during World War I. 
The persistence and scale of violence, as well as the social base of opposition 
to this war, make it the nearest thing to a parallel with the present situation. 
But it differes sharply with the present in that almost every case of violence 
occurred when patriotic mobs attacked opponents of war. From the long and 
appalling list of incidents compiled by Peterson and Fite, I could find only 
tlIe follow.ing two in which the initiative for violence appeared to originate 
with tlIe antiwar movement. 

An anticonscription meeting of 2,000 persons in New York City on June 
15., 1917, almost led to a riot. Word that soldiers and sailors had surrounded 
the hall.and intended to question membe:rs of the audience as they came out 
caused a near panic. According to the New York Times report, thfl service
men who tried to block the doors were hit by flying wedges of the audience, 
and cursed by more than 10,000 more o:nlookers outside the hall.22 

More serious was the "Green Corn Rebellion" of eastern Oklahoma. 
Before the outbreak of war, poor tenants and sharecroppers had formed the 
Working Class Union, a syndicalist organization associated with the Industrial 
Workers of the World. In August 1917, several hundred of these farmers 
assembled, intending to march on Washington, take over the Government, and 
8tOP the war. They expected to be joined by many thousands more who 
objected to the war and the draft across the country. While waiting for other 
¥lCU members to rally to them, they subsisted on unripe green corn. TlIey 
had cut some telegraph wires and attempted without success to destroy rail
road bridges, when they were attacked and dispersed by patriotic posses. 
Some 450 antiwar farmers were arrested; many were released but minor 
offenders were sentenced to incarceration from 60 days to 2 years, and the 
leaders drew 3- to lO-year sentences.23 

In all the other cases Peterson and Fite record, violence was initiated by 
patriots. In Boston, in July 1917, 8,000 Socialists and other radicals staged 
an antiwar parade. Sailors and soldiers, attacking in regular formations upon 
command by an officer, broke up the parade; the paraders were beaten and 
the Socialist Party headquarters raided. None of the approximately 10,000 
persons involved in the attack was arrested; 10 of those attacked were.24 In 
Collinsville, Illinois, a young man of German birth, registered as an enemy alien 
and professing Socialist leanings-but with no record of having opposed the 
war overtly-was lynched by a.drunken mob. WlI~n its leaders were indicted, 
their attorneys called their act a "patriotic murder," and the local jury 
acquitted them after 25 minutes' deliberation.25 

At Rutgers University, in the only case of a campus riot I have found prior 
to the present conflict, fellow students demanded that Samuel Chovenson, an 
antiwar Socialist, speak at their Liberty Loan rally. When he refused, they 
stripped him, covered him with molasses and feathers, and paraded him 
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through New Brunswick.26 Berkeley, California, also had its riot, although it 
was not primarily a campus affair: a mob attacked religious pacifists, burned 
down their tabernacle (a tent), and dunked them in their baptismal tank
whereupon the authorities arrested the pacifists and jailed them.27 

A major source of opposition to World War I was the People's Council of 
America for Peace and Democracy. Its meetings were broken up in Phila
delphia, Wilmington, and Chicago. When pacifi&t minister Herbert Bigelow, a 
Socialist, attempted to speak under the Council's auspices in Newport, Ken
tucky, a mob seized, bound and gagged him, drove him 20 miles into a forest 
and lashed him repeatedly with a blacksnake whip on his bare back.' The as
sistant Attorney General of the United States commented that no.statement 
against the attackers would be considered unless it was by a "responsible citi
zen," while the dean of the University of Minnesota Law School, denouncing 
the People's Council, said that "wartime was no time to quibble about consti
tutional rights and guarantees."28 When Irish opponents of the war paraded 
carrying a red flag in Butte, Montana, on June 6, 1917-the day after the draft 
law went into effect-patriotic citizens, reinforced by the police and by the 
state militia with fixed bayonets, dispersed the demonstration. Twenty ar
rests were made, all of demonstrators.29 Elsewhere, sailors and soldiers broke 
up a Philadelphia anticonscription meeting.30 

The Industrial Workers of the World, advocates of direct action and 
sabotage in the interest of revolutionary syndicalism, pose a special problem 
of interpretation. They had been the most militant and violent opponents 
of the American capitalist system, especially in the West, before the war. 'As 
revolutionaries, they were hardly pacifists, but they sharply opposed the war 
as a war for big business. In this circumstance patriotism became the cover 
under which the enemies of the IWW could destroy it. Mass jailings, beatings, 
and deportations of "Wobbli(!s" took place in Arizona, Montana, and other 
states. In Butte, patriotic vigilantes seized IWW organizer Frank Little, 
dragged him through the streets tied behind their automobile until his knee
caps were scraped off, then hanged him to a railroad trestle. The New York 
Times commented, on August 1, 1917, that the lynching was "deplorable and 
detestable," but noted that "IWW agitators are in effect and perhaps in fact, 
agents of Germany. The Federal government should make short work of 
these treasonable cC~lspirators against the United States."31 

For the Times, then and subsequently, the only alternative to lynching 
was federal suppression and dissent against the war. The Christian Science 
Monitor agreed. It editorialized on May 4, 1918: ''The most regrettable thing 
about the whole matter is that, owing to the failure of the state and federal 
courts to deal adequately with the problem, private citizens are left, in seIf
protection, to take the law into their own hand." Governor Lowden of 
Illinois, U.S. Attorney General Gregory, and other members of the Cabinet, 
and many Senators and Congressmen agreed. The upshot was thflSedition 
Act, a sweeping amendment to the Espionage Act, aimed to muzzle all except 
"friendly" criticism of the Government, the armed forces, the Constitution, . 
the flag, and the war: Its signature into law by President Wilson on May 16, 
1918, led to some 1,500 arrests, effectively superseding moli action against 
opponents of war as it effectively wiped out all expression of dissent.32 

Peterson and Fite provide an appropriate conclusion: they note that "a 
strong minority bitterly resented the war and conscription," but (as 
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Attorney General Gregory said) "their propaganda was almost}mmediately 
suppressed and destroycd."33 

World War II 

World War II was totally unlike World War I. Norman Thomas, veteran 
Socialist and. pacifist leader, reported in 1943: 

Now it is true that there has been almost no interference by legal 
authorities or by mobs with public meetings. There has been ... no 
parallel to the wholesale arrests under the Espionage Act ... : In every . 
previous war in which we have ~ngaged t~ere. has been orgam~ed OppOSI
tion of various strength. last tIme, despIte ngorous su.ppresslOn, O?PO
sition was persistent and by no means conf~ed to enemy sympathlZers. 
Opposition to active participation in this war, strong before Pearl 
Harbor, completely dissolved after the surpri~e attack by. Japan and the 
Japanese and German declarations of war agamst the Uruted States .... 

Roger Baldwin, director of the America? Civil Li~erties ~n~on (itse~f 
formed to protect pacifists in their expreSSlOn of antiwar .0pIIUons ~urmg 
World War I), agreed fully with Tho~as. _I:Ie not:d that fum, effect~ve. 
Government actIon had "iended to allay fear and to create the conVlctlOn 
that any movements obstructive of the war are. we~ in hand.".34 As a result, 
he found, "we experience no .hysteria, no war-m~~ued m~b. vlOlence, no 
organization of virtuous patriots.seeking out seditlOus opmlOn, and no .. 
hostility to persons of German or Italian origin." He di~ not~ the h~stilit.Y 
to persons of Japanese origin, but commented that "while painfully m :v~
dence, [it] is largely confined to the Pacific Coast and smaller commurutles 
in the West."35 

Attorney General Earl Warren of California, testifying before a congres:
sional hearing concerned with the forcible remov~ of.t~ese ~am~ Japanese
Americans, warned that "my own belief concernmg VlgilantIs,? IS that the. 
people do not engage in vigilante activities so long as !hey behe~e that therr " 
Government through its agencies is taking care of therr ~ost sen~us problem. 
Only if they believe that that is not ~appe~g do t~ey ~tart t~king the law 
into their own hands." Mr. Warren, m asking for thlS raCIst achon-Japa~ese 
removal-was also making an important point about our treatment of senous 
dissent.in wartime: either the Government suppresses it legally, or the people 
will suppress it violently. Despite the long, uncertain course of World War II, 
its origins guaranteed that there would be such little dissent that the people 
could tolerate what the Government did not suppress.36 

The Korean War 

The Korean war appears as an excellent example of consensus thr?ugh 
crackdown. Like the War of 1812, the Korean war generated one bnef 
flash of opposition. On August 2, 1950, New York City ~pponents of the 
war, mostly leftists, held a rally despite refusal by the police to ~ant th~m a 
permit. The rally drew a few thousand people, but they were qUIckly dis
persed -by a heavy police force. The New York Times reporter noted that 
"some of the demonstrators who refused orders to disperse were badly beaten 
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by the police. Some were charged by mounted police who rode onto crowded 
sidewalks: On the whole, however, the police used restraint. "37 There were 
two other newsworthy incidents, both comparatively minor: Four workers 
in the Linden, New Jersey, plant of General Motors attempted to hand out 
antiwar leaflets at the plant. Their fellow employees b(lat them and threw 
them out of the plant, GM refused to rehire them, and. the United Auto Work
ers expelled them from the union.38 In San Francisco, a meeting of Harry 
Bridges' Longshoremen's Union erupted into a riot when Bridges tried to sub
stitute a peace resolution for one supporting the actions of the United States 
in Korea. {A Senate committee reported that it was seeking ways to jail 
Bridges, and his deportation hearing followed almost immediately.)39 Unlike 
other conflicts, the Korean war began during a period of. greater peacetime re
pression than the country had ever known; as a result the Government itself, 
with committees of the House and Senate playing a role equal to or greater 
than that of the administrative branch, played an enormous role in quashing 
dissent, leaving very little room for the efforts of would-be vigilantes.40 

The War in Vietnam 

And so we come down to the present. Violence in the early stages of the 
war in Vietnam resembled the model of the Korean war and most American 
wars, in that peaceful demonstrators were attacked by citizens or by the po
lice. In October 1965, demonstrators in Berkeley, California, declared their 
intention to close down the Oakland Army Terminal by massive, nonviolent 
action. They were easily turned aside, without violence, by the massed Oak
land police on the borders of that city. Violence erupted when members of 
the Hell's Angels motorcycle gang attacked seated demonstrators, but this 
was quickly quelled by the same Oakland police. Subsequently, nonviolent 
pickets were attacked repeatedly while picketing the Port Chicago, California, 
naval facility, and draft-card burners in Boston were beaten by a Boston 
mob. As late as April 1967 , antiwar demonstrations took the form of peace
ful protest marches (with no violence in San Francisco, and very little in 
New York), but there was a reversion to type during the summer of 1967, 
when pickets protesting the appearance of President John~n at the 
Century-Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles were badly beaten by police. The demon
strators were overwhelmingly a nonviolent group, although they did include a 
few .. a:ctivists who provoked the police onslaught by jeers and intemperate 
language.41 

But the events of "Stop-the-Draft Week"-October 16-22, 1967-appear 
to be something of a watershed. In California, radical student leaders an
nounced that they would close the Oakland Selective Service Induction 
Center "by any means necessary." But tactical divisions reflecting opposing 
principles within the anti-Vietnam movement led to a division of labor. On 
Monday, October 6, l'~lembers and sympathizers of "the Resistance" sat in 
nonviolently and wer~arrested nonviolently. On Tuesday, several thousand 
students and other radicals attempted physically to seal off the induction 
center, and were violently dispersed by the Oakland police. Few were arrested, 
but many were beaten or gassed in response to their token resistance (those 
who resisted nonviolently, and n~wsmen, s~med to bear the brunt of the 
police onslaught). Wednesday saw a return to nonviolence, and wheri Thurs-
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day passed almost without any demonstration, it appeared that the protestors 
fa~::ed an inglorious defeat. But inexplicably, Friday became a day of new, 
escalated tactics by the militants. Instead of trying to stand up to the police, 
some 15,000 activists dispersed all over the ne~ghborhood in the vicinity of 
the induction center. They dragged parked cars into intersections and over
turned them there or. deflated their tires; they blocked traffic with potted 
plants and trash cans; and by fleeing and regrouping they easily avoided the 
superior power of the police. These mobile tactics succeeded in sharply 
redUCing phYSical violence against the demonstrators. 

If "the capture of intersections" delayed the work of the induction center 
scarcely an hour or two, the demonstrators regarded their actions as a moral 
victory. Beyond their ingenious tactical innovations, the militants had also 
embarked on a new stage in opposition to the war: no longer was the leader
ship of the movement in the hands of the nonviolent opponents of war, but 
rather the initiative lay with the activists who, in words at least, claimed the 
right to self-defense and even to take the offensive again!>t the enemy
although in fact they were singularly unsuccessful in effe:ctively opposing 
police violence with violence of their own. 

The crowning event of StCip-the-Draft Week was ''The Siege of the Penta
gon," on Saturday and Sundliiy, October 21-22. Here again, a classically non
violent demonstration, numbering 50,000-100,000, had to share the stage 
with demonstrators who proclaimed their intention to use force, though the 
advocates of violence were in much smaller proportion to the rest than at 
Oakland. Most of the action during the day was nonviolent, but in the small 
hours of the night, soldiers and federal marshals beat many of the young 
demonstrators severely. 42 

Taken together, the Oakland and Pentagon riots indicate a change in focus 
on the part of radical opponents of the war. Until then most opponents of 
the war had tacitly accepted the legitimacy of American institutions by sub
mitting voluntarily to the penalties for civil disobedience; now, however, 
many of the dedicated radical opponents of the war had denied legitimacy 
to the institutions as well as to the war, thus expressing their rejection of the 
notion that justice is to be found at the heart of the American system.43 

This new tendency dominated the events of the next months, as the scene 
of violence shifted to the campus. Beginning with a riot which developed 
when police broke up a demonstration against Dow Chemical C;,o. at San Jose 
State College, in November 1967, violent confrontations between students 
and police occurred repeatedly, with recruitment by Dow Chemica~, the CIA, 
and the Armed Forces triggering the action. Among the sharper strllgg1es 
were those at the Universities of Wisconsin and Iowa, Cornell, Long Beach 
State College, and Sa.nFrancisco State College, culminating in the Coilumbia 
riots of May 1968. Two poin.ts may be. noted: 

(1) The student protesters verbally expressed their determination to stop 
Dow et al. by any means necessary, thereby inviting the violence. 

(2) In almost all cases the students committed violence against property, 
whereas the police beat up the (ineffectually) resisting students. 44 Certainly 
this new pattern obtained in the two major riots of 1968: the Columbia riots 
of May, where radical students, acting in cooperation with blacks, seized 
buildings and were violently dispossessed, and in the Chicago convention 
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riots of August 1968. The last are particularly instructive as examples of the 
new pattern. 

A handful of milit&nt activists uttering vocal threats to "destroy the sys
tem" succeeded in provoking massive police attacks against an irresolute mass 
of young people who shared the militants' deSCription of the illegitimacy of 
"the system,"~but were not seriousiy prepared to move beyond rhetorical 
dedication to revolutionary goals. Whether this state of affairs will long ob
tain is open to question, but at present tl).ere appears to be an enormous gap 
between the perception by tens of thousands of radical students that both 
the war and the "the system" are illegitimate, and their readiness-however 
stridently proclaimed-to act in accordance with that perception. Their 
inability to act is not so much a matter of attitude as it is a matter of their 
lack of effective power. But this in turn rests on the present unwillingness 
of other millions of American college students (who agree with the radicals 
about the wrongness of the war, as shown by their support of Eugene 
McCarthy and other peace candidates) to act outside "the system" (and their 
support of McCarthy, who insisted he was trying to give them an alternative 
within it, shows this point, too).45 

The present equilibrium is quite unstable. It is highly unlikely that large 
numbers of students can be persuaded to accept the legitimacy of the present 
war. Therefore, continuation of the status quo in Vietnam is likely to have 
the effect of persuading them to accept the radicals' proclaimed identity be
tween the war and "the system." In such a case, violent repression like that 
which took place at Chicago will only increase their acceptance of the legiti
macy of violent resistance-though the facts of power in America may limit 
such actions to one or another form of guerrilla tactics like those of Oak
land's Friday, October 30, 1967, riots. On the other hand, rapid termination 
of the war in Vietnam-by negotiated peaCe and withdrawal-would serve 
effectively to isolate the radicals by apparently undermining the major premise 
of their argument that war and imperialism are necessary concomitants of 
"the system." 

CONCLUSION 

Violent conflict arising from opposition to the Vietnam war has followed a 
course quite different from that in earlier wars, the only possible exception 
being antiwar violence in the Confederacy. For the crucial fact seems to be 
that antiwar rioting shows no signs of diminishing. In attempting to explain 
this fact, the study of the past is of so:ne help,. if only to point up contrasts. 
Other wars have been unpopUlar, at least in some sections-the War of 1812, 
the Mexican War, and the Spanish-American War-Without evoking significant 
violence. But each of these was relatively short. Furthermore, in each there 
were effective cha,nnels for opposition short of violent protest; today oppo
nents can demonstrate peacefully, but such demonstrations seem to make 
little inroads upon an unresponsive political structure (the failure of the peace 
candidacies of McCarthy and Kennedy, which had promised to open such 
channels, will undoubtedly heighten the sense of frustration which is one 
component of violent protest). Unresolved minority tensions, like those of 
the Civil War, undoubtedly heighten the intensity of domestic conflict. Apart 
from the War of 1812 and the Korean war (and of course the Confederacy), 
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American arms have won decisive victories, and both of these conflicts came 
to a halt much more rapidly than the present conflict. Other ~ars have had 
prestigious people in opposition, or have been opposed by dedi~ted and well
organized radicals, or by a large part of a social group (worke~s 111 World . 
War 1), or by significant ethnic or sectional minorities-the VIetnam conflIct 
has all of these in tandem. '.. 

But there is much that is without historical parallel. In n? preVIOUS .Amen
can war have youth and students been significantly in Op~ositIon;. preVIously 
they were a major source of patriotic sentiments. And WIth the smgle exce~ 
tion of the losing effort of the Confeder~t~ S~uth, i~ no previous wa~ have Its 
opponents been able to see their case galfllng I~c.reasmg popular. support. Nor 
is there any example of such wisespread Opposlt~on to an Amencan war 
coming from the academic and literary commuruty. ., 

For a conclusion we might look to St. Thomas Aquinas. H~ .defm~d a Just 
war as one meeting three qualifications: the ruler must be legItImate, the 
cause must be just; and the means employed must be proportionate t? the 
ends in view. Apart from civil wars, there has seldom been a?y questIon 
about the legitimacy of American Government. Every Amencan war has pro
duced a few opponents who thought the cause unjust, but (perhaps dur~tIOn 
is of significance in this equation) these have been relegated to one ~~tIon 
or ethnic group without greatly changing the attitudes ?f large patn?tIc . 
majorities-again the civil wars are an important ex~ep~IOn. ProportIonality 
of means to ends first became a question at the begmnmg of th.e cent~ry, 
when Mark Twain and other intellectuals denounced the tort~re of pn~~ers 
in the Philippines. But atrocity stories only heightened Amencan pat~lOtIsm 
during World War I, World War n, and the Korean war, becau~ ~mencans or 
neutrals were the victims of enemy barbarities. Violent Opposl~lOn t? the 
Vietnam war seems to have begun with the question of proportIonality-the 
questions of napalm, defoliation, saturation bombing, etc .. -and to have . 
escalated to the point where a large minority of the Amencan ~~ople que~~lOn 
the justice of this war, and some begin to question the very legItImacy of the 
system" that, in the minds of radical opponents of the war, has produced these 

effects. k" l' • il 'f 
History teaches, when it does, by analogy. That is, we 100 lor sim. an Ies 

in the causal sequences of events which produce lik~ effects. So ~I?encans 
facing mounting civil disorder and riots during a penod of war, ansmg ~ut of 
opposition to that war, seek to understand this phenomenon by searching 
through our past wartime experience. Unfortunately, the past does not have 
much to tell us; we will have to make our own history along uncharted and 
frightening ways. 
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Chapter 16 

INTERNATIONAL WAR 
AND DOMESTIC TURMOIL: 

SOM'E CONTEMPORARY EVIDENCE 

By Raymond Tanter* 

Consider a typical issue of a U.S. newspaper; it may carry news on such 
events as the Vietnam war, demonstrat~ons on university campuses, urban riots, 
labor strikes, and violent crime. Is the United States on the offensive abro;ld 
and on the retreat in the face of the young, the black, the poor, and the crimi
nal at home? 1 

The media carries the message of the violent ones. "Draft Beer, Not Boys," 
"Hell no, we won't go," and "Burn, Baby, Burn!" echo in the streets and are 
faithfully recorded by the press. But coexisting with these expressions of dis
sent, and similarly recorded, are shouts like "Commie-Fink" and demands for 
"Law and Order" to get rid of "Crime in the Streets." 

Most Americans assume, from the militant protests and backlashes by the 
"forgotten Americans," that turmoil of various kinds is on the increase at home 
as well as abroad. What arc the connections between the intensity of the Viet
nam war and the level of turmoil in America? Do they rise and fall together 
over time? What does the theoretical literature suggest regarding international 
war an.d domestic turmoil in general? 

THEORY AND PRIOR ANALYSIS 

Scholars such as Georg Simmel and Lewis Coser have t1~eorized about con
flict within and between groups in general: 

(1) The unity of a group is frequently lost when it does not have an op-
ponent.2 _ '". ' 

(2) Hostilities help maintain group boundaries and arefrequimtly con
sciously cultivatYd.to guarantee existing conditions) 

(3) If a group with a basic consensus regarding its preservation engages in 
outside conflict, internal cohesion is likely to increase~ 

*Raymond Tanter is associate professor of political science at the University of Michigan 
and. author of many articles on internal and foreign conflict. In 1967, he was the Deputy 
Director for Behavioral Sciences of the Advanced Research Projects Agency, Departnlent 
of Defense. 
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(4) Groups may 1:.ook for enemies to help maintain and/or increase internal 
cohesion.S ' 

(5) Exaggeration of the danger of an enemy serves to maintain group struc
ture when it is threatened by internaldissension.6 

These propositions from Simmel and Coser suggest that international war 
may offer alternatives to domestic turmoil; they do not seem to anticipate a 
situation in which international war may provoke domestic turmoil. Proposi
tion (3) above is a partial exception in its suggestion that a basic consensus is 
an intervening variable; that is, if a group without a basic consensus regarding 
its preservation engages in outside conflict, internal turmoil may follow. Simmel 
and Coser, however, do not deal directly with international war. .'-

A growing number of students of international politics do focus on the rela
tions between foreign and domestic conflict behavior. Quincy Wright is one 
of them, and seems to agree with Simmel and Coser when he suggests: 

By creating and perpetuating in the community both a fear of invasion 
and a hope of expansion, obedience to a ruler may be guaranteed.7 

Rulers have forestalled internal sedition by starting external wars.8 
In the later stages of the Napoleonic Wars, Napoleon began to appre

ciate the value of war a!l an instrument of internal solidarity.9 

In addition to Wright, Ri.~hard Rosecrance asserts that over time there is a 
tendency for international instability to be associated with the domestic inse
curity of elites.10 Moreover, Ernst Haas and Allen Whiting suggest an explana
tion of this relationship. They contend that the elites become fearful of losing 
their domestic positions during periods of rapid industrialization and wide
spread social change; they then try to displace the attention of the disaffected 
popUlation onto some outside target. The authors suggest, however, that this 
'{orm of self-preservation rarely leads to war.ll 

Rosecrance's finding of a correlation between international instahility and 
domestic insecurity of elites contrasts with evidence reported by Samuel 
Huntington, Who concludes that a decrease in the frequency of interstate con
flict is likely to lead to an incl:-:ease in the level of domestic violence,12 Both 
Rosecrance and Huntington, lpwever, have the international system as their 
unit of analysis rather than thl:~ individual nation. 

A study using the nation aJ a unit of analysis identified a small negative rela
tionship between internal sul)version and foreign conflict behavior among 77 
nations during 1955-57. That is, nations with high levels of subversion tend to 
avoid issuing threats to other nations and have relatively few antiforeign dem
onstrations,13 Rudolph Rummel also found a consistently positive, though 
low, relationship between measures of turmoil (riots, demonstrations) and such 
foreign conflict. variables as threats, accusations, protests, and antiforeign dem
onstrations in a country,14 In a replication of the Rummel study for later 
years, the author of this paper also found a small positive relationship between 
indicators of turmoil and measures of diplomatiC conflict activity. For example, 
the number of riots and the frequency of troop movements within a country 
were positively associated (r = 0.40) among 82 nations during 1958-60. In gen
eral, though, both the Rummel and the author's studies showed only slight 
positive relationships between foreign and domestic conflict behavior, which 
increased with a timelag between the two,1S 
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A longitudinal study by Pitirim Sorokin inspired the Rummel-Tanter .cross
national efforts. He visually examined data for a number of nations across 14 
centuries, A.D. 525 to 1925, and found a small positive association between 
unsuccessful external wars and later internal disturbances. Sorokin concludes, 
however, that international war and domestic disturbances are independent of 
one another.16 

In summary, the theorists generally agree that there should be an inverse . 
relationship between internal and external conflict behavior. Some cross~ 
national studies find a negative relationship between subversion and foreign 
conflict behavior and a positive relationship between turmoil and diplomatic 
conflict. Moreover, a longitudinal study concludes that unsuccessful ~ars tend 
to be followed by revolutionary disturbances. This type of longitudinal study 
has implications for the present study of the Vietnam war and turmoil in the 
United States. If Sorokin's findings are generalized to the United States, one 
would expect that the longer the Vietnam war lasts without apparent success, 
the greater would be the level of domestic turmoil. Now let us turn to Viet
nam and American turmoil. 

THE VIETNAM WAR AND U.S. TURMOIL 

In March 1965 the United States made an extensive commitment of forces 
to South Vietnam. One indicator of escalation is the rate of change in U.S. 
troop strength in Vietnam. Although U.S. casualties increase~ from 1965 !o 
1968 at approximately the same rate, the increases were of dIfferent magru
tudes. For this reason, and because disorder seems most likely to have fluc
tuated with the troop buildup, the troop strength data are used as the indicator 
of escalation. 17 

Indicators of domestic turmoil fall into two categories. Most important for 
this paper is the Movement in both its antiwar and civil-rights phases. A sec
ondary set is labor and criminal activity. Most of the subsequent discussion 
focuses on a comparison of the 'Movement with the war. Primary turmoil in
dicators are the frequencies l rates of change, and populations participating in 
antiwar protests; levels of urban riots; and participation in civil-rights demon
strations. Secondary indicators are the number of labor strikes and levels of 
violent crime,18 

The tentative hypotheses are as follows: 
(1) As U.S. troop, commitments to Vietnam increase, domestic turmoil in

creas~s. 

(2) The longer the period cf·time in which the United States is engaged in 
Vietnam the higher the frequency of domestic turmoil I or, alternatively, the 
fewer th~ total incidents of domestic turmoi!l but the more intensive are indi
vidual incidents. 

Table 16-1 lists annual totals of U.S. force levels in Vietnam and domestic 
turmoil indicators. The secondary measures of labol and criminal activity are 
important because IQf their coverage of a long period, which enables a compari
son of their trends befort:l and during U.S. involvement in Vietnam. For example, 
strikes for 1961-68 and violent crime for 1961-67 show trends in those inci
dents before, as \Will as during, the Vietnam war. The percentage increase in 
strikes from. 1964 to 1965 is 7,6 percent; for 1965 to 1966 it is 11.9 percent; 
and for 1966 to 1967 it is 2 percent. Comparable increases for violent crimes 
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Table 16-1-Annual totals of indicators of u.s. domestic turmoil and Vietnam troop commitments, January 1961-Jul'y 1968 
, 

" 

-, 1961 :J 1962 
Indi'bator of troop com~itment: 1 ; :) 

U.S. DOD strength in Vietnam (ooo)a ........ -
Indicators of domestic turmoil: 

, Antiwar protestsb ..... ' ............... .',J 

Participants in anti~ar protests (OOO)c . . . . . . . . 
Urban riots/clashes ................... 
Participants in civil rights demonstrations (OOO~ ' .. 

, Labor strikes (OO)f,g, . . • . . . . .:. .'. . . . . . . . 34 36 
.violent crime (000). . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. .. 1,926 2,048 

" 

See footnotes 17 rutd 18 for all data sources. 
, (a) Data recorded from Jan. 1, 1963, to July 31, 1968. Figures are for the end 
of the calendar years. Department of Defense (DOD) includes all U.S. forces as-
sig!ledto Vietnam. 6--

(b) Data recorded from Jan. 1965 to Sept. 1, 1968. 
(c) D.ata r~~orded from Jan. 1965 to Sept. 1, 1968. 
(d) Data recorded from Jan. 1964 to May 31,1968. 
(e) Data recorded from Jan. 1965 to May 31, 1968. 
(f) Data for 1967 are preliminary. 

-- (g) Data recorded to JUne '30, 1968; data for 1968 are preliininary. 
(h) Data unavailable at this writing. The fIrst quarter of1968 shows a 17- per- ,I 

c¢nt PIcrease over the same period of 1967. 
- ,~ 

!'\1967 1963 1964 1965 ,1966 
-

,~t~ .. \ 

15 23 184 385 486 

57 53 58 
222 137 385 

16 23 53, 82 
117 51 37 

34 37 39 44 45 
2,259 2,604 2,780 3,243 3,802 

1968 

537 

17 
329 
65 
42 
26 
h 

=e :: ,,: 
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are 6 percent, 11 percent, and 16 percent. While theancidence of crimes is in
creasing, the aggregate changes are not very dramai'ic. The talk about crime 
rates in the context ofa bipartisan law-and-order,political campaign in 1968 
implied that even sharper increases had occurred. 

A second set of observations about th~ turmoil;indicators is that they all 
are seasonal within years, and they appear to be umelated to Vietnam commit
ments. Figures 16-1 to 16-7 chart the iridicatorsfor :the war and for turmoil 
over time. Figure 16-1 is the plot of the cumulative ,total of U.S. Department 
of Defense (DOD) forces in South Vietnam. Figure 16-2 juxtaposes the anti
war protests and the urban riot indicators. Figure 16-3 shows the rate of change 
in the frequency of antiwar.protests. Figure 16-4 is the number of participants 

\, 

in antiwar protests, figure 16-5 the number of participants in civil-rights dem-
onstrations. Figures 16-6 and 16-7 are the frequencies of labor strikes and vio
lent crimes, respectively. 

Note that the curve for the, war (16-1) looks much different from the other 
curves. Specific~ly, the seasonal fluctuations of the domestic turnloil indica
tors contrast sharply with the smooth increase and then decrease of'the rate of 
U.S. buildup in Vietnam. Let us examine specific indicators. A glance at figure 
16-2 illustrates that the frequency of antiwar protests exhibits a sea&onal fluc
tuation with the academic year. This probably reflects the fact that many of 
the participants are associated with the academic community, and may react 
more strongly to the requirement,s of the academic year than to the interna
tional conflict they oppose. 

Consider the trends in the data over specific periods of time, rather than 
their monthly fluctuations. A relationship between antiwar protests and inter
national conflict emerges. The heavy line in figure 16-3 is the slope or line of 
"best fit"19 for the incidence of the antiwar protests for January 1965 to 
November 1965; it indicates the rate of change over time in the number of pro
tests. ntis is the period during which the United States made its first large in
crease in. troops, and this line is approximately the same as the line of best fit 
for increllsing troop strength. But the absolute number of antiwar protests de
clines"after Nbyember 1965. It appears, then, that antiwar protests were a re
sponse to a change in U.S. forces, rather than a response to their actual magni
tude. The mean frequency of antiwar protests decreases from 4.56 per month 
during the entire escalation phase (approximately January 1965·,January 1967) 
to 3.55 per month d,yring the leveling-off phase (about February 1967-July 
1968): (No significance tests are applied to these data.) 

Jeffery Milstein and Willian} Mitche1l20 observe a similar relationship be-
tween U.S. bombing and the rate of North Vietnamese infIltration. 

. .. U.S. bombing of North Vietnam may physically decrease infIltration, 
but escalation of the bombing is matched by North Vietnamese escala
tion of troop commitments. Thus, the North Vietnamese appear to be 
reacting to proportional changes in U.S. bombing rather than to actual 
levels .... In fact, escalation of the bombing produces subsequ~nt 
counterescalation, as predicted by the Richardson hYpothesis. 0nce a 
high level of bombing is attained, however j Communist troop commit-
ments are subsequently at alower level.' II' 

Escalation of troop strength is one thing. What about the effect of the war's 
length on the magnitude of protests? Looking at the number of partiCipants, 
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Figure 16-1.-Department of Defense strength in South Vietnam. 
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Figure 16-3. ~Antiwar protests: levels and rate of change (United States, 1965). 

~~in antiwar protests (fjgure 16-4) over this same period of time, we fmd a: dif
ferent tendency. The rate of change (slope omitted) of the number of protest 
participants during the initial Vietnam escalation period appears negatively re
lated to the slope of Vietnam escalation. That is, the higher the rate of change 
in Vietnam(escalation, the lower the rate of change in protest participation. In 
addition, the m~atlnumber of protest participants increases from about 14,400 
per month during'The escalation phase to approximately 3'8s700 per month 
during the leveling-off phase. Though f~wer demonstrations were held, more 
people attended them, which may be due to the aggregation of groups into 
larger units. The number of people participating in antiwar protests thus may 
be a response to the level of commitment, the duration of U.S. involvement, 
or both. ,:' . . . 
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Figure 16-4.-Participants in antiwar protests. 
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Now to the second indicator of dom~£tic turmoil: urban riots, whose fre
quencies are plotted in figure 16-2. Thelre are annual cycles with monthly 
fluctuations that are proportionately constant throug.llOut the entire period 
under discussion, independent of either U.S. force levels; escalation, or length 
of the war. For 1965 through 1967, the riots peak in July, giving credence to 
the "long hot summer" proposition of common currency. A different trend 
characterizes 1968. The peak month in 1968 is April-a response to the assas
sination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. What if the frequency of riots had fol
lowed the paHern of past summers? Then, the additional "King riots" should 
have resulted in a marked increase in the total number of riots in 1968 over 
1965-67. Alth6t~gh precise data are unavailable here, impressionistic qbserva
tion suggests tha( the long hot summer of 1968 never materialized. The total 
number of riots in 1968 may be only slightly higher than those of ' previous 
years. 

Some observers consider urban riots as a tactical change of civil-rights ac
tivity from nonviolent protest to a new militancy. The author does not have 
here data on the number of civil-rights demonstrations to compare with num
bers of urban riots. Data are available, however, on the number of people par
ticipating in civil-rights demonstrations. Note in figure 16-5 that there appears 
to be a seasonal cycle much like that of labor strikes. High participation in 
civil-rights demonstrations seems to be a spring and early-summer phenomenon, 
with peak activity from March until June. For 1967, however, there is more 
activity during the fall than the spring. Refer back to·table 16-1 and consider 
the sharp drop in participation in civil-rights demonstrations from 1965 to 
1966. Less than half as many persons participated in 1966 as in 1965. Partici
pation dipped even lower in 1967, but increased dramatically in 1968. Although 
the data cover only the first 5 months ,in 1968, more people participated in 
civil-rights demonstrations here than in all of 1967. 

Now what about civil rights in relation to Vietnam? Let us divide the civil
rights participation into two phases coincident with the escalation and leveling 
off of U.S. troop strength in Vietnam. The period up to January 1967 can be 
considered a time of escalation, the period after that month a leveling-off 
phase. During the escalation period there is an average of about 6,700 partici
pants in civil-rights demonstrations monthly, contrasting to the mean of per
haps 5,000 Rer month in the leveling-off phase, a decrease of 26 percent. The 
levels of participation may be related to the escalation but not to the absolute 
level of troop strength, similar to our interpretation of the evidence concerning 
Vietnam escalation and the antiwar protests. 

We observed that the level of antiwar protests decreases slightly from an 
average of about four to three per month from the escalation to levelling off 
in Vietnam. The average number of people prot~sting the war, however, in
creases from approxImately 14,400 to 38,700 per month. One intetpretation 
of the slight decrease in the average number of war protests is that the groups 
began to merge into larger, more sophisticated combinations. But does this ac
count for the increase i.!l protesters? Assuming that the universe of white ac
tivists is fairly constant, from where do the extra protesters come? Perhaps 
some shifted away from civil-rights activity as mtegratlc)fi gave way to Black 
Power as a dominant theme. The ex-rights actiV,ists became available for the 
war protests in a kind of "Movement Migration." A slight radicalization of the 
black bourgeoisie, moreover, might account for the increased number of par-
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An att t History I 
, empt 0 organize the em 10 ees f ' 

Manon, N,C" led to a strike of 1600~ ,0 the Manon Manufacturing Co 
Workers employed at the Clinchfield ?Sle,r~ workers on JUly 11, 1929. ., 
As a result of sporadic clashes G mill~omed the strikers after 1 month 
~rea on August 11. The troo~'l a~:~~:~r ax c.ardner sent the militia to th~ 
mg. On September 11 the strike was Ca1l~~8 ~;lkers, charging them with riot-
work, but as a result of a disput 0 ,and the men returned to 
stri~e on October 2. The strike:S ~::~O~k 6'iment, th~ night shift went on 
notJf~ the day shift that a strike had bee e e ore t~e mill gates seeking to 
fired mto the line of pickets killi . 6 n called. WIthout warning depuf 
~ad ,been withdrawn, was se~t ba: to ~d :vounding 24. The militia Whi~~ 

mill officials were arrested and h d an?n. The sheriff, 12 deputies and 
acquitted, aIthm.!gh all the dead a~darge WIth homicide. Eight were tri~d and 
~ ~o~ths in which the two strikes ha;~~~ded rad been shot in the back.151 In 
1 c 0 er-7 strikers had been killed 24 en p ace-July through early . 
5~n~e~~~[rested, charged with ri~ting.~;~e wounded by gunfire, and about 

K on to the above constant . 1 
entucky's Harlan and Bell' Counties ,vl~~~~e accompanied labor disputes in 

several thousand mine w k m and 1932. In Febru 1 

~~:~ ~ace, a deputy, wO~~d:~ ;~~~~u~~~n s~~ike ~n Bell County. ~: A~;~: 
m· th ,ace. On May 5 a battle between ffil' e ,w

d 
0 returned the fire and 

e aeath of l' D ' ners an deput' E 
In Harlan C t 1ffi aruels, a deputy sheriff two oth dIes a,t varts resulted 
the mine are~~n yon May 7, 325 guards arm~d with l:r ~putIes and a miner. 

::l;"f.-Ol~ mi~e?,n~:~~~~~~:ug;~er~f Ed ~o,:~erc~oW~;a:~! to 
u lUS aldwm were killed b D . wo sLnking miners Joe M 

County on Februa:y 11 1932 HY eputy Sheriff Lee Fleenor i K oore 
uty Sh 'ffA ' ' ,arry Simms ' . n nox 
C" en rtIe Miller. During t1 ' , ' an orgaruzer, was killed by D 

Ivil Liberties Union Arth G fillS penod attorneys from the A ' , ep-
p , ur ar leld H mencan 
re~ented f~om entering Bell County 153ayes and Dudley Field Malone were 

any strikes during thi ' " , 
Valley was the s s penod mvolved agricultur 1 
A ricult cene of an extensive strike in a workers, Imperial 
Stte ural.~orkers Industrial Union a I 193? under the auspices of the 

icans e;e~:~~~~~~!~ ~~e indicted for 'cri;~:~~~l~~~~~inat;d organi~ation. 
nia by the C ,e others were paroled 0 . ~, 0 whom SIX Mex-
some successan~e~ ~ Adgricultural Workers Indus;~~7~at,IOn ,drives in Califor
issu V' l' ruon emand for 35 t mon m 1933 met with 
but ~as ~~ ence occurred during disord:r~~: ~'1 ~our was the major strike 
1 ppressed, In October 1930 1, Lentro on January 9 1933 
ey went on strike f, , cottonplCkers in th S ' , 

cotton picked. Act or fa ~ay increase Jrom 60 cents to $1 l'e an Joaquin Val-
t .,' s 0 VIOlence were ' d ror 100 pounds of 
hO stnkers were kill d ' '. carne out against st 'k ' 

killed at Arvin At" e and 12 lflJured on October IOn ers. At Pixley 
Conviction of i4 ~l~ fOU~wed, which lasted 16 w ks Another striker was 
Count 0' . men lor cnminal syndical' ee and resulted in the . 
formi~ th~lig~/.~:e 1934, 800 workers ~:t ~~ ~~e,~nion fields of Hardin 
abducted and bea~ ural Workers Union, AFL. Sho ~l e.Okey O'Dell led in 
lost On S t en, and ordered'not to r t rt y thereafter he was 

, ep ember 7 1934 67' e urn to the area Th ik 
would not indict 154 ' , persons were arrest db' e str "e was " 

. e , ut the grand jury 

,,~ 

~~S--

" -;:;~~~-~,----------.---
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THE NEW DEAL 

Between 1933 and 1937 the labor movement underwent profound changes 
internally as well as in its relations to employer~. For the first time, in peace
time history, union organizations had the attention and approval of the Fed
eral Government. Influenced by the labor legislation of the first years of the 
Roosevelt administration, unions began to expand, and by 1937 more mem
bers were enrolled in unions than at any time in history. The increases in 
union membership were reflected in a doubling of strikes between 1932 and 
1933, and another doubling from 2,172 in 1936 to 4,740 in 1937. Almost 
half of the strikes'in 1937 were for union recognition. 

State troops wer,e frequently employed during 1933. The Governor of 
Minnesota sent sold1ers to restore order in a strike of packinghouse workers 
in Austin, and the Gmud was used during a walkout in Amoskeag and Man
chester, N.H. The Guard was also directed to Bat1l, Langley, and Clearwater, 
S.C" to handle a textile workers' strike. In Barre and Graniteville, Vt., during 
a dispute involving granite workers, and at Salah ami Yakima, Wash., during a 
strike of orchard workers, troops were used because of threats made.155 

1. Coal Again 

The increase in strikes increased the number of occasions for clashes be
tween workers, strikebreakers, and the police. Violence occurred in the coal 
areas in a number of States where organization was progressing rapidly, with 
the most serious episod,es occurring in the captive lHine districts of Pennsyl
vania and in Kentucky, where resistance to new unionizing drives was carried 
on by deputies on the payroll of the mine companies.156 

The bloody character of coal labor disputes brought out the National 
Guard in Indiana, New Mexico, and Utah, as well as in Ohio, where the death 
of a miner at Sullivan was responsible for the presence of State troops. The 
prime reason for calling up the Guard appeared to have been actual or threat
ened clashes between strikers and theirreplacements. 157 In Fayette County, 
Pa" where the captive mines were located, the companies refused to recognize 
the United Mine Workers of America. After a dozen pickets had been injured, 
Governor Gifford Pinchot ordered State troops into the area. A temporary 
agreement was reached, ,but the companies tried to operate as soon as Lhe 
agreement broke down. Atteplpts of pickets to prevent the movement of 
strikebreakers towards the mine led to firing in which 17 pickets and a deputy 
were wounded .. With the aid of President Roosevelt, an agreement to hold an 
election was reached and the violence ceased. I58 

The most sanguinary episodes took place in Kentucky, where coal oper
ators in Harlan and ,Bell Counti,es continued aggressive resistance to unioniza
tion that they had used in the past. Neither changes in public or worker senti
ment,;)~or Government suasion could soften their determination to keep their 
operafi,ons on a nonupjonbasis. Soon after the enactment of the National 
Indus:trial Recovery Act~ the United Mine Workers sought to organize the 
miflf;r!i employed by the U.S. Coal & Coke Co., a subsidiary of the U.S. Steel 
Corp. at Lynch, a mining community in the eastern part of Harlan County. 
The. union succeeded in: establishing a local in June 1933. After a time an 
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268 History I 
open meeting was held in Cumberland, and two members of the Lynch police 
force stood in front of the hall and noted who was present at the meeting 
from their town. Subsequently, men were discharged, and in July and AUgust 
1933, the police department of Lynch purchased tear gas, 41 rifles, 21 revolv
ers, and 500 cartridges. A company union was also formed. Under this pres
sure, organizing was suspended. 159 

In December 1934 the Mine Workers resumed its campaign, and its orga
nizers were harried by company police who justified their surveillance by the 
claim that the town was private property and strangers could be watched and 
forced to leave town. Union organizers were not allowed to enter Lynch by 
the sheriff and his deputies, and organizers were su~jected to "rough shadow
ing," a procedure under which "a man is under surveillance in such a manner 
that not only he knows he is being followed but anyone he meets becomes 
aware of it. The value of such a device to discourage contact with union 
organizers by workers in a mine or plant is obvious. "160 After the Signing of 
the agreement between the U. S. Steel Corp. and the Steel Workers Organizing 
Committee jn 1937, the harassing of organizers ceased in Lynch. Other meth
ods were adopted in other parts of Harlan County. Evidence was adduced 
showing how the Harlan County Coal Operators Association learned through 
its spies of the trip planned by Lawrence Dyer, organizer of the United Mine 
Workers of America. As Dyer's car was passing beneath a clump of bushes, a 
volley of shots from the top of the cliff wounded two of the car's occupants. 
Later, Dyer's home in Pineville, Bell County, was dynamited. 

When the contract between the Harlan County Coal Operators Association 
and the United Mine Workers of America expired, in April 1934, armed depu
ties and company guards were in fuil command. Peaceful meetings of the 
miners were Suppre1!1sed, union mL,ers were severely beaten, and organizers 
driven out of town. After the enactment of the National Labor Relations Act 
in 1935, renewed efforts to organize were undertaken by the United Mine 
Workers, which had contracts with three coal companies in Harlan County. 
DUring July and August 1935, the Kentucky National Guard was in Harlan 
keeping order at the direction of Governor Ruby Lafoon. DUring its stay, 
union organizers were not molested. HoweV{)!!, the sheriff successfully s~Ught 
an injunction against bringing the National Guard into Harlan County. It was 
s~t aside by the Kentucky Supreme Court, on the ground that the sheriff "did 
not have a property right in the preservation of law and order," and that a 
judge could not prohibit the National Guard from entering the county. In 
September 1935, miners in 13 camps went on strike. A union member was 
kidnapped and compelled to leave the county. The union was not at this time 
successful in organizing, and abandoned its efforts temporarily. 161 

When a new organizing drive was launched in 1937, the sheriff increased 
the number of his deputy sheriffs to 163, only 3 of whom were paid from 
public funds. At first no Violence was used agaiI1stunion organizers.162 They 
were not, however, able to obtain lodgings at some hotels, and in one instance 
tear-gas bombs were thrown into the place where organizers were staying. On 
~ebruary 8, 1937, as a group of organizers were driving through the country
SIde, they were fired upon from a car and one of the occupants was wounded. 
!he driver of t~e organizer's car accelerated his speed and managed to escape 
Into a garage. Fearful of their safety and concerned over the wound [re
ceived by one of their number] . the organizers ... boarded a bus which took 

, Labor Violence' Its Causes, Character, and Outcome 
American. b th small 

"163 The incident had been witnessed y , ree 
them out of the county. 0 LIo d Clouse. After being warned to 
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boys who related what they had s~en dt on A Yril 24, 1937, by a deputy. Mar
keep quiet, Clous~ was sho~ and kHle

h 
d live~ in Evarts for 14 years, was 

shall Musick, a umon orgamzer who a h ld be killed after he had been 
forced to leave town becaus~ he fearfed ~ W?U

k 
had left, his son was killed by 

warned and shot at several tunes. A te~ USIC 164 
gl th . dow of IllS house. h 

a volley fired throu 1 e WIn . al Labor Relations Board found t e. 
On November 27, 1937,.th~ N~tIO.n . + members of the UnitedMme 

Clover Fork Co. guilty of discnmmatmg ag~ns .. t 'Coal Operators Association 
Workers of America, and fo~nd the Harlan. o~n Y.mines of Harlan County in 
guilty of coercion and restramt of wor~er~ In ":65 Reinstatement of 60 min~ 
the exercise of their rigl1t to self-organ1Z

1
a
h
ti°

d
n. .. was upheld by the CircUlt 

. . d dered' e eCISIOn ers improperly d1srmsse was or. .' , 
Court of Appeals for the Sixth CIfCUlt. 

o 0 h ther coal companies of Harlan 
As a result of this declSlon, teo 1 . Id'ng attitude toward the 

County, which had not aband~nedl t 1e u.nYIe O~ August 19, 1938, the 
union, settled their disputes WIth t 1e ~mt' on'Signed an agreement with 

C 1 Operator's ASSOCIa Ion 
Harlan County oa . rms of the Southern Appa- ~ 
the United Mine Workers extencding ~h~:al Operators Association. 16b lachian con tract to the Harlan oun y 

, d' th Kentucky coal mines. Peace was finally estabbshe m e 0 t of differences between 
While violence in labor disputes usu~f~ anses °cuan also be a cause of seri-

I . terunion di lerences 0 0 employers and emp oyees, III 0 I t di tes took place in the IllmOls 
ous collisions. One of .the more VIO en'

on 
si~e Progressive Mine Workers of 

mining area, where an mdependent um 'f£ ces over a contract with the 
America, was organized in 193.2, after di ~:e;ro ressives sought to gain con
United Mine Wo~kers .o~ Amencai' ~h~ate the; encountered resistance from 
trol over the entne mmmg area 0 t ~e '11' Governor Henry Horner was 
those loyal to the old union. In Tay orv~ ;~wn the rioting a~d restore order. 
forced to send the. National Guard to?~ territory and the efforts of one to 
Each faction controlled part of the mmm~ I resisted. The struggle, which 
invade the domain of the other were forc1b y fated 24 lives and count-
started in 1932 and continued to 1937, cost an es 1m 

. d l' f 167 less dollars for legal fees an re Ie . 

2. Violence and the Use of Troops in 1934 

.. brought about by a rapidly grow
The increase in d~mands fo~ recOgn1~0;a'n icket lines. In 1934, S~ate ' 

ing union membership ~ed to vIOI~n~e~th th/n~tional textile strike dunng 
troops were called out m connectIO ., d the use of troops appears 
September. The major r~as~n 10 ers not to deal with the umon. s . for the VIOlence an , . Thi 

to have been the determmatIOn of e~~ Yttlement in the national textile 
was the basic impediment to a peace u ,se t Ok and the Minneapolis textile 
strike, the San Francisco longshoreme: s; r~r:' the centers of the most serious 
and the Kohler strikes of that year, w IC w 

violence. ',' d United Automobile Workers sought 
In Toledo, Ohio, the ne~ly orga~~te Co the Bingham Tool & Stamping 

recognition from the Electnc ~~t~ 1 :nds'~f the union were rejected, and a Co., and the Logan Gear Co. e em 
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str~e began on May 23: Assaults UDon n .; History I 
NatIOnal Guardsmen into the city i;n~tnkers brought a contingent of 
May 25,2 pickets were killed and'25

n 
a c a~ . between troops and strikers on 

ited T' were Injured A wag . . recogm IOn ended the walkout 168 St 'k' e ~ncrease and lim-
mmes around Empire and Leeds Aia a d ~I e~s were also killed in the coal 
at a steel plant in Latrobe, Pa.' i~ a si"k n ~n Pike .County, Ky.; in a walkout 
Ala.; and during a longshore st~ike in ~~ 0 ore mIners around Birmingham, 

The Kohler Co. strike at Kohler V' vest~n, Tex. 
z~tio? Kohler Village was establishe~ll~gethW~, also con~emed union organi
.1890 s, and the company pursued a at/ ~. ohIe: family at the end of the 
mg. wage rates were paid and wo k p rnalIstIc policy. Higher than pH'vail-
homes A' , r ers were encouraged t.. d ~ . uruon reared its head af+ th 0 ~,(lve an purchase 
Recovery Act, a9d in July 1934 it ~~~ e enactm.e?t of the National Industrial 
company. A strike followed onJul l~t re~og.mtlOn. It was refused by the 
of deputies to protect its propertie/ S.' a~t the company employed a force 
nounced it would not bargain 'th' lffiU aneously, the company an-
representatives. No untoward :Cid~~~employees, whi~h meant outside union 
ers and guards clashed before th A . took place until july 27, when strik-
hous d T e - mencan Club in hi h h e. roops were sent by th G w c t e deputies were 
thizer were killed, and 35 oth e o~ernor. O.ne striker and a strike sympa

ers requIred hOSPItal treatment. 169 

3. The Minneapolis Teamster's Strike 

DUrin~ 1933, the teamsters establishd • . . 
of COal. dnvers led to a compromise sett~ LOCal~7.q I~ MInneapolis .. A strike 
expansIOn of unionization to the carta ment. ~.hlS VIctory encouraged the 
creased wages and improved workin ge C?~pames. When a demand for in
ployers, a strike was called on Ma f5c~~ditIOns was rejected by cartage em
ers, and platform and inside me. y '. 34; about 5,000 truck drivers help-
a riot 0 M 2 n were Involved Ri t' b ' n ay 1 resulting in in' . . 0 Ing egan immediatel 
battle among pickets, police a~~nes t? a score. of strikers. The next day a y, 
?~ssman acting as a special ~olice!:CIal deputIes led to the killing of a busi-
Injured. A truce was called but h' number of others were seriously 
was Calle.d. The employers'~till r~~u:~dnto agreem~nt followed a second strike 
0.ut contInued. At the end ofJul Na.<' 0 recognIze the union, and the walk
CIty by Governor Floyd Olson l' th llon~ Guardsmen were sent into the 
Governor would not allow the 'mo~~ er stnker was killed on August 2. The 
state commerce or carrying neCessiti~e~t ~~ trucks except for those in inter
:a~~sr~~ch~~ influenced by the suggestion~ 0; ;:: a~ompdi:omise settlement 
W a r"mendo,us expansion of the _ . . er me ators. It was the 

est. uruon Into many parts of the Middle 

4. General Strike in Cotton Textiles 

The 1934 strike that involved the lar 
the cotton textile industry after th gest ?umber of workers took place in 
of ~erica had demanded a genera~ ~~~:e~tlOn of the United Textile Workers 
wor. ng co~ditions. When all ro os ._, Increas~ and other improvements in 
dustry, a st~ike was called on :u~st;lls ~o~ meetIngs were rejected by the in
menced then walkout earlier, on J ul 15 34. The. workers in Alabama com-

- y , and an estImated 20,000 in 28 mills 
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were reported on strike. In Alabama, the president of the Decateur local was 
shot and two of his aides were beaten. The National Guard. was sent to 
Chambers and Lee Counties. In Georgia, complaints of rOVing pickets were 
made at the beginning of the strike. Clashes between pickets and strike guards 
led the Governor to proclaim martial law, and to set up an internment camp .. 
In a fig.1:1t between strikers and guards at Trion, 2 were killed and 24 wounded. 
In North Carolina, a number of pickets and strikebreakers were wounded, and 
the Governor sent troops to the strike zone .. The troops were,directed to 
"afford protection to those citizens who wanted to work and were being de
nied that privilege .... This policy extended to the protection of strikers and 
other citizens whose action and conduct was, within their legal rights; this 
thought with reference to picketing."l70 

In South Carolina, troops were ordered to Greer, Lyman, and Greensville. 
In the latter town, a deputy sheriff had killed a striker; but the worst riot 
took place at Honea Path, where 'six were killed. Similar conditions in the 
North brought out the National Guard in ~ number of centers in Maine, Mas.
sachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. In Saylesville, R.I., 3 were shot 
and killed, 8 wounded, and 132 injured on September 12. The following day 
another picket was wounded and a number of others were wounded in a later 
scuffle when troops charged pickets. Throughout the strike, 5,000 State 
troops were active in New England, and an estimated 2,000 strikers were in
terned in Georgia. The strike cost 15 lives, and an unestimated number of 
wounded by gunfire and other mi;ians. l71 The textile strike was completely 
lost. 

5. The Pacific Longshore Strike 

Unions in the Pacific coast seaf!lring and longshore industry, which had 
been largely eliminateo in the 1920's. were reestablished in 1933. Negotia
tions between unions and. their employers did not move on an even keel. At 
best, the shipowners and stevedore companies accorded the labor groups 
grudging recognition and waited for an opportunity to eliminate the unions. 
In: the spring of 1934.no agreement could be reached with the Pacific coast 
longshoremen, who were then affiliated with the International Longshore
men's Association. At the same time, the seagoing unions made demands for 
recognition. The demands of both groups were rejected by the employers and 
the longshoremen and seamen struck, respectively, on May 9 and May 16, 
1934. After several plans for ending the walkout'had failed. a movement for 
reoperJng the San Francisco port was undertaken by the Industrial Associa
tion. On July 3, trucking operations were begun. and several trucks loaded 
with cargo were taken through the picket lines .. On the following day the .Belt 
Line Railway, a Sta!e-:owned line, was attacked by strikers and sympathizers .. 
Governor Frank Merriam then sent the National Guard into the city to restore 
order. On J uly6 the worst riot of the strike., and the encounter that was to 
bring on a local general walkout, took place. Twopickets were killed and 
many injured. The San FranciscoLabor Council sponsored the general strike, 
which lasted from July 15 to July 19 and was called off after employer con
cessions resulted in full recognition of the "Longshoremen & Sailor's Union, 
and union control of hiring halls . 
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Several other Pacific coast ports did not escape from rioting. In Seattle, 
Mayor Charles L. Smith led the police, against the wishes of the chief of 
police, in opposing the attempts of pickets to disrupt work by strikebreakers. 
On J uiy 7 a policeman was killed, and on the 11 th four pickets were seriously 
wounded. The Portland~ Ore., docks were also the scene of several clashes 
between strikers and strikebreakers who replaced them, and State troops were 
called out. 

6. Strikes and Violence in 1935 

The year that witnessed the enactment of the Wagner Act showed little 
abatement of employer resistance to union organization. In all parts of the 
country, in small and large disputes alike, Governors were increasingly in
clined to dispatch their troops to cope with strikers. Four disturbances that 
brought State troops to the strike scene were in coal and metalliferous min
ing, in addition to two in the lumber industry, and four in textiles. Troops 
also were sent to a strike in a meatpacking plant in South Dakota, and to 
another in an engine plant in Freeport, Ill. A streetcar strike in Omaha, Neb., 
and the general strike in Terre Haute, Ind., accounted for the other incidents. 
In some States troops were used in more than one dispute. For example, in 
Kentucky, State troops were sent to both Mannington and Harlan because of 
disorders at these places in connection with strikes. In Georgia, the Governor 
sent troops to thre(~ textile centers: Lagrange, Manchester, and Monroe.172 

Mining and textiles contributed most of the serious violence in 1935. An 
attempt to launch a dual union in the anthracite-coal fields caused serious 
conflict in that area between followers of the new and the old union. Clashes 
between the adherents of the United Anthracite Miners of Pennsylvania and 
the United Mine Workers of America resulted in a riot in which two were 
killed on February 14, and a large number injured. Even more serious was 
the fight at the Glen Alden collieries at Nottingham, Pa., on May 31, 1936.,: 
Five were killed and 21 hurt in this encounter. The United Anthracite Miners 
finally disbanded in October 1936.173 Differences between miners and oper
ators in the unorganized areas also led to casualties. On October 28, one was 
killed and six others shot in St. Clare County, Ala., when they attempted to 
disrupt operation of a mine operating under nonunion conditions. The next 
day 10 were shot in Mannington~Ky., when they sought to prevent the open
ing of a nonunion mine. 174 

In Omaha a clash between striking streetcar men and strikebreakers was 
responsible for the death of two strike sympathizers and the wounding of a 
number of others. Governor R. L. Cochran immediately sent troops into the 
city. Other communities which reported deaths resulting from violence in 
labor disputes were Rossville, Ga., during a textile walkout, and a strike at the 
Callaway mills in La Grange, Ga. Two fruit and vegetable strikers were killed 
in El Centro, Calif. A striking clay worker was killed in Toronto, Ohio, and a 
brewery picket in Stockton, Calif. The police of Eureka, Calif., killed four 
pickets in a lumber strike, and a picketing ornamental iron worker was shot 
to death in Minneapolis. Striking maritime workers in New Orleans, Houston, 
and Port Arthur, Tex., were killed, as were two strildng iron miners in Ala
bama. Finally, a coal miner in Pikevilie, Ky., and a striker at the Motor 
Products Corp. iIi Detroit lost their lives while picketing.175 

273 
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American Labor Violence: Its Causes, 1ar. ' ontis utes during 1935. It f01-

Indiana also used its NatiOnal.~u~rds:~!t of7bo strikin.g 7~PIOY~Sa~:h 
lowed the c~ling of a f~ne~ ;:~~~:g Co., who. had left ~~~: t~eO~ompany 
the COIUffi?lan En~e ~n!age increases and a u~lOn ShhO§t te 48 unions of the 
23,1935, m suppor 0 ards from outslde tea '- 22 Governor 
brought in strikebreakers a~ gu ailed a general strike. On July E ' ly the next 
American FederatiOtn20~~~;::ona1 Guardsmen to COblUm~:~ar :~s. During 
Paul V. McNutt sen, .. f ickets with clu s an Martial 
day the troops charged a ~~~~~~ep~Ck~ts were arrested by the troOPs. 
the next several days alm . February.176 ntinued 
law was not lifted until the follo~; the textile ind~stry in 19!~~~ se;;t jo 

The violence that was common Ga the National Guar . M h At 
into the following yeardi ~t ~~::~~~ing ~' strike whiC~ ~tartes~;~le ~:~e' . 
maintain order after a ~ U! U' Sea foreman an con kill d and 22 
the Monmouth textile mlll m 1110;Pel~l>~ S.C., a woman was . t~ a crowd of 
killed during a riot on 1 u~e 1 ~l:Sheriffv a~d hls deputies fired ;~orce. TroOPS 
persons were wounde w len d for his unnecessary use 0 ater the 

P
ickets. The .sheriff was denounce f deputies were arrested. L 

d a number 0 k t 177 
were sent into the area, an for ending the wal ou . 
parties worked out an agreement 

D' utes in 1936 
7 Violence in Labor lSP 

. d Bureau of the U.S. War 
f h National Guar 6 . nnection 

According to the Chief 0 te ~alled out 11 Umes in 193 l~l~~trik.es, ir~ a 
Department,. State t~~~P~~::e troops were use~ in three ~~~~tory in Cloquet, 
with la~or ~sputes.. 1 berworkers strike, m a ~~~c Troops were mobi
coal stnke, m an Id~o~m tory in New York State. Aerican Distilling 
Minn., and in a clothm.g ac Ikout at the plant of ~he m 
1ized in Pekin, Ill., dunng a w~ strike prevented then use. I and textile in
Co., but the threat of a gener in 1936 were in the co.al, ste~, de uty sheriff 

The most violent walkOU~~nt of view of persons ~lledTallad:ga, Ala., on 
dustries, a~ least from ~~ ~ckets at the samo~et MilNlS at did the North com~ 
was Idlled m a clash W1 pI duty was killed. or N J a' 
July 23. subsequen.tly an~:~~ atefhe Acme Braid Co. at ~~:~~ost~~, Ohio, 
pletely escap.e. ~¥~~'k~~ailY serious was the clash ~\~~ and four strikers 
picket was kille . C where a guard was ttled and the 
plant of the Wheeling S~;~ ~wo weeks later the strike ~:r~~~le. At the 
wounded on ~ un de {ii' ~he ~ines were, as u~ua~, aghseat Na., doting took place 
union recogmze . 0 mines around Buml? am.' a un battle. 182 Two 
Tennessee Coal & Ir~~ Ctl~e wounding of five pIckets m :tWillamette, Ore.; 
in early June a~d Ie .. ~arch 1936 in the strik~ oflogge~~tator and picket in .. 
pickets were killed m kill d in Houston, Tex., and a SPt· Pa 183 ' 
a striking seaman was ; Shipbuilding Co. at Ches er, . 
front of the plant of the un .. 7 

. Labor Disputes m 193 
8 Violence m . . 

. . . eneficiaries ofGovern~ent ~eg-
. . d been for 4 years the b . Despite this, usmg 

By 1937, umons h~ ri ts to organize and;~f bargal~~ one of the more 
islation ioprotect th~;e~l labor disputes, thi.~ ye~: di~pute, the Little 
the index of pe~ple f American labor viole~ce. n . 
bloody in the hlstory 0 .. 

0. 
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Ste~l.strike, ac~ounte.d ~or 16 deaths and many others seriously injured. In 
additIOn, an estImateo eIght other people died in industrial distrubances 184 

The v:orst ~pisode ?~ the steel strike took place "in a stretch of ;qat, ~aste, 
sparsely mhabl!-ed prame land e~~t o,~ and adjacent to the South Chicago plant 
of the ~Re~ublic] stee~ corporatIOn .. 185 From the beginning of the strike, 
the police mterfere.d WIt? peaceful pIcketing; however, after Mayor Edward 
Kelly announced pIcketmg would be permitted, 16 pickets were allowed be
fore the gates. According to his testimony, an anonymous source had in
formed Capt. J a~es L. Mooney, who was in charge of police in the factory 
area, tha~ the. stnkers planned to march into the steel plant on Memorial Day. 
Because Its p!ckets had been arrested by the police, the union had called a 
protest ~eetm? on May 30. The meeting was held, and a motion to establish 
a n:ass ~Icket l~e before the plant was adopted. As the marchers reached the 
pohc~Bf~es, ~ ~scussion followed "for a period of from four to ten min
utes.. WIthin less than a minute thereafter "the strikers were in full re
treat, ~ haste and c?nfusion, before the advancing police lines. . .. Within 
th~t bnef space of tIme, ten of the strikers received fatal gunshot wounds, 
~ty others we~~ wounded by bullets and some sixty others received lacera
~~ns. an~ contusIons ofv&i'ying intensity. Thirty-five police r~ceived minor 
mJunes. 187 Th~ Senate committee found-

. That the provocation for the police assault did not go beyond abu
SIve language and the throwing of isolated missiles from the rear ranks 
of the marc~ers. We believe that it might have been possible to disperse 
th~ c!?wd ~Ithout the use of weapons. . .. From all the evidence we 
thmk It .p~alll that the force employed by the police was far in excess of 
that ~hicn t~e oc~asion required. Its use must be ascribed either to 
gross me~fic~ency m the performance of the police duty, or a deliberate 
effort tOlllbmidate the strikers.188 

h ~ June. 19, .1937, the police tried to disperse a small crowd meeting near 
t e epubhc mill gate on company property. When the women in the crowd 
defie? the ~rder, the police threw tear gas bombs at them. One was killed 
Ten:,mcluding four deputy sheriffs, were wounded, and several others inj~red 
o~ ?¥e~ome ?y tear g~s. James Mayo, the director of the Steel Workers Orga
n~mg d offiffiIttee, claImed the women were Sitting peacefully and when they 
rbe us be It~ mrove at the orders of the police, they were pelted ~ith tear gas 

om s. ' n another outbreak: 

~t approxi~~te!y 11 o'clock on the night of July 11, three persons 
receIved fatal Illjunes and an undetermined number were injured by 
gunfire and gas fume~ when special and regular police officers ... dis
pers.ed a cr~wd of strikers and strike sympathizers at CIO headquarters 
~~ . m the ~Ity.ofMassillon. Witnesses ... claimed ... the special and 

gular ,police m a murderous and unprovoked assault on CIO headquar
ters, pursuant to a plan to destroy the union and break the strike.l90 

~~a;~e~~~a~d, ?hio, ~ picket was ~lled when a car driven by a strikebreaker 
e m 0 him while he wa.s trymg to halt it. 191 Units of the State militia 

were sent to Canton and Youngstown. ' 
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The extent of the violence is summarized in La Follette committee reports. 
It found that the riots which occurred at Republic Steel Corp,. plants during 
the Little Steel strike of 1937 resulted in the following: total gunshot 
wounds, 37; injuries other than gunshot, 202; buckshot wounds, 1; birdshot 
';,rounds, 17; established and possibly permanent injuries, 19; dead, 16, for a 
total dead and injured of 283. In addition, one policeman received a bullet 
wound, two birdshot wounds; injuries, 37; for a total of 40.192 It was the 
opinion of Robert Wohlforth, the secretary of the La Follette committee, 
that during the Little Steel strike-

a mobilization of men, money and munitions occurred which has not 
been approached in the history of labor disputes in recent times. Al
though known to be incomplete, the committee has assembled data 
showing that a total of 7,000 men were directly employed as guards, 
patrolmen, deputy sheriffs, National Guardsmen, city police and com
pany police on strike duty. Over $4,000,000 was expended directly 
attributable to the strike. A total of$141,000 worth of industrial 
munitions was assembled for use.193 

The violence in the Little Steel strike came largely from the aggressive behav
ior of the police and company guards. The strike was lost on the picket line 
and, in this respect, resembled the pattern of past events in the steel and 
many other industries. However, the union gained recognition and with it 
collective bargaining was established in Little Steel, as a result of the applica
tion and enforcement of the Wagner Act by the NLRB and the courts. 

9. Other Violent Events in 1937 

There were a number of other violent encounters in 1937, the most serious 
at the plant of Aluminum Co. in Alcoa, Tenn. Refusal of the company to 
equalize wages with its Northern plants was the cause of the walkout. On July 
7, 1937, a Inelee started wilen an effort was made to prevent a truck from 
entering through the factory gates. Firing began, and 2 were killed and 28 
wounded. The dead were a striker and a special policeman, and two of the 
wounded were police. Troops were sent to the scene, and they restored order. 
Negotiation& were then begun, and the strike was settled on July 11.194 

Accidents also figured in fatal casualties .. For example, in the Walkout in 
June and July, 1937, at the Fein Tin Can Co. at Brooklyn, N.Y., a picket was 
killed. The United Radio & Electric Workers Union charged it was the result 
of police brutality, but the evidence indicated that the picket had suffered a 
fractured skull when he was hit by a flying brick. 195 In another instance, in a 
strike of furniture workers at Lloyd Manufacturing Co. at Menominie, Mich., 
a picket tried to prevent a car from entering through the factory gate and 
mounted the bumper of a car driven by a nonstriking worker. He fell from 
the bumper and was killed.I96 

Deaths marked other disputes during this year. A picket was killed during 
a strike at the Moltrop Steel Products Co. of Beaver Falls, Pa., in June 1937 
after being struck by a teargas cartridge fired by a deputy seeking to disperse 
the strikers. Another picket was killed at the gates of the Phillips Packing Co. 
of Cambridge, Md.I97 
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VIOLENCE IN 1938-39 

The year 1937 saw the last of h ~~~~~:e~,,;,~d forces or largMCaI~ ~~~~~s::~::\',:ctaculars in which the 
victims but ~c~ompany some labor disputes and e:f: casualhes. Violence 
Tbe 1938 t .ke evel of violence was substantlall. ~ year produced new 

~=:~~~~b~~1:!~~~~;E7:!.;!~~~~:~~~!i:¥:lE:iE~:~-
e emp oyer refused to rene on ract with the eom an 

and deputy sheriffs led to the death w·
f 

On March I, a battle between Srik

Y 

:~~s:~:~ ~o:~~~~Sih?~::: ~he ~a~~~ ~:q~e~i~~:~;"a;~t~i~~e~:~~ ers 
were on their way home encounte:';' workmen who had left their shift' :g as ;~~~i~~~ ~~::,;~i~ their hands, th~ ~~~~;s ~~;%:~~~eri:fs. Beca~se ';;!e 
selves. Three were w10e wdordkers opened fire. The deputies~ cor dPlckets ready 
an I . un e ,one a d t I e.en ed them-
ba e e.ct.lOn by the National Labor Re~;t~ y. Bt was agreed after the riot that 

rgammg agent 198 IOns oard was to det . . . ermme the 

In a not at the Rice Broth ~~ke~tnd boatmen led to t~:s::;~::':f at Corp~s Christi, a battle between 
ers ~ni anck, an official of the United C;~: an the wounding of another. 
ous conO~iWhO did the shooting, was himself '{.' Plc~ers & Agricultural Work
teneed to ~~n at a ~orpus Christi hospital. Cla::{e y b~aten and was in seri
Bagging C tars unpnsonment.199 In the st ik w~s ater tned and sen-
on March ~6 y the Tex ble Workers Organizin ~ e ot the Lone Star Bag & 
The empl ,1939! to block the entrance to! ~rruTIlttee, pickets attempted 
rolled do:ee seeking toblock the entrance to ~ actory and afight ensued. 
quently died~ ~~cl~ne Injuring a number of PiCk~;S p~ant I~ft his truck and it 
costs.200 e nV"tt of the truck was arrested 't .ned 0 whom subse-

O 

. ' ne ,and fined $ 200 and 

ne stnker was kill d in M 1 e during the str"k 
at H::~~r! 2:~, rn~ ",;othor before the 1 p~a~~ ~et~:~rad';. Hotel in Chicago 
riot took ~Ia"';'in fr": :mfbe~. In addition to the abov~~ .~bel Hosiery Co. 
The rioting brought not e May tag Washing Machine nCl enls, a senous 
city Th . a proclamation of marf 11 Co. III Newton Iowa 

. ey remamed in the . Ia aw and State troo . '. . 
Order was restored d commumty betweenJul 19 d ps mto the 
were aI an the CIO union . y an August I

S 

Packin s~~rdered into Sioux Ci ty duri::;!' s~~lhe end, recognized.
201 

Troops 

Nation~ G ~~:~gmg ~ere existed serious thre:t~\ th~tant of the Swift 
mained until Nov:~~r e:~d Into the city on Octobe~ 1g

e ~~~:roperty, the 
Worker's Union er. Eventually the com a ' ,and they re
course of labo :greed to a contract.202 In all !j, ny and the Packinghouse 

In 1939 r Isputes III 1938. ' ere were SIX deaths in the 

there was a st 'ki The Kentu k N' n ng decline in the f' .. 
Harlan, wh~r: a ;~ontal hGuard.was sent to pr:t~ec~ t:ilMltIl

a 
in la~or disputes. pu e ad ansen Th a an-Elhson M' . 

one .more elsewhere before th t· ree miners were killed In H 1 me m ~fu:g;;:r: ~~~r~c~1gt to th: ;~~~~~~~:~:~~n~~th:r dmPutea~::: 
o. The Massachusetts G d n, wo of them officers uar was sent to the Barre 
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Textile plant during a strike of textile workers who were blocking strikebreak
ers from entering the plant. The Guard restored order.

204 
In addition, a 

member of the Hodcarriers & COOlOlon Laborer's Union died during a strike 
in Millersburg, Ind.; a strike of fishermen in New Orleans and another against 
the Cairo Meal & Cake Co. were each responsible for the death of one person. 
Finally, two teamster strikes led to deaths, one in Boston involving a trucking 
company and the other in an incident growing out of a large chain department 

store strike. 
VIOLENCE IN 1940-46 

By 1940, union organiz. tions entered in to a new phase of growth and 
security. Strikes took on more and more their contemporary character of an 
economic conflict attended with minor violent episodes. This period was one 
of serious turbulence in the labor market. The shift to war production was 
accompanied by widespread dislocations. The subsequent reconversion to a 
peacetime economy was a challenge to the neW industrial relations. The con
ti?ual increase in union membership and union strength resulted in record
high numbers of strikes over important issues at tlle end of this period. 

In 1940, there were seven deaths in labor disputes. While people were 
kUled in most of the subsequent years, the incidents which generated violence 
~ere. sporadic clashes and usually involved few workers. PriVate guards were 
mVOlved in only two falal disputes in this 7-year period. The first occurred 
during 1940 in a building trades strike, when a picket was shot in the back by 
two guards, both of whom were indicted.20S The other incident, the wound
ing ofa picket who later died, occurred at the Phelps-Dodge plan I on I uly 30, 
1946. This was the result of a violent encounler. The union charged that the 
picket was shot by a guard at the plant; on the other hand, 14 officials of the 
United Electrical Workers Union were charged with having stormed the com
pany's wberf in an attempt to prevent strikebreakers from going to work.
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The coal industry continl,led to produce a disproportionate share of vio
lenee. In 1940, one man was killed and two were wounded whilepeaeefully 
picketing a coal mine in Obio. "The tragedy roused the miners to a high pitch 
and the killer decided to remain in jail for the time being under the protection 
of the sheriff. He said he fired because one of his brothers was assaulted."20? 
In 1942, nine killings took place in three separate incidents in the J{.entuckY 
coal mines. In April the president and vice president of the coal company at 
Middleboro were shot to death along with a miner and a deputy sheriff.

20B 

A rising share of violent clashes was caused by jurisdictional disputes. In 
I une 1940, • nonstriking bus driVer, who was a member of the Amalgamated 
Association of Street Railway & Motor Coach Employees, was killed in a 
jurisdictional dispute with the Brotherhood of RaUroad Trainmen. The latter 
union regretted the violence 'and "death of a strikebreaker" and claimed that 
the deceased bad "invited a fight, and provoked the assault which resulted in 
his unfortunate death, and members of the Brotherhood are in no way re
sponsible for the incident." The Amalgamated eventually defeated the train
men in an NLRB representation e\ection.209 One of the more grave disputes 
of 1941 took place in a suburb outside of St. LouiS, Mo., and involved a fight 
between uniortize

d 
and unorganized building tradesmen. One man was shot 

to death four were wounde~"and a number of others were beaten in a battle 
, \ " 

between the two grcups.-
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Tabie B-lo-Number killed and was c It d wounded and numb f a e in labor disputes (1947-~~t times militia 

-
Location I 

t~-r~~::~~~~~~~~~~K~ill~e~d~t-~~~~~~~~~ 1947 Wounded
a 

-. Militia 

1948 . MarYlar~d • 0 IUinols,lo';'~ . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 -

Year 

o 
o 
1 1949 Kentucky . 0 • • • • • • • • • 3 0 

1950 Tennessee············· 1 . 
Alabama. : : : : 0 •• 0 • ••• '. 1 

1951 Georgia.. . . . . . . . . . 1 
Arkansas. . : . . . . . 0 • • • • • 1 

1952 
1953 

1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 

Tennessee ..... . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . 
West Vir~~i~ : : : 0 • • • • • • • ~ 
Pennsylvania . . 0 • • • • • 1 
Southern RR. 'Stat;s' . . . . . . 1 

. L~u'isi~a" ..... : : : : . .. 1 . . . . . . .., 1 

Tennes~~ 
Ne\"{York· 
Florid ..... 

4 

o 

7 
2 
2 

1 

1 

1959 Kentu~k; : : : 
Louisiana 

!~~~ Wisconsin····· 

2 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3 

. 1 . 1 

New York • . • .•• 
1962 I Tennessee············· - ... 
~Statistics availabl . '.' . . . . . .. 

S e usually in everalo connection with st 0 rtkes mvolvmg fatalities 

prov~de exceptional blood e . . 
be wIdely dispersed alth y pIsodes. Geographicall . 
more frequenUy in th sough the data suggest that y, ~JOlence continues to 
the Far West. Most 0: th°uth and Midwest and less ~~ ence tends to occur 
that violence was not e deaths in these strikes we en In the Northeast and 
th~ employer. S~e rrt of a systematic camplli n ~ a~dental, in the sense 
strike replacements, ~a~ were a result of a bra~1 bY tther ~e union or 
strike violence. Indeed c as been the single most i e ween pIckets and 
to battles on the 'fj , many stnkes that had b mportant source of all 
all o· • IrSt day that b een peaceful y, VIolence took 1 a ack-to-work m were converted 
cum'tances in Whic\: ac~ a~ay from the struck fa~~ent started. Occasion· 
labor controversy. lt IS difficult to disentangle :~ sometimes under cir-

To be sure the' p nal elements from the 
Th ,re were st Ok e national strike of n es which had all the h 
companies in 1948~a the CIO Packinghouse workerallm~rks of past struggle~ 
Guard. In this strike, ~~ceomparued by killings, dis~r::;,amst several packing 
destroyed furnitu police ill Kansas City V r? and the National 
the Louisville & N~ii::~ a~tacked t~ose present. I~~9~~lded ~e union hall, 
between pickets and st 'k b31lroad, mjuries and a death ,dunng a strike on 
damaged, and the railr::'de reakers. Bridges were dyna r~~~ted from clashes 

b

Ott
By 

and large, however tWhaes the victim of continual v~nIdeal,and rolling stock 
i er and 1 ,most publi' d . Ism 

ings. Th pro onged and full of diso d ClZe strikes in this peri~d " hil 
ese strike spectac l' r er and assaults dOd ,W e u ars-Kohler, Square-D Pe' ti 1 nc~t result in kill, r ect ucle, Southern 

American ubor Viol."",: I Is Cau"" Ch ... cler, and Outcome 281 
Bell-were all widespread and usually accompanied by minor acts of violence, 
which in a few cases were quite grave and resulted in more orless ex tensi"" 
amounts of property damage. The worst of these strikes was Ulat involving ~e Perfect Circle Co. and the UAW, in which both sides were plainly guilty of 
.olenee. The Perfect Circle Co. was the only employer of this group that did 
not settle the strike by beginning or resumingcoUective bargaining relation
ships witll its union. However, it should be noted that in due time this com
pany eventuallY recogllized U,e union that had been decertified in three out 

of its four plants after the strike. . 

CONTEMPORARY VIOLENCE 

The. most inf omlati~e source of the extent of contemporary violence is 
found In the records of the National Labor Relations Board. In Section 
8(b)(I)(A) of the Taft-Hartley Act, Congress gave the Board power "to pro
ceed against union tactics involving violence, intimidation and reprisal or 
?"'ats thereof."225 In interpreting this section, the Board commented that 

•.. Congress sought to fix the rules of the game, to insure that strikes and 
other organizational activities of employees were conducted~eaceablY by 
persuasion and propaganda and not by physical force, or uire-ts of force or 
of econ omic reprisal. "226 In "fiscal 1968, the Board closed 12 cases after the 
entry of a Board order or court decree in which unions had been found to 
have engaged in some act .;, acts of violence. Moreover, 14 Board regional 
offices for the same period closed informally 38 other such cases.

227 
These 

regIons handle roughly half of the agency's total case load and include New 
llirgland, parts of metropolitan New York and Chicago, the industrial areas of 
PIttsburgh and Detroit, the Southeastern states, the Midwest;, and part of 
Texas, and the Far West. On the assumption that the unreported half of the 
United St.tes would ba"" el<hibited about the same number of violent labO! 
cases, we may conclude that th.>" were 80 to 100 cases of unlawful acts with 
some degree of violence committed by labor unions and involving the NLRB 

in this 12-month period. 
1. Informal NLRB Cases of Labor Violence 

In 19 of the 38 informally closed cases, the unlawful activities arose out of 
a strike over tbe termS and conditions of employment; in nine others the 
major issue was union recognition. However, tbe instability of bargaining is 
reflected in the fact that seven of tbe economic strikes involved unions which 
bad either just won bargaining rights through a NLRB election or bad only 
negotiated one contract with the charging employer. There were three cases 
in which rival union claims played a part and the contents of the remaining 

cases were either unknown or unclassifiable. " 

2. Violence Arising Out of Disputes OVer the Terms of a Contract 

An example of present-day violence occurred during a strike between Dis-:, 
'trict SO, United Mine Workers, and a manuf.ctu,er of iron castings in a small 

MiChiflln city. Despite a long blstory of conective bargaining, a strike of the 
85 employees fQr a neW contract that took place on March 13, 196

7
, lost its 
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peaceful character on March 30 when some pickets were armed with baseball 
bats. It was alleged that an employer representative and two strike replace
ments were assaulted by several pickets and formal complaints were made to 
the police. The employer had been operating the plant at a reduced scale 
using supervisors and hiring strike replacements from any source. The alleged 
assailants were not union officers, but the Board imputed agency responsibil
ity to the union on the grounds that this conduct took place under a con
trolled picket line. The regional office settled the case informally with the 
union and the employer, on the grounds that the picketing was otherwise 
peaceful, that no further violence was reported, and that a local court had 
issued a temporarj restraining order directed against the violence. The settle
ment agreement provided for the usual remedy within the scope of normal 
Board procedures, that is, the agreement of the union to cease its unlawful 
activities and post a notice to its members to this effect. The strike continued 
after the clOSing of the case and the company's operations remained unaf
fected by the peaceful picketing. 

A different outcome ended another strike in which unlawful activities were 
more extensive. Machinists began a strike on May 2, 1967, after fruitless bar
gaining with a ma.nufacturer of industrial tools in a Chicago suburb with 
whom it had long enjoyed a bargaining relationship. The strike was peaceful, 
with the 138 nonunion represented employees being permitted free access to 
and from the plant until September 5 and 6, when 100 union pickets massed 
in front of the plant gates kept most of them out. Threats were directed at 
the nonstriking employees such as, ~'Y ou're not wanted here. Leave while 
you still can." and "We know you and if you think anything of your family, 
you will get out of here." There was some shOving by pickets, rock throwing, 
tearing of sideview mirrors from cars, and several incidents of individual in
timidations and harassments. The employer secured a State court injunction 
on September 18, although the violence had ended more than 10 days before. 
The region issued a complaint but prior to a formal hearing the company 
withdrew the charge on December 11, 1967, since a new contract was signed. 
On the basis that the unlawful activity had terminated; the Board accepted 
the withdrawal. 

The pattern of illegal activities which constitutes violence and coercion 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Labor Board is rarely changed. Frequently 
there is some blocking of plant ingress and egress, occasionally the laying of 
nails "by persons unknown" on the plant driveway, sometimes allegations 
that sugar or other foreign material is put in the gas tanks of company and 
nonstriking employees' vehicles, accusations of object throwing which may 
include ~ocks, eggs, or paint, some physical scuffling or pushing, and always 
the making of threats. Damage to company plant is rarely observable in these 
cases, although vehicles standing in the street appear to be fair game. In very . 
few cases does more violence take place, such as physical assaults or the fol
lowing and harassing of drivers of company trucks on the highways and at 
stops. In several cases, union pickets were found in front of the homes of 
working employees with signs imputing the worst sins of humanity tothose 
who cross picket lines. In all cases but one the union's coercive conduct was 
limited in time and ceased after the filing of a charge with the Board or the 
obtaining of a State court injunction. Indeed, in 11 cases of the 38 infor
mallyadjusted caSeS, court orders were obtained by the employer. 

283 
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. 1 t~o T ntinue during the NLRB in-
In only one inst~ce ~d unlawfu ac ~lles c~ violent of 1967 which w~s 

vestigation, and tius strike w~s by farain~ n:~~ationshiP was ruptured by a 
closed by the Board. A l?~gtilnef b:g p e~aker's union at a paper products 
strike for improved conditions 0 t e. ap t Massachusetts. The strike was 
manufacturing plant in a small town m w~s ~rn b 17 at which time a 

Peaceful from its start on October 28 until ?vanem er, l'ted and his truck 
. th . k t 1· e was phYSIC Y assau truck driver crossmg epIc e m hi ·ts maximum strength on 

damaged. Thereafter mass picketing began; r~ac . ~ ~oercion made. A com-
November 29 and 30, with many ~hreais ~eS aiIs~~ployees including clerical, 
plete blockage of entranc~ and eXlt e~c ~h ·olence included some damage 

-' supervisory, and managenal personne . e ~ lubs u on some individuals 
to the plant and its appurtenance~, ~saul~ ~~~~ vehi~es in which the at
trying to enter the plants, and stnking ~ d r Sta! court temporary restrain
tempts were made. The employer obta.me a.. d limited the court's protec
ing order that was ex~eedingly narroW m ~C~h~ a~ovided the plant's heat. The 
tion to only three mamtenance employee . P n reason There were 
judge denied a broader injunctio~ wiihout ~~~~e~e~nable to control the 
only two officers in the local p~hce orce, th State police were unanswered. 
situation; their requests for aSSIstance f~:at ~he NLRB obtain an injunction 
On December 4, the employer reque~te f th ' t which was supported by the 
under the authority of section (1 O)(j) 0 . e ~ b Washington on the follow
regional office on December 5, ~nd autho;:e celse an unlawful activities, 
ing day. By Decem~er 8 the U~IO~ agree ~nt was incorporated in aninfor
which it promptly dId. The UTuon ~, agre;m;ace led, to fruitful negotiations 
mal settlement agreement. T~e r~t~r.~eo o~ated a new contract. In light of 
and by December 18 the pru:ties; , ttYement agreement was approved by 
the postviolent union behavIOr, e se 
the Board. f the cases that emerge from stalemated 

The low level of violence of ~~st ~n e isode involving white-collar work-. 
bargaining can be seen by exammmg p t 'Detroit radio station resulted m 
ers. A strike of anno~ncers and sal~~e:o ~o:rce nonstrikers. The facts ~hich 
a union agreement Wlth the. NL.~ of a violation of section (8)(b)(I)(a) m
underlay the Board deternunatiO 'f· d b'ut )·f you try to crosS that line, 

"I ay be your nen , . b 
eluded such threats a~, m "Well ou better bring your army Wlth yo~ e-
I will be an o~er y?u, and . u:at door tomorroW morning at 8:00. No 
cause no one IS gOlllg to w~k: h t ·ke and the union's coercive conduct 
other "violence" accornpame t, e: n f agreeing to cease issuing threats. 
was corrected by ,the normal reme yo' 

3. Violence Arising Out of Union Demand for Recognition 

.. . for determining a ·union's representation 
The existence of Boa.rd. macfe~t .' eviously predominant role as a cause 

status ha:; eliminated this Issue :om IS ~:olving coercive union behavior is 
for strikes. The nUI11~er o! suc case e International Ladies' Garment Work
very low. Two situatio~s tnvolved t: f ·ckets in front of a small plant dur
ers' Union which esta~lishe~ a n~m ber~ ~~~es the sole unlawful activity, 
ing an organizationa,! campatfignili· n f ~e charg~, was iri1erference with free 
which was corre.ct.eq., by the .ng 0 .: 

movement~\~oand from the plant. 
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However, in two other 1967 cases the union's unlawful behavior was over
shadowed by illegal employer conduct. A machinist's organizing campaign 
against a Chicago manufacturer was countered by employer unfair-labor prac
tices which included discharges of seven union supporters and widespread 
threats of reprisals against other employees. This company's unlawful behav
ior resulted in a strike by a minority of workers. The cars of some of the 
pickets were damaged, and their work clothes and other personal property 
left in the plant were vandalized. Moreover, some strikers received threaten
ing phone calls at their homes, Charges fIled by the union with the NLRB 
resulted in a determination that the company behavior was unlawful and com
plaints were issued. The employer also fIled charges with the Board alleging 
union violence, which consisted of the scratching of one car by pickets, tamper
ing with the ah-brakes on a truck, and one threat to a supervisor. Since these 
activities constituted a violation of section (8)(b){l)(a), a non-Board settle
ment of all charges was agreed upon. Reinstatement and backpay was offered 
to the dischargees and both the employer and the union agreed to stop all 
unlawful acts. 

In the second case, after an uneventful bargaining history of 16 years, ne
gotiations broke down for a new contract when a Massachusetts employer in
sisted upon a "word-for-word, comma-for-comma'~ renewal of the old agree
ment as a condition for discussing wages. The Textile Workers' Union, after a 
unanimous vote, went on strike. The employer refused to meet the union 
after the strike, met secretly with some of the employees, distributed and 
collected "decertification cards," set up a new union, provided facilities and 
an attorney: for the new union, and recognized and signed a contract willi it, 
after declining to recognize the Textile Workers' Union. The Textile Workers' 
Union fIled charges which the region found to be meritorious. The stl"ike, was 
peaceful except for one incident involving a nonstriking employee who re
ported being assaulted by three pickets. It seems a scuffle did take place, 
although the nonstriker was a male who was six: foot two and weighed over 
220 pounds, while the pickets were women ranging in age from their early 
fifties to late sixties. Several weeks after this episode, the strike was ended 
with the renewal oian agreement with the Textile union, the repudiation of 
the company union, and a withdrawal of all charges. 

4. Violence Arising Out of Jurisdictional Disputes in 1967. 

The disaffIliation of most of the officers and members of a local of Brew
ery workers to the United Auto Workers in a Michigan factory resulted in a 
strike led by the UA W. Mass picketing, threats to nonstrikers, and the dam
aging of vehicles led to filing of charges and the securing of a State court in
junction. The union's coercive acts were brief and ceased in compliance with 
a Board adjustment and the court order, 

A conflict between the Carpenters and the Teamsters' Union produced a 
tangled skein of charges alleging violations by both of many sections of the 
act. The basic facts indicate that a Chicago firm recognized and executed a 
contract with the Carpenters Union at a time when that ~lnion had no mem
bers in the unit, which included drivers and dockrnen who were members of 
the Teamsters. The subsequent Teamster picketing included violations of the 
act's secondary boycott prohibitions. The teamsters also engaged in threats 
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v, 1 e' Its Causes U'IU , d 
American Labor 10 enc . ' . d tl e following an 

1 (' rock throwmg, an I , tl 
of physical harm to some e~p oyee"Com laints were issued agaInst bo 1 

harassing of trucks on the highway. entto a hearing, all parties a~reed to 
unions and the employer but, subsequ t fon election in the disputed 
dispose of the issue by holding of a re~~~en :n1 

't On this basis, all charges were Wl ra . 
um, . ' i 1968 

5 F 
al NLRB Cases Involving Violence In Flsca 

. orm I 
'n tlIat Board orders and or 

, . d' t d NLRB cases 1 .' f a 
Formal cases differ from a, JUs e on dents. Of course, vl0lation~ 0 , 

court decrees are entered agrunst the resr t Of tile 12 cases closed,ln this 
court order may constitute contempt 0 w~o~: ~egotiations while 4 origtn~ted 
category, 8 developed out of a breakd~ activities in these cases do not dif~ers 
in organizational efforts, The ~nla~u . the attem consists of threats, mas 
fundamentally from adjusted sltuatlOn.s, p. Us damage to cars, rock 
picketing blocking and shoving, occaslOnal a:~:~e ~as no litigation inasmuch 
throwing: and the like. In six of these

f 
ca~~ard order and court decree on the 

as the union conse;nted to the en;rYt 
0 

ad the applicable law. 
basis of a written stipulation of ac san 

6 Uncontrolled Labor Violence and the Board 
. t be exclusively attributed to 

d . 1 nce canno . 
The reduction of union-cause VIO e ou I this section has a direct be.an~g 

the impact of section (8) (b)(l) (a) , alth ~ons as is noted in our descrIption 
upon such unlawful acts. With ~are excep 's'supported by State courts ar~ 
of Board cases, local law enforcement ~!:~c~~ the State, noW as in ~hepast, IS 
able to control union violence. T~e p rs' property interests, including th~ the 
usually competent to protect emp oye f m a struck plant. However, m , 
safeguarding of free ingress;:to and eg}ess, :ent the Board is empowered un-
event of a breakdown of locall~W ~n O~~t to s;cure an injunction from a h 
der section (10)0) of th~ Taft- :~ t~re have been 11 occasions where :~c 
Fedel;al district court, Smc~ 19 all of these cases, uncont~olled ma e-
an injunction has been obtamed. In f ' lence and threats of VIolence were r 
pickeUng and large-scal~ i?cidents ~onvlOlt also should be noted t~at the en
sponsible for the Board s Intervent 's invariably swift and effective. Of t1 e 
forcement of a Federal court o,rde(~O)O) cannot be measured alo~e by 1 f 
course, the significance of section. sect of its use, as observe~ III one 0 
number of times it was used. Th~ pr~dfnarilY sufficient to stop VIolent 
the Board cases discussed above, IS 0 . 

behavior. . bor Violence 
7 O'ther Sources of Data on La. . 

. h obvious sources 
data on violence from suc . tu 

Attempts were made to secure S De artment of Justice. Unt.or -

as local polic~ d~pa~tmen~~:::e t::yU~x;ensi~e collection of infor:::~;d that 
nately, time allIrruftatIo~~~mber of cities throughO?t thde cO~~!%nt in labordi~ 
police manu s rom 'ghl' sitive to the dis or ers 't olice 

P
olice departments were, ~1 y s~nfi d in considerable detail app,ropna de Pf _ 

b· r of cltIes spec1 Ie . ' icket lines an ree 
putes ~nd a n~ o~ these were directed at inSUIl~g ope~tthe same time, police 

~~o~eor~~~emen~'ofpeople a~~J~~~:~~~~:; ~:~~pa!tiality in maintaining 
officers were caU tlOned to ma . 
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History I .. 
order. The records of th.e Labor Board indicate that these instructions were 
ordinarily executed with considerable fidelity, although the enthusiasm with 
which police carried out their orders varied with local conditions. There were 
times when police allegedly turned their backs at minor outbursts of picket 
line violence; on the other hand, unions charged-that the contrary .often took 
place. In one Board case a union representative claimed: "Any time a driver 
either refused or hesitated to make a delivery, the police showed up." We 
were given access to the full records of a major northern industrial city's 
police department which revealed an alinost complete absence of labor vio
lence over a 4-year period. DUring this time only one arrest was made, and 
that involved a fist fight between a picket and a customer of a struck store. 

We were also given summaries of major complaints of labor violence made 
to the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation from 1961 to 1967. The Department 
of Justice informed us that most of the other complaints were .about small
scale damage to property whose isolated nature and remoteness In affecting 
commerce precluded Federal action. Property damage was also the most sig
nificant characteristic of the major complaints of labor violence made to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation from 1961 to 1967. The u~e of dynamite was 
reported in 1961 and 1963 during a jUrisdictional dispute on the Great Lakes. 
Explosions were reported on the Wabash Railroad in 1963, and on the New 
York Central Railroad in the same year. The most serious incidents of prop
erty damage occurred during disputes with employers with extensive and ex
posed property holdings. A strike of the IBEW against the Alabama Power 
Co. in 1966 was accompanied by 50 acts of sabotage, including the draining 
of oil from transformers, plaCing of chains across powerlines, severing of guy 
wires on transmission line poles, the destruction of power equipment by gun
fire, and the like. Also in 1966 a labor dispute between the Oil,Chemical & 
Atomic Workers' Union and the United Fuel Gas Co. was followed by dyna
miting 24 company pipelines in West Vir~}llia and Kentucky as well as other 
property damage. A strike at the Illinois Consolidated Telephone Co. also 
witnessed dynamiting of company facilities at a number of places. Other in
stances irlCluded dynamiting of a construction company's earthmoving and 
Caterpillar tractors in Huntington, Ind., and dynamite damage to machinery 
of a California timber company. 

In none of the above disputes did personal injuries or deaths occur. As
saults against individuals took place, however, in four strikes. In February 
1964, a truck carrying 11 temporary employees of a Chicago firm was over
turned, by 50 strikers. The injuries were unrecorded. In June of the same 
year, a Molotov cocktail was thrown through a window of a nonstriking em
ployee in an Illinois strike. Again no information is available of casualties. A 
strike among employees of a Florida telephone company in 1967 witnessed 
several dynamiting incidents and the shooting of several employees. The as
sailants and the CirCUmstances surrounding these incidents are unknown to the writers. , 

. The most serious recent violent strike involved steel hauler owner-operators 
m 1967,whose dissatisfaction with the Teamsters Union to which they be
longed generated more than 50 serious incidents of violence. In their attempt 
to secure better representation, the dissident Teamsters attempted to intimi
date other drivers by acts of Violence, inclUding the throwing of fire bombs 
and rocks. One death and another serious injury were reported. 

C Character and Outcome American Labor Violence: Its auses, , , 

From time to time the newspapers report ~utbre~s of st;~~~::!~:sn~t:uch 
as in the 1962 Florida East C?ast Rai1roa~~~~k;t:~~::e~eo. in'Texat The 
between the SteelworkersUmon and .the " s and threats and has re
latter strike has been marked by beat1Ogs, Shoo::~g , oteworthy that in de-
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q(}ired the ,inte~en.ti~n of the Tex~s R~ge~. II S~:et Journal said: "Shades 
scribing this stnke 10 Its story he.admg, e ;t 1 P ducer in Texas. "228 
of the 1930's: Violent Steel Stnke Rocks a ee ro t ost inci 

Apart from incidents of sabotage an~; ~est~~~~n c~~:~p~~ is' :early in ~n 
dents oflabor violence appear to end up',m a . the ordinary case of minor 
employer's interest to make such charges~t~~n 10 tion exists. In these situa
coercion where little prospect of a Fede~r l;~t~y legal derelictions of his 
tions not only is the e~plo~er able,t~ ~ I~:k: reprisals against those strikers 
own, but he can establIsh ,hi~ legal.rl~l I o. ortant since many strike settle
guilty of misconduct. This IS parbcu ar y Imp I ers adamantly refuse to 
ments founder on this issue becaus~ ~any e~p ?y ts 
reemploy employees who have partIcIpated m VIOlent ac . 

8. Other Evidence of the Diminu tion of Labor Violence 

, , I is attested to by its relatively scant 
The diminption of. the level ?fVIO. en~eI947. The essential concern of pro-

treatment in congressIOnal h~arm;s ~m~ H tley hearings was to deprive em
ponents of labor reform dunng t e .' a - ar ss icketing and other forms of 
ployees guilty of violence, threats, sl~down I7ah Pld be noted that past court 
intimidation of their reinstatement .ngh~s. B s ~u had eliminated the act's 
deciSions, in some instances ove~rul~ng t Ie boar 'ractices. The McClellan 
protection for emplo~ees e~ga~ng l~ .the a ~::~ion and employer activities 
committee's 1956-59 mvestIgaho? 0 lffiprop t.n few cases such as the Kohler 
found no evid~nce oflarge-scale vIOlen~~:~~!~-Griffin Act contains prohibi-
and Perfect CIrcle cases. Howeve:, th and intimidation arising out of the 
tions against threats and ac~s of vI~lenc;his is one of the least violated sec
management of internal ~mon affaI~th r Federal statutes which touch upon 
tionsof the Landrum-Gnffm At bC~·A t 2~9 have given rise' to a handful of labor violence, such as the Ho I S c, 
cases. 

9. The Impact of the National Labor Relations Act Upon Violence 

. 11 b l'cy first enunciated by Afundamental purpose of t,?e ~atIOnase au~~ta~endments in the Taft-
dIe Wagner Act and con~rmed by ItS :~~he ~ubstitution of orderly procedures 
Hartley and Landrum-Gnf?" Acts, ~ the ublic interest in the peaceful set
for trials of combat. But m bal,:c;::g f eaom of labor and management to 
tlement ~f in~ustrial disp~te.s WI of th:i::eeds and experience, the law d!d 
work out theIr probl~ms m bght . ~ 'I deed by endorsing collective 
not outlaw -the exerCIse of ~c.o~~m~ or~edgend thi!! tests of strength, i.e., the 
bargaining, the NL~~xphclt_ ~t~C;~~ ceosts and hardships, is superior to infliction of economIC narm, WI , ., 

such alternatives as compulsory arbl~atI~. picket line and the maintenance 
However, this aPPl:oval of the stn e, e. l~' .ted by the establish-

' .. I· , b' mp' loyers and umons was uru . 
of hard bargam10g mes. y e d' . 'd on all patties. Some subjects were ment of specified rules of con uct Impose 
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removed as bargaining issues and are not subject to economic pressures. Fore
most among these was the question of union recognition and with it the con
comitant mutual obligation to bargain in good faith. The wishes of a majority 
of employees within an appropriate bargaining unit determined whether or 
not collective bargaJ,ning was to Mgin, and this determination could not be 
lawfully qualified or limited. 

The workings of the majority-rule principle can best be appreciated by 
applying it to the major disputes of the past. Members of the bargaining commit
tee that approached the Pullman company were fired and Pullman refused to 
deal with any committee of his employees. Charles Schwab, head of the 
Bethlehem Steel Co., announced during the 19lO strike, "I will not deal with 
union committees or organized labor," an attitude reiterated fp,r the entire 
industry in 1919. This position was taken by employers in Michigan Copper, 
in the coal industry of Colorado and the major coalfields in West Virginia, 
and by others in the m.ore violent strikes. Some employer associations were 
hostile to the principle of dealing with unions, and these groups included the 
leading firms in many industries. Because employer refusal to meet and deal 
with unions was the major cause of past violent labor strikes, the effective 
enforcement of the Wagner Act reduced sharply the number of such en
counterS. 

This diminution oflabor violence was not a temporary phenomenon but 
endured the strains of major and minor wars, a number of business cycles, 
and substantial changes in national and local political administrations. More
over, the social and economic environment in post-New Deal America was 
scarcely conducive to the pacific resolution of disputes of any kind. The re
conversion of American industry after World War II brought on the greatest 
s~rike wave in. our history. Yet, these mammoth strikes were accompanied by 
vutually no VIolence, completely at variance with the experience after 1918. 

The contribution of the NLRA in sustaining the reduction in the number 
and severity of sanguinary labor clashes went beyond prescribing enforcible 
bargaining behavior. The law supported the right to organize of labor unions, 
but only on condition of avoidance of violence. Violence on a picket line is 
always latent but tends to surface when the employer recruits replacements 
and attempts to operate. Today, as always, employers have the legal right to 
move ~oods and people freely across a picket line and the duty and practice 
?f ~olice has tended to safeguard this right. Moreover, employees who engage 
m VIOlence forfeit the protection of the act, which is a rest1ru.ning influence 
upon them. The diminution of violence on labor's side has correspondingly 
lowered the propensity of employers to resort to force as either a defensive or 
aggressive tactic., • <' . 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The United States has experienced more frequent and bloody labor Vio
lence than any other industrial nation. Its incidence and severity have, how
ever, been sharply reduced in the last quarter of a century. The reduction is 
even more noteworthy when the larger number of union members, strikes, 
a~d labo~-manage~ent agreements are considered. The magni1~de of past 
VIOlence IS but partially revealed by available statistics. One writer estimated 
that in the bloody period between January 1, 1902, and September 30, 1904, 
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meflcan 230 0 
. 966' . red in strikes and lockouts. ur 

198 persons were killed and 1, mJu d t tes the casualties records over 
own independent count, which gro~lY ~n e~s.a ries in labor disp~tes. In addi-
700 deaths and several tho~sand,s 0 sen~~~I;:Casions on which State and 
ti' on we have been able to Idenhfy over . 

, d' I bor disputes· 
Federal troops have intervene m a '1 t labor disPlJtes was the denial of 

The most common cause ~f past VIO ~ ize the union, frequently asso
the right to organize through r~fusal to rec gn wled e of workers' resent
ciated with the disch<J;rge of. umo~ leaders. Kno d m;loyers to take defensive 
ment at their inability to jom unIOnS e~~oura:ea:ures often included the hir
measures cioring strikes and lockouts: ~e~e v'or often created the very con
ing of guards who, by their provoca~I~e . e a I , 
ditions they had been engaged to t,nmimize. f of the United States was free 

The melancholy record shows that no sdec ,lOt
n 

were not due to the influ-
. . ~-, th t ·ts origt·n an na ure 

from industnal VIOlence, aI, d'd ·t reflect a darker side of the 
ence of the immigrant or the !rontler, ~~~a~s:d by the attitudes taken by 
American character. Labor VIolence wIved disputes The virtual ab-
labor and management in response to unreso . mines· breeding grounds 
sence at present of violence in ~he C?al :d cOP1~~uent t~stimony that labor 
for the more dramatic and tragtc eplsO es, are e t'ally shaped by prevailing 

870' t th 1930's was essen 1 violence from the 1 s 0 e, . I . d employee Once these were 
attitudes on the relations b~tween e~p ~y~: ~ compulsio~, violence was 
changed, a change accomplished part y y g 
sharply reduced, 

Employer Violence 

iIt of violence. Employer violence 
Employers and unions were both gu r was legally bound to recognize 

frequently had the cover of law. No e~~oye;s had the right to defend his 
the union of his employees. He has a~h 1 ~~r and commodity mar.kets. In 
property and maintain free accesS to e ~d allon the community police 
anticipation of trouble, the ~mploye~ cou ': ability supplement them with 
force, anci.dep~~~g upo~ SIZe an:;~~a:cc~ons usually had publ.ic s~ppo~t, for 
protective auxihanes Of,~IS own. ized right to self-defense, despIte wIde
the employer was exerclsmg a recogn d ' " and out of Government of the 

- ',. b Y public lea ers m f th 
spread recogmLlOn Y ~an, llective bargaining. In the absence 0 e 
desirability, need, a~d Jushce. of co otective labor h!gislation, many em- . 
authority and effectIVe sanctIOns of pr at their command, in the certamty 

10 ers fought unionism with every weapon 
ihat their hostility was both lawful and proper. 

Union Violence 

, . . leaders and their members frequently 
Facing inflexible OPPOSItiOn, umon 'nor the hltervention of heads 

foutfd that nothing, neit~er peacefu\~e::u:~~:rds recognitio~. Frustration 
of government, could move the erop Y t to strikebreakers with anger. Many 
and desperation iropelledpickets to. ~etCikers to restrain the entry of strike- . 
vio.lent outbreaks follo~yd efforts 0 s r k I nt Such' conduct, obviously 

- . . ·t '1 'nto the struc P a . '. 
breakers and raw rna ena s 1 . f'" ful police measures. In the long run, 

'd th" portunity or lorce . f f b· illegal, opene e op, . ' d fo·rsuccess. The use 0 orce Y 
the employer'S side was better eqUlppe 
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pickets was illegal on its face, but the action of the police and company 
guards were in vindication of the employers' r~ghts. 

The effect of labor violence was almost always harmful to the union. 
There is little evidence that violence succe!}ded in gaining advantages for strik
ers. Not only does the rollcall of lost strikes confirm such a View, but the use 
of employer agents, disguised as union members or union officials for. advo
cating violence within the union, testifies to the advantage such practIces ga~e 
the employer. There were a few situations, in areas made vulnerable by then 
openness such as a strike in municipal transportation or involving teamsters, 
where violence was effective in gaining a favorable settlement. Even here, 
however, such as in the TeamsteFs strike in Chicago in 1905, the violence 
often failed. The most sensational campaigns of the Western Federation of 
Miners to bring their opponents to heel by the use of force were unsuccessful, 
and the union was virtually driven out afits stronghold. The campaign of 
dynamiting of the Iron Workers' Union ended in the conviction of the 
McNamaras. Subsequent convictions of a number of union leaders, including 
its preSident, who were convicted of transporting dynamite and of conspiracy 
in the Federal courts, almost wrecked the union. The campaign of violence 
carried on by the molders against the members of the antiunion National 
Founders Association failed to change the latter's policy.231 

The right to organize was not retained in Homestead, or won in Pullman, 
the Colorado metal mines, Coeur d'Alene, or in the steel mills in 1919, 
although the sacrifice by union members, especially the rank and file mem
bers, was great. In fact, the victories gained by violent strikes are rather few, 
for the use of violence tends to bring about a hardening of attitudes and a 
weakening of the forces of peace and conciliation. A community might be 
sympathetic to the demands of strikers, but as soon as violent confrontations 
took place, the possibility was high that interest would shift from concern for 
the acceptance of union demands to the stopping of the violence. 

It is the violent encounters that have prOVided organized labor with its 
lists of martyrs, men and women who gave their lives in defense of the union 
and collective bargaining. The role of martyrdom is not for us to assay, and 
may be useful in welding the solidarity of the group. The blood of the martyr 
may be the seed of the church, but in labor disputes it is doubtful if the sacri
fices have been worth the results obtained. The evidence against the effective
ness of violence as a means of gaining concessions by labor in the United 
States is too overwhelming to be a matter of dispute. 

Except for contemporary examples, we have not dealt with the numerous 
minor disturbances, some of them fairly serious, that were settled by the use 
of the normal police force. We have also generally avoided the many instances 
in which organizers and active unionists were denied their right to remain in 
communities or were the victims of local vigilante groups. We know that 
union organizers could not enter the closed coal towns, and that labor speak
ers could neither hire a hall nor speak in a public square in many communi
ties. A number of coal counties in Kentucky and West Virginia built what 
amounted to an iron wall against the invasion of union organizers. The situa
tion became Worse during strikes. In the 1919 steel strike, the mayor of 
Duquesne, Pa., announced that "Jesus Christ could not hold a meeting in 
Duquesne," let alone the secretary-treasurer of the AmericanFederation of Labor. 
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Sitdown Strikes 

. t t the . as a method of social reform porn ? II: Some recent apostles of vIOlence f f th value of such tactics. The SIt- . I 
sitdown strikes in the 1930's as pr.oo Of wo:k but instead of the employees ,;1. 
down strike was the usual ~uspensIOn 0 the r~mained within the plant. The II 
leaving the premises of theIr employer'gh '['s obviously an unlawful trespass 
tactic itself is not a violent one, a1th~ \ lCtics were used against employ~rs 
upon another's property. Howe~e.r, t~s~: union, which during the great. SIt
who had refused to grant recogmtio;; M tors and the Chrysler Corp. wer~ 10 

down strikes in the plants of Gene~ r 0 Act As a matter of fact, the SIt
violation of the National ~abor Re a ~~~: giv~n the circumstances, and there 
down strikes were exceptionally pea~ tw~en strikers and company guards b <lur
was only one serious confrontatIon e the standards of the time, it can ~ 
ing the strike at General Mot~rs an~ b: ficiaries of violence accompanY1Og 
described as a minor altercatIon. T e f ene t~e events surrounding a conven-
a sit down strike are abundantly c1ea

W
r rom,. st the Ford Motor Co. 's Rouge 

. . t 'ke by the UA agam 
tional recogmtIon s n di to the union the company-
plant on Aprill, 1941. Accor ng h' I t to discredit the genu-

al ·tdown strike at t e p an A fi d tried to take an illeg SI d ds of the Ford workers. e-
ine strike and to obscure the legal .. em~rector, however, rev:.ealed that 
eral conciliator and a Ford adv~rs~::::';breakers hired by Ford to stage a 
the sitdowners were a thous~n 232 

. f' t and disorder. 
demonstratIOn 0 no. d Federal 

The company's attempt to use the sitdown as a basis for State an 

armed intervention was unsuccessful. 'nst the automobile workers ~ho 
As a matter of fact, violence was used agal discharged for joining the umon, 

used the sitdown tactic. Not only w~:dm:Chard Frankensteen and othe~s by 
but the attack upon Walter ~eu~er f Harry Bennet, in charge of secunty . 
a group of thugs under thedirectIonf~he more serious incidents in the. orgam
at the Ford Motors Plant, wa~ oneho t 'tdown strikers lost the protection 
zation of the industry. In ruh~g. t a ~ranteed by the National Labor Rela
against discharge for union actiVIty ~ d' "The seizure and holding of the 
tions Act, the U. S. Supreme Court S~cts of sabotage. But in its le~al aspect 
b ildings was a thing apart from any . is not essentially different 

u '. f lawful posseSSIOn .' " how the ousting of the owner rom, 10 er. "233 For our purpose~, _ 
from assault upon the officers of an emp I a physical assault is mea?1Ogful 
ever, the distinction between a ~respass a~ivalence. Once it became~ow~ 
and important regardless of theIr ler~k:~ discharged worker forfeits his r~1O
that by participation in a sitdown s n f this tactic Virtually ceased, and It 

'gh d r the law the use 0 
statement n ts un e d . ce'the above decision. has not been widely use sm 

P:"rsi~tence of Violenc~/ ,,- I' 

.. . a aradox i~r that violence i~ labor dis-
We are, however, confron.ted ~~~ a~hieved fruitful results. WIth few .ex-

putes persisted even though It se esult of isolated and usually unplann~d ~cts 
tions labor violence was the r hib'ted parade or demonstration pro-

':';a pickt line, or pccurred during a:J~alit~. It might also start by attem~ts 
testing employer obduracy or polIce ru 
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History I 
of pickets to prevent the transportation of strikebreakers or goods, and a 
clash would follow police intervention. Where the employer refused to deal 
with the union, the possibility of eventual violence was always high. The de
sire of the American worker for union representation took place in the teeth 
of employer opposition that was ahle to impose heavy sanctions for union 
activity. The reproduction of conditions in which violence is spawned inevi
tably was followed by outbreaks of violence. Violence could be successfully 
repressed by superior forces but it could not be eliminated until its causes 
were removed . 

The Reduction in Violence 

The elimination in 1933 of the most important single cause of violence, 
refusal to recognize the union for purposes of collective bargaining, came 
about at the time when union membership was lower than it had been for 15 
years. The first step taken was the adoption of section (7)(a) in the National 
Industrial Recovery Act, which guaranteed workers in industries operating 
under codes of fair competition the right to organize and bargain collectively 
through their own representatives. This provision was only partially effective 
in protecting the right to organize, but it was a sighificant beginning. Its suc
cessor, the National Labor Relations Act, with its amendments, has now been 
on the books for 33 years, and it is 31 years since it has been upheld by the 
Supreme Court. The sharp decline in the level of industrial violence is one of 
the great achievements of the National Labor Relations Board. 

It may have been a fortunate coincidence that the labor laws guaranteeing 
the right to organize were enacted at the time the character of business man
agement was changing. The professional business executive, Who has increas
ingly come to dOminate management, is not inclined to regard his business in 
the same sense as the head of a family-developed firm. He is more flexible in 
his thinking and more responsive to social and political changes. It may not 
be an accident that some of the bitterest contemporary labor disputes
Kohler and Perfect Circle, for example-took place in family-held businesses. 
The professional business leader is mOre detached, more pragmatic in hisre
actions, and knows that American business has sufficient resilience to adapt 
itself to free Collective bargaining. The performance of American industry 
since the end of World War II demonstnltes that union organization and col
lective bargaining are not incompatible with satisfactory profits and a high 
rate oftechiIological change. 

Violence has greatly diminished, but it has not entirely ceased. Between 
80 and 100 proven charges of violence or coercion are closed annually by the 
National Labor Relations Board. In addition, reports of violence of varying 
seriousness appear periodically in the press. The charges that come before the 
Board that we have examined are largely based upon threats and generally 
minor picket-line incidents. In none of them did deaths or serious injuries 
OCcur. Nearly all of them, if they had taken place prior to the 1930's, would 
have been ignored in our study. Had we taken note of all the threats and 
picket line incidents prior to the 1930's, our stUdy would have reached un
manageable proportions. Present-day violence is by and large the result of 

:' accidental and random events which occaSionally erupt in a picket line confrontation . 

() 
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Prospect of Reversion to Past Patterns of Violence 

tl erased from American industry? Has widescale violence been per~anen ~ been accompanied by sharp 
The reduction in violence in labor dIsputes faAsmerican life This is no acci-

" b h . in other areas 0 . I' . 
increase}) m Violent e aVIOr . t st labor violence have been e Ifill-
dent. The conditions that gave nse ~tf~ns would lead to a reversion in 
nated and a restoration of these condi 1 mechanism that governs our 

. 'th the comp ex th fi 
conduct. Any tampen~g ~ an invitation towards unharneSSing of e orces 
contemporary labor PhOlitCY IS have successfully mastered. of violence and hate t a we 

Labor and Other Forms of Violence 

. s from the labor experience, or are 
Can one draw more general concluslOn ki" to establish unions in indus-

h bl s of workers see ng. . hil they peculiar to t e pro em. ted in a hostile commuruty, w e 
try? On many occasions the umo? ope~a friendly neigllborhoods. Never-
minorities carryon their protests 1~ theI~ ~nmajOr1ty is likely to be decisive. 
theless, in both situations the reabcl~10n °t'meent was so strongly on the labor 

tim here pu 1C sen 1 . 
There have been es w . . mitted it ran no risk of estrangmg . 
side that no matter what VIOlence 1~ com . Vi~den and in the far more ques
local public sentiment. S~ch was t e ~ase In r violence led to the alienation 
tionable situation in Hernn .. Usually, ;.~e~e public sentiment to approval ~f 
of public opinion and somet~es t~ a. ~d nce is clear that the absence OfV1o
severe actions against t~e stnke. II n~:~~v: retrieved many lost strikes. H?w
lence committed .by UnIons 'bfUth t the advocacy or the practice of orgamzed 
ever, it appears higlUy proba ,e .a ide would have prevented the enactand systematic violence on the ~ru~n s 

ment of the New Deallabor It'gl~la~:?n. ill supinely accept violence by minor-
There is no evidenctHhat maJon.1es t a 'ust cause or reacting to oppres

ities. The fact that rioters are figl1t~n~ tor t~e condoning of violence by the 
sion has not, in the case of labor~ e b 0 , . g had prior to the 1930's, been 
public. The desirability of co~ec~lv~e:r::;~~l 20th-century Presidents of the 
endorsed by a number of public. 0 , ed by leading students in the 
United States. Such views were als~ spo~o~h approval did not save labor 
field legislators, clergymen, and ot ers. u 

fron: severe repression. t'.. of the problem to emphasize 
h t 't' a gross con1USlon . .. f. 

Jt appears to us tal ~s . a ide to the behavior of mmontIes su _ 
the creative character ofvIOlenced~s. gut' e Creative violence obviously refers 

. , 'ties an lOJUS 1C . -' . d 
fering from senous Ineq~l. and the United States, France, .a~ 
to the successful revolutions In ~~ vie~ is completely irrelevant i.f It IS not 
Russia. It ap~ears t~ us t~at sU~e are concerned not with rev~lutIOnary up
vicious and higlUy m1s!ea~ng. . . t how a minority can achieve bela~ed 
risings, which such a VIew 1mp~ei b~norities can obtain little through V1o
justice. Although we ~elie~e on\h~lbasis oflabor experience, that violence 
lence, we are also convInce, '. . t the removal of grievances. . 
will continue unless atte~tIOn IS p,a1dheO. ettos resembles the kind that sur- . 

In some respects the ~lOle.nce 1~ t r. lanning and out of isolated m
rounded labor disputes; It anses wlt~oui:~~raFso higllly probable that via: 
stances that may nO,t repeat the:rseti":es~r even counterproductive, in that It lence of this kind will be unpro uc 
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will antagonize many who would all .. Hb"", I 
f?r equal justice and opportUnity.n~~ t~ ~ucport tne clall:ns of minorities 
bes can be pushed too far Labor's' a or analogy wIth racial minori
by single or groups of em~loyers wi~levances.were specific and could be met 
granting these concessions were small ~o~ce~l~ns. The adverse effects of 
could generally pass on any added co~t)u[e. ew people, and employers 
the extent that the grievances of mino \~o consumers. On the other hand to 
meeting of their demands imp' n les are of a general nature and th: 
commuruty, the resolution of the' di . e 0 WI e sections of the 

. mges upon the privileg s f 'd 
opposition. If sputes IS apt to be met 'Nith greater 
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Catholic Welf Co. ufches, the Social Action D art an . ucation of ti are ouncil. and the So 'al J' ep ment of the National 
;:;e~(~ of American Rabbis, 1930' B~~ H us~ce Committee of the Central Con-

11. El:"oidg:cFoomta, WDash., 1920). ' ur .. ampman, CentraiiaTragedy and 
• s er owell A /l' t Hopkins Press, 1939) p' 17 IS ory of Criminal Syndicalism (Balt' . J 

12. The h ,. . tmore. ohns 
eral ~~~ .ange of le~ters between Governor M th . ' si I 3m Domestic Disturbances 1877-190

a
3 eSws and the President are in Fed-

on, p. 15. ' . . " Doc. 209 57th C 
13. Letters in ibid., p. 317. ' ong., 2d ses- .. 

14. Gerald G. Eggert Rail,., d L .... Press, 1967), p. 9. oa. abor Policy (Ann Arbor: University of Michl an 

15. Revo." of the Committee ro Investi .' g 
burg. Lane and Hart, State Prlnter;af~J:)e Rallroad Riots in July; 1877 (Harris , , ~p. 39-40.".' -
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16" See Robert V. Bruce, 1877: Year of Violence (Indianapolis: Bobbs Merrill, 
1959); J. A. Dacus,Annals of the Great Strikes (St. Louis: Schammell & Co., 
1877); Edward Winslow Martin, The History of tile Great Riots (Philadelphia: 

National Publishing Co., l877). 
17. Fifth Biennial Report of the Adjutant General of the State of Kansas, 1885-86, 

18. Investigation of Labor Troubles in Missouri, Ka1lsas and 'J'exas and Illinois, H. pp.53-54. 

Rept. 4174, 49 Congo 2d sess., 1887, pp. IV-V. 
19. Biennial Report of the Adjutant General of IlUnois to tile Governor and 

Commander-in-Cluef, 1885-86, pp. 21, 22, 27,30,32. 

21. Labor Troubles in tlte Anthracite Region of Pennsylvania, H. Rept. 414
7

, 50th 20. Ibid., pp. 34-35. 

Cong., 2d sess., 1889, p. LXXXV. 22. Annual Report of the Adjutant Genera/' of tile commonwealtll of Massacllusetts 
for tile Year Ending December 31,1875, pp. 17-18. 

23. Speech of Gen. C. H. Grosvenor of Athens County to Ohio House of R~presenta- . 

tives, Mar. 10, 1875, pp. 3, 9, 15. 
24. Quotation is from Investigation of Labo/' Troubles. U.S. S. Rept. 1280, 52d 

Cong., 2d sess.; pp. XII, XIV. See also Employment of Pinker tons , H. Rept.2447, 

52d Cong., 2d sess.' 
25. Report of tile United States Industrial Commission, Washington. 190i, vol. XU, 

p. 490; George Edgar French, "The Coeur d'Alene Riots," Overland Montllly, 
July 1895, pp. 33-34; Selig Perlman and Philip Taft, History of Labor in the 
United States (New York: Macmillan Co., 1935), vol. IV, pp. 17-113. 

26. Annual Report of the Adjutant General 1'0 tfit Governor of the State of Ollio for 
the Fiscal Year Ending Nov. 15, 1894, pp. ~-6;Ninth Biennial Report of the 
Adjutant General of the State of Kansas, 1893-94, p. 1,3. 

27. Biennial R~port of the Adjutant General of RlinoiS to tile Governor alld 
Commander-in-Chief, 1893 and 1894, pp. XII, XIII. 

28. Report of the Adjutant General of the Statf! of Indiana for tile Year Ending Octo-
ber 31. 1894, p. 9; Report of the Adjutant General to the Governor of Iowa for 
the Biennial Period Ending November 30, 1895, pp. 19-21. 

29. Quotation from Almont Lindsey, The Pu~lman Strike (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1942), p. 263. Also see Federal Aid in Domestic Disturbances, pp • 
194-195. President Cleveland, who had sent troops to Chicago during the strike, 
believed that "a comparativelY insignificlmt quarrel between the managers of an 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 
34. 

industrial establishment and their workmen was joined by the large army of the 
Railway Union. It was the membership of these workmen in the Railway Union 
... that gave it the proportions of a tremendous disturbance, paralyzing the most 
important business interests, obstructing the functions of the Government, and 
disturbing social peace." Grover Cleveland, The Government in the Chicago Strike 
of 189.4 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1913), p. 6. 
Resolution of the General Manager's Association is found in the Report Oil ~(Ie 
Chicago Strike of June-July 1894 by tile United States Commission appoint en by 
the President, July 25,1894, under the provisions of sec. 6 of ch. 11)63 of thC'" 
laws of the United States passed Oct. 1,1888. (Washington: Government Print-

ing Office, 1895), p. 250. Appendix to the Annual Report of tile Attorney General of the United States for 
Year 1896 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1896), Pl" n~-222. 
Report of the Special Committee of Assembly Appointed to Investigate tile 
Couses of the Strike of the Surface Rail Roads in the 'City of Brooklyn (Albany: 

J. B. Lyon, 1895). Report cf tbe Adjutant General of New York State, Jan. 8,1896, app. A: 
A. C. Hutson, Jr., "The Coal Miners' Insunection of 1891 innAnderson County, 
Tennes~e," The past Tennessee Historical Society's PJJblicatiolls, No.7, i93S, 

pp. 103-121. . 

35. 
Robert David Ward and William Warren Rodgers, Labor R.evolt in Alaba111ll;The 
Great Strike of 1894 (southern Historical publications No.9, University ot' Ala-

36. 

bama, 1965), p. 68. ". ' . . Biennial Report of the Adjutant Gelleral of Alabama ".1894, pp. 52, 6~; Ward and 

Rodgers,op, cit.! p. 111. ," 
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37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 
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42. 
43. 

44. 

45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 
57. 

58. 
59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 
63. 
64. 

History I 

Biennial Report of the Adjutant General of fllinois to the Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief, 1899-1900, pp. 6-7; Eighteenth Annual Report of the 
Illinois Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1899, pp. U-III. 
See Vernon H. Jenson, Heritage of Conflict (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 1950), pp. 13-14; Selig Perlman and Philip Taft, History of Labor in the 
United States, 1896-1932 (New York: Macmillan Co., 1935), vol. IV, pp. 184-
186; Report of the United States Industrial Commission, vol. XII, pp. 469-470; 
Coe'ur d'Alene Mining Troubles, S. Doc. 140, 56th Cong., lst sess., p. 65; Coeur 
d'Alene Labor Troubles, H. Rept. 1999, 56th Cong., 1st sess., pp. 69-125. 
The Molly McGuires, a terrorist organization that operated in the anthracite area 
at this time, was not a bargaining organization. Made up of Irish miners, it exer
cised vengeance against arrogant mine bosses of British origin and others who 
came into its disfavor. It did not direct demands for improvements in working 
conditions, although it issued warnings against oppressors. Whatever its connec
tion with the labor movement may have been, we know that this group was de
stroyed and many of its leaders hanged. 
Frank Julian Warne, The Coal Mine Workers (New York: Longmans, 1905). 
New York World, Sept. 11-12, 1897; Also see Edward Pinkowski, The Latimer 
Massacre (Philadelphia: Sunshine Press, 1950). 
New York Tribune, Sept. 23, Sept. 27,1900. 
New York Tribune, Sept. 30, 1902; Perlman and Taft, op. cit., p. 44; Robert J. 
Cornell, The Anthracite Coal Strike (Washington: Catholic University Press, 
1957); Frank J. Warne, The Slav Invasion and the Mille Workers (Philadelphia: 
Lippincott, 1904); Report to the President on the Anthracite Coal Strike of May
October, 1902, Anthracite Strike Commission (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1903). 
A Report on Labor Disturbances in the State of Colorado from 1880 to 1904. 
S. Doc. 122, 58th Cong., 3d sess., p. 112. 
Ibid., pp. 182-187. 
Ibid., pp. 192-193. 
Ibid., p. 295. 
Ibid., p. 325. 
Ibid., pp. 168-169,200-201,205. 
Ibid., p. 325. 
See Vernon Jensen, Heritage of Conflict (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1950); 
Benjamin McKie Rastall, The Labor History of Cripple Creek District, University 
of Wisconsin Bulletin No. 198 (Madison, 1908). . 
Coast Seamen's Joumal, Sept. 21, 1901; Ira B. Cross,History of the Labor Move
ment in California (Berkeley: University of Callfornia, 1935), p. 243. 
The information on violence is from the police reports sent: to the Bureau of 
Labor by Frank L. Pain1\" i and Ethelbert Stewart, both of 'lIfhom were present at 
different times during the strike in Chicago, and .reporteg f€';gu!arly to the Com
missioner of Labor. The papers were examined in the National Archives, Wash
ington, D.C. They are in the Papers of Ethelbert Stewart. 
Coast Seamen's JO/Jrnal, Dec. 5, 1909, p. 2; Perlman and Taft, op. cit., pp. 144-
149. 
Statement of James Tyson, a shipper, in Report Of Com!mission on Industrial 
Relations, vol VII, pp.5252-5253. . 
Report of the Adjutant General of the State of New Yc,rk, 1902, pp.61-62. 
Report of the Adjutant General, Quartermaster-Gellel'f)l and Surgeon Gener910f 
Rhodeisland, 1902, p. 113. . '" /' 
Report o! the Adjutant General of the State of Loutsiana, 1902, pp. 11~13. 
Report of the Adjutant General of Connecticut to the Comrnander-in-Chief, 1903, 
pp. VIII, IX. . 
Nineteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, State of Connecticut 
Public Document N. 23, 1903, p. 386. 
The two quotat\onsare from Street Railway Journal, July 6,1907, p. 45, and The, 
Outlook, May 11, 1907, p. 88. 
The Public, Mar. IS, 1910, p. 253 . 
Harold J. Howland, "The War in Philadelphia," The Outlook, Mar. 5, 1910. 
Electric Traction Weekly, Sept. 10, 1910, p. 993. 
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65. Ibid., p. 994. .. hAd' tant Gfmeral to the Governor of the State of Ohio, 
66. Annual Report OJ t e 1U . 

1910, p. 5. 'ment Workers (New York: B. W. Huebsch, 1924); 
67. Louis Levine, The WomeCn s G::;;ssion on Industrial Relations, S. Doc. 415, 64th 

Report of United States om . 
Cong., 1st sess., vol. II, pp. 1.031 ffi910_1922 (Chicago: Amalgamated Clothing 

68. The Clothing Workers of ChIcago, d T ft p cit pp. 304-308. A yeat later, 
Workers of America, 1922); Perlman an a .'tfo~ ~d their efforts were accom-
the Cleveland garment wor~ers s.ough!i~ec~~:~illi~g of a picket. C. E. Ruthen
paniedby rioting and shootmg,w. mClku ~ International Socialist Review, Sept. 
bel;;g, "The Cleveland Garment or ers, 

19;11, p. 136. I . Hearings before the Committee on Labor of the 
69. Peonage in Western Pennsy vania. . t sess on H Res. 90, p. 8. 

House of Representatives, 62d Cong., .1s . ~' coai Field in Westmoreland 

70. Report on the Miner's S4t7ri~~~~ ~~n~/t~':e~~.: r. 82. 21 
County, Pa., H. Doc. 8 i 1 Steel Works South Bethlehem, Pa., S. Doc. 5 , 

71. Report on Strike at Beth to'~~ , 
61st Cong., 2d sess., pp. - h' '1 Regions of Pennsvlvania, 1887-1888, H. Rept. 

72. Labor Conditions in the Ant raf~~ 167 . 
4147, 50th Cong., 2d sess., PP', d-l hi" The American Academy of Political 

73. J.P. Shalloo,Private police (Phila epa. 
and Social Sciences, 1933), p. 61. d . nd Labor Pursua"f S. Res. 266 (74th 

74. See report of the Comm2itte7~ 0: go::a~~; :Css 1939; Report of United States 
Cong.), S. Rept. 6, Pa~t, t '5 64th C~ng., 1 st sess., 1916, pp. n-9~. 
Commission on Relallons, S. DOC:/h 'St t of New Jersey for the Year Endmg 

75. Report of the Adjutant General 0 tea e 
October 31, 1902, p. 25. 17 

76. U. S. H. Doc. 607, 60th Cong., 1st sess., p. . 

77. Ibid., p. 22. 
78. Ibid., p. 23. . . t of Lawrence O. MUiliy, Herbert 
79. Ibid. , p. 23. The quotatl0p

n lOS !NrOemil awrhe~:ere appointed by President Roosevelt 
Knox Smith, and Charles '. ' 
to investigate thc::~oldfield VIOlen;\ St t of New Jersey for the Year Ending 

80. Report of the Adjutant 1~e;ral 0 tea e 
October 31,1909, pp. -.' I of California, 1910, pp. 50.51. ., 

81. Biennial Report of the AiJ;tan:o~:!'~~~ociaiion and the International ASSOCI~1l0n 
82. Luke Grant, 'The National I recWorkers (Washington: U.S. Commission on In us

of Bridge and structura ro~ 48 
trial Relations, 1915), especIally liP· 107-1 . 

83. Ibid., p. 125. 
84. Ibid., p. 130. . . 
85. Ibid., pp. 136-137. . ecord of Riot, Assault, Murder, CoerCIon, 
86. "A PolicY of Lawlessnes:: ~ P~~e~ofthe Iron Molders Union During 1904, 

and Intimidation Occurnng m. N f nal Founders Association, no date). 
1905, 1906, and 1907" (Detorolt: . a .l~l on Industrial Relations (testimony of 

f · United States ommlSSIO, 
87. Report 0 the . t of Illinois Central), vol. X. . . 

Charles F. Markham,. pres~den. d aling with the Harriman and IllinOlS 
88. The violence is descl~bed m sectIOns e. . ... . y 

Central strikes in ibi .'. G I of the State of Louisiana for the ear 
89. Annual Report of t3h

1
e 19~u;apn; 7e~era. h 

Ending December, " d- l' Conciliation and Arbitration in Massac u-
90. Annu(il Report of the State :;:Ssa~husetts Adjutant General for 1912, p. 7; Re

setts, 1912,~. 31;~ep?r~0 wrence,Massachusetts, s. Doc. 870, 62d Cong62~d 
port on Textzle Strike InS a'k t Lawrence Massachusetts, H. Doc. 671, 
session; Hearings on the mea , 
Cong., 2d sess. C· sion on Industrial Relations, vol. 3, pp. 2534, 

91. Report of the United States ommlS -46 Pre 
2547. 1 h St t of California, 1914, pp. 45 ; 0-

92. Report of the AdjuhtaAnt Ge"ler.CaolnOve~:on ~;the Convention of the California State 
ceedings of the 15t. . nnua 
Federation of Labor, 1914, pp. 72-73. 
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History I 

93. ~~e~~.F.\'JradY, "The Open Shop in San Francisco," The Survey, May 25, 1916, 

94. Law and Order in San Francisco' A B . . 
merce, 1916), pp. 8-11. . egmmng (San Francisco Chamber of Com-

95. Report of the Adjutant General of the St t 'I Fl . 
96. Annual Report of the Adjutant General of ~h~ St ~rw.~{~r thYie . Year 1912, app. B. 

1913, p. 6. a e OJ Hew ork for the Year 
97. Annual Report of the Adjutant General of h S 

1913, p. 6; The Outlook Apr. 19 1913 t1;9 tate of New York for the Year 
98. The !l/iners' MagaZine, O~t. 1 19i2 pp' 19 . 
99. The Public, Jan. 14, 1916 p '35' J~ 2i 19 

Citizenship," The Survey 'J~. 22 1916' 16, p. 63; John A. Fitch, "Arson and 
100. The Public, Aug. 29, 1913 825'. . 
101. Report of the Indiana Adj~ia~t G;n~~:i Z' 1913, pp. 1064-.1065. " 

Years Ending September 30,1913 and 19~;he State of Indiana for the Fiscal 
102. The Survey, May 3,1913, p. 163. ' p. 170. 
103. The Public, June 20, 1913 p 588' J S Bi" . 

Socialist ReView, Aug. 191'3, 'p. 91'. . . scay The IPSWICh Strike," International 
104. TheN~w ~?rk Times, Jan. 29, Feb. 4,1913. 
105. The MI~ers MagaZine, May 29, 1913 8-9 
106. Quote IS from The Surve Jan 30 l' pp. . 

107;New York Times, J~~e 7:19i3.915, p. 458; The Public, Jan. 29, 1915, p. 
107. T?e Survey, July 31,1915, p. 387. 
108. Literary Digest, Aug. 7 1915 P 237 
109. John A. Fitch, "When ~ Sh 'ff B ak '" 

414-415. en re saStnke,·TheSurvey,Aug.7,1915,pp. 

110. John A. Fitch, "The Explosion at Bayonne ;, Th 
~2;.Ne~ York Times, Oct. 11, 14, 1916.' e Survey, Oct. 21, 1916, pp. 61-

111. tltrike In the Copper Minin D" . 
sess.; ~er~an and Taft, OP~Ci:'~";,;~ r{~~higan, S. Doc. 381, 63d Cong., 2d 

112. Investigation of Conditions in Pain er, '. 
ance of S. Res. 37, S. Rept. 321 6~d ;.ek Co;l Fields of Ui~st Virginia in Pursu
report. Quotation is on p. 238. ' ong., d sess., Con tams the commission's 

113. George P. ~est, Report on the Colorado Strike . . 
on Industrial Relations 1915) 31 (Washington. U.S. Commission 

114. Ibid., p. 133. ,. , p. . 
115. West on cit 135 '.'" ., p. . West was an investi t ~ 

dusmal R~Jations and was acquainted wit~~~r f: or the U. s. COmmission on In, 
women from Luke Grant "Th N f e acts. The figure on the dead 

116. P~rlman and Taft, op. cit:, p . ;3:'~~~~ E~~ctors Associa~on," p. 131. 
Hzstory (New York: Harper ~ Row 19 Philip Taft, Orgamze(i Labor in American 
mony Submitted to Congress by the' c 64),. pp. 259-262; Final Report and Testi
VIII, IX. Also Barron B. Beshoar OutO"!/,/j,ssDlOn on Industrial Relations, vols. VI, 
n.d.), pp. 180-194. ' OJ e epths (Denver: Golden Press, 

117. Monthly Labor ReView, Sept. 1941 p 569 
118. ~tatement by ,the Mine Operators oi tI.' D'" . 

Ing Congress, 1917, pp. 8-9. 2e IStrict Anzona Chapter American Min-
119. Tr~nscription of the Hearing of the Pr:' , " 

A~lZ., Nov. 1-5, 1917, pp. 239-240 eSldent s Medllltion Board. Held at Bisbee, 
120. Ibid., p. 160. . 
121. Ibid. ,.p. 160. 
122. Journal of the Senate Th' 'd L . l 

1918, p. 11. ,lr. egzs ature, First Special SeSSion, State of Arizona, 

123. R.eporton the Bisbee Deportations Made b " 
SlOn to the President of the U. 't d S y the PreSident s Mediation Com mis-

124. West Virginia Coal Fields H m.e tates, Nov. 6,\iJ.917. 
an~ Labor, 67th Cong., l~t :::'~;.b;'f~~e ~7~' Senate Committee on Education 

125. Ibid., p. 6. See also Winthro D L . '. " • 
H~epsCh, 1921). p . ane, CIVIl War In West Virginia (New York: 

126. Biennial Report of the Adjutant G 
127. Quadrennial Report of Adjutant Generallo~the S,tate of Colorado, p. 22. 

enera oJ Alabama, 1922, pp. 29-30. 

~ .~ .. ' i .. 
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,128. United Mine Workers Journal, Aug. 15, 1922, pp. 7-8, 9-10. 
129. Monthly Labor Review, Sept., 1924, p. 570. 
130. Paul M. Angle, Bloody Williamson (New York: Knopf, 1952) deals with this 

episode. 
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131. Quoted by Orville Thrasher Gooden, The Missouri and North Arkansas Strike 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1926), p. 231. See also Rev. J. K. Farris, 
The Harrison Riot of the Reign of the Mob (Wynne, Ark.: J. K. Farris, 1924), 
which deals with the strike sympathetically. 

132. Report of the Adjutant General of Missouri, Jan. 10,\921. 
133. Annual Report of the Chief of the Militia Bureau, 1923, pp. 58-65. 
134. The information is from the Bill of Complaint EXhibit No.3, U. S. Railway Em

ployees Department, American Federation of Labor, etc., in the U.S. District 
Court for the Northern District ofIllinois Eastern Division, pp. 123-124. 

135. Ibid., pp. 124-128, 139-143. 
136. Appendix to Annual Report of Attorney General of the United States for the 

Fiscal Year 1922 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1924), p. 20. 
137. Ibid. 
138. Ibid., p. 21. 
139. Ibid., p. 21. 
140. Ibid., p. 23. • 
141. A History of Organized Felony and Folly, the Record of Union Labor in Crime 

and Economics (New York, no publisher, 1923, pp. 62-65). This work claims that 
the U. S. Attorney General charged that the death of 25 people could be directly 
attributed to the shopmen's strike. 

142. 11th Biennial Report (Colorado), Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1919-20, p. 26. 
143. The Denver Tramway Strike of 1920: Report by Edward T. Devine, Rev. John A. 

Ryan and John A. Lapp (Denver: The Denver Commission on Religious Forces, 
1921), pp. 2, 21, 32-33. 

144. Annual Report of the Chief of the Militia Bureau, 1922 (Washington: Govern
ment Printing Office, 1922), pp. 45-47; Report of the Adjutant General State of 
Minnesota, 1922, pp. 11-14; Biennial Report of the Adjutant General of the State 
of North Carolina, 1921-1922, p. 47. 

145: Annual Report of the Chief of the Militia Bureau, 1922, p. 47. 
146. See Royal E. Montgomery, Industrial Reilltions in the Chicago Building Trades 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1927). 
147. United Mine Workers Journal, Mar. 15,1926, p. 11; Harriet L. Herring, "12 Cents, 

the Troops and the Union," The Survey, Nov. 15, 1923, pp. 199-Z0Q;AnnUql Re
port of the Chief of the Militia Bureau, 1927, p. 68. 

148. Daniel J. McClurg, "The Colorado Coal Strike of 1927-Tactical Leadership of 
the IWW," Labor History, pp. 82-85; Biennial Rep07t of the Adjutant General of 
the State of Colorado to His Excellency the Governor, 1928, pp. 26-28. 

149. Conditions in the Coal Fields of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ohio. Hearings 
before the Committee on Interstate Commerce, U. S. Sen., 70th Cong., lst sess., , 
pursuant to S. Res. 105. 

] 50. Report of the Adjutant General of the State of North Carolina, July 1, 1926, to 
Dec. 31, 1927. . 

151. New York Times,flct. 3-5, 12, 1929; The Marion Murder (New York: National 
Executive Com:fuittee of the Conference for Progressive ,Labor Action, 1929). 

152, Justice North Carolina Style (American Civil Liberties Union, 1931), pp. 11-14. 
153. New York Times, May 6, Nov. 7, 9,1931, and Feb. 11, Mar. 24~31, 1932; The 

Kentucky Miner's Struggle (New York: American ~ivil Liberties Union, 1930). 
154. The Struggle for Civil Liberty on the Land (New York: American Civil Liberties 

Union, no date), PP. 24-25, 27-28. 
155. Walter Wilson, Call Out the Militia (New York: American Civil Liberties Union, 

1938), p. 27. ' 
156. Captive mines produced coal only for the use of owners, such as steel and public 

utility companies. 
157. New York Times, Oct. 5, 10, 11, 1933. 
158. Pittsburgh Press, July 26-30, Aug. 2-6, Nov. 1-5, 1933. 
159. Violation of Free Speech and Rights of Labor: Private Police Systems, Harlan 

County, Kentucky, report of the Committee on Education and Labor pursuant to 
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History I 
S. Res. 266 (74th Cong.). A resolution to investigate violations of the right of 

160. 
161. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
165. 
166. 
167. 

free speech and assembly and interference with the right of labor to organize and 
bargain collectively, Feb. 13, 1939, pp. 47-48. 
Ibid., p. 53. 
Ibid., p. 79 .. 
Ibid., p. 33. 
Ibid., p. 94. 
Ibid., pp. 98-104. 
Ibid., pp. 111-112. 
Ibid., p. 112. 

Harriet D. Hudson, The Progressive Mine Workers of America: A Study in Rival 
Unionism (Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois Press, 1952), pp. 119-120; McAlister 
Coleman, Men and Coal (New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 1943), p. 177. ' 168. 

169. 
170. 

Philip Taft, Organized Labor in American History (New York: Harper & \Row, 1964), pp. 488-489. 
Congressional Record, Mar. 13,1958, p. 4098. 
Report of the Adjutant General of the State of North Carolina, January 1, 1933-
December 31,1935, p. 12. 

171. 
Ibid., pp. 447-449. See also New York Times through August and September 
1934 for detailed coverage of the textile strike situation. 172. 

173. 
174. 
175. 
176. 
177. 
178. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
182. 
183. 
184. 

Wilson, op. cit., p. 28. 

New York Times, Feb. 1, 15, Mar. 31, May 14, Oct. 27, 1935. 
New York Times, Oct. 29-31, 1935. 
Labor Fact Book III, pp. 173-175. 
Wilson, op. cit., p. 15. 
New York Times, Sept. 3-8, 1935. 
Report of the Chiefofthe National GUl.rrd, 1936, p. 16. 
Wilson,op. cit., p. 29. 
New York Times, July 24, Sept. 27, Nov. 30,1936. 
New York Times, June 30, July 12-13, 1936. 
Ibid., June 2-4, 1936. 
Labor Fact Book, 1938, pp. 125-126. 

President Thomas Girdler, of the Republic: Steel Co., testified before the La Follette 
Committee in August 1938, and stated that his industrial relations policy had sue-

185. 
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The White House 

June 10,1968 

EXECUTIVE ORDER #11412 

ESTABLISHING A NATIONAL COMMISSION ON 
THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States, it. 
is ordered as follows: 

SECTION I. Establishment of the Commission. (a) There is hereby 
established a National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence 
(herein.after referred to as the "Commission"). 

(b) The Commission shall be composed of: 

Dr. MUton Eisenhower, Chairman 
Congressman Hde Boggs 
Archbishop Terellce J. Cooke 
Ambassador Patrid. Harris 
Senaior Philip A. Hart 
Judge A. Leon Higginbotham 
Eric Hoffer 

Senator Roman Hruska 
Albert E. Jenner, Jr. 
Congressman William M. McCuUoch 
*Dr. W. Walter Menninger 
*Judge ErnesiWilliam McFarland 
*Leon Jaworski 

SECTION 2. Functions of the Commission. The Commission shall 
investigate and make recommendations with respect to: 

(a) The causes and prevention .of lawless acts of violence in our society, 
including assassination, murder and assault; 

(b) The causes and prevention of disrespect for law and ~rder, of 
disrespect for public officials, and of violent disruptions of public r.>rder by 
individuals and groups; and 

(c) Such other matters as the President may place before the Commis· 
sion. 

SECTION 4. Staff of the Commission. 

SECTION 5. Cooperation by Executive Departments and Agencies. 
(a) The Commission, acting through its Chairman, is authorized to 

request from any executive department or agency any information and 
assistance deemed necessary to carry out its functions under this Order. Each 
department or agency is directed, to the extent permitted by law and within 
the limits of available funds, to furnish information and assistance to the 
Commission. 

SECTION 6. Report and Termination. The Commission shall present its 
report and recommendations as soon as pr~ct!cable, but nO.t later ~han one 
year from the date of this Order. The ComnusslOn shall ternunate thiljy da~s 
following the submission of its final report or one year from the date of tillS 

Order, whichever is earlier. 
S/Lyndon B. Johnson 

*Added by an Executive Order June 21,1968 

The White House 

May 23,1969 

EXECUTIVE ORDER #11469 

EXTENDING THE LIFE Or: THE NATIONAL COMMISSION 
ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF VIOLENCE 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United States, 
Executive Order No. 11412 ofJune 10, 1968, entitled "Establishing a National 
Commission on tlle Causes 'and Prevention of Violence," is hereby amended 
by substituting for the last sentence thereof the following: "The Commission 
shall terminate thrity days following the submission of its final report or on 
December 10, 1969, whichever is earlier." 

S/Richard Nixon 

'-r' --n ••• ---__ -~--_....----~--

STATEMENT ON THE STAFF STUDIES 

The Commission was directed to "go as far as man's 
knowledge takes" it in searching for the causes of violence 
and the means of prevention. These studies are reports to 
the Commission by independent scholars and lawyers who 
have served as directors of our staff task forces and study 

\ 

teams; they are not reports by the Commission itself. Pub-
lication of any of the reports should not be taken to imply 
endorsement of their contents by the Commission, or by 
any member of the Commission's staff, including the Execu
tive Director and other staff officers, not directly responsi
ble for the preparation of the particular report. Both the 
credit and the responsibility for the reports lie in each case 
with the directors of the task forces and study teams. The 
Commission is making the reports available at this time as 
works of schol1!:rship to be judged on their merits, so that 
the Commission .as well as. the public may have the beJlefit 
of both the reports and informed criticism ,and <.;omment on 
their contents. 

Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, Chairman 

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office 
Washington, D.O. 20402 - Price $1.60 (paper cover) 
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PREFACE 
cf 

From the ~arliest days of organization, the Chainnan, Commissioners, and 
Executive Director of the National Commission on the Causes aIidPrevention 

, . ", I 

of' Violence recognized the importance of research in accomplishing the task 
of analyzing the many facets of violence in America. As a result of this 
recognition, the Commission hasj')njoyed the receptivity, encouragement, and 
cooperation of a large part of the scientific community in this country. 
Because of the assistance given in varying degrees by scores of scholars here 
and abroad, these Task Force reports represent some of the most elaborate 
work ever done on the major topics they cover. 

The Commission was rbrffied on June 10, 1968. By the end of the month, 
the Executive Director had gathered together a small cadre of capable young 
lawyers from various Federal agencies and law finns around the country. That 
group was later augmented by partners borrowed from some of the Nation's 
major law finns who served without compensation. Such a professional group 

, , , 
can be assembled more quickly than university faculty because the latter are 
not accustomed to quick institutional shifts after making firm commitments 
of teac~~n~ or research at a particular locus. Moreover, the legal profession 
has long had a major and traditional role in Federalagencies and commissions. 

In early J 1Jlya group of SO person~, from the academic disciplines of 
sociology!, psycholqgy, psychiatry, political science, history, law, and biology 
we~e called togeth~r on short notice to discuss for 2 days how best the 
Commission and its ,staff might proceed to analyze violence. The enthusias~~f:,:n 
response of these scientists came at a moment when ou~ Nation was sf\Jl~~'} 
suffering from tIt\.} tragedy of Senator Kennedy's assassination.' "'L._:y 

':"\ ,.. ,--
It wa~ clear from that meeting that the scholars were prepared to join 

research analysis and action, interpretation, and policy. They were eager to 
present to the American people the best available data, to bring reason to 
bear where myth ha~ prevailed. They cautioned against simplistic solutions, 
but urged applicatiol1 of what is known in the service of sane policies for the . 
benefit of the entire soc!ety. ",' 

Shortly thereafter'the position of Dii;~ctor of , Research was created. We 
a~sume~ the role as a joint undertaking, with common responsibilities. Our 
function was to enlist social and' other scientists to join the staff, to write 
papers, act as advisers or consultants, and engage in new research. The 
decentralized structtIre of the staff, which at its peak numbered 100, required 
research coordination to reduce duplication and to fill in gaps among the 
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original seven separate Task Forces. In general, the plan was for each Task 
Force to have a pair of directors: one a social scientist, one a lawyer. In a 
number of instances, this formal structure bent before the necessities of 
available personnel but in almqst every case the Task Force work program 
relied on both social scientists and lawyers for its successful completion. In 
addition to our work with the seven original Task Forces, we provided con
sultation for the work of th,e. eighth "Investigative" Task Force, fC!rmed 
originally to investigate the disorders at the Democratic and Republican 
National Conventions and the ~ivil strife in Cleveland during the summer of 
1968 and eventually expanded to study campus disorders at several colleges 
and universities. 

Throughout September and October and in December of 1968 the Com
mission held about 30 days of public hearings related expressly to each of the 
Task Force areas. About 100 witnesses testified, including many scholars, 
Government officials, corporate executives as well as militants and activists of 
various persuasions. In addition to the hearings, the Commission and the staff 
met privately with scores of persons, including college presidents, religious 
and' youth leaders, and experts in such areas as the media, victim compensa
tion, and fireamls. The staff participated actively in structuring and conduct
ing those hearings and conferences and in the questioning of witnesses. 

As Research Directors, we participated in structuring the strategy of design 
for each Task Force, but we listened more than directed. We have known the 
delicate details of some of the statistical problems and computer runs. We 
have argued over philosophy and syntax; we have offered bibliographical and 
other resource materials, we have written portions of reports and copy edited 
others. In short, we know the enormous energy and devotion, the long hours 
and ,accelerated study that members of each Task Force have invested in their 
labors. In retrospect we are amazed at the high caliber and quantity of the 
material produced, much of which truly represents, the best in research and 
scholarship. About 150 separate papers and projects were invol~ed in the 
work culminating in the Task Force reports. We feet less that we have orches
trated than that we have been members of the orchestra, and that together 
with the entire staff we have helped compose a repertoire of cummt knowl
edge about the enormously complex subject of this Commission. 

That scholarly research is predOminant in the work here presented is 
evident in the product. But we should like to emphasize that the roles which 
we occupied were not J.i.'11ited to scholarly inquiry. The Directors of Research 
were afforded an opportunity to participate in all Commission meetings. We 
engaged in discussions at the highest levels of decisionmaking, and had great 
freedom in the, selection of scholars, in the control of research budgets, and in 
the direction and desi~ of research. If this was not unique, it is, at least an 
uncommon degree of prominence accorded research by a national commission. 

There were three major levels, to our research pursuit: (1) summarizing the 
state of our present knowledge and clarifying the lacunae where more or new 
research should be encouraged; (2) accelerating known ongoing research so as 
to make it available to the Task Forces; (3) undertaking new research projects 
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wi~ the limits of time and 'funds available. Coming from a university 
settmg where the pace of research is more conducive to reflection and quiet 
hours analyzing data, we at first thought that completing much meaningful 
new research within a matter of months was most unlikely. But the need was 
matched by the talent and enthusiasm of the staff, and the Task Forces very 
early had begun enough new projects to launch a small university with a score 
of doctoraJ theses. It is well to remember also that in each volume here 
presented, the research reported is on full public display and thereby makes 
the staff more than usually accountable for their products. 

One of the very rewarding aspects of these research undertakings has been 
the experience of minds trained in the law mingling and meshing, sometimes 
~ercely arguing, with other minds trained in behavioral science. The organiza
tIOnal structure and the substantive issues of each Task Force required mem
bers from both groups. Intuitive judgment and the logic of argument and 
organization blended, not always smoothly, with the methodology of science 
and statistical reasoning. Critical and analytical faculties were sharpened as 
theories confronted facts. The arrogance neither of ignorance nor of certainty 
c.ould long endure the doubts and questions of interdisciplinary debate. Any 
SIgn of. approaching. the priestly pontification of scientism was quickly dis
pelled m the matrIX of mutual criticism. Years required for the normal 
a~cumulation of experience were compressed into months of sharing ideas 
WIth others who had equally valid but differing perspectives. Because of this 
process, these volumes are much richer than they otherwise might have been. 

Partly because of the freedom which the Commission gave to the Directors 
of Research and the Directors of each Task Force, and partly to retain the 
full integrity of the research work in pUblication, these reports of the Task 
Forces are in the posture of being submitted to and received by the Commis
sion. These are volumes published under the authority of the Commission, 
but they do not necessarily represent the views or the conclusions of the 
Co~ssion. The Commission is presently at work producing its own report, 
based m part on the materials presented to it by the Task Forces. Commission 
members have, of course, commented on earlier drafts of each Task Force 
and have caused alterations by reason of the cogency of their remarks and 
inSights. But the fmal responsibility for what is contained in these volumes 
rests fully and properlly on the research staffs who labored on'them. 

In this conIlection l we should like to acknowledge the special leadership of 
th~ ~hairman, Dr. Milton·S. EisenllOwer, in formulating and supporting the 
pnncIple of research freedom and autonomy under which this work has been 
conducted. 

We note, fmally, that these volumes are in many respects incomplete and 
~entative. The urgency with which papers were prepared and then integrated 
fit? Task Force Reports rendered impossible the successive siftings of data 
and argument to which the typical academic article or volume is subjected. 
The reports have benefited greatly from the counsel of our colleagues on the 
AdVisory Panel,. and from much debate and revision from v(ithin the staff. It 
is our hope, that the total work effort of the Commission staff will be the 
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sourc~~~d subject of continued research by scholars in the several disciplines, 
as well as a useful resource for policymakers. We feel certain that public 
policy 'Pld the .disciplines will benefit ~eatly from such further work. 

* * 

To the.COrnmission,and especially to its Chairman, for the opportunity 
they proVIded for complete research freedom, and to the staff for its'"PIOdi., 
gious and prolific work, we, who were intermediaries and servants to b~ili'::o:~. 
are most grateful. . ' ' 

James F. Short, J r~ Marvin E. Wolfgang 

Directors. of Research 
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INTRODUCTION, 
11 .)[ . . . . 

By Hugh DavIs Graham:« and Ted Robert Gurrt 
• 1,1 ..1/ 

Many unique aspects of our society and politiCS have contributed to the 
individual and collective violence that troubles contemporary America, 
among them the psychological residues of slavery, the coexistence of mass 
consumption with pockets and strata of sullen poverty, the conflict among 
competing ethics that leaves many men without clear guides to social action. 
Other sources of violence ill our hationallife are inheritances of our own 
past: a .celebration of .violence in \\ good causes' by our revolutionary progeni
tors, frontiersm~n, 'and vigilantes; immigrant expectations of an earthly 
paradise Oldy partly fulfilled; th~ unresolved tensions"of rapid and unregulated 
urban and industrial growth. Yet many societies as well as our own have ex
perienced violent disorder as a consequence of such .conditions at different 
times in their national development, in some cases disiptegrating in a welter of 
blood and shattered institutions, in others emerging as stronger and more 
satisfying communities. Examination of our development as a nation pro
vides a sense of understanding of the historical genesis of our present situation. 
Comparison witll the historical experiences of other societies helps identify 
the points at which our cultural experience differed from that of more-and 
less-orderly societies. Contempora~)comparisons p,rovide a mirror that can 
tell us, without favor or I:ancor, how far we have fallen from our ~lf.,an(~,inte,d 
status as the most favored of nations. By these comparisons we also'begln to, 
identify some of the general conditions, processes, and outcomes of violence; ,. 
and ultimately to anticipate the, effects of what we do now and tomorrow jon. 

.,the creation, maintenance, and destruction of political community. . 
Men often are accused of being, blinded by 'the immediacy of contemporary 

events to the lessons of history. A difficulty. of American scholarship is 
that those lessons are only partly studied and partly understood. Historians 

< •• ~.~ 

*Hugh Davis Graltam is associate professor of history and Assistant Director of the 
Institute of Southern History at the Johns Hopkins"Univemty. His publications 
include Crisis in-P.rint: Desegregation and the Press in' Tennessee,(Nashville: Vander
oilt Uniy~rsity Press, 1967); "The Storm Over Black Power," Virginia Quarterly Re
view;' xiII (Fall 1967); ;m edited volumejH~ey Long (Englewood Cllffs,.N:J.: Prentice-

, Hall, 1969); and.Since 1954, the Supremlf Court and the Schools (New YOJ;k: New 
•. :York Times and 'Harper and Row, forthcoming). 
+Ted Robert Gurr is ~ssistant professor of poiitics,efaculty associate of the Center of In

ternational Studies, and Associate Director of the Workshop in Comparative Politics at 
. Ptinceton University. He is author .of Why Men Rebel (princeton University Press, 
1969); The Conditions of Civil Violence:"'. First Test~ of a Causal Model, with Charles 
Ruttenberg (Princetqn: .Center of International Studies, 1967); American Welfare, with 
Alfred de Grazia (New York: New Yark University. Press, 1961); and a number of 
articles. "," . . ,'1 
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interested in the differential inclinations of a people or of groups within a 
society to resort to violence face four basic obstacles. The first is a familiar 
one: insufficient or inadequate evidence. To be sure, evidence of violence 
per se is abundant, sure as newspaper accounts of civil commotion, though 
few of them have been closely examined. But many kinds of precise data 
that contemporary social scientists require-e.g., consistent and reliable crime 
statistics, participant proftles, public opinion surveys-are generally unavail
able to historians. Others, such as the results of systematic content analysis 
of documents and evaluation of court records, are only occasionally used by 
American historians. 

A second barrier to historical understanding has been the lack of a general 
theoretical framework with which to order our perceptions of the motives 
and attitudes that impel groups toward violence and the social conditions con
ducive to it. Until fairly recently, American historians have been inclined to 
regard economic motives as paramount, and to explain violence either sympa
thetkally as the protest of the have-nots or unsympathetically as a byproduct 
of the defense<?~ privilege. Sociologists and political scientists have usually 
focused on the tension-generating characteristics of incompatible social values 
and maladaptive institutions that lead to violent conflict among groups. Some 
social scientists have employed psychological instruments of analysis, such as 
frustration-aggression and cognitive dissonance theories, attempting to take 
into account social and political as well as economic motives, psychological 
dispositions as well as class cleavages. The variety of theoretical approaches 
reflected in this volume by no means exhausts the repertory, nor are all of 
them consistent in their assumptions or conclusions. But all assume that civil 
commotion has many causes, not just one, and that those causes have to do 
with both the nature of man: and his social circumstances. 

Ironically, professional specialization itself has in some ways impeded our 
understanding of the role of violence in our past. As the grand sweep of the 
multivolume historical surveys of the 19th century have given way to the 
penetrating but narrow monographic studies of the 20th, the quantity of 
American historical knowledge had been accumulating, but at the expense of 
synthesis. While the historians have been specializing by era, or through a 
process of professional tunneling that creates long but narrow channels of 
inquiry-diplomatic, constitutional, labor history-other social scientists have 
largely eschewed the study of violence in America and have concentrated al
most exclusively on the peaceful and institutional processes of our social and 
political life. "Violence" does not even rate an entry in the new International 
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. We are not suggesting that the stm:\!,!nJs of 

<I,' Ai 

man add yet another specialty to their ato~ed ranks. But more of then1~' 
should become more acutely aware of the bellwether function of civil strife. 
It is wortll examining not only in its own right but as evidence of the character 
and social processes of the times and societies from which it rises. As Charles 
Tilly observes in chapter 1, violence is normal in political life, and changes in 
its form tell us that something important is happening in the political system. 
Not only maya closer attentiveness to the dynanncs,:pf:pivil turmoil ,increase 
our understanding of political and social life; it may be a healthy corrective to 
our habit 'of looking at society from the top down. 

A fourth impediment to understanding our violent past has been the power
ful strain of optimistic parochialism that has variously equated the growth of 
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the American nation with the New Jerusalem, Manifest Destiny, and inelettably 
progressive Darwinian evolution. Historians have been perhaps less guilty of 
this ethnocentrism than have been chambers of commerce, but even historians 
who have eschewed flag waving have tended to focus their research so exclu
sively on American behavior that they have been denied the insights of the 
comparative dimension. Yet so disturbing is today's civil commotion and its 
attendant widespread disillusionment that it invites a reaction against the com
fortable old certitudes. Contemporary Americans, confronted as they are 
with overseas war and domestic turmoil, may be tempted to overcompensate 
for past patriotic excesses by equating the American experience instead with 
slavery and imperialism, Indian genocide, and Judge Lynch. Similarly, some 
contemporary European intellectuals, such as Jean-Paul Sartre, have come to 
regard "that super-European monstrosity, North America" as a bastard child 
or satanic mutation of degraded Europe.! Clearly, this era of discontent de
mands a more careful and sober analysis, both historical and ,comparative, of 
the dimensions, antecedents, and consequences of violence. The borrOWing 
by historians of the insights and, to a lesser extent, the methods of the other 
social sCien,ces has considerably enriched historical understanding in recent 
years. But American historians in their traditional intranational inquiries have 
generally reflected the powerful strain of parochialism and ethnocentrism that 
has suffused the national character. If the essence of social science is com
parison, American historians and, to a lesser extent, behavioral scientists are 
only beginning systematically to explore the rich comparative dimension. 
This volume represents less a triumphal syntheSis than, we hope, a promising 
step toward exploring that fruitful conjunction between the vertical dimen-
sion of historical inquiry and the horizontal dimension of comparative 
analysis. 

The organization of this volume reflects the questions to be answered by 
historical and comparative inquiry. Few of these questions are answered in 
any definitive sense, but our contributors provide much evidence and partial 
answers for most of them. The first is a descriptive, historical question: What 
have been the patterns and extent of violence by private individuals'and groups 
in the United States, and what, by comparison, have they been in Western 
Europe? The papers by Tilly and Richard Maxwell Brown in part I offer some 
general historical answers with special reference to collective violence. The ap
pendix to part I reports a sample study of 150 years of violence as reported in 
the American press. Together these studies suggest two surn..rnary judgements: 
one, that group violence has been chronic and pervasive in the European and 
American past; and second, that both Europeans and Americans have a note
worthy capacity to forget or deny its commonality. The chapters of part V 
provide some of the meager information we have on historical trends in vio
lent crime in the United States. 

The second general question is an analytic one: What are the historical 
conditions that have contributed to different kinds of violence ,in the 
American past and present? The chapters in part II suggest the relevance of 
the irnmigral\t experience, the frontier and ~gilapte traditions, and the por
trayal of violence in American literature ancf'folklore. Parts IIIthfough'VI 
sketch the sources and character of specific kinds of protest and private vio
lence: labor and working-class strife, racial conflict, individual aggression, 
and antiwar protest. 
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. The third general question is the contemporary, descriptive one: How do 
group protest and violence in the United States compare with similar activities 
elsewhere in the world? Part VII provides some of the most systematic an
swers now available. These answers are sought not solely for the purpose of 
descriptive comparison but in an attempt to answer a fourth question: What 
are the general conditions of group violence? The quantitative comparisons in 
this part and the case studies in part VII provide evidence that makes it possi
ble to identify some of the general political and social circumstances and pat-
terns of change that are likely to le\d to violence. . (. 

The final question is: What are the processes of vIolence, and what are 
some alternatives to it? The chapters in parts VIII and IX examine this ques
tion in some specific cases; it is a peripheral or central issue of many other 
chapters. Taken in its entirely, this report provides a wealth of examples of 
the conditions that give rise to violence and of the extent to which private 
violence, public force, concession, and nonviolent group responses to discon
tent can lead to the resolution of those conditions. 

Another issue, the defmitional one, must be dealt with uS a prelude to de
scription and analysis of violence. All of us-citizens, officials, and scholars
look at "violence" from perspectives colored by our beliefs and cultural ex
perience. In common usage the term is pejorative. We use it as a label to 
categorize, and implicitly to condemn~ acts of which we disapprove, whether 
or not all of them are violent or illegal. If we are sympathetic with the mo
tives underlying collective violence, we are likely to call it "protest." When 
violence is used by public individuals, such as police and soldiers, we typically 
refer to it as "legitimate force" and as such praise it. These are emotion-laden 
words whose customary users are as likely to contribute to acrimonious debate 
as to understanding: "violence," "force," "protest," "legality," "legitimacy." 
A clear understanding of the phenomena discussed in this report requires not 
that we abandon such terms or the perspectives that underlie them, but that 
we distinguish among them and say what we mean by them. 

"Violence" is narrowly defmed here as behavior designed to inflict physi
cal injury to people or damage to property. Collectively, and individually, we 
may regard specific acts of violence as good, bad, or neutral, depending on 
who engages in it and against whom. "Force" is a more general concept: we 
define it here as the actual or threatened use of violence to compel others to 
do what they might not otherwise do. Force, like violence, can be judged 
good or bad. Sixty years ago most Americans condemned workers' resort to 
strikes and picketing to gain union recognition and wage increases, but praised 
the forceful efforts of emp1o~.fers and state militias to break the strikes. By 
these definitions, force and ,ilolence are closely linked concepts. Force nec
essarily involves the threat if not the actuality of violence; violence is forceful 
if it is used with the intent to change others' actions. "Protest" does not have 
necessary implications of force or violen~e. We mean by protest the expres
sion of dissatisfaction with other people's actions. It can take individual or 
collective, verbal or physical, peaceful or violent forms. The forms of protest 
that most concern Americans are the collective and physical ones, but col
lective, public protest does not by defmition include the use of force or vio
lence, nor do public protestors in contemporary America frequently use them. 

"Legality" .and legitimacy" are words that we use to pass judgement on 
the desirability of violence, force, and protest, as well as other acts.. The 
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"legality" of act~ is determined by fonnal procedures of community decision 
making. Acts are "legitimate," in the sense meant here, if members of a. com
munity regard them as desirable or justifiable. We have laws that proscnbe 
most uses of violence by private citizens, others that permit law officers to 
use forceful violence to deter private violence, and still others that regulate 
various kinds of protest. But the judgement that an act is legal or illegal is a 
formal one made and enforced by a small segment of the community. In the 
perfect social order all acts judged legal would be regarded as legitim~te. by ~he 
community, all illegal acts would be illegitimate. No such clear-cut distmctlOn 
holds in the United States so far as violence, force, and protest are concerned, 
nor has it ever. Our nation was founded in a revolutionary war that was illegal 
but widely regarded as legitimate. It survived a civil war whose competing 
causes most Northerners and most Southerners thought both legal and legiti
mate. Americans deplored the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, 
yet years earlier many had appaluded the abortive attempt on the life of . 
Adolph Hitler. Hundreds of vigilante movements grace the pages of Amencan 
history: most of them entailed violence by private individuals that was tech
nically illegal but popularly regarded as legitimate. On the other hand, such 
institutions and practices as de jure racial segregation and civil rights demon
strations have been technically legal in various regions and eras, but have been 
widely regarded as illegitimate. 

The complexity of the American conflict between legitimacy and legality 
of actions is apparent in an analysis of the demonstrations and riots that ac
companied the 1968 Democratic National Convention.2 Some of.t~e dem
onstrations were technically legal, others were not, by fiat of mUillClpal au
thority. In other American cities all might have been approved, in some all 
might have been ruled illegal. Most demonstrators regarded their actions as 
legitimate, whatever their legality or their violence. Many Chicagoans, and 
perhaps a majority of Americans, had directly opposing perceptions:. they. 
apparently regarded the demonstrations as illegitimate, whatever thell legality 
and whether or not they were violent. Some police actions in response to the 
demonstrations were technically legal, some not. The police and-according 
to opinion polls-the majority of Americans throught the police action in its 
entirety was legitimate, the demonstrators obviously did not. . 

These distinctions are not merely an exercise in semantics. They are m
tended to demonstrate the Americans historically have not agreed, and do 
not now agree, on the propriety of different kinds of force, vio~e~ce, and. 
protest. One group's legitimate protest has been another group s illegal VIO

lence thro'Oghout our history. This report is not designed to persuade ,the 
reader about the rightness of the views of any of these groups in conflict. It 
does try to provide a sense of understanding of three critical contemporary 
issues: how some of our differences of opinion over goals and means came 
into being, what some consequences of our failures to resolve them have been 
for civil peace, and what we and other peoples have done in the past to over
come such devisive disagreements. We are a diverse nation, linked together 
most fundamentally by our common desires for way of life both civil and 
satisfying. To attain them we must cooperate with one another, all of us, for 
violent antagonisms expressed violently destroy peace, and men, and ulti
mately community. One blunt sentiment of our rebellious forefathers, voiced 
by Benjamin Franklin, is as applicable to life in the United S~ates today as it 
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was nearly two centuries ago:" ~'Wr; shall all hang together,;or assuredly we 
shall all hang separately ." ." ' ,-' i.J 
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PART IV 

PATTERNS AND SOURCES 
OF RACIAL AGGRESSION 

The history of white aggression against American 
Negroes has been so thoroughly documented that 
there is no need to elaborate further upon it here. 
What is probably m6~)t remarkable about the 
"American Dilemma" of which Gunnar Myrdal and 
others wrote is thilt for most white Americans, who 
have been living with the dilemma since the 17th 
centUry, its quotient offrustratlonhas been so min
imal. If a dilemma is defined as a situation requjring 
a choice between two equally undersirable alterna
tives, one wonders, since the contradiction between 
the equalitarian American Creed and oppressive 
behavior has never been resolved, whether Charles 
Silberman wasn't closer to the ma.rk when he ob
served that "the tragedy of race relations in the 
United States is that there is no American 
Dilemma." i 

Or p·:"rhaps there has been an American dilemma, 
but one which has more accurately characterized 
the plight of black Americans, for surely the unde
sirability of the two alternatives has always been 
more apparent to them. To acquiesce in slavery 
and caste meant enduring misery ~d degradation. 
But to strike out against the stattf.s quo was to invite 
the rope and faggot. 'Today, Negro Americans are 
at long last sharpening the twin horns of the white 
dilemma, and thereby forcing its resolution. That 
it will be resolved in favor of the equalitarian creed 
is by no means certain, for it is possible that uridei" 
extreme stress American society Win choose'secu
rity over freedom and order over justice. 

Whatever the outcome, the contemporary effu
sion of black militancy poses tWo 'closely related 
questions: What has been the sequence of events. 
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that in the 20th century has transformed the 
Negroes' response to oppression from a defensive 
to a retaliatory one? And how can we explain the 
paradox that so many generations of black Amer
icans were relatively quiescent during the epochs . 
of slavery and formal caste, only to explode in 
wrathful protest just as the physical conditions of 
life were ostensibly improving?2 

Racial violence in the 20th century has under
gone a fundamental transformation. Interracial 
rio~ iIi the early 'years of the century were essen
tially po~!oms ~ -which t~e Ne~roes were victims 
of white aggression. In the 1960's the Negroes 
have been the aggressors; however, in contrast to 
the earlier riots, deaths have been few, the attacks 
being concentrated on property rather than persons. 
Deaths have occurred primarily as the result of con
flict between police and Negro civilians, rather than 
benyt:e~ Neg!.,? and white p.ivilians, as had been the 
case In the early-20th century. 

Although bl~ck ret3Iiatory violence has been es
sentially a characteristic only of recent racial rioting, 
Profs. August Meier and Elliott Rudwick demon
strate in" chapter 9 that neither the rhetoric-nor the 
pr~ctice of black retaliation is new. They argue 
that tendencies· toward retaliatory violence are cor
related to a considerable extent with periods of 
generally heightened militance among Negroes, and ' 
that the reasons for this relationship-as well as for 
the absence of retaliatory violence during the initial 
period of growing militance after World War II-are 
to be found less in external circumstances than in 
the changing expectations of the black population 
of the United States. 

The historical analysis of Meier :lnd Rudwick is 
sup~>Iem~nted in c~apter 10 by Morris ~anowf",s 
s?Clolo~,caI. analysIS of the t.ransformatlOn of cdJlec
five racIal ViOlence through three stages. First, SO 
years ago, the typical race riot in ,~erican cities 
was an interracial clash on the boundaries of ex
panding black neighborhoods, one in which whites 
more often than Negroes too~ offensive action. Sec
ond, during World War II, these communal clashes 
began to give way to large-scale riots, wholly within 
the black community. Often triggered by a police 
incident, the outbursts resulted in clash between 
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ihe local population and officers and agents of the 
larger society, with implied overtones of poUtical 
protest. Because the outbursts resulted in wide
spread looting, they can be described as commod
ity riots. Third, by the summer of 1968, however, 
this form of racial violence appeared to be in de
cline, being replaced by a new form: a more selec
. tive, terroristic use of force against whites by small, 
organized groups of blacks with crude ideological 
motives. 

Each stage in the transformation of racial vio
lence in the United States has carried with it ele
ments of the next stage. Each stage is an expression 
of the social structure of the United States and the 
position of the Negro in this social structure. In 
other words, Janowitz's basic orientation is that 
the agencies of social change and socihl control ate 
crucial in accounting for the occurrence~~nd form 
of urban racial outbreaks. The impact of two such 
agencies is examined: the patterns of intervention 
and the consequences of law enforcement crucially 
condition the sequence and extent of the riot; while . 
the mass media have both an immediate impact on. 

, the contagion of riot behavior and a long-term effect 
on the social structure. 

In chapter 11 James P.Comer, a psychiatrist, 
addresses himself to the paradoxical recent venting 
of black anger in the face of the demonstrable eco
nomic and educational gains made by Negro Amer
icans since 1960. Clearly, the concurrence of accel
erated socioeconomic mobility and violence cannot 
be explained on the basis of any objective and meas
urable criteria such as the number and. quality of 
jobs and the level of employment or income. The 
coincidence of black progress and black rage suggests 
that the latter is in part a legacy of an earlier form 
of violence: the severe psychic damage wroughtby 
the powerlessness of enslavement and subsequently 
of caste. 

The chronic psychological trauma of slavery and 
later of caste forced the powerless black community 
to adapt avoidance and denial mechanisms, which 
resulted in ignoring or turning anger inward against 
the self in self-destructive acts, or in projecting or 
displacing it onto group members and acting aggres
sively against them rather than toward members of 
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the oppressive group. But social conditions of the 
past few years have pennitted these feelings to be 
turned outward and directed toward the perceived 
oppressor. Dr. Comer's psychoanalytical analysis 
of the relationship of the oppressor~an~ the op
pressed oyer time suggests that the analogy'CofJp
dividual development may largely resolve the ap::' 
parent paradox. 
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Chapter 9 

BLACK VIOLENCE IN THE 
20th CENTURY: A STUDY IN 

RHETORIC, AND RETALIATION 

By August Meier and Elliott Rudwick* 

F or most Americans, the increasingly overt talk of retaliatory violence 
among Negro militants, and the outbreaks in the urban ghettos over req~nt 
summers, signify something new and different in the history of Negro protest. 
Actually, retaliatory violence has never been entirely absent from Negro think
ing. Moreover, advocacy of retaliatory violence, and actual instances of it, 
have tended to increase during periods of heightened Negro protest activity. 

Thus the past decade of rising Negro militance has been no stranger to the 
advocacy of retaliatory violence. For example, as fat backas 1959, Robert 
F . Williams, at the time president of the Monroe, North Carolina, branch of the 
NAACP, came -to public attention when the Union County Superior Court 
acquitted two white men of brutal assaults on two Negro women, but sen
tenced a mentally retarded Negro to imprisonment as a result of an argument 
he had with a white woman. Williams angrily told a reporter, "We cannot 
take these people who do us injustice to the court, and it becomes necessary 
to punish them ourselves. If it's necessary to stop lynching with lynching, 
then we must be willing to resort to that method." The NAACP dismissed 
Williams as branch president, but he remained a lead\~r of Monroe's wo~king
class Negroes, who for several years had ,been using g~ns to protect theIr 
home~ from white Klansmen. In 1961, falsely charged with kidnaping a 
white couple, he fled from the country. Williams bed'me the most famous 
of that group of militants existing at the fringe of the!tivil-rights movement, 

" h 
who in their complete alienation from American soCiety articuIate_d a revo-
lutionary synthesis of nationalism and Marxism.! From his place of exile in 

* August Meier is the university professor of history at Kent Stat~ University. He is author 
of Negro Thought in America, 1880-1915 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 
1963), and coauthor with Elliott Rudwickof From Plantation to Ghetto: An Interpre
tive History of American Negroes (New York: Hill & Wang, 1966). 

, Elliott Rudwick is professor of sociology at Kent State University. His publications 
, include Race Riot at East St. Louis, July 2,..1917 (Clevtlland and New York: Meridian 
Books, 19(6), and W. E. B. Du Bois: Propqgandist of the Negor Protest (NewYorlc 
Atheneum, 1968). .' 

Professors Meier and Rudwick are senior research fellows at Kent State University's 
Center for Urban Regionalism. . 
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Havana, Cuba, Williams undertook the publication of a monthly newsletter, 
The Crusader. In a typical issue, he declared: 

Our only logIcal and successful answer is to meet organized and massive 
violence with massive and organized violence. . . . The weapons of de
fense.employed by Afro-American freedom fighters must consist of a 
po~r !"a~'s arsenal ... : Molotov 'cocktails, lye, or acid bombs [made 
by mJectmg lye or acid in the metal end of light bulbs] can be used 
extensi~ely. DUring the night hours such weapons, thrown from roof 
tops, will make the streets impossible for racist cops to patrol. . . . Yes 
a minority war of self-defense can succeed.2 ' 

Subsequently Williams was named chairman in exile of an organization known 
as the Revolutio~ary Action Movement (RAM),3 a tiny group of college
educated people m a few major northern cities, some of whose members have 
been recently charged with plotting the murder of Roy Wilkins and Whitney 
Young. 

Williams, RAM, and the better known Black Muslims4 were on the fringes 
of the Negro protest of the early 1960's. More recently violence and the 
propaganda for violence have moved closer to the center of the race relations 
stage. Well over 200 riots have occurred since the summer of 1964. The in
cen~i.ary statements of the Rap Browns and the Stokeley Carmichaels became 
familIar TV and newspaper fare for millions of white Americans.' The Oak
land, California, Black Panthers and toehr local groups espousing a nationalist and 
revolutionary rhetoric thrived and received national publicity. As has been 
often pointed out, there is no evidence that the race riots of the 1960's have 
any direct relations to the preachings of Williams, of these various groups, 
even of the SNCC advocates of armed rebellion and guerrilla warfare. Yet 
both the statements of these ideologists, and the spontaneous actions of the 
masses, have much in common. For both are the product of the frustrations 
res~Iting from the groWing disparity between the Negroes' status in American 
S?CIety a~d the :apidly rising expectations induced by the civil-rights revolu-
tIOn and Its earher successes. . 

Historically, this doctrine of retaliatiory violence has taken various forms. 
Some have advocated self-defense against a specific attack. Others have called 
for revolutionary violence. There are also those who hopefully predicted a 
ge~eral race war i~ which Negroes would emerge victorious. Though seldom. 
artIculated for whIte ears, and only rarely appearing in print, thoughts of vio
lent retal~ation ag~nst whites have been quite common. For example, Ralph 
Bunche, m preparmg a memorandum for Gunnar Myrdal'sAmerican Dilemma 
~ 1940, noted that "there are Negroes, too, who, fed up with frustration oftheir 
~If~, here, see no hope and express an angry desire 'to shoot their way out of 
It. I have on many occasions heard Negroes exclaim, 'Just give us machine 
guns and we'll blow the lid off the whole d/Ul1n business.' "5 . 

In sUJ."Veying the history of race relations during the 20th century, it is evi
dent,that there have been two major periods of upsurge both in overt discus
sion by Negro intellectuals concerning the desirability of violent retaliation 
against white oppressors, and also in dramatic incidents of actual social vio
~ence c?mmitted by ordinary Negro citizens. One was the period during and 
ImmedIately after the First World War. The second has been the period of 
the current civil rights revolution. 
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W. E. B. Du Bois, the noted protest leader and a founder of the NAACP, 
occasionally advocated retaliatory violence, and somewhat more often pre
dicted intense racial warfare in which Negroes would be the victors. In 1916, 
inspired by the Irish Rebellion, in an editorial in the NAACP's official organ, 
The Crisis he admonished Negro youth to stop spouting platitudes of accom
modation' and remember that no people ever achieved their liberation with~ut 
an armed struggle. He said that "war is hell, but there are things worse than 
hell, as every Negro knows."6 Amid the violence and repression that Negroes 
experienced in the postwar world, Du Bois declared that the holocaust of 
World War I was "nothing to compare with that fight for freedom which 
black and brown and yellow men must and will make unless their oppression 
and humiliation and insult at the hands of the White World cease."7 _. 

Other intellectuals reflected this restless mood. The postwar years were 
the era of the militant, race-conscious New Negro of the urban North, an in
tellectual type who rejected the gradualism and conciliation of his ancestors. 
The tone of the New Negro was recorded by Claude McKay, who in 1921 
wrote his well-known poem, "If We Must Die": "If we must die/let i~ not be 
like hogs; hunted and penned in an accursed spot!L .... If we must die; oh, .l~t 
us nobly die/dying but fighting back." A. Philip Randolph" editor of the milI
tant socialist monthly, The Messenger, organizer of the Brotherhood of Sleep
ing Car Porters, and later leader of the March on Washington Movements of 
1941 and 1963, also advocated physical resistance to white mob~. He . ..2.b-
served that "Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence recognizes the la~ 0tself-defense .... 
The black man has no ri~ts ~hich "wi!! ~e re.spe~te~ u~ess .!he ~lack man en- _ 
forces that respect .... VIe are ~onse-'lu~ntly ~r~iI!g Ne~roes and ~ther opPJ-e.s~d 
groups concerned' with lynching or mob violence to act upon the recogmzed 
and accepted law of self-d~~ense.~'8 

The legality of retaliatory violent self-defense was asserted not only by A. 
Philip Randolph, but also by the NAACP, which Randolph regarded as a mod
erate, if not futile organization, wedded to the interest of the Negro middle 
class. In 1925, half a dozen years after· The Messenger article, the NAACP se
cured the acquittal of Dr. Ossian Sweet and his family. The Sweets were De
troit Negroes who had moved into a white neighborhood, and fIred on a stone
throwing mob in front of their home, killing one white man and wounding 
another.9 More than a quarter of a century later, at the time of the Robert 
Williams episode, the NAACP in clarifying its position, reiterated the stand __ 
that "The NAACP has never condoned mob violence but it firmly supports 
the right of Negroes individually and collectively to defend their person, their 
homes, and their property from attack. This position has always been the 
poticy of the NAACP."l0 The views of intellectuals like Du Bois, McKay> 
and Ralldolph during World War I and th~early rostwar years paralleled m~ . 
stances of Negro retaliatory violence which actually triggered some of the 
major race riots of the period. 

The East St. Louis riot of 1917, the bloodiest in the 20th century, was 
precipitated in July when Negroes, having been waylaid and beaten repeatedly 
by.white gangs, shot into a police car and killed two white detectives. On the 
darkened street a Negro mob of 50 to 100 evidently mistook the Ford squad 
car for the Ford automobile containing white "joyriders" who had shot up 
Negro homes earlier in the evening. The following morning the riot began,!1 
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In Houston, several wef~ks later, about 100 Negro soldiers broke into an 
Army ammunition storagfl room and marched on the city's police station. 
The troops, mostly Northerners, were avenging an incident which occurred 
earlier in the day, when a white policeman used force in arresting a Negro 
woman and then Qeat up a Negro soldier attempting to intervene. A Negro 
provost guard was pistol whipped and shot at for asking the policeman about 
the wounded soldier. Even before these events, the Negro soldiers nursed a 
hatred for Houston policemen, who had attempted to enforce streetcar seg
regation, frequently used the term "nigger," and offiCiously patrolled the 
Negro ghetto. The Houston riot was not only unusual because it involved 
Negro soldiers, but also because white persons constituted most of the 
fatalities. 12 

By 1919 there was evidence that the Negro masses were prepared to fight 
back in many parts of the country, even in the Deep South. In an unpub
lished report to the NAACP Board of Directors, a staff member, traveling in 
Tennessee and Mississippi during early 1919, noted that "bloody conflicts 
impended in a number of southern cities." Perry Howard, the leading colored 
attorney in Jackson, and R. R. Church, the wealthy Memphis politician, both 
reported that Negroes were armed and prepared to defend themselves from 
mol? violence. Howard detailed an incident in which armed Negroes had pre
vented a white policeman from arresting a Negro who had become involved 
in a fight with two white soldiers after they had slapped a colored girl. In 
Memphis, R. R. Church, fearing armed conflict, privately advised the city's 
mayor that "the .Negroes would not make trouble unless they were attacked, 
but in that event they were prepared to defend themselves."13 

The Chicago race riot of 1919 grew out of Negro resentment of exclusion 
from a bathing beach dominated by whites. One Sunday, while Negroes and 
whites scuffled on the beach, a colored teenager drowned after being attacked 
in the swimmir1g area. That attack was the most recent of a long series of 
assaults against Negroes. A white policeman not only refused to arrest a 
white man allegedly involved in the drowning, but actually attempted to 
arrest one of the two complaining Negroes. The officer was mobbed and 
soon the rioting was underway.14 

The-ElaiJl:e, Arkansas riot of 1919 was precipitated when two white law of
ficers'shot into a Negro church, and the Negroes i-eturned the fire, causing 
one death. The white planters in the area, already angered because Negro 
cottonpickers were seeking to unionize and obtain an increase in their share
cropping wages, embarked upon a massive Negro hunt to put the black peons 
"in their place.~'15 

The Tulsa riot of 1921 originated when a crowd of armed Negroes assem
bled before the courthouse to protest the possible lynching of a Negro who 
had just been arrested for allegedly attacking a white girl. The Negroes shqt 

'--at white police and civilians who attempted to disperse them.16 
In each of these conflagrations, the typical pattern was initial Negro retali

ation to white acts of persecution and violence, and white perception oOhis 
resistance as an organized, premeditated conspiracy to "take over," thus,un
leashing the massive armed power of white mobs and police. In the Southern 
communities, Negro resistance tended to collapse early in the riots. After the 
church incident in the rural Elaine area, most Negroes passively a.ccepteid the 
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planters' armed attacks on their homes. At Tulsa, Negroes retreated from the 
courthouse' to the ghetto, and throughout the night held off by gunfire the 
assaults of white mobs. But after day.break, many Negroes fled or surrendered 
before the white onslaught burned down much of the ghetto.17 One excep
tion to this patterIl was the Washington riot of 1919, where it appears that 
Negroes did not retaliate until the third and last day of the riot.18 

Negro resistance generally lasted longer in Northern riots than in Southern 
ones, but even in East St. Louis and Chicago the death toll told the story: in 
East St. Louis, 9 whites and at least 39 Negroes were killed. In Chicago, 15 
whites and 23 Negroes lost their lives. Negroes attacked a small number of 
whites found in the ghetto or on its fringes. Negro fatalities mainly occurred 
when victims were trapped in white-dominated downtown areas or residential 
sections. Negroes were also attacked on the edges of their neighborhood in a 
boundary zone separating a colored residential district from a lower class 
white area.19 In the face of overwhelming white numerical superiority, many 
armed Negroes fled from their homes, leaving guns and ~munition behind. 
In East St. Louis, for example, there was a constant rattle of small explosions 
when fire enveloped a small colored residential district. Perhaps psychological 
factors contributed to the terrified inactivity of some Negroes. Despite the 
wish to meet fire with fue, over the years they had become so demoralized by 
white supremacy and race discrimination that effective armed defense could 
exist only in the realm of psychological fantasy. 

During World War II, the most important race riot erupted in ·1943 in De
troit, where nine whites and 25 Negroes were killed. In many respects the riot 
exhibited a pattern similar to East st. Louis and Chicago. The precipitating 
incident involved an attack on whites at the Belle Isle Amusement Park by 
several Negro teenagers who, a few days earlier, had been ejected from the 
white-controlled Eastwood Park. In the mounting tension at Belle Isle, many 
fights between Negroes and whites broke out, and the violence spread to tile 
Negro ghetto where patrons at a night dub were urged to "take care of a 
bunch of whites who killed a colored woman and her baby at Belle Isle." Al
though there had been no fatalities at the park, the night club emptied and 
revengeful Negroes stoned passing cars driven by whites~ They began smash
ing windows on the ghetto's main business street, where the mob's major at
tention was directed to destroying and looting white-owned businesses.20 

It was this symbolic destrution of "whitey" through his property that 
gave the Detroit holocaust the characteristic of what we may call the "new
style" race riot. It may be noted that.in all the riots discussed above, there 
were direct clashes between Negroes and whites, and the major part of tile 
violence was perpetrated by the white mobs. The riot pattern since the sum
mer of 1964, however, has involved Negro aggression mainly against white
owned property, not white people. This "new style" riot fIrst appeared in 
Harlem in 1935 and 1943.21 The modern riot does not involve white mobs 
at all, and policemen or guardsmen constitute most of the relativ~ly small 
number of casualties. 

One can identify perhaps two major factors responsible for this. contrast 
between the old-style and the new-style riot. One is the relatively marked 
shift.Jn the climate of race relations in this country over the past generation. 
On the one hand, whites have become, on the whole, more sensitive to the 
Negro's plight, more receptive toward Negro demands, and less punitive in 
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their response to Negro aggression. The black masses, on the other hand, 
have raised their expectations markedly and, disillusioned by the relatively 
slow pace of social change which has left the underprivileged urban Negro of 
the North scarcely, if at all, better off than he was 10 or 15 years ago, have 
become more restless and militant than before. 

In the second place, there is an ecological factor. From South to North, 
the migration of the World War I period was a mere drop in the bucket com
pared to what it later became. The migration to the North in each of the dec
ades since 1940 has been equal to or greater thaIl the migration of the whole 
30-year period, 1910 to 1940. At the same time, owing to the Supreme 
Court's outlawing of the restrictive covenant in 1948, and the tearing down 
of the older slums through urban renewal, the Negro population has been 
dispersed over a wider area, thus accentuating the trend toward the develop
ment of vast ghettos. Indeed, compared to the enormous ghettos of today, 
the Negro residential areas of the World War I period were mere enclaves. ro
day, of course, Negroes are close to becoming a majority in several of the 
major American cities. 

The character of American race riots has been markedly affected by these 
demographic changes. Even if white mobs were to form, they would be un
able to attack and burn down the Negro residential areas; even in the 19th
and early-20th-century riots, white mobs did not usually dare to invade the 
larger Negro sel~tions, and destroyed only the smaller areas of Negro concen- . 
tration. Nor, lji:.i.ce the Negroes are such a large share of the population of 
the central city areas, would white mobs tOd.1Y be in a position to chase, beat, 
and kill isolated Negroes on downtown streets. More important, from the 
Negroes' point of view, the large-scale ghectosprovide a relatively safe place 
for the destruction and looting of white-owned property; it is impossible for 
local police forces to guard business property in the farflung ghettos; even 
State police and federal troops find themselves in hostile territory where it 
is difficult to chase down rioters beyond the principal thoroughfares. 

It is notable that during the 20th century, both the overt discussion of the 
advisability of viole!1t retaliation on the part of Negroes, and also actual inci
dents cfviolence were prominent in the years during and after World War I, 
and again during the 1960's. While there have been significant differences 
between the outbreaks characteristic of each era, there have been also im
portant similarities. In both periods retaliatory violence accompanied a 
heightened militancy among American Negroes-a militancy described as 
the "New Negro" in the years after World War I, and described in the sixties, 
with the phrase, "the Negro Revolt." In neither case was retaliatory violence 
the major tactic, or the central thrust,but in both periods it was a significant 
subordinate theme. However, in both periods a major factor leading Negroes 
to advocate or adopt such a tactic was the gap between Negro aspiration and 
objective status. The rapid escalation of the aspirations of the Negro masses 
who shared Martin Luther King\, "dream" and identify vicariously with the 
success of the civil-rights revolution, while their own economic, housing, and 
educational opportunities have not improved, is a phenomenon of such fre
quent comment that it requires no elaboration here. 

A comparable situation occurred during and shortIyafter the First World 
War. The agitatiml of the recently founded NAACP, whose membership dou
bled in 1918-19, the propaganda of fighting a war to make the world safe for 
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democracy, and especially the great Negro migration to the Northern cities 
which South~rn peasants and workers viewed as a promised land, all created 
new hopes for the fulfillment of age-old dreams, while Negro soldiers who had 
served in France returned with new expectations. But the Negro's new hopes 
collided with increasing white hostilit.y. Northern Negroes assigned to south
ern army camps met indignities unknown at home. They rioted at Houston 
and came so close to rioting in Spartanburg, South Carolina, that the army hastily 
shipped them overseas. In the northern cities like East St. Louis and Chicago, 
Negroes found not a promised land, but overcrowded ghettos and hostile 
white workers who feared Negro competition for their jobs. The Ku Klux 
Klan was revived beginning in 1915, and grew rapidly in the North and South 
after the war ended. By 1919 economic opportunities plummeted as factories 
converted to peacetime oper~tinm~. Fora while Negroes resisted, protested; 
fought back, in the South as well as the North; but the superior might of the 
whites proved overpowering and the Southern Negroes retreated into old 
paths of accommodation where they generally remained until the momentous 
events of the past decade. 

There has been no systematic research on Negro advocacy of violence prior 
to the First World War, but the available evidence supports the thesis that in
creased overt expression of this tendency accompanies peaks in other kinds of 
protest· activity. For example, it appears likely that NegrQresistance to white 
rioters was minimal in the riots at the turn of the century-at Wilmington, 
North Carolina, in 1898, and at New Orleans, Akron, and New York in 190022-
which took place in a period when the sentiment of accommodation to whH¢ su
premacy, epitomized by Booker T. Washington, was in the ascendency. 

Again, during the ante-bellum period, one can cite two noted cases of in
cendiary statements urging Negroes to revolt-David Walker's Appeal of 1829, 
and Rev. Henry Highland Garnet's suppressed Address to the Slaves of the 
United States of America, delivered at the national Negro convention of 
1843.23 Both coincided with periods of rising militant protest activity on 
the part of the northern free Negroes. Walker's Appeal appeared on the eve 
of the beginning of the Negro convention movement, and at the time of in~ 
tensified Negro opposition to the expatriation plans of the American Coloni
zation Society.24 Garnet's speech was made at a time when free Negro leaders 
were disturbed at the prejudiced attitudes of white abolitionists who refused 
to concern themselves with obtaining rights for the free people of color, or to 
allow Negroes to participate in the inner circles of the leadership of the anti
slavery societies. Consequently they had revived the Negro natiOIial conven
tion movement which had been inactive since 1836. (Garnet's speech was also 
in part a product of disillusionment with the lack of actual progress being 
made by the antislavery societies toward achieVing abolition.) 

We lack any careful analysis of race riots during the 19th century. Some 
certainly were pogrom-like affairs, in which the Negroes were so thoroughly 
terrorized from the beginning that they failed to fight back. (perhaps b::: 
Draft Riots, and some of the Reconstruction riots as in Mississippi in 1876 
were of this sort.) Yet other riots were characterized by some deg:~be ofNe
gro retaliatory violence, such as the Snow Hill riot in Providence; in 1831, 
and the Cincinnati riots of 1841. Both appear to have been, like the Chicago 
and East St. Louis riots, the climaxes to a series of interracial altercations. In 
J!1eJ~rovidence riot, a mob of about 100 white sailors and citizens advanced on a 
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-small Negro section; a Negro shot a sailor dead, and within a half hour a large 
mob descended upon the neighborhood, damaging many houses.25 In the 
Cincinnati riot, a pitched battIe was fought on the streets; the blacks had 
enough guns and ammunition to fire into the mob such a volley that it was 
twice repulsed. Only when the mob secured an iron six-pounder and hauled 
it to the place of combat and fired on the Negroes were the latter forced to 
retreat, permitting the rioters to hold sway for 2 days without interference 
from the authorities.26 A careful study of interracial violence during Recon
struction will undoubtedly produce evidence of comparable situations. These 
riots occurred at a time of high Negro expectations and self-assertiveness, and 
seem to have been characterized by a significant amount of fighting back on 
the part of Negroes. 

One period of marked and rising Negro militance, however, was not ac
companied by a significant increase in manifestations of Negro retaliatory vio
lence. Thi" vas the one following the Second World War. Indeed, the Second 
World War itself witnessed far less Negro violence than did the First World 
War. The reason for this would appear to be that the 1940's and early 1950's 
were. years of gradually improving Negro status, and a period in which the ex
pectations of the maS3\1S did not greatly outrun the a.;;tual improvements 
being made. In fact, from 1941 until the mid-1950's the relative position of 
the Negro workers, as cOffiiiared to the white wage earners, was generally im
proving and it was not until the recession of 1954-55, for example, that the 
Black Muslims, with their rhetoric of race hatred and retaliatory violence, 
began to expand rapidly. 

It would appear that both in the World War I period, and today-and in
deed during the ante-bellum era and at other times when manifestations of 
violence came to the fore-·there has been a strong element of fantasy in 
Negro discussion and efforts concerning violent retaliation. Robert Williams 
talked of Molotov cocktails and ~marling up traffic as devices for a largely 
poverty-stricken et!mic minority to engineer a revolution. The Black Mus
lisms talk of violence, but the talk: seems to function as a psychological safety 
valve; by preaching separation, they in effect accommodate to the American 
social order and place racial warfare off in the future when Allahm his time 
will destroy the whites and usher in an era of black domination. Similarly, 
in view of population statistics and power distribution in American society., 
Du Bois and others who have spoken of the inevitability of racial warfare 
and Negro victory in such a struggle were engaging in wishful prophesies. 
And Negroes have been nothing if not realistic. The patterns of Negro be
havior in riots demonstrate this. In earlier times, as already indicated~ those 
who biPtlght guns in anticipation of the day when self-defense would be nec
essary usually did not retaliate. And Negro attac;ks on whites occurred mainly 
in the early stages of the riots before the full extent of anger and power and 
sadism of the white mobs became evident. 

Negroes of the World War I era resisted white insults and attacks only as 
long as they had hopes of being successful in the resistance. It should be em
phasized that one of the remarkable things about the riots since 1964, in 
spite of their having. been marked by particular resentment at police brutality, 
is the fact that Negro destruction was aimed at white-owned property, not 
white lives, even after National Guardsmen and policemen killed scores of Ne
gro~s. And in those cases where retaliatory violence has been attempted, Ne-
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groes have retreated in the face of massive white anned force. Economically 
impoverished Negroes press as far as they 11%i1istically can; and one reason 
for the explosions of recent years has been the awareness that whites are to 
some degree in retreat, that white mobs in the North no longer organize to 
attack, and that to a large degree the frustrated Negroes in slums like Watts, 
Detroit, Washington, or Newark, can get away with acts of destruction. 

It is impossible of course to make any foolproof predictions for the future. 
Yet, judging by past experience and present conditions, it is our view that, 
despite all the rhetoric of engineering a social revolution through armed re
bellion and guerrilla warfare, of planned invasions of downtown business dis
tricts and white suburbs, the kind of violence we are likely to witness will, at 
most, continue to be the sort of outbreaks against the property of white busi
nessmen such as those we have witnessed in recent years. The advocacy and 
use of violence as a deliberate program for solving the problems of racial dis
crimination remains thus far, at least, in the realm of fantasy; and there it is 
likely to remain. 
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Chapter 10 

PATTERNS OF COLLECTIVE 
RACIAL VIOLENCE 

By Morri.sJanowitz* 

Race riots are the dramatic hallmark of the injustices of race relations in 
the United States. They have an explo~ive, destructive, and amorphous 
character which makes generalization :very difficult. As a form of "collective 
behavior," their natural history is not/easily recorded or analyzed. Students 
of race relations believe that one of tIle most adequate and comprehensive 
studies of a particular race riot still n~mains that prepared by the Chicago 
Commission on Race Relations on the Chicago rioting of 1919-the result of 
the careful work of the late Charles $,. Johnson, which was done under the 
supervision of Robert E. Park of the lUniv{lIsity of Chicago.! Nevertheless, it 
is t.1.e purpose of this paper to present a sociological interpretation of changed 
patterns of collective racial violence in the United States over the last century. 
The history of race riots reflects not only the expanded aspirations of the 
Negro but also the techniques that have. been used to maintain his inferior 
social position. The history of race relations in the United States has been 
grounded in a system of law enforcement that has denied to Negroes due pro
cess and equal protection, and that therefore has weakened the legitimacy of 
the agents of law enforcement, especially in the lowest NegrQ il},co_me. ar~JlS. _. 

The purpose of this paper is to trace the transformation in the patterns of 
collective racial violence in urban areas over the last 50 years thmugh three 
different phases. First, the typical race riot of the period of World War I and~ 
thereafter, 'the communal riot, was an interracial clash, an ecolOgically based" . 
struggle at the boundaries of the\ expanding black neighborhoods. Second, . 
during 'World War II, conmnm3I riots begallto'give way to large-scale ou t- :/ 
bursts within the black community. These riots represented a form of coll/rc
tive behavior against the agr,nts and symbols of the larger society. They cah 
be described as commodity riots because of the extensive looting that give!s 
symbolic mea1)ing to these outbursts. Third, the commodity-type riots th;~t 
reached a high point during the period of 1964-67 have shown signs of beihg 
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replaced by a new form of racial violence, a more selective, terroristic use of 
force with political overtones, again mainly against whites, by small organized 
groups of blacks. , 

The form and extent of collective racial violence, it is assumed, are expres-
sions of the social structure and the ~gencies of social change and social 
control. Therefore, in particular, the role of the police and law enforcement 
agencies and of the mass media in fashioning patterns of collective urban vio
lence will be explored. 

A central "sociological assumption" supplies a point of departure. There 
is a considerable body of evidence to support this assumption, but it is best 
to consider it as an assumption. Social tensions generated by discrimination, 
prejudice, and poverty offer essential but only partial explanations of Negro 
mass rioting in the urban centers of the United States. Social conditions con
ducive for collective violence have been much more widespread than the 
actual selective outb'ursts. Allen Grimshaw, one of the most careful students 
of race riots, concluded in 1962 that "there is no direct relation between the 
level of social tension .and the eruptiqn of social violence."2 

It is not necessary to accept all that this proposition implies because the 
evidence is not that solid, and more important, because significant "indirect 
relations" may well have operated. It is enough to reemphasize the obvious 
fact that, in the United States, social tensions exist where riots break out, 
and to accept his alternative formulation that "in every case where major 
rioting has occurred, the social structure of the community has been charac
terized by weak patterns of external control."3 Because of the widespread 
potentials for racial violence, in the language of sociology, the agencies of 
social change and social control are crucial in accounting for actual urban 
racial outbreaks. Moreover, the manner in which outbursts are handled and 
controlled deeply influences race relations and subsequent patterns ofvio
lence. It is well to keep in mind that the supporting evidence for this basic 
assumption rests on the events before the mid-1960's, when a new and in
tensified wave of urban racial violence broke out in the United States. 

On the whole, statistical studies designed to account for which cities have 
been struck by riots have not been highly rewarding. However, one carefully 
matched comparison of riot an1 nomiot cities by Stanley Lieberson and 
Arnold R. Silverman of 76 race riots between 1913 and 1963 confirms and 
amplies this perspective.4 F('f the period before the new wave of riots of the~ 
mid-1960's, they founq (a) no support for the contention that rapid popula
tion change accompanies riots; (b) no confumation for the hypothesis that 
unemployment level is a direct factor, but rather that encroachment of 
Negroes on the white occupational world evidently tends to increase chances 
of riots; and (c) no support for the notion that race riots a~e a consequence 
either of low Negro income or relatively large Negro-white discrepancies in 
income. Nor, for that matter, does poor Negro housing serve to distinguish 
riot cities from nonriot cities. 

However, their evidence supports "the proposition that the functioning of 
local government is important in determining whether a riot will follow a , 
precipitating incident." Thus, (a) cities with more racially integrated police 
forces had fewer riots; (b) cities which had more representative forms of local 
government (e.g., citywide election of councilmen versus district elections) 
had fewer riots; and (c) cities were less riot prone that ha~ a large percentage 
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of Negroes who were self-employed in retail trade, such as store, restaurant, 
or tavern owners·-that is, cities that had stronger independent middle-class 
business groups. In short, these measures were indicators of the articulation 
of the Negro into the social and political fabric of the metropolitan commun
ity, reflecting stronger and more viable patterns of social control. 

In addition, if one is interested in the institutional aspects of race riots, it 
is necessary to focus attention on (a) the professional and organizational 
limitations of law enforcement agencies, and (b) the impact of the mass media. 
The record of law enforcement agencies over the last half century has been one 
of inadequate equal protection for minorities and limited capacity for dealing 
with urban disorders, with noteworthy exceptions and with slowly and 
definitely increasing levels of professionalization. LikeWise, the growth of the 
mass media, especially television, has not been accompanied by increased 
standards of performance. The impact of the mass media, in its lack of a con
structive role in describing problems of social change, plus its imagery of 
violence and its treatment of riots and law enforcement agencies, has made a 
positive contribution to violence. 

FROM "COMMUNAL" TO "COMMODITY" RIOTS. 

Racial violence has a history as old as the nation itself The institution of 
slavery was rooted in ready resort to violence. After the Civil War, the politi
cal control of the freed Negro was enmeshed in a variety of illegal forms of 
resort to violence. For the purposes of this analysis, however, the particularly 
devastating and explosive outbreak of collective mass racial riots can be 
thought of as a distinct phenomenon, although any effort at categorization is 
a tricky and elusive intellectual effort. The draft riots of the Civil War had 
clear racial overtones. But "modern" riots can be traced to the racial out
breaks that were generated during the period of World War I and again during 
World War II. There were. of course, riots during the interwar period, but the 
heaviest concentration was during wartime years. The riots of this historical 
era need to be distinguished from the outbursts that took place during the 
1960's. 

During World War I and its aftermath, the modern form of the race riot de
veloped in Northern and border cities where the Negro was attempting to alter. 
his position of subordination. These outbreaks had two predisposing elements. 
First, relatively large numbers of new migrants-both Negro and white-were 
living in segregated enclaves in urban centers under conditions in which older 
patterns of accommodation were not effective. The riots were link~d to a 
phase in the growth and transformation of American cities. Second, the 
police and law enforcement agencies had a limited capacity for dealing with 
the outbreak of mass violence and often conspired with the white rioters 
against the Negro population. The historical record indicates that they did' 
not anticipate such happenings. 

The riots of this period could be called "communal" riots or "contested 
area" riots. They involved ecological warfare, because they were a direct 
struggle between the residents of white and Negro areas. The precipitating in
cidents would come after a period of increasing tension and minor but per
sistent outbursts of violence. For example, the Chicago riot of 1919 was 
preceded by2 years of residential violence in which more than. 27 Negro 
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dwellings were bombed. Typically, the precipitating incident would bea 
small-scale struggle between white and Negro civilians-often in a public place 
such as a beach or in an area of unclear racial domain. In the major riots of 
the large cities, tension and violence would spread quickly throughout vari
ous parts of the larger community. Thus, deaths and injuries were the result 
of direct confrontation and fighting between whites and Negroes. 

Within a few hours the riot was in full swing, and continued intermittently 
with decreasing intensity for a number of days. Whites invaded Negro areas and 
very often the riot spread to the central business district where the white popu
lation outnumbered the Negroes. Much of th.e violence took place 'on main 
thoroughfares and transfer points as Negroes sought to return to their homes 
or sought some sort of refuge. Symbolically, the riot was an expiession of ele
ments of the white community's impulse to "kick the Negro back into his 
place." 

Despite the wide areas that were engulfed and the number of casualties in
flicted, the whites involved were limited to very small groups or nuclei of ac
tivists, often encourage by vocal bystanders to take the initiative. White youth 
gangs and their leaders were in the forefront in a number of cities. The Negroes 
fought back in time, but they seldom invaded white areas. According to avail
able documentation, the whites were mainly armed with bricks and blunt 
sticks, and they fought with their fists. There were a limited number of hand
guns (pistols) and rifles. On occasion, Negroes were better armed because 
they had more of these weapons and knives as well. These riots had many in
cidents of direct, personal, and brutal struggle between the contestants. The 
personalized aspect of the violence can be inferred from reports such as that 
of the .Chicago Commission report, which stated that "Without the spectators, 
mob vIOlence would probably have stopped short of murder in many cases."5 

Gunshots were directed at specific and visible targets, often where one side 
had the overwhelming superiority. Nevertheless, deaths by beating and maul
ing greatly outnumber those from gunshots. Newspaper reports of snipers 
were exaggerated. In the East Chicago riots of 1917, there was only one case 
of repeated gunfire, and in Chicago in 1919, the Commission found one such 
serious incident and a number of more scattered occurrences, as Negroes 
sought to retaliate against white marauders passing by in automobiles. In fact, 
instead of the term "sniper" fire, the reports of the period around World War 
I speak of occasional ''volley firing." 

During these riots, rumors about specific incidents of racial strife were 
spread by word of mouth. Newspapers contributed to racial tension by fre
quently and repeatedly publishing inflammatory reports such as one that 
Negroes slaughtered jl defenseless white child. Since the riots often lasted for 
several days, news reports served to recruit white activists from other parts of 
the city and even from out of town. Editiorial efforts to calm public opinion 
and to demand effective lavv enforcement developed slowly and hardly bal
anced the presentation in news columns. 

The restoration of civil order required the police to separate the two groups 
and to protect the enclaves of Negroes from whites. Frequently the police 
were very deficient in their duties and occasionally assisted the white rioters. 
In any case they were not prepared for such outbreaks. The state militia or 
federal troops were used repeatedly and generally displayed a higher level of 
professional standards. Without overlooking the casualties that were caused 
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by the police themselves, the fundamental anatomy of these riots was a com-
munal clash between Negroes and whltes. . 

During World War II, the pattern of rioting underwent a tra~sformat~on 
which took full form with outbreaks in Harlem and Brooklyn m 1964, m 
Watts in 1965, and in Newark and Det~oit in 1967;, ~or lac~, of a bett~r ~~rm, 
there has been a metamorphosis from communal nots to comm9dIty 
riots.!) The Detroit riot of 1943 conformed to the co~munal or co~tested , 
area pattern. It involved concentrations of recently arnved Negro mIgrants, 
and the precipitating incident occurred in a contested area, Belle Isle. !he 
violence spread rapidly and produced clashes between Negroes and whItes. 
However, the Harlem riots of 1943 contained featur~s of the new ty~e of 
rioting. The Negro popUlation was composed of a hIghe~ concent~atIOn of 
long-term residents in the community. Most import.ant, It was ~ not t~at 
started within the Negro community, not at the penphery. It dId not mvo~ve 
a confrontation between white and Negro civilians. It was an out~urst agamst 
property and retail establishments, plus looting-therefore the notIon of ~he 
commodity riot in the Negro community. These establishm~nts were maInly 
owned by outside white proprietors. The deaths and c~sualtIes re~ulted 
mainly from the use of force against the N~gro po~~atI?n by poh~e a~~ . 
National Gmird units. Some direct and active partiCIpatIOn by white cI~il~ans 
may take place in such a riot, as was the case in Detroit in 1967, but this IS a 
pUnor element. 

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF COMMODITY RIOTS 

There have been repeated efforts to describe the variou~ stages in the n~t
ural history of race riots, especially the commodity-type nots.7 Tw? conSId
erations ne:ed to be held in mind in pursuing this goal. The style of mterven
tion by th/~ law enforcement officers has deeply influenc~d. t~e anatomy of 
race riots in the-United States. During the penod of the Irubal co~mun~ 
riots tltb effectiveness of local police forces varied greatly, reflectmg tillerr 
high'degree of decentralization. The increased ability of local police tlO seal 
off contested areas reduced the prospect of communal riots .. Since th'e riot~ 
of World War I there has been a gradual growth in the capacIty of loc,al poh~e 
to prevent riot~ at the periphery of the ~egro co~un~ty, but not wit~out 
conspicuous exceptions. The use of radio commurucatIons and motorIZed 
local police forces have been the essential ingredients of co~trol. Most 
Northern cities have witnessed a steady and gradual expansIO~ of the ~egro 
residential areas, accomp:anied by bitter resentment and. contmuous ~mor 
outbreaks of violence including bombings. But the police almost daily con
tain these tensions, which could explode into communal riots if there wer~ 
defects in their performance. But the capacity of local e~forcemen~ agenCIes 
to deal with "border" incidents has not been matched,wIth a capaCIty for con
trolling the res.ort to violence within the Negro community: Th~ outbreak of 
commodity riots produced very. different poli~e responses. m vanous co~~n
ities, ranging from highly effective and profeSSIOnal behavIOr. to weak and me
sponsible action that exacerbated rioting and prolonged tenSIOn .. Thus, tJ:te 
stages of a riot are not predetermined but reflect the pattern of mterventIon 
of law enforcement agencies. 
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Second, it is, of course, very difficult to assemble accurate documentation 
in order to desci"ibe -t1i.enatural history of a riot and especially the behavior of 
rioters in a commodity riot. The riots of the 1960's have produced a number 
of official inquiries and a variety of private studies, but there are few adequate 
analyses in depth.8 

The President's Advisory Commission'on Civil Disorders (Kerner Com
mission) sponsored a variety of social research studies that focused mainly on 
the attitudes of the public and the rioters. The methodology of the sample 
survey was emphasized, which does not make possible a full analysis of the 
dynamics of the "collective behavior" of a racial riot. While teams of investi
gators are required to collect basic documentation, the natural history and 
anatomy of a riot is still best assessed by a single person who is concerned 
with cross-checking sources. Brig. Gen. S. L. A. Marshall has demonstrated 
how a smgleiilvestigator can reconstruct a complex and fluid battle by after
action group interviews. This procedure has not generally been applied to 
race riots. Perhaps the most analytic account of a commodity riot was pre
sented by Anthony Oberschall, a Yale University sociologist.9 

From all sources, one conclusion emerges, namely the absence of organ
ized conspiracy in commodity riots. However, the absence of organized con
spiracy does not mean the absence of a pattern of events. Thus, JUles J. 
Wanderer's analysis of 75 riots during the period 1965-67 demonstrates the 
pattei;\ of events in these outbursts. By means of the Guttman scale tech
niques, he demonstrated the consistent cumulation of a very similar configur
ation of violence from low to high intensity. 10 The difference from one out
burst to another involved the extent to which each one proceeded through 
the various stages of increased and intensified coHective behavior. 

The motivation of contemporary commodity riots is clearly not despera
tion generated by the anticipation of starvation, s1Uch as in food riots in India 
during famine times. One is struck by the repeated reports of the carnival and 
happy-day spirit that pervades the early stages of a commodity riot. The new 
type of rioting is most likely to be set offby an incident involving the police 
in the ghetto where some actual or believed violation of accepted polite 
practice hs-i1 taken place. The very first phase is generally nasty and brutish: 
the police are stoned,crowds collect, and tension mounts. The second stage 
is reached with the breaking of windows. Local social controi breaks down 
and the popUlation recognizes that a temporary opportunity for looting is 
available. The, atmosphere· changes quickly, and this is when positive enthu
siasm is released. But all too briefly. If the crowds air-: not dispersed and 
order restored, the third stage of the riot is the transformation wrought by 
arson, .firebombs, and sniper fire and the countermeasures taken by police and 
uniformed soldiers. . 

There can be no. doubt that the countermeasures employed deeply in
fluence the course of rioting-even in some cases prolonging the period of 
reestablishing order. One is,of course, struck by the great variation in local 
response to escalated rioting and in the skill and profeSSionalism of the forces 
in their cqunterefforts. Differences in police strategy.have been partly ac
cidental and partly the result of conscious policy, because law enforcement 
officials .have a past record to draw on, and are continuously alerted to the 
possiblity of riots. Thus, for example, there were wide differences in response 
patterns to early manifestations of disorder by local police in the 1960's. In 
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Detroit, Ray Girardin, a former police reporter who became police commis
sioner, explicitly a~kn.o,,:ledged th~t he followed a loose policy in the early 
phase of the .DetrOlt.notmg, assu~mg that local civilian Negro leadership 
would contam the disorder. He CIted his previous experience in which this 
approach worked effectively. In his theories of riot behavior, he made fre
quent recourse to "sociological" terms. 

By contrast, the operational code of the police in New York City under 
Commissioner Howard Leary and in Chicago has been to intervene with that 
amount of force judged to be appropriate for early stages of the confrontation. 
The objective was to prevent the spread of contagion. Special steps were . 
tak~n to prevent routine police performance from developing into incidents 
which rr,ught provoke tensi?n. However, if an incident became the focal point 
for tenSIOn and the collectIOn of a crowd, the police responded early and in 
depth i~ order to prevent the second stage from actually expanding. Numer
ous polIce were sent to the scene or kept in reserve nearby. The police sought 
to operate by their sheer presence, not to provoke further counteraction. 
They sought to prevent the breaking of windows and the starting of looting 
that would set the stage for an escalated riot. If actual rioting threatened, one 
response was the early mobilization oflocal National Guard units and their 
ready reserve deployment in inner city garrisons. In part, this was designed 
!o reduce .the time required for their deployment on city streets and in part 
It was polIcy that enables the local police to commit their reserves with the 
surety of having a supporting force available. 

Whereas the communal riot involved a confrontation between the white 
and the black community, the commodity riot, especially as it entered into 
the third and destructive phase, represents a confrontation between the black 
community and law enforcement officials of the larger society. The question 
o~ the. exte~t of the exchange of gunfire emerged as one of the most problem
atIc ?Imens~ons. The repor~s in the mass media of the use of weapons during 
and .ill1me~Iat.ely after the nots by the rioters were exaggerated, according to 
the mvestIgatlOns of the Kerner Commission.l1 In fact, the deaths inflicted 
by sniper !Ire. were few. F~r example, it is reported that 5 of 43 deaths during 
the DetroIt dIsorder were linked to sniper fire, and in Newark, 2 of 26 deaths.l2 
These observations did not involve comparisons with earlier riots or an assess
ment that the gunfire contributed to conditions in which extensive arson de
veloped. In fact, direct comparisons with the communal type riots underline 
the greater dispersal of firearms and the much more intense use of firepower. 
They are escalated riots because of the more extensive but still scattered use 
of weaponry. 

A distinguishing characteristic of commodity riots is not only the wide
spread dispersal of small arms and rifles among the rioters, and correspond
ingly, ~e in~reased capacity of the local police to concentrate armed per
sonnel m a gIven area. There are no adequate statistics on the distribution 
of weapons in the hands of participants before any particular riot started. 
However, there is clear evidence that, over the years, the sale and home stor
age of firearms has continually increased, made possible by affluence, the 
absence of adequate gun control legislation, and stimulated by fears of racial 
violence .. These tr~nd~ have taken place both in the white and in the Negro' 
commuruty. As Zill1rmg has demonstrated in the case of personal violence 
the sheer availability ,of weapons has tended to escalate racial conflict.I3 I~ 
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addition to the already available arms, a significant s~,ock of weapons appears 
to have been accumulated during the actual rioting in particular areas. Im
portant sources of supply have been looted including sporting goods stores, 
general merchandise establishments, and pawnshops. 

Available documentation indicates that during the third phase of the com
modity riots, when sniper fire developed, it usually involved single individuals, 
occasionally groups of two or three persons. There is little evidence of fore
thought by rioters in the deployment of weapons for effectiveness or mutual 
fire support. Supporting fire by such snipers could render them much more 
destructive. In isolated cases, there is evidence of limited coordination and 
planning of firepower. But these cases are of minor importance in accounting 
for the firepower involved or its destructiveness. The crucial impact of the 
sniper fire derived from its interplay with arson activities. Sniper fire ~
mobilized fire fighting equipment, which permitted widespread destruction 
by fire, which in turn contributed to more rioting and sniper fire. In this sense, 
the commodity riots were escalated in intensity and sheer destruction as com
pared with the communal outbreaks. They were escalated also in the sense 
that the mass media rapidly disseminates the image and reality of mass fires 
and widespread looting on a scale not found in the earlier ones. The spread 
of fire was frequently facilitated by various incendiary bombs of a homemade 
nature. These firebombs have been used as antivehic1e bombs, but generally 
with little effectiveness. 

The phase of scattered sniper fire is, in some respects, a type of quasi-mili
tary situation, but the notion of an insurrection has little meaning, for snipers 
had no intention or capability for holding territory, nor were they part of a 
scheme to do so even temporarily. Frequently the sniper fire exposed police 
officers and National Guard units without experience to dangers with which 
they were not accustomed. Personal risk was clearly present. The scattered 
source of fire often enveloped the law enforcement units. It was this envelop
ment fire, especially from behind, which has led to the use of the term "guer
rilla tactics," but the guerrilla concept is also not relevant since ~uerrillas are 
part of an organization, proceed with a plan, prepare paths of wlthdrav/al, and 
develop sanctuaries. , 

Overresponse and excessive use of firepower by police and National Guard 
units in turn contributed to the escalation of the rioting.14 The police were 
at times surrounded and, in the absence of effective command and control, 
were exposed to an environment that most had not previously experienced. 
Their behavior was conditioned by the sheer feeling of the unreality of the 
rioting situation and the physical disruption that takes place. They often re
sponded with indiscriminate and uncontrolled fire. The immediate result was 
that they exposed numerous civilians to danger. Such fire does not suppress 
snipers, who can only be eliminated by carefully directed fire and counter
sniper procedures. In fact, the initial counterfrre actually mobilized new 
rioters. .." 

,The summers of 1964 through, 1967 demonstrated wide variations in the 
capacity of National Guard units to respond to and assist local police. On the 
whole, National Guard units had received little specific training in riot control 
and the content of any such training did not appear to have been particularly 
germane to actual problems. The level of National Guard effectiveness derived 
from their military preparedness in general. The performance of National 
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Guard units in Newark and in Detroit has been judged by expert observers to 
be deficient" By contrast, the behavior ofthe National Guard units in Mary.
land and in Wisconsin (Milwaukee) has been reported to be much more in ac
cordance with the requirements of the (~onstabulary function; namely, the 
minimum use of force to restore civil law and due procef;s. The basic question 
is fire control and an effective communications network. By contrast, federal 
troops used in Detroit were highly profeSSional units with extensive training, 
who clearly displayed a higher degree of unit control and were less prone to 
employ unnecessary fire. The superiority of the federal troops reflects past, 
experience and indicates that more effective military training per se (even 
without additional civil disorder training), and more effective officers, pro
duces more appropriate responses. 

There is some evidence that one index to National Guard effectiveness is 
the extent of integration of units. Because of its fraternal spirit, most Na
tional Guard units have been able to resist Federal directives and Negroes ac
counted for less than 2 percent of its personnel in 1967. In those cases where 
integration took place, it meant that the units were seen as more legitimate by 
the local population. Moreover, upjts that were forced to integrate were more 
likely to be concerned with problems of conflict in the unit and developed an 
officer corps concerned with these issues. For example, units in Detroit and 
Newark were not integrated while Chicago-based units that were employed dur
ing the summer disturbances of 1965 were integrated and had Negro officers. 

PARTICIPATION IN COMMODITY RIOTS 

The ~xtent of participation and the social characteristics of the riots are re
vealing indices of underlying factors in the social structure that condition 
these colI ctive outbursts. There is every reason to believe that in the com
modity riots of the 1960's, a larger number of Negroes and a greater percent
age of the popUlation of riot-torn communities actively participated in the 
outbursts than was the case during the older, communal-type confrnntations. 
The commodity-type riots take place within the confInes of the black ghettos, 
which have grown greatly in size and population since World War I. Within 
these massive ghettos during the hours of the most intensive outbursts, it ap
pears as if social controls were momentarily suspended. The sheer size of the 
ghettos and the greater remoteness of the outer community contribute to this 
breakdown and to the "mobilization" of numbers. It is understandable that 
in the second phase of milling and looting, many residents were swept up by 
the sheer contagion of events, especially where law officers stood by passively 
while stores and shops were being entered. 

It is also necessary to emphasize that the societal context had radically 
changed during the period of transition to commodity riots. Through the 
mass media, the demands of the Negro population had received widespread 
and favorable publicity and there was considerable sympathy in the nation 
for their plight. The civil-rights movements had achieved strong legitimacy. 
Within the black community there was strongly increased sensitivity about 
minority status. All these factors contributed to the intensity and participa
tion during actual rioting. 

The size of the groups rioting and their percentage of the available popula
tion, as well as their social characteristics, became matters of public debate. 
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The Kerner Commission devoted efforts to probing these questions and refut
ing the claim that only a very tiny percentage-for example, less than 1 per
cent-of the Negro population was involved in riot-torn communitkls.l5 The 
Commission argued that the riots included a much larger active group who 
weire generally representative of lower class slum dwellers and therefore could 
not be characterized as a tiny criminal element. The size of the rioting group 
could be e~timated from direct observation, a most hazardous approach; from 
extrapolatIOns from arrest data-a technique that probably underestimated 
the number of the activists; or from self-reports gathered by sample surveys 
after the riots-an approach that grossly overstated the case. On the basis of 
different sources, it was estimated that between 10 to 20 percent of the po
tential population was involved in the riots of 1967. The lower figure of 10 
percent appears to be more accurate, although even this estimate is open to 
serious question. Aside from the reliability of the data, the question hinges 
on the differing definitions of participation. To speak of even 10 percent par
ticipation is to include those persons who were caught up in the collective 
processes of the riot as the contagion spread. 

Although there are numerous statistical and methodological weaknesses in 
the various analyses of the arrest data and sample surveys, the findings are rel
evant for describing the social characteristics of the rioters. All sources agree 
that w?men were a significant minority of the activists in the commodity riots, 
reflectmg a broadening of the base of involvement as contrasted with the com
mu?al riots, which were mainly a men's affair. Interestingly enough, the 
polIce tended to arrest few women, either because their infractions of the law 
were minor or because they believed that women were not at the core of the 
riot. 

As expected, the bulk of the rioters were young males between the ages of 
15 and 34 whose skill levels were low. In a social profIle ofthe 496 Negro 
males arrested in Detroit, the typical participant has been characterized as "a 
blue collar worker in a manufacturing plant where he earned about $120.00 a 
week. Although currently employed, he had experienced more than 5 weeks 
of unemployment in the past year. He had not participated in a government 
training or poverty program." In some groups of arrested Negro youths, the 
unemployment level reached almost 40 percent.!6 In addition, among sam
ples of those caught up in the riots and arrested in 1967, previous arrest rec
ords comparable to the equivalent age groups in the biack population at large 
were found. The explanation for this finding is that it is very common for 
young Negro males to have an arrest record-in some categories, a majority. 

Cle.arly, these data indicate that the activists were not a tiny minority of 
chromc law offenders nor highly unrepresentative in terms of selected social 
background characteristics. The full personal and social dynamics will prob
ably never be adequately described, for involvement relates not merely to the 
demographic and social ~haracteristics but to the patterns of primary and in
formal ~roup structures of the ghetto community, as well as social personality 
and attItude. Some clues can be drawn from the observation of various sur
veys that the participants over-represented single men, who frequently lived 
outside of family units. -These were persons who were less subject to the in
formal group structure linked to family life and more to informal street and 
community life. Anthony Oberschall is one of the few analysts who sought 
to probe the role of youth gangs in riots, in his case, Watts: 
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Another informant who has been close to some of the gangs in South 
Los Angeles reported, however, that gang members, in an effort to prove 
their claims upon leadership in a certain territory and in competition 
with each other, were vying for leadership over the crowds during the 
riots, and this meant among other things actively participating in the 
skirmishes against the police, breaking into the stores and setting them 
on fire.!7 

In other cities, especially in Chicago in 1968, gang leaders were active in 
seeking to dampen tensions and violent outbursts. Fogelson rClports on the 
social difference between those arrested as disorderly persons-,<who tended to 
be younger, unemployed, and native born in the locality-and the looters, who 
tended to be older, less unemployed, and Southern born.!8 In other words, 
the looters, who joined the riots after they were underway, were more inte
grated into the adult occupational world. 

In contrast to the criminal interpretation, the alternative formulation of 
the commodity riots as a form of political insurrection appears equally inade~ 
quate, if by insurrection is meant an armed social m9vement with an explicit 
set of goals. The very absence of evidence of prior planning-either rightist or 
leftist-would weaken such an interpretation. In 23 disorders studies by the 
Kerner Commission, none were "caused by, nor were they the consequence of 
any plan or conspiracy."19 But more important, it is striking that during the 
riots of 1964 to 1967, there was a remarkable absence of visible leadership
either existing or emergent-thJt sought to press for collective demands. It is, 
of course, clear that the leadership and support of the civil-rights movement 
were not centrally involved in the riots. The emphasis of the civil-rights lead
ers on issues such as school integration, access to public accommodation, and 
voting rights were less directly relevant to the immediate lives of slum dwell
ers, who were mainly concerned with the welfare system and with immediate 
employment opportunities. The impact of the riots of 1967 on the civil-rights 
movement was drastic in that it made the movement's demands more militant. 
But clearly the leaders of the civil-rights movement were not activists in these 
outbursts. If anything, they occurred because of the inability of the civil
rights movement to accomplish sufficient social change in the slums, although 
the movement made a decisive contribution in intensifying aspirations and 
group consciousness. 

Many participants, after the riots, could consciously verbalize th~~ir social 
and economic dilemmas and link their situation to their behavior. In inter
views, they had a tendency to highlight "police brutality" as the underlying 
cause. Of course, many who participated merely took the events as a given 
fact of life and offered little explanation for their involvement. 

In contrast to th<;\ communal riots, where the Negro response was a direct 
and primitive struggle for survival, the commodity riots had overtones which 
might be called parapolitical, in the sense that group consciousness pervaded 
this particular form of collective behavior. In balance it can be said that the 
commodity riot by 1967 was a form of collective action, which on occasion 
was large scale and included a broadly representative segment of the lower 
socioeconomic class of the urban community. Regardless of the amount of 
sympathetic interest they mobilized among middle-class Negroes, the com
modity riots were a "violent lower class outburst."20 
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A final aspect of participation has been the active involvement of those in 
the Neg1fO community who sought to dampen or inhibit the spread of the 
riot. In. official reports, they have come to be described by the awkward and 
unfortunate term, "counterrioters." In the communal riot, such a ro;~ was 
not possible and, paradoxically, such behavior by Negr~es during a riot w~s a 
consequence of an increase in integration of the Negr~ l~to the larger ~OClal 
structure as compared with the period of communal notmg. Already m the 
Harlem riot of 1943, more than 300 Negroes were given Civilian Defense insig
nias and armbands, and used as deputies. For the summer of 1967, the Kerner 
Comrnission reported that in all but 6 of 24 disorders they investigated, Ne
groes were actively on the streets attempting to control rioters.21 . 

In some cities, political and community leaders sought to address gathenng 
crowds. On other occasions, religious leaders and community workers walked 
the streets urging persons to disperse, while still other local residents assisted 
police and firemen in their tasks. Some of these activities were officially rec
ognized and ev~n sanctioned by the local authorities, but the bulk of the ef
forts seem to have been without official sponsorship. It if,) very difficult to 
evaluate the effectiveness of these efforts, especially in communities where 
extensive rioting broke out. However, it does appear that such activities had 
the greatest effect in communities which were on the verge of rioting and in 
which rioting was avoided. 

SUMMER RIOTS OF 1968 

It willlremain for future historians to assess whether the summer of 1968 
was in fact a turning point in the era of communal riots. The trend in racial 
conflict from 1964 to 1967 was one of continued, and even expanded, out
breaks that appea.red to reach one high point with the massive destruction of . 
Newark and Detroit. 

In the winter and sping months of 1968, the outlook for the suml'~rer of 
that year ',V'as bleak. Racial tensions remained high. Extremist and even mod
erate lea6er.s anticipate~~~ven higher levels of violence, and a variety of ana
lysts were thinking in the same direction. One of the writers for the Kerner 
Commission, assessing public opinion polls, stated "on the eve of the summer 
of 1968, these responses are anything b)Jt reassuring."22 The tensions of the 
Vietnam crisis contirmed. There was !':onew massive national response to 
the social and economic needs of the btii~ck community, except in the impor
tant employment sector where industrii/ll corporations started to abandon rigid 
recruitment and training procedures an d to engage an increasing number of 
inner city personnel who would develop their qualifications on the job. Com~ 
munity relations were made more difficult by extremist statements by some 
individual police officers~ who spoke of the necessity of a ~'tough" policy and 
of their plans to use heavier hardware for control purposes. The tragic assassi
nation of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., served as a fmal element in the prelude 
to the summer of 1968. 

However, race relations during the summer had a different character from 
these anticipations. In October 1968, the Department of Justice released a 
report by !\ttorney General Ramsey Clark which revealed a dt:clinein the 
scope and intensity of racial riots. Quantitative measures of riots are difficult 
to construct, but these appear to be of relatively high validity. The definitions 
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were carefully worked out and the same data collection procedures used to 
compare the months of June, July, and August, 1967, with the same months 
of 1968. The results showed a del cline in "major" disturbances from 11 to 7, 
and of "serious" ones from 35 to 18, while minor outbursts increased slightly 
from 92 to 95. The most dramatic indicator of the decline was the mop in 
deaths from 87 to 19. To some degree, these data understate the full decline 
from 1967 to 1968, since the category "major" riots included all riots which 
lasted longer than 12 hours and included more than 300 persons. The very 
large-scale riots such as Newark and Detroit were absent in 1968. This is re
flected in part in the marked decline in estimated property damage, from $56 
million in 1967 for three riots in Cincinnati, Newark, and Detroit to $4 mil
lion for all damage during June, July, and August of 1968. It is, of course, 
very possible that no new long-term trend was at work. One hypothesis to ac
count for the short-term and immediate pattern was the development of new 
tactics and new organizations that permit more effective expression of black 
interests and black solidarity. Another hypothesiS is that improved police
community relations and higher levels of police profeSSionalism contributed 
to the decline. These data seem to indicate that, while minor ou'tbreaks con
tinued, interaction between the police and the black community was able to 
reduce and contain larger and more widespread riots. 

Under pressure of political and community leadership, many police took 
initial steps to improve communications with the Negro community through 
devices such as special conferences, the assigning of special officers of com
munity relations, and jrnproved police training. The criticism of the polic(; in 
some communitie~ and the relative success in other areas led to more profes
sional behavior. The advocates of de escalation had more and more influence; 
the slogan became "manpower and not firepower." Older doctrines of riot 
control, which emphasized weaponry and tee:j,k:al characteristics, gave way 
to new and more flexible approaches. Police departments sought to improve 
their internal communications and their ability to mobilize manpower. They 
sought to strengthen supervision and control in the field and emphasized the 
need for restraint. There was a much more prof~ssional response to the prob
lem of sniper fire, in that police were instructed not to respond with indis
criminate firepower. There was some progress toward deescalation of police 
response to more approprialte levels. Despite the publicity given to those few 
police officers who spoke about the need for tanks and Mace, the major trend 
in local police work was in the opposite direction. 

National Guard Imd federal troops were deeply involved in the events of 
the summer of 1968. The laekof professicJ:.al competence on the part of the 
local police to deal with problems of urban racial violence in part reflects the 
particular system of law enforcement that developed in the United States. 
Deeply influenced by British institutions, the nation did not develop a na
tioflill police fo!'ce that had responsibility for the control of civil disorder, in 
contrast to France for example. However, the United States ha~had extensive 
civil disorders throughout its history and the country found its equivalent to a 
gendarmerie in the state militia and later in the National Guard. The NatIOnal 
Guard especially was organized and trained for national defense purposes, so 
that it seldom developed professional standards for loc~ police support. The 
result has been that in both labor disputes and in race riots, federal troops 
have performed with high levels of effectiveness, not because of their special-
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ized training for the task but becfmse of generally higher organizational 
effectiveness. 

But the division of responsibility between local, state, and federal agencies 

- ,-

greatly complicates the conditions under which federal troops will intervene 
in a riot. In the Detroit riots of July 1967, federal troops were not deployed 
on the basis of the request of State and local authorities, but only after the 
Presidential representative, former Assistant Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance, 
had personally inspected the city and certified the need for federal troops. 
There was local criticism that this procedure unduly delayed the dispatch of 
necessary troops. The office of the President has had to struggle to avoid pre
mature commitment of federal troops whenever local authorities feel under 
pressure, but at the same time maintain the credibility of swift federal inter
vention if required. As a result, the Department of the Army established a 
Directorate for Civil Disturbance Policy and Operations to oversee such in
volvements. Greater use was made of federal troops in 1968 than in 1967. 
These troops underwent specialized training, but it was their general organiza
tional effectiveness and command structure that enabled them to operate with 
the greatest restraint. They very seldom made use of their weapons; their 
sheer presence was mainly responsible for limiting riot behavior. (For exam
ple, in the Washington, D.C., operation, at most 15 bullets were fired.) In fact, 
there were numerous occasions in which the local pOpulll':tion welcomed the 
arrival of federal troops, with the clear implication that they preferred not to 
be policed by local personnel. 

With reliance placed on the National Guard, it became abundantly clear 
during the summer of 1967 that racial integration in these units had to be 
pressed with much greater vigor. It had been federal policy to encourage 
such integration, and in fact all Negro units were disbanded, but the recruit
ment of Negroes into the National Guard lagged. Where integration of the 
Negro into the National Guard had taken place, it was the result of state and 
local politicalleadersr..ip. Therefore, on August 10,1967, the President's 
Commission on Civil Disorders unanimously issued a set of recommendations 
to produce short-term improvements in riot control. These recommendations 
called for increased recruitment of Negro personnel into the National Guard, 
the establishment of standards for eliminating inferior officers, and greater 
reliance Oil specialized training. During the next year, these federal policies 
began to have an effect, especially in the area of improved training. 

NEXT STAGE: POLITICAL VIOLENCE 

Each stage in the transformation of racial violence already carries with it 
the elements of the next stage. In the midst of the mass rioting of 1967, there 
was anticipated marked decline in such outbursts and an emergence of a more 
selective, more delimited form of violence.23 

The social position of the Negro in American society was changing, with an 
effect on patterns of racial tension. In our open society, it is necessary to un
derline that the commodity rioting of 1964-67 bea,rs a parallel to one expia
nation of the outbursts of militancy in the trade union movement in the 
1930's. Theunions displayed their vigor not during the depth of the depre.~~ 
sion but during 1936 and 1937, a period of halting but j.ncreasing'prosperity. 
It may well be that the ghetto outbursts, especially of 1965-67, were linked 
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to t~e first stages-slow and incomplete-in new levels of opportunity and 
achieve~ent for the ~e~ro community. If social and economic progress were 
to contmue, the condItIons conducive to tension would then start to decline. 

Although the !opic i~ outside t~e sc~~e of this paper, continued improve
ment of the relatIve SOCIOeconormc pOSItIOn of the Negro in American society 
depends on a. variety ~f.e~ements of soci~ change. Much social learning has 
t~ken place smce the IrutIal phase of the' war against poverty." The main 
lines of effective innovation are beginning to emerge: federal assistance in 
family ~la~ning, radical modification of the present welfare system including 
a n~gatIve m~ome tax, special youth work training enterprises, and decentrali
zatIOn, plus Improved quality of public education .. Of special importance are 
the effo!ts ~o locate employment opportunities in depressed areas. Experience 
to date mdIc~tes that such industrial establishments become training &tations 
that serve to mcorporate youngsters into the labor market for the first time 
and.t?at, afte~ ~ period' of work experience, they develop incentives'to seek 
addItIonal trammg or better employment in the wider labor market. No 
doub~, re?ardles~ of their limited immediate impact, some of the community 
orgaruzatIOns bemg developed in Negro area" with foundation, trade union, 
and federal. f~nd~ serve as a learning experience for training new leadership. 

Any antIcIp~tIOn of a continued decline of commodity riots is also based 
on the assumptIOn that a more professional police force would both extend 
more equal protection and would be more effective and more humane in 
a~oiding collective outbursts. Likewise there would be a more equitable judi
CIal system that would accord more due process to the Negro community. 
T~us the likelihood of destruction on the level of Newark and Detroit de
clmes, althou~ the escalated riot remains a possibility in any area of heavy 
Negro populatIon concentration. Likewise, as Negro enclaves develop in sub
urban areas, forms of communal riots between Negroes and whites become a 
reality in these areas. ' 

H?wever,. the essential trend was that escalated rioting and the rioting of com
mod~ty lootmg appeared in ~967 to be giving way to more specific, more pre
medItated, and more regulanzed uses of force. It was as if the rioters learned 
the lesson emphaSized in the mass media, that mass destruction achieves too 
f~w tangible be~efits. New outbursts appeared to be more goal directed-a 
diffuse goal.at tIme, at other times a very speCific one. It is almost appropri
ate to.descr~be ~hese outbursts as political violence or political terror, or even 
consplIatonal VIOlence. It is not inaccurate to describe this shift as one from 
expressive outburst to a more instrumental use of violence. Those involved 
were persons who came to believe that white society cannot be changed ex
cept with violence. 

The participants were likely to be persons who have taken part in previous 
ou~b~rsts. There was an element of organization, at least to the extent that 
actlVlsts are concerned with personal survival and avoidance of the police. 
There was an element of organization to the extent that the target seems to 
be selected, and the patterns repeated for a specific purpose. The local school 
was a particular target. The form of violence can be the harassment of a group 
~f white .schoolt:achers active in union work, an assault on teacher picket 
lines dunng ~ strik~, or a small-scale outburst at the neighborhood schoolyard 
and on OCCaSI?n smp.er .fire against the police. Housing projects, espeCially in
tegrated housmg proJects, were repeatedly subject to rifle fire and fire bomb-
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ing. l'hese incidents are created for the purpose of developin~ solidarity in 
local gangs and in paramilitary groups. The United Automobile Workers 
Union reported the use of terror tactics, including knifings and physical as
sault, against both white and black workers in the Detroit area. The union 
identified a group, League of Revolutionary Black Workers, in its documen
tation.24 

-[ 

The object seems to be to establish a vague political presence. Conspirato
rial overtones are involved and the assaults spill over against social agencies 
and local politicalleadeis. :The line between random outbursts and these 
forms of political violence or political terror is difficult to draw. However, 
these outbursts often take place with the explicit appeal of Black Power. Tra
ditional youth gang acti;.rities tend. to resist political orientations, but signs of 
conscious political orientation become more visible. 

Dramatic manifestations of the third phase of political violence, or con
spiratorial violence, were the shootouts which occurred with police personnel 
during the summer of 1968 in New York City, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Oak
land Los Angeles, and elsewhere. The amount of prior planning is difficult 
to a;certain, but focused selection of police personnel as specific and delimited 
targets is obvious. In some cases the action appears to have been a response to 
presumed harassment by the police. In other cases the police were responding 
to a can for help. In still other cases police cars were attacked without warn
ing. For example, on September 29, 1968, a man wearing a "black ca~e lined 
with orange walked up to a police car in Harlem early yesterday and WIthout 
provocation, opened fire on two patrolmen, wounding them both .... "25 
Other incidents developed around a police action such as the removal of a 
disabled vehicle. Generally these incidents seem to involve loosely and in
formally organized groups. It is much rarer but perhaps indicative of emerg
ing trends that a formal organization such as the Black Panthers finds itself 
in repeated gun battles with the Oakland police. The shootout in Cleveland on 
July 26, 1968, crellted SUGh community tension that Mayor Carl B. Stokes 
responded by the unprecedented withdrawal of white police officers and de
ployment of Negro officers and 500 black community leaders to maintain 
peace. This procedure was rapidly terminated.26 

Such activities appear to be a new form of "defiance" politics. In the past, 
organized racketeers, including groups which penetrated political party organi
zations made use of violence to extract a financial toll from slum communities. 
These t~,';lditional groups confined violent outbursts to the maintenance of their 
economic privilege. Practitioners of political violence and political terror are 
now more open in advocating violence and opposition to the larger society. 
They represent an effort to achieve goals much broader and vaguer than 
those of the racketeer. There are crude ideological overton~s and especially 
a desire to carry violence into the white cOInmunity.27 

It is very difficult to contain terroristic eruptions of politicai violence. The 
toll is small at a given point and therefore does not produce a violent public 
reaction. The tactics arid organizational plans are more secret and only offi
ci":ll surveillance and govert penetration supplies an effective tec1mique of 
management. The forms of organization are those of a combination of $I '" 

conspiratOrial and predatory gang and a paramilitary unit with overtor,;,": ,,>~ 
a "liberation" outlook. The more secret and cohesive the group, the gr.:~ter 
the problems of surveillance. Even though many of these paramilitary groups 
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will break into factions, the task of control will become extremely difficult. 
It bodes ill when it is necessary to rely on covert operators. The control of 
secret operations is at best difficult; in the United States, it is very difficult.28 
The task becomes even more complex and troublesome when these surveil
lance agencies'develop the conception, as they often do, that to collect infor
mation is not enough. They begin to belie,ve that' they must act as active agents 
of control, particularly in spreading distrust within these organizations. The 
task become endless and dangerous if the operators playa game without an 
end or develop an interest in maintaining the groups whom they are supposed 
to be monitoring. 

The failure of the larger society to meet the needs of the black community 
would contribute to an environment in which conspiratorial violence will 
continue to flourish. However, such violence has a life of its own. Small 
groups of terrorists have on historical occasion b'een able to achi~ve impor
tant goals and political objectives. It is hazardous to even speculate about 
the conditions under which they' are able to succeed: In the past, they ap
pear to have succeeded when they were struggling against a political elite 
that ruled by terror and without a broad base of support. They have also 
succeeded when terror is merely an opening step in a broad political cam
paign. Neither of these conditions seems applicable. Instead it may well be 
the case that political violence will have counterproductive features. Only 
limited amounts of political violence can be employed before a point of 
diminishing return is reached for both the user and the social order in which 
it 1S applied.29 

THE IMPACT OF THE MASS MEDIA 

Another important institution of social control that has special rele-
vance for collective racial violence is the mass media. A debate on tIlis issue 
has raged among social scientists since the early 1930's when the Payne Foun
dation underwrote a group of University of Chicago social scientists in the 
tIrst large-scale study of the impact of the mass media, in this case, the con
sequences of movies for young people.30 

The mass media both reflect the values of the larger society and at the 
same time are agents of change and devices for molding tastes and values. It 
is a complex task to discern their impact because they are at the same time 
both cause and effect. Controversies about the mass media focus particu
larly on the issue of their contribution to crime and delinquency and to an 
atmosphere of lawlessness. Amongsocial scientists, it is generally agreed 
that consequences of the mass media are secondary as compared with the 
influence of family, technology, and the organization of modern society. 
But differences in tlle meaning and importance attributed to this "secondary 
factor" among social scientists are great. "Secondary" can mean still im
portant enough to require constructive social policy, or "secondary" can 
mean that a factor is trivial and unimportant. 

Two separate but closely linked issues require attention. FirstB what are 
the consequences of the masS media, with its high component of violence, 
on popular attitudes toward authority and on conditioning and acceptance 
of violence in social relations? Second, what have been the specific conse
quences of the' manner in which the mass media have handled escalated riot-
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ing since the period of Watts? The managers of the mass media run their 
enterprises on a profit basis and one r"~,;)lt has been that the content of 
channels of communication, especially television, in the United States have 
a distinct ."violence flavor" as contrasted with other nations. Tbjs content 
emphasis continued to persist as of the end of 1968 despite all the public 
discussion about this standard of the mass media.31 In this respect, self
regulation of the mass media has not been effective except to some extent 
in the comic book industry. 

In my judgment, the cumulative evidence collected by social scientists 
over the last 30 years has pointed to a discernible, but limited, negative impact 
of the media on social values and on personal controls required to inhibit in
dividual disposition into aggressive actions. Other students of the same data 
have concluded that their impact is so small as not to constitute a social 
problem. 

Many studies on media impact are based on limited amounts of exposure, 
as contrasted to the continuous expose of real life. Other studies made use of 
ex post facto sample surveys that are too superficial to probe the psychologi
cal depths of these issues. More recent research employing rigorous experi
mental methods has strengthened the conclusion that high exposure to vio
lence content in the mass media weakens personal and social controls.32 
These new findings are based on probing fantasy and psychological responses 
of young people after exposure to violence content. They have special im
portance for lower class groups because of the high exposure of these groups 
to television. These lower class groups have less involvement in printed 
media, which has less violence material. 

The issue runs deeper than the concentration of materials on violence in 
the mass media. It involves as assessment of the mass media's performance 
in disseminating a portrayal of the Negro and social change in depth. It 
also involves the access that the mass media extends to the creative talent of 
the Negro commuruty. The Kerner Commission emphasized the lack of 
effective coverage of the problems of minority groups by the mass media 
and the absence of minority group members, especially Negroes, in operat
ing and supervisory positions in these enterprises. J'he events of the riots 
and the recommendations of the Kerner Commission on tIns aspect of the 
tnass media produced "crash" programs to recruit and train minority group 
personnel. The contents of the media have become more integrated, includ
ing advertising,. and a long-run impact on public opinion is;1ikely to be felt, 
especially in younger persons. 

It is also necessary to assess the,qoverage of the riots themselves by tele
vision and the impact of this coverage on social control. For example, the 
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders sought to probe the im
mediate impact of the ma'ss media coverage of the riots of the summer of 
1967 both on the Negro community and on the nation as a whole. They 
commissioned a systematic content analysis study wInch, despite its quantita
tive approach, did not effectively penetrate the issue or even satisfy the 
Commission itself. The content study sought to determine if "the media 
had sensationalized the disturbances, consistently overplaying violence and 
givingpisproportionate amounts of time to emotional events and militant 
leader.s."33 The conclusion was negative because of findings that, of 837 
television sequences of riot and racial n~ws examined,A94 were classified 
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as calm, 262 as emotional, and 81 as normal. "Only a small proportion of 
all scenes analyzed showed actual mob action, people looting, sniping, 
setting fires or being killed or injured." In addition, moderate Negro leaders 
were shown on television more frequently than were militant leaders. 
Equivalent findings were reported for the printed media. 

But such a statistical balance is no indicator of the impact of the presenta
tion. Even calm and moral presentations of the riots could have had effect on 
both black and white communities; more certainly, persistent presentation of 
"hot" messages, even though they constitute only a part of the coverage, 
would have an impact. Therefore, the Commission modified and in effect re
jected its own statistical findings and more appropriately concluded that (1) 
"there were instances of gross flaws in presenting news of the 1967 riots;" and 
(2) the cumulative effect was important in that it "heightened i:eaction." 
"What the public saw and read last summer thus produced emotional reactions 
and left vivid impressions not wholly attributable to the material itself" The \ . 
Commission cO.Qcluded that "the main failure of the media last summer was 
that the totality of its coverage was not as representative as it should have 
been to be accurate." 

The national crisis produced by escalated riots warranted massive coverage 
according to existing standards of mass media performance. The coverage 
was so extensive that there was an imbalance in presentation of the total 
scene in the United States, and in particular, a failure to cover successful ac
complishments by community leaders anot law enforcement agencies. In fact, 
there were overtones in the coverage of racial violence which conformed to 
the "crime wave" pattern of news. The result was to bring into the scope of 
coverage violent events that would not hCl.ve been reported under "normal" 
circumstances. 

Television has served as the main instrument for impressing the grim 
realities of the riots onto the mass consciousness of the nation. On-the-spot 
reportage of the details of the minor riots and their aftermath was extensive 
and was buttressed by elaborate commentaries. If the fullest coverage of 
these events is deemed to be necessary as a basis for developing constructive 
social policy, the costs of such media coverage should not be overlooked. 
It is impossible to rule out the strong contention that detailed coverage of 
riots has had an effect on potential rioters. Such a. contention does not rest 
on the occasional instance .!n which the television camera focused on the riot 
scene and led either rioters or police to play to the television audience. Of 
greater importance is the impact of pictures of the rioting on a wider audience. 
Again we are dealing with a process of social learning, especially for potential 
participants. Rioting is based on contagion, the process by which the mood 
and attitudes of those who are actually caught up in the riot are disseminated 
to a larger audience on the basis of direct Gontact. Television images serve to 
spread the contagion pattern throughout urban areas and the nation. Large 
audiences see the details of riots, the manner in which people participate in 
them, arid especially the ferment associated with looting and obtaining com
modities which was so much at the heart of riot behavior, Television presents 
detailed information about the tactics of participation and the gratifications 
that were derived . 

A direct and realistic account of the tac'tical role of the mass media, in 
particular television, can be seen from specific case studies, such as reported 
in depth by Anthony Oberschall on the Watts riot. He writes: 
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The success of the store breakers, arsonists, and looters in eluding the 
police can in part be put down to the role of the mass media during the 
riot week. The Los Angeles riot was the first one in which rioters were 
able to watch their actions on television. The concentration and move
ments of the police in the area were well reported on the air, better 
than that of the rioters themselves .. By listening to the continuous 
radio and TV coverage, it was possible to deduce that the police were 
moving toward or away from a particular neighborhood. Those who 
were active in raiding stores could choose when and where to strike, 
and still have ample time for retreat. The entire curfew area is a very 
extended one,34 

The media disseminate the rationalizations and symbols of iden tification 
used by the rioters. The mass media serve to reenforce and spread a feeling 
of consciousness among those who participate or sympathize with extremist 
actions, rergardless of the actions' origins. In particular, television offers them 
a mass audience far beyond their most optimistic aspirations. Knowledge of 
the riot would spread in any case, but immediate extensive and detailed 
coverage both speeds up the process and gives it a special reality. On balance, 
I would argue that these images serve to reenforce predispositions to partici
pate and even to legitimate participation. To be able to generate mass media 
coverage, especially television coverage, becomes an element in the motivation 
of the rioters. The sheer ability of the rioters to command mass media atten
tion is an ingredient in developing legitimacy. In selected highbrow intellectual 
circles in the United States, a language of rationalization of violence has de
veloped. The mass media serve to disseminate a popular version of suchjusti
fication. The commentaries on television were filled with pseudo-sociological 
interpretations and the rioters themselves given ample opportunity to offer a 
set of suitable rationalizations. 

In the past, when rioting was of the contested area variety, the newspapers 
were the major mass media. In many areas they developed an op~r'ational 
code, informally and formally, to deal with news about rioting. 'the practice 
was to apply an e:mbargo on news about a riot during the actual period of 
the riot. After the event, it would be covered. The goal was to prevent the 
newspapers from serving as a means for mobilizing rioters, as was the case 
in the riots of Chicago in 1919. With the growth of television and the intensi
fication of competition between the press and television, this practice broke 
down. 

It is difficult to estimate the short- and long-term effects of the mass media 
portrayal of riots on white and Negro opinions. However, the riots projected 
a new element in the mass media imagery of the Negro, if only for a limited 
period of time. In the past, the mass media served to reenforce· the system of 
segregation by casting the Negro exclusively in a minority position as well as 
by describing and characterizing him as weak. The portrait of the Negro ailS 
weak in the mass media served to mobilize and reenforce aggressive sentiments 
and emotions against these groups. The extremely prejudiced person is more 
disposed to release his aggression if he believes that the object of his aggression 
is too weak to respond to his hostile feelings and emotions)S 

Since the end of World War II, the mass media have been helping to modify 
the imagery of the Negro and thereby to weaken the prejudiced symbolism. 
The advances of the Negro in economic, social, and political life have supplied 
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a basis by which the mass media could project a more realistic and more 
favorable picture of the Negro. The reasoned and moral argume.nts in defense 
of racial equality by black and white leaders provide the subject for extensive 
editorial commentary in the mass media. Mass media images of the Negro 
were enhanced by the role of Negro troops in the Korean conflict and by the 
increasing presentation of the Negro as policemen. Regardless of Negro leader
ship opinion on the war in South Vietnam, the Negro soldier's role has served 
to modify in a positive direction the image of the Negro in both white and 
Negro communities. The early phase of the civil-rights movement, with its 
emphasis on orderly and controlled demonstrations, served also to alter the 
symbolism of the Negro from that of a weak, powerless figure. The climax 
of this phase of change, as presented by the mass media, was the dramatic 
March on Washington led by the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. As an event 
in the mass media, it was unique. The national media were focused on a 
predominantly black assemblage moving in an orderly and powerful fashion. 
In a real sense, it was a symbolic incorporation of the Negro into American 
society, because of the heavy emphasis on religion and the setting in the 
nation's capital. 

In the elimination of prejudiced imagery, the Negro in the United States 
obviously has had to face much greater psychological barriers than any other 
minority group. Hostility and prejudice formed on the axis of color runs 
deep. Nevertheless, the secular trend in negative stereotypes toward the 
Negro from 1945 to 1965 has showed a dramatic decline, and the mass media 
have had an effect in this trend. 

Even in the absence of adequate psychological studies in depth, s0ine 
speculation is possible about the image projected by the riots. The view of 
Negroes as a group growing in strength and direction was'.!i'or the moment 
shattered. Instead, a partial image of explosive irrationality has been drama
tized. The use of sheer strength for destru(#~j,'Ye purposes rather than to achieve 
a goal that the white population could define as reasonable and worthwhile 
has served only to mobilize counter hostility and counteraggression. No doubt 
these images fade away as the mass media focus on reporting in depth the re
alities of the black commuli..ity and the processes of social change that are at 
work. 

Thus, in conclusiod, the histOkY of the race riot is more than an account of 
the change from communal to commodity type conflict. It is more thar! the 
history of the gross inadequacies of the system of law enforcement the limita
tions in the performance of the mass media. It is in part an answer to the 
question posed by Ralph Ellison, the Negro novelist, (·'But can a people live 
and develop for over three hundred years simply QY reacting?"36 The Negro 
outbursts have been more than a reaction to police brut~ity and a double 
standard oflegaljustice. In a symbolic sense, they are e~pressions of 
energies to participate in and transform the larger society. In all phases of 
life, the Negro is not merely reacting but acting. 
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ticipants in civil-rights activity in 1968 despite the loss of some of their "blue-
eyed soul brothers." . . 

Figures 16-6 and 16-7 chart the frequencies of labor s.trikes a.nd vIOlent 
crimes over time. As with the primary indicators, there IS defmlte annual 
periodicity. At no point do any events connected with eith~r escalat~on or 
absolute level of U.S. forces in Vietnam seem to compare wIth the frurly stable 
annual strike cycles. The shape of the curve appears deter~ned b~ the dates 
on which union contracts expire. Like the frequency of vIOlent cnmes, l~bor 
strikes maintain approximately the same annual cycle throughout the pen~d 
of U.S. involvement in Vietnam, though in fact the absolute number of .stnkes 
increases slightly over time. When the number of participants involved m labor 
strikes is plotted, the curve is similar though not as smooth as ~he curve fo~ 
the number of strikes. The number of participants increases sli~tly over trme, 
as does the number of strikes, but the same a~nual cycle repeats Itself regar~-. 
less of U.S. force levels in Vietnam in any particular year. (The plot of partICI-
pation in labor strikes is not presented here.) . .. 

The frequency of violent crimes also exhibits annu~l pen.odIclty .. The 
monthly fluctuations for the entire period under conslde~atIOn rem am propor
tionately constant irrespective of both the rate of escalatIOn and the abs~lute 
level of U.S. forces in Vietnam. Though the pattern of monthly fluctuatIons 
is the same each year brings an increase in the number of crimes committed 
and also in'the rate at which the number is increasing. This may suggest that 
as the war continues, it facilitates a state of "normlessness" in which tradi
tional strictures against criminal acts lose their effectiveness. From 1961 to 
1963 the absolute number of crimes as well as the annual rate, of increase rose. 
There is, however, a decrease in the percentage increase between 1964 and 
1965. Initial escalation of U.S. forces in Vietnam did not appear to strengthen 
the rate of increase in crimes, nor even maintain it. This might be because the 
escalation of forces required an increase in the draft call and therefore .re~ov~d 
a number of possihle offenders from the population without yet resup~IYl11g It 
with a proportionate amount of Vietnam veterans to keep the populatIOn 
stable. 

Figures 16-1 to 16~7 thus suggest that the Vietnam war escalation and th~ 
length of U.S. participation are unrelated generally to the ~econdary ~o~estIc 
turmoil indicators-numbers of labor strikes and violent cnmes. The Imtlal 
rate of change in antiwar protests, however, m~y be a function 0: the Vietnam 
escalation. The change in demonstrations dec1mes, moreover, WIth a decrease 
in the escalation of the war although the U.S. forces number more than half a 
million. A somewhat simil~r pattern seems to characterize urban riots and civil
rights participation. The number of participants in antiwar protests fluctuates 
annually enough to say that any increase would probably not be a response to 
any "atmosphere of violence" sustained by the length of the war. T~e fact 
that more poeple participate in fewer activities perh~~s can be e~plrune~ by a 
dynamic of social movements, that of the merger of Movement orgamza
tions. 

QUALIFICATIONS AND POLICY RELEVANCE 

The tentative fmdings of this study should be qualified in several ways. The 
correspondence between 'the concepts and their measures may not be exact. 
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For example, the indicators of the war and turmoil levels may not be adequate 
to the task. Justifications for using these indicators include their high correla
tion with other measures and their prior use in earlier systematic studies. U.S. 
casualties might have been used as an indicator of escalation rather than forces 
sent to Vietnam, but because these two variables are closely correlated, they 
can be used interchangeably. The indicators used for turmoil are justified by 
the results of a series of systematic studies. There is considerable evidence re
garding the defming characteristics of turmoil. Factor analYSis, a data-reduc
tion method, yields a "turmoil" factor across several studies, consisting of 
demonstrations, riots, and general strikes. Although these studies are cross
national, the longitudinal results are not likely to differ substantially because 
different cross sections yield a similar turmoil factor. 21 

Another basis for qualifying the tentative rmdings is the reliability of the 
data. The accuracy required of data depends upon a study's purposes. Because 
this study focuses on the extent to which escalation and the length of the war 
relate to indicators of turmoil over time, a fairly high degree of error can be 
tolerated; the relative magnitude of each series is more important than their 
absolute levels. A more serious problem arises if there is a systematic bias in
troduced as a consequence of changing definitions and/or means of acquiring 
information, which may be the case with the violent crime statistics. Even here, 
however, error would have to be extremely large each month, and in the same 
direction, for the author to have accepted the violent crime data as having con
firmed his initial hypotheses. 

A third basis of qualification is the level of aggre;gation of data. For example, 
as regards crime information, it may be necessary to separate urban versus rural 
violent crimes and to plot urban crimes separately. An assumption of this 
study, however, is that this need not be done because most violent crime does 
in fact occur in urban areas. 

The following statement of policy relevance of the tentative findings is sug-
o gestive rather than defmitive. The initial escalation of the Vietnam War may be 
a primary cause of breakdown in social order. Rates of increase in several im
portant indicators of domestic turmoil are related to the escalation of the war. 
Based on past patterns, a policy of further escalation abroad by the new admin
istration in Washington may result in an increase in tJIe turmoil at home. 
Furthermore, correctives to turmoil should take into' account the relative 
decline in the rates of increase in turmoil that parallel the slowdown in the Viet
nam buildup. 
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PART VII 

COMPARATIVE PATTERNS 
OF STRIFE AND VIOLENCE 

A historian who contributed to this volume re
marked, before editorial consultation, that it was 
difficult, perhaps impossible, to judge the relative 
levels of violence among nations. The chapters of 
this and the next part demonstrate that some in
structive comparisons can be m~de. One kind of 
comparison, exemplified in the following two chap
ters, abstracts some general qualities or quantities 
from many occurences of group violence in order 
to make general statements about all such cases. 
Such comparisons have two purposes: to describe, 
and to explain. 

Such descriptions and explanations can provide 
answers, partial ories at least, to some worrisome 
questions Americans pose to one another. Is the 
United States truly a "violent society" by compari
son with other nations? The first of the following 
studies by Ted Robert Gurr, shows collective protest 
and violence in the United States in the mid-1960's 
to be greater, in relative terms, than in most of the 
European democracies but much less than in many 
other of the 114 nations studied. Moreover, civil 
strife in the United States shares the general charac
teristics of strife in other modern,' democratic, and 
Western nations, but is' strikingly dissimilar from 
strife in other groups of nations. Ev>::;:,i'l the ethnic 
character of much American protest lind group vio
lence is paralleled by the experience of other 
Western nations. The unsatisfied demands of 
ethnic, regional, and other communal minorities 
are chronic sources of turmoil in many other West
ern nations, and relatively more common in Western 
nations than in most non-Western nations. Most of 
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the results of this comparative study are reported 
here for the first time. 

Is there some unique seed of evil at the heart of 
the American social order that nonetheless makes 
the tumult of recent years inexplicable in general 
terins? Both of these studies measure some general 
"causes" of strife and violence and determine their 
importance by comparing them statistically with 
measures of the extent of violence. Neither of them 
suggests that American violence is incomprehensible. 
Rather the evidence is that the same kinds of things 
have gone wrong in the United States that have gone 
wrong in many other nations, Western and non
Western, with predictable kinds of consequences. 

. Americans may be unique in their wealth and un
common int-heir immigrant heritage, but they are 
scarcely uncommon in their ability to mismanage 
their social affairs. 

For example, Ivo and Rosalind Feier&'bend and 
Betty Nesvold inquire into the general connections 
between social change and political violence. Al
most every desirable facet of our material and so
ciallives are the products of massive and ongoing 
socioeconomic change. But anguish and violence as 
well as progress have been among the consequences 
of change in Western and non-Western societies
violence by those whose stable circumstances of 
life were disrupted, violence by those whose hopes 
for personal achievement were disenchanted. The 
authors identify patterns of change that are usually 
peaceful, other that are likely to generate the sys
temic frustrations that dispose men to violent po
litical action. They then examine some types of 
change in 84 nations over a 3D-year period and ask 
how they are related to violence in those nations, 
and to many of the nations' other characteristics. 
Political violence is least in traditional and modern 
societies, greatest in societies in the process of more 
or less rapid social change that we call "moderniza
tion." The evidence is that the more rapid are 
economic, social, and political change, the greater 
is political unrest-but with significant qualifica
tions .and excePtions. Among modernizing socie
ties, for example, political instability is highest 
where education is rapidly expanding but econo
mies are stagnant. The relations between change 
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and disorder are complex, but their complexity is 
comprehensible and open to empirical examination. 
So far as the United States is concerned, it has the 

. socioeconomic and political characteristics associ
ated with civil peace in most other nations. But 
so~e specific groups are caught up in cycles of 
SOCIal change that resemble those of transitional 
societies both in their nature and in their violent 
consequences. 

Does the United States have a potential for 
revolution commensurate with the fantasies of a 
few militants and the nightmares of some defenders 
of "law and order?" Quantitative assessment of 
some general causes of strife in the study'by Profes
sor Gurr demonstrates that the United States now 
has the general conditio'ns associated with turmoil 
in other nations: intense, persisting discontents 
among some groups and a tumultuous history that 
provides justification enough for violent collective 
pro. test and violent defensf;. The comparisons also 
mdIcate that the nation has many of the social and 
political conditions that make revolutionary ex
plosions of discontent un1ikely in other countries. 
~ et al~ these con~itions ar~ subject to change. The 
dIrectIon and nature of theIr change will determine 
the future extent and forms of violence in Amer
ica. But one principle seems evident from the 
comparative statistical evidence: whatever the 
historical, political, or social character of a nation 
its citizens are likely to resort repeatedly to publi~ 
protest and violence so long as they have severe and 
persisting grieval1ces. 
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Chapter 17 

A COMP;~RATIVE STUDY , 

OF CIVIL STRIFE 1 

By Ted Robert Gurr* 

Group protest and violence is episodic in the history of most organized 
political communities and chronic in many . No country in the modern world 
has been free of it for as much as a generation. Sorokin analyzed the higtcries 
of 11 European states and empires over a 25-century span and found that they 
averaged only four peaceful years for each year in which major outbreaks of 
civil strife were.in progress.2 AI::omparison of average levels of disturbance, 
from the 6th to the 19th century, indicates that the most violent century, the 
13th, had only twice the level of violence of the 18th, the most peaceful cen
tury.3 Between 1900 and 1965, Calvert estimates that 367 revolutions oc
curred, defming revolution as forcible intervention to replace governments or 
change their processes. Of these, 135 occurred between 1946 and 1965, an 
average of 6.75 a year compared with an average of 5.56 a year for the entire 
65-year period.4 The Feierabends found that between 1948 and 1961, colltle:
tive antigovernmental action occurred in "jj but one of 82 independent coun
tries.S Between 1961 and 1967, some form of civil strife is reported to have 
occurred in 114 of the world's 121 larger nations and colonies.6 

Relatively few occurrences of strife are "revolutionary." Most are mani
festations of opposition to particular policies of governments or of hostilities 
between competing groups. Moreover, certain kinds and levels of civil strife 
are more likely to occur in some kinds of nations, and under some kinds of 
socioeconomic conditions, than under others. The kinds of systematic evi
dence mentioned above have been used not only to determine differences in 
the types and extent of civil strife among nations but to test various explana
tions of its causes. This paper summarizes. some results of a comprehensive 
study of civil strife in 114 nations and colonies during the years from 1961 
through 1965. This infoi~\lati(jn is used in the first two sections, below, to 
make descriptive comparisons between characteristics of civil strife in the 
United States and other nations, and -fmally to estimate the relative impor-
tance of different causes of strife. . 

*The authorcis.assistant professor of politics and faculty associate of the Center of Inter
national Studies at Princeton University. His publications include Why Men Rebel 
(Princeton University Press, forthcoming); The Conditions of Qvil Violence: First 
Tests-of a Causal Model, with Charles Ruttenberg (Princeton: Center oflntemational 
Studies, 19S7);American Welfare, with Alfred de Grazia (New York University Press, 
1961); and a number of articles. 
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LEVELS AND TYPES OF CIVIL STRIFE AMONG 
CONTEMPORARY NATIONS 

History II 

In this study, "civil strife" means all collective nongovernmental attacks on 
persons or property that occur within a political system, but not individual 
crimes. We included symbolic attacks on political persons or policies such as 
political demonstrations and political strikes. Their inclusion does not reflect 
a normative judgment about their desirability or their legality; demonstrative 
protests are legal under some conditions in some countries, illegal in many 
others. Whatever their legal status, they are essentially similar to violent forms 
of protest: they are collective manifestations of substantial discontent that 
typically occur outside institutional frameworks for action. The violence used 
by regimes to maintain social control is not included as an aspect of civil strife 
because we are concerned with the extent to which ordinary citizens, not offi
cials, resort to force. Regime coercion and violence can be both a cause of 
and a response to civil strife, and for the purposes of this study is analyzed in 
those terms, not as an integral part of strife. 

Three general kinds of civil strife were distinguished in the study, in addi
tion to more specific kinds: 

Tunnoil.-Relatively spontaneous, unorganized strife with substantial 
popular participation, including political demonstrations and strikes, 
riots, political and ethnic clashes, and local rebellions. 

Conspiracy. -Highly organized strife with limited participation, in
cluding organized political assassinations, small-scale terrorism, small
scale guerrilla wars, coups d'etat, mutinies, and antigovernment plots. 

Internal war. -Highly organized strife with widespread popular par
ticipation, accompanied by extensive violence: and including large-scale 
terrorism and guerrilla wars; civil wars; "private" wars among ethnic, 
political, and religious groups; and large-scale revolts. 

Information was collecti;,d on all such events reported in general news 
sources for 114 nations and colonies from 1961 through 1965. More than 
1,000 events were identified, counting waves of demonstrations, riots, or ter
rorism over related issues as single "events." For each reported event or group 
of related events, we recorded such information as the kinds of socioeconomic 
groups involve4, the approximate number of people who took pa.rt, their ap
parent motives or grievances, whom or what they attacked, how long they 
persisted, the severity of governmental response I and the costs of the action in 
terms of damage, casualties, and arrests. 

Two kinds of comparisons of this information are reported here. The first, 
discussed in the following section, is based on summary measures of the mag
nitude of civil strife for each country. The "magnitude" of strife is a com
bined measure that takes into account its duration, pervasiveness, and a rela
tive intensity. Additional data were collected for the United States, to update 
and increase the accuracy of some of the comparisons. Statistical comparisons 
in which the United States is shown separately are based on relatively precise 
American data for the 5-year period from June 1,1963, thro,t:.ghMay 31, 
1968, related to the 1961-65 data for other countries. Specific procedures 
used in collecting and summarizing the American and foreign data are de
scribed in appendix I, and the (ictual scores for 114 countries listed. 
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The second kind of comparison, discussed in the second section below, 
takes into account differences among groups of countries in the socioeconomic 
classes of people that typically initiate civil stdfe, their motives, their targets, 
and relative levels of violence. For this set of comparisons the countries of 
the world are divided into groups according to their economic, political, and 
regional characteristics. Appendix II describes the basis for each grouping and 
lists the groups in which each country was included. 

Characteristics of American and Foreign Civil Strife 

More than 2 million Americans resorted to demonstrations riots or terror-. ' , 
Ism to express their political demands and private antagonisms during the 5 
y'e~r.s that en~ed in May 1968. No more than a fifth of them took part in ac
tlVlt1es prescnbed by law, but their actions reportedly resulted in more than 
9,000 casualties, including some 200 deaths, and more than 70,000 arrests. 
As table 17-1 shows, civil-rights demonstrations mobilized about 1.1 million 
Americans, antiwar demonstrations about 680,000, and ghetto riots an esti
mated 200,000. Riots were responsible for most of the consequent human 
suffering, including 191 deaths, all but a few of them Negroes. Almost all 
other deaths, an estimated 23, resulted from white terrorism against blacks 
and civil-rights workers. There is no direct way of determining whether these 
5 y~ars were the most tumultuous in American history. Some suggestive com
pansons can be made with other nations in the contemporary era, however. 
Tables 17-2, 17-3, and 17-4 provide comparisons of some of the quantifiable 
information on strife in the United States against the characteristics of strife 
in other nations in the years 1961 through 1965. 

The United States in the mid-1960's experienced relatively more civil strife 
than the majority of nations in the world, but far less than some. Compared 
with all other nations, it ranks 24th in total magnitude of strife. When the 
measures that make up the "magnitude" scores are examined, the United 
States ranks 27th among nations in the pervasiveness of strife; about 11 out of 
!,OOO Americans t.Qok part in strife, compared with an average of 7 per 1,000 
m all other countnes. The relative intensity of strife in the United States has 
been conSiderably lower, its proportional casualties ranking 53d among 114 
nations; its duration very higll, ranking 6th among all nations. Most civil strife 
in the United States was turmoil, in magnitude of which the country ranks 
6th among nations. The magnitude of conspiracy, which in the United 
States took the form of interracial terrorism, ranks 38th among all nations. 

The most meaningful standard of comparison is prOVided by the 17 other 
democratic nations of Western Europe and the British Commonwealth-the 
nations ~gainst which Americans typically judge their cultural, political, and 
econOffilC progress. In magnitudes of all strife, and of turmoil, the United 
States ranks fi~st among these nations, though only slightly ahead of France, 
I~aly, and Belgmm; Italy alone had a greater degree of conspiracy in this pe
nod. Thi.:"~e overall rankings are made more meaningful when the component 
measures are examined. Strife was more pervasive in six of the European na
tions than in the United States and more intense in two. Only in the relative 
duration of strife does the United States markedly surpass all other Western 
nations. 
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Table 17-1. -Characteristics of major types of civil strife in the United States, June 1963;':May 1968a 
,-

Number of Estimated Reported Reported Total 
Type ofevent events number of number of magnitude 

identified b participantsC casucl.tit.'"i~ 
arrestse 

of event sf 
.::. ""i~' 

Civil rights demonstrations!; . . . . . ~ . 369 1,117,600 389 15,379 7.53 

Antiwa.r demonstrationsh . . . . . . • . . . 104 680,000 400 3,25& 5.62 
,-

., , , 
Student pl~otests on campus issuesi ... 91 102,035 122 1,914 4.02 

" I 

Antischool integration demonstrations.i . 24 34,720 0 164 '1.66 

Segregationist clashes and counter-
demonstrationsk . • . . • . . . . . . . 54 31,200 163 643 3.24 

0'} 

Negro riots and disturbances l ....... 239 (200,000) 8,133 49,607 8.30 

White terrorism against N~groes and 
rights workersm . . . . . . . . . . . . 213 (2,000) 112 97 2.48 

All turmoila ................ · .. " ... 2,174,~55 9,285 • • 10 ••• 13.40 

All conspiracya. . . . • . • . . . . • . . . · .',' ..... 2,040 122 · .... '. 3.00 

All strifea . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . · ...... 2,176,695 9,407 · .... 13.64 

aThe data in this table ulClude many estimates; all are imprecise. A number of less extensive forms of strife are not specifi
cally sb..own, among them interracial clashes not involving civil-rights activities; terrorism within the Black Muslim move
ment; organized black terrorism against whites (negligible in this period); the local rebellion of Mexican-Americans in New 
Mexico in June 1967; and labor violence. Data on these eveiits are included in the summary measures of magnitudes of 
strife. . 
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bAs reported in news sources, with the inclusions and exdusions listed in footnotes (g) to (m). Demonstrations and riots 
that last for more than 1 day are counted as one. Simultaneous demonstrations in several neighborhoods or cities are 
counted separately. . 

CDespite the apparent precision 'Jf some of the figures, the component figures for many events are rough estimates and in 
some instances "guess-estimates" assigned by ~oders. Figures in parentheses are especially tentative. 

dIncluding deaths and injuries. Riots reportedly resulted in the deaths of 191 persons; white terrorism in the deaths of 23. 
Injury reports are of questionable reliability, since there are no standard reporting practices for them. Minor injuries USll" . 

ally are unreported. 
ePeople reported in news sources to have been detamed. No totals are shown because of incomplete data on arrests for 
types ofstrifeilot separately listed. . 

fThe magnitude scores are not additive. Scores should be expanded to their fifth power to determine the actual average of 
their component Pervasiveness, Intensity, arid Duration scores. Procedures by which magnitude scores are derived are, de-
scribed in app. I. . 

gAs reported in 'the New York Times Index, including civil rights and school integration demonstrations. Excluded are 
events involving less than 100 people, boycotts.; and demonstrations that become riots or clashes with segregationists. 
Also see (i), below. 

PBased on data reported by Irving Louis Horowitz, "The'Struggle Is the Message," paper prepared for the Task Force on 
Group PIOtest and Violence, National CommissionoJl the Causes and Prevention of Violence, Sept. 1968, tables 1, 2, and 
3. The liorowit~ dat~,'!ere revised to maintain comparability with other data by elimination of events involving less than 

.100 people and by eXclusion of indoor rallies and protest meetings. Also see 0), below. 
IStudentdemonstrations on issues other than civil rights and peace, as reported in the New York Times Index. Student 
civil-rights protests are included under civil-rights demonstrations; student antiwar protests are included under antiwar 
demonstrations. . 

jDemonstrations opposing busing, integration, and local control of schools by Negroes, as reported in the New York Times 
Index. Excluded are demonstrations involving less than 100 people; and boycotts, strikes, and walkouts. 

kDemonstrations by white segregationists opposing civil-rights demonstrations and collective public attacks by segregation
ists on rights demonstrators, as reported in the New York Times Index. Excluded are events in which less'than 100 white 
demonstrators or attackers were involved. 
I"Hostile outbursts" initiated by blacks, as reported by Bryan T. J?ownes with Stephen W. Burke" "The Black Protest 
Movement and Urban Violence," paper read at the annual meeting 'of the American Political Science Association, Wash
ington, D.C., Sept. 1968, pp. 12-15. 

mSmall-scale, clandestine acts of terror and violence, including bombings, arson, shootings, beatings, and major cross~ 
burning incidents, as reported in the New York Times Index. OrdinarilY no estimates of the number of participants are 
available. ' 
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Table 17-2.-Some general characteristics of strife in the United.States, 1963-68, 
compared. with strife in other nations, 1961-65 

Average for 

United Statesa 17 democratic Average for 113 
European politiesC 

nationsb 
j 

Proportion of population that 
pl!riicipated (pervasive-
ness) .............. 1,116 per 676 per 683 per 

100,000 100,000 100,000 

Pervasiveness rank of the 
United. States compared. 
with .............. · ........ 7 27 

Casualties from strife as pro-
, portion of population 

(intensity) .......... 477 per 121 per 20,100 per 
10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 

Intensity rank of the United. 
States compared. with . . . . .• . . . . . . . . 3 53 

D.!lration rank of the United. 
States compared. withd . . . · ........ 1 6 

Rank of total magnitud.e of 
strife in the United. States 
compared. with ~ . . . . . . . · ~ ...... -. 1 24 

'., 

Ran~ C?fmagnitud.e of turmoil .,. 
in the United. States com-
pared. with .... "- ..... · ........ 1 6 

Rank of magnitud.e of conspir-
acy in the United. States 
compared. with . . . . . . . . · .... . . . . 2 38 

aThe pqpulation estimate used for weighting participation and casualties from strife in 
the United States is 195 million. Information for the United States is more detailed 
than for other countries; asa consequence the U.S. data is somewhat inflated by com-
parison with the non-U.S. data. . 

bNations used in this comparison are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, ,. 
Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, and West Germany. 

CAll polities included in the study except the United States. 
dDuration is the total number of days of all strife events in a country, not weighted by 

p()pulation, hence no comparative proporti()nal measures are shown. 

Specific comparative information on characteristics of strife in 20 Western 
and non-Western nations is shown in table 17~3. It is apparent from these 
data, as it is from the listing of magnitude-of-strif~\scores in appendix II, that 
some countries in all regions of the world, at all levels of economic develop
ment, have had less domestic conflict than t4e United States. With few excep
tions, the countries more strife torn than the United States have experienced 

,i internal wars, like Venezuela, Algeria, and Indonesia. 
,I: 
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Table 17-3. -Characteristics and. magnitude of civil strife in seiected.nations, 
· 1961-65, compared with the United States, 1963-68 

449 

Pervasiveness DUration Intensity Total 
Nation (participants (sum of all (casualties magnitude 

per 100,00o)a events)b per 100,000)C ofstrifed 

Selected European and 
Latin nations: 

Sweden ...... '0 0 0 0.0 
U.S.S.R.' ..... 10 3 months .5 3.6 
Canada · ..... 40 5 months .5 4.9 
Mexico · . ' .... 150 . 1 week 2 4.7 
United Kingdom. 80 1 year "-<, .5 5.4 
Japan ....... 300 2 months 1.0 5.9 
Brazil .: ..... 1,100 4 months .5 7.4 
Belgium ...... 6,700 1 month 6 10.5 
France · ..... 2,200 2 years 4 12.1 
United States ... 1,100 5 years 5 13.8 
Venezuela ..... 1,300 5 years + 120 20.3 

Other nations: 
Jamaica ...... 20: 1 day <- 0 1.5 
U.A.R. (Egypt) .. 70 1 month .5 3.9 
Malaya · ..... 650 1 day .5 4.5 
Pakistan ...... 200 3 months . 1.5 6.3 
Ghana ....... 550 1 month 8 7.9 
South Africa . . . 600 2 years 3 10.0 
Eculldor. . " . . 1,100 3 months 12 10.1 
India ~ o. • • • • • 1,600 4 years 1 11.0 
Rhodesia ..... 150 2 years 50 16.4 
Algeria · ..... 900 4 years 150 19.5 
Indonesia ..... 1,300 5 years e4,000 33.7 , 

aTotal estimated participants in all strife events identified, weighted by population. All 
figures shown here are rounded to reflect their relative imprecision. " 

bSum of the duration of all events identified, .rounded to reflect the imprecision of the 
data. 

cSum of estimated deaths and injuries in all events identified, weighted by population 
rounded to reflect the imprecision of the data. ' .. 

dSee footnote (1), table 17-1, and app. I. 
eThis figure is probably grossly inflated because it includes an unrealistic estimate of in
juries associated with the massacre of several hundred thousand Indonesia!1 Co'trinlu-
rusts. (See app. I.) . .' 

. Generally, civil strife in the United States has been somewhat more perva
SIve and of much longer total duration than strife in the majority of nations, 
but of average intensity. The relative human cost of strife has been much less 
than in countries wracked byinternal wars; and less than that of several West- ' 
ern democratic natio~s. On the basis of this evidence, America has b~en in re
cent years a more tumultuous nation thim any other Western nation,but not 
a more violentone. It has had frequent and widespread turmoil, most of it 
peaceful and legal, but relatively little of the intense, organized Violence. that 
accompaniesw~despread conspiratorial and revolutionary movements. 

Differencesin Magnitudes of Strife Among World Regions 

. The forms and magnitudes of civil strife vary greatly among types of na- I 
bons, as is shown in table 17-4.7 The most developed nations have consider-
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ably les~; turmoil and conspiracy than others, and almost never undergo inter
nal wars. The most strife-torn countries are the "developing nations," not the 
least developed. Diffeirences are equally great among nations grouped by type 
of political system. The most.peaceful nations are the "polyarchic," those 
which approximate Western democratic forms and processes of government. 
The centrist countries, those which have autocratic one-party or no-party gov
ernments, are only slightly more prone to violence. Strife is likely to be far 
more pervasive and violent in countries ruled by small, modernizing elites and 

Table 17-4. -Average magnitudes of civil strife, 1961-65, by type of nation a 

I Mognitud, of Magnitude of Magnitude of- Total 

.. turmoil conspiracy internal war ·magnitude of 
strife 

Average for 114 
nations ......... 5.2 3.0 3.3 9.1 

United States, 
1963-68 ........ 13.4 3.0 .0 13.6 

Nations grouped accord-
ing to level of eco-
nomic development: b 

High (37}C ...... 3.8 1.8 .7 5.5 
Medium (39) .... 6.5 3.8 4.3 11.6 
Low (38) ...... 5.1 3:4 4.0 9.9 

Nations grouped accord-
ing to type of politi .. 
cal system: 

Polyarchic (38)C .. 4.9 1.;8 1.0 6.5 
Centrist (28) .... 4.2 2,:9 2.1 7.2 
Eliiist (32) ..... 5.4 3.;5 6.8 12.4 
Personalist (16) .. ~. 6.5 4:.9 3.9 11.4 

Nations grouped accord: I ing to geocultural 
region: li 

European (27)C ... 3.6 1!l2 .2 4.6 
Latin (24) ...... 5.6 4~0 2.9 9.6 
Islamic (21) ..... 5.4 3':2 3.7 9.7 
Asian (17) ...... 5.2 ~:4 5.7 10.7 
African (25). . . . . 6.1 4!~2 5.1 11.7 

" Nations grouped accord- I ~ ing to racial homo- l~ 
geneityd . . . . . .' . . 

Multiracial socie-
ties (39) ...... 6.0 3.5 4.3 10.7 

Other societies (81). 4.8 2.8 2.9 8.4 

aSee footnote (0, table 17-1, and app, I. Total magnitude of strife scores for each coun-
try are shown in app. II. _ 

bThe bases on which countries aiegrouFed are indicated in app. II. 
cIncluding data on the United States for 1961-65. .. 
dPor this comparison, "multiracial" societies are those whose population in the early 

1960's included :i percent or more of at least two of the following "racial" groups: Ori
entals, Amerindians, East Indians, Polynesians, Europeans, Negroes, Semites. The cate
gory includes all .. LaUn American countries except Haiti, Argentina, Uruguay, and Para
guay; white-ruled Southern African countries and territories; Ethiopia, Sudan, Chad, 
and Niger; Algeria and Saudi ArabiaL~falaya, Singapore, Cambodia, and Thailand; Israel, 
United States, Puerto Rico, and New Zealand. 
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in nations characterized by unstable, "strong-man" rule. It is noteworthy, 
though, that turmoil is very nearly as great among the democratic nations as 
it is among all nations; the establishment and survival of democracy are asso
ciated with the minimization of conspiracy and internal war, but not of the 
kinds of demonstrative and riotous protest that have characterized the United 
States in the past decade. 

The countries of Eastern and Western Europe, combined with Israel and 
the English-settled countries outside of Europe, have had the lowest relative 
levels of all forn18 of strife, when compan~cl either with other geocultural re
gions or the economic and political groupings. When strife does occur in these 
nations, it is highly likely to take the form of turmoil, internal war almost 
never. Asian and Mrican nations have the highest levels of internal war and 
total strife, Latin and Islamic nations somewhat If~ss. Conspiratorial move
ments are substantially more common in Latin America and tropical Africa 
than elsewhere. 

The final set of comparisons groups nations according to their "racial" 
homogeneity. Multiracial societies tend to have greater levels of strife of all 
kinds, not merely turmoil, but the differences are moderate, not great. It is 
by no means certain that ethnic conflicts are responsible even for these differ
ences. Countries with ethnic diversity also are more likely than others to 
have regional and political diversities, which also tend to generate internal 
conflicts. ,. 

None of these comparisons necessarily implies a causal connection between 
econop1ic development, type of political system, or geocultural region and 
levels tpf civil strife. It could be argued, for example, that polyarchic nations 
can ffiI:tintain democratic processes and institutions because of a lack of in
tensely violent internal conflict, and that intense conflicts \\-"ithin the elite 
give rise to· "personalistic" patterns of government rather than vice versa. 
Howe,ver, the results of the groupings do make it possible to anticipate the 
kinds and levels of strife specific ltin,ds of countries are likely to experience. 
Such statements do not apply inevitably to specific cases, of course~ Exami;. 
nation of the American data provides a striking illustration. The prospects for 
domestic peace are greatest for a nation that is highly developed, democratic, 
and European by geographical location or settll:ment. The United States 
meets all three criteria, yet has higher l,evels of turmoil and total strife than 
the average for any group of nations. The prospects for domestic violence are 
greatest for Asian and African nations that have low or medium levels of de
velopment and elitist or personalist political systems. Cambodia, the Ivory 
Coast, and Malagasy meet these criteria, yet have had lower levels of strife 
than any of the averages ShOWll in table 17-4. General differences in economic 
development, political forms, and cultural heritage affect levels of civil strife; 
they do not determine them in any absolute sense. 

ACTORS, OBJECTIVES,AND HUMAN COSTS 

The measurable aspects of magnitudes of civil strife are not the only nol 
necessarily the primary determin~nts of strife's impact on political systems. 
Nor are they the only characteristics of collective protest open to systematic 
cross-national comparison. The socioeconomic classes and·organizations·that 
participate in strife are as important in evaluating its causes and effects as the 
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number of people who take part. Their motives, and the men and institutions 
against which they act, are likely to be as consequential for the survival of 
their societies and governments as the intensity of action itself. Some of the 
evidence on differences among nations in these characteristics of strife is sum
marized below, and the American experience interpreted by reference to it. 

Group Participation in Civil Strife 

.r _ 
People of almost all walks of life have taken part in civil strife in the United 

States in the past decade. Civil rights and peace demonstrations have included 
tens of thousands of workers, students, and professional people. Ghetto riot
ers have included relatively large proportions of unskilled workers, but also 
many of the unemployed, skilled workers, and a few members of the black 
bourgeoisie.8 "Backlash" protest and violence have mobilized both working
and middle-class whites. Only public employees have participated relatively 
little, aside from the tacit support some police have given to white vigilante 
groups and the violent responses of police and soldiers to some riots and some 
demonstrations. 

Comparative evidence suggests that cross-class participation in strife is not 
exceptional; it is the norm, in European nations even more than others. Table 
17-5 summarizes some of the evidence. An examination of turmoil events in 
all nations shows that working-class people take part in .about three-quarters 
of them. However, the middle groups of society participate almost as often, 
in 60 percent of cases. Students are the middle group most often involved, 
but members of the business and professional classes also are present in sub
stantial numbers in at least a fifth. of all events. Even th('3 nominal members of 
the political establishment, the "regime classes," occasionally take to the 
streets. A noteworthy difference emerges when group participation in all 
countries is compared with group participation in the European nations: in 
these countries, including the United States, middle classes are just as likely to 
participate in turmoil as are the working classes, and the regime classes are· 
twice as likely to do so as they are in the world at large. It also 'should be 
noted that turmoil throughout the world usually-in three cases out of four
involves members of only one general class, whereas in ~uropean nations two 
or more classes participate in nearly half the events. These comparisons do 
not take into account the relative or absolute numbers of people fr.om differ
ent classes involved in turmoil. They do strongly suggest, however, that tur
moil in the contemporary world is not solely or primarily a lower-class phe
nomenon but a cross-class form of protest that is likely to mobilize ciiscon ... 
tented people whatever their social status. 

Class participation in conspiratorical activity presents a distinctly different 
pieture when all cases are examined. The conspiracy-terrorism, bombing, rev
olutionary plotting-is usually the work of mid~le and regime classes, not the 
lower classes. In the European nations, however, the pattern of participation 
is similar to that of turmoil: the working classes are more likely to participate 
than the middle classes, the middle classes more likely to do so than regime 
classes. The comparison is somewhat questionable, since participants could 
be identified in only 13 European cases, compared with 233 in the world at 
large. 
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Table 17-5. -Specific socioeconomic classes that participated in civil strife, 
1961-65, by type of strife 

Percentages of events in which specified classes 
are reported to have participateda 

Type of 
socioeconomic Turmoil Conspiracy 

class Internal war 
All European All European all nationsb,c 

nationsb nationsc nationsb nationsc 

Working classes: 
Peasants, farmers . - . 18 17 4 n.d. 93 
Urban workers, 

unemployed . . . . . 40 41 5 n.d. 36 
Any working-class 

groupsd ........ 73 67 25 62 100 
Middle classes: 

Students ........ 45 54 5 0 27 
Petite bourgeoisie . . . 8 11 7 10 24 
Professionals . . . . . . 11 12 18 20 33 
Any middle-class 

groupsd ......•. 61 70 41 46 63 
Regime classes: 

Military, police ...•. 1 2 50 23 31 
Civil servants . . . • . . 3 5 7 0 23 
Political elite . . . . . . 3 7 32 8 31 
Any regime groups .. 7 13 70 23 48 

Percentage of events 
in which 2 or more 
of the 3 genera! 
classes participated. . . 39 47 30 30 76 

n.d. = no data (computations not made). 

apercentages for specific classes are based on events for which specific information on 
participation is reported. Percentages for the 3 general types of classes are based on 
events for which either specific or general information is reported. A class is said to 
have participated if it apparently made up more than a tenth of the rank and me or 
more than a third of the leadership of an event. 

bData for events in 114 nations and colonies. 
CData ~or events ~ 27 Eastern ~d W:stem European nations plus developed English

speaking countries elsewhere, mcludmg the United States. Only two internal wars oc
curred in these countries, too few to justify inclusion of separate group-participation 
data. 

dThese pe~c:nta~es ~nclude a large number of events for which genera! but not specific 
class partICIpation IS known, hence they are not directly comparable with the percent
ages shown for specific class participation. 

Patterns of class participation in internal war are intermediate between 
those of conspiracy and turmoil. The lower classes took part in all the 54 in
t~r~al wars for which we have information, as would be expected by the defi
rut~on of such events. The leaders and cadres of internal wars are more likely 
to mclude membere of the middle classes than regime classes: very often both 
are involved. 

Random crowds seldom initiate civil strife. We also can examine differ
ences and similarities among nations in the kinds of organizations that provide 
the cohesion that is necessary for collective action. Group cohesion may be 
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provided by communal organization, or simply by people's awareness that 
they belong to the same ethnic, religious, or territori~ comm.uni~y. Group 
contexts for action may also be provided by economIC orgamzatIOns, such as 
trade unions and cooperatives; by legal political organizations, such as politi
cal parties and issue-oriented groups like antiwar organizations; by clandestine 

Table 17-6.-Group contexts {or civil strife, 1961-65, by type of nation 

Percentages of strife events known to have been initiated 
by groups of the specified typesa 

Commu- Eco- Political Govern- Clandes- Other 
tine Type of nation nal nomic groupsd mental groupgg 

groupsb groupsC groupse group sf 

All nations (114) .... 20 7 42 10 15 6 

Nations grouped 
according to level of 
economic develop-
ment: 

High (37) ...•... 22 9 45 5 14 5 

Medium (39) ...•. 11 7 47 9 13 6 

J.ow (38) .....•. 23 5 27 16 21 7 

N~.tions grouped 
according to type of 
political system: 

8 50 5 13 5 Polyarchic (38) .... 19 
Centrist (28) . . . . . 28 5, 34 4 21 8 

Elitist (32) ., .... 26 5 38 l3 12 5 

Personalist (16) ... 4 12 45 18 17 4 

Nations grouped 
according to geocul-
turalregion: 

14 3 European (27) .... 34 9 40 1. 

Latin (24) ....... 2 12 55 l3 12 6 

Islamic (21 ..... 18 7 34 11 20 10 

Asian (17) 19 3 47 11 16 4 
• <;I •••• 

African (25) .. . . . 32 5 33 11 14 5 

aBased on data for approximately 1,020 strife events of all types. Of these eve~~s, 113 
were clashes between nongovernmental groups, for exampl~, between two politIcal or 
<;ommunal groups; only the group that initiated each clash is couI1t~~. Groups of sev
eral general types participated in some other strife events; only thlflargest group was 
coded in such cases. . . 

bpercentages of events in which initiators acted as members of territorial, religious, eth-
nic, or linguistic groups, whether or not formally organized. . . 

cPercentages of events in. which initiator~ acted primarily as members of orgaruzatlOns of 
workers, the unemployed, craftsmen, traders, or employers. . . . . . 

dpercentages Of events in which initiators acted as members of open politIcal organIza
tions, including political parties, politically oriented interest groups, and crowds at po-
litical meetings. ~ " . . . 

epercentages of events in which initiators acted as members o~ the !;}xecutIve, ~dmm1Str~ 
tive, or legislative structure, including military and police uruts, and the offiCIal party m 
one-party states. . . . 

fpercentages of events in which initiators acted as members of prescnbed politIcal or 
nonpolitical groups., 

gpercentages of events in which initiatofs acted either asm.e-mbers of unstructured 
crowds or apolitical student groups. 
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groups like guerrilla and terrorist movements; and by the governmental hier
archy itself, including the civil service and military establishment. The type 
of group context for civil strife was identified in more than a thousaIid of the 
civil-strife events and series of events in 1961-65; table 17-6 summarizes some 
of the data. 

Several general patterns can be noted. Among nations generally, political 
groups most often mobilize people for strife, in 42 percent of cases, compared 
with commllnal groups in 20 percent of events and clandestine groups in 15 
percent. Strife in the more developed and democratic nations is more often 
organized by legal political groups than in other nations and is less often car
ried out by clandestine groups. The implications are that strife is a recurrent 
facet of the political process and thatthe effect of economic development and 
political democratization is to channel it into the political process rather than 
to insulate politics from violence.' At the same time the intensity and serious
ness of violence in politics tends to decline. The most developed nations also 
experience substantially less strife within the governmental hierarchy than do 
other nations; that is, fewer plots, mutinies, and attempted coups by dissatis
fied members of the political establishment. Such strife is also very infrequent 
in both democratic and centrist (authoritarian) nations, though presumably 
for different reasons. There also is a tendency for strife by economic organi
zations to increase as development increases. 

Another significant contrast is provided by the relative frequency with 
which communal groups initiate strife. They are more often involved in strife 
in the most and least developed nations than in developing cOllntries, and 
most often so in European and tropical African nations-in a third of events 
in both groups. Their relative preponderance in Africa is a manifestation of 
the unresolved tribal and ethnic cleavages that afflict that continent. In the 
European nations they seem to be residual group hostilities, ones that have 
pe~sisted beyond the resolution of fundamental political and economic group 
conflicts. It is highly likely that increases in economic well-being and popular 

. ~pclitical participation for majority groups in European nations exacerbate the 
hostilitie,s of regional and ethnic mi!1orities that do not have what they regard 
as a Tair share of those benefits. The United States, of course, manifests the 
problem to a striking degree; the evidence here suggests that it is also common 
in other Western nations. 

Apparent Objectives of Civil Strife 

With few exceptions, the demands or apparent objectives of participants in 
civil strife in the United States have been limited ones. Civil-rights demon
strators have asked for integration and remedial governmental action on Negro 
problems; they have not agitated for c1ass or racial warfare. Peace marchers 
vehemently oppose American foreign policy and some of the men who con
duct it; none of them have attempted to overthrow the political system. 
Black militants talk ofrevolutionary warfare; such sentiments are rarely 
voiced by those who participate in ghetto riots. By the testimony of most 
of their words and actions, they have been retaliating against the accumulated 
burden of specific grievances: inconsistent and coercive police control, eco
nomic privation, and social degradation. The United States has experience'd. 

.. chronic conspiratorial violence in the past decade,but it has been almost en
tirely defensive. Southern Klansmen and Northern vigilante groups have not 
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opposed the existing socioeconomic or political system so much as they have 
tried to protect their conception of it and their position in it from Negroes, 
Jews, criminals, Communists, and a host of other perceived enemies. There 
are vociferous advocates of guerrilla, class, and racial warfare in the United 
States, and some of them have begun to take the lead in some antigovernment 
demonstrations and university rebellions. Nonetheless their objectives seem 
shared by few of their fellow participants. Their actions are comparable to 
those of rioters and demonstrators the world over, not those of guerrillas or 
revolutionary conspirators. 

The comparative evidence summarized in tables 17-7 and 17-8 suggests that 
the dominant objectives of Americans who participate in strife more closely 
resemble the objectives of those in the European nations than elsewhere. Sev
eral characteristics of the worldwide patterns of demands or objectives of 
strife should be pointed out. II) 93 percent of the events we examined; some 
kinds of political objectives were apparent. J'hese political demands are twice 
as common as social ones, and social more than twice as common as economic 
ones. This does not necessarily imply that economic and social grievances are 
less important than political ones. It does suggest that when economic and 
social grievances are expressed, they are voiced in political terms. 

Another general characteristic is that the objectives of turmoil are typically 
more limited than those of conspiracy and internal war. The objectives usu
ally expressed in turmoil are opposition to particular governmental policies 
and actors, and the promotion of a group's particular social interests. Con
spirators by contrast more often want to seize political power than attain any 
other specific objective. Internal wan; usually manifest a variety of unlimited 
objectives, almost always including the seizure of regional or national power, 
often on behalf of a particular class or communal group. Internal wars also 
are more likely to reflect explicit economic objectives than are turmoil or 
conspiracy. 

The objectives of particular kinds of strife in European nations differ some
what from those of all nations. Turmoil in European nations is somewhat 
more likely to be based on opposition to or demands for specific governmen
tal actions than turmoil elsewhere, and considerably more likely to include 
explicit social objectives. Ideological issues and promotion of the interest of 
a particular community, for example, are relatively common issues of conflict 
in European nations. Explicit demands for "social goods" such as removal of 
social barriers to mobility, rights of equal treatment, free association, and 
more. and better education are much more common in European nations than 
elsewhere. The objectives of conspiratorial activity in Europe~ nations are 
sharply different from conspiratorial objectives elsewhere; they are relatively 
limited and resemble the objectives of European turmoil. European conspira
tors seldom want to seize political power, but are much more likely to oppose 
particular political poliCies and actors. They also are quite likely-in 59 per
cent of the 27 instances-to have explicit social objectives, usually ideological 
or communal ones. 

When all types of strife are combined and their objectives compared, in 
table 17-8, some of these relationships become more sharply apparent. The 
seizure of political power is rarely an objective of strife among highly devel
oped, democratic, or European nations. When' nations are grouped according 
to their level of econoinic development"it is apparent that the lower the level 
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Table 1 7-7. -Objectives manifested in civil strife, 1961-65 

Percentages of events in which specified objectives 
were expressed or apparent from actionsa 

Type of motive Turmoil Conspiracy Internal 

All European All European 
war, all 
nations 

nations nations nations nations 

Political objectives: 
3 2 7 4 Retaliation ............. 4 

Seize political power . . . . . . . 1 0 37 4 25 
Increase political participation 2 1 0 0 2 
Oppose competing political 

6 4 2 11 0 group ...... , ....... 
Promote or oppos~ a specific 

governmental pc!icy ..... 23 33 7 21 0 
Promote or oppose a political 

actor ..•........... 8 4 13 14 0 
Oppose a foreign nation's policies 

20 13 3 11 0 or actors ...... ' ...... 
Several or diffuse political 

32 33 67 objectives . . . . . . . . . . . 26 26 
Any political objectives ..... 90 85 98 100 98 

Economic objectives: 
0 0 0 0 Retaliation. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Seize economic goods ...... 2 1 3 0 9 
Change economic distribution 

4 0 7 patterns ............ 7 10 
Several or diffuse economic 

19 objectives ........... 8 11 1 0 
Any economic objectives ..... 18 22 8 0 36 

Social objectives: 
Retaliation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 7 3 7 5 
Promote or oppose belief 

systems ....•........ 11 17 10 15 5 
Promote or oppose an ethnic, 

linguistic', religious, or 
23 7 33 30 regional community ..... 15 

Increase social goods . . . . . . . 1 19 2 4 2 
Several or diffuse social 

0 43 objectives . . . . . . . . . . . 11 6 9 
Any social objectives ....... 43 71 32 59 87 

Number of events ........... 653 136 294 27 55 

aobjectives are those attributed to participants in news sources .or apparent from the l!a
ture of the event. For example, peace demonstrations in the United States and Spamsh 
student riots against governmental bans on student organization would be coded "pro
mote or oppose a specific governmental policy"; a civil-rights demonstrl\tion would be 
coded both "promote or oppose ,a specific policy" and "promote or oppose a commu
nity"; a French general strike against a government wage freeze would he coded both 
"promote or oppose a specific policy" and "change econom,~c dis~ri~ut~?n patt~~s"~ 
white attacks on civil-rights demonstrators would be coded retali,atlOn under SOCial 
Objectives"; and so forth. Coding categories are defmed in Gun ~ith ~ll!tenberg, app. 
A. Only primary objectives were coded, but in marly cases, especially m mternal w~, 
participants had several major objectives of each general type. For ex~~ple, an ~t~war 
demonstration at a speech of a U.S. Cabinet member would be coded several political 
objectives" because it refle('ts opposition both to the individual and a policy he sup
ports. Percentages shown for each subheading do not necessarily add to the total be-
cause of rounding errors. ' 
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Table l7-B.-Some types of objectives manifest in civil strife, 1961-65, 
by type of nation 

Percentages of eventslh which specified types of objectives 
,', were expressed or apparent from actiona 

\~\. I: 
",\ if' Increase Any Any 

Type of nation' , Seize partici- Promotel Promote politi- eco- Any 
politi- pation or oppose oppose cal nomic social 

cal oppose policies commu- objec- objec- objec-
power com- or actors nity tives tives tives 

petitors 

All nations (114) ...... 13 6 26 13 93 16 43 
Nations grouped according 

to level of economic 
development: 

13 92 16 46 High (37) ...... 6 6 56 
Medium (39) .... 12 5 40 10 92 -,~:5 36 
Low (38) ....... 22 6 27 17 94 I" '18 49 

Nations grouped according 
to type of por.::tical 
system: 

14 16 47 Polyarchic (38) . . . 6 6 49 91 
Centrist (28) ..... 8 5 38 10 91 10 51 
Elitist (32) ...... 17 8 33 18 93 20 45 
Personalist (16) ... 22 2 44 5 98 16 20 

Nations grouped according 
to geocultural region: 

25 87 ':--:'18 69 European (27) .... 1 7 49 
Latin (24) ...... 22 4 55 0 96 i5 4 
Islamic (21) ..... 10 3 34 13 96 13 66 
Asian (17) ...... 6 1 47 13 95 17 52 
African (25). . . . . 22 12 23 18 86 17 40 

aCategories of objectives are combinations of categories shown in table 17-7. "Increase 
participation or oppose competitors" combines "increase political participation" and 
"oppose competing political group." "Promote/oppose policies or actors" combines 
"promote or oppose a specific governmental policy," "promote or oppose a political 
actor," and "oppose foreign natic)D's policies or actors." 

of development, the more common are attempts to seize power. The higher 
the level of development, however~ the more likely does strife represent oppo
sition to specific policies and individuals. Demands fo~ increased political 
participation, a common student grievance in the United States and,.elsewhere, 
for example, are relatively uncommon and do not vary greatly cvnong nations 
according to levels of economic development; they do tend to be more com
mon in African and European states than in others. 

There are substantial differences among groups of nations in social objec
tives for civil strife. They are substantially more common in European and' 
Islamic nations than in others, and very infrequent in Latin American nations. 
This does not necessarily mean that Latin Americans lack social grievances, 
only that they seldom are voiced in specific demands in strife. It should be 
poil}ted out that, by cqntrast, the groups of nations do not differ substantially 
in the relative frequency of politiciU orecOIlOmic objectives for civil strife. 
Political objectives predominate,being salient in at least 86 percent of the 
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events in each set of nations. Economic objectives are relatively uncommon, 
characterizing between 10 and 20 percent of events in each group. 

One specific category ofsocial objectives, promotion of or opposition to 
interests of specific communities, is separately shown in table 17-8 because it 
includes the explicit demands of American civil-rights demonstrators~ the im
plicit demands of ghetto rioters, and the sometimes violent resistance of white 
Americans to those demands. This kind of social objective is more common 
in civil strife in the European nations than any other, being specifically iden
tifiable in a quarter of all occurrences of strife. Country-by-country examina
tion of the evidenc,e suggests that the relative frequency of such motives in the 
Eurd~\.ean nations is only partly the result of the 'inclusion of the Unite~ States 
in thls group. More important, it indicates that incomplete assirniiation of 
minority groups into national life is one of the pervasive unresolved problems 
of the Western nations. Examples are the conflicts between French- and 
English-speaking Canadians, the Flemish and the Waloons of Belgium, Colou- , 
reds and whites in England, Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland, 
Arabs and Jews within Israel. Other manifestations are the chronic and some
times violent separatist activities of German~speaking Italians, Basques and 
Catalonians in Spain, Welsh nationalists, Bretons in France, Ukrainians in the 
Soviet Union, and the people of the Swiss Jura. Such conflicts tend to be 
low keyed; if they are not resolved, however, they can flare up repeatedly in 
intense strife, as they have in the United States, Belgium, and Spain. 

The Targets of Civil Strife 

Even the members of a rampaging mob are selective in the targets they at- ' 
tack. They, along with demonstrat()rs, conspirators, and rebels, focus their 
actions on the objects an,d people that symbolize their grievances. Table 17-9 
shows that there is little difference among the primary targets of turmoil when 
the European nations are compared with all nations. Property js attacked in 
about 4 cases out of 10, private property slightly more often than pUblic. 
Political actors are by far the most common objects of verbal and physical 
attack. Demonstrations are typically directed against the political figures who 
are held responsible for grievances by their sins of commission or omission; 
riots usually include attacks on several kinds of political actors, including both 
officials and the police. A fifth of turmoil events are focused on foreign po .. A;~,~ 
litical actors, usually representatives of governments with unpopular foreign 
policies. The United States has been the target of many such demonstrations 
and riots throughout the world; Americans also have taken to the streets to 
oppose actions' of the governments of the Soviet Union, Cuba, and other 
countries. Nonpolitical actors-usually members of ethnic groups-are at
tacked In about a fomth oftur,Jl1~\P. events, somewhat more often in the Eu
ropean nations than in o*ers.' 

The objects of conspiritorial ~ttack!l do vary substantially between Euro
pean and other nations. The European conspirator is mUch more likely to 
vent his anger on property, less likely to attack public figures. The statistical 
differences reflect the fact that European conspiratol's more often resort to 
symbolic and indirect political opposition-for example, bombing public 
buildings and police barracks-than to direct attacks on the lives and govern
ments of political leaders. Conspiratorial attacks on members of ethnlc or 
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Table 17-9.-Primary targets of civil strife, 1961-65, by type of strife 

Percentages of events in which specified 
primary targets are identifiablea 

Type of target Turmoil Conspiracy Internal 

All European All European, 
war, all 

nationsb natioJ11;c nationsb nationsc nationsb,c 

Property targets: 
Public .•.•..•...•.• 15 18 26 36 76 
Private ..•..... ',' .. 18 22 17 36 69 
Foreign ....•......• 17 14 7 7 24 
Any property • .• . . . . . 37 39 36 64 82 

Political actors: 
Public figures ........ 28 27 56 39 2 
Military and police . . . . . 16 14 9 4 13 
Private political groups ... 8 4 2 7 2 
Several of the above .... 161 23 16 18 76 
Foreign public figures and 

military personnel. • . . 20 21 4 11 25 
Any political actors. . . . . 83 83 85 75 93 

Nonpolitical actors: 
Communal groups ...... 14 22 3 4 36 
Economic actors. . . . . . . 4 2 - - -
Several groups, and 

random victims . . . . . 3 6 7 4 44 
Any nonpolitical actors 

(including others) .... 21 31 11 11 80 
Number of events. . • . . . • . 666 136 315 28 55 

aThe primary targets are the places or people on which violence, threats, or demands are 
focused. For example, the Watts riot of 1965'was coded as directcdl:lgainst private and 
public property, the police, and several types of nonpolitical actors (both white store
keepers and random white victims). Peace marches were coded as directed against pub
lic figures, since they constituted demands made on political leaders. Percentages do 
not necessarily add to subtotals because the subcategories shown here are not all mutu
ally exclusive or exhaustive. 

bSee footnote (b), table 1'/.·5. 
cSee footnote (c), table 17-5. 

other nonpolitical actors are rare. The reemerging American phenomenon of 
terroristic attacks by white Vigilantes on Negroes and their white supporters, 
and the new phenomenon of black-militant attacks on whites, have relatively 
few parallels among either Western or non-Western nations. Such grouphos-
tilities elsewhere usually ihspire riots, not terrorism. '" " 

Internal wars by their very nature involve attacks on many targets: prop~_. 
erty, public and private; politicians; national and foreign soldiers and policet~ 
and nonpolitical opponents and victims of all sorts. Turmoil is more likely 
than internal war to be focused on a few QPjects and individuals, while con
spiracy is likely to be even more narrowly focused. 

1'he I-Iuman Costs of Civil Strife 

Americans have b~en shocked by the occurrence of nearly 200 d6hths in 
ghetto riots, by political assassinations, and by several dozen killings by black 
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and white terrorists in recent years. By comparison with most nations, how
ever, the proportional loss of American lives in civil strife has been low. Table 
17-10 summarizes comparative information on the human costs of strife. An 
estimated 750,000 people lost their lives in civil violence between 1961 and 
1965, the great majority of them victim's of internal wars. Although almost 
all types of civil strife in the United States resulted in casualties, the relative, 
loss of life has been comparable to that of other developed nations and of 
other European nations. Both turmoil and conspiracy lead to relatively few 
deaths in'the highly developed nations; in democratiC countries, and in the 
European and Latin American nations. The loss of life tends to be greatest in 

Table 17-10. - The human costs of civil strife, 1961-65, 
compared with the United States, 1963-68 

.' 
,Percentages of Average number of 

events with deaths per eveptb 
Type of nation casualtiesa 

Tur- Consprr- Tur- Conspir- Internal 
moil acy moil acy war 

All ~~tioils (114) . ; ••• , ,. " 59 42 18.1 17.2 13,900 
United States, 1963-68d •..... - - = - -
Nations grouped according to 

level of economic develop-
ment: 

High (37)e .......... 56 38 3.5 9.2 160 
Medium (32) ......•.. 59 45 28.4 22.1 12,000 
Low (38) ..•........ 69 39 17.2 18.9 18,500 

Nations grouped according to 
type of political system: 

Polyarchic (33)e ..• " .. 61 33 8.8 8.3 3,600 
Centris.t (28) ...... , •. 54 52 38.9 23.1 2,200 
Elitist (32) •.•....... i·· 58 44 16.2 20.6 20,000 
Personalist (16) . • . . . . . 62 40 12.0 17.5 4,300" 

Nations grouped according to 
geocultural region: 

European (37) ........ 61 25 11.5 .0.4 220 
Latin (24) .......... 63 44 5.9 16.2 2,900 
Islamic (21) ......... 53 45 19.2 ' 23.5 6,500 
Asian (17) . . . . : . . . . . 45 42 42.6 25.7 35,000 
African (25) . . . . . . . . . 64 43 18.5 17.5 4,900 

Deaths 
per 

million 
popula-
tionc 

238 
1.1 

: .. "" 1.7 
264 
841 

12 
19 

1,604 
223 

2.4 
76 

222 
357 
539 

apercentage of events of each type in which any deaths or injuries were reported among 
initiators, their opponents, or victims. Executions of initiators are included. All inter
nal wars result in casualties, hence no separate percentages are shown. Also see (d), 
below. 

bBased on totals orall r~ported deaths. Only rough and questionably reliable estimates 
of deaths are available for most internal wars. The averages are rounded to reflect this 
imprecision. Also see (d), below. 

CTotal repprted deaths for the countries in each group divided by the total population of 
the countries in that group. 

dpercentages and deaths per. event fo~ the United States, 1963-68, are not reported be
cause the data are not comparable. Many turmoil events counted in the 1961,..65 pe
riod are waves of related outbreaks, each wave counted as one "event." Strife events in 
the United States, 1963-68-, were recorded on an occurrence-by-occurrence basis w.ith· 
out attempting to catego~e them in waves . 
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turmoil and conspiracy events in the developing nations centrist nations and 
Asian countries. " 

BYf~r the most ~triking differences among groups of nations are in deaths 
~er ~on p~pulatIOn. The rate in the least-developed nations, 841 per mil
lion, IS 5~0 hmes the 1.7 rate in the most developed nations. The rates in the 
democrahc and centralized countries, 12 and 19 per million, respectively, are 
ab~ut one o~~-hundredth of the 1,604 rate in the new nations that are charac
t~nzed by elIhst.leadership and relatively weak and unstable political institu
hons. When natIOns are grouped according to geocuItural region, civil-strife 
death rates appear to vary with the regions' relative levels of economic devel
o~~ent. The rate .is substantially the lowest in the European nations, 2.4 per 
millIon; some 30 hmes greater in Latin America, which is considerably less 
developed; and 150 to 200 times greater in the underdeveloped Asian and 
African states. 

It is not justifiabl~ to conclude fro~ these figures that increasing economic 
de~elopment leads directly to decreasmg deaths from civil violence. It is a 
trUIsm that people discontented with their poverty are more likely to rebel 
than people whose e~ono~c desir~s are satisfied, but even these descriptive 
data suggest that t~eIr polItlcal enVIronment has a major influence on the con
sequences of r~bellion .. Democratic. and centrist countries are likely to have 
?ot~ th~ coerCIve capacIty to restram strife with minimal loss of life and the 
mstltutIOnal structures that can provide alternatives to and solutions for vio
lence. 1?e least-developed countries that have relied on elitist or personalistic 
lead~rship, ho~ever, confront two interrelated and almost insoluble problems. 
TheIr econo~e.s produce too little to satisfy the economic aspirations of 
many of theIr cltlzens. Their leaders, for lack of will, ability, or resources, are 
~ften unable to establish strong and pervasive means of coercive and institu
tIOnal control. When civil strife does occur in these countries, the regimes are 
usually str~ng enough to resist it but lack the capacity either to suppress it or 
~o rem~dy ItS ca~ses. Th.e consequence is likely to be an escalating spiral of 
m~on~Ist~nt and meffective repression and increasing popular reSistance, cul
lTJlIlatmgm the peace of the charnel house that is statistically manifested in 
the death rates shown in table 17-10. 

COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE ON THE 
CAUSES OF CIVIL STRIFE 

Some Psychological Preconditions of Civil Strife 

The popular and sociological cliche is that "frustration" or "discontent" 
or "relative deprivation" is the root cause of rebellion. Cliche or not the 
basi~ re~ationship is as fundamental to understanding civil strife as th~ law of 
graVity IS .to atmospheric physics: relative deprivation, the phrase used in this 
research~ IS ~ neces~ar~ ~recondition for civil strife of any kind. The greater 
~e ~epnvatIO? an md1Vld~al perceives relative to his expectations, the greater 
his dlsc~ntent, the mor~ WIdespread and intense is discontent among members 
of a socIety, the more likely and severe is civil strife. Relative deprivation is 
no.t w~atever th~ out~ide observer thinks people ought to be dissatisfied with. 
It IS a ~tateof mmd that I have defined as a discrepancy between people's ex
pectatIOns about the goods and conditions of life to which they are justifiably 
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entitled, on the one hand, and, on the other, their value capabilities-the de
gree to which they think they can attain those goods and conditions. 

This is not a complicated way of making the simplistic and probably inac
curate statement that people are deprived and therefore angry if they have 
less than what they want. Two characteristics of value perceptions are more 
important than this "want-get ratio": people become most intensely discon
tented when they cannot get what they think they deserve, not just what they 
want in an ideal sense; and when they feel they are making inadequate prog
ress toward their goals, not whether they have actually attained them or not. 

Underlying the relative deprivation approach to civil strife is the frustration
aggression mechanism, apparently a fundamental part of our psychobiological 
makeup. When we feel thwarted in an attempt to get something we want, we 
are likely to become angry, and when we become angry the most satisfying 
inherent response is to strike out at the source of frustration. Relative depri
vation is, in effect, a perception of thwarting circumstances. How angry men 
become in response to the perception of deprivation is determined partly by 
the .relative importance to them of the expectations to which they are striv
ing; the number of alternatives they have yet to try; and the degree of the 
discrepancy itself. If angry men believe that collective protest or violence are 
legitimate responses to anger, and if they think that protest or violence will 
help alleviate their discontent, the impetus to civil strife is strengthened, If 
they believe that strife is unjustified and unlikely to succeed, they are more 
likely to contain their anger or to divert it into other activities. 

In brief, the basic psychological factors in the genesis of civil strife are the 
intensity and extent of deprivation-induced discontent in a group, and peo
ple's attitudes about the justifiability and utility of collective protest and of 
collective violence in response to discontent.9 To evaluate the relative impor
tance of these psychological variables as causes of civil strife, we devised indi
rect measures of deprivation and justificatory attitudes about strife for a large 
number of national populations, and related them statistically to measures of 
the magnitude of civil strife. Some of the procedures aIldfesuits-are sum
marized here. 

Relative Deprivation as a Cause of Civil Strife 

The first step toward assessing deprivation-induced discontent among na
tions was to identify general patterns of social conditions that cause it. lFour 
patterns of conditions likely to cause discontent are shown in figures 17··1 
through 17-4. In the first (fig. 17-1), group deprivation results when expecta
tions increase without an accompanying increase in the potential for the:ir sat
isfaction. The pattern has been called the "revolution of rising expectations." 
To test its importance, we assumed that expectations should be increasing 
most rapidly in countries in which education has been expanding most rap
idly, and that expectations should be highest in countries with the hig..~est 
educ~tionallevels. To take account of differences in capabilities, we hypoth
esized that discontent would be greatest in countries in which education~l 
levels were expanding more rapidly than the economy. 

Measures of educational levels, and of educational levels and changes rt~la
tive to economic levels and changes, were constructed for 119 nations and 
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Figure 17-1.-Aspirational deprivation. 

Note 

"Relative deprivation (RD)" is men's perception of discrep
ancy between their value expectations and their value capabilities. 

"Collective value position" is the average level or amount of 
goods and conditions of life that members of a collectivity have 
or expect to attain. 

"Value expectations" are the average value positions justifia
bly sought by members of a collectivity. 

"Value capabilities" are the average value positions members 
of a collectivity perceive themselves capable of attaining or 
maintaining. 
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correlated with measures of magnitude of civil strife for 1961-63. As pre
dicted, we found that the countries with the most rapidly expanding educa
tional systems experienced the greatest strife, but the correlation for all na
tions was relatively weak, +0.16. Whtm education was related to economic 
conditions, however, the results contradicted the assumptions and hypotheses. 
For example, we found that strife was high in countries with high economic 
growth but stable or declining education,and lower in countries with rela
tively little growth but expanding education. We also found that, in the de
veloping nations, the greater the relative increase in higher and technical edu
cation compared. to the level of development, the less likely was turmoil and 
the lower the magnitude of strife. These and other findings all point to one 
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Figure 17-2.-Decremental deprivation. 
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general conclusion: In both developed and developing societies, but not in 
the least developed, the expansion of educational opportunities is less likely 
to raise expectations to an unsatisfiably high level than it is to provide ambi
tious men with an increased sense of capacity to attain their expectations. 10 
There almost certainly are circumstances in which exposure to new and better 
ways of life increases men's expectations beyond the possibility of attainment 
and to the point of violent reaction; expanding education appears to meliorate 
rather than reinforce them. 

The pattern of deprivation-inducing conditions in figure 17-2 is one of de
clining capabilities in the presence of stable expectations. Such "decremental 
deprivation" is experienced, for example, by people deprived of long-held 
political liberties; by groups with stable incomes who are hurt by increased 
taxes or inflation; and by middle--class groups threatened with displacement 
by the upward mobility of groups below them on the socioeconomic ladder. 
The pattern tends to lead to defensive protest and violence, sometimes of a 
revolutionary sort _ The American Revolution was preceded by British at
tempts to increase political and economic control over the colonies; the Civil 
War by Northern attempts to restrict slavery; the first Ku Klux Klan by 
Northern subjugation and Negro mobility after the Civil War; current vigHante 
activity in Northern cities by declining law and order and expansion of Negro 
neighborhoods. 
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The pattern that seems most often associated with revolutionary move
ments is shown in figure 17-3: a period of substantial increase in capabilities 
or satisfactions followed by a substantial relative decline. Prolonged experi
ence of increasing well-being generates intense expectations about continued 
increases; if changing circumstances make those expectations seem unsatisfi
able, the likely consequence is intense discontent,1! 

For the purpose of estimating the extent and importance for strife of these 
two kinds of deprivation, we developed many measures of short-term deterio
ration in political and economic conditions among nations in the 1950's and 
early 1960's. The assumption was that any short-term decline in economic 
conditions, and any governmental policies that restricted pOlitical activity or 
reduced people's socioeconomic status, increased deprivation. Both the rela
tive degree of decline and the proportion of a national population likely to be 
affected were estimated. (No attempt was made to distinguish betweeil the 
two patterns for the purpose of cross-national comparison.) We hypqthesized 
that the greater the degree and scope of all such relative declines in a nation, 
the greater its magnitude of strife. 

The pattern in figure 17-4 represents persisting deprivation. In the very 
long run, men's expectations about the goods and conditions of life to which 
they are entitled are likely to adjust to what they are capable of attaining. In 
the medium run, however, some groups may persistently demand and expect 
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such conditions as greater economic opportunity, political autonomy, or free
dom of religious expression that their societies will not or cannot provide. 
Six kinds of persisting deprivation were measured, again taking into account 
both their relative severity and the proportion of people in each nation who 
were affected by them: economic and political discrimination, politicalsepa
ratism, dependence on foreign economies, lack of educational opportunity, 
and religious divisions. A combined measure was devised to facilitate simple 
comparisons with magnitudes of civil strife,12 

Some results of the correlation analysis are summarized in table 17-11. 
With few exceptions, both short-term and persisting deprivation are significant 
causes of the various forms of civil strife among groups of nations. Among 
highly developed nations, for example, differences in short-term deprivation 
explain (0.57)2 or 32.5 percent of differences in total magnitude of strife; . 
and differences in persisting deprivation account for (0.32)2 or 10 percent of 
differences in strife. Two qualifications reinforce the Significance of these 
findings. One is that the relationships are relatively strong, despite the fact 
that deprivation was measured only partially and indir~ctly, often on the basis 
of suspect data. The fact that the correlations between deprivation and strife 
in the least-developed countries are somewhat weaker than in the developed 
countries, for example, may reflect the unreliability of economic and other 
data for these countries. A second qualification is that, g(;:n.:-.. all~, deprivation 
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Figure 17-4.-Persisting deprivation. 
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Table 17-1 i.-Co"elations between deprivation and magnitudes of civil strife 
1961-65, by type of nation 

Correlationsa between Correlationsa between 
short·term deprivation persisting deprivation 

Type of nation 
and magnitudes of- and magnitudes of-

Tur- Conspir- Total Tur- Conspir- Total 
moil acy strifeb moil acy strifeb 

~ 

All nations (114)c ............. 32 45 47 27 30 35 
Nations grouped according to level of 

economic development: 
30 28 34 High (37)C ..•.•........ 50 38 57 

Medium (39). . • • . . . . .. . . 29 55 58 28 46 29 
Low (38) ...••......•.. *04 41 23 *19 *07 31 

Nations grouped according to type of 
political system: 

49 46 48 29 46 Polyarchic (38)c. . . . . . . . . . 28 
Centrist (27)d . . • • • • . . . . . 47 63 55 37 *31 52 
Elitist (32) ...•........• ,~15 49 58 33 *14 37 
Personalist (16) .....•.. > • 58 *05 *21 *10 52 *35 

Nations grouped according to geo-
cultural region:e 

80 65 83 80 Anglo-Nordic (10)C ........ 73 82 
Western Europe (11) . . . . . • . *16 *08 *30 59 *-31 *41 
Eastern Europe (8) .......• 78 *-05 79 *37 *-47 *-05 
Latin (24) .•............ 43 *28 51 59 43 42 
Islamic (21) ............ 37 37 *22 *-06 *26 47 
Asian (17) ............. *25 53 56 *30 *15 *28 
African (23) .•.........• *15 50 55 *15 *11 *22 

aThe figures shown are product-moment correlation coefficients multiplied by 100. A 
perfect positive relationship is 100; a perfect negative relationship, -100. The differ
ences among nations in magnitudes of strife that are statistically "explained" by varia
tions in deprivation can be determined by squaring each correlation coeffi~ient. For ex
ample, among all nations, variations in extent of short-term del;lrivation explain. (0.47)2 
or 22 percent of differences in total magnitude of strife. Astensked (*) coeffiCIents are 
statistically significant at less than the 0.10 level. 

bTotal magnitude of civil strife, including internal war. The groups of nations vary so 
greatly in frequencies of internal war-some groups having none, 1, or 2, others 20 or ' 
more-that comparisons of correlations with magnitudes of internal war among groups 
of nations are misleading. Among all nations the correlations of short-term and persist
ing deprivation with magnitude of internal war are, respectively, 0.34 and 0.24. 

CJncluding data on the United States for 1961-6,s. 
dExcluding the colony of Papua-New Guinea, whichwasjncb~ded in this group in pre

ceding tables. 
eThe nations are grouped somewhat differently here than in preceding tables. (See 
app. II.) , " 

is an apparent cause of all major forms of strife, and of most forms in most 
groups of countries. This general similarity of results strongly supports the 
underlying theoretical argument. 

Some differences among groups of nations also should be noted. Short
term deprivation is more important as a cause of turmoil than of conspiracy 
in the most developed nations, whereas it is more important as a cause of con-
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spiracy in the less.developed nations. This difference also is apparent among 
the geocultural regions: short-term deprivation leads to conspiracy in the 
least-developed, Ashln and African nations; and to turmoil in the more
developed, European and Latin nations. We pointed out above that conspir
acy is usually organized by the upper and middle classes. The inferenc.e is 
that in less-developed countries, deprivation of the kinds indexed in this study 
is more strongly felt by these groups than by the working classes. The depri-: 
vations that give ,rise to turmoil in the less-dev~loped countries may be those 
caused by the social dislocations of socioeconomic development itself, which 
are not well represented in these measures. 

An unusual pattern is apparent when the "Anglo-Nordic" and the other 
two groups of European nations are compared. The correlations between 
deprivation and strife inthe Nordic and English-speaking countries are far 
higher than in any other group of nations. Differences in deprivation account 
for almost all their diffez:ences in strife. The findings reflect partly the close 
connection between the degree and extent of discriminatory deprivation in 
countries like South Africa, Rhodesia,and the United States and high levels 
of ethnic strife in them, and the relative lack of discrimination and negligible 
strife in the Nordic countries, Australia, and New Zealand. To the same 
point, we found in an earlier study, of the causes of civil violence in 1961-63 
that the, proportional size of groups subject to discrimination, however in
tense, correlated 0.30 with magnitude of strife in 119 nations. 

In the other Western European nations, perSisting deprivation)s more 
closely related to turmoil than short-term depriviation. This is consistent 
with the findings, discussed above, that persisting deprivation is a source of. 
chronic disorder throughout the Western community, not only in the United 
States. On the other hand, the lack of relationship between short·term depri
vation and magnitudes of strife has· two possible explanations. One is that the 
immediate causes of strife in Europe are of a specific and idiosyncratic kind 
not represented in general measures of deprivation. Another is th.at much 
European strife is a manifestation of tactical political motives more than of 
intense discontent. One observation supports the second interpretation: the 
fact that the political demonstration, riot, and strike are establishe4 tactics of 
both leftwing and rightwing groups in the three Eurupean countries with high
est magnitudes of strife-Italy, France, and Greece. Both explanations prob
ably apply, and are relevant to other countries as well: the resolution of a 
nation's most critical problems may lead to heightened awareness of other 
problems, and in some circumstances to the institutionalization of turmoil as 
a response to them. "', ~ , 

In the Eastern European nationS, deprivation is ratherclo~ely relatad to 
turmoil, the only consequential fbrm of strife that occurred in the Communist 
counhies in the 1961-65 period. This may seem surprising, given tl).ecom
mon assumption that collective expressions of opinion are so carefully con
trolled by the Communist regimes that demonstrative protest occurs only at 
times and places ",hen control is deliberately or accidentally loosened, Other 
analyses show, however, that turmoil is substantially lower -in these na:-ilons 
than in other European nations. Totalitarian control seems to. minimize abso
lute levels of strife, but in spite of it intense discontents are likely to be given 
some public expression even in the short run. 
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Legitimacy arid Tradition of Strife as Causes of Civil Strife 

It is all but impossible, without opinion survey evidence, to ascertain men's 
attitudes about the justifiability and utility of collective protest and violence. 
Historical and survey evidence suggests that Americans as a whole are more 
favorably dir.:posed to violence as a solution to problems than many other 
national groups.13 For purposes of cross-national comparison, we used two 
indirect measures to represent these attitudes. A measure of the legitimacy of 
the political system was devised, on the theoretical assumption that people 
are less likely to attack their political leaders, or to engage in violence against 
others, if they have a high positive regard for the political system. Highest 
legitimacy scores were given to nations whose political system was developed 
solely by indigenous leaders, rather than borrowed or imposed from abroad, 
and which had endured for the longest time without substantial structural 

change. 
The second measure is of levels of collective violence in the period from 

1946 to 1959. The assumption is that the greater strife has been in a coun
try's past, the more likely some of its citizens are to regard it as justifiable, 
and the more likely some of them would h;we found it partially successful in 
the past, and hence regard it as potentially useful in the future. A history of 
civil strife should thus facilitate future strife, a relationship that is historically 
documented in detail for the United States in other contributions to this 

volume. 
The correlations between the measures of legitimacy and past levels of 

strife are shown in table 17-12. Among nations generally, and among most 
groups of nations, the legitimacy of the political system does inhibit magni
tudes of violence, and historical levels of strife do facilitate future strife. But 
these conditions are not as important, for all nations, as are differences in 
levels of deprivation, as a comparison with table 17-11 indicates. Comparison 
of groups of nations suggests why: there are striking differences among them 
in the efficacy of legitimacy in reducing strife, and in the facilitating effects 
of past strife on future events. 

Legitimacy most strongly inbtbits civil strife in the developing nations; in 
the democratic and the personalist nations; in the non-Communist Western 
nations; and in Latin, Islamic, and Asian nations. It has relatively weak effects 
in the most- and least-developed nations; the nations governed by modernizing 
elites; and in African and Communist nations. In centrist (authoritarian) re
gimes it tends to inhibit conspiracy Qut has no effect on turmoil. Historical 
levels of strife very strongly facilita:te slJbsequent strife in the most-developed, 
democratic, and Western Eur(Jpean nations. Their effects are inconsequential 
or negative in the developing'; personalist, and Eastern European nations. 

Many special i'nterpretatibns could be made of these results. Only some 
general ones are suggested here. Legitimacy presumably has little inhibiting 
effect on strife in the new, least-developed nations and in the authoritarian 
nations because their regimes generally have low legitimacy. Only high de
grees of loyality to leaders and institutions are likely to inhibit strife under 
c:om!it!0I1S of i!!t~!!s.~ Q~priv~tion. We know that the dislocations associated 
with nation-building and socioeconomic development generate intense con
flict within nations. The regimes of developing nations, including a number 
of Latin and Islamic nations, have high apparent legitimacy; Chile, Costa Rica, 
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Table 17-12. - ~egitimacy of the political system and historical sanctions for strife 
as determmants of magnitudes of civil strife 1961-65 by type of nation , , 

Correlationsa between Correlationsa betw\:en 
legitimacy and historicallevels ofsl;rife 

Type of nation magnitudes of- and magnitUdes of-

Tur- Conspir- Total Tur- Conspir- Total 
moii acy strifeb moil acy strifeb 

All nations (114)c ............. -30 -29 -38 29 23 29 
Nations grouped according to level of 

economic development: 
High (37)C ............. *-10 *-23 *-20 57 48 65 
Medium (39) .....•...... -44 -34 -52 *-23 *18 *01 
Low (38) .............. *-~4 *-11 *-23 38 *14. 37 

Nations grouped according to type of 
political system: 

Polyarchic (38)c .•........ -46 *-18 -45 51 61 64 
Centrist (27)d . . . . . . . . . . . *10 -32 *-08 *11 *-04 *-07 
Elitist (32) . . . . . . . . . . . . . -36 *-05 *-26 29 *13 53 
Personalist (16) .......... -66 -43 -58 *16 *09 *-28 

N ations grouped according to geo-
cultural regions:e 

Anglo-Nordic (10)C ........ *-45 -72 -61 59 *34 57 
Western Europe (11) ... ; ... -50 *-25 -57 77 57 87 
Eastern Europe (8) ........ *-27 61 *-29 *49 *-49 *07 
Latin (24) ............. -40 *-16 -39 *27 55 37 
Islamic (21) ............ -46 49 -37 46 *09 *29 
Asian (17) ..........•.. *-33 *-19 -63 *-07 56 *39 
African (23) . . . . . . . . . . . . *-25 *-08 *-24 47 36 43 

aSee footnote (a), table 17-11. Asterisked (*) coefficients are statistically significant at 
less than the 0.10 level. 

bSee footnote (~), ta!'le 17-1~. In all n~tions the correlations oflegitimacy and histori-
callev:ls of stnfe With ma$mtudes of mternal war are, respectively, -0.26 and +0.15. 

CIncludmg data on the United States for 1961-65. 
dSee footnote (d), table 17-11. 
eSee footnote (e), table 17-11. 

M~ro~co, and Iran are examples. The efficacy of legitimacy in minimizing 
stnfe m these kinds of countries is manifest in the relatively hig.h correlations 
for these groups of countries in table 17-12. 

The close connection between past and future strife in the developed dem
Dcni:'dc

l 
and Western nations supports the conclusion of the preceding se~tion 

that a number of these nations are, in effect, inherently tumultuous. This is 
partly the result of persisting deprivations, and also of the existence of histor
ical. traditio~s that sanction pr?test and violence as justifiable responses to a 
vanety o~ gn~vances and c~nflICts. The lack of connection between past and 
future stnfe m the developmg nations almost certainly reflects the current 
t~nsions of socioeconomic change, tensions that in most of them became 
severe only in recent years, when the pace of change increased. 

Social Control and Facilitation as Determinants 
of Magnitudes of Civil Strife 

. The extent and intensity of relative deprivation, and justificatory attitudes 
about protest and violence, are psychological determinants of the potentiai 
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for civil strife. Whether or not men act on their dispositions to collective ac
tion depends partly on some structural characteristics of their societies. Three 
general kinds of societal characteristics were examined in the cross-national 
study: the nature of coercive control; the strength of political and economic 
institutions; and the availability of physical, organizational, and material sup
port for dissidents. 

Coercive controL-Conventional wisdom and studies of riots /lnd revolu
tions all emphasize the importance of actual or threatened coercion in mini
mizing the occurrence and extent of strife. If men are sufficiently afraid of 
the consequences, the argument goes, they will not riot. Comparative studies 
of civil strife, and psychological theory, both suggest that the relationship is 
not so simple: some kinds of coercion are more likely to increase than to 
deter strife. Several cross-national studies show that strife tends to be greatest 
~l countries that have medium-sized military and security forces, lowest in 
those with either small or very large forces.14 Another study suggests that 
political instability is greatest in countries that exercise intermediate degrees 

Table 17-13. -Coercive control, institutionalization, and facilitation as determinants 
of the total magnitude of civil strife, 1961-65, by type of nation 

Conelationsa between tota~ magnitude 
of civil strife and-

Type of nation Coercive control 
Strength Facilita-

Relative Size of insti- tion 
size of weighted tutions 
forces by loyalty 

All nations (114)b ............ ~-13 -51 -34 66 
Nations gtouped according to level of 

economic development: 
High (37)b ............ *-12 -53 -29 59 
Medium (39) ••......... *-15 -49 *-02 S8 
Low (38) ............ _ *14 -31 -32 67 

Nations grouped according to type of 
political system: 

Polyarchic (38)h ......... n.d. -55 -36 65 
Centrist (27)C . . . . . . . . • . -37 -44 ~-26 57 
Elitist (32) . . . . • . . . . . • . *25 -44 -35 76 
Personalist (16) ...•..•.• *27 *-29 52 *27 

Nations grouped according to geo-
cultural region: 

Anglo-Nordic (10)b ........ *-39 -68 -'75 *-44 
Western Europe (11) . . . . . .; 74 *-18 * ... 14 58 
Eastern Europe (8) ...•... *03 *17 *23; *-12 
Latin (24) ••••••••••• t, *-08 -56. *-03 *33 
Islamic (21) ••••• 10 •••• I, *05 -61 *-29 71 
Asian (17) ..•.•....•.. *-08 -74 *15 80 
African (23) . . • . • . . . . . . *15 *-19 -45 82 

n.d.=no data (computations not made). 
,- aSee footnote Cal, table 17-11. Asterisked (*) coefficients are statistically significant at 

less than the 0.10 level. 
blncluding data on the United States for 1961-65. 
cSee footnote (d), table 17-11. 
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Figure 17-5.-Coercive force, size, and magnitUdes of civil strife, 1961-65. 

of political control, lowest in those that are either highly democratic or totali
tarian.15 The proposed explanation for these fmdings is that'lle_<!ium levels 
of coercive threat and control are more likely to increase mtm'{anger and will 
to resist than,t\"\ restrain them from strife.' The consistency w~tb·:t'hich coer
cion is used is probably even more important than the degree oi'control. 
Coercion is "consistent" to the extem that all the "guilty" are subject to 
sanctions in proportion to the serioUsness of their action, and the "innocent" 
not sanctioned. The literature of civil strife provides many examples of cases 
in which random or terroristic coercion by troops or police intensified vio
lence, transforming peaceful demonstrations into riots, riots and conspiracies 
into revolutionary moveIllents.16 

Two measures of coercive control were used in the cross-national study. 
One indexed the size of military and internal security forces relative to the 
adult population. The second weighted the relative size of such forces accord
ing to their loyality to the regime, on the assumption that the greater their 
historical and contemporary loyalty, the more likely they would be to make 
consistent use of force and the less likely they would be to use illegal force 
against the regime.!7 Some correlational results are shown in the tIrst two 
columns of table 17-13. As expected, the size of forces is weakly and incon
si~tently related to magnitudes of s~rife. The strongest relationship is found' 
in the Western European nations, in which the larger are coercive forces, the 
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Figure 17-6.-Coercive force, size,' and magnitudes of turmoil, 1961-65. 

greater is strife. Positive relationships of .this sort also are apparent in the elit
ist and personalist nations; and in the least-developed nations. But when the 
loyalty of the military establishment, and the implied consistency of coercion, 
are taken into account,a definite inhibVory effect on strife is apparent in 
most nations. When coercive forces arebothlarge',:and loyal, the magnitude of 
strife tends to be low, with the appareIlLtexceptjons of Afri~a and Eastern and 
Western Europe. '.' 

Evidence regarding the inconclusive effects of reli~Iice on l~rge military 
and poiice establishments alone to maintain domestic order is shown in fig
ures 17-$ through 17-8. Figure 17-5wlates coercive force size to total magni
tude of civil strife for all Hations. It iS,evident that total strife is likely to be 
highest il1 countries with low-to-medium-sized coercive forces, but not those 
with very small forces. Moreover, at tlie very highest levels of coercive force 
size there is a slight tendency for magnitudes of strife to increase. Such an 
S-shaped curve is considerably more:pronounced in the comparison of ~oer
cive force size with magnitlldes of turmoil; turmoil peaks atboth moderate 
and very high force levels. 

Two other factors should be consiclered in interpreting these results., It is 
likely that countries with protracted political violence expand their coercive 
forces to counteract it. It also is plausible that armies in countries facing 

'foreign thre,at~ cause less diss~tisfaction-by their presence or actions-than 
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armies in states not significantly involved in internati<mal conflict. Countries 
with one or both of these characteristics were removed and the relationship 
plotted for the remaining 69 countries, with the results shown in figure 17-7; 
the curvilinear relationship is again clearly evident. 

The graph in figure 17-8 shows the relationships between coercive force 
loyalty and, respectively, total strife and turmoil. The relationships are essen
tially linear, though in neither in$tance does the level of strife approach zero 
when size and loyalty approach their maximum. For turmoil in particular, 
the results at the outer end of the "loYalty" scale are inconclusive. 

Figure 17-9 plots measures of coercive force size against total magnitude of 
strife in the 21 states of the Western community, including the United States. 

, In these nations there is a strong positive relationship between size and magni- j 

tude of strife: the larger are armies and police, the greater is internal conflict. I 

The only countries that deviate markedly from the pattern are Rhodesia,.\ 
whose political and military circumstances are substantially different from the 
other countries shown, and Finland. The relationship is even more clear when 
turmoil alone is plotteq against force size, as it is in figure 17-10. 

The correspondence of force size and levels of strife does not necessarily 
Jihply a simple causal connection between the two. The military establish
ment is relatively large in most Western countries because of cold-war tensions, 
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not because of the threat of internal disorder. Nonetheless, the investment of 
large portions of national budgets in armaments; military conscription poli
cies; and involvement in foreign conflict have directly generated widespread 
popular opposition in the United States and France in the past decade, and 
may ha.ve provided a similar though less dramatic impetus to public protest in 
other Western nations. 

Strength o!institutions.-If social institutions beyond the family and com
munity level are broad in scope, command large resources, and are stable and 
persisting, the disruptive effects of discontent ought.to be minimized. Such 
institutions are likely to provide additional, peaceful means for the attain
ment of expectations, and also may provide discontented men with routinized 
and typically nonviolent means for expressing their grievances. The measure 
of institutionai strength used in this study took into account the proportion 
of gross national product utilized by the central government; the number and 
stability of political parties; and the relative size of trades unions. 

The results summarized in table 17-13 suggest that institutional strength 
tends to minimize strife in some groups of countries but not in others. Strong 
institutions have this effect in the most-developed, democratic nations, espe
cially the Anglo-Nordic countries. They also are associated with low levels of 
strife in the least-developed countries, especially the elitist and African states. 
They have little effect on strife in the developing or Latin American nations, 
however, and in the nations with personalistic political systems, strong institu
tions apparently facilitate strife. The probable cause of these discrepancies is 
that the efficacy of strong nongovernmental institutions in minimizing strife 
depends on their political orientations. If the leaders of political parties and 
trade unions are strongly opposed to political leaders and their policies, they 
are likely to direct their organizations into demonstrative and sometimes vio
lent oppositional activity. In Latin America and in some continental Euro
pean nations, for example, such activity by political parties of the left and 
right and by unions is quite common. The establishment or reinforcement of 
strong and stable organizations thus does not necessarily minimize the poten
tial for civil strife; the determining factors are likely to be the discontents and 
loyalties of the members of those organizations. 

FaciIitation.-A great many social and environmental conditions may facili
tate the outbreak and persistel1ce of strife. It is easier to organize collective 
action in organizations of likeminded individuals. Ideologies may provide the 
discontented with the belief that violent responses to depriving circumstances 
are justified. Jungle or mountain fastnesses can pr(.l!jde secure base areas for 
rebels. Three kinds of facilitation were measured in ~this study: the size and 
status of Communist parties (except in countries in which they were in 
power); the extent of isolated terrain; and the degree of foreign refuge, train
ing, and suppli~s provided to rebels during the 1961-65 period.18 

The last of these characteristics was expected to be an especially strong 
determinant of the magnitude of internal wars. This partly accounts for the 
high correlations shown in table 17-13 between facilitation and magnitudes of 
strife; the correlations are highest in the elitist, Islamic, Asian, and African 
nations, those in which internal wars have been most common. The high cor
relations between facilitation and strife in the polyarchic (democratic) and 
Western European nations reflects primarily the oppositional activities of 
Communist parties in them, only secondarily foreign support for rebels. Gen-
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erally, extremist political activity by both left and right in the Western nations 
in the 1960's has led to turmoil of limited objectives, not to the guerrilla or 
revolutionary activities that attract and require material foreign support. One 
noteworthy finding was that facilitation, as measured in this study, has a sta
tistically insignificant association with magnitudes of strife in Latin American 
countries. Despite dramatic cases of Communist instigation of revolutionary 
movements in Latin America, Communist activity and support apparently had 
little systematic effect on levels of Latin American strife in the early and 
mid-1960's. 

Levels of Explanation of Civil Strife 

Most of the causal variables used in this study have the predicted effects on 
levels of civil strife. To determine their combined explanatory power, the 
seven major variables discussed above were used in multiple correlation anal
yses, with the summary results shown in table 17-14. On the average, nearly 
three-quarters of the differences among nations in levels of civil strife are ex
plained, in a statistical sense, by the conditions measured. The'Latin nations 
are the only ones for which the level of explanation seems low. It is low, 
however, only by comparison with the other results. All the measures used in 
the study are relatively imprecise and indirect. Differences within nations, 
and their unique historical and contemporary characteristics, all play signifi
cant and largely unspecified parts in the genesis of civil strife. Given these 
limitations on this kind of study, the levels of explanation shown in table 
17-14 are surprisingly high. These "explanations" are only statistical. None
theless they are persuasive evidence for the essential accuracy of most of the 
underlying theoretical arguments that dictated the measures to be used, and 
also suggest that the variables used represent many if not all the consequen
tial, general causes of civil strife. 

Some forms of strife in some groups of nations are less well explained than 
others. Turmoil, for example, is best accounted for when nations are grouped 
on the basis of geocultural similarity, poorly explained when they are grouped 
by level of economic development. A general interpretation is that the causes 
of turmoil are more closely linked with cultural. differences than with stages 
of economic development or with type of political system. In other words, 
the cultural heritage of a nation may tell us more about the conditions to 
which discontented men are sensitive than information about its economic or 
political system. Conspiracy is poorly explained in the least-developed na
tions, and also in the elitist and African nations, most of which are among the 
least developed. Conspiracy in many of these nations may reflect the largely 
dispassionate tactics of men seeking political power in situations in which 
there is little else worth seeking. Discontented they may be, for lack of 
power, but their discontents are not easily determined by the procedures used 
in this study, and the likelihood of their expression is probably influenced 
st.rongly by many unique rather than a few common circumstances. The min
imal explanation provided for internal wars in Latin America, and the rela
tively weak accounting for all Latin strife, suggests that Latin American strife 
has causes distinctively different from t40se of other groups of nations. The . 
common observation that strife in LatirrJ.J11erica is "institutionalized" is one 
approach to the explanation of the difference. 
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Table 17-14.-Explained variation (R 2) in magnitudes of civil strife, 1961-65, 
, using all causal variables, by type of nation a . 

Percentages of variation 
explained in magnitudes of-

Type of nation 

Turmoil Conspiracy Internal Total 
war "strife 

All nations (114)b .•..... , .... 28 39 47 64 
Nations grouped according to level of 

economic development: 
High (37)b .............. 49 41 45 66 
Medium (39) ............. 30 58 62 71 
Low (38) .............•• 45 

Nations grouped according to type of 
22 57 82 

political system: 
G' Polyarchic (38)b ........... 45 63 41 64 

Centrist (27)c. . . . . • . . . .. . 60 67 50 81 
Elitist(32) .•. ", ......... 43 32 71 74 
Personalist (16) ....•...... 70 63 65 71 

Nations grouped according to geo-
cultural region~4 ' 

Western community (21)b;d ... : 66 57 74 74 
Latin (24) ............. , 62 45 22 49 
Islamic (21) ............. 60 73 65 67 
Asian (17) ..•........... 36 61 79 87 
African (23). . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 42 76 81 

Average variation explained among 0 

groupse .....•..•.•... 53 52 59 72 

aResults of multiple correlation analysis using the 7 major explanatory variables dis
cussed previously: short-term and persisting deprivation, leiitimacy, historical levels of 
strife, coercive force size weighted by loyalty, institutionalization, and facilitation. The 
figures shown as percentages are multiple correlation coefficients squared (R2),which 
represent the variation in magnitudes of strife in each group of nations that is statisti
cally explained by the measures taken together. The R 2 statistic is always less than the 
sum of the separate, squared correlation coefficients because the casual variables them
selves are intercorrelated. The correlation matrix for all polities is reported in Gurr, "A 

, Causal Model of Civil Strife." 
bIncludingdata on the United States for 1961-65. 
cSee footnote (d), table 17-11. ' 
dMultiple correlation coefficients are distorted in the direction of perfect "explanation" 

when the number of variables used approaches the number of cases (countries). To 
minimize this effect the Eastern European group (8 nations) is excluded from this table 
and the Anglo-Nordic and Western Europe groups are combined. 

eThe average of the percentages for the 12 groups of nations. 

One other pattern in the r;;sults worth noting is that the magnitudes of the 
specific forms of strife are less well explained than total magnitudes of strife 
in almost all groups of nations. There are partial, technical explanations for 
this. The most likely substantive explanation is that, despite its widely differ
ent manifestations and consequences, all civil strife has fundamentally similar 
causes, and that distinctions among its general or specific forms are somewhat 
arbitrary. Our general interpretation, which is largely supported by the re
sults of this study, is that strife is predicated on intense discontents. The pre
cise nature of those discontents, the forms in which they are, expressed, their 
objects,and their jmmediate c<;msequences are mediated by specific historical 
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and social circumstances. But there seems to be an inescapable social dynamic 
to collective discontent. Societies in which there are intense and widespread 

"~ 

discontents have a potential for disruptive infernal conflict that~sooner or [i 
later will find expression, whateveds done to control or divert it, short only 
of alleviating its causes. 

,,,.I 

A COMPARATIVE INTERPRETATION OF qVIL STRIFE 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

The United States unquestionably has experienced strife of greater inten
sity and pervasiveness in recent years than allbut a very f~w other Western 
democracies. It is equally certain that violence in America has been less ex
tensive and less disruptive than violence in a substantial number of non:
Western nations. Americans have not experienced any strife whose scale or 
threat to the political order approaches the internal wars 0'£ countries-like 
Venezuela, Colombia, the S~dan, or Iraq, much less the grim, nationwide 
bloodletting of the Congo, Indonesia, South Vietnam, or Yemen. Americans 
also have had little experience of the chronic revolutionary conspiracy and 
terrorism that characterizes countries like Algeria, Syria, Guatemala, or any 
of a dozen other nations. But this is merely to say thatconditionsjn the 
United States could be worse. They provide little comfort when the tumult 
of the United States is contrasted with the relative domestic tranquillity of 
developed democratic nations like Sweden, Great Britain, and Canada, or with 
the comparable tranquillity of nations as diverse as the Soviet Union, Yugo
slavia, Turkey, Malagasy, and Malaya. 

Probably the most important general conclusion suggested by the descrip
tive evidence of the first part of this paper is that civil strife in the United ,-'t" 

States is different in degree but not in kind from strife in oth~r Western na
tions. Turmoil is by far the most common form of strife in the United States 
and in the nations against which we compare ourselves in political, cultural, 
and economic terms. The antigovernment demonstration and riot, the violent 
clash of political or ethnic groups, and the student protest are pervasive forms 
of protest and conflict in modern demQcracies. Other nations have them in 
good measure also, but they also are much more likely to have serious con
spiratorial and revolutionary movements. Such activities have been no more 
common in the United States than in other Western nations, despite the lip
service given them. A comparative study of revolutionary mov~ments would 
suggest that few of the advocates of "revolution" in, the United States or most 
other Western countries have the dedication or skills to organize and sustain. 
an effective revolutionary movement. 

There also are distinct similarities between the classes and groups of ,people 
who participate in strife in the United States and those who participate in 
other European countries. Strife in the European countries is a cross-class 
phenomenon: it is quite likely to mo~ijize members of both the working and 
the middle classes, but rarely dissatisfied members of the political e~tablish
ment. Strife also is likely to occur within or on the periphery of the normal 
political process in the Western nations, rather than being organized by clan
destine revolutionary movements or cells of plotters embedded in the political 
and military hierarchy. All evidence suggests that some overt strife is an inev
itable accompaniment ,of social existence. If so, it is certainly preferable-
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from the viewpoint of maintaining fi ~~mblance of social order-that it take 
the form of open political protest, even violent protest, rather than concerted, 
violent attempts to seize political power. 

Similarities between the United States and other Western countries are also 
apparent in the comparative information on the human costs of strife. Civil 
strife in the United States has been chronic and pervasive, and has resulted in 
many bloodied heads, but the consequent loss of life has been proportionally 
no greater than in most European nations and substantially less than in many 
democratic nations. 

One obvious and distinctive characteristic of civil strife in the United 
States is the extent to which it is a manifestion of ethnic hostilities. We re
peatedly found evidence of parallel problems in other developed, European, 
and democratic nations. The unsatisfied demands of regional, ethnic, and 
linguistic groups for greater rights and socioeconomic benefits are more com
mon sources of civil conflict in Western nations than in almost any other 
group of countries. This is apparent from the relative frequency with which 
such communal groups initiate strife in Western countries; the frequency with 
which communal objectives are expressed in strif~; and the frequency with 
which strife includes attacks by members of communal groups on one an
other. The partial or discriminatory distribution of rights and benefits to 
minority groups, and the lack of national tolerance for their desires for estab
lishing their own satisfying ways of life, appears to be a pervasive unresolved 
problem among modern nations. It is a problem that has persisted in many 
Western countries long beyond the solution of fundamental questions about 
the nature of the state, the terms of political power and who should hold it, 
and economic development. Such problems are also found in less-developed 
and non-Western countries, where they often lead to intense and protracted 
civil wars or to massive communal rioting. Their manifestations in Western 
nations are usually less severe. It'is nonetheless ironic that nations that have 
been missionaries of technology and political organization to the rest of the 
world, nations that claim to provide more satisfying lives for the majority of 
their citizens than any others in human history, have thus far been unwilling 
or unable to provide satisfactory conditions of life for all their citizens. 

The comparative evidence on the causes of civil strife takes account of 
three levels of causation. The fundamental cause of civil strife is deprivation
induced discontent: the greater the discrepancy between what men believe 
they deserve and what they think they are capable of attaining, the greater 
their discontent. The more intense and widespread discontents are in a soci- . 
ety, the more intense and widespread strife is likely to be. The specific nature 
of discontents and the patte.rns of social conditions that create and intenSify 
them vary widely within and among societies. Nevertheless it is possible to 
identify and measure some of the general economic, political, and social con
ditions that are associated with short-term and persisting deprivation. Find
ings summarized above show that differences in the extent and degrees of 
deprivation among nations are responsible for a substantial part of their dif
ferences in magnitudes of strife. Among the Anglo-Nordic nations, including 
the United States, differences in persisting deprivation-especially the depriva
tion associated with discrimination-are very closely related to strife: two
thirds the Variation in magnitUdes of strife among them is explainable by dif
ferences in the degree and extent of persisting deprivation. 
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People's attitudes about the legitimacy of their political system and the 
justifiability of civil strife represent a second level of causation: such attitudes 
significantly influence the extent to which intense discontents are expressed 
in collective action. Evidence of this study demonstrates that the greater the 
apparent legitimacy of political regimes, the lower are all forms of strife in al
most all groups of nations. The relationship is especially strong among the 
Anglo-Nordic countries. People's historical experience of strife is a Significant 
determinant of justificatory attitudes about future strife. Among the devel
oped, Western, and the democratic nations, those with the highest historical 
levels of civil violence are quite likely to have high levels of contemporary 
strife. The United States is no exception to the rule: along with countries 
like France and Italy, it has had a tumultuous past and a tumultous present. 

The third level of causation comprises the structural characteristics of na
tions and their governments that facilitate or minimize violent responses to 
discontent. One of the more striking findings of this study is that the size of 
military and police establishments has no consistent effects on strife. For 
nations generally, strife tends to be highest when coercive forces are of mod
erate or very large size proportional to population, lowest when they are 
either small or relatively large. The dubious value ·of large military and police 
establishments for minimizing civil strife is especially evident in the 21 na
tions of the Western community: among them, the larger the military .and 
police establishment, the greater the magnitudes of strife. Other evidence 
suggests that the consistency with which coercion is employed is more impor
tant in minimizing strife than the size of the forces that employ it. 

Another social characteriStic associated with low levels of strife is the exist
ence of strong and pervasive political and economic institutions. The Anglo
Nordic nations with large trade unions, stable political party systems, and 
large governmental sectors are more free of strife than those that lack these 
characteristics. The United States .has the second of these three characteris
tics; compared with other Anglo-Nordic nations,.however, unionization and 
the governmental sector are relatively small.19 Facilitating social conditions, 
like the existence of extremist political organizations and the provision of ex
ternal support for rebels, are important conditions of high magnitudes of vio
lence in most types of nations but not in the Anglo-Nordic nations. 

When measures of the three kinds of causal conditions of civil strife are all 
taken into account, most of the differences among nations in magnitudes of 
strife are accounted for. In the 21 nations of the Western community, 74 
percent of the differences are statistically explained, for othe,r groups of na
tions an average of 72 percent. One question that remains to be answered is, 
Which are the most important and immediate causes of strife? A series of 
causal analyses, reported elsewhere, was made in an attempt to answer this 
question.20 When total strife in all nations was examined, we found that the 
immediate causes are, in declining order of importance, facilitation, persisting 
deprivation, short-term deprivation, and legitimacy. When magnitudes of tur
moil in all nations were analyzed, only three conditions were directly related 
to current strife: persisting deprivation, historical levels of strife, and legiti
macy. When the -9ations of the Western community were examined as a sepa
rate group, the results were similar: the immediate determinants of magni
tu~es of strife are historical levels of strife, long-term deprivation, facilitation, 
and legitimacy, in that order of importance. 
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These results do not indicate that conditions such as institutionalization 
and coercive capacities are irrelevant to strife, but that they are indirect 
causes. If institutionalization is high, coercive potential is likely to be high; 
if both are high, facilitation is likely to be low, and strife as a consequence is 
also likely to be low. The effects of short-term deprivation on magnitude of 
turmoil also are largely controlled by the immediate causes: if past strife and 
facilitation are low and coercive potential high, short-term deprivation is not 
likely to lead directly to turmoil. On the other hand, if past strife and facili
tation are high and coercive potential low, the relationship of short-term 
deprivation to strife is magnified. 

These findings have some general implications for explaining and resolving 
civil disorder in the United States. The United States has several of the condi
tions that in other nations lead directly to civil strife. PerSisting deprivation 
characterizes the lot of most black Americans, whatever lip service and legal 
remedies have been given to equality. Repeatedly we found evidence that 
comparable deprivation is a chronic and all but inevitable source of strife 
among other nations. If the general relationship holds for the United States, 
then the country is likely to be afflicted by recurrent racial turmoil as long as 
ethnic discrimination persists. The United States also has a history of turmoil, 
which increases the likelihood that all Americans, white and black, will re
spond to discontent with demonstrative and sometimes violent behavior. Tra
ditions of violence are unalterable in the short run; the discontents whose dis
ruptive effects are magnified by such traditions are susceptible to change. 

The United States also has certain characteristics that in other countries 
tend to minimize the most destructive manifestations of discontent. Most 
Americans .have a high regard for the legitimacy of their political system, how
ever much they may object to some of its policies. If that legitimacy is main
tained and reinforced, discontent is unlikely to lead to conspiratorial and 
revolutionary movements. On the other hand, if policies of government anger 
enough people badly enough, legitimacy is likely to be undermined. American 
political and economic institutions are also relatively strong by comparison 
with most countries of the 'World, if not by comparison with some Anglo
Nordic nations. Coercive potential also is high: the military and police are 
numerous and unlikely to support civil violence. Facilitative conditions are 
low: extremist political organizations have been few and small, and material 
foreign suppo.rt for civil strife was and is nonexistent. Such generalizations 
nonetheless conceal major internal variations. Americans in many cities and 
regions have been underorganized ;md underserved by local governments. 
Police tacti.cs have in many cases been inconsistent .and repressive, intensifying 
rather!han minimizing discontent. These conditions can be corrected by 
strengthening local organizations and improving the quality and training of 
police. Such policies may reduce levels of violence; if the experience of other 
nations is a guide, only the resolution of the underlying discontents that give 
rise to strife will eliminate it. 

In conclusion, the United States has many of the conditions that in other 
nations lead to high levels of turmoil, but it also has the comlltions 'that mini
mize the more intense and disruptive forms of civil strife. Both kinds of con
ditions are subject at least to limited change. If governmental legitimacy and 
military loyalties are seriously undermined and popular discontents persist 
and intensify, revolutionary movements are a distinct possibility. They occur 
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in other countries under just such circumstances. If legitimacy, institutional 
capabilities, and the consistency of techniques of social control are increased 
and intense discontents alleviated, turmoil is likely to subside. A society in 
which intense discontents are manifest in riotous outbreaks and demonstrative 
public protest can cOlunt itself fortunate that they are not expressed in con
certed revolutionary action. The members of that society at least have warn
ing and time to ward off the more destructive manifestations of discontent, if 
they can and will treat its causes rather than its symptoms. 
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APPENDIX I 

PROCEDURES USED IN 
COLLECTING Al~D SUMMARIZING 

CIVIL STRIFE DATA 

Civil strife is defined as all collective, nongovernmental attacks on persons 
or pr.operty. that occur within the boundaries of an autonomous or colonial 
political unit. By "nongovernmental" is meant acts oy subjects and citizens 
who are not employees or agents of the regime, as well as acts of such em
ployees or agents contrary to role norms, such as mutinies and military coups 
d'etat. Operationally the definition is qualified by the inclusion of symbolic 
attacks on political persons or policies, e.g., political demonstrations, and by 
the exclusion of turmoil events in which less than 100 persons take part. 

To obtain systematic data on civil-strife events, a set of coding sheets and a 
coding manual were devised for recording a variety of information about any 
strife event. The coding sheets and coding manual are published in Ted 
Gurr with Charles Ruttenberg, Cross-National Studies of Civil Violence 
(Washington, D.C.: Center for Research in Social Systems, The American 
University, 1969, in press), app. A. 

A large number of sources were scanned and coded to get as full as possible 
a record of the strife events that occurred in 114 polities in the 196.1-65 
period. Three sources were systematically searched: the New York Times; -
Newsyear (the annual volumes of Facts on File); and Africa Digest. This in- . 
formation was supplemented from a variety of other sources, among them 
The Annual Register of World Events; Africa Diary: Weekly Record vf 
Events in Africa; Hispanic-American Report; and country and case studies. 
Some 1,090 strife events were thus identified, coded, and the data punched 
on IBM cards. Many small-scale strife events, and some larger ones, probably 
were unreported in these sources and hence are not included. Moreover, much 
reported and estimated data are inaccurate in varying degrees. However, 
neither random nor systematic error seem great enough to affect substantially 
the analyses or conclusions reported here. 

It was not always possible or desirable to record full information on each 
single event identified. When a number of related events occurred in a country 
over a single issue, like the series of antiwar demonstrations in the United 
States, they were summarized in a single record and tabulated as a single 
"event." . 

Data often were not available from the sources. Blor characteristics like 
class participation, motives, targets, and arrests, estimates were made on the 
b&sis of indirect evidence when pOSSible, otherwise coded "no basis for 
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judging." Data estimation procedures were used when numbers of initiators 
- and numbers of casualties were not reported precisely. Methods used to esti

mate number of initiators serve as examples, The coding sheet contained two 
"number of initiators" scales. The first was a modified geometric progression 
of two, used to record proximate estimates of initiators; its first interval was 
1 to 40, its highest 55,001 to 110,000. For purposes of summing such esti
mates to obtain total number of initiators, the midpoint of each interval was 
used. The second scale was used for recording rough estimates, sometimes 
coder estimates, of number of initiators, ranging from "less than 1 00" (set 
equal to 40 for purposes of computing totals) to "10,001 to 100,000" (set 
equal to 40,000). Data for events for which no estimate could be made were 
supplied by calculating and inserting means for the appropriate subcategory 
of event. For example, riots with no data on initiators were assllmed to have 
the average number of initiators of all riots for which estimates were available. 

Casualties were coded similarly to number of initiators, the principal 
missing-<iata component being estimates of injuries. The ratio of injuries to 
deaths was calculated for all events of each subcategory (e.g., all riots, all 
nonpolitical clashes) for which both data were available, and was used to esti
mate injuries for all such events for which "deaths" estimates but not injuries 
estimates were given. The general ratio for all well-reported strife was 12 
injuries for each death . 

. "Duration" of strife events was almost always determinable from sources. 
It was coded on a geometric progression whose first two intervals were "one
half day or less" and "one-half to one day," and whose upper intervals were 
4 to 9 months, 9 to 15 months, etc. No event was assigned a duration of 
more then 5 years, though some began before and/or perSisted after the 
1961-65 period. 

, To estimate relative magnitudes of civil strife, three kinds of summary 
measures were calculated from" this data:-

" " 

Pervasiveness: The extent of participation hi civil strife in a polity, 
operationally defmed as the sum of the estimated number of partici
pants in all acts of strife as a proportion of total population, expressed 
as participants per 100,000 population. '. 

Intensity: The human cost of strife, indexed here by the total esti
mated casualties, dead and injured, in all strife events in a polity as a 
proportion of total population, expressed as casualties per 10 million 
population. 

DuratiOn: The persistence of strife, indexed here by the sum of the 
spans of time of all strife events in each polity, whatever the relative scale 
of events, expressed as total days of strife. 

" .-< .. - •• ~ . • • 

Pervasiveness, Intensity, and Duration scores were calculated separately for 
each of three major forms of strife in each country: turmoil, conspiracy, and 
internal war. They also were calculated for all strife taken together for each, 
polity. All these scores were converted into logarithms using a log (X+ 1) 
transformation. To obtain combined mag~\itude scores f()r turmoil, con
spiracy, internal war, and total strife (TMCS), the three component logged 
scores for each form were added; divided by 8 to obtain their eighth root; 
and the antilog used as each country's magnitude score. Country TMCS 
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scores and ranks are shown in table 17-15, below. It should be emphasized 
that these combination procedures result in scores that are not additive. To 
compare magnitudes of strife between countries with TMCS scores of 3. 0 and 
10.0, for example, the scores should be expanded to their fifth power (3. OS 
and 10. OS ) to determine the actual average of their respective Pervasiveness, 
Intensity, and Duration scores. The component scores are highly skewed, 
which makes this transformation necessary for a variety of statistical tests 
used in the study. 

Additional data on the types, number of events, and characteristics of 
civil strife in the United States were collected for the period June 1,1963, 
through May 31, 1968, using the sources and guidelines specified in the foot
notes to table -r7:15~" Estimates of number of participants, casualties, and 
duration were ob'fained on an event-by-event basis to increase the precision 
of the magnitude scores. Classes of participants, motives, targets, and 
coercive response were not separately coded. The magnitude-of-strife scores 
for the United States in the comparisons in the first sect jon of this paper 
are based on this information. Comparisons of groups, motives, and targets 
of action in the nrst section are based on the summary of 1961-65 data for 
the United States, as are the correlational results in the second section. 

Appendix Table 17-15.-Listofpolities, .total magnitude of strife (TMCS) scores, 
1961-65, and groupings 

--~ 
. 

TMCS Bases for groupingll 
Polity 

Economic Political Geocultural Score Rank 
development systftm region 

~ 

Congo-Kinshasab .. 48.7 1 Medium Elitist African 
Indonesiab ..••.•. 33.7 2 Medium Elitist A:;ian 
South Vietnam •••. 32.8 3 Low Elitist Asian 
Rwandab ......•. 28.2 4 Low Elitist African 
yemen ..•...•..• 23.6 5 Low Elitist Islamic 
Angola •....••.•. 22.1 6 Low Centrist African 
Dominican Republic 21.9 7 Medium Personalist Latin 
Iraq •. '" .....•. 20.5 8 Medium Personalist Islamic 
Venezuela ...•.•.. 20.3 9 High Polyarchic Latin 
Sudan •..•••••••• 20.2 10 Low Elitist Islamic 
Algeria .......... 19.5 11 Medium Centrist Islamic 
Syria ....•••.•... 17.8 12 Low Personalist Islamic 
Colombia .....•.. 16.9 13 Medium Polyarchic Latin 
Rhodesia •••••..• 16.4 14 Medium Centrist African/European 
Uganda .•.•.••••• 15.6 15 Low Elitist African . 
Zambia ..•••.••.• 15.5 16 Medium Elitist African 
Bolivia .••..•..•• 15.2 17 Medium Po!yarchic Latin 
Cuba. ••••..••••. 15.2 18 Medium Centrist Latin 
Kenya ••.•.•.•••• 15.0 19 Medium Elitist African 
Guatemala •...•.. 14.5 20 Medium Person3list Latin 
ISi'aelb .......... 14.0 21 High Polyarchic EUJ;opean 
Burma .....•.•.. 13.9 22 Medium Elitist Asian 
Nigeria .•..••.•.. 13.8 23 Low Elitist African 
Argentina ....•... 13.2 24 High Personalist Latin 
Ethiopia ......••. 13.2 25 Low Centrist African 
Camerouns .•.•... 13.1 26 Low Elitist African 
Italy .•....... , .. 12.3 27 High Polyarchic European 
Peru ..•.......•. 12.3 28 Medium Personalist latin 

t 
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Appendix Table 17-15. -List of polities, total magnitude of strife (TMCS) scores, 
1961-65, and groupings-(Continued) 

Polity 
c 

France ..•..•.. ,. 
Tunisia ........... 
Greece •.......•. 
Malawib ....•. '" 
Singapore ... , ••.. 
Papua-New Guinea. 
India .••......•.. 
Burundi ......... 
Belgium •....•. " 
Nepal ........... 
Thailand .•.•....• 
South Korea ..•.•. 
United StatesC •••• 

Ecuador .•....•.. 
Sou th Africa ..... 
Mozambique.", .... 
Guinea .•• ' ;1,,! .... 
Panama •.•.•..... 
Nicaragua ...•.... 
Portugal ..•...••. 
IraIL ...••.•..... 
Honduras .....•.. 
Mali ............ 
Philippines .••.••. 
Ceylon ........•. 
Jordan .......... 
Ghana ......•••. 
Somalia .•..•...• 
Haiti. ..•....•••. 
Dahomey ••.•...• 
Brazil ••••.. , .. " 
Chad ..•.......•. 
Morocco •.....•.• 
Liberia ..•...•.•• 
Sierra Leone .•.... 
Libya ...••••...• 
Pakistan ..•• , •... 
Tanganyika ..•...• 
Uruguay •..•••..• 
Japan .•..•..••.• 
Lebanon •••..• .jl. 
Niger ........ // .. 
C hina .••.•... ': .. 
East Ge~mfU1Y ••..• 
E I Salvador •••.•• , 
United Kingdom ... 

zechoslovakia •... C 
S 
S 
P 
T 
C 
Ch 
M 

pain ........... 
enegal. ..•.•.•. r 
aragua), •...••.• 
urkey .•••.••••• 
anada ••...••.•• 

He ........... 
exico ••••.•••.• 

TMCS 

Score Rank 

12.1 29 
11.8 30 
11.6 31 
11.6 32 
11.5 33 
11.3 34 
11.0 35 
10.9 36 
10.5 37 
10.3 38 
10.3 39 
10.2 40 
10.2 ,41 
10.1 \ i:.42 
10.6 43 
9.8 44 
9.5 45 
9.5 46 
9.4 47 
9.3 48 
8.4 49 
8.3 50 
8.3 51 
8.3 52 
8.2 53 
8.1 54 
7.9 55 
7.9 56 
7.8 57 
7.7 58 
7.4 59 
7.2 60 
6.7 61 
6.6 62 
6.5 63 
6.3 64 
6.3 65 

I 6.2 66 
6.2 67 
5.9 68 
5.8 69: 
5.8 70 
5.7 71 
5.5 72 
5.4 73 
5.4 74 
5.3 75 
5.2 76 
5.1 77 
5.0 78 
5.0 79 
4.9 80 
4.9 81 
4.7 82 

Bases for groupinga 

Economic Political Geocultural 
development system region 

High Polyarchic European 
Medium Elitist Islamic 
Medium Polyarchic European 
Low Elitist African 
Medium Polyarchic Asian 
Low Centrist Asian 
Medium Polyarchic Asian 
Low Elitist African 
High Polyarchic European 
Low Centrist Asian 
Medi}tm Personalist Asian 

,Medium Personalist Asian 
High Polyarchic Europe,un 
Mediuni Personalist Latin 
High Centrist African/European 
Low Centrist African 
Low Elitist Islamic 
Medium Personalist Latin 
Medium Personalist Latin 
MediJlm Centrist Latin 
Medium Centrist Islamic 
Low Pl.'lrsonallst Latin 
Low Elitist Islamic 
High Polyarchic Asian 
Low Polyarchic Asian 
Medium Centrist Islamic 
Medium Elitist African 
Low Elitist Islamic 
Low Personalist Latin 
Low Elitist African 
Medium Polyarchic Latin 
Low Elitist African 
Medium Polyarchic Islamic 
Low Centrist African 
Low Elitist African 
Low Polyarchic Islamic 
Low Elitist Islamic 
Low Elitist African 
High Polyarchic Latin 
High Polyarchic Asian 
Medium Personalist Islamic 
Low Elitist Asian 
Medium Centrist Asian 

,High Centrist Europe.an 
Medium Personalist Latin 
High Polyarchic European 
High Centrist European 
High Centrist Latin 
Low Elitist Islamic 
Medium Personalist Latin 
Medium Polyarchic Islamic 
High I Polyarchic I European 
High Polyarchic Latin 
High I Polyarchic Latin 
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Appendix Table 17-15.-Listofpolities, total magnitude of strife (TMCS) scores, 
1961-65, and groupings-(Continued) 

TMCS Bases for groupinga 
Polity Economic Political Geocultural 

Score Rank development system region 

West Germany ...• 4.6 83 High Polyarchic European 
Malaya •..•...... 4.5 84 Medium Polyarchic Asian 
Togo ..•......•.. 4.1 85 Low Elitist African 
Bulgaria .•. , '" .. 3.9 86 High Centrist European 
U.A.R ....••..... 3.9 87 Medium Centrist Islamic 
Cambodia •...•.•. 3.8 88 Low Elitist· Asian 
U.S.S.R ...•.•.•.. 3.6 89 High Centrist European 
Poland •.••..•.•• 3.3 90 High Centrist European 
Yugoslavia ..•.... 3.3 ;~1 High Centrist European 
Austria •......... 3.1 '-'!12 High Polyarchic European 
Puerto Rico ....•. 2.9 93 High Polyarchic Latin 
Hungary ••...•.•• 2.8 94 High Centrist European 
Costa. Rica ....... 2.7 95 Medium Polyarchic Latin 
Australia ••...... 2.6 96 High Polyarchic European 
Ireland .......•.. 2.3 97 High Polyarchic European 
Finland .......... 2.1 98 High Polyarchic European 
Afghanistan ...... 2.0 99 Low Centrist Islamic 
Ivory Coast .•...• 1.8 100 Low Elitist African 
Jamaica .•..•.... 1.5 101 Medium Polyarchic Latin 
C.A.R ..••••••.•. 1.3 102 Low Elitist African 
Switzerland ••.... 1.2 103 High Polyarchic European 
Saudi Arabia ...•.. 1.1 104 Low Ce.1trist Islamic 
China-Taiwan ..... .0 105 High Centrist Asian 
Denmark •..•..•. .0 106 High PolYll!chic European 
Hong Kong ..••... .0 107 Medium Centrist Asian 
Malagasy •...••.•. .0 108 Low Elitist African 
Netherlands ..•••• .0 109 High Polyarchic !European 
New Zealand ••••. .0 110 High Polyarchic jEuropean 
Norway.; ..•.•.• .0 111 High Polyarchic j IEuropean 
Romania •.•....• .0 112 High 'Centrist ; European 
Sweden •.••.•..• ,. .0 113 High 

. , 
European Polyarchic 

Volta .. , .. , •.•... .0 114 Low Elitist African 

a. Economic development level was assessed on the basis of conditions in the late 
1950s and early 19fiOs, the type of political system on the basis of conditions in the 
early 1960s. Some polities wouM be reassigned on the basis of conditions in them in . 
the late 19608. ! 

b. These scores are believed to be unrealistically high because of data estimation 
procedures used. 

c. The United States is ranked on the basis of 1961-65 civil-strife data. On the basis 
of June 1963-May 1968 data, it ranks 24th, with a TMCS score of 13.6 
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APPENDIX II 

PROCEDURES USED IN SELECTING 
"AND GROUPING GOUN;TRIES FOR 

CROSS-NATIONAL COMPARISON 

The universe of analysis includes all distinct national and colonial political 
entities that had a population of 1 million or more in 1962, excluding four 
countries for which data were judged unreliable (Albania, Mongolia, North 
Korea, and North Vietnam) and one (Laos) on grounds that it was a state in 
name only during the period in question. The remaining 114 polities include 
more than 98 percent of the world's population. 

The 114 countries were grouped in several different ways to permit com
parison of the effects of different levels of economic development, types of 
political system, and geocultural region on characteristics of strife. The bases 
of the groupings are as follows: 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Mary Megee, "Problems of Regionalizing and Measurement," Peace Re
search Society: Papers, vol. IV (1965), pp. 7-35, identified several factors 
underlying various measures of economic development for 153 nations and 
t~rritories. The two major factor~ found were "industrial development" and 
"social overhead (infrastructure) and government expenditures." Countries 
were plotted according to theirscores on these two dimensionsJnto four 
quadrants: those low on both factors (very underdeveloped); those low on 
one of the factors (developing); and those high on both. A similar set of 
"regions" (groupings) also identified by Megee included one very ll:nderde
veloped set of nations, three sets of developing nations, a number of developed 
nations, and several dozen "isolate,cases." We used the latter set of grouping, 
with certain modifications:M,egee's'~\rery underdeveloped" constitutes our 
"lOw economic development:""group; her three groups of developing nations 
were combined into Qur"mediuin~' group; and the developed nationsconsti-
tute our "high" group. Megee's "isbl~te" polities were assigned to one of ' 
these three groupings on the basis of t1~ir quadrant locations. Six nations 
that fall JiiIst inside the "developed" qu~drant we reclassified in'the "medium" 
group': Cuba, Jamaica, Portugal, Greece, 'tUrkey, and Indonesia. China
Taiwan was reclassified to the "high" group,.because of its very high indus
trialization- score. 'Some apparent errors in h.~r classifications also were cor
rected on the basis of her own and other dat~. Finally, a few polities not 
inCluded by Megee were assigned to ourcateg~~ries onjudgffientalgrounds. 
The economic groups of the 114 polities are sl~own in table 17-15. 
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TYPE OF POLITICAL SYSTEM 

The background conditions for civil strife were expected to vary markedly 
from one type of political system to another, suggesting that polities be 
grouped on the basis of their political characteristics. The grouping used is 
based on the results of a Q-factor analysis of 68 specifically political variables 
for 115 nations, .by Arthur S. Banks and Phillip M. Gregg, "Grouping Political 
Systems: Q-Factor Analysis of A Cross-Polity Survey," American Behlzvioral 
Scientist, vol. IX (Nov. 1965), pp. 3-6. The component variables are measures 
of such conditions as the degree or nature of ideological orientation, interest 
articulation, power distribution, role of the military, colonial tutelage (if any), 
and many others. 

The factor analysis distinguish:ed five classes of nations, each characterized 
by rather distinct patterns of political behavior and rule. We have used the 
authors' labels for them: polyarchic, nations that approximate Western dem
ocratic political structures and processes; centrist, Communist and other non
Latin American authoritarian regimes; elitist, recently independent, predom
inantly African states with relatively small, modernizing elites: personalist, 
predominantly Latin regimes characterized by unstable personalistic political 
leadership; and traditional, four nations such as Yemen. We reclassified polities 
from the traditional class to the larger group they most closely resembled. 
We also judgmentally assigned polities included in our 114 but excluded by 
Banks and Gregg to the remaining four groups. The political groups are shown 
in table 17-15. 

GEOCULTURAL REG!.6~~:4 

Assignment of nations to geocultural region was made dh judgmental 
grounds, with some guidance from a factor analytic study by Bruce M. Russett, 
"International Regions and International Integration: Homogeneous Regions," 
Yale University, Department of Political Science, 1965 (mimeo). The groups 
were distinguished as follows: 

Latin (24): All Latin American and Caribbean nations, plus Puerto Rico, 
Spain and Portugal. 

Islamic (21): Countries whose popUlations are 50 percent or more Muslim, 
including the North African and Middle Eastern nations, Lebanon, and 
Saharan and sub-8aharan African countries of Guinea, Mali, Niger, Senegal, 
Somalia, and Sudan. 

African (23): Non-Islamic African states and colonies. In the analyses of 
the first two sections of this paper, South Africa and Rhodesia were added 
to this group; in the correlation analyses in the third section, they are in
cluded in the Anglo-Nordic group, below. 

Asian (17): Non-Islamic nations and colonies of mainland Asia and its 
periphery, including Papua-New Guinea but excluding Australia and New 
Zealand. 

European (27): The countries of Eastern and West~mEurope (except Spain 
and Portugal), phis the United States, the English-settled states of the 
British Commonwealth, and Israel. For the correlation~ analyses, these 

c::' countries were divided into three more homogenous groups: 
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Anglo-Nordic (10): The three Nordic nations, Great Britain, the United 
States, and the -English-settled states of the British Commonwealth, to 
which were added South Africa and Rhodesia. 

Western Europe (11): Other non-Communist European states, plus Israel. 
Eastern Europe (8): The European Communist nations. 

Specific country designations are shown in table 17-15. 
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Chapter 18 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND 
POLITICAL VIOLENCE: 

CROSS-NATIONAL PATTERNS 
By Ivo K. Feierabend, Rosalind L. Feierabend, and Betty A. Nesvold* 

This study examines selected aspects of social change'and their effect upon 
political violence and the internal political stability of nations.! The inquiry 
is predominantly empirical rather than speculative in nature. It is also exten
sive in scope, scrutiniZing 84 nations in an attempt to discern broad global 
patterns of both change and violence. 

In general, the study compares nations for their relative levels of political 
stability or instability, modernization, and rates of socioeconomic change. By 
means of these comparisons, the study approaches the question: In what 
ways are social change and development related to political violence within 
the sample of 84 nations at mid-20th century? 

This broadly comparative, cross-national. approach has its shortcomings. 
Important depth and detail are lost in the panofllmic overvIew that would be 
more thoroughly preserved in intensive exploration of a single country. On 
the other hand, the advantag~ pf,-the broader method lies ,in its scope. The 
examination of many cases can reveal patterns that may go unnoticed, or that 
may be obscured, in the ,unique circumstances of a specific case.2 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The notion of social change is complex. It refers to movement through 
time of a variety of ecological, socioeconomic~ political, structural, cultural, 
and ideational aspect~and conditions of social existence. The problem is not 
only to clarify those a~.P#~ts ofsoJ::ial r~{llity that are changing but also to 
specify the nature of the change. Is ~e social universe changing slowly or 

*Ivo Feierabend is professor of political science; his wife Rosalind, associate professor of 
psychology at San Diego State College. Dr. Nesvold is assistant professor of political 
.science at the College. The Feierabends have Written a. number of articles and papers 
based on their comparative studies of political instability, including "Aggressive Be
haviors Within Polities, 1948-196i2: A Cross-National Study," Jourf!,lll of Conflict 
Resolution, vol. X (Sept. 1966), pp. 249-271. Their work received the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science's 1966 Socio-Psychological Prize for re
search in the behavioral sciences. Dr, Nesvold is the author of "A Scalogram Analysis 
of Political Viol(,)pce," Comparative Political Studies, vol. II (July 1969). 
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swiftly; is change continuous or discontinuous, or perhaps accelerating in 
some aspects and lagging in others? Elusive notions such as progress, gro~h, 
decline, and decay all entail some particularized view of change. AssumptIons 
as to the direction of change are implicit in the concept of development, 
which suggests that change proceeds from one stage to another, or perhaps 
through several developmental phases. Withdrawal from one stage and move
ment toward another is referred to as' "transition." The entire notion of 
change is sometimes identified with such periods of transition) 

Social Change and Violence 

The assumption of a relationship between change and violence is based on 
arguments that are intuitively persuasive. C~ang~, especially exte.nsive, raP.id, 
and abrupt change, is an unsettling and bewildenng human expenence. It IS 
likely to create strain in the psyche of the individual and .crisis in th~ social 
order. Old ways, familiar environments, deep-seated habIts, and SOCIal roles 
become obsolescent, while a new way of life and a new routine are not yet 
clearly established. Social change is perhaps analogous to the experience of 
the individual who moves suddenly from one community to another. He lives 
in a new dwelling, interacts with a new set of individuals, faces new and 
strange situatiuns that require an inordinate amount of difficult adjustment. 

To project this example to a broader social base, one might argue that mas
sive change that moves people physically into new enviro~~nts, exp~ses 
their minds to new ideas, and casts them in new and unfamilIar roles IS very 
likely to create collective bewilderment. This bewilderment may find i~s ~x
pression in turmoil and social violence. However, there are other, conflictmg 
theoretical speculations that are equally persuasive. Th~se suggest.thatch~nge 
has beneficial and pacifying social consequences. If SOCIal change IS perceIved 
as bringing gratification, if it fulfills aspirations, there is no reason to expe~t 
30cial crisis in its wake. On the contrary, obstructing such change, or slowmg 
its pace, should result in social discontent registered in protest movements 
and violence.4 

Given these contradictory insights, the idea of change alone is not suffi
cient to explain the occurrence of violent political behavior. It is only when 
change brings with it social circumstances that breed discontent and strain, 
that it may be assumed to be responsible for social turmoil. Othe~ ~?des of 
change will not so qualify. On the contrary, they may have a stab.i1izmg ~ffect 
on the political order. The blanket assertion that change breeds VIOlence IS 
too simplistic .. 

Our theoretical assumption linking change to violence begins with the no
tion that political turmoil is the consequence of social discontent. This com
monsense assumption is predicated on a motivational rather than a structural 
orientation. And it reaffrrms the often-repeated insight that political protest 
and revolution begin in the minds of men. Nevertheless, structural and pro
cessual variables are intimately a part of the wider view, since men's experi
ence of change in the ecological, social, or political universe may create the 
revolutionary state of mind. In other words, although our assumptions are 
based on psychological, Jllotivational factors, we are nevertheless interested in 
analyzing change in environmental, structural circumstances of political sys
tems. What is required is some refinement of the idea of discontent and 
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strain. Also needed is an effort to identify those modes of change and devel
opment that can be presumed to lead to the discontent that is the necessary 
precondition of political instability arid violence. 

Change, Systemic Frustration, and Aggression 

While the concept of aggression has received extensive elaboration within 
psychology, the frustration-aggression hypothesis seems the most useful for 
our purposes.S In its most basic and fundamental formulation, this hypothe
sis maintains that aggression (as well as some other specified behaviors) is the 
result of frustration. Frustration itself is defmed as the thwarting or interfer
ence with the attainment of goals, aspirations, or expectations. On the basis 
of frustration-aggression theory, it is postulated that frustration induced by 
the social system creates the social strain and discontent that in turn 'are the 
indispensable preconditions of violence. The commonsense assertion that rev
olutionary behavior has its root in discontent, and the more technical postu
late that frustration precedes aggression, are parallel statements indicating a 
common insight. 

The concept of frustration is often thought more appropriate to individual 
than to social circumstances. We believe, however, that the notion of sys
temic frustration makes the concept applicable to the analysis of aggregate, 
violent politicalb6havior within social systems.6 We define systemic frustra
tion in reference to three criteria: (1) As frustration interfering with the at
tainment and maintenance of social goals, aspirations, and values; (2) as frus
tration simultaneously experienced by members of social aggregates and hence 
also complex social systems; and (3) as frustration or strain that is produced 
within the structures and processes of social systems. Systemic frustration is 
thus frustration that is experienced simultaneously and collectively within 
societies. 

Guided by this defmition, we may adopt two basic propositions from the 
frustration-aggression hypothesis and restate them with reference to social 
systems: (1) Violent political behavior is instigated by systemic frustration; 
and (2) systemic frustration may stem, among other circumstances of the so
cial system, from specific characteristics of social change. 

Four general hypotheses further qualify the notion of systemic frustration: 
(1) Systemic frustration at any given time is a function of the discrepancy be
tween present social aspirations and expectations, on the one hand, and so
cial achievements, on the other. (2) In addition, present estimates or expecta
tions of future frustrations (or satisfactions) are also responsible for level of 
present frustration (or satisfaction). (3) Uncertainties in social expectations 
in themselves increase the sense of systemic frustration. (4) Conflicting aspi
rations and conflicting expectations provide yet another source of systemic 
frustration. 

The fIrst hypothesis focuses on the discrepancy between aspirations, ex
pectations, and attainments within the present situation. This discrepancy is 
a result of the interplay between these factors in the present, and level of 
frustration is postulated to be a function ·of the number of aspirations in
volved, their level of valuation, their frequency of occurrence within various 
population strata, their expected level of attainment, and the degree of cer
tainty with which these expectations are held. Similar criteria apply to the 
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notion of social attainment. It should also be pointed out that it is perceived 
rather than actual social attainment that is important. 

The distinction between aspirations and expectations needs clarification. 
In simplest definition, aspirations are the goals that people wish to attain. 
Also included in the defmition are presently valued possessions that people 
desire to maintain. Expectations, on the other hand, include only the portion 
of aspirations which we expect to achieve. Strictly speaking, expectations re
fer always to the future. Yet expectations are disappointed (or fulfllled) in 
the context of the present. And this is the measure of systemic frustration as 
formulated in the first hypothesis. 

The expectation of future frustration or satisfaction may also intensify or 
counteract present predicaments. The second hypothesis recognizes this pos
sibility, hence uses the term "expectation" in a somewhat different sense. It 
does not refer to expectations regarding t4e present situation, but present ex
pectations of future occurrences. The third hypothesis singles out uncer
tainty as yet another source of frustration. Uncertainty is a special quality of 
expectations. Ambiguity as to whether the future will bring disaster or salva
tion should be considered a distressful experience, adding to the present sense 
of frustration. Only in the case of disaster is certainty likely to be judged as 
more frustrating than uncertainty. Finally, the fourth hypothesis sees con
flict as a systematically frustrating circumstance. Conflict is considered a spe
cific case of frustration in which an individual's alternative motives, aspira
tions, and expectations work at cross-purposes, blocking one another. 7 T~e 
notions of intensity, scope, and distribution of aspirations are as relevant m 
this context as in the previous one. 

Pattf~rns of Social Change and Discontent 

These theoretical propositions refine the general notion of systemic frustra
tion and social discontent, but the important question still remains: What 
modes of change and development may we assume to lead toward systemic 
frustration? Let us point to a few studies in the recent literature of political 
violence, in order to identify objective social situations that are presumed to 
create a sense of systemic frustration. 

Davies, in his analysis of several revolutions, concludes,that, contrary to 
Marxian expectations, revolutions do not occur during periods of prolonged 
abject or worseninl! situations of social deprivation.8 Neither does the evi
dence sustain the insight of de Tocqueville and others, that revolutions are 
perpetrated during periods of relative prosperity and improvement. Instead, 
Davies postulates a J-curve of socioeconomic development, whereby revolu
tion occurs in social systems in which social well-being has been contin!lally 
raised for an extended period of time, followed by an abrupt and sharp set
back. His explanation is in accord with our notion of discontent and systemic 
frustration. We may suggest that certainty of social expectations was rein
forced during t1:e i(period of continued socioeconomic development. The 
sharp reversal in social fortunes creates an intolerable discrepancy between 
achievement and expecj:~tion. It is also possible that the unexpected reversal 
in attainment creates ail alarmist expectation of continued severe decreases in 
levels of achievement. Such a fear for the future, possibly an exaggerated 
f(~ar, motivates present actions as much as do actual present conditions. 
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Figure 18-1 graphically portrays Davies' hypothesis of the J-curve pattern 
of change. Furthermore it takes into account not only the sense of frustra
tion that is created by disappointed expectations in the present, but also de
picts estimates of the future. If men still anticipate future gratifications (de
picted by line A in fig. 18-1), political violence is less likely to occur in the 
present. If, on the other hand, they anticipate intensified frustration (de
picted by lineD), the likelihood of violence is strengthened. In the latter 
case, the sense of frustration resulting from disappointed expectations in the 
present is intensified by the gap between present level of achievement and an 
even more pessimistic estimate of the future. 
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Figure J8-1.-J-curve change model-deterioration pattern. 

Another type of J-curve may be equally productive of social discon~ent. A 
sudden and unexpected improvement in social circumstances may give rise to 
hopes of better things to come. If actual improvement is not sufficiently high 
to meet the newly aroused expectations, an intolerable gap between expecta
tion and attainment will.ensue, constituting systemic frustration. Again the 
argument is based on a contrast effect, one that gives impetus to expectations. 
The novelty of gratification following a long history of deprivation may give 
the aspect of reality to long-suppressed aspirations. It is exaggerated hope for 
the future, in this case, which inevitably breeds disappointment.9 

Figure 18:':2 illustrates this situation. As shown, the social achievement line 
intersects the line of expectations at time tl, or shortly after achievement ex
ceeds expectations. Hence this is the point of social satisfaction. Yet at t2, 
where achievement does not keep pace with soaring, newly awakened expec
tations, a gap occurs comparable· to that in Davies' J-curve model. Expecta
tions regarding the future in this model also may either detract or add to the 
present sense of systemic frustration. 
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PRESENT EXPECTATIONS OF 

~~--------------------------... FUTURE GRATIFICATIONS 

! J GAP BETWEEN EXPECTATION 
~ AND ACHIEVEMENT . 

SOCIAL EXPECTATIONS /

.-1- .. 

P~ESENT EXPECTATIONS OF 
____________ 1_ 

FUTURE FRUSTRATIONS 
SOCIAL ACHIEVEMENT 

PAST FUTURE 

Figure JB-2.-J-curve change model-improvement pattern. 

These models of social change indicate the dynamics of motivational fac
tors stipulated in the first two hypotheses. There are also social circum
stances that can be judged as unlikely to stimulate social discontent. Exam
ples in the social process are situations in which objective achievement 
remains constant, no matter what thatlevel may be, or situations in which 
acceleration or deceleration of change are either consistent or slight. Situa
tions in which a minimal, gradual, ot constant amount of change is experi- . 
enced are the least likely to introduce striking discrepancies between present 

. social expectations and present levels of achievement. Also, by avoiding con
trast effects in achievement, expectations about the future are held fairly real
istically in line with attainments. These social situations are represented in 
figure 18-3. 

With niference to Figure 18-3C, it should be noted that even deter:iorating 
social circumstances may not.in themselves be stimulants to violent behavior, 
provided the deterioration is gradual and constant. On the other hand, very 
rapid social deterioration should have the consequences postulated in. the 
J-curve of Davies: a discrepancy between expectations ahd achievements is 
cr~,ated by rapid decline in social.attainrnents. It is also conceivable that a 
rapidly improving situation could follow the pattern of the J-curve in fig- I·' 

ure 18-2. 
This impact of rapid and consistent change is illustrated in figures 18-4 and 

18-5, The model in figure 18-4 assumes that a rapidly deteriorating level of 
attainment creates not only &i1 increasing gap between presently disappointed 
expectations and achievement but also that the speed of deter~oration is al
most certain to create a very pessimistic outlook for the future. In the case 
illustrated in figure 18-5, which may seem less persuasive as a model for the 
outburst of civil violence, the rise in social achievement is outstripped by an 
even steeper curve of rising expectations. Another point to. be made regard-
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Figure lB-3.-Minimal changes model. 
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Figure 18.4. - Rapid·change model-deterioration pattern. 
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SOCIAL ACHIEVEMENT 

PAST PRESENT FUTURE 

Figure 18.5.-Rapid·change model-improvement pattern. 
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ing the rapid-change model is that, if socjal achievement were gr~wing as a 
power function rather than as a straight line, the gap between: expectations 
and achievement could be eliminated.' I 

The dynamics of the systemic frustration situations sketched in the figures 
reflect the sudden onset of improvement or deterioration, as well uS rapid 
rates of growth or decline. The point to be stressed is that levels of social ex
pectation depend very much on past performance of the social system. Men 
who experience a constant history of either frustration or satisfaction will de
velop learned expectations consistent with their experience. Abrupt change 
in objective circumstance, especially a reversal of direction but also, at least at 
the outset, a very rapid rise or decline, will have a sharp and sometimes un
realistic imp~ct on expectations. The consequent lack of alignment between 
expectations ~nd attainments creates the intolerable discrepancy which is 
postulated aS1the motivational antecedent to political violence. 

Unrealistic expectations regarding the future may also be pinned to a ma
jor change in circumstance that is clearly certaIn to occur at a particular point 
in time. The irreality of such expectations is that a variety of other changes 
are also anticipated concomitant ~ith the single, clearly stated event. 

.·.r There are situations in thepres'ent century in which exaggerated expecta
tion~"r.egarding some future event are likely to bring an immediate sense of 
sharp systemic frustration. Speaking of the trauma of independence.in West 
Africa, Victor LeVine points out that the advent of independence is often 
counted upon to provide a panacea for all the social ills besetting a couQ.try)O 

When independence does oCGur, however, it falls far short of providing ~,per
fect solution to all problems. This experience proves a shattering f~stratlon 
if, in fact, such high expectations were>held (fig. 18-6). It is indisputable that 
the extent of revolutionary behavior in Mriqa increased sharply after inde- . 
pendence was granted. Jt~,was the expectation of momentous change that 
proved illusory"; 
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Figure 18·6.-Disappointed expectations tied t~ future 'events. 
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PA.ST 

,--__ ....... 01... __ ____ 
/ HIGH UNCERTAINTY OF \ 

. PRESENT 

EXPECTATION ABOUT 
THE ,,'UTURE 

FUTURE 

Figure 18-7. - Fluctuation change model. 

In figure 18-7, flux. in s.ocial and ec.on.omic perf.ormance.or p.olicy is p.ostu
lated as creating s.ocial disc.ontent and p.olitical vi.olence. Flux. is likely to 
cre~te ambiguity and uncertainty .of expectati.ons, as suggested in the third 
hyp.othesis. Discontinu.ousec.on.omic growth, that is, alternating peri.ods .of 
relative pr.osperity and ec.on.omic slump in sh.ort successi.on, .or c.onflicting p.ol
icies simultane.ously pursued.or sequently administered, as well as .other in
consistencies within the d.omain .of s.ocial change, exemplify an.other set .of 
circumstances that ripen the impulse t.oward p.olitical violence. 11 

C.onflict Between the Traditi.onal and M.odern 

All .of these change m.odels~and m.ore c.ould be generated12-suggest situa
ti.ons that give rise,,'» a sense .of systemic fI1lstrati.on, as p.ostulated in the first 
three pr.op.ositi.ons.' "The f.ourth pr.op.ositi.on intr.oduces the idea .of systemic 
c.onflict and mayJ>est be traced t.o the pr.ocess .of transiti.on. Here, s.ocial 
change is .of the kind that transf.orms the s.ocial .order fr.om .one f.orm, .or stage 
.of devel.opment, t.o an.other. Since these f.orms may differ radically in s.ocial 
structure, ec.on.omic achievement, culture, or other respects, and since one 
f.orm is receding and another only slowly gaining ground, a large area of strug
gle and conflict between the new and the old is likely to occur. Indeed, c.on
flict may be seen as indispensable to the very notion of transition and trans
f.ormation. If the new and the old were similar and harmoniousi,if little or n.o 
change were required, it would be superfluous to speak of transition . 

The notions of development, stages, and transition are familiar themes, as 
is the idea that political violence is associated with the transitional process. In 
different periods of history, the process of transition has been conceptualized 
in different ways; for example, as a change from religious to secular'society or 
from small principalities to nation-states. The dominant contemporary view 
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stresses thepr.ocess .of m.odernizati.on, which is seen as engulfing the less
developed nati.ons of today's w.orld. In this view, nati.ons may be classified 
int.o three groups: m.odern s.ocieties, traditional societies, and modernizing 
s.ocieties. The iatter are passing through the transitional stage from traditional 
s.ociety to m.odernity. Generally, this peri.od of transiti.on is regarde.d as one 
that entails an inordinate amount .of strain', tension, and crisis.13 

On the evidence, members .of transitional s.ocieties aspire to the benefits of 
m.odernity, yet m.odern g.oals may be bl.ocked by the values inherent in tradi
tional s.ociety.l 4 Any modicum .of modernity intr.oduced int.o traditi.onal so
ciety will c.onflict with its traditi.ons. The farther the pr.ocess .of transiti.on 
progresses, thf) more likely and the m.ore intense the conflicts between m.od
ern and established patterns. The situation may be depicted as a massive con
flict, reflecteiJ in myriad individual psyches of different strata .of the popula
tion and infeeting different d.omains .of the s.ocial process. It may lead t.o 
intergroup conflict between m.ore traditi.onal and more modern strata with 
c.onflicting s.ocial r.oles, structures, and expectations. 

. Figure 18-8 attempts t.o schematize the pattern. If we assume that many 
traditi.onal patterns are in fact incompatible with m.odernity, then the mid~ 
point .of the transiti.onal process is the point of highest intensity of c.onflict 
and hence the p.oint of highest systemic frustration. The stage of transition is 
also the one most likely to be characterized by a high incidence of vi.olent; ac
tivity. It is at this midp.oint that the accomplishments .of m.odernity equal 
th.ose. .of traditi.on, and the drive t.oward modernity is .offset by the c.ontradic
t.ory and equal attracti.on .of traditional ways. This should be the stage of the 
m.ost intense struggle between the traditional and the m.odern. Figure 18-8 
symb.olizes this systemic c.onflict situati.on with tw.o intersecting arrows repre
senting traditi.onal and m.odern drives. The closer the transitional pr.ocess to 
the stage of modernity (traditi.on), the stronger the m.odern (tra4iti.on~) 
drive, and the weaker the traditi.onal (m.odern) drive, (This strengtheri.ing and 
weakening of drives is depicted by the varying width of the two arrows.) The 
forces determining the strength and weakness of the tw.o drives are specified 

SySTEMIC FRUSTRATION 

, TRANSITIONAL PROCESS , 
Figure 18-8. -Systemic-conflict model of transition. 
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by the psychological hypothesis that postul~ites a strengthening of drive with 
proximity to the goal.15 Hence the closer the transitional country to either 
modernity or tradition, the less the systemic conflict. As a country ap
proaches either end of the transition continuum, the attraction toward the 
closest value pattern overcomes the drive in the opposite direction. 

The Processes of Modernization 

It can be argued that all of the conditions conducive to systemic frustra
tion are produced by the modernization process, in addition to the occurrence 
of systemic conflict. Modernization, especially since World War II, affects an 
uneven array of nations at different levels of development. The less-developed 
nations, even those very close to the image of traditional society, ar~ exposed 
to the modern ways of the more advanced nations. This exposure alone may 
create new aspirations and expectations and leave them unmatched by social 
achievements. 

Modernity itself denotes a very specific mode of culture and. social organi
zation. It includes the aspiration and capacity in a society to produce and 
consume a wide range and quantity of goods and services. It includes high de
velopment in science, technology, and education, and high attainment in 
scores of specialized skills. It includes, moreover, a secular culture, new struc
tures of social organization and more specialized and differentiated participa
tion, new sets of aspirations, attitudes, and ideologies. Modern affluent na
tions WIth their complex economic, political, and social systems serve best as 
models of modernity to nations emerging from traditional society. 

The adoption of modern goals, although an integral aspect of modernity, is 
hardly synonymous with their attainment. The arousal of an underdeveloped 
society to awareness of complex modern patterns of behavior .and organiza
tion brings with it a desire to emulate and achieve the same high level of satis
faction. But there is an inevitabJe lag between aspiration and achievement. 
The more a country is exposed to modernity and the lower its level of devel
opment, the greater the discrepancy between achievement and social aspira
tions. It is postulated that the peak discrepancy between systemic goals and 
their satisfaction, and hence maximum systemic frustration, is likely to occur 
during the transitional phase. Highly modern and truly traditional nations 
should experience less systemic frustration-in the modern nations, because 
of their ability to provide a high level of attainment commensurate with mod
ern aspirations; in the traditional nations, unexposed to modernity, because 
mooernaspirations are still lacking. Figure 18-9 depicts the increasing and 
decreaSing gap between modern aspirations and modern achievements. 

A similar logic is applicable not only to social aspirations but also to social 
expectations. Furthermore, there may also be a feedback effect stemming 
from modern social attainment. It could be argued that the satisfaction of 
modern wants and aspirations reinforces the expectation of further satisfac
tion. As modern aspirations are formed through the process of exposure to 
modernity, if even a few aspirations are satisfied, these few satisfactions m~y 
create the drive and expectation for more, thus adding to the sense of sys
temic frustration .. If so, it could be assumed that the faster the rate of mod
ern achievement, the greater the feedback effect and the more thorough the 
"revolution of rising expectations." It is in this sense that rapid rates of 
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Figure 18·9.-Model of uneven growth of modern aspirations and 
achievement during transition.' . 
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change, as opposed to gradual change toward modernity, could lead to more 
rather than less frustration, the situation postulated in the model in figure 
18-5. At the same time, rapid achievement could reduce the gap between as
pirations and a~tainment ~d hence reduce the sense of frustration. Rapid 
rate of change m the establIshment of modernity in this estimation then could 
have contradictory effects. 

The aura ofun~ertaint~ also hangs oyer the entire process of social change, 
a consequence of Its, conflicts and confusions. There is ambivalence of atti
tudes to old ways now on the wane, as well as toward the modern future. Am
biguity epitomizes the transitional process, and ambiguity is postulated to in-
crease frustration. ' 

MEASUREMENT OF POLITICAL INSTABILITY 

~he complexity o~ the theoretical propositions elaborated in the previous 
sectIon make them dIfficult to test precisely through the use of cross-national 
aggregate data. We may, however, assess empirically the relationship between 
levels or stages of development and political violence, as well as between via-. 
lence and some selected measures of rate of socioeconomic change. 16 

.. TO.do so,. ~e ~rst task: is to nieasure the level of political violence or po
litIcal ~stabili~y m a large ~ample of nations of the world. The study includes 
84 natIOns which are exammed for an 18-year period, 1948-65. Every re
ported event relevant to political instability that occurred in these countries 
~~ring.the t~e period is recorded to form a cross-national data bank of po
litICal mstability events. (See the appendix for a detailed description of the 
data.) 
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Events are scaled in terms of an intensity weighting that assigns values on a 
seven-point scale. The scale ranges from 0, extreme stability, to 6, extreme 
instability. In assigning scale values to events, the criteria used are the 
amount of violence accompanying the event, the number of persons involved 
in the event, its duration, the political significance of persons involved in the 
event, and an estimate of the political repercussions of the event upon the 
society as a whole. Typical scale positions assigned to events are the follow
ing: regularly scheduled election, 0; dismissal or resignation of cabinet offi
cial, 1; peaceful demonstration or arrest, 2; assassination (except of chief of 
state) or sabotage, 3; assassination (of chief of state) or terrorism, 4; coup 
d'etat or guerrilla warfare, 5; civil war or mass execution, 6. 

Countries are profIled in a number of different ways. One basic technique 
is to assign countries to groups on the basis of the event with the highest scale 
value experienced during the time period under investigation. Within these 
intensity groupings, countries are ranked according to both frequency and in
tensity scores. The types of profIles yielded by this grouped intensity and 
frequency technique are illustrated in table 18-1. Table 18-1A shows country 
instability profIles for the entire 18~year period, 1948-65, grouped according 
to the single most violent event experienced. It will be noted that the distri
bution is highly skewed, with most countries falling at scale position 5 and 
quite a few at scale position 6. This profiling tells us that, within this rela
tively long time period, a large number of countries experienced a high level 
of instability, although perhaps only temporarily. It also shows that there is a 
smaller ,number of countries that did not experience a single severely unstable 
event in the entire 18 years. If instability scores are averaged for three six
year subperiods within the 18 years, as in table 18-1B, a more normal distri
bution is obtained. In this profIling, countries that have experienced severe 
internal turmoil, but only briefly, have their scores tempered by the periods 
ofrelative quiescence. Only Indonesia remains in scale position 6, indicating 
that it has experienced civil war during each of the three subperiods. 

Another method of profiling nations on political instability is to sum the 
scaled events for the entire time period without grouping the nations. The 
profIles yielded by this method rank countries somewhat differently than pre
viously, frequency of events, though weighted for intensity, is a more domi
nant factor than in the grouped scoring meth.od. A fmal scaling method uses 
only violent events. The profiling of nation::3 with these violent events (scored 
by the Guttman technique, see appendix) is presented in table 18-2. 

It should be pointed out that all of these scaling methods show a hig.~ level 
of agreement, while at the same time shifting the position of spec;ific coun
tries in response to different emphases in the scaling criteria. The United 
States, for example, is at the midpoint of the 84 countries in tables 18-1A 
and 18-1B, but among the most unstable 25 percent of countries in table 18-2. 

In subsequent sections of the study in which we analyze the relationships 
among measures of development, rates of change, and political instability and 
violence, we use these several techniques of quantifying the notion of insta
bility and violence., In all of the studies, a consistent patterning of relation
ships is found, no matter which measure of instability is used. In most of the 
analyses, data are used from the entire time period, 1948-65. In some cases, 
however, a particular subperiod of time is selected because of its relationship 
to measures of the ecology of the system. 
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Table l8-lA.-National Political Instability Profiles, 1948·65 
g 
e: 

[Grouped scores, n = 84] 

France 5:435 
Venezuela 5:429 
So. Africa 5:422 

United States 4:318 India 5:360 

Q 
s 
~ 
S 

6:445 
Q. 

Argentina d' Indonesia 6:416 =: 
Spain 4:284 Syria 5:329 
Iran 4:237 Guatemala 5:234 
Pakistan 4:231 Lebanon 5:212 
Italy 4:192 B.razil 5:209 
U.S.S.R. 4:165 Haiti 5:205 
Belgium 4:162 Peru 5:196 

Bolivia 6:318 -(;' 
Korea 6:291 !. 
Cuba 6:283 ~ 
Iraq 6:274 §' 
Colombia 6:244 n 
Greece 6:236 ~ 

Chile 4:156 Morocco 5:194 Burma 6:213 0 
Ceylon 4:152 Portugal 5:190 
Japan 4:123 Turkey 5:189 

Dom, Rep. 6:195 0 
~ Sudan 6:189 Z 

U.K. 3:112 Mexico 4:111 Poland 5:179 Paraguay 6:141 ... 
:t. 

W. Germany 3:087 Ghana 4:106 Egypt 5:152 E. Germany 6:138 g 
Canada 3:084 Uruguay 4:100 Thailand 5:152 
Libya 3:069 Yugoslavia 4:077 Jordan 5:145 
Romania 3:060 Bulgaria 4:071 Ecuador 5:117 

Laos 6:129 !. 
Tunisia 6:126 "C ... 
·Cyprus 6:123 -;-

Switzerland 3:042 Albania 4:067 Malaya 5:108 
Finland 2:056 China (Taiwan) 3 : 039 Israel 4:064 Philippines 5:105 

Hungary 6:113 51 
'" Honduras 6:105 

Australia 2:026 Norway 3:034 Austria 4:057 Nicaragua 5:096 Panama 6:101 
Netherlands 2:021 Ireland 3:031 Liberia 4:036 El Salvador 5:079 Czech. 6:100 
Sweden 2:020 Iceland 3:026 Denmark 4:030 Cambodia 5:071 China (mainland) 6:086 

Luxembourg 1:012 New Zealand 2:015 Saudi Arabia 3:018 Afghanistan 4:029 Ethiopia 5:034 Costa Rica 6:058 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

St~iliW' __________________ ~ ________________________________________ ~ __________________ __ 
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I I Table l8-lB.-Political Instability Profiles of 84 Countries (1948-65) 

[Stability Score Shown for Each Country is,Grouped Score, Averaged] 

France 13435 
Union of South 

Africa 13422 
Brazil 13209 
Morocco 13194 
Portugal 13190 
Turkey 13189 
Poland 13179 

.. thailand 13152 

-.r 

Jordan '13145'7 
Cyprus 13123· Argentina 16445' 
Hungary ,13113 BoliVia 16318 
Philippines 13105 Cuba Hi283 
Czecholi!\l~;:ikia 1~HOI() Iraq 16274 
China(Mainland) 13086 Colombia 16244 
Cambodia 13071 Burma 16213 
India 12360 Venezuela 15429 

Belgium 10162 Iran 12237 Syria 15329 
Chile 10156 Pakistan 12231 Korea 15291 

U.K. 07112 Mexico 10111 Sudan 12189 Haiti 15205 
Ghana 07106 Uruguay 10100 U.S.S.R. 11165 Peru 15196 
Austria 07057 Israel 10064 Ecuador 12117 Greece 14236 
Denmark .07030 Liberia 10036 Nicaragua 12il96 Guatemala 14234 
Iceland 07026 Ethiopia 10034 United States 11318 Lebanon 14212 
W. Germany 06087 Italy 09192 Spain 11284 Egypt 14152 
Finland 06056 Libya 09069 Dom. Rep. 11195 Paraguay 14141 

JChina(Taiwan) 06039 Romania 09060 Ceylon 11152 EastGermany 14138 
Australia 06026 Costa Rica 09058 Japan ,~) 11123 Laos 14129 
Sweden 06020 Afghanistan 0902~ Malaya ~1l08 Tunisia 14126 
Ireland 05031 Canada 08084 Yugoslavia 11077 Honduras 14105 

,p 

I( 

Netherland ~021 Saudi Arabia 05018 Switzerland 08042 Bulgaria 11071 Panama 14101 
Luxembourg 0l~~;'C,I.:.2_-=N.:..:e.:..:w...:Z::.:e.:::al.::.an ___ d __ 0 __ 5-0-15---N-o-rw-a.:..y--08-0_3...;.4-'--A-I-ba-m-
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Table l8-2.-Polltical Violence Profiles of 84 Countries (1948-65) 
[Sources Derived from Guttman Scalogram] 

Country Score COU\;~try Score Country 

Finland 0 Yugoslavia 27 Dominican Republic 
Luxembourg 0 China (mainland) 28 Sudan 
Denmark 1 EI Salvador 28 Laos 
Iceland 1 Belgium 31 Greece 
New Zealand 1 Albania 32 Paraguay 
Saudi Arabia 1 Japan 32 Haiti 
Netherlands 2 Czechoslovakia 33 Pakistan 
Norway 3 Mexico 33 Portugal 
Sweden 3 Ghana 35 Morocco 
Australia 4 Malaya 36 U.S.S.R. 
Afganistan 7 Chile 38 Lebanon 
Austria 7 East Germany 39 Burma 
Ireland 7 Cyprus 41 France 
Switzerland 7 Ecuador 41 Colombia 
Israel 8 Jordan 41 United States 
China (Taiwan) 9 Honduras 42 Guatemala 
Canada 10 Panama 42 Syria 
Liberia 15 Hungary 45 Iran 
Uruguay 16 Nicaragua 48 Bolivia 
United Kingdom 17 Ceylon 51 Iraq 
Ethiopia 19 Philippines 51 Spain 
Italy 19 PoLand c54 Cuba 
Romania 20 Tunisia 54 India 
West Germany 20 Egypt 56 Korea 
Costa Rica 21 Brazil 57 Argentina 
Cambodia 24 Peru 64 Venezuela 
Bulgaria 25 Thailand 65 Union of South Africa 
Libya 25 Turkey 65 Indonesia. 

LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT AND POLITICAL VIOLENCE 
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Score 

70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
77 
77 
77 
79 
81 
83 
87 
95 
96 
97 

109 
111 
114 
120 
120 
121 
123 

' 124 
125 
134 
153 
158 
190 

The hypotheses stated in the theoretical portion of;this paper are that 
modern and traditional.nations tend toward stability, while transition leads to 
political turmoil and violence. Also, the closer,a cot,lntry to some theoretical 
midpoint between tradition and modernity, the stronger the impulse to politi
cal~instabillty. This is the logic of the conflict'model of the transitional proc-
ess, as well as of the exposure-ta-modernity model. ! 

In order to test these hypotheses, some cross-national measure of modern
ity is necessary, to coronare levels of political violencp,. Given the complexi
ties of the notion of modernity and the process of modernization, the meas
urement task is an exceedingly difficult one. OUl: measurement cannot em
brace all aspects of modernity. It is confmed to a specific set of in.dicators 
which, in combination, yield a rough indication of developmental level. 

Economic Development 

Let us turn fIrst to a rather narrow definition of modernity, assuming that 
the difference between a modern and a traditional country lies in their rela
tive wealth. Highly affluent modern nations are those capable. of producing 
great quantities of goods and services and of providing their citiz,ens with high 
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standards of living, high incomes, adequate education, health, and other socio
economic benefits. With this approach, modernity may be measured in terms 
of the degree to which a nation enjoys some very specific commodity such as 
per capita gross national product (GNP), caloric intake, telephones, physi
cians, etc. These indices of modernity may be used singly, to indicate that 
particular aspect of modernity, or they may be combined, indicating a more 
comprehensive and summary view of modern development. In this study, a 
set of separate indicators is employed, as well as a composite modernity index. 
The modernity index combines GNP per capita, caloric intake, telephones, 
physicians, newspapers, radios, literacy, and urbanization. I? 

Level of modernity is thus assessed quantitatively: those countries scoring 
high on the selected indicators are judged modern, while the median range de
notes the transitional group of nations. It should be pointed out that a coun
try which is low on these indicators may be a traditional country, but not ne
cessarily. A further criterion for distinguishing a traditional society is that it 
is static and unchanging. By this definition, a traditional country must not 
only be low in its level of development, but it must maintain this low level 
over time. A tendency toward improvement in economic conditions places it 
in the transitional group. In terms of this criterion, we have very few if any 
traditional countries in our sample. This lack is inevitable since a traditional 
country in this sense will not collect statistical data and so not be amenable 
to study in terms of our empirical approach. This is not to say that there are 
no extremely underdeveloped countries among our sample of 84. On the con
trary, there are a number that are characterized by minhnal industrialization, 
almost total dependence !In agriculture or extractive industry, and a very thin 
stratum of educated persons within the population. 

While we have predicted that very little political unrest Will·0CC-'..lf in the 
most traditional nations, with violence increasing with modernization to reach 
a peak among nations at midpoints of development, and then subsiding again 
among modern, industrial states, this complete pattern may' not be evident in 
our cross-national sample. If, in the present analysis, most of the nations are 
either caught in the midst of tram>l.tion to modernity or have achieved a high 
level of industrialization, we would expect the prevailing relationship to show 
a consisten~ trend of decreasing political unrest with increasing development. 

Let us look first at the relationship between the composite index of mod
ernity and political unrest. In table 18-3, countries are classified into three 
groups: modern, transitional, and so-called traditional states, and further sub
divided into stable and unstable categories.18 We see that the modern coun
tries are predominantly stable (20 stable and 4 unstable). Transitional coun
tries, on the other hand, are unstable by a ratio of 2: 1. And among so-called 
traditional countries (which are those lowest in developmentallevel),instabil
ity also predominates but by a less striking ratio of 13: 10. Very similar re
sults are obtained using Russett's five-level classificatory scheme of economic 
development, shown in table 184.19 

We may also determine socioeconomic conditions that represent critical 
threshold levels of political stability and instability. The possibility of finding 
such threshold values is illustrated in table 18-5, which presents eight tables 
ba~ed on environmental indicators (literacy, GNP per capita, radios, news
papers, telephones,physicians, calories, and urbanization).20 From these em
pirical tables, a composite picture of the stable country emerges: it is a society 
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I. Traditional 

Bolivia 
Bunna 
China (mainland) 
Haiti 
India 
Indonesia 
Iraq 
Jordan 
Laos 
Malaya 
Morocco 
Philippines 
Sudan 

Afghanistan 
Cambodia 
China (Taiwan) 
Ethiopia 
Ghana .. 
Iran 
Liberia 
Libya 
Pakistan 
Saudi Arabia 

Table 18-3.-Relationship Between Modernity and Political Instability, 1948-65 
1:1.1 \ 
0 

\ o. e:. 
[Grouped Score~] ("l 

=-'" II. Transitional III. Modern ~ 
Brazil Lebanon Argentina 
Colombia Panama Czechoslovakia 
Costa Rica Paraguay East Gennany 
Cuba Peru France 
Cyprus Poland 
Dom. Rep. Portugal , ~ 
Ecuador Syria 
Egypt Thailand 
Greece Tunisia 
Guatemala Turkey 
Honduras Union of South Africa 
Hungary Venezuela 

13 Korea 25 I 4 
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Albania Australia Netherlands 
Bulgaria Austria New Zealand 
Ceylon Belgium Norway 
Chile Canada Sweden 

e:. 
~ 
:::;: 
(II a 
'" El Salvador Denmark Switzerland 

Italy Finland United Kingdom 
Japan Iceland United States 
Mexico Ireland Uruguay 
Nicaragua Israel U.S.S.R. 
Romania .Luxembourg West Germany 
Spain 

., Yugoslavia 
10 12 20 42 

23 37 24 84 
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Table 18-4.-RelationR!~tt,Beiween Economic Development and Political Instability, 1948-65* 

I. Traditional Primitive II. Traditional Civilization III. Transitional IV. Industrial Revolution V. High Mass Consumption 
-

Burma Bolivia Dominican Republic Arg~tina France "-
Laos China (mainland) Ecuador Brazil 
Sudan Haiti Egypt Colombia 

India Guatemala Costa Rica 

1 . Thailand Honduras Cuba 
Indonesia Gyprus '~ ". 
Iraq Czechoslovakia 
Jordan East Germany 
Korea Greece 
Morocco Hungary 
Paraguay Lebanon 

'--I Peru Malaya 
Philippines Panama 
Portugal Poland 
Syria Union of South Africa 
Tunisia' Venezuela 

3 I 5 Turkey 17 16 1 

Afghanistan Cambodia Albania Austria Japan Australia Norway 
Ethiopia Liberia Ceylon Bulgaria Mexico Belgium Sudan 
Libya Pakistan China (Taiwan) Chile Romariia 

->, 
Canada Switzerland 

El Salvador Finland Spain Denmark United ',) 
Charla Iceland Uruguay Luxembourg Kingdom 
Iran Ireland U.S.S.R. Netherlands United States 
Nicaragua Israel Yugoslavia New Zealand West Germany 
Saudi Ara~ia Italy 

3 3 8 15 13 

6 8 25 ,31 14 

*These categories of economic development are ftbm Russett et al., op. cit. 
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Table 18-5.-Relationships Between the Eight Indicators of Level of 
Development, 1948-55, and Degree of Political Stability 195561 , -

Unstable 
Stable 

Total 

A. Percent 
literacy 

Low High 
(below (above 
90%) 90%) 

48 5 
10 19 

58 24 

Total 

53 
29 

82 

Chi square = 25.93,p < 0.001 
Yule's Q = 0.90 . 

C. Newspapers 
per 1,000 population 

Low High 
(below (above 

120) 120) 

Unstable 48 5 
Stable 6 10 

Total 54 15 

Total 

53 
16 

69 

Chi square = 17.34,p< 0.001 
YUle's Q = 0.88 

E. Calories 
per capita per day 

Low High 
(below (above 
2525) 2525) 

Unstable 39 10 
Stable 8 20 

Total 47 30 

Total 

49 
28 

77 

Chi square = 17 .43, p < 0.001 
Yule's Q = 0.81 

dios B. Ra 
per 1,000 p opulation 

High 

" 

Low 
(below 

65) 
(above Total 

65) 

Unstable 45 6 51 
Stable 9 20 29 

Total 54 26 80 

Chi square = 25.0 
Yule's Q = 0.887 

2,p< 0.001 

population D. Percent of 
owning tel ephones 

High 

, 

Low 
(below 

2%) 
(above Total 

Unstable 35 
Stable 7 

Total 42 

Chi square = 19.6 
Yule's Q = 0.875 

2%) 

6 41 
~8 25 

'i:".,. 
24' 66 

8,p < 0.001 

ople F. Pe 
per phy sician 

Low 
(below 
1900) 

Unstable 40 
Stable 6 

Total 46 

High 
(above Total 
1900) 

13 53 
19 25 

32 78 

l,p< 0.001 Chi square = 11.4 
(\ule's Q = 0.81 

-----------------, 'v,'-'------
G. GNP per capita 

(in U.S. dollars) 

Low High 
(below (above 

300) 300) 

Unstable 36 8 
Stable 9 18 

Total 45 26 

Total 

44, 
27 

71 

Chi square = 14.92, p < 0.001 
Yule's Q = 0.80 

f population H. Percent 0 

living in urb 

Low 
(be1ow 
45%) 

Unstable 38 
Stable 11 

Total 49 

Chi square::: 13.0 
Yule's Q = 0.79 

an centers 

High 
(above Total 
45%) 

6 44 
15 26 

21 70 

8,p < 0.00;>, 
:\'>/ 
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which is 90 percent or more literate; with 65 or more radios and 120 or more 
newspapers per 1,000 population; with 2 percent or more of the population 
having telephones; with 2,525 or more calories per day per person; with not 
more than 1,900 persons per physician; with a GNP of $300 or more per per
son per year; and with 45 percent or more of the population living in urban 
centers. If all of these threshold values are attained by a society, there is an 
extremely high probability that the country will achieve relative political sta
bility. Conversely, to the extent that gratifIcations are less than these thresh
old values, the greater the .likelihood of political instability. 

To complete this picture of the relationship between economic moderni
zation and political instability, we may look at a further set of economic, so
cil'l, and political indicators of development and their relationship to the level 
of political violence within society)l The emphasis in this case is on violence, 
with the scoring of political unrest based solely on violent events (as illus
trated in table 18-2). 

The following were selected as broad indices of industralization and devel
opment in the economy: (1) percent of the population living in urban cen
ters; (2) percent of the gross domestic product (GNP) that comes from agri
culture; (3) percent of the labor force engaged in agriculture; and (4) GNP/ 
capita. To supplement these data, other attributes of society were also exam
ined, such as the spread of modern communications (newspapers, radios, and 
mail); the distribution of social benefits (education, literacy, life expectancy); 
and the level of participation in politics (voting, executive stability). We fmd 
that these indicators of economic, social, and political modernization are a 
clue to the level of political violence within a society. Economic modernity, 
modern communications, health, education, and political participation are all 
associated with lower levels of political violence, although the relationships 
are not equally strong in all cases. (The correlation values for these relation
ships are given in the appendix.) 

In combination, these analyses demonstrate some of the hypothesized re
lationships between level of socioeconomic development and political unrest 
and violence: modern countries show a lower level of political unrest, less
developed countries a higher level. 

Political Development 

To supplement the findings relating economic development to political in
stability,·we sought an assessment of developmental level that would depend 
,more on political than on socioeconomic factors. A broad framework was 
p~ovided by judgments regarding democracy-authoritarianism made by Al
mond and Coleman for 45 nations. These authors clarosified nations into sev
eral groupings. Table 18-6 presents these groupings arranged to indicate in
creasingly concentrated authority structures.22 If these groupings can be 
considered indicative of political development, as well as indicative of increas
ingly democratic political sturctures, one can see among them a pronounced 
relationship to economic and social development. Calculating the average 
scores on GNP per capita and on percentage of the population literate within 
each level of political development, a clear pattern emerges. The higher the 
level of political development of a society, the higher the level of the popula
tion on both income and literacy. 
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A second technique for evaluating the structure of authOrity in the politi
cal system is to develop a typology of the coerciveness-permissiveness patterns 
of the regime. A six-point classification scheme was applied to the nations in 
this sample, rating each for level of coerciveness of regime)3 The resultant' 
groups are arrayed in table 18-7. As may be seen, the most coercive group of 
nations comprises primarily the Communist bloc and the most permissive 
group the Western democracies. 

On the composite modernity index, the Western democracies are the most. 
modern nations in the world. Some of the Communist nations also score rela~ 
tively high in modernity, but others are closer to the midpoint on the index. 
If one tests for patterning of modernity within levels of coerciveness, the pat
tern demonstrated in table 18-8 emerges. The highly coercive nations are not 
as modern as the permissive or highly permissive nations, but clearly tend to 
be more modern that thos~ nations at midlevels of coerciveness. The least 
modern nations are those that are coercive, but not at the extreme of coer
civeness. The same patterning occurs between coerciveness and political vio
lence. Violence is lowest among permissive states. It increases with increas
ing coerciveness of regime, but subsides to some degree with extreme 
coerciveness. When one compares this patterning to that in table 18-6, it is 
apparent that the coerciveness dimension is not identical to Almond and 
Coleman's typology of political development. On the latter, economic and 
political development go hand in hand. On the former, economic develop
ment is high among nations at both extremes of coerciveness-permissiveness. 
Political violence, however, shows th{l same relationship to both coerciveness 
and political development. 

Table JB-B.-Modernity, Political Violence, and Coerciveness 
of Political Systems* 

Levels of Political 
Instability 

Modernity grouped-
coerciveness~pennissiveness violence 

averaged 

1. Highly permissive (n = 9) 1.54 4.0 07030 

2. Permissive (n = 12) .70 12.0 08042 

3. Mildly coercive (n = 15) -.36 51.0 13071 

4. Moderately coercive (n = 21) -.49 65.0 14105 

5. Coercive (n = 15) -.40 77.0 13427 

6. Highly coercive (n = 12) .55 32.5 11680 

*Median scores. 

Instability 
grouped 

3083 

3574 

5108 

5209 

5194 

4672 

In summary of the relationship between development and political vio
lence, we fmd that with increased levels of economic modernity there is a 
tendency toward lower levels of political unrest. Countries in the transitional 
stage of economic modernization are the most beset by political turmoil. 
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Among the very few countries that might be characterized as yet untouched 
by the process of economic change, there is a tendency toward political quies
cence. Regarding political development, we find in these results and others 
that permissive, democratic regimes, by and large, experience low levels of po
litical unrest. This is also true of repressive, totalitarian governments that are 
capable of effectively suppressing the overt political expression of popular 
diBsatisfaction. It is governments at midlevels of coerciveness and political de
velopment that experience the most political turmoil. And these goyarnments 
also tend to be at a midpoint of economic modernization. 

SOCIETAL CHANGE AND POLITICAL VIOLENCE 

The final question, which was raised at the outset of this paper, is whether 
empirical relationships can be discovered between patterns of socioeconomic 
change within society and levels of political unrest. We now seek to go be
yond an assessment of attained levels of socioeconomic development, to ex
amine the rates at which these levels were achieved. Are countries that mod
ernize gradually less susceptible to political violence than those in which 
change is rapid? Some of our hypotheses suggest this relationship, although 
others do not. 

In order to measure rate of change, we confined ourselves to the same 
types of socioeconomic indicators adopted for measuring levels of develop
ment.24 Data were gathered on these indicators for the time period 1935-62, 
for all of the 84 countries. An average annual percentage rate of change for 
each <-'t>untry was calculated on each indicator and a combined rate-of-change 
index was developed by pooling the country's separate change scores.25 Dif
ferences in percentage change rates among countries were then compared to 
political instability profiles. To the procedures fOf measuring political vio
lence discussed nIDove, we added another which seemed particularly applicable 
to assessment of rate of change. This is a dynamic, rather than a static, scor
ing of political unrest, yielding a measure of change in instability level over 
time.26 (See appendix.) 

The results obtained from interrelating percentage rates of change on the 
environmental indicators and levels of political instability indicate, in general, 
that the faster the rate of socioeconomic change within a society, the higher 
the level of political unrest. The combined rate-of-change index shows a strong 
relationship to political instability, as do change rates on many of the indica
tors taken singly.27 Looking at the dynamic instability measures, we fmd a 
similar set of relationships (see table 18-9). Countries with the lowest socio
economic rate of change show a trend toward political stability; countries 
with the highest rate of socioeconomic change are beset by increasing insta
bility; and countries experiencing intermediate rates of change toward mod
ernization are also intermediate in instability pattern. 

The~~ general findings point to the fact that we cannot assume that mod
ernizatioll will bring political stability in its wake. While highly modern coun
tries tend to be politically stable, the process of attaining modernity is one 
that is rife with political unrest. Furthermore, the more rapid the moderniza
tion, the greater the impact in increasing political violence. Only after certain 
threshold socioeconomic values have been attained may the stabilizing politi-
cal benefits of modernity be experienced. . 
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Table 18-7 -Level of Coerciveness 

1. Highly permissive 2. Pelmissive 3. Mildly coercive 4. Moderately coercive ---Australia Belgium Austria Bolivia Canada Costa Rica Brazil Colombia Denmark Finland Burma Ecuador Netherlands Iceland Cambodia EI Salvador Norway Ireland France Ghana Sweden Israel Greece Honduras Switzerland Italy India Guatemala United Kingdom Luxembourg J,tpan Indonesia United States Mexico Malaya Iran 
New Zealand Pakistan Iraq 
Uruguay Panama Jordan 
West Germany Philippines Laos 

Turkey Lebanon 
Liberia 
Libya 
Peru 
Syria 
Sudan 
Thailand 

" Tunisia 

- ------~-~ 

---- I 

I 

5. Coercive 6. Highly coercive 

Afghanistan Albania 
Argentina Bulgaria 
Cuba China (mainland) 
Egypt China (Taiwan) 
Ethiopia Czechoslovakia 
Haiti Dominican Republic 
Korea 
Morocco 

East Germany 

Nicaragua 
Hungary 
Poland 

Paraguay Romania 
Portugal U.S.S.R. 
Saudi Arabia Yugoslavia 
Spain 
Union of South Africa 
Venezuela 
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Table 18-6.-Economic and Social Development, Political Violence, 
and the Political System* 

Percent Political 
Instability Instability 

Political system GNP/capita literate violence 
grouped- grouped 
averaged 

Developed and/or 07116 3087 European (n = 23) $943 98.5 6 

Latin American 
competitive (n = 5) 379 80.1 28 10156 5203 

Latin American 
semiCompetitive 
(n = 5) 262 55.7 37 14101 5196 

Asia and Africa 
political democracy 
(n = 7) 220 47.5 43 12360 5108 

Latin American 
authoritarian (n = 9) 189 39.4 57 14141 5429 

Asia and Africa 
tutelary democracy 
(n = 4) 136 17.5 55 15169 6169 

Asia and Africa 
modernizing oligarchy 
(n =6) 119 16.4 56 13650 5241 

Asia and Africa 
conservative oligarchy 4604 (n = 6) 99 16.2 22 12654 

Asia and Africa 
traditional oligarchy 
(n = 3) 92 2.5 5 09029 4029 

-
*Median scores, 1948-65. 

On the other hafid, a different tendenc;v is apparent when average scores 
for political violence are calculated. In tatJ).e 18-6 it may be seen that con
servative and traditional oligarchies are relatively stable, while significant in
creases in political violence are noticeable in the modernizing oligarchy, the 
~J!tefary democracy, and the Latin American authoritarian groups. Declining 
instability appears in the political democracy group, followed by the Latin 
American semicompetitive and competitive groupings. A return to relative . 
political stability is apparent in the developed nations. 

From these data one can infer that with growth in the economic and social 
sectors of society, the political system/also undergoes change. Concomitant 
with these changes, there is an increasing amount of manifest conflict within 

, society. On the other hand, onc.e the system~,approaches full modernization 
';".(as indicated by almost universal adult literacy) and its economy approaches 

the high mass-consumption level (as indicated by a GNP per capita well above 
the subsistence level), political stability tends to reemerge. 
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Mean rate. of change 
on ecological variables 

Low change ". 
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Table 18-9.-Relationship-Between Mean Rate of Change on Ecological Varillbies 1935-62 and 
Change in Stability as Measured by Variance and Slope 194862' , 
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=-Stable Indetenninate Unstable 
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Low variance and either- Low variance/positive slope High variance and either- Total 

5. 
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The rationale for these findings may be found in the models presented in 
the theoretical section of this paper, particularly in figures 18-2, 18-5, 18-8, 
and 18-9. There it was hypothesized that rapid change will serve to increase 
the gap between expectations and achievements. The feedback effect of a 
few satisfactions will increase the demand for more accomplishments, beyond 
the level that can possibly be attained within the society. Also, the conflict 
br;tween traditional and moderI.1. ways or life ~ill.pe intensified by rapid tran
sition between the two patterns, anowing less time for adjustment. 

If we look at the socioeconomic indicators individually, however, we find 
that they do not all have the same impact upon society. For example, while a 
rapid increase in percent of the population being educated does entail a higher 
level of political instability, a rapid increase in percent of the population own
ing telephones is accompanied by more stability within the society. Similarly, 
rapid increase in national income brings a lessening of political unrest. 28 

Furthermore, for theoretical reasons, we are particularly interested in ex
amining the relationships between rates of change on these various socioeco
nomic indicators and level of political unrest among the transitional group of 
countries. It was postulated at the outset of this paper that this group of 
countries suffers the most deleterious effects of change. Change occurring at 
a higher level of development presumably does not mean change in the sense 
of developing new patterns and new ways of life; it may Simply be an intensi
fication or logical extension of existing patterns. Moving from a low to a high 
level of development, however, entails conflict and discrepancies between as
pirations, expe\.'tations, and attainments. 

Some of the findings at this midlevel of development confirm expectations 
based on the wider analysis. Among transitional countries, those experiencing 
a faster rate of change in proportion of population receiving primary educa
tion, 1935-62, also experience a higher level of political instability at some 
time during 1948-65, and show a trend toward greater instability over time 
during this period.29 Furthermore, if we control for the maximum value at
tained on ratio of population receivL.ig primary education, we find that the 
relationship between an increase in this ratio and political instability is still 
high.30 This is significant, since it tens us that it is actually the rate of in
crease in education as well as the maximum number of educated persons in 
the society that is important for political unrest. Using the dynamic measure 
of political unrest, we corroborate the tendency for change in proportion, of 
the population receiving primary education to be positively associated with 
an increase in political instability over time.31 Again, change, per se, emerges 
as important. 

We also find that, within this group of countries, percentage change in in
come (gross domestic product (GOP) per capita), 1951-5-9, shows the oppo
site relationship to political unrest: the faster the increase in income, the less 
the political instability. This indicates that a percentage increase in GDP per 
capita is associated with a decrease in level of political unrest. If we control 
for attained level of GNP per capita within the society, we again find that 
rapid change in increasL'1g incomes is important in reducing instability, apart 
from the impact of the absolute level of income ac:hleved.32 .. e 

The most detrimental combination of factors appears to be a rapId mcrea:;"!" 
in proportion of the popu1&tion receiving primary education, but a slow ra.ti ce 

of percentage change in GOP per capita. This set of circumstances is mo~jJ~ 
conducive to political unrest among the transitional group of countries .. 3' 
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The relationship between these two change indicators and political instabil
ity fits a number ofth.e models proposed at the outset of this paper. Educa
tion, like literacy, is a means of arousing awareness of modern goals and hence 
of raising aspirations within a society. It is also likely that education raises 
e:l:Cpectations regarding the fulfillment of these aspirations. GOP per capita, 
on the other hand, is an achievement indicator; it provides gratification of 
aroused aspirations. A society in which the trend is toward increasing num
bers of educated persons within the population, without an increase in their 
level of income, is a society in which rates of change are widening the gap be
tween aspirations/expectations and their satisfaction. This would appear to 
be particularly explosive for the transitional society. 

The challenge in these findings is whether it is possible to avoid an imbal
ance between number of educated in the population and opportunity for in
creased income. Unfortunately, it would serm that the process of moderniza
tion makes this imbalance highly probable. :Education is a necessary first step 
to infusing the society with the skills appropriate to industrialization. But the 
lag between this first step and the second-that of developing the industrial 
society-is hazardous indeed. Huntington speaks of the dangers of education 
in the underdeveloped society, a danger that many leaders of nonindustrial
ized 'states themselves recogruze.34 He particularly stresses the pitfalls of an 
increasingly educated popuTation for a society in which political opportunity 
is lacking. While the political and economic aspects of society are clearly in
terrelated, our fmdings suggest that if economic opportunities were immedi
ately available to the newly educated, the lack of political opportunities 
might not be so disruptive. 

A second challenge in these findings relates to a proposition advanced by 
some economists, that widespread psycho; Ogical discontent is a precondition 
for economic growth within society.35 This view stresses, as a psychological 
antecedent for modernization, the type of discontent that certainly is fostered 
by increased education. Again, in this view it seems that a lag between aspira
tion and achievement is inevitable within societies in transition, a period of 
hiatus that is particularly violence prone. 

The question is whether, in fact, an optimal combination of all relevant 
conditions is feasible: a sufficient level of psychological discontent to foster 
change, a sufficient level of education to supply the society with a skilled pop
ulation, a sufficient level of development to provide jobs and income to match 
popular skill levels, and a political system sufficiently open to offer access to 
an -educated people. To mafutain an optimum balance 'arno~g these factors, 
especially during a period of rapid change, may be difficult indeed. Typically, 
it is education that is expcmded most rapidly in response to expressions of 
popular discontent,. an expansion that creates the discrepancy between skill 
and opportunity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To interpret the relationships that we have uncovered between levels of 
development, rates of socioeconomic change, and political violence, we must 
return to some of the initial questions rait,ed in this study. The first of these 
concerns the meaning pf social change. As has been pointed out, change is a 
complex concept that cannot simply be identified with increases, decreases, 
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or fluctuations in the economic characteristics of a society. If these quantifi
able ecological traits do have bearing on the question, it must be because they 
reflect a wide variety of other, unmeasured, qualitative societal factors. The 
validity of this assumption, that quantifiable economic change is a clue to 
other types of change, may depend upon the historical era under investigation. 
As discussed earlier, the prevailing insight of contemporary social science is 
that the process of modernization provides the pathway of change in the post
war world. This process is generally regarded as socioeconomic and amenable 

to quantification. 
This, however, is not the only interpretation. For example, quite a differ-

ent view is presented by Sorokin, from the perspective of a major portion of 
human history. In this light, our 20-year span of analysis is but a wave in a 
much larger cycle.36 Sorokin's view of change is essentially ideological or at
titudinal, not economic. Civilizations vary between an. emphasis on material 
("sensate") cultur.e and an absorption in ideological ("ideational") concerns. 
Sensate culture is accompanied by a rise in economic conditions, which is only 
to be expected since such a culture deems these economic factors of impor
tance. Ideational culture, however, is generally accompanied by a low level of 
material success, since material welfare is not a valued commodity and mate
rial concerns are considered of secondary importance. Sorokin traces the 
rates of change in the general economic situations of the an~ient world of 
Greece and Rome from 600 B.C. to A.D. 400, of France from 800 to 1926, 
and of Germany from 700 to 1932. These curves show considerable·fluctua
tion, tending to be low during eras ~hich Sorokin identifies as ideational and 
high during periods of sensate culture. In this long-range view, the 20th cen
tury is the epitome of sensate culture. From this we may deduce that change 
is inevitable, since Sorokin's model is a cyclical one in which the penultimate 
realization of the goals of either type of culture inevitably breeds the condi
tions of its own decline. Transition then sets in, a period of social disruption 
an.d violence in which the dominant cultural theme begins to move. in the op-

pO$ite direction. ' 
If this Hegelian, "poison-fruit" approach is correct, we would be led to a 

different investigation of change than we have pursued in this study. In the 
Sorokin view, disruptive change will occur at the highest levels ofmoQernity, 
when sensate culture is at its peale Some intuitive and empirical support 
might be found for this view in the apparently restless dissatisfaction of intel
ligentSia and student elements within American society, a phenomenon that 
Sorokin identifies as typical of the last stages of sensate culture. On the other 
hand, our examination of the economic situation of the postwar w D'dd cer
tainly indicates that the economic decline of modern countries is not yet in 
sight. Also, it shows that the highest levels of turbulence occur at lesser levels 

of development. 
Thus, while Sorokin's blOader vision may prove to be correct in the long 

run, the crisis of transition in our era still seems to be tied to the effort at 
achieving the higher levels of economic weU-being sought by members of a 
materially oriented culture. And it is a particular attribute of the moderniza
tion process that its quality can be indexed not only in quantitative, but spe
cifically in socioeconomic terms. With sufficient ingenuity, other attributes 
of society, even ideational, could conceivably be reduced to observable, quan
tifiable indicators}7 With the process of modernization, however, this effort 
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at ingenui~y is superfluous since economic levels and stages of development 
are well mgh synonymous. 
. Interest ,~n the rela~ionshjp between economic development and political 

VIolence hali r:ha~actenzed a number of recent investigations. All begin with 
t~? co~on mSlght that the more advanced countries are less subject to po
litIcal ,dIstu~b~nces. This finding is corroborated by those who define develop
ment m polItIcal terms, as well as by those who define it in economic terms 38 
~he kernel of, agreement ~ong these investigators is that the hiJ!hest level ~f 

evelopment IS ~ccompanled by a decrease in violence, whi!~lev;ls that fall 
sh?rt of modermty are more prone to political unrest. The consistency of 
thIS .general relati?nship has been c.~rrob~rated using quite different measures 
of VIOlence and dIfferent samples of.nations. Its stability as a finding may be 
due t?the fact .that there is a sufficie:nt sample of identifiable modern and 
transl~IOnal natIons in the present-day world. 

It ~s not equally clear whether, in the relationship between development 
and VIolence, th? least-developed countries show less of a tendency to violence 
t~an sta~es at ffil~levels or transition~ stages of development. The problem of 
dlscovenng the dlIection of the relationship between violence and develop
~ent at the low end of the modernity continuum is largely due to the fact 
that extremely few cou~tries now qualify as traditional, in the sense that they 
are un~ware of modermty. We have suggested earlier in this report, and else
where, ,9 t~a~ such c?untries ~o n~t report data to the United Nations, which 
mak~s It dlfflcu~t ~o mclude tnem In this type of empirical study. Neverthe
less, If '!Ie are WIllIng to base our assessments on a very few cases, we find that 
c~~ntnes at the lowe~t levels of development are less prone to political insta
bIlIty than ~re coun~nes, at the next higher stages of modernity. PolH.1cal de
velopment, m combmatIon with economic development, shows this pattern 
(tables 18-6 and 18-8), as does economic development alone, but to a lesser 
degree (tables 18-3 and .1~-4), Again, this slight tendency has been found by 
o,ther resear~hers.40 If It IS an actual trend., it corroborates theoretical in
mghts regardmg the gap between aspirations/expectations and their achieve
r;!"ll~, the effec~s of uncertainty of expectations, and the occurrence' of mo
uvatIonal conflIct el~borated in the theoretical section of this study. All of' 
these h~pot~eses pom~ to the transiticmal stage of development as the most 
frustratIO~ ndden. Ne1ther lower nor higher levels of development will be as 
prone to VIOlence. 

Since this study is spec~ficany concerned with rates of change, it may be 
asked why s? much attention has been paid to attained levels of development. 
The an~wer IS twofold. On the one hand, an assessment of level of develop
ment ,gIve,S ~ cross-sectional view of the same process that', in longitudinal per
spective, IS Indexed by rates of change. It is true that knowledge of the pres
ent l?vel of deve!opm~nt of a nation cannot tell us how rapid or slow, how 
contInUOUS or,dIsco.ntmuous was the process of attainment. But we may infer 
from the relationshIp between development and violence that as countries be
come more modern, ~hey will also become more politically stable. This infer
ence. may b~ correct m broadest perspective, but it may also be misleading re
gardmg the Impac~ of change on a society that is still far removed from the 
threshold economIC vah.!~~ .!l~compan~ing political stability (table 18-5). 
. T.he~efore, ,(h.e seqond pomt regardIng the importance of attained modern
Ity lIes m the InterreJ~tionships between the static levels and rates of socioeco-
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nomic change. It is suggested that rates of change have different implications 
for societies that differ in modernity level. Furthermore, different indicators, 
and rates of change on these indicator~, have varying impacts on society. 
There are thus three factors that must be taken into account in assessing the 
relationship between change and political instability: attained level of devel
opment, the nature of the specific socioeconomic indicator, and the rate of 
change. 

This more detailed approach may help to explain some of the c,onflicting 
claims of researchers who have explored this problem. For example, in our 
own first investigation of the question, we found that the faster the rate of 
socioeconomic change, the higher the level of political unr0st.41 We also 
noted that rate of change"measured in percentage terms, was strongly related 
to attained level of development. Modern countries showed smaller percent
age change rates; less-developed countries showed higher percentage change 
rates. At the same time, we discovered that on one indicator, national income, 
the relationship was reversed: the faster the rate of increase on this variable, 
the lower the level of political unrest. Furthermore, rate of change in national 
income, unlike change rates on the other indicators, was related to modernity 
level in such a way that modern countries showed the highest percentage 
change rates while underdeveloped countries showed the lowest. 

A similarly complex set of fuidings regarding the relationship between rate 
of economic change and political violence occurs in the work of other re
searchers. Alker and Russett fInd that the highest annual growth rates occur 
at midlevels of per capita income.42 Furthermore, the higher the level of in
come within a society and the greater the growth in income levels, the lower 
the level of political unrest. Gurr, on the other hand, finds no relationship be
tween measures of civil violence for 119 countries, 1961-63, .and growth rate 
in per capita income, 1953-62.43 Using only Latin American countries, Bwy 
fmds that the higher the rate of annual growth of GNP per capita, 1950-59, 
the lower the levels of both organized and anomic violence.44 Since his 
study is limited to countries beyond a suggested threshold level of attained 
development, Bwy speculates that for countries at lower levels of modernity, 
the relationship may operate in the reverse direction. Finally, Tanter and 
Midlarsky assess the relationship between rate of increase in GNP per capita 
in the 7 years immediately prior to the outbreak of revolution, and the num
ber of deaths from domestic group violence in all successful revolutions occur- -
ring between 1955 and 1960.45 They fmd more revolu:!ionary violence with 
higher economic growth rates in 10 revolutions occurring in the Middle East 
and Asia; but the opposite relationship in 4 Latin American revolutions. For 
~1114 cases combined, there is some indication of greater numbers of persons 
killed in revolutions preceded by higher annual growth rates in GNP per 
capita. 

It is suggested that the resolution of these contradictions will be found in 
an approach that differentiates between rates of change on different types of 
indicators and among nations at different levels of development. A beginning 
in this direction has been made in this study and further work is intended. 
Our preliminary efforts have been directed toward distinguishing indicators in 
terms of their implications for the members of a society. This categorization 
is based upon the distinction between social aspirations/expectations and SO-
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cial achievement. Change on one type of indicator may imply greater gratifI
cation for society; change on another indicator may simply broaden aspira
tions and expectations. 

Evidence in support of this interpretation comes from the fInding that a 
rapid increase in primary school enrollment is positively related to political 
violence, while a rapid increase in GNP per capita is negatively related. ~ne 
change increases the level of political unrest; the other tends to decrease It. 
Furthermore, the impact of both change rates wa~ separately analyzed among 
countries at the transitional stage of development. We fmd that for these na
tions the combination of factors most closely associated with political vio
lence'is a rapid spread in society of all awakened populatjon, combined with a 
slow rise in income. -

As a fmal application of this study, we may ask whether o~r fmdings h~ve 
any bearing on the occurrence of violence within our own .SOCI~ty. In SOCIO
economic terms, the United States is the most modern natIon m the world, 
showing the highest attained level on almost all indicators. On the ot~er . 
hand, it is not among the most politically stable societies, although neIther IS 
it among the most violent, Using various methods of measurement f~r the . 
18-year period, 1948-65, the United States falls generally at the median pOSi
tion of world violence: half of the nations exceed our violence level; half do 
not attain it. There is thus some discrepancy between our economic level and 
our level of political unrest, given the expected form of relationship. 

It should also be pOinted out that the occurrence of violence in the U~ted 
States has increased: during the 1960's. In the previous two decades, the Ill- -

ternal aggression profile of the United States was lower and generally more in 
line with the majority of Western democratic political systems. Dur~g 
1955-61, for example, the United States was among the group ofnatlOns at 
position 3- on the seven-point instability scale. It ranked 24th among 84 ~tates, 
falling within the more stable third of the sample. In the subsequent penod, 
however it moved into the 4th scale position, joining nations experiencing 
more se~ere internal turmoil. From 1961 to 1965, 12 percent of this 
countri's~vents were at scale position 4. . . . 

In terms of the factors discussed in this paper, the rise in polItIcal unrest ill . 

the United States could be explained in several quite different general ways. 
This is not to say that these explanations are necessarily contradictory or ~~
tuallyexclusive. Rather, they may reinforce each other. On th~ one ha?o, If 
Sorokin is correct, we may be witnessing a transitional stage whIch few If any 
other nations have yet experienced: the passing of material culture based on 
an advanced technology. It would not be surprising that the United States 
should be among the fIrst nations to enter this phase, in view of it~ most ~d~ 
vanced technological standing. This probably is the most speculatIve, and per-
haps most imaginative, among the possible explanations. . 

On the other hand a different explanation is perhaps more plaUSIble, based 
as:it is on familiar co~temporary notions of transition. The United State~, as 
a large heterogeneous society, is an aggregate of subcultures ?ot all of V:'~lC~ 
share the advanced way of life of the maj ority. A large portIOn of speCIfIC ~n
stability events in the United States arise directly from the problems of raCIal 
and other minority cultures within the wider society. The aver_age news~aper 
reader is aw.are of passive resistance, demonstrations, and urban ghetto nots. 
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To this picture we may add that half of the 12 assassinations (successful or 
attempted) that occurred in this country during the 1960's can be attributed 
to issues of minority conflict.46 

Nor is it simnly the domain of majority-minority conflict that must be 
blamed. Also r~levant are notions of m.odernity and participant, egalitarian 
society. Our aggregated measures are not sensitive to these internal variations, 
since they assign one score to an entire nation. We may nonetheless suggest 
that forces of tradition are now undergoing transition in our society and that 
we have in microcosm the processes evident in the global pattern. We can 
perhaps think of the current "Black Revolutio~'~ as a transi~ion pr?cess that 
involves both the white and the black commurutIes. A prevIOusly Isolated, 
tradition-bound stratum is becoming politically significant and participant, 
reaching toward modern goals. This stratum is subject to the revolution of 
rising expectations and its consequent systemic frustration. Undoubtedly t~e 
entire society is involved in the systemic conflict that accompanies the passmg 
of an established pattern of social relationships and institutions. 

Another point is that the combination of a rapid increase in educational 
level and a smaller increase in per capita income may be as virulent a mixture 
of conditions for groups within our socIety that are seeking to emerge from 
traditionalism' as it is for so-called transitional societies. There is support for , . 

this view in some of the fmdings regarru..f1g the participants in recent riots in 
the United States.47 Interviews with rioters in Newark and Detroit pJovide a 
picture of the rioter as young, native to the g.~etto, educated, and underem
ployed. The interpretation proposed by the investigators is on~ of "bl~cked 
opportunity." It is a case of an increasing gap between educatlOn and mcome, 
between aspirations and satisfaction. Education may also serve to strengthen 
the sense of legitimacy of demands and expectations. The educated person 
feels qualified and entitled to betterment in his conditions of life. 

It may further be speculated that the transitional process within our own 
society was intensified by the demonstration effect of the global process of 
transition at mid-20th century. Its most salient aspect may have been pro
vided by the emergence of a number of nations from celonial bondage to gain 
independence. Perhaps an additional and powerful impetus ~o the transiti~n 
witnessed within our society is a function of the logic of SOCIal change depIcted 
in figures 18-2, 18-5, and 18-6. FigUres 18-2 and 18-5 postulate that both ab
rupt and rapid improvement in social achievement may, paradoxically, bring 
violence in their wake. Figure 18-6 suggests that when unrealistic hopes are 
pinned to an occurrence, these hopes are often disappointed. The scheduled 
event itself takes place, but the concomitant changes foreseen as accompany
ing it do not occur. 

Some striking developments in the 1940's and 1950's heralded the lessen
ing of racial discrimination in this country. For example, the series of Su
preme Court decisions, legislative and Federal measures, including thedesegre
gation of the Armed Forces, may have been instrumental not only in bringing 
satisfaction to the Negro population but also in raising expectations for the 
future. Greater equality, more abundant opportunities, and social and eco
nomic betterment all may have been foreseen. When actual conditions did 
not provide satisfaction for these expectations, a strong sense of systemic 
frustration predictably followed. Note that none of these hypotheses a~suI?es 
a setback in achievements. Frustration may result from the lack of realization 
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of what prove to be exaggerated expectations. Furthermore, the greater the 
certainty with which fulfillment is expected, the greater the disappointment 
when it fails to materialize. . 

In the broadest view, then, much violence in the United States may be in
terpreted as resulting from a transitional stage of modernization characteriz
ing specific groups within the society as a whole. During this stage of improv
ing conditions, violence may actually rise, .and this will be especially likely if 
increases in achievement do not keep pace with increases i11 aspirations and 
expectations. The question of whether this disparity can be avoided is partic-
ularly challenging. It may be discussed, specifically in terms of a gap between 
increases in education and increases in income. At first glance, it would seem 
that this imbalance is highly likely, if not inevitable, at least in the short run, 
since training for skills is a necessary prerequisite to taking one's place in the 
industrial society. It may be, however, that the lag could be shortened. 

A second, more provocative proposition discussed above is that widespread 
psychological discontent within a society is a necessary precondition to eco
nomic growth. At the individual level, this implies that only when his discon
tent has reached a certain level will the individual be motivated to seek the 
training and, skills that eventually gain him admission to the modem way of 
life. This is not to ignore the fact that minority groups within our society 
have historically been excluded and discouraged from embarking upon this 
path. Rather, it is to stress that for all individuals, regardless of origin, the 
motivation necessary to raise one's goals arises from a dissatisfaction with 
present attainment. Thus discontent is a basic prerequisite for effort ex
pended. And if the effort is not eventually rewarded, the outcome is very apt 
to be aggression, directed against the perceived barriers to accomplishment.48 

As a prognosis for the future, this analogy tells us that once certain socio
economic threshold values have been reached by relatively deprived persons 
within our society, violence will sub~ide. On the other hand, the process of 
transition will be tumultuous, especially in the short run, as education be-
comes more prevalent and outstrips opportunity. It must be remembered, of 
course, that these insights are only suggestive, and based on cross-national 
studies of politi~al violence !IDd change. They have not been validated by an 
intensive or historical empirical analysis of American society. 
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ability of indicators, is that it makes it possible to compensate for mIssmg data. 
The index is based on data for six or more indicators per country. 
Stability scores for the 84 nations were calculated on a year-by-year basis and 
plotted as a function of time. To characterize the time function, two measures 
were used: the slope of a best-fit line, indicating the average instability trend over 
the time period; and amplitude of change from year to year, as estimated by vari
ance. 
The correlation with the combined rate of c1~ange index is Pearson r = 0.66, using 
the seven-poInt sc:;a]);ng of political instability for the 1948-65 time period. 
The correlation bp.~;;."~).!.ln rate of change in primary education aad scaled level of 
political instability i8r""0.49. The corresponding correlation for rate of increase 
in percent of the popUlation owning telephones is r= 0.44, for increase in national 
income, rho =-0.34 with the static m!!asure of stability, and -0.45 with the dy
namic measure. 
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40. 
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42: 
43. 
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45. 
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The correlation is r=0.50 with the static level of instability and r=0.31 with the 
dynamic measure. 
The partial correlation technique makes it possible to assess the degree of relation
ship between two variables, with the influence of a third variable statistically con
trolled or removed. The partial correlation in this case is 0.49. 
The partial correlation is 0.29. 
The correlation with political instability leve!, 1948-65, is r=-0.34 and with trend 
in instability over time it is -0.37. Controlling for GNP per capita in 1957, the 
partial corre.lation is -0.40 with scaled instability and -0.37 with trend in instabil
ity. Growth rate in GDP per capita, 1951-59, is taken from "World Tables ofEco
nomic Growth," Economics Department, MIT, mimeographed. 
The multiple correlation is r=0.56 using the static measure of instability and r= 
0.44 using trend in instability over time. 
Samuel P. HUntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1968), especially pp. 47-49. 
See, for example, Ronald G. Ridker, "Discontent and Economic Growth," Eco
nomic Development and Cultural Change, vol. XI (October 1962), pp.1-15. 
Sorokin,op. cit. Cyclical and historicist conceptions of history are, of course, not 
peculiar to Sorokin. They are especially current in 19th-centuty literature, but 
also span earlier and later times. Marx and Engels' conceptions are the best known 
and certaiuly the most influential. Other names that come immediately to mind 
are Gobineau, Hegel, Spengler, and Toynbee. 
Efforts in this direction today are associated with the tremendous increase in 
aWareness of the possibilities of social data. See, for example, Eugene Webb et al., 
Unobstrusive Measures (New York: Wiley, 1967). 

.See, for example, Lipset, op. cit.; Philip Cutright, "National Political Develop
ment: Measurement and Analysis," American Sociological Review, vol. XXVIII 
(Apr. 1963), pp. 253-264; Gurr with Ruttenburg, op. cit.; Hayward R. Alker, Jr., 
and Bruce M. Russett, "The Analyses of Trends and Patterns," in Russett et al., 
op. cit.; Feierabend and Feierabend, "Aggressive Behaviors Within Polities"; and 
Bwy, op. cit. 
Feierabend and Feierabend, "Aggressive Behaviors Within Polities." 
Alker and Russett, op. cit.; Gurr, op. cit.; Bwy, op. cit. 
Feierabend and Feierabend, "Aggressive Behaviors Within Polities," and Conroe, 
op. cit. 
Alker and Russett, op. cit. 
Gurr with Ruttenberg, op. cit. 
Bwy,op. cit. 
Tanter and M;idlarsky, op. cit. 
See I. K. Feierabend, R. L. Feierabend, B. A. Nesvold, and F. J. Jaggar, "Political 
Violence and Assassination: A Cross-National Assessment," J:eport prepared for 
the Task Force on Assassinations of the National Commission on the Causes and 
Prevention of Violence, Nov. 1968. 
Nathan S. Caplan and Jeffery M. Paige, "A Study of Ghetto Rioters," Scientific 
American, vol. CCXIX (Aug. 1968). , 
The question of the target of aggression has received considerable attention in ali 
psychological theories of aggression. The forces underlying displacement of ag
'gressiQn from one target to another are given precise formulation in Miller, op. cit. 
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APPENDIX 

POLITICAL INSTABILITY 

DATA COLLECTION 

--,--

The data on political instability are extracted from two sources, Deadline 
Data on World Affairs and the Encyclopedia Britannica Yearbooks. Events 
an~ classified into 28 nonoverlapping categories: elections, dissolution of 
legislature, resignation, dismissal, fall of cabinet, si&nificant change of laow, 
plebiscite, appointment, organization of opposition party, government~ . 
action against specific groups, strike, demonstratio~, boycot~., ar~est, sU1cI~e 
of significant political persons, martial law, executIOn, assassmatIon, terronsm, 
sabotage, guerrilla warfare, coup d'etat, civil war, revolt, and exile. 

Each event is coded on 16 characteristics: country, date, whether a com
posite or noncomposite event, whether or not event is accompanied by vio
lence, location (capital city, urban, rural, etc.), duration, number of persons 
involved number of persons injured, number of persons killed, number of 
persons ~rrested, amount of property damage, nature of tensi?n, whether 
or not significant persons are involved, outcome, scale value (m terms of ~e 
intensity scale devised by the investigators), and data source. Where suffIcIent 
data are not available to characterize the event in absolute terms (e.g., absolute 
number of persons involved), an alternative judgmental scale is used (~.g., 
"few, many," etc.). Each event is recorded on a separate IBM card. The 
Data Bank of Political Instability Events, covering the years 1948-65, now 
contains some 8,000 events. A major portion of the bank, including the 
years 1948-62, is on me with the Inter-University Consortium for Political 
Research, Ann Arbor, Mich.49 

DATA RELIABILITY 

Deadline Data on World Affairs is a news abstracting service that draws its 
information from a variety of leading world newspapers. It is an abbreviated 
and hence selective source of event coverage. Data obtained from this 
source, therefore, may exhibit systematic biases both due to reporting ~ the 
original news source and in Deadline Data, as a result of press censorshIp and 
notions of newsworthiness of particular countries or regions of the world. 

We have assessed the reliability of the political instability data bank, both 
by comparing it to similar work of other researchers and to information o.n 
particular political events drawn from other sources. A:1so, we have e~atnI?ed 
the empirical relationship between both press censorshIp and populatIOn SIze 
(the latter used as a rough indicator of country importance and hence news
wo.rthiness) and both overall level of political instability and incidence of 
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selected violence events. We find evidence that our data provide a representa
tive picture of the comparative levels of inst~bility and violence of the nations 
in the sample, although the bank undoubtedly does not include every single 
relevant event which occurred in the 84 nations over the past 18 years. 

Our first comparison is with a comparable effort by Ted Gurr to assess 
the level of civil violence among the nations of the world from 1961-65. 
Gurr drew his data from the New York Times, Newsyear, The Annual Regis
ter of World Events, Asian Recorder, Africa Diary, Africa Digest, Africa 
Report, East Europe, and Eastern Europe. His scoring of these events is 
weighted for extent of participation, duration, and intensity of violence. 50 
Although Gurr uses different data sources and a different scoring method, we 
find a correlation of r = 0.7 between our nation instability profIles and his 
nation violence scores for the same time period. 

If we select a particular type of violence, assassination, and compare na
tional profiles on this variable as drawn from Deadline Data and from the 
New York Times, we find a correlation of r = 0.8, although three times as 
many assassinations were reported in the latter source. We may say that the 
relative frequency of reported assassinations remains Jargely the same among 
nations, althougll absolute frequency varies with the source.51 

Furthermore, we find a correlation of r = 0.51 between ratings of press 
censorship and levels of political violence, indicating that, contrary to ex
pectations regarding news suppression, the higher the level of press censor .. 
ship within a country, the higher the level of political violence.52 Evidently 
news of major internal conflict does reach the press. This positive relation
ship may be explained in terms of the relationship between coerciveness of 
political regime (of which press censorship is one facet) and level of political 
violence. That is, nations with highly coercive regimes that censor the press 
tend to have much more political violence than less coercive, non-censoring 
regimes. 

Finally, we find little or no evidenCE) of relationship between population 
size and political violence. Across the entire sample of nations, the correla
tion of these variables is r = 0.12, indicating a lack of systematic bias in under
reporting of news from smaller countries. Undoubtedly less news is included 
from these states, but since violence is. in itself newsworthy, the events in 
which we are interested are likely to be reported from all states. 

DATA SCALING 

The seven-point intensity scale of political instability described in the text 
is based on construct validity and consensual validation. High consensus on 
the operationalization of such a complex variable as political instability is, 
however, only one way of validating a measuring instrument. An alternative 
approach is to subject the instability data to a statistical method for ordering 
data, such as the Guttman scaling technique. A basic assumption inherent 
to this method is that there is a common characteristic present to a greater 
or lesser degree in each of the events.53 The common characteristic, or 
underlying dimension, within our data is presumed to be the intensity of 
violence. In applying this method, only violent events were used. These 
were grouped into four classes: (1) riots and demonstrations, boycotts against 
the government, political arrests, governmental action against specific groups, 
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and sabotage; (2) martial law, coups d'etat, and r!;'ivolt; (3) guerrilla warfare, 
assassination; (4) execution and civil war. These four classes were conceived 
as denoting sets of increasingly violent events .. 

Essentially, a Guttman scale is present if occurrences of events in the 
most extreme class are accompanied by events in each of the other classes. 
Similarly, if there are no events in the most extreme group, but events occur 
in the next most extreme class, they are expected to be accompanied by 
events in the two classes denoting lesser violence. This pattern should repeat 
itself with each step of decreasing violence. A perfect scale is perfectly re
producible from a knowledge of the most extreme event on the scale. For 
example, knowledge that the most extreme event experienced within a' 
polity was among those grouped in class (2)-e.g., martial law-would also 
convey the knowledge that events designated in class (1) are present. No 
events from class (3) or (4) should be found, however. Since perfect scales 
are unlikely to exist in empirical data, a reasonable approximation of a 
perfect scale may be determined by counting the "errors" in scale position 
that occur within the data and calculating a coefficient of reproducibility. 
As a rule 01" thumb, if 90 percent of the behaviors are scalable and 10 percent 
or less constitute "errors," one may use the scaling technique to order the 
data and to weigh the events. This criterion was met with our violence data 
with a coefficient of reproducibility of 0.97, indicating that only 3 percent 
of the events did not fit the pattern. The profiling of nations with these vio
lent events scored by the Guttman technique is presented in Table 18-2. 
These summed scores were correlated with the summed scores from the 
original seven-point scaling of politicl1l1 instability, yielding a coefficient of 
r = 0.95, an empirical validation of the scale.54 

DEVELOPMENT AND POLITICAL INSTABILITY 

Table 18-10 presents the correlation coefficients between the measures of 
economic, social, and political development and the summary score of politi
cal violence calculated by the Guttman scale technique. Also included are the 
correlations with each of the classes of events indicating increasing intensity 
of violence: Turmoil Events (type 1), Revolt Events (type 2), Guerrilla War
fare Events (type 3), and Civil War Events (type 4). The magnitude of the 
relationship between indicators of modernization and political violence is con
sistently the highest with frequency of Revolt Events (type 2). It is generally 
the lowest using Turmoil Events (type 1).55 

MEASUREMENT OF RATE OF SOCIOECONOMIC CHANGE 

The rate at which socioeconomic change appears to occur is a function of 
the base level attained by the society, especially if rate is calculated in percent
age terms. A high value of percentage rate of change depends on a low base 
value, and vice versa. Th~s less-developed countries, with much smaller base 
levels on all indicators, wjll show high percentage increa1ies, while modern 
countries will appear to be low changers. The relationship between the rate 
of change index, based on percentage change, and level of development is 
r = -0.82, using our modernity index, and r = -0.75, using GNP per capita in 
U.s. dollars, 1957. 

. ~r----- --- ----... ~----....---------~------~--------

Table 18-1 O.-Development and political instability 

A. Relationship Between Industrial Development and Political Instability 

Percent Percent GDP Percent labor 
urban in agriculture in agriculture 

............ ' 
1 2 3 

Summary score of 
instability ........... -0.191 0.285 0.360 

Frequency of type 1 ..... 0.044 -0.006 0.064 
Frequency of type 2 ..... -0.273 0.352 0.368 
Frequency of type 3 ..... -0.249 0.279 0.318 
Frequency of type 4 ..... -0.147 0.309 0.245 

B. Relationships Between Modem Communications and Political Instability 

Newspapers per Radios per 
1,000 population 1,000 popUlation 

1 2 

Summary score of 
-0.452 instability ........... -0.288 

Frequency of type 1 ..... -0.210 -0.064 
Frequency of type 2 ..... -0.418 -0.325 
Frequency of type 3 ..... -0.359 -0.285 
Frequency of type 4 ..... -0.118 -0.056 

GNP per 
capita 

4 

-0.343 
-0.105 
-0.357 
-0.259 
-0.148 

Domestic mail 
per capita 

3 

-0.373 
-0.096 
-0.452 
-0.335 
-0.342 
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Table 18-10. -Development and political instability-Continued 

C Relationships Between Social Development and Political Instability 

Higher education Primary and 
per 1,000 secondary Percent literate Life expectancy Death rate 

population enrolltnent 

1 2 3 4 5 

Summary score of 
instability ............... -0.169 -0.267 -0.306 -0.483 0.477 

Frequency of type 1 ......... 0.027 -0.027 -0.080 -0.194 0.325 
Frequency of type 2 .,. ........ -0.256 -0.351 -0.344 -0.599 0.522 

-0.331 -0.360 -0.442 0.359 Frequency of type 3 ......... -0.134 
D.D01 -0.095 Frequency of type 4 -0.064- 0.033 0.013 ......... 

.. .. 
D. Relationships Between Political Development and PolItical Instablhty 

Percent voting ,:~ Executive stabili'ty 
~----------------------------------~------------'------~r------'-----------

1 2 

Summary score of 
instability .............. . -0.297 -0.232 

Frequency of type 1 .....•... -0.263 -0.034 
Frequency of type 2 ........ . -0.281 -0.296 
Frequency of type 3 ........ . 
Frequency of type 4 ........ . 

-0.198 
-0.108 

-0.066 
0.082 
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In view of the strong inverse relationship be~ween attained level and per
centage rate of change, we sought to measure change in a different fashion. 
The slope of a regression line through the change points was selected as 
logically independent from the initial base level. This technique of measure
ment, which was also used to assess increases and decreases in instability 
over time, indicates the absolute rate of change, in contrast to the percentage 
rate. We find, however, that it also relates to modernity level but in two 
different ways, depending on whether we are dealing with ceiling or non
ceiling indicators. A ceiling indicator is one which has a logical upper 
limit. IndIcators that are themselves percentage calculations, such as literacy 
level, show this characteristic. Most modern nations, for example, are 
around 90 percent literate, and as they approach the 100 percent ceiling, 
their rate of change reaches a standstill. The same is true of primary educa
tion, reported as the percentage of school-age children actually enrolled. 
Caloric intake also has a limit beyond which humans can no longer consume 
additional food. 

There are other indicators, however, which have no such logical bounds 
or, at least, for which the saturation point is still not reached even by the 
most developed contemporary nations. These non ceiling indicators include 
such variables as r?dio~, newspapers, telephones, and national income per 
capita. 

On indicators with an intrinsic ceiling, an absolute measure of change 
yields the same pattern as a percentage rate of change. Countries low in 
development appear as high changers, while the reverse is true ot' highly 
modern countries. On nonceiling indicators, however, the absolute measure 
yields the reverse pattern: the modem countries are the high changers; the 
underdeveloped nations are the low changers, In effect, we have found that 
on noncejling indicators modern countries continue to show large absolute 
gains aithough their percentage rate remains low. Less-developed states, 
with a much smaller base level on the indicators, show high percentage in
creases but their small absolute advancement may be interpreted to mean 
that they are not really moving as fast as might appear. This reversal 
pattern makes it apparent that change is dependent on level of modernity. 

This patterning helps us to classify ceiling and nonceiling indicators. 
They may be identified either on the basis of the direction of relationship to 
level of development, or the relationship between the results obtained from 
percentage and absolute methods of calculating change. For example, over 
the whole sample of countries, both percentage and absolute rates of change 
in primary education are inversely related to level of development, r = -0.61 
and -0.40, respectively. The same direction of relationship is found with 
calories consumed daily. Absolute change on this variable correlates 
r = -0.45 with level of development, while the correlation based on percent
age rate of change is r = -0.24. On the other hand, the increase in radios . 
per 1,000 population shows a positive relatio:Q,ship of r = 0.66 to modernity 
level, if measured in terms of absolute change rate. With percentage rate 
of change, the relationship to development is reversed and the correlation 
is r = -0.51. The same reversal of relationship is apparent with change rates 
on percentage of popUlation owning telephones: using an absolute change 
measure, the correlation to modernity is r = 0.88, while with a percentage 
change measure, the correlation is r = -0.35.56 
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Given this patterning, the relationship between the two types of change 
rates and level of instability may also be predicted. Percentage change rates 
or rates of change on ceiling indicators will be positively related to instability, 
indicating that the faster the rate of change, the greater the political violence. 
Absolute change rates on nonceiling indicators, however, will show the re
verse pattern: a rapid rate of change will be associated with politicalsta
bility. In view of the relationship between change rates and developmental 
levels, however, it is not clear that it is change, per se, that produces political 
unrest. It may be the level of attained development. 

-,,-

To extricate rate of change from level of development, we have controlled 
for the influence of level of modernity through the use of the partial correlation 
technique. Also, we have restricted the range of development of the sample 
of nations used to those classed as "Transitional." this group, as mentioned 
earlier, was selected for theoretical reasons. An added advantage is that the 
countries within this group show the greatest range of rates of change, 
measured in either percentage or absolute terms. 
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PARTVIH 

PROCESSES OF REBELLION 

We are struck by uniqueness when we examine 
the circumstances of a single instance of political 
violence. At very close hand, each riot, each revo
lution appears sui generis. When several are com
pared, though, we begin to detect common patterns 
and processes. The contributors to the preceding 
part compared some causes and characteristics of 
violence in the aggregate. The next two chapters 
offer parallel case studies of some processes that 
lead to political violence and that determine its 
course and outcome. 

Two conventional "explanations" of rebellion 
and revolution have been used popularly to explain 
the militancy and violence of some black Americans 

" in recent years. One is that men rebel when they 
are suddenly awakened, perhaps by "agitators" or 
"promises," to their dismal status in life. The other 
is that men are especially prone to violence "when 
things are getting better," either because the taste 
of progress generates exponentially increasing ex
pectations for more progress or because they in
tensely resf:nt the few remaining barriers they face. 
James C. Davies suggests a diffeI:~nt and more gen
eral pattern of change preceding rebellion, one il
lustrated by hID case studies of the French Revolu
tion, the American Civil War, the Nazi revolution 
and the uprisings. of black Americans in the 1960;s. 
In all these cases, revolt was preceded by a long 
period of improvement in conditions followed by a 
more or less sharp decline. The dynamic is that 
rising socioeconomic or political satisfactions gen
erat~ in people expectations that improvements 
will c,?ntinue. If such expectations are substantially 
frustrated for many people, group conflict is likely 
to increase and popular uprisings to occur. 
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This J -curve pattern of rising and then declining 
satisfactions is reflected in the economic and politi
cal conditions of the bourgeoisie, urban workers and 
peasants in France during the decades before 1789, 
in the changing political and economic status of 
Southerners vis-a-vis the North before the Civil War, 
and in the conditions of Negro Americans after 
1940. The economic condition of Negroes, com
pared to white Americans, increased very substan
tially toward equality between 1940 and the early 
1950's; nearly half the relative gains of that period 
had been lost by the early 1960's. At that same 
time the obdurate resistance of some white Americans 
to the expansion of Negro rights and opportunities, es
pecially in the South, seemed to demonstrate that 
further progressw&s blocked. The behavior of black 
Americans would have been less explicable had they 
not reacted as they did to a situation that paralleled 
the situations of rebellious Frenchmen, white South
erners, and Germans in earlier eras. 

The uses of public force influence strongly the 
course and outcomes of riots, as Morris Janowitz 
pointed out in chapter 10. It similarly influ
ences revolutionary movements, which Edward 
Gude demonstrates in his comparative study below, 
of the uses of insurgent force and regime counter
force in two extreme situations: the successful 
Cuban revolutionary movement of 1956-59 and the 
unsuccessful Venezuelan revolutionary movement 
of the early 1960's. An editorialist recently wrote 
that "Force empowers its own destruction."! The 
Cuban and Venezuelan cases demonstrate unmistak
ably that under certain circumstances the use of 
violence does indeed empower its adversaries. The 
most crucial circumstance is the popular legitmacy 
attributed to the use of violence, whether by gov
ernments or their opponents. In Cuba, guerrilla 
activity inspired a terroristic overresponse from the 
military and police that undermined middle-class 
support for the Batista regime, and at the same time 
strengthened popular support for the 26th of July 
movement .. In Venezuela, where the circumstances 
of the regime and of the insurgents closely paralleled 

1. Roy Pearson, "The Dilemma of Force," SaturdlIJl Review, Feb. 
10, 1968, p. 24. 
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tho~ in Cuba! the Betancourt government responded 
cautIously to Insurgent terrorism, using intensive 
force only after terrorism had alienated the insur
gent~' potential supporters and had led to increased 
public support for retaliatory action by the regime. 
~n the Cuban ca~, governmental force engendered 
Its .own destractlon. In Venezuela, insurgent force 
ultImately proved self-destructive. 
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CHAPTER 19 

THE J-CUR'iVE OF RISING AND 
DECLINING SATISFACTIONS AS A 

CAUSE OF SOME GREAT 
REVOLUTIONS AND A 

CONTAINED REBELLION 

By Jamest. Davies* 

The I-curve is this: revolution is most likely to take place when a prolonged 
period of rising expectations and rising gratifications is followed by a short 
period of sharp reversal, during which the gap between expectations and grati
fications qUickly widens and becomes intolerable. The frustr~tion t.1)at devel
ops, when it is intense and wid~spread in the society, seeks outlets in violent 
action. When the frustration becomes focused on the government, the violence 
becomes coherent and directional. If the frustration is sufficiently widespread, 
intense, and focused on government, the violence will become a revolution 
that displaces irrevocably the ruling government and changes markedly the 
power structure of the society. Or the violence will be contained within the 
system, which it modifies but does not displace. This latter case is rebellion. 
The following chart (figure 19-1) shows what happ~Q3 as a 'society heads to-
ward revolution'! . 

This is an assertion about the state of mind of individual people in a society 
who are likely to revolt. It says their state of mind, their mood, is. one of high 
tension and rather BGIleralized hostility, derived from the widening of the gap 
between what they'want and what they get. They fear not just that things will 
no longer cOntinue to get better but-even more crucially-that ground will be 
lost that they have already gained. The mood of rather generalized hostility, 
directed g~nerally outward, begins to turn toward. government. People so ff'ilS-

*The::i~thor is professor of political science at the University of Oregon. He is author of 
Human Nature in Politics (New York: Wiley, 1963), editor of When Men Revolt--and 
Why (New York: The Free' Press, forthcoming), and has written several influential 
articles on collective and revolutionary behavior. 

11 wish to note that Janice Rademaker'and Hendrik van Dalen gathered most of the sta
tistical and many of the factual data presented here. Their woik was indispensable to 
the completion of this paper. Ted Gurr made some generous and acute comments on 
an earlier draft that helped the reader to get more easily to the heart of the,matter. 
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Figure 19-1. - Need satisfaction and revolution. 

trated not only fight wit1.t. other I?em~ers o~ their f~es and t~eir nieghbors. _ 
They also jostle one another in crowds and mcrease theIr aggressIveness ~s pedes 
trians and bus passengers and drivers of cars. When e~e.n~s and newsmedm and 
writers and speakers encoura.ge the direction of hostilitIes toward the govern
-merit~ the dispersed and m~t.ua.I .I!.osti1!ty.!,ec~~es fo.~used on a common target. 

''TIie hostill'iyamong indIviduals diminishes. The disso.nant energy becomes a 
resonant, very powerful force that heads like a great tIdal wave or forest fire 
toward the established government, which it may then engulf. 

This phenomenon of synergic unification of a public when frustr~t~on be-
·d ad and deep I·S awesome in its tendency to erase hostilIty be-comes WI espre. . . h 

tween people. It is akiri to the feeling that develops m a quarrelsome ouse-
hold at times. A fighting family may just barely manage to hold together. ,The 
father may be unemployed and frequently drunk ~he mother worn to a f~!!Zzle, 
the children quarrelsome as they displace the tenSIOns generated by poverty 
and the frustrations of their fighting parents. The father, .no longer .able to pro
vide forhis family, may lose his authority within the famIly and strike out at 
those nearest to him. But when the landlord knocks on t~e door a~d ann~unces 
that the rent must be paid by 10 o'clock tomorrow mornmg on pam of eVIC-
tion, the family suddenly stops its own fighting, beats up the landlord, and throws 

him out on the street. 

S h t . WI·thin the family is a microcosm of the tension within the 
uc enSIOn. . f h lif al 

national community; that is, among the individual mem~ers 0 t e'p0 IC . 
society and among. its conflicting regional, religious, raCIal, ~nd SOCIOeCOnOmIC 
groups. When the. various segments of a deeply divided SOCIety suddenlyse~se 
that they all have the same enemy, the government, they can spontaneously 
unite for long enough to overthrow it. 
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PSYCHOLOGICALLY CONSIDERED 
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Revolutions and rebellions differ in result but have like origins. And the 
differences in origin are less ones of kind than of degree. Revolutions involve 
more segments of the popUlation thaI'). do rebellions. The intensity of feeling 
in revolutions is probably greater and has taken a longer time to develop than 
in rebellions. The violent phase of a revolution is longer and more savage. The 
bitterness that lingers after the violence is likely to endure for decades or cen
turies after a revolution. 

The difference is not in causes and the violent action or even in the long
range consequences so much as it is in the immediate result. Rebellions do not 
remove the established government but instead are contained, partly as the con
sequence of the use of violent force in large enough amounts to override the 
rebels' anger at the government. The rebels may choose to live with their frus
trations rather than endure the blows of the police and the artny and the dull, 
sick anguish of imprisonment. But rebellions also are contained within the es
tablished system to the extent that the government pays heed to the grievances 
that led to the rebellion. If the only response to extralegal violence is legal 
violence, then hatred of oppression becomes deeply imprinted in the minds of 
the momentarily silenced rebels. The hatred lingers and deepens like embers 
in dry tin de!, after firefighters have tried to beat to death a small fire. 

As the American Deciaration of Independence said in 1776, people do not 
for "light and transient causes" make a rebellion or revolution. What then are 
the grave and endUring conditions that produce frustrations in a broad and 
varied citizenry, that in turn produce the revolutionary state of mind? 

The common condition appears to be the denial of satisfaction of those 
needs that are basic to all human beings. Not all needs (as for a new aut~.~ 
mobile) are basic, and not all basic needs are of equal revolutionary poterft:~~. 
Abraham Maslow has argued that man's basic needs are arranged in sequence~\. 
from the most to the least powerful. The most potent are the physical needs, .':';" 
which must continuously be satisfied for all people during their entire life. But \\, 

\\ 

when a person gains their satisfaction-as an infant, a child, and an adult-he \\ 
does not then, animal-like, remain content with satisfying just these bodily 
needs. Soon after birth htl demands affection and, if he gets it, he reciprocates 
affection toward others. But his physical needs persist, and if he is forced to 
choose, he will first satisfy his need for food and then his need for affection. 

In eady childhood the individual who has been regularly gratified in his 
physical and affectional needs does Qot then rest content with this mental state 
of affairs. He begins, usually no later than when he is 8 or 10 years old, to de
mand recognition as an individual who is worthy of his own regard for himself 
and of others' regard for him. In early childhood people begin to demand that 
others accord them respect. The respect of others is necessary if people are to 
acquire self-respect. 

It is this kind of demand that lies so close to the surface of the Declaration 
of Independence, in the statement that all men are created equal and in the 
specific indictments of British rule-for example, in the great indignation ex
pressed at the quartering of troops in private home!! without the consent Of the 
homeowners, and at the removal of trials at law from the Colonies to England. >.:1.",:..::-C;::f' 
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This demand is evident in the Declaration's "decent respect to the opinions of 
mankind," whose approval the American rebels sought. 

-[ 

And once these successive needs-the physical, the social-affectional, and the 
equal esteem or dignity needs~are sufficiently gratified, humans are not even 
then content: they then begin to look for that kind of activity that is particu
larly suited to them as unique individuals. Whether their competence is to be a 
ditchdigger, a powershovel operator, a construction foreman, a civil engineer 
or a building contractor, an architect, a mother, a writer, or a politician-they 
must do these things when they have become rather sure in the gratification 
of their even more basic physical, social, and esteem needs. 

The crucial point is this: no human being so long as he lives is ever com
pletely gratified in the satisfaction of his needs. Up to the moment of his 
death, he must eat and sleep; he must be with people; he has to be acknowledged 
as a distinct person; and he must realize his individual potential. When he ceases 
to do these things, he ceases to live. All of these needs of his have got to be 
gratified; they ultimately can be denied only by natural or by violent death. 
Armies and police forces can quash these natural and irrepressible human needs 
only by reducing human beings to animals and then 19l1ing them. The logic 
of this was stated in fictional form by George Orwell, in describing what was 
necessary for the perpetuation of dictatorship: "a boot, stamping in a human 
face, forever." 

The Maslow need hierarchy is a necessary part of a psychological explana
tion of the causes of revolution. Marx to the contrary, revolutions are made not 
only by economically depressed classes and their leaders but by the joint effort 
of large numbers of those people in all social groups who are experiencing frus
tration of different basic needs. People deprived of career opportunities may 
join in revolt with people who have suffered indignities at the hands of em
ployers, landlords, police, or military troops. They also may join with people 
who have suffered no indignities but "are for the moment simply hungry. 

The common characteristic of potential revolutionaries is that each of them 
individually senses the frustration of one or more basic needs and each is able 
to focus his frustration on the government. After this need frustration is gen
erated, people begin to share their discontents and to work together. But pre
ceding this joint action, there is no more conspiracy than there is among trees 
when they burst into flame during a forest fire. 

THE J-CURVE AND PARTICULAR REVOLUTIONS 

On the level of general theory, one can say precisely the same thing-in ab
stract terms-about each revolution and rebellion. But in some ways each revo
lution is unlike every other revolution. And from the practical research stand
point, directly comparable data are not available for all revolutions, particu
larly when they took place decades or centuries ago. In many nations now, the 
seeds of revolution are sprouting. But established governments in these nations 
are not likely to welcome social scientists in search of data by conducting public 
opinion surveys inquiring abollt attitudes toward the government. 

In the interest of arriving at some conclusions and of arriving at the under
standing that they are tentative, we can profitably consider particular revolu
tions. 

_ ~~ ... ___ ~---r--~--
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The French Revolution of 1789 

The French Revolution is the first of the great modern postindustrial revo
lutions. It is the first grand revolution after that grandest of all modern revo
lutions, the 16th-century Protestant Reformation. 

The position of the various major social classes in France gives a major clue 
as to how the revolution came about. The relationships between these classes 
help explain also why liberty, equality, and fraternity did not arrive on the day 
they were declared to be human rights. The major segments of French society 
in the late 18th century were the well-known three estates: the clergy, the 
nobility, and then everybody else, who collectively were called the third estate 
for lack of a more precise term. 

What is less well known are the proportions that each of these ~states com
prised of the total French population of about 23 million. There were, accord
ing to Georges Lefebvre, perhaps the greatest historian in 20-century France 
of the French Revolution, about 100,000 Frenchmen in the clergy (less than 
half of 1 percent); about 400,000 in the nobility (about 2 percent); and over 
23 million in the third estate. The third estate included the high bourgeoisie, 
an economically, socially, and politically active group of merchants, bankers, 
and manufacturers. Also in the third estate were the petty bourgeOisie-small 
merchants, bakers, artisans in wood and metal, and t.he growing body of skilled. 
government bureaucrats. Finally, the third estate included workingmen, many 
of them the sons of peasants, and also the vast body of peasants. France, begin
ning its industrialization somewhat later than England, was still overwhelmingly 
an agricultural nation. 

Even less well known than the proportions of each of the three estates in 
the total population is the proportion ofland which each estate owned. Again, 
according to Lefebvre, the clergy owned about 10 percent of the land, the 
nobility somewhat less than 20 percent, the bourgeoisie about 20 percent, and 
the peasants all the rest. The heavy imbalance of landownership reflects only 
the most evident part of the land-tenure picture. Anywhere from 20 to 75 
percent of the rural households in France before the revolution did not own 
any land. These peasants were either working as tenants to save money to buy 
land, or they had given up and were working as paid farm laborers. And in 
massive numbers they were drifting into cities to find work. 

These peasants who aspired to landownership or who had achieved it saw 
themselves as faCing an unending struggle to survive and to get a little ahead. 
As the industrial economy began to develop rapidly, the demand for farm prod
ucts increased because so many people who once tilled ane! lived off the soil 
now worked for money in cities, which-as everywhere in developing nation:~\ 
undergoing industrialization-made ever-increasing, insatiable demands on tile 
countryside to feed their people. Peasarlts, seeing the chance thus to move up 
the ladder from farm labor or land rental, were beset by a variety of inhibitors. 
There were the feudal dues (payment to landlords for the use of his flour mill, 
the exclusive right oflandlords to hunt and fish, the reversion of land to a 
landlord if the peasant died without proper heirs, etc.); the duty to perform 
physical labor for public purposes (building public roads and other structures); 
tile tithe (a 10-percent tax due to the church); and a variety of taxes paya1?l¢ 
directly to the national governmtmt Jhrough its 10ciU representatives and 1:n9re 
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specifically to the local collector, who took his lawful share of what he was 
able to extract from the peasant. 

Peasants did not, in short, believe that they were beloved objects of solici
tude of other segments of French society. Neither did their sons who went into 
the cities to work in factories and small shops or into mines to dig coal. Wages 
went up slowly in the 18th century, as we shall see later, and prices went up 
rather rapidly. Better off then when they left the countryside, they were 
nevertheless gradually getting worse off than they had been in years past in 
the city. 

That portion of the bourgeoisie containing skilled artisans suffered some of 
the same taxing pains as did the landowning peasants. Their guilds were heavily 
taxed and so were their incomes. The high bourgeOisie, growing in wealth and 
power, suffered the disadvantage that thp more systematically they ran their 
enterprises and kept record of profits and losses, the more they had to pay in 
taxes. And they believed the government was becoming increasingly subservient 
to the nobility. 

The nobility saw the government as increasingly subservient to the bourgeoisie. 
With no respect for the dignity of inherited title, tile government for a price 
was addingpseudonoble titles to wealthy men of no family, arrogantly desig
nating these arrivistes as "nobles de robe" to distinguish them from the natural
born "nobles d'epee." The old nobles observed the new nobles buying country 
estates from increasingly vestigial but still very swarded noblemen. The nobles 
of the robe were enfolding, smothering, the nobles of the sword. 

Old nobles, looking through dusty old documents, discovered a way to be 
with but not be of the modern mercantile-industrial world. They found that 
services and payments in kind were due them from peasants, many of whom 
had for centuries been free peasants. (Serfdom was first abolished, according 
to Tocqueville, in Normandy in the 13th century and was virtually nonexistent 
on the eve of the great 18th century revolution.) In short, landlords, seeing 
their economic advancement, their political power, and their prestige all threat
ened and actually diminished by the energetic and of course unhonorable 
bourgeoisie, began in the mid-18th century to reassert long-dead "rights" 
against peasants, who thereby saw not only their freedom, power, and prestige 
but also their economic welfare threatened and diminished. 

The sworded nobles furthermore had little to do-few, if any functions in 
society to give their lives meaning. The government gradually was taking away
efficiently, effectively, and thoroughly-such governmental powers as nobles 
had possessed before kings could successfully establish national power. They 
Were no longer needed to keep the peace, to adjudicate disputes among vassals 
and serfs, an.d most particularly to protect from violence their people, their 
peasants, tl]Leir onetime serfs. Now the government acted, or tried or professed 
to act, directly in the behalf of the population at large. So the old nobles, 
sensing thieir loss of position in society as the new nobles of the robe began to 
emulate the sword-bearing style of life, began to emulate the new nobles in 
their we8Jth. And this meant evading such taxes as the capitation, by law pay
able by ~ill people with incomes. It also meant using documents to enforce 
feudal dues, in many cases centuries after the reason for the dues had been re
duced to legal paper, which now was hard to read and harder to justify. 

'the clergy, that one-half of 1 percent of the population, had a few functions 
to perform. They kept records of births and deaths. They baptized. They 
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warned souls of the need for grace and invoked God's grace. And they prayed, 
managed estates, and bottled wine, e~tracted the tithe from the peasants. 
And, for their recordkeeping and their divine intervention, they were freed of 
any tax payments. 

These then were the major segments of society, each of which eyed every 
other segment and its members with suspicion and envy. Was that a tax col
lector coming? Was that a s~cret hoard of grain which that peasant or that 
landlord so hurriedly covered up? Where was that set of books of the merchant 
that were a true report of how rich he was getting? How much did that fat 
father pay the government to get his bright but unprincipled son the job as 
secretary to the resident government commissioner? 

If individuals in each estate tended to suspect and envy individuals in all 
other estates, they all mistrusted and condemned the government. The mon
archy asserted in the mid-15th cen tury (during the reign of Charles VII) the 
power to tax anyone without the consent of any estate. In the 18th century, 
the crown was intermittently, and more frequently, beginning to use the 
power. It had to. France engaged in a nearly unbroken series of expensive 
wars in the 18th century. Good for members of all estates, as businessmen, 
landowning lords and peasants and the small class of workers, the wars were 
bad for businessmen and peasants as taxpayers. Starting in 1781, the govern
ment increased-but with an infirm hand-its efforts to collect taxes, demand
ing even that the nobility actually pay the taxes nominally due from it. 

The government was thus disappointing the popular expectation of con
tinued prosperity without cost. And until the French intervention in the 
American War of Independence, the wars were lost. The intervention in 
America gave France pride in somewhat vicariously defeating England, which 
by 1763 had virtually knocked France out of North America except for Louisi
ana. The financial crisis-which threatened and actually deprived high bour
geoisie, nobles, and now even clergy of wealth they had come to expect as their 
due-got worse. Inflation intensified. Lefebvre has calculated the rise in cost 
of living thus: in about 50 years before the revolution, prices went up some 
65 percent and wages went up some 22 percent. Whether rich or poor, most 
people had enough excuse to displace at least some of their inter-state hos
tility onto the government. And in addition they had reason enough also to 
dislike and condemn the government, which either lost its wars or was unable 
to pay for the one war that it assisted in winning. 

These growing tensions, increasingly directed toward government, were ag
gravated by events that amounted to bad luck at best and gUllibility at worst. 
In 1786 France made a trade treatY' with the England it had helped to defeat 
3 years earlier in America. France agreed to reduce the tariff on textiles, 
which helped the then more efficient and mass-market-oriented English mills. 
In return, England agreed to reduce tariffs on wines and brandies, which Eng
land did not produce anyhow but important from Portugal and France. The 
trade treaty went into effect in 1788. 

In 1 Ti8, the French harvest of grain suffered from bad weather. That is, 
the weather was bad for grain and good for the vineyards. There was thus a 
nearly catastrophic shortage of grains for bread and a large surplus of wine to 
flood the English market after the lowering of the trade barriers. And the open
ing of war of Turkey against Russia and Austria diminished these countries as 
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markets for French textiles, which now faced competition in French stores 
from cheap English cloth. 

Unemployment rose along with the reduced demand for textiles. The 
abundant grape harvest dropped wine prices somewhat. Peasants who produced 
wine had to buy their food at higher prices. These economic dislocations 
chain reacted to reduce the demand for everything but jobs and bread-the two 
goods that were in scarcest supply. Bread had never been so expensive since 
the end of the reign of Louis XIV in 1715, and so bread riots broke out in the 
major cities, and people in the cities began restlessly roaming out into the 
countryside to get food. Long-term rising expectations of a prosperous and 
peaceful economy and effective government were quickly disappointed. In 
the spring of 1789 and into the summer, the growing interclass hostility and 
growing hostility to government quickly burst into revolution, when the fear 
of physical deprivation quickly became real and immediate. The 18th-century 
developments are shown in figure 19-2. 

The J-curve helps explain the French Revolution. The growing frustration 
of the land expectations of peasants, of the dignity expectations of landlords 
who wanted the status~wealth of the high bourgeoisie, and of the dignity- and 
power expectations of the high bourgeoisie are all closely comparable to devel
opments in other natiops that have had revolutions. And so is the effect of 
sudden economic dislocation following long-term economic growth. 

But the J-curve is not a total explanation of the French Revolution. At 
least in its intensity, the interclass hostility in France, not as such related to 
the J-curve, was unique. More or less independently of frustrated rising ex
pectations in the 18th century, French society was already deeply fragmented. 
The internal war of all against all had already begun. The absorption of these 
forces, in conflict between classes and individuals, did temporarily deflect them 
from the government. But in the end the sheer hostility, as it became more in
tense, turned toward the government. 

And in addition to the disappointed expectations and deflected interclass 
hostility, there was in France in 1789 the visible and exciting example of the 
successful American revolution. In 1968 French students followed the example 
of students in Japan, America, and elsewh.ere by rebelling against French uni
versities and government. But this was only the second tim~ the American 
revolutionary example had,.been followed: it had already been followed almost 
180 years before. ' 

The American Civil 'liar of 1861 

The difference between the terms "revolution," "rebellion," and "civil war" 
may be nothing more than this: revolution succeeds, rebellion fails, and civil 
war leaves the question open. All involve violence. In the Gettysburg Address 
of 1863, Lincoln referred to the ongoing conflict as "a gi-eat civil war"; at other 
times he called it rebellion and he never acknowledged the sovereign independ
ence of the 11 Southern States that asserted it. It is not quite clear even a 
hundred years later that it was a rebellion or that it failed,but it is clear that 
the American Civil War did not end in Southern independence. It remains hard 
to characterize this most savage conflict. In proportion to the population of 
the time, this civil war produced the most catastrophic loss of life and property 
that America has ever suffered. The awesome depth of the conflict makes it 
important to explain. . 
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The American Civil War is in some ways like the French Revolution of 1789, 
and in others like the Nazi revolution of 1933 examined in the next section. 
As in the French Revolution, the middle-class, entrepreneurial, and industri
alizing part of the nation was arrayed in battle against the landed aristocracy. 
Southern plantations fought a change in social institutions that would make 
them more suitable to the profound changes which capitalism and industri
alization brought with them. But the American Civil War is unlike the French 
Revolution in the absence of joint action by both American bourgeoisie and 
landlords against the national government. If Southern landlords and Northern ~ 
industrialists had combined against the government, it is quite possible the 
civil war would have resembled the Nazi revolution. It could have established 
an oligarchical dictatorship of the urban upper-middle-class and rural landlords, 
as in many 20th-century developing nations. 

The American conflict does resemble the Nazi revolution in that it was 
initiated by conservative segments of society that were restive with the pace 
and direction of change. In both America before the Civil War and Germany 
before nazism, an agrarian economy was being rapidly replaced by industry, 
and the hegemony of landed aristocrats was threatened by the growfug political 
power of merchants and industrialists. Industrialization was about as recent in 
both countries-about two generations, though its growth rate in Germany was 
greater. But the principal difference between America in 1861 and Germany in 
1933 was in the orientation of the two revolutions: the latter was more pro
gressive in its orientation in that there was a strong and real appeal in nazism to 
those people who felt they had been denied equal opportunity to acquire educa
tion and technical skills. In America the South denied the desirability of educa
tion and anything other than agricultural technology. 

The gradual rise and rapid decline in gratifications in pre-Civil War America 
occur in two cycles, one contained within the other. There had been a very 
long cyclical rise in expectations of Americans generally, from the beginnings 
of colonization, through independence, and down to the great growth of 
we:alth in the early-19th century. There also was a shorter term cycle in 
Southern expectations, which rose from about 1789, when the national govern
IJilent was established, and began to decline in the mid-1850's. rrhat is, there 
was a roughly 200-year cycle and within it a 70-year cycle of rising and falling 
gratifications. The latter cycle i.s set forth in figure 19-3. 

The colonization of America in the 17th and 18th centuries pro\'ided a 
steady rise in expectations and gratifications until the 1750's and 1760's. But 
a common pattern of growth in the various colonies and a common determi
nation on independence concealed some growing differences. In the northern 
colonies, from New Engiand down to Pennsylvania, the dominant settlers were 
religious dissenters, radically modern in their individualism and anticorporatism. 
The democratic New England town meetings emerged from the institution of 
theoretical democracy in the New England church congregations. This democ
racy was an antithesis of the hierarchy in church and government that were so 
typical of England. This style of rule appeared also in Pennsylvania, dominated 
as itwasby Quakers and their radically democratic ideology. 

In Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia, fewer of the settlers were 
democratically and individualistically oriented dissenters. Indeed there was a 
substantial influx of both Roman Catholics and their institutional cousins, 
Episcopalians. They were more aceustomed to hierarchy and order established 
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from above and they carried with them the non dissenting, establishment ori
entation of their English ancestors. There were, in addition, influxes of poor 
people with more individualistic and less establishment-oriented religious views, 
but they rarely were a major influence in the South, politically or socially, 
at any time before the Civil War, and they shared with the establishment
oriented plantationer class a dedication to the rectitude of slavery and to the 
virtues of the rural life. 

Differences in institutions and values if anything became greater with the 
passage of time. Big cities of commerce and industry grew in the North and, 
with the exception of the great port city of New Orleans, never developed in 
the South. Agrarian development in the North was typified by family-sized 
farms. With their highly individualistic outlook, farmers had appreciable 
political power in the Northern state governments from the beginning of na
tional independence. Agrarian development in the South was on the surface 
of things like growth in the North. There were far more family-sized farms in 
the South than there were plantations, but the plantationers dominated South
ern politics, using the issue of black inferiority to all white men very effec
tively in maintaining acquiescence by poor whites in the rule of the large land
holders and slave owners. 

Inevitably, as industrialization and commerce developed in the North it 
began to urbanize rapidly. This process included not just a division of labor 
between fanners and city dwellers, but also a rapid growth in population, Cor
relatively and inevitably, an agrarian society like that in the South experienced 
a slower growth in population. The growth toward political equalitarianisl"n in 
the North became more and more fundamentally opposed to the oligarchical 
domination of politics by the plantationers. And so began-more exactly, con
tinued-the widening of the gulf between economic and social values and ways 
of life between North and South. 

In national politics, the question of who should rule echoed continuously 
across the ever-eroding canyon between South and North. The Virginia dynasty 
was not a legend but a reality for a generation after independence. Excepting 
the brief and not very portentous administrations of John Adams (1797-1801) 
and his son John Quincy Adams (1825-29), there was an unbroken line of 
Southern Presidents of the United States, from Washington through Jefferson, 
Madison, Monroe, and Jackson. John Calhoun of South Carolina served as 
Vice President during J. Q. Adams' administration and the first term of Jack
son's. From .1789 to 1837 the Presidency was almost continuously Southern. 

This Southern domination became increasingly more romantic. The South
erners who became Presiden ts acted nationally, not sectionally.. In Congress, 
the Missouri Compromise settled and unsettled (in 1820) the conflict over 
sectional representation. By this Compromise the South won the votes in Con
gress of the border state of Missouri, which was to be admitted as a slave state, 
and lost the free opportunity to expand its political power westward. The ' 
South did continue· to dominate the Senate for another generation,judging at 
least by the 1854 Kansas-Nebraska Act, which, repudiating the Missouri Com
promise, allowed slaves to come into these territories. Indeed the Senate was 
not just the last retreat of the South but also the only part of the government 
that did not reflect the ever growing social and economic'dominance of the 
North. 
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The regional growth comparisons are awesome. In one decade, from 1850-
60, the population of the South grew greatly-about 23 percent; in the same 
decade the non-Southern population increased a fantastic 43 percent. AI., 
though adequate economic trend data over time are hard to come by, in 1860 
the North was producing over 90 percent by value of all manufactured goods. ' 
The proportion produced by the North had apparently been increasing rapidly 
as the war approached. The North was even exporting food (grains and live
stock) to the agricultural South. And free farmers were saying politically that 
they did not want to compete, economically or socially, with plantationers 
whose fieldhands worked without pay. ' 

These developments suggest, at least in hindSight, that the South was made 
to suppose that it could win a war against the growing industrial and commercial 
Yankee giant. But the South itself was enjoying, early in the 1850's, unprece
dented prosperity. There was an almost insatiable world demand for cotton, 
of which the South had close to a world monopoly in production. The aver-
age annual production during the 1840-50 decade was 2.2 million bales; it in
creased to 3.4 million in the next decade. At the same time the average annual 
price during 1840-50 was about 8 cents per pound, rising more than 30 percent, 
to 10.6 cents, in the final prewar decade. Along with this-and an improve
ment in profit from tobacco and sugarcane production-came an increase in 
the price of prime field hands, the most commonly valuable category of slaves. 
Their price doubled during the 1850-60 decade, reaching as high as $1,500 per 
head, and the demand was enormous. It was not easy for Southerners to con
cede the rightness or the effiCiency of an economy based on free labor. 

But the little-diversified agrarian Southern economy was fragile. A particu
lar weakness was the plantationers' custom of buying on credit advanced before 
the sale of their crops. Even before the 1775 War of Independence, it was com
mon for Southern planters to be thus in long-range debt to English merchants. 
After 1783 there was on change: the creditors were now Northern merchants , 
mainly in New York. The South quite simply remained money-poor up to 
1861 (and beyond). On a sellers' market, which the South enjoyed with some 
ups and downs until 1857, the system of credit worked well enough for South
ern planters. And it worked even better for Northern creditors. To protect 
themselves from market uncertainties-and from individuals who were poor 
credit risks-Northern dealers would charge Southern buyers higtl.er than normal 
prices. Southern buyers, when they were paid by credit paper at harvesttime, 
would sell the paper at a discount to pay their bills. So they paid twice at least: 
in the form of higher prices for the goods they bought, and lower prices for the 
credit paper they sold to payoff their annual debt. 

This chronic lOW-intenSity economic crisis, in the face of seemingly endless 
prosperity, is akin to the situation that produced the looting and burning of 
white-owned stores by Negroes in the 1960's~more than a century later: the 
Southern plantationers developed no affection for the big Yankee houses that 
had the goods and sold them at a price higher than a Yankee would have to 
pay. They were unable to set fire to the New York stores and say "Burn, Baby, 
Burn." But they did try to destroy the Union. 

Near the end of this cycle of rising and then declining political gratifications 
was the more immediate and very threatening economic crisis of 1857. It was 
an epitome of the Southern dependence on the North, of the dependence of 
any raw-material-producing colony on the financial and other economic cir-
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cumstances of the diversified "mother country." In 1857 the South was hit 
by a panic in the New York commodity exchange market. For a time money 
exchange with England virtually ceased, ahd so did the effective demand for 
cotton in England. AlthoUgll the Liverpool price was 18 or 19 cents a pound 
for cotton, in contrast to 10 cents a pound in New Yorle, Southerners for the 
most part had to sell in New York. Many of them had already committed their 
crop to New York buyers and so were stuck; many who had not committed 
their crop needed money badly and were in virtually the same bind as those 
who had already sold their crops for future delivery. A Southern Senator in 
Washington saw the situation with a clear intelligence and passed his judgment: 
a cotton crop that could have sold for $100 million went for $65 million. To 
save irresponsible and selfish Northern speculators-who perhaps blamed the 
system for producing the money crisis-the South lost $35 million. 

1 __ 

This was the final critical downturn in the gratifications of Southerners. 
They had lost political power that they had exercised so successfully in nearly 
a half century of Southern but Nation-minded Presidents of the United States. 
They had neared the final loss of their dominant power in the Senate, where 
so often they held a veto over laws demanded by Northerners. And now, in a 
process that so starkly showed their economic thralldom to the North, they had 
to save their economic masters to the tune of a loss of a third of the value of 
their major crop-and the nation's major export. 

The growing and now enormous tensions found release in secession. The 
eventual outcome of the 1854 Kansas-Nebraska Act, which in 1854 still offered 
some hope of restoring the balance of sectional power in the Senate, soon be
came clear. An honest referendum on the slavery issue indicated an 8-to-1 
majority in Kansas in favor of entering the Union as a free state. After liberat
ing a few slaves in Kansas, that madman and self-styled liberator, John Brown, 
in 1859 made a raid in search of arms on the U.S, arsenal at Harpers Ferry. 
But Harpers Ferry was not in Kansas; it was in Virginia. And it was clear 
where John Brown now proposed to commence the liberation of slaves. 

So the Sout.~ began to secede. South Carolina was the first to take the step, 
on December 20, 1860. And South Carolina fired the first shot, on the fed
eral Fort Sumter in Charleston Harbor, on April 21, 1861. The Civil War had 
begun as the ever-romantic South came to the end of its neofeudal dream. Its 
expectations of freedom to continue to expand its wealth and way of life were 
shattered by the events of the late 1850's, in Congress and in the mercantile 
houses of New York. 

The Nazi Revolution of 1933 

The Nazi revolution was a German and a world catastrophe. It led to the 
partial destruction ~d the partition of a population that had been growing in 
unity, civilization, and recognition since the Protestant Reformation that 
Luther led, since the tremendous spurt in industrialization in the late-19th 
century, and since the surge of nationalism that took the form of empire build-
ing and then, in 1914, of war. 

Germany was the first to experience a successful reformation, that major 
advance toward establishing the equalization and individuation of men. For 
whatever reasons, it was the last major European nation to undergo that pro
foundest of modernizers: industrialization. In one sense the first modem 
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p~p~lar.revolution took place in Germany in the 16th century, before indus
tnahzatIon had developed anything like its modern factory system anywhere. 
In another sense Ge~any never had a postindustrial revolution comparable to 
the. Fren~h ~evolutIon. The German Reformation was universalist in its equali
tana~ pnnCIples and so was the French Revolution. There was a messianic 
quality to the equalitarian beliefs of the German Reformation of the 16th cen
tury, t1~e French Revolution of the 18th, and the Russian of the 20th. These 
revolutI?ns spawned and nurtured many popular movements in the world. But 
the. NaZI revolution-the nearest counterpart to the postindustrial French Revo
~ution:-~a~ not univ~rsalist. I~ was particularistic, intensely nationalistic, and 
ImpenalIstIC, proposm~ to subject and exploit both Slavic and Gallic peoples 
to the control an~ .ennchment of the Germanic. It was a kind of revenge for 
the world recogrutIon that came to France and Russia after their universalist 
rev?lutions, ren?w~ that had stifled Germany between two peoples that felt 
theIr own supenonty to Germans. -

The g~owth in vitality of German society and culture was relatively steady 
and contmuous, perhaps for centuries up to 1918. Surely it was continuous 
since the tariff union (developing from 18]:.9-1844) that intensified the trend 
under Prus~ian dominati~n, toward economic unity. With the growth of an ' 
e~omlOus If~n and steel mdustry, the basis was laid for building warships, ar
t~ery, and n~es. Construction of these commodities made war and expan
SIon a euphonc dream that called for realization. In 1870, in battle, Germany 
defeated t~e ~rance that. had b{!en the terror of Europe just two generations 
bef?re. ~I~n months, ill January 1871, came the siege and surrender of 
Pans. WI~~ days after the. surrender of Paris came the formal inauguration 
of. tt:e umfled German empIre, when the Prussian king was crowned Emperor 
~~ham I. The curves ?f r!s~g expectations and gratifications were steadily 
nsmg, for Germans as mdiVlduals and as a nation. 

In such a short analysis it is not possible to specify steps in the progress of 
Germany upward to its dismaying and unacknowledged defeat in world war in 
No~ember 1918. It.is cle~r ~nough that the long-range trend, accelerating 
rapIdly after the tariff uruon and the 1871 unification, was upward. It is clear 
that the 1918 defeat came as a profound shock. It was suficiently stunning 
~~ ambiguous to be regarded as only a temporary setback by those elitist in
dIVlduals who believed in an imperial destiny and by those ordinary Germans 
who had a deep pride in their country. All these had entrusted basic decisions 
t~ the government. Under two emperors and such gifted paternalistic rulers as 
BIsmarc.k and t~e Krupp family, the government had given them economic 
prospenty, SOCIal security, and world prestige. . 

Again, as in the analysis of the American Civil War, there was a centuries
long J-cu~e .and a decades-short one. For present purposes, we can commence 
~e analY~Is of the fmal rise and decline with the ambiguous 1918 defeat, recall
mg only ti1at the advances up to 1918 had been real and enormous and re
mained in the memories of perhaps most Germans. 

Both the French and the German Nazi revolutions were preceded by mili
tary defeat. But the former nation could not so easily turn the blame outward 
a~ coul~ the latter. In the French case, the Seven Years' War, ending in 1763, 
~as a VIrtually total defeat by England in North America. The vicarious French 
VlC~Ory over England at Yorktown in 1781 produced independence for the 
Umted States and near-bankruptcy for France. 1'he military action was far 
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from France. England did not make demands intimately affecting Frenchmen 
in France in 1763 and the government's financial crisis in 1781 could hardly 

-r 

be blamed by Frenchmen on the defeated British. . 
With Germany after the 1918 Armistice it was different. Th~ AllIes block

aded German ports and then occupied just enough German terntory .to hurt 
pride and business badly. German Communists, exalted. by the RussIan ~x
ample, threatened their countrymen with' total destructIon of the established 
system, already shaken by the loss of the emperor. Germans therefore coul~ 
readily displace blame and thereby dissociate the glories of an ev~r-greater 
German nation from the trickeries of external and internal enerrues who sought 
only their own aggrandizement and German degradation. This hope for restora
tion of recently and meanly lost greatness. was a very central part of the mental 
outlook of perhaps most Germans in the 1920's. ' , . 

The continuation of hope and of pride in being German, formed a cement 
that kept the nation from the disintegration that France :xperienced in the 
late-18th century. There was not quite the war of all ag~mst all that charac
terized prerevolutionary French society. Internal hostility was less persona~ 
and the enemies were more symbolic. The Allies, the French, the CommunIsts, 
the Jews, the capitalists were the enemies rather than one's n~i~boring peas
ants, one's landlord, one's boss in the shoe factory, or the arnvlste wealthy 
bourgeois who bought one's estate. . 

The impersonal contacts with enemies in Germany were such as to rem force 
displacement of the internal tensions of an economy that had suffered the con
sequences of vast military expenditure, in an all-out wa~ from ~~14 t~ 19~8. 
It was easier to forget the sanctions (governmental and mdustnal) agam.st m
dustrial strife than the more comfortable fact of punitive and unrealistic repara
tions. It was thigovernment that initiated currency inflation. B~t the eff~ct 
of the inflation on the internal economy could be overshadowed m people s 
minds by its effect on the French enemy, especially since the inflation was a~ 
effort to defeat the French and Belgian military occupation of the Ruhr Basm, 
starting in January 1923, by watering down the high price of reparations. 
German workers' who did strike in large numbers in this period, often regarded 
the French and Belgian occupying forces (and their attendant business experts 
who took over management"~ohtrol of the big enterprises) as the enemy. And 
then they could also blame those German captialists, many of them Jews, who 
skillfully made fortunes out of the inflation. Because !he~r customs ~ade them 
stand out-particularly in the abstract-the Jewish capitalists were eaSIer to 
blame than the German ones. And middle-class Germans could blame the 
Communists as agitators of the proletariat. In many such plausibl~ Ways, 
blame for Germany's ills could be projected outward. These plausIble an.d suf
ficiently genuine external and internal enemies limited the tenden~y, wh1Ch 
was never notably strong, of Germans to blame themselves for then problems, 
which in the 1920's indeed became severe. 

The und~rlying optimism (a continuing heritage from t~e ~perial and 
Reformation eras) and the surface displacement ofresponslbil~ty for c?n!em: 
porary problems probably combined to encourage an I~represslble optImISm m 
the mid-1920's. The inflation was a trauma. It began III August 1922 and ran 
wild for more than a year, until November 1923 when efforts at drastic mone
tary reform were undertaken. But the 1920's nevertheless were times of hope 
and progres~ in Germany. If the inflation wiped out private savings and insur-
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ance poliCies, it also wiped out internal public debt, and in April 1924 the 
Dawes plan prOmised a large influx of external capital for reconstruction . 
Though there were peaks of unemployment (1.5 million in January 1923,2 
million in February 1926, and 1.4 million in January 1928), the trend in jobs 
was generally lJpward. Taking the prewar year 1907 as a base of 100, by 1925 
the numb~J of gainfully employed had increased to about 127, and by 1933 had 
increased to'128. Again taking 1907 national popUlation as a base of 100, by 
1925 it had increased only to 102 and by 1933 to 106. In short, the propor
tion of the population that had jobs" roughly a decade after World War ended, 
was a fourth larger than a decade before the war ended. 

Up to 1929, economic conditions in Germany generally improved. And 
then, starting in July 1929, there was a steady, U1~rem.itting increase in unem
ployment until some time in the first quartp. .. of 1933-that is, until after 
Hitler came to power on January 30,1933. At the peak of unemployment, 
sometime in 1932, between 5.6 million and 7.3 million were unemployed. 
This was about three times the previous peak of about 2 million in February 
1926 and 10 times as high as the 560,000 people who were out of work in 
July 1928. 

The depression hit hard in other ways. Germans, who as we noted had lost 
all their savings in the inflation, had begun to save again. Savings had increased 
by about half between 1928 and 1930. In the next year, 1931, the amount of 
money in savings accounts declined about 6 percent. This hurt many kinds of 
people, perhaps most seriously the lower middle class. And the shortage of 
work, statistically a cold figure, became a chilling reality, particularly for the 
working class. Germans on the average in 1928 worked 7.7 hours per day. 
By 1932, the hours worked per day had declined to 6.9-roughly by 10 percent. 

What this adds up to, in summary, is that fewer people were working; those 
who worked were working fewer hours. And more money had to be drawn out 
of savings than could be put in. The sense that work and thrift would payoff, 
as Germany and Germans rose out of the defeat in war and the disgrace in post
war inflation and occupation, was rapidly replaced with despair. The gap be
tween expectations and gratifications yawned Wide, for perhaps a large major
ity of Germans. The gap was filled first with Nazi words and then with deeds 
as the economy was revived and geared toward war. 

We have become so sensitive to the impact of ideology-perhaps as a conse
quence of the enormous amount of it generated and broadcast throughout the 
world since the 1917 Russian Revolution-that we tend to explain the success 
of the Nazis in terms of the racist, irrational rhetor!9 that stems from ]I;!ein . 
Kampf However nicely it fit the German mood in the late 1920's, the words 
would have found few ears if there had not been recurrent and at last cata
strophic ecnomic crisis. Figure 19-4 shows the series of crises. 

The physical needs of millions of people were deeply denied. The standard 
diet of the unemployed consisted largely of potatoes and margarine. Working
class people might have been a force to oppose the racist or at least antiprole
tarian appeals of the Nazis. But unemployed people, particularly when they 
have suffered for several years, are more inclined toward apathy than activity. 
Those whose physical survival was not so directly endangered-those who had 
enough to eat-were threatened in virtually all walks of life with a regression to 
the economic level of 1919-23. 
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Figure 19-4. - Economic satisfactions and Nazi Revolution. 
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Interclass conflict took different form in pre-1933 Germany from that in 
pre-1789 France. In the German instance, intergroup conflict seems to have 
been less pronounced, at least on anything approaching the personal level of 
hostility that prevailed in France in the late-18th century. Nevertheless vari
ous segments of the society did show hostility toward others, however vague 
its form and ill defined its object. There was a high degree of symbolic hos
tility between labor and capital in Germany~ but the number and intensity of 
strikes declined greatly from 1925 on. At first this decline was probably due 
to the rather general prosperity of the mid-1920's. Later (1920-32) it was 
probably due to the acuteness of unemployment, which led men to fear a strike 
because they would then be faced with a diet of potatoes and margarine. The 
conflict between labor and capital was thus more abstract and ideological 
than real, and took place more in politics than outside factory gates. As such 
it was inevitably attenuated. Its savagery diminished to a rather generalized 
hostility, perhaps on both sides. 

The petty bourgeoisie, the Kleinbfirgertum, is now' almost fabled as the hard 
core of anti-Semitism. Indeed it may be that from this social group came those 
who formed the mobs that quite concretely smashed Jewish shops. In any 
case, the frustrated expectations of the petty bourgeoisie must have been com
pounded of the loss of their savings along with the fear that they would retro
gress into the mass of pitiably poor people, whence they thought they had 
emerged by a combination of thrift and hard work. 

One major segment of German society that saw its expectations frustrated 
were those who hoped for a resurgence of the nation that had fought so val
iantly in the World War. This segment consisted principally of two groups-
the military elite, those who were indeed Junkers or who styled themselves as . 
such; and the returned veterans who after the war were met not with victory 
parades but often with contempt and derision. Even more crucially, vet~rans 
were often faced with unemployment or unemployability-the latter including 
many of those for whom military life had been their first successful occupation. 
They had no GI bill to train or retrain them for useful work. Thinking them
selves heroes returned, they often found themselves drifters and bums. From 
this subgroup came ma.."1Y of the early Nazi rank and file. From the other sub
group, the officer caste, came those who first supported more traditionally 
nationalist political parties than the Nazis, who then stood by and observed 
the arrant Nazis with mingled contempt and envy, and who at last became the 
willing imtruments of the Nazis when the gloI:ious war clouds gathered again. 

Th~ pervasive German at~itude in the late 1920's seems to have been one 
of bafflement rather than of active support for the Nazi movement or wide
spread intergroup hostility. Labor was inhibited by fear ofloss of jobs. Many 
of the middle class were disconcerted by their recurrent failure to better them
selves. MemlJers of the upper middle class could not believe that things were 
getting as bad for so many people as clearly was the case. And the old aristoc
racy remembered only the glories of feudalism and wa.r or of the sheltered 
~~e~c~. . 

It is this stunned state of mind that produced a high IIleasure of political 
apathy or of active contempt for the inadequate efforts of the republican, par
liamentary govemment to govem. The Nazi revolution was not just a coup 
d'etat: it had. broad. popular support. But it did depend for its rise to power 
on !h~ growing political irresoluteness of people who .had ~th~rto been polit-
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ically mote self-confident (labor and the upper middle class). And it depended 
on a high degree of involvement and participation on the part of those whose 
frustrations-whether military or economic-coincided with the medley of 
themes played by the Nazis. The Nazi revolution depended on the support of 
people whose desperation and consequent dissociation from reality led them 
to ignore, tolerate, and even take part in violence they would otherwise have 
abhorred. 

The Black Rebellion of the 1960's 

The black uprisings in America in the 1960's clearly amount to a rebellion, 
but they are not in any precise sense a revolution like those of France in 1789 
or Russia in 1905 and 1917. However, the differences between these revolu
tions and the black rebellion are largely quantitative. The latter involves a 
widespread joint commitment to rather fundamental change among all seg
ments of Negro society in the country: change in the political power structure 
of the I)ountry in all political units-cities, counties, states, and nation. And 
these changes, involving all blacks and all parts of the political community, 
hi'iVe been accompanied by the violence that is a universal element of revolution. 

. The differences between revolution and the black rebellion derive from 
several facts: Negroes constitute only about 11 percent of the national popula
tion and therefore are numerically incapable of enforcing changes to the same 
degree as in a nation where a substantial majority is frustrated by the established 
government. The constitutions and laws of the national and most state gover
ments have not contained many restrictions that discriminate against people 
on racial grounds-quite the contrary. 

So there has been no basic change in principles. The Constitution and law 
of the land have been used or developed in ways that make them instruments 
to achieve changes in the nonlegal social practices and customs of discrimina
tion. And there has been a sufficiently developed sense of commitment to 
equality as a major social value to make the equalizing of opportunities for 
black people a process against which most whites could not readily fight. 
They could not readily deny the applicability of their prinCiples to those who 
newly have demanded equality. And that portion of the nation which frankly 
accepted the principle of racial inequality lost the savage Civil War. The very 
slow struggle for racial equality and human dignity for blacks commenced with 
Lincoln's 1863 Emancipation .Proclamation and the military defeat of the South 
2 years later. . 

What is striking, in a comparison of this (and othei-) contained re bellions 
with the great revolutions, is that the Negro rebellion appe,flrs to have been 
preceded by the same I-curve of expectations that are at first gratified and 
then frustrated. The same reaction patterns of this level of analysis appear to 
have developed in the minds of American blacks as have developed in the minds 
of those Who have become revolutionaries· in previous eras and other countries. 

The difficulty in seeing this likeness relates to the vast gap between what 
whites and blacks have gotten in America. This gap has made it hard to see 
just what advances blacks have made and when. Those who as blacks and 
whites believe in equality have emphasized the vast and continuing inequalities. 
Black or white, they do not see what advances have been made. In the 196018, 
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when conditions were better than in the 1860's or than in the 1930's, the ex
pressions of discontent have been at their maximum. The new words and deeds 
of discontent can be understood only if one appreciates that profoundly de- . 
prived people are often incapable of expressing their discontent. In short, to 
understand why the black rebellion has occurred, it is necessary to see how 
black people had already developed. 

At the end of the Civil War, Negroes were perhaps as near to minimal sur
vival in the psychological sense, as human beings, as they had been since their 
initial transportation from Africa. They had lost the security of provision for 
food, clothing, shelter, and physical safety that had been fairly well assured 
them as long as they docilely accepted their position as slaves. They could no 
longer be sure that the master would provide for them. They had, often, to 
forage for themselves, like war refugees everywhere when crops have been de
stroyed and normal patterns of collaboration in productive work have been 
shattered. Overjoyed at their emanr.ipation, they could use their freedom no 
more effectively than could concentration camp inmates in Germany when 
the doors at last swung open in early 1945; They could concern themselves 
really with only the satisfaction of their physical needs, which freedom is not 
and equality and dignity are n'Ot. 

Those who must concentrate only on survival usually do not revolt: they 
are too hungry. This preoccupation simply with staying alive if anything 
strengthened in the late decades of the 19th century as the practice of lynching
the killing by mobs rather than by lawfully or other systematically employed 
force-continued. Between 1882, when records of lynchings were first kept, 
down to 1941, lynchings averaged 78 per year. The constant fear that one 
might be arbitrarily killed, maimed, or injured was one of the day-to-day facts 
of life for most blacks, particularly until the early 1920's. Lynching and phys
ical injury could be said to have declined to a relatively minor worry-com
parable perhaps to the level of worry about automobile accidents in the 1960's
in the late 1930's and the 1940's: the average for 193742 was five per year 
and for 194348 less than three per year. But the level of general health re
mained low and so diq.life expectancy. 

The process of moving up off the even, flat plane of survival itself was of 
course continuous. But it was so slow that it seems best to date the first major 
upturn, from concern for mere survival for most blacks, as the beginning of the 
Second World War. Responding to the threar of a large demonstration, a rep
etition of somethirig akin to the 1932 veterans' march on Washington Franklin 

, ' Roosevelt in 1941 issued an Executive order prohibiting discriminatory hiring 
practices in all defense industries, and establishing the Fair Employment Prac
tices Commission (FEPC) to administer the order. Though it worked unevenly. 
and in manycases not at all, it nevertheless was a major basis for advance above 
subsistence for Negroes. By war's end, some 2 million blacks were employed in 
war industry, and the FEPC reported that 1,300,000 of these had gotten jobs 
in consequence of its efforts. 

What .could have been a -cataclysmiC frustration of rising expectations for 
blacks at war's)li~d turned out not to be. The successful efforts to avoid a post
}Var recession,. which would have witnessed the old (and still common) practice 
of discharging Negroes first, benefited blacks as well as whites. There was no 
widespread and sud~en grop in ~egro employment. Instead, the pace of rising 
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economic opportunity continued. In 1.946 the CIa and ~FL trade-union or
ganizations undertook a drive to orgaruze Negro worker~ m ~he South and to 
integrate them into existing unions. By 1948, FEPC le?lslatIOn had been passed 
in six states, taking up some of the slack when the e~dmg of war c~ntracts re
moved the protection of the wartime FEPC. SymbolIcally, and.a blt ~ore, the 
first Negro was admitted in 1947 to maj<?r league baseball, JackIe Robmson; 
there were 14 major league Negro players in 1951; by 1954 all but 3 of t~e . 
16 major league teams were integrated. Racially. int.eg~ate~ lo~-co~t pu~hc 
housing after the war began the breakdown of dIscnmmatIon m this baSIC con
cern of Hfe. In 1956 all public housing in Washington, D.C., was deseg~egated. 
In 1962 President Kennedy issued an order prohibiting discrimination many 
housing that was either financed or had mortgage insurance under a Govern
ment program. It was estimated that this affected a fourth of all future hous-
ing construction in the nation. . 

These advances relate to jobs and housing and therefore to the phYSIcal 
needs, but they also-notably in the case of sport particlpat~ons-have overtones 
of equal dignity. Advances that more dire:ctly.related to this profound, non
physical need for equality included the followmg: 

The admission of Negroes into the category of commissioned officer: 
500 Negro officers in the Army in 1943, 7,500 by war's end; and 28 of
ficers in the Navy in 1944,50 by war's end; 

The integration of 90 percent of all Negro army personnel into un
segregated units by 1953 and complete integration a year later; 

The first desegregation of interstate buses in 1946, of railway dining 
cars in 1950, and of railway passen~er cars in 1952; 

The long series of steps designed to desegregate educ~tion, commenc:
ing with the court order to the University of Oklahoma m 1948 t~ adn:nt 

on a segregated basis a graduate student who was ~lack, to the Umversity 
of Texas in 1950 to admit on a nonsegregated baSIS a Negro to the law 
school down to and beyond the landmark 1954 case which ordered the 
integr~tion of public secondary and primary schools "with all deliberate 
speed"; 

The similarly long series of steps to end discrimination in t~e vot~g 
process, starting with the court invalidation in 1944 of the whIte. p.nmary 
closed to blacks and continuing with the 1954, 1964, and later clVlI-

. rights acts, which increasiIlgly protected and enforced the right of blacks 
to register and vote in all elections. 

The range and number of national and state legislative and jlidicia~ a~d . 
administrative efforts to see that black people were accorded equal digmty IS 
very l~rge indeed. Repeatedly in the 1940's, 1950's, an~ early 19~0's i~ ga~e 
evideirce to Negroes that progress was being made. Then expectatIOns meVl
tably rose from the near-ground level be.fo~e ~he second WO.r1d War to what 
proved iilcreasingly to be excessivly optimIStic. Acts of ~e?Islatures, cour.t, 
and administrative agencies-and of private grou~s and ~ItIzens-:t~ e.q~ahze 
life opportunities for black people have never qUIte fulfIlled theIr mlhal pur
pose. This brings us to the matter of promise and p~rfo~mance, to ~ssessment 
of the gap between the expectations a.roused ?y l~glslatIOn,E.xecuhve order, 
and court decision, on *e one hand, and realIzatIOn of equalIty, on the other. 
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The killing by lynch mobs dwindled to one case in 1947 and two in 1948. 
A new kind of killing of blacks began and at times something like the old lynch 
mob operated again. In 1952 a top state NAACP official in Florida who or
ganized a campaign to secure the indictment of a sheriff charged with killing 
a Negro prisoner was killed by a bomb. After the 1954 commencement of 
public shcool integration, there were some 530 cases of violence (burning, 
bombing, and intimidation of children and their parents) in the first 4 years of 
integration. Schools, churches, and the homes of black leaders were bombed 
and many people were killed in these bombings. Federal troops were brought 
into Little Rock in September 1957 to integrate the high school; during the 
following school year (1958-59), public schools were closed in Little Rock. 

In short-starting in the mid-1950's and increasing more or less steadily into 
the early 1960's-white violence grew against the now lawful and protected 
efforts of Negroes to gain integration. Anct so did direct action and later vio
lence undertaken by blacks, in a reciprocal process that moved into the sub
stal1tial violence of 1965-67. That 3-year period may be considered a peak, 
possibly the peak of the violence that constituted the black rebellion. It was 
violence mostly against white property and black people. It merits reemphasis 
that during this era of increased hostility, progress continued to be made. In
deed, the occurrence of some progress intensified both the white reaction to 
it and the black counteraction to the reaction, because every time a reaction 
impeded the progress, the apparent gap widened between expectations and 
gratifications. 

Direct (but not violent) action by Negroes began in late 1956 with the bUll\ 
boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, which endured for over a year and suc
ceeded. It was p:recipitated when a Negro woman got on a city bus, sat down 
in a front seat, \vas ordered to give up her seat to a white man, and refused. 
The bus boycott soon came under the leadership of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr., whose belief in nonviolent resistance-and the mild temper of blacks in 
Montgomery at the time-succeeded in keeping the action relatively peaceful. 

Direct violent action began in April 1963 in Birmingham, Alabama, in. what 
may be called the first full-scale concerted violent encounter of blacki,:anQ\ 
whites in receI1t years. Seeking integration of such facilities as luncK.".!'-!lJ!"L'ters, 
parks, and swimming pools, the blacks in Birmingham, most of them young, 
were met with water hoses, police' dogs, and violent acts of police and white 
people. The number of demonstrators increased to some 3,000 and there were 
1,000 arrestS .. The repressiveness of the police united it hitherto-divided black 
community ill -Birmingham. And it produced perhaps the first major case since 
the second World War in which Southern blacks threw rocks and bottles at po
lice. From this time on, violence deepened and spread among blacks. The Bir
mingham riots immediately touched off a response in other cities-according 
to one estimate, 758 demonstrations in the 10 weeks follOWing the Birming
ham violence. And in 6 weeks of that 1963 summer, blacks (in Birmingham 
and elsewhere) succeeded in getting some 200 lunch counters and other public 
facilities desegrated. 

The combined effect of substantial, though slow, progress in employment, 
housing, education, and voting did not have the effect of quieting blacks or 
stopping the Negro rebellion of the 1960's. The full-fledged riots of Los .Angeles 
in 1965 and Newark and Detroit in 1967 have been amply studied, at least from 
the descriptivle viewpoint. But there is a tendency to see these events in isola-
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tion. It is recognized that riots in one place will to~ch off riots .in an~ther or
more likely-in several others, but the social-contagiOn theory (mc1udmg the con
tagion of seeing African nations liberated after t~e Second World 'Yar) by no 
means gets to the roots of the rebellion. And neIther does the notIo~l that 
blacks are frustrated and are striking out rather blindly at the centunes of 
repression. If 300 years of repression have been too much, why were 200 or 
280 not. enough to produce rebellion? .. . . 

What is striking is the time sequence of events. As m major histonc revo~u-. 
tions the events relating to the 1960's rebellion consist of a rather long penod 
of ri~ng expectations followed by a relatively brief period of frustration that 
struck deep into the psyches of black people. And I suggest that from the 17th 
to the early-20th century there has been very ~tt1e de~elopme~t bey~nd mer~ 
physical survival for virtually all black people m Amenca (and m Afnca). It IS 
significant to note that in the prosperous 1960's, there was no sharp or sudden 
rise in unemployment of blacks. There was no marked deprivation of material 
goods to which blacks had become accustomed. ~ut there was, starting n?", 
tably in 1963, not the first instance of violence agamst bl~cks but a sudden m- . 
crease in it. This resurgence of violence came after, and mterrupted, the slow 
but steady progress since 1940. It quickly frustrated ri~ing exp~ctations. 

This increase in violence, commencing so to speak WIth the flfehos.es and 
police dogs in May 1963 in Birmingham, affronted not only the P~YSICal sa~ety 
of the demonstrators, thereby reactivating anxiety and fear of bodIly harm It
self-the most basic of human concerns. This increase in violence also affronted 
the dignity of black people as human beings. Black people sense.d th~t their 
various and continuously rising expectations, now confronted With VIolence, 
were to rise no more . 

. In addition to this violence between whites against blacks and of blacks 
against ~hites, there has been an explosive growth of private act~ of violence of 
blacks against blacks. This has newly activated the fear for phYSIcal saf~ty 
itself. And the ever-growing congestion in the slums has worsened housmg 
conditions. . . , 

White people wh6 f'ailto uriderstand their own past and.their o,,:n ever-
rising expectations (if we have one car, we must have two; If we fmIshed 4 
years of college, our son must become a doctor or a lawyer) are puz~led at thf,\ 
dissatisfaction of blacks who have made such considerable progress smce the 
Second World War. But what would be ocfd about bfacks, and indicate that 
they indeed had some special nature, would be for them to be satisfied in pres
ent circumstances. The very rapidity of their adv~ce makes them expect to 
continue its pace. The very low point from which they started makes them 
expect to reach equality within a few years or at the very most a few decades. 
TheiLmental processes are operating in an altogether normal manncr. Th~X 
would be less than human if they acted otherwise. 

Figure 19-5 andTable 19-1, the latter devised by Harmon Zeigler with the 
assistance of Jerry B. Jenkins, represent one striking ind~x of the origin .a~d 
time sequence of black frustrations. He chooses, ~s the Ite~s .to form his mdex, 
average family income and average years of schooling. He diY1:des the for~er 
by the latter, for the total U.S. population and for the ,uo~white populatIon 
(which is about 95 percent black), from 1940 to 1967, usmg U.S. Census Bu
reau data. The increase and decrease in the gap between what an average 
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Figu7(~ 19-5.-Index of nOll white economic satisfaction, 1940-67,a 
aFot (lata see table 19-1. 

family and a nonwhite family of given educational level gets in income be
comes Zeigler's measure of frustration. 
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1967 

If black and white workers with the ~ame amount of education were earning 
the same income, there would be no difference in the indexes between the two 
categories of people. As the chart indicates, nonwhites were closest to earning the 
same amount as the total population in 1952. They rose from 58 percent in 
1940 to 8.6 percent in 1952, but declined after 1952 to a low of 74 percent 

. in 1962. They did not return to their relative status of 1940, but they lost sub
stantial ground compared with where they were in 1952. 

If the education-income relationship were the only one involved in produc
ing frustration in people as their expectations and gratifications diverge, we 
could have expected a peak of unrest sometime in the mid-1950's. It came 
later-by my reckoning in 1963. This suggests that the gap formed from the 
increased incidence of violence on the part of police and white citizens pro
vided the quantum of energy necessary to raise black frustrations to the point 
of rebellion. Figure 19-6 shows the developments. 

Two ways are possible of resolving the problem that arises when the expec
tations-gratificationsgap develops-and perhaps there are others. One way to 
close the growing gap is to attcmpt to deprive blacks in America of all the 
gains that they have made since at least the beginning of the Second World War. 
These gains have been mostly in the satisfaction of their physical needs (injobs 
and housing); their social and their dignity needs are beginning to gain promi
nence. In George Orwell's phrase, we may call this the technique of the boot 
stamping in a human face forever. If white people were to attempt and even 
succeed in so reducing black people to a life that co.nsisted of trying to stay 
alive-the life they lived under slavery and, most of them, for two to four 
generations after emancipation-black rebelliousness could be contained. In 
the process white prople would be reduced to the same animal-like behavior 
that they themselves were imposing on blacks, just as concentration camp 
guards and concentration camp inmates came to resemble each other in appear
ance and behavior. 

A second way to. resolve the problem is to recognize and help them to satisfy 
their expectations, which fundamentally are the expectations which degraded 
whit~ people in decades and .centuries long past have themselves achieved-
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Table 19-1-0r;gin and time seque1lce of black frustrations. 

Explanation 

, . Social want satisfaction _ 
Col.!: \; Social want formation - systemic frustration 

Social want satisfaction (nonwhite) = frustration (nonwhite) 
Col. 2: Social want formation (nonwhite) 

Col 3' Index of satisfaction (nonwhite) Col. 4: Index of lrustration (nonwhite) 

1 I 2 3 4 
Average family income 

Nonwhite Nonwhite frustration divided by average years 
satisfaction of schooling for 

Nonwhite percentage 
Percentage difference of total population Year 

frustration level between nonwhite 
Total Nonwhite (100 percent would. population and that 

population population represent equality of of total population 
want satisfaction (derived by sub-
relative to want tracting col. 3 from 

formation between 100 percent) 
nonwhites and total) 

1940a $18~:1 = 146.3 $489 
= 84.3 

84.3 
= 57.5 42.5 5.8 146.3 

$39~;1 = 336.8 $ll914 
= 233.9 233.9 

= 69.4 30.6 1947 
336.8 

$39~i9 = 356.9 $~~869 = 274.9 274.9 
= 77.0 23.0 1950 

356.9 

$io~iO = 385.1 $2!338 = 329.3" 329.3 = 85.5 14.5 19~2 7.1 .... 385.1 

$1~~1 = 469.0 $2.; :7
64 = 359.0 

359.0 
= 76.5 23.5 1957 

469.0 

$~~~O = 530.2 $3,233 = 394 3 394.3 
= 74.4 25.6 1960 8.2 . 530.2 

$5,956 = 522.5 $3
8
::0 = 387.2 387.2 

= 74.1 25.9 1962 11.4, 5n.5 

$6,559 = 560 6 $38~9 = 431.3 431.3 = 77.0 23.0 1964 11.7 . 560.6 

1965 $~i.~7 = 589.6 $39~g4 = 443.8 0.5740 = 753 
0.7627 . 24.7 

$i2~~6 =619.7 $~~228 =503.0 0.6223 
81.2 18.8 1961> 

0.7666 -

1967 79.8 20.2 
I, 

a 1940 income figures are actually for 1939, and are for families and unrelated individuals. 
SA: 1952. (73d ed.), p. 111: median school years (1947, 1957, and 1964-67). 
SA: 1965. (86th ed.), p. 112: median school years 1960.. . 
SA: 1966. (87th ed.},p. 340: median family income: (1947,1950,1952,1957,1959, 

1960, 1962, and 1964). 

NOTE-The-frustration index and tables were devised by Hannon Zeigler with the help of 
Jerry B. Jenkins 
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notably the recognition of their equal dignity and worth. It is not to be sup
posed or hoped that black people then will at last become satisfied, any more 
than white people who achieve dignity become satisfied. But at least those 
blacks who have achieved dignity will then be that much closer to becoming 
fulfilled human beings, able;at last to realize themselves in the climate of self
respect that is necessary for people to grow. 

Student Rebellions of the 1950 and 1960's 

These rebellions seemingly commenced first among university students in 
Iapan and then began in the United States and in Western and Central Europe. 
Partly because of space. limitations, it is impossible to assess the I-curve as a 
device for explaining these particular rebellions. Part of the reason'for deferring 
an attempt to do so lies in the continuing complexity of related events. 

It is true, for example, that living quarters and classrooms for French stu
dents were getting progressively worse as the postwar French wave of newborn 
children reached university age. Expectations rose and were frustrated, contrib
uting to the May 1968 riots. It is true that the 1964 Berkeley riots followed 
soon after enforcement of a previously unenforced rule against on-campus 
fund solicitation for off-campus organizations. Expectations had risen and 
were frustrated. And it is true that American university students who were 
raised with expectations of a bright future have seen their hopes disappointed 
when faced with military service in Vietnam. These explanations may be the 
central ingredients of the rebellious mood. 

But these phenomena are not quite new. Students have previously been 
crowded and otherwise disappointed. What is new is the occasional use of vio
lence. The reasons for resort to this technique are not clear. The amount of 
violence-as distinguished from nonviolent direct action, which people tend in
correctly to read as violence-":is not great but it is real. When black people, 
who have been the victims of violence for centuries, use violence, it is compre
hensible. When white students use it, the reasons remain obscure enough to 
cause at least this writer to postpone an attempt to explain. 

SOME TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS 

We have seen that the I-curve is a necessary though not sufficient part of 
the explanation of at least several revolutions and some contained rebellions. 
This J·curve is a psychological, not a sociological explanation. The units of 
analysis are individual human beings. They may fall into visible C{.iJf.!Jgories 
(like blacks or stud~nts or working men or peasants), but their mental processes 
that relate to frustration and aggression are fundamentally the same. That is, 
we are positing that anyone deprived of food-whether his normal circumstances 
include the simple diet of poor people or the elaborate one of rich people-
will suddenly become inclined to break any social convention to get food. We 
are also supposing that anyone who is physically secure in the provision of 
food, c~othing, health, and physical safety will seek to establish and strengthen 
social ties and then to ~eek equal dignity. The demand for these things is so 
profound that constitutions and lav/s have to be made to adapt to the de- , 
mands'-not the demands to constitutions and laws. 

If the ever-emerging expectations of people are gratified without too much 
resistance by those whose similar expectations have already been' gratified, 
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then revolution and rebellion are unlikely. If they are not, orderly political 
processes are displaced by violence. It was that way with out ancestors; it is 
that way now. And it is that universal a phenomenon. Lawmakers as well as 
clerks, businessmen as well as laborers, professors as well as students would 
react the same if suddenly deprived of the goods and dignity they had come 
to expect in the normal course of life. They would be less than human if they 
too did not become angry. 
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Chapter 20 

BATISTA AND BETANCOURT: 

ALTERNATIVE RESPONSES 
TO VIOLENCE 

ByEdward W. Gude* 

Governmental response to violence is of both theoretical and practical im
portance. On the most obvious level, it takes two parties to generate a cycle 
of violence-insurgents and government forces. ~9lice-type action in response 
to terrorism is at one end of the coercive response scale, military counterin
surgency at the other. All such responses interact with those of the insurgents 
in the revolutionary processes. On the practical level, governmental response 
is the side of the equation over which governments obviously have some con
trol. 

Much analysis has focused upon the strategy and tactics of revolutionaries, 
as a means for assessing. how governments ought to respond. This focus assumes 
that government'forces are reactive, neglecting the important effect the goYem
ment forces themselves have on the course of strategy and tactics of insurgents. 
In actuality, revolutions are made by both insurgents and governments. Mis
takes or excesses committed by government forces are as responsible for the 
collapse of established regimes as are the tactics of the insurgents. This essay 
examines one aspect of the revolutionary process-governmental responses-in 
two cases: Cuba und.er Batista and Venezuela under Betancourt. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

It can be argued that revolutionary politics are but an extension of viol~nt 
politics of less severity. Revolutionary politics exaggerates the implications of 
governmental actions in such a way as to make clearer the implications of this 
part of the equation. Some argue that violence signals the end of politics an<,l 
that force becomes the sole arbiter. This military view of politics sharply dif
ferentiates the normal nonviolent processes of governing societies from those 
involving force. ThiS view usually does not differentiate between means, in 
this case violence, and process, in this case politics. Certainly when violence 

*The author is assistant professor of political science at Dartmouth College and author 
of "Political Violence in Venezuela: 1958-1964," in James C. Davies, ed., When Men 
Revolt-and Why (New York: The Free Press, forthcoming). 
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is introduced, a new form of communications and bargaining emerges on both 
sides. Symbols are partially displaced by violence as the means and sub
stance of politics, but the processes of maintaining legitimacy continue to be 
the task of governing. 

-[ 

In the military view of violence in politics, the most important criterion of 
success is usually violent confrontation of military and paramilitary forces. 
When this becomes the overwhelming objective, the political implications of 
the use of force become lost. Kill ratios are substituted for support ratios. In 
the political view, conflict is basic to politics and is handled in more peaceful 
times by the process of allocation of resources in response to various demands 
in such a way that a government maintains support, a sense of legitimacy, and 
an adherence to these more peaceful means. This allocation of resources in
volves both substantive and symbolic rewards. While in these more peaceful 
times the allocation of symbolic and substantive rewards is accomplished by 
bargaining and communication whose primary content is symbols, in less peace
ful times violence becomes part of this process. 'The go~s of government, how
ever, remain the same: to maintain support and a sense oflegitimacy. 

Before violence can become a factor, there must be a governmental failure 
to maintain support or legitimacy; otherwise there would be no basis for a seri
ous threat to it. Even a few hundred" dedicated revolutionaries would be cap
tured in short order if no portion of the community was willing to provide them 
some protection. Any willingness to give such protection is an indication of 
decline of support and legitimacy of government. Any government in sllch a 
situation must conduct itself so as not to increase the loss of support and legiti- . 
macy. Organized violence in this sense is a signal of political trouble within 
regimes, not only a signal of the existence of a group dedicated to changing 
the means and conient of the political process. It signifies that a government 
has failed to maintain adherence to more peaceful means. 

In this perspective a government must do more than eliminate a few revolu
tionaries, for if there has been a decline in popular support and legitimacy, 
they can be easily replaced. A government so threatened by violence must con
tinue to seek its political goals. It is potentially disastrous to lose sight of 
political objectives in the effort to stop violence. 

Two important concepts have a bearing on this problem: legality and legiti
macy. Officials naturally tend to see problems in legal perspective, in terms of 
the prescribed rules governing peaceful political bargaining as well as personal 
behavior. A legal system can,function, however, only so long as there is popu
lar consensus and legitimacy for that system of laws and rules. The introduc
tion of violence as a means in the political process indicates that there has been 
at least a partial breakdown in support. To view events only in conventional 
legal terms at such a time is to exclude from consideration the attitudes of a 
significant portion of the polity. In a situation in which the legal system has 
partially broken down, it IS important to shift the pe~spective from the formal 
legal level to the underlying sense oflegitimacy. Only when legitimacy becomes 
the locus of concern is it possible to pursue the political objective of main
taining support. 

If actions are categorized as they are in the follOWing table, there is an in
herent bias against recognizing the ,broader threat of violence. 
The legal perspective leads to consideration only of cells I and IV in the chart: 
government actions are assumed to be legal, insurgent actions illegal. This is 
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Legal 
Illegal 

Acts of-

Government 

I 
III 

Insurgents 

II 
IV 
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further complicated by the f t th t ' . 
the promUlgation of law, ac a governments are primarily responsible for 

the ~~~~~~ b;f~~;s a~~:~:: ~~!~~~t:~~:~lfer ~:~t~ome individuals recog~ize 
the legality of g?vern.ment acts yet consider th~m illegit~~~~e~B~~~ ~ec?gn~~ 
~:;:~t of legahty WIth legitimacy, we can more easily see th~ probl~~~~~g : 

Acts of- . 

Legitimate 
Illegitimate 

Government 

I 
III 

Insurgents 

II 
IV 

!~ thi~ for~ulation it is possible to define relatively peaceful political times as 
ose m WhICh most acts of violence are perceived to be on the I and IV ' 

But the great~r t~e. number of people who attribute legitimacy to acts oti~~' 
s~rg~nts and illegitImacy t~ acts of government, the more threatening the situa
~on IS f~J:" ~overn~en,t. !?is formulation is independent of the actual level of 

olence, ~o!ence IS SIgnIfIcant when citizens' perceptions fall in the II-III axis 
!hus a sh~ft m p~pular attitudes from the I-IV axis to the II-III axis signal th ' 
mt~o,ductIOt: l~f VIolent politics, This can be summarized in a pro oSition's . e 
;'OhtI~~1 stability varies directly with the proportion of citizens w10se per~ep-
Ions a on t~e governmental axis (I-IV), and inversely with the PJ:"O ortion 
~hose perceptIOns are on the insurge~t axis (II-III). The greater the ;ate of 
s ~~e from,the governmental to the msurgent axis, the greater the decline in 
tability: It IS the ?~ture and rate of change in perceptions of legitimacy that 

are CruCIal for stabIlity, ~ot the absolute level of violence. This relationshi 
n;.aY

h 
be stated more ~recisely, as follows: Political stability is equal to the ~ate 

o c ange of perceptIOns from the I-IV axis to the II-III axis or , 
PS =.!!:.. [(r + IV) ] 

, at (II + III) 
1?tis formulati,on p:ovides a basis for evaluating the impact of governIhental 
~ m.surgent actIOns m the course of violent politics. It subsumes several 
o ~r u:nportant factors ~uch as outside support for either party, degree of or
~::t~~ of ~~e revol~tIonru:Y movement, particular ethnic 'Qr class differences 

p? y, terr~, ethical tradition, and many others. For the' 
ofcompar~tIve an~ysI.s" they might well be tested only as they affect s.~~~::~ 
:!!le~c.eptIOns by SIgnifICant groups ~f the legitimaLcy of the acts of governments 
, 0 msurgents. The. one other fa~tor that might be singled out for attention 
IS the degree of revolutionary orgaruzationand skill, which is important for 
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was luck or skillful in defeating an insurgent 
assessing whether a govemm

l 
e~t . ca:m~e critical mistakes as well as gov

movement. After all, revo utionanes 

ernments. . . act of the organization and skill of revolution-
One way to look ~t the ImP . f t on the rob ability of successful revolu-

aries is to asses~ the Im.pact of t~~r ~ ~~e 20-1. ~he probability of successful 
tion. To do this we mIght consl .. g rYe which in turn is depend
revolution is a function of t~e POSItIkilO?1 °an

f ~h~r Cg~niz~tion. At a given level of 
t th· degree of revolutIonary s . 

en on e .. 'ff' robabilities of successful revolution 
political stabIlity (A) we have dfl ermg Ptl'cu1ar level of sk;ll and organization. 
( C) d ding on the curve or a par,~ '--~ 
B, ,epen higher level of skill and organization than the lower. 
The~p1?er curye denotes a once ts it is obvious that a government has 

As we have developed these c T ~ stabilit than revolutionary organiza
more control over the level of poli IC T ~f the curve than the position of 
tion. Thus it is ~ess abl.e to a~:~~~, P~:~t~~~ especially intelligence, can affect 
point A. Effective polIce an Y.. but the fundamental fact is 
the skill and organizati?n of th~ revo~utI~~~r~:to keep point A stationary or 
that t~ese must ?e carne1d o~t ~ s~c v:rnmental actions frequently do reduce 
move It to the nght of he ~ ar.. 0 . "s accom anied by a shift toward 
the effectiveness of revolutIonanes, but If thit shi

1
'ft I'n lev Pel of political stability 

1 ill T and a consequen s 
governmenta egl Imacy, b bin of revolutionary success is not reduced. 
in the direction of D, the pro a I y . t amine the political and mili-

The primary focus of this es~y , t~~~t l~f ~~~nce with reference to their 
tary actions of governments un:: 1 tability and o~ revolutionary organiza
effects first on the ~egree of ~ lca ~l obability of successful revolution. 
tion and skill, and fmally on .. e ove~bl:~ as a military one: the determining 
This is at least. as much. a p0a1litI~a1 prthe perception of the legitimacy of acts by 
factor, accordmg to thIS an YSIS! IS , 

significant gr0';lJ?s within the. pt?li%. involve only a few active participants. 
Violent politIcs charactens lC Y . . with the opula-

~he numbehr 0lfres,,:ol';lltairOlnya:! ~:~~~~ l~;~~y ~~~~~:l~o:n'the gove~nmental 
tIon as a woe. Im1. , 
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side is small. The large majority of citizens are not mobilized to the struggle. 
One of the primary tasks of a regime is to avoid losing further support; the goal 
of the insurgents is the converse. The decline in political stability that charac
terizes the revolutionary situation· inclines many p~ople to take a hesitartt and. i 

more critical attitude toward the regime than is usually the case. They frequently 
develop a skeptical "wait and see" attitude, which makes the task of government 
that much more difficult. A regime needs positive support if it is to get the 
necessary intelligence and cooperation needed to weather a revolutionary sit
uation. The insurgents, on the other hand, need· only for the majority to 
withdraw support from the government. In the early phases they do not need 
positive revolutionary support. . 

In purs:ui(of these objectives, insurgent~ attempt through v~olence to demon
strate that the government cannot provide public safety. This is a relatively 
simple task for terrorists. A more important objective ulVolves the attempt 
to induce the regim~ to commit acts against the uncommitted so that they will 
withdraw their support from the government. This involves inducing a govern
ment to overrespond and commit acts that citizens will consider illegitimate 
(even though they may be technically legal). In the battle for differential po
litical mobilization, the task of the government is enormously delicate and re
quires political leadership of tremendous sophistication to avoid falling into 
the traps set by revolutionary violence. 

If the assumptions that underlie this analysis are correct, then the political 
tasks of a government faced with revolutionary violence must determine and 
take precedence over the military ta*s. Excessive military action can lead to 
a reduction in the organization and skill of an insurgent movement, but if done 
at the cost of increasing the number of people who perceive the acts of govern
ment as illegitimate, it is a pyrrhic victory. 

The cases of Cuba under Batista andYenezuela under .Betancourt provide 
a useful comparative test of these ideas. The analysis in this essay is ofneces
sity incomplete, but nevertheless sheds some light on the relationship of violence 
to politics. The relationship of political processes dominated by largely sym
bolic communications and bargaining to those in which violence becomes a 
factor is most clearly illuminated by discussing extreme cases of revolutionary 
potential, which these are. Similar analysis could be used to discuss the earlier 
phases of violent politics f in which the shift to violent means initially occurn~d. 
The same demands, pitfalls, and opportunities exist. 

CUBA UNDER BA TlSTA 

When Fulgencio Batista seized power in the coup of March 1952,shortly 
before a scheduled election, he set in motion the violent processes that led to 
his flight on New Year's Day of 1959. Batista was an obscure sergeant when 
he led his first revolt in 1933, against the regime of Gerardo Machado. He 
dominated the government for the next 10 years, until his voluntary retirement 
in 1944. In 1952, during his attempt at a legal comeback, the election. polls 
found him a poor third. This apparently motivated his trip to Camp Columbia, 
Cuba's most important military base, to lead his second coup. Although the 
popular outcry was great, little opposition immediately developed. Fidel 
Castro, who had been a candidate for Congress when the coup interupted the 
campaign, attempted to challenge the legality of the move but the courts re-
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fused to consider the issue. These events convinced many that the peaceful 
route to social or political change was rather a losing proposition. The attack 
on the Moncada barracks on July 26, 1953, was the first step in Castro's rise to 
power. Although the attack was an absolute fl3ilure militarily" it bec~me.the 
symbol of resistance and provided as well the name of Castro s orgamzatIon, 
the July 26th Movement. 

Much has been written of how Castro, after release from prison, wellt to 
the hills and organized a peasant revolution. This myth has been most recently 
enshrined in the writings of Regis Debray. While it is true that Castro landed 
with 82 men in 1956, after a period of training and organization in ~exico, 
only 12 of this group reached the mountains. The others were killed or cap
tured and tortured. In the Sierra Maestra base he was able to build a group of 
some 180 men by the spring of 1958-certainly not a formidable band com
pared with the 30,000 Americar ';rained troops at Batista's disposal. Even 
late in 1958 the total rural guerHHa force numbered about a thousand, with 
some 7,000 in t,he urban underground. It was this latter group that.became 
the backbone of the revolutionary movement. 

The Castro forces themselves did engage in some terrorism and raids on 
supply stores, but they did not constitute a serious inilitary threat. In fact, 
even to the end they avoided a large-scale military confrontation with the 
Army. It is certainly true that Castro became an important symbol of the revo
lution via his frequent radio broadcasts over clandestine stations arid other pub
liCity he received both in and out of Cuba. In order to achieve even this base 
of support, it was necessary for the guerrila band to develop friendly relations 
with local peasants for logistics and intelligence. This Castro certainly did. 

How could a band of several hundred, finally a thousand, guerrillas bring 
down a government? Clearly they did not do so alone. Operating in almost all 
urban areas were significant underground organizations led by numerous leaders, 
mostly unheralded. These forces harassed and terrorized the government, pro
voking the most brutal of responses. It is clear that counterterror became the 
strategy of the Batista governmenr,.1 Everyone suspected of the slightest dis
loyalty was subjected to the threat of arrest, torture, and even death. The 
urban underground was not comprised solely of middieclass ex-students, the 
mainstay of the Castro forces. Its members included much of the political 
and professional elite of the country, as well as many skilled workers. 

Batista's forceful accession to power had deprived him of much of the 
legitimacy normally associated with a constitutional government.2 With mar
ginal support from the start, he apparently did not think it necessary to seek a 
broader base of politiC;al support. Through his police he succeeded in alienat
ing much of the middle class; who otherwise were not totally unsympathetic 
to the government's efforts to restore law and order. When police efforts fo
cused on the sons of the middle class, this potential support evaporated. 
Batista acted as though he accepted Mao's dictum that power comes out of the 
barrel of a gun. 

The record of the Batista police and military is impressive if only for its 
thoroughness. Approximately half of the government forces were tied down 
with the urban problem, some'.:15 ,000 troops. It has been estimated by some 
that as many as 20,000 civilians were tortured or killed by the government 
from 1956 until the end of 1958. This is a victor's figure, but even if exag
gerated by a factor of 2 or 3, it represents a tremendous number for such a 
small country. It is not difficult to see how so many families could be affected. 

-----~-~~-----~-. ---
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Throughout this struggle the question of legailty seemed to lose importance
there was little legality anywhere. The over.riding consideration became the 
legitimacy of guerrilla terrOr and governmental counterterror. The rebel forces 
took great care to develop tactics that aHtmatedas few people as possible. Thus, 
when burning sugarfields brought great hardship on the peasants as well as the 
landowners, it was discontinued. The government lacked this sensitivity and 
continued to use tactics that offended many. 

The acts of the insurgents were not so much considered legitimate, as the 
governmental acts illegitimate. This affected the shift from the stable axis 
(I-IV) to the unstable axis (II-III): the political consequences of the govern
mental use of force significantly increased the probability of successful revolu
tion. At the same time the rural and urban resistance groups gained experience 
that increased their ability to operate in a police state and their sensitivity to 
popular reactions and cooperation. 

This process must be understood in the context of full-scale revolutionary 
violence. In addition to the selective raids for military supplies, the insurgents 
carried out numerous assassinations of particularly hated figures of the Batista 
regime and other serious acts of terrorism. Students made an abortive attempt 
on the dictator's life in March 1957 that brought particularly severe reprisals. 
Other acts of revolutionary terrorism were carried out to demonstrate that the 
government could not provide physical security for the popUlation. 

Another revolutionary. stratagem was a general strike called for April 8, 
1958. The strike was a debacle, since it exposed so much of the revolutionary 
organization to police reprisals. The refusal of Communists to cooperate in 
the strike insured its failure. It was not until the pact of Caracas, signed in 
july 1958, that the various revolutionary groups were able to agree to a degree 
of cooperation necessary to avoid such failures. The agreement brought the. 
several groups under the nominal leadership of Castro, by then the best known 
of the leaders. The weakness of this coalition is revealed in the rapid faction
alization that occurred after January 1959, in which the rural (but decidedly 
not peasant) faction gained tentative ascendancy. 

The actions of the police during 1957 and 1958 were significant in that they 
served to alienate signifcant factions from the government. Because the rev
olution was primarily middle class in composition, counterterrorism particu
larly affected that class: This was particularly counterproducive because the 
police and military themselves were soon affected. Military morale and dis
cipline rapidly declined to the point that the spring offensive of 1958 which 
pitted 10,000 or-more troops against the few hundred Castro forces i~ the 
mountains, failed completely. This failure seemed to signal to the poptdace 
that the government was no longer viable. 3 

. Given its internal divisions, lack of meanful coordination, poor communica
tIOns, and extremely limited numbers, it is difficult to see how the revolu
tionary movement succ~~ded except as a consequence. of the ineptitude of 
Batista. He repeatedly fell into the trap set by the insurgents by reacting vi
Ciously with his own fC?Jces. The insurgents siemonstrated that the government 
could not prevent violence; the police and military then proceeded to engage 
in counterterror perceived by many as illegitimate. In the race for differential 
mobilization, the regime fared badly. 

Having only limited popular support after the 1952.coup, Batista tried "free" 
elections, amnesty, and similar moves to bolster his regime. AU ofthese failed 
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to attract Significant popular support, however, and as a result many Cubans 
were uncommitted before revolutionary violence began. The significant events 
of the revolution were *e steps by which this uncommitted group shifted in
creasingly to the side of the insurgents.4 The Batista regime appeared unable 
to control the revolu,tionary violence., no matter how violent its own response, 
promising only civil war for the future. The popular relief at Batista's flight 
probably reflected as much a hope for an end to violence as it did positive sup
port for the insurgents, but this just as surely represents the failure ,of govern-
ment. -

In summary, the Cuban revolution can be interpreted as a case in which a 
middle-class insurgency in both urban and rural areas, without subst!!Iltial 
peasant or working class participation, brought down a regime. The trigger of 
terrorism and violence of the insurgents opened the floodgates of police and 
military reprisals, which alienated the significant uncommitted segment of the 
popubtion. This sealed the fate of the regime by tipping the scales of politicai 
mobilization in favor of the insurgents. 

VENEZUELA UNDER1~ETANCOURT 

Romulo Betancourt gained power under the most difficult of circumstances 
in February 1959. The dictatorship of Perez Jimenez had brought both eco
nomic and political havoc to the country. The tens and probably hundreds of 
millions of dollars lost in graft had left the nation in a state of bankruptcy. 
Oil resources had been squandered through new concessions that never reached 
the national treasury, public works projects had been established to appease 
labor with no meaningful program of payment, and there was lavish spending 
on the military to maintain their support. The country was in the most serious 
of crises in terms of maintaining its ability to govern.S When students and 
otherdinally brought down the Perez regime in early 1958, the intervening 
junta was hesitant to act decisively since its members had programed a return 
to civilian rule within the year. This meant-an additional year in which ccmdi:' 
tions d_id not improve. . , 

In addition to the difficult economic position; the factions that had momen
tarily united against Jimenez reappe-ared. A considerable faction within the 
military felt threatened by the end of military rule. Throughout the immediate 
postcoup period there were recurrent rumors of plots and several actual attempts 
at overthrow. Castro Leon, almost pathologically opposed to the possibility 
of rule by ROllmlo Betancourt and the Accion Democratica (AD) Party, which 
won the election of December 1958, was particularly active in antigovernment 
activity. There were serious attempts in July and September of 1958, October 
of 1959, and April 1960. All of these attempts involved the classic techniques 
of theroilitary coup. They did not involve the mobilization of the population; 
the dynamics of political violence as we have defmed them were not involved. 
Such seizures of government, if successful, present the public with a fait accompli 
with little chance to intervene. 

When the Acci6n Democnitia Party was first in power, in 1945, Betancourt 
was not sufficiently sensitive to support f(om the military and the party was 
thrown out in 1948. In 1959 the newly elected President was wiser, carefully 
courting the advice and support ·of the various leaders in the military. It was 
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his success in holding the majority of the military to his side that led to the 
failures of some right wing military leaders. 

Leftwing political violence dates from a split ~n the AD party. A younger 
faction of the party had been active in the underground during the Jimenez 
regime, while leaders such as Betancourt were in exile. In this period members 
of the faction had worked actively with the radical faction of the Communist 
Party. Becoming disenchanted with the pace of reform under Betancourt, this 
group broke with the party in 1960 and formed the Movement of the Revolu
tionary Left {MIR}. Members of this group became convinced that violence 
was the only route to the type of reform they demanded.6 Against the advice 
of more seasoned and older Communist leaders, the MIR almost immediately 
launched a campaign of urban violence, which reached its peak in November 
1960. The failure of this attempt at fomenting large-scale riots and strikes re
sulted in a plan for developing a full revolutionary situation in 1962. The Com
munist leadership attacked the assumptions, timing, and general plan of the MIR 
insurgents, causing considerable conflict within the radical movement. Never
theless the frequency of attacks increased during the ensuing months. The 46 
reported serious attacks attributed to it in 1960 may not appear numerous, but 
the MIR had become a factor to be reckoned with in Venezuelanpolitics.7 

These early attempts were quite random, probably being used as training mis
sions. Random terrorism takes less planning and skill than robbery or sabotage. 
Table 20-1 indicates the types of violence used by the MIR during the 1960-

Table 20-1-Leftwing violence in Venezuela, 1960-63. 8 

Percentage distribution of reported leftwing 
Type political violence by means employed 

1960 1961 1962 1963 
Riot ................... 17 3 13 S 
Assassination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 9 12 ... 6 
Robbery ................ 0 6 9 12 
Terrorism .......•........ 63 60 50 42 
Sabotage ................ 5 7 6 2 
Other .................. 11 15 10 33 
Cases reported . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100% 100% 100% 100% 

46 33 12U 181 

1 From El Universal. 

63 period. Random terrorism declin~d in proportion over this period and more 
purposive violence such as robbery and sabotage increased. The initial ter
rorism, in addition to possibly providing training, communicated most distinctly 
the concerns and commitment of this group. ._-

Throughout 1961 the government was actiw h'1 attempting to capture the 
terrorists, though the tactics terrorists used made detection partiqularly dif
ficult. However, Betancourt was careful not to employ police tactics in an in
discriminate manner so as to alienate innocent victims. During t~s period 
there was also the development of significant leftwing support within the mili
tary itself. This was manifested in June 1962 with serious risings at Carupano 
and Puerto Cabello. These risings were used as a pretext by the government to 
suspend some constitutional guarantees and ban the. Communist Party and the 
MIR. However, the government waited to carry out large-scale public measures 
against the insurgents until the public had been suffiCiently frightened by the 
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seriousness of the uprisings at Carupano and Puerto Cabello. That is, Betan
court waited until the illegitimacy of the insurgent actions was well accepted 
before making a major move. In this manner he was able to maximize support 
for the government action. In addi!ion, he did not use the opportunity of sus
pended constitutional guarantees to attack other political opposition. On the 
31st of July 1962, the guarantees were restored. 

Continued insurgent activity led, however, to a second suspension on the 
7th of October. This time the government went out of its way to enlist the 
support of major groups within the society. The strong measures against the 
insurgents were accompanied by successful appeals for support from the mili
tary and groups such as labor. Betanc::ourt accelerated action against the in
surgents only as the public demands for such action warranted, and was ex
tremely careful to maintain popular and institutional support for his use of 
counterforce against the insurgents. In this manner hIe avoided the problem 
of alienating the innocent who might oth.erwise have been affected by repression. 

The Communist Party became more and more disenchanted with the program 
of violence, which they regarded as counterproductive.8 The threat from the 
left actually increased support for the government. Many factions that might 
otherwise have been more voc~~~n opposition united under the threat of vio
lence. In fact, Betancourt was not unmindful of this phenomenon and used it 
repeatedly in appeals for unity, action, and support. One of the strategies 
advanced by the insurgents was an attempt to stimulatea military coup against 
the AD government. They judged that a return to military dictatorship would 
make recruitment into the revolutionary ranks easier, since it would unite the 
moderate left with the violent left.9 Agafu., Betancourt used the existence of 
this plan to convince the military that they must at all costs remain loyal to 
avoid falling in with the plans of the insurgents themselves. Restraint again was 
the characteristic of the government action. Throughout the entire period of 
violent threat, the reported frequency of government acts of violent n:actions 
was closely correlated with the reported acts of the insurgents. This apparently 
contributed to the impression of legitimacy of the police and military responses. 
The insurgents during 1962 did not significantly increase the bas~ of their sup
port and the government did not suffer significant defections. 

As the elections of December 1963 approached, violence increased rapidly. 
The insurgents felt that it was necessary either to induce a military coup or to 
force the government into overreaction before there was a successful transfer 
of democratic power. Again Betancourt was careful not to overstep his sup
port, and he appeared in public to be responding less forcefully than many 
would have wished. His was an unstable tightrope to walk, because he was ex
posed to failure from insufficH:fit action as easily as from excessive action. Be
cause the insurgents were unsuccessful in expanding their scope of operations, 
the threat against the government did not increase as rapidly as it did in Cuba. 
A vicious attack on an excursion train in September 1963 provided an oppor
tunity for a very forceful response with large-scale popular support. Betan
court took advantage of this situation to arrest MIR and Communist Party 
deputies, to use regular military troops in urban areas, and to pass emergency 
measures. These actions were carried out with the strong support of the mili
taryand the public at large. As previously, the Betancourt response to insur
gent activity appears to have been commensurate with public judgements about 
what was appropriate . 

-----,-... ----~~----------
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As in the case of Cuba, violence remained primarily a middle-class phenome
non. The laborm?vement, ~ough its members had voted against the AD Party 
and were .a potentIal base of msurgent support, remained neutral or progovern
ment ~urmg the entire period in spite of the fact that the Communist Party 
~ad .gamed c?ntrol of the union movement during the Jimenez era.10 The 
s~gnIficant dIfference in the experience of the two countries lies in the con
~mued su~~ort for the government fr..om the Venezuelan middle class, includ
mg the rmlltary and police. 

While the insurgents in ,venezuela were probably less highly skilled than the 
Cuban~, the. go~ernment dId not make their job easier by overresponding and 
thus ahenatm~ ~mportant middle-class support. Had th~, government lost the 
suppor! of this Important sector, it is entirely possible that the skill and success 
of the msu.rgents would have increasedl~-,:tfficiently to overthrow the govern-
ment or stImulate a military coup. .. 

T~e cadre of the insurgents was about a thousand men more than Castro 
had m the mountains until the fall of 1959 but less than 'the combined urban 
and ~ural forc~ ~f insurgents in Cuba. The split between Castro and the Com
mUnIsts.was sIpular to the split in Venezuela. The revolutionary testing ground 
o.f t~e .Jl1~e~etz period was similar to that of Batista. Given all these similari
tIes It IS dIffICU.lt to assess finally the causes of the failure of the insurgents in 
Venezuela. It IS clear that maintaining support from the middle class as well 
as la.?or and the peas?nts w.as crit~cal for Betancourt's success. With less political 
adrOItness and more mtensIve polIce response, this support could easily have 
b.een lost. The AD government was successful in maintaining popular percep
tIons th~t th~ acts ?~ violence fell on the I-IV axis of stability rather than the 
I!-II~ aXIS of mst~bIlity. In addition, the government responses did not lead to 
SIgnIficant ~efectIOns that could have increased the skill and organization of . 
th~ revo.lutIOnary. movement. There is one last qualification to this analysis. 
It. IS entIrelY.P?smble that Betancourt was able to minimize the factionalism of 
his own coali~IOn, the moderate left opposition, and the military by the very 
threat of the msurgents. Had that threat not existed, Betancourt might not 
have been able to govern successfully. If so, it is strange irony for the insur
gents,!1 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

. In this essay we h?ve examined two cases of revolutionary violence. In one 
mstance-Cuba-the msurgents were successful, in the other-Vel1.ezuela
unsuccessful. We have looked at the tactics of the respective governments in 
terms ~~ the underlying strategy, either political or military; the perception of 
the legItImacy of acts of violence; and the differential political mobilization 
that ?ccurs as .a. consequence. If this analysis is correct, it suggests that a pre
d~mm?tely military strateg~ of eliminating insurgents at all costs is fraught 
WIth pItfalls that ~an benef~t the insurgents. It suggests that primary issues for 
scholar1~ and polIcy ru:alysIs are popular perception of the legitimacy of the 
acts of vIOI~nce comrmtted by insurgents. and responded to by government 
forc~s, the I~pact of governmental actions on the organization and skill of 
th~ msurgents, and the continuance or withdrawal of support of the largely 
unmvolved sectors of the population. There are, of course, other relevant fac
tors that would be necessaty for a complete comparison of these cases. Out-

1. ------,-----~ .. -..... -.- ..... -.-.---~.-. ---------------
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side support, popularity of the existing regime, terrain, objective economic 
conditions, and others are all of importance. Wnat is argued here is that they 
are not so critical to the dynamics of the political processes involving violence 
as the ones chosen for this analysis. 

The cases selected were, in addition, ones in which the objectives of the in
surgents were the complete overthrow of the regime and system in power. In 
such cases the dynamic relationship between the violence of both sides and the 
political process is clearly defmed. In cases in which violence is used as a tool 
of reform rather than revolution, it is likely that the same dynamic relationship 
exists, although not so clearly evident. The argument is based on the assump
tion that the critical variable is the perception of the legitimacy of the act of 
violence, not its legality. Violence in this sense may represent a breakdown in 
the legal S)lstem but not necessarily of politics. No political. process is as deli
cate as one involving significant levels ofviolertce. To lose sight of the political 
implications of force and violence is to toy with dangerous consequences. Gov
ernments can nQ more hide behind the legality of their acts than insurgents can 
assume they will have large-scale support. IiI this dynamic relationship. the 
violence of governments is more amenable to control than that of insurgents. 
At the least a government should be able to avoid counterproductive conse-
quences of its own actions. . 

1. 
2. ' 

3. 

4. 
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PART IX 

ECOLOGICAL AND 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL 
PERSPECTIVES 

No scholarly discipline has a primary, much less 
an exclusive, claim to expertise in explaining the 
nature, processes, and consequences of violence. 
Psychiatrists, psychologists, criminologists, and 
sociologists have all contributed substantially to 
the understanding of individual violence. The analy
sis of collective protest and violence has proceeded 
from the viewpoints of these disciplines as well as 
those of history and political science. The inade
quacy' of our understanding of the phenomena of 
violence is only partly the result of insufficient re
search. In fact we know a great deal about the sub
ject, as the contributions to this volume testify. 
One lack is an integrated theo~etical and empirical 
approach to the subject in its entirety, one that 
overcomes the essentially arbitrary divisions of 
conventional academic discourse and gives unified, 
systematic attention to all aspects of the human 
dispensation to do violence to other humans. The 
two chapters in this section do not attempt any, 
cross-disciplinary theoretical integration. Rather, 
they demonstrate the relevance-perhaps a critical 
relevance-of researchjn the supposedly more 
esoteric biological;;-ud social sciences for a com
prehensive explanation of violence. 

It is sometimes assumed that man is ap infi
nitely adaptable being. Whether or not he has all 
innate disposition to aggression-a matter of dispute 
flmong psychologists and students of animal be
ihavior-it usually is held that human aggression is 
socially determinable, if not entirely socially deter
mined. What is sometimes neglected in analyses 
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based on such assumptions is that there may be a 
fundamental interaction between men's biological 
nature and ecological circumstances that increases 
aggressiveness. The work of Lorenz, Ardrey, and 
others on territoriality and aggressiveness in animal 
populations points to one such relationship. In the 
first of the following chapters, George Carstairs 
draws on laboratory studies of animal behavior, 
evidence on the incidence of mental disorder, and 
the history of millenarian social movements to 
demonstrate that overcrowding seems to have bio
logical concomitants that heighten disruptive be
havior, behavior that is reinforced but not solely 
caused by social disorganization. The evidence is 
suggestive, not definitive. It does imply some dev
astating social consequences of unchecked in
creases in the density and concentration of human 
populations. 

How do groups respond when they experience 
external threat or deprivation that seems to 
threaten their cultural integrity? Perhaps the first 
answer suggested.by a reading of American history 
is the resort to retaliatory or defensive violence. 
White Southerners, Northern immigra~Ats, and 
American Indians all have done so inxesponse to 
varied external stresses. When the threatened group 
is relatively powerless, however, quite a different 
response occurs: its members often attempt to es
tablish and preserve their cultural identity by non
violent defensive techniques. Bernard J. Siegel de
scribes the nature of these defensive adaptations in 
the second chapter below. In the American context, 
examples of .groups that have adapted defensively 
inchlde Puebl() Indians of New Mexico, the Black 
Muslims, and religious bodies like the Amish, Hut
terites; andM;:ormons. All such groups have certain 
characteristics inc,ommon: in response to perceived 
stress they develop and enforce detailes and rigorous 

, codes for the regUlation of their members' behavior, 
they increase cultural integration by emphasizing 
and elaborating a few key cultural values, and they 
intensify communication within the group and 
minimize communication with outsiders. The two 
most general questioils raised by the study of de
fensive groups for the contemporary problems of 
the United States are these: What effects do they 

, 1 
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have on the disposition to individual and collective 
violence? and What are their consequences for the 
attainment of the American ideal of a culturally 
and socially integrated national society? The fol~ 
lowing anthropological analysis implies that they 
minimize the former but at the cost of raising seri
ous barriers to the latter. 

The disciplines represented by these contribu
tions have given relatively little attention to ques
tions of the etiology and consequences of violence. 
In view of the significance of the findings in hand, 
how great an increment in knowledge might we 
have if these and other little-studied aspects of 
violence were thoroughly examined? 

I 
I 
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Chapter 21 

OVERCROWDING 

AND HUMAN AGGRESSION 
I! 

By George M. Carstairs* 

When statisticians warn· us about the inevitable consequences if recent pop
ulation trends are allowed to continue unchecked during the next few genera
tions, our first concern has naturally been over the basic question of survival: 
Will the world's resources suffice to feed all those extra billions? No sooner 
have we heard the arguments on this than we fmd ourselves facing the next 
question: What will be the quality of the life led by the inhabitants' of an 
overcrowded planet? In particular, what will 'be the effects of overcrowding 
on the manifestations of aggression within and between societies? 

In former centuries, disease and early death exercised so effective a form 
of popul~tion control that the vast majority of mankind could not indulge in 
the lux~(fy ofi\la~Piring to a high stan~ard of living. Simply to survive into late 
adulthoa~, a~ tre s7~e lev~l of SubsIstence as one's forefathers, was good for
tun~~enptigh'~ j:;'ropI thr 1in1e pf the earliest prehistoric civilizations to the 
pr~sent day ,in alrrio§t' every h\uman society, only the privileged elite were in a 
position to cultivate )their sensi:bilities and to expand the boundaries of hUman 
experience and unde£1taIlding;C' In London, as recently as the beginning of the 
present century; the very'chances of survival through early infancy were more 
than twice as high for the children of the rich as for the children of the poor. 
Throughout .the contemporary world, survival has become generally attain
able, for rich and poor alike; and now, for .the first time in the history of man
kind, education, self-awareness, and the aspiration for a meaningful and satis
fying life experience are being shared by a majority of people. 

IneVitably, once the killing diseases and the threat of starvation have been 
averted, people become increasingly aware of, mid discontented with, minor 
forms of discomfort or unhappiness. One of the striking changes in morbidity 
in both highly developed and in developing countries during recent decades 
has been the apparent increase in neurosis and psychosomatic disorders. These 
functional illnesses-which some people would prefer to regard as manifesta
tions of "problems of living" rather than of disease-have long been recog
nized among the privileged classes. Already in 1 ~89, Thomas Sydenham de
clared that half of his nonfertile patients, that is, bne-sixth ·of his total 

*Dr. Carstairs in professor of psychological medicine at the University of Edinburgh. 
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practice, were hysterical; and in 1733, George Cheyne (in his book entitled 
The English Disease) stated that a third of his patients were neurotic. 

Both Sydenham and Cheyne were fashionable physicians, most of whose 
clientele was drawn from the wealthy minority of the English society of their 
day. Sydenham himself observed that hysteria was commoner among women 
of the leisured classes than among those who had to toil. It is only in the 
present day that the working classes have been in a position to enjoy the lux
ury of being neurotic; but recent surveys, both in Asia 1 and in Manhattan,2 
have shown that the rates for almost every form of mental illness are highest 
among the socioeconomically underprivileged sections of contemporary 
societies. 

It must be emphasized that the very marked increase in the "visibility" of 
mental disorders in most countries of the world is partly due to the better 
control of infections and other serious physical illnesses. Neurosis is a by
product of a raised level of expectation of the quality ofIife experience when 
these higher expectations are denied fulfIllment. It can, at times, be mani
fested as what Charles Kingsley called "divine discontent," a spur toward the 
further enhancement of the standard of living-provided, of course, that steps 
can be taken to remedy the adverse environmental factors to which the symp
toms of neurosis have drawn our attention. 

There are, however, many situations in which individuals feel themselves 
powerless to better their state: conspicuous instances can be found in the so
cially disorganized slum areas of great cities, especially in periods of very rapid 
growth such as that experienced by Chicago and Detroit in the early decades 
of this century, and by such cities as Tokyo, Calcutta, Rio de Janeiro, and 
other conurbations after the Second World War. Here we are confronted by 
this vital question: What win be the consequences, for mental helath, of a 
continuing massive increase in human populations? 

As yet, the science of human behavior is not sufficiently developed to be 
able to answer this question with precision, or even with c.onfidence. Never
theless it is possible to learn troin studies of animals, both in their natural en
vironment and under experimental conditions, and to note certain regularly 
occurring consequences of severe overcrowding: with due caution, one can 
infer some similar repercussions 'of overcrowding in man. There are also a 
number of direct observations, in human populations, on the interrelation
ships between overcrowding and certain indices of mental health, from which 
we can" predict with greater confidence the likely consequences of overcrowd
ing on a still larger scale. 

STUDIES OF ANIMAL BEHA VlOR 

At first sight, it might seem that much could be learned from observations 
on species such as lemmings or voles, which are subject to periodic fluctuations 
of population size. There is still a good deal of controversy among naturalists 
as to whether these fluctuations are essentially determined by rather gross en
vironmental factors of food supply or infection or whether social interactions 
also play an important role. Films oflemmings taken during one of their 
mass migrations have shown that although scarcity of food may be one factor, 
the movement of the whole population takes on a cumulative momentum as 
the result of repeated, frenetic interactions, which have been described as 
showing a hysterical qUality. 
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In recent years the work of ethologists has taught u.s a great ?eal ab.out the 
interaction of innate, biological propensities and learnmg expene~ces m many 
animal species. At a relatively crude level, this can be demonstrated by a mod
ification of the animals' adrenal size and activity. The adrenals play an essen
tial role in an animal's response to stress, whether by fighting or by taking 
flight. There is a conspicuous difference between the .size ?f the ~~renals in 
wild rats and in rats which have been bred for generatIOns m captlVlty, the lat
ter having much smaller adrenal glands. When wild rats a.re caged, and all.owed 
to breed a diminution in adrenal size becomes apparent m a few generatIOns. 
In colonies in which there is a great deal of fighting, the mean size of the rats' 
adrenals increases by up to 30 percent-and this is true both o~ t~e a~gre~sors 
and the victims. Observations in nature have shown marked dimmubon In 

adrenal size when rat populations are depleted. For example, the rat popula
tion in the sewers of Hamburg at one time became alarmingly large. A vigor
ous campaign of extermination succeeded literal~y in de~imating their nu~
bers. It was found that the size of the adrenals (m relatIOn to total body SIze) 
significantly diminished after the reduction in the rat population. Similar 
findings were observed when numbers were reduced in an overcrowded herd 
of deer. 

Adrenal activity is stimulated by social interaction, especially by the chal
lenge of attack and the need for counterattack in self-defense. ?ne interest
ing finding is that t~e quality of the stress response takes on a d~ferent char
acter for the animal that is victorious in the contest. Such an anImal can go 
from strength to strength, able to fight one battle after anoth,er; in the inte!
vals of fighting, its sexual potency is also at a high le~e.l. In contrast, an anI
mal which undergoes a series of defeats becomes debilItate~, even al~hou?h 
suffering no obvious physical injury, and is sexually less actIve. A bIOlogist, 
Anthony Barnett, has shown that prolonged exp~sure . to eve~ mode!ate hos
tility can lead to weakness and death. He has. ~pl~omlZed this re~ctIOn as fol
lows: "evidently the bodily response to humilIatIon resembles, m some ways, 
that to danger to life or limb."3 Usually the loser in such conte~t~ is able to 

, survive by escaping from the scene of battle and the!eafter r~fraIDm.g from 
challenging its victor; but there are situations, both m the wild and m the cap
tive state, where animals are unable to escape, and are repeatedly confronted 
by the threat of a contest in which they are doomed to d~fea~. There are 
well-authentic.ated observations, in rats, of the weaker anImal s sudden death 
under such circumstances, and even careful postmortem examination has 
failed to show any organic trauma sufficient to account for these deat~s.4 

Another instance of the interaction of biological and social factors m th~ 
response to stress can be found in observations on the toxity of amphetamme 
drugs, whose action is sunilar to that of adrenalin, the secr~tion .of the medulla 
of the adrenal gland. A relatively small dose of amphetamme will prove fa:al 
to a rat that is confined in a cage with many other rats, whereas a rat that IS 
kept in isolation can survive doses of amphetamine up to four times greater. 
It is presumed that the effect of the drug is greatly enhanced, in the former 
situation, by the numerous stressful interations wi~ the other rats, ea~h of 
which stin)ulates the output of more adrenalin until complete exhaustIon 

j' 
supervenett .. 

These, of course, represent extremes of overstimulation. Many ~ecles of 
animals and birds have evolved self-protective behavior patterns to msure that 
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\1 
ch extremes will not occur. Typical of these behavior pat~erns is the "peck sexual and social interaction altogether, sulking alone on the periphery of the 

i, 
group, while others became morbidly pensexual, mounting female rats, 

tl ~~der" or status hierarchy, by virtue of which a group of ammals whose mem-L 
whether receptive or not, whenever they could do so withou(heing attacked Ii bers meet each other regularly first fight each oth~r, and ~hen .mutually ~gree 

by one of the ascendant males. These hyperactive rats contravened many of 11 to a rank order of ascendancy, after Which the anunal of mf:f1o.r status mvar-

the norms of behavior of their group, even becoming cannibal toward the !l iably concedes in the face of a challenge from ~ose above l~un m rank. More 
young of their own kind.9 II detailed studies have shown that status hierarchIes ~an be eIih.er ~bsolute, 

It has been maintained by some writers that the human species is unique 
I' 

whereby every member of a group of animals invanably remams m the.same 

in its tendency to destroy its own kind; but this is not quite true. Colonies 

tl 
[t 

position in relation to each of his fellows, or relative, i~ which under dIfferent 
of rats will frequently attack, and even exterminate, single newcomers or 

II 
II circumstances of time or place, the individual's respectIve degrees of asce?d-

groups of "alien" rats that are introduced into their midst. On the other hand, 
n 

ancy over one other may change.S Absolute status hierarchi:s.are most}ikely 

if several rats, previously reared in separate cages, are Simultaneously intro-

I 
!I 
f: to be found where all the animals in a group share the same hvmg space, they 

duced into a strange pen, they will spend several hours exploring the confines 
II 

become most clearly defuied when that space is.a restricted ~ne. Under such 
of !he pen, and each other, without showing aggression; but after a relatively 

II 

i , 
circumstances, Barnett has shown that adrenal SIze becomes mversely corre-

short interval any additional stranger introduced into this newly formed group I lated with height in the social hierarchy. . .. 
will be liable to be attacked and killed. Relative dominance is seen most clearly in animals that have md.lVldu~ ter-

It is, of course, a far cry from the behaVior of rats and cats to that of 1m-l dtories. When on their horne ground, they are often able to vanqUIsh an m-
mans; but observations on the behavior of higher primates have a more irn-

E: 
~ truder and compel him to retreat, whereas if th~y are ~hallenged by the sa~e 

mediate relevance. Recent studies of apes and monkeys in their natural hab- p I individual on his horne territory, they in turn will .a~mIt. de~eat. Man~ sP:cIes 
itat have greatly modified earlier preconceptions about the frequency of both 

f 

of birds and most mammals (including man), exhIbIt thIS kind of terntonal 
fighting and sexual behavior. These beliefs were much inlluenced.by observa-behavio;. Not only football teams, but all of us, ten~ ~o perform best on our 
tions made by Zuckerman upon apes in zoos, which displ~yed almost inces-

I 
II 

horne ground-mental as well as physical-and to resIsra~yo~e who v~ntures 
I 

sant fighting and sexual competition;10 but this has proved to be only a trav- .. " 
U. 

I 11 to challenge us there. Naturalists have rec?gnize~ in terntonal behaVIOr, a~d _ i 
esty of their conduct in their natural surroundings. Instead, it is the pWduct I ~ in the varying degrees of dominance asso('.Iat~d WIth ~e center and .the penph 

I 
of their being confined in overcrowded conditions Without the possibility of 

'f ery of the territory, a self-regulating mechamsm that msures an optunal degree I 
escape. In the wild state, protective mechanisms bperate to control the fre-

fl 

J 
II of dispersion of the species.6 . . . . 

quency of both the above types of behavior; but when groups of primates out-
I' When animals such as domestic cats, which customarily enJoy qUIte a WIde 

grow their territory, the frequency of quarreling and fighting increases. 11 

,I 
range of movement, are crowded together in a limited space, there te~ds to fl f 
emerge one particularly tyrannical "despot" who holds all the others m fear 
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it 
and also one or more whom Leyhausen terms "parialls," at the ~?tt?m of the 

It is perhaps signitic~lflt that Leyhausen and Lorenz, the two naturalists 
status hierarchy. 7 These unfortunate ~reatures, ~e observes, ~~ dnven to 

jt frenzy and all kinds of neurotic behaVIOr by contmuous and pItiless attack by 
Who have devoted mote attention than almost any others to the disruptive ef-I! all the others." Although these "pariahs" bear the severest brunt, the whole 
fects of overcroWding, themselves both underwent the painful experience of II community of cats held in such close confinement is seen to ~uffer. ~h:se 
being closely confined in prisoner-of-war camps for several years. Their per-i cats "seldom relax, they never look at ease, and there is contm~ous hIssmg, 
so~al observations, which have been corroborated by other medical and psy-

~ 1 

growling and even fighting. Play stops altogether, and locomotIOn and exer-
chiatric witnesses (e.g., Bettellieim, Cochrane, Gibbens),12 were that when a 

j 

1 
I cise are reduced to a minimum."8 . d 

group of men was penned up together in close qu~rters for many months on 
n n This clearly represents a pathological social. situa~ion, in which ?vercrow -

end, its members tendetl to become hyperirritable, and to fmd each other's 
II 

ing and confmement conspire to accentuate disturbmg confrontatIO~s be-. [ small mannerisms positively intolerable. 
ji 
I! tween individuals. Another observer, studying the behavio.r ~f colomes o~ 

1. ~ These, too, like the observations on caged cats and rats, were instances of U rats under different degrees of over-population, obser~ed SImilar changes m 
extreme conditions; and yet one must realize that there are many impoverished ~ their customary interrelationships. Where overcrowdmg. was most.mar~ed, 

ij groups in the world whose conditions oflife today are scarcely better. In 
~~J 

the enforced social interactions were seen to interfere WIth the satIsfactIOn of 
theory" of course, they can escape from their surroundings; but in practice 

' J 1 quite basic biological needs such as,/eeding, nest b~ilding, an~ the care o~ 
the "culture of poverty" can indUce a sense of despair of ever being able to tl their young. Normally mother ratii)whose nest is disturbed will carry theIr . 
escape.13 One is tempted to draw an analogy between the rat that is sub-

r 

\ 

young, one by one, to a place of safety, bl!t in overcrowded pens thIS beha~lOr 
jected to a series of physical defeats, or the "pariahs" in an overcrowded 

I 

rl 

1 ' 
J 1 

pattern was lost, and the rats' general matfrlnal care became so faulty th~t m 
colony of cats, and the members of problem families in our city slums who 

I' , 
II one experiment 80 percent and in another 96 percent of all the young dIed ~e-

display a seeming inability to make a successful 'social adaptation. It appears 
.) ; 

fore reaching maturity. Among the males, somebec~e asce~dant ove~ theIr 
that social institutions and transmitted value systems can create a sense of 
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fellows but others siiowed a number of disturbances.·of behaVIOr, of WhICh 
confmement no less demoralizing than the bars of a cage. 
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t~o patterns were particularly striking: some males appeared to opt out of 
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Many years ago, Farris and Dunham14 drew attention to the ecologic~ 
concentration of certain forms of mental illness in those parts of a large CIty 
where both overcrowding and social disorganization-or anomie as Durkheim15 

had earlier described it-were most marked. Subsequent research has chal- . 
lenged Dunham's specific contention that schizophrenia is generated by the 
conditions of life in a socially disorganized community; but many other 
studies have confIrmed hi~ fInding that alcoholism, illegitimacy, divorce, de
linquency, and numerous other forms of social pathology are most prevalent 
in such areas. 

There remains, however, an interesting contrast in the social correlates of 
two particular manifestations of social pathology, namely, suicide and at
tempted suicide-at least, as they are observed in cities of the Western World. 
Suicide rates are h~~~h.est in areas where many people live in a state of social 
isolation, bereft of the support of family, or of any other primary group. On 
the other hand, studies of attempted suicide have shown that the most im
portant social correlate is overcrowding. Typically, the person who makes a 
nonfatal suicidal gesture has been harassed beyond endurance 'by recurrent 
friction within the domestic group, in cramped and overcrowded premises. 
Here, too, as in the instance of rats' dose resistance to amphetamine, one can 
see the mutual reinforcement of mu1 tiple factors. A majority of those who. at
tempt suicide are relatively young men and women, who often have had a bad 
start in life with unstable or absent parent fIgures. These patients tend to ex
perience great difficulty, in their turn, in forming stable inte:rpersonal relation
ships: they are often at the same time demanding and inconsiderate toward 
others, and yet are themselves emotionally immature and dependent. Their 
deficiencies prompt them to seek out partners from whom they hope to de
rive support, but all too often the partner whom they select is handicapped in 
much the same way; so far from meeting each other's dependency needs, 
these unfortunates only suceed in making each other's state even worse than 
before. Often, too, they turn to drink or drugs to allay their need for depend
ence, and this in turn furthe.r impoverishes their ability to form rewarding per-
'sonal relationships.16 

During recent years many countries have been obliged to take stock of in-
creasing rates of alcoholism, crimes of violence, and attempted suicide. Socio
logical and social-psychiatric rese;u;ch has shown that there are clusters of dis
turbances that are found most commonly in overpopulated, underprivileged 
sectors oflarge cities; but several interacting factors, in addition to that of 
overcrowding"are believed to contribute to their appearance. In recent years 
mass outbreaks 'Of violence have quickened attention to these phenomena. It 
is disquieting to he;: reminded that even in countries that have experienced an 
overall improvement in their standard of living during the last qu.arter century, 
an increasing number of people feel aliena~ed from the goals, and the rewards,!. 
to which their fellow citizens aspire~aud alienated so profoundly that they 
despair of ever being able to get back into' the mainstream of humanity. 

Alienation and despair are the product of extreme situations-such as, for . 
example, were realized in the grotesque, doomed societies of the Nazi concen· 
tration camps. Many, if not most, of the inmates of such camps found them
selves surrendering their customary standards of behavior and their values, 
becoming completely disoriented by the inhuman conditions u.nder which 
they were forced to live)7 
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There have been crises in the course of human history when quite large 
sectors of mankind experienced this sense of ~1ienation from participation in 
the life of their fellow countrymen. Sometimtls after prolonged deprivation 
their discontents have exploded in outbreaks of revolution, as a result of 
which a new social order has been created; but at other times leaderless 
masses of the dispossessed have shown themselves only too ready to become 
the dupes of mentally unstable yet charismatic demagogues, who promised 
them a magical deliverance from their miseries. The historian Norman 
Cohn has shown how often in European history periods of social and eco
nomic disruption have resulted in the demoralization of large populations. 
Cohn has identified a number of social circumstances in which this is liable 
to occur. Conspicuous among these have been occasions in which long-settled 
means of production and traditional occupations have been rapidly superseded 
by new techniques, throwing many individuals out of work; circumstances in 
which different sectors of a population experience widely contrasting stand
ards of living; and situations where traditional values are weakened, and cus
tomary authorities cease to fulml their protective function. Common to all 
these circumstances is an all-pervadirlg sense of uncertainty about the future.18 

George Kennan has epitomized the consequences of such periods of un
certai!lty with his customary eloquence: 

Whenever the authority of the past is too suddenly and too drast
ically undermined-whenever the past ceases to be the great and re
liab!~' reference book of human problems-whenevei;above a11;the ex
perience of the father becomes irrelevant to the trials and searchings 
of the son-there the foundations of man's inner health and stability 
begin to crumble, insecurity and panic begin to take over, conduct 
becomes erratic and aggressive.19 

Just how erratic and aggressive conduct can become in such situations is 
amply illustrated in Cohn's monograph. He shows that the rootless, uncer
tain populations who are the victiins of too rapid social change tend to regress 
emotionally, and to clutch at magical solutiorls for their plight. Nor have 
leaders been lacking to offer them just such magical solutions, promising a 
millennium of effortless bliss just around the corner. 

A characteristic of these millennial movements has been their tendency 
to begin on a note of generosity, brotherliness, and willingness to let allsl'mre 
equally in the plenty which is soon to be available. This was the case with 
the followers of Tanchelm, who inspired a vast following among the pOPf in 
Flanders in the early 12th century, and with those of Eudes de l'Etoile, ,who 
preached a millennium of universal riches to hordes of peasants in Brittany 
rendered landless by successive years of famine. Both of these leaders were 
.worshiped as divine during their short heydays. 

Two hundred years later, the English "Peasants' Revolt"-fundamentally 
a rebellion against the feudal relic of villeinage, which restricted laborers' 
freedom to avail themselves of new forms of employment in trades and man
ufacturing-found a more down-to-earth leader in John Ball, who contrasted 
the "natural state of man," born equal and entitled to his fair share of the 
world's goods, with existing social inequalities. The peroration of one of his 
addresses went: "Good folk, things cannot go well in England nor ever shall 
until all things are in common and there is neither villein nor noble, but all 
of us are of one condition." 
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The most remarkable of all the European millennial movements was the 
2-year reign (1534-36) of the Anabaptist sect in the German town of Munster. 
Members of this sect proclaimed a universal brotherhood, and held all their 
possessions in common; but like all their predecessors, they met with vigorous 
opposition from the established authorities, and this opposition, in every 
case, provoked counter aggression that was all the more extreme because it 
was fired with righteous indignation. The benign, ascetic Tanchelm Sllf

rounded himself with a ferocious bodyguard; ElJdes was execu.ted, threatening 
to return" on the third day" and wreak vengeance on the oppressors; John 
Ball soon began to advocate the extermination of all great lords, justices, and 
priests as a necessary prelude to the Kingdom of the Saints; and the Ana
baptists of MUnster found themselves tyrannized by a fanatical leader who 
personally and publicly executed anyone who questioned his "divine" 
authority. 

In parentheses, it is interesting to observe a somewhat similar sequence of 
events during the past 5 years of student protest. In almost every case, these 
protests have occurred in vast, rapidly expanded campuses (Berkeley, Colum
bia, Paris, Rome, Tokyo, etc.) where students feIt themselves alienated both 
personally from their teachers and ideologically from the aims of the univer
sity courses. Typically, student protest movements have started with gen
erous, not to say utopian ideals and have taken an ugly turn only when they 
were confronted with measures of control that were not merely firm, but 
openly violent. When this happens, the naive slogans of "Flower Power" are 
soon replaced by cries of "Kill the Pig." 

One of Cohn's purposes, in reviewing earlier millennia! cults, was to show 
the similarity between their origins, their magical expectations, and their 
decline into orgies of '"highprincipled" killings and the corresponding sequence 
of events in Hitler's "thousand-year Reich." Similar outbreaks of unreason 
have occurred in recent times in less developed societies, typically in one 
of two social situations. The first occurs when a technologically undeveloped 
community is suddenly confronted with the material products of the indus
trialized West. This happened during both World Wars, and led to the out
break of a series of Cargo Cults that bore a striking resemblance to the earlier 
European millennial movements, and that like them, began optimistically 
with promises of magical abundance, encountered the inevitable frustration 
of the hopes so aroused, and then frequently ended in bitterness and blood
shed.20 The second situation, familiar to many of the newly liberated colo
nial. countries, is that in which large numbers of the community have de
veloped aspirations for a standard of living long before the economic and 
political jnstitutions of their country have advanced to the point where these 
expectations could be fulfIlled. 

The common theme in all of these examples of the abrogation of common
sense, of contact with reality, and, in the face of frustration, of the unleash
ing of extre~es of violent and destructive behavior, has been the simultaneous 
arousal of extravagant aspirations together with the shock of realizing that 
these aspirations are not going to be. The mere juxtaposition of wealth and 
poverty is not sufficient by itself to excite a spirit of revolt. The stimulus to 
develop impossible expectations seems to come from a sense of inner insecur
ity and hopelessness, a total loss of confidence in one's own future. During 
the postwar era, this has been no~here more apparant than in the ghettos of 1! 
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the great cities, both in the relatively rich, highly developed societies and in 
the hungry half of the world. The situatioI lis aggravated when, as a result of 
uncontrolled popUlation increase, standards of Hving actually begin to decline 
at the very time when, by marginal, vicarious participation in a "consumer 
culture," a people's material aspirations have been raised to new levels. 

Today's underprivileged differ from those of previous generations in two 
respects: their actual poverty is much less sev~re, and their level of informa
tion about their better-off fellows is much greater, thanks to the mass media. 
As Dr. Sukarno put it, in a much-quoted speech: 

The motion picture industry has proVided a window on the world, and 
the colonized nations have looked through that window and have seen 
the things of which they have been deprived. It is perhaps not gener
ally realized that a refrigerator can be a revolutionary symbol-to a 
people who have no refrigerators. A motor car owned by a worker in 
one country can be a symbol of revolt to a people deprived of the 
necessities of life. 

What he says of undeveloped societies applies with equal force to the impact 
of movies ~md television on the aspirations of the less privileged citizens of 
the technologically advanced countrief,. 

In summary, it seems that overpopUlation only aggravates the widespread 
threat to social stability presented by masses of our population who are 
basically unsure of their personal future, who have lost confidence in their 
chance of ever attaining a secure place in their community. It is imperative 
that we recognize the gravity of this threat because mankind today commands 
such destructive powers that we cannot afford to risk outbreaks of mass vio
lence; and yet the lesson of history points to the threat of just such disasters. 
Unless the masses of our city poor can be persuaded that there is a future 
for them too in the Great Society, their morale is like!y to crumble until 
vast human communities degenerate into the semblance of concentration 
camp inmates, if not even to that of Zuckerman's path.ologicaJly belligerent 
apes. 
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Chapter 22 

DEFENSIVE 
CULTURAL ADAPTATION 

By. Bernard J. Siegel * 

In this paper I explore the essential features of a .class of societies whose 
members attempt to establish and preserve a cultural identity in the face of 
what they perceive to be threats to that identity from *e environment. The 
paper considers groups under stress, but departs from the general theme of this 
symposium in that it deals with a strategy of coping with stress that is basically 
nonviolent in nature. Such groups are of interest in the present context be
cause they demonstrate that violence is only one among several strategies of 
social response to environmental threat. Members of all the defensive societies 
With which I am familiar see their surrounding environment as hostile, and 
the people in it as prepared to engage at any time in destructive or depriving 
actions against them. Such groups have been difficult for the disinterested in
vestigator to penetrate as an observer. Willing informants are few in number 
and are often subject to reprisal and disciplinary action; individuals in defen
sive societies who do not reac1i1y submit to authority figures are likely to lose 
their membership in the group and to be physically rejected. 

This analysis is mainly paradigmatic, in that it is primarily concerned with 
specifying the structure of defensive adaptation, its elements, and their rela
tionship. This is an inductive' task, though its aim is to generate some casual 
explanations abou:t :1. variety of questions. What dimensions of stress and prior 
conditions of the group are likely to have a defensive or some other outcome? 
Will groups that have adopted a defensive strategy in relation to the larger 
society have, because of their very nature, less likelihood of respondingvio-' 
lently than those that have not? At present no definitive answers cao be given 
to these kinds of questions, but it is possible to provide some inforITted specula-
tion.! . 

For purposes of exempHfication I have confmed myself to certain groups 
in the United States that appear to exhibit this pattern. Investigations at Taos 
and Picurislndian pueblos of eastern New Mexico first provided insights .into 

*Profe'ssor Siegel is professor of anthropology at Stanford University. Some of his ex
tensive fieldwork and theoretical analysis of group adaptations to stress are summar
rized in his study, written with Alan R. Beals, of Divisiveness and Social Conflict: An 
Anthropological Approach (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1966). Among his 
many articles are "Cultural Integration and High Anxiety Levels: Notes on a Psycho
Cultural Hypothesis," Social Forces, 1955, and "Conflict and Factionalist Dispute," 
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 1960. 
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the n~t?re of the phenomenon; fmther confirmation was provided by studies 
of religIous and e~hnic enclaves like the Amish, Hutterites, and Mormons, and 
?f the B1ac~ Muslims. The roster of societies for which the defensive paradigm 
I~ relev~t mc1udes many other historically unrelated groups: viz, Jews who 
lived, prIor to. World War II, in compact villages called "shtetls" in eastern 
Euro~e; certam villa~~s o.f Japan a~d southeastern Asia; the Egyptian Copts; 
and VIllage commurutIes m the Alpme region of Europe. 

THE STRUCTURE OF DEFENSIVENESS 

Behavioral Controls and Training for Self-Restraint 

. Defensive.groups have few and carefully controlled avenues for self-expres
SIOn approprIate to the life situations usually encountered by their members. 
Rules of co~duct ten.d to be very explicit, so that the individual must exercise 
great r~str~mt ~ver his own behavior, which in turn is closely supervised by an 
authontatIve ehte. !h~ ~ont!ols, therefore, are twofold, consisting in (1) the 
nurturance of self-discIplme m the individual beginning very early (usually by 
the end of the second year), and (2) the allocation of authority or power at 
the br?~dest level t~ a ~mall nu~~er of designated persons. The legitimation 
o~ po.lit~cal cont~olIs clfcular: It IS derived from the imputed wisdom of the 
elite ill mt~rpretillg cultural values; the values are, in turn, often elevated to 
sacred statu~, thus. conferring additional authority upon the leaders. 

One marufestatIOn of control is the maintenance of a high level of < • t 
somet' 'd . I "anXle y, . . lIDes eVl enc~ m a ~w n:cidence of heavy drinking or the use of strong 
disapproval and SWIft applicatIOn of sanctions against offending individuals 
As Hallowell put it, we find- . 

a conscious strict con:trol or even rejection of available anxiety-reducing 
p.atterns and concorrutant elaboration of ill-group symbols of identifica
tIon. .: .. cer~ain anxieties may be inculcated in individuals as part of 
the sOCIalIzatIOn pro.cess] in order to motivate them in the performance 
of patterns of behaVIOr that are socially approved.2 

In suc~ groups there are many occasiOns for intensive interaction among all 
memb~rs m communal ceremonials and other collective enterprises. As part 
o~ theIr approved repertoire for coping with others, they also sanction various 
kinds of malevolent. accusations-witchcraft or other forms of denunciation
that wax and wane ill frequency of expression. 

In the past we have loosely and commonly assumed that, in the absence of 
?ther o~tlets, bot.h these types of institutionalized behaviors-i.e., intensive 
mte~action and ~Isplacement-tended to give comfort to individuals, to relieve 
te~sIOns 0: to dIspel them temporarily. Actually there is no real evidence for 
tIllS ~ssertion. Stated in this way, the assumption is very difficult to prove 
?r ~sprove. Are the real and supposed dangers of individuals removed, at least 
ill p<l.r~, by t~e comfort of common participation in grollp-centered activities? 
Is thelf tenSIOn ~however we may propose to measUre it) relieved by displace
ment of aggreSSIOn upon others? To the extent that studies of authoritarianism 
and relevant psychoanalytic theory made sense to the student of behavior he 
tended to accept such statements rather uncritically. The most we can sa; in 
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the present context is that these behaviors are prominent and that they coexist 
with other structural features of defensiveness. 

( , 

In the defensive group there thus appears to be a conscious attempt to mam
tain comparatively intense anxiety states among members by requiring con-
stant exercise of control over behavior potentially destructive to the group in 
relation to external threats. Real and perceived threats to continued existence 
require continual emphasis upon and renewal of social coheSion; latent con-
flict or cleavage demands both internal and external controls. I would propose 
that, in comparison with nondefensive societies, brawling, overt domestic quar
reling,. and excesses in aggressive behaviors that disrupt ongoing activities or call 
attention to dissension within the group occur infrequently and endure briefly 
in defensive groups before they are suppressed. Although the evidence at present 
is meager, I would also hypothesize that the suicides that do occur are of the 
kind that Durkheim spoke of as "suicide altruists," for the reasons that he 
maintains.3 For the individual, the gains of adaptive behavior are measured in a 
high degree of security (in the form of continual support and approval from all 
others, and his confident knowledge of norms). The corresponding losses are 
the comparatively great effort he must make in self-discipline as wyll as the sub
mission he must always display over much of his adult life in the fac~ of authori-

tative decisionmakers. 
To provide examples, a.rnong pueblo Indians the early training for control 

of impulses, and particularly of direct forms of aggression, is almost proverbial. 
It is interesting to note the same emphasiS among Black Muslims, in view of a 
popular image by nonmemb}:lrs that portrays them as advocates of violence.

4 

In the ideology of the movement, the black man is of vastly different metal 
from the white man and therefore must live in a way that is appropriate to 
that superiority, throwing off the vices taught his people by the malicious 
white man: tobacco, alcohol, gambling, gluttony,jealousy, father-absent fam
ilies; several foods associated with the diet of the southern Negro, and the like. 
In other words, he must cast aside the entire stereotype of the "so-called 
Negro" and le'ad a new life of strict morality and devotion to the welfare and 
development of his people and of the institutions of the Nation of Islam. To 
remain a member in good standing, he must conform essentially to a puritanical 

moral code. 
The temples ofIslam carry out active recruiting programs in the black slums 

of a large number 0.£ American cities, but they try to be selective by retaining 
only those who are likely to respond positively to the rigid retraining process. 
The initial step seems to be the isolation of the individual from his former 
identity and his identification with a new role. Isolation from white men is 
particularly imperative in view of their corrupting influence. Ties with mem
bers of the non-Muslim Negro community obviously cannot be cut in all cases, 
nor is it always desirable that they should be. However, one's farriiiy and . 
friends must recognize the change, or they too are liable to be cast aside, with 
however much regret. Training for submission to authority is continuous, and . 
takes place in many domains of behavior simultaneously. Resocialization'takes 
place over a long period of time, in the form of lessons. The aim is a transfor
mation so sweeping that it affects every part of a man's life and of his self- " 
conception, reinforced in every conceivable way. 
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Cultural Integration 

A central characteristic of defensive adaptation is the presence of a few key 
values. This lends a keen sense of cultural integrity to the group, in the sense 
of being complete or whole. As commonly used, the term "cultural integra
tion" refers essentially to the degree of interrelatedness, interdependence, or 
linkage to be found among the elements of a culture.S In turn, these linkages 
seem to reflect the operation of values or underlying principles common to 
more than one activity. A tightly integrated system is characterized by a strong 
centralization of values; that is, the tendency for broad sectors of custom to be 
related to a few key values.6 Under these circumstances a person who might 
otherwise favor a given innovation will often discard the idea because he knows 
that substitution for one custom that he no longer values will mean the loss of 
others which he does value.7 

A central value of all defensive groups appears to be subordination of the 
individual to the welfare of the group. This is reflected in the generalization of 
cooperative effort in many in-group activities, the settlement of disputes by . 
knowledgeable authorities before they become unregulated, and the emphasIs 
upon steady goal-oriented work habits. 

Symbols and Identity 

However varied the content of these values, they are reflected in supporting 
symbols. By means of these symbols a given aggregate of individuals develops 
an intensive Sense of group identification. They state, in effect: "I am a Taos," 
"I am a shtetl member," and so forth, and this identification is supported by a 
few badges which members are emotionally reluctant to discard. The latter 
commonly include language and special colloquialisms (o~dinary discou~se 
among members is carried on in one language, another bemg employed m con
versations with nonmembers). They may also include special customs of defer
ence, punctilious observance. of particular rituals, and, when encountere.d i? 
the form of natural communities, selection of marriage partners from WIthin 
the group and a particular territory.S Acceptance of ~nd c?nformity t~ be
havior consonant with these symbols is not open to diSCUSSIOn; alternative 
means of coping with social sitllations are either prevented from coming to the 
attention of the groups, or, if!individuals learn about them and propose them 
for adoption, they are carefully screened. 

Insofar as supporting symbols assume the significance we impute to them, 
one would expect as a corollary that identity problems that currently preoc
cupy so many students of personality development in our own socie.ty w?ul~ 
be largely absent in groups with tightly integrated cultures. If such Identity IS 
originally weak, ambiguous, largely absent, or in a formative state, it will, 
under stress and as a group; become increasingly defensive, be invented and 
buttressed with available symbols from the past or present. In the process of 
emerging from the multimillion aggregate of American Negroes, the Black Mus
limsvery deliberately developed a social identity by means of certain symbols 
to which they assigned special meanings. To gain and retain membership, for 
example, Black Muslims are expected to assume a Mohammedan na~~. They 
are exhorted to dress in a manner that will not betray lower-class ongms and 
to eat certain foods and to avoid others. They, of course, attend distinctive 
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temples and learn a ritual language associated with a special version of the 
Koran. 9 

607 

Merribers of defensive societies tend to interact with nonmembers in con-. 
ventional ways. When interrogated on issues they consider sensitive-and they 
are usually many and pervasive-members will respond with readymade &..-;;;vve~:s 
which are meant to deceive. Potential innovations, as we have seen are care
fully screened by.legitimate authorities. A special humor contains ~lusions 
deliberately confmed to insiders. In general, social intercourse with nonmembers 
is of limited duration. Where enduring relations do occur (viz), between friends 
or godparents, between a patron or merchant and client or customer) they 
tend to be specific and established only with individuals who are known to be 
discrete and with whom there exists some implicit agreement to avoid all sen
sitive matters in conversation.lO 

Communication and Interaction Patterns 

The net effect of such controlled intercourse and communication between 
members and nonmembers is to make the nonmember often want membership 
but to be kept at a distance, and to lead the member to reinforce emotionally 
the beliefs and behaviors which symbolize continuity of the group. To main
tain this kind of solidarity requires continuous surveillance and some cultur
ally available techniques that facilitate rapid communication and mobilization 
of public opinion. Most commonly these conditions are met by a dense or 
nucleated settlement pattern in which dwellings are located very close to, 
sometimes literally on top of, one another (as in pueblo societies and ghetto 
~ommunities). Some numerically large and broadly dispersed groups that ex
hibit defensive structuring, like the Egyptian Copts, the Mormons, or the Black 
Muslims, have solved this problem by combining strong centralized authoritarian 
con~rol at :he top with the allocation of decisionmaking po\\:,er.in most daily 
affaus to highly autonomous neighborhood temples, church schools, and mis
sions. 11 In the case of the latter, modern transport and communication 
techniques make possible continual links of the local groups to national leader
ship. 

The Black Muslim group (the Nation of Islam) was founded in Detroit in 
the summyr of 1930 by W. D. Pard Muhammad. At first, Pard simply went 
from house to house bringing people his message. As followers accumulated 
he secured a temple and instituted formal meetings. An organization was es
tablished to administer the cult both in ritual and in the recruitment of mem
berS". The group subsequently founded a parochial elementary and secondary 
school (the University ofIslam); a minister, trained personally by the fou~deJ 
and assisted by junior ministers, was appointed to run the organization. In the 
early days all of these activities took place within a restricted district of De
troit. Headquarters were subsequently transferred to Chicago; the movement 
flourished and diffused to other cities where ministers, al'.vays subject to the 
overriding word of Elijah Muhammad, the present patriarch, were appointed 
to the local temples. 

Perhaps because the central feature of any meeting is the sermon (or more 
precisely, the exhortation), there is a great deal of exchange preaching done be
tween temples, and Elijah Muhammad himself travels all over the country to 
speak at gatherings. The establishment of a new tradition and the development 
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of an orthodox commitment to it owe their succeSs in large measure to mutu
ally reinforcing communication networks: the acquaintance and interchange of 
ministers from diverse regions and the education of teachers on the school staffs 
at a single training center.12 

Elites and Centralization of Authority 

This pattern of shared understandings could not persist without the regular 
provision of strong centralized authorities for the group. Training individuals 
so that they will exert a considerable measure of control over their own behavior 
is characteristic of all defensive societies, but it does not work at all times .. 
When cultural survival is thought to be at stake, the matter of regulation can
not be left exclusively to self-control. It is buttressed formally by a relatively 
small number of authoritarian powerholders. What is more, the legitimation of 
centralized authority stems from the urgent and apprehensive need for solu
tions to daily problems; the resource that confers power upon these offices is 
special knowledge. In most cases, therefore, the men who make decisions act 
in a sacred or quasi-sacred capacity. In some groups they may inherit their 
offices, but in all cases they must constantly validate their right to exercise the 
functions associated with them. 

Thus the Catholic priests of Quebec villages and Coptic priests of Egypt, 
respectively, control ritual performances of the church and church-related 
education which, in each case, is primarily a manifestation of group autonomy.13 
In the case of Hutterites or Mormons, clergy are elected from among all male 
members in good standing. The priesthood or its equivalent is therefore very 
broadly based. The highest authority, however, is vested in a few individuals 
whose qualifications involve the ability to interpret the basic and traditional 
experiences and sacred texts of the group into living doctrine. The Hutterites 
sanctify their own history, using it as a sacred record for the interpretation 

--of present probiems and the presentation'of appropriate soiutions within the 
Hutterite tradition.14 The Mormons similarly use the Doctrine and Covenants, 
which consists of instructions to the early Church and the establishment of 
precedents for church administration. Throughout the period of his leadership 
of the movement, Joseph Smith continued to receive divine guidance in times 
of difficulty, and the instructions given him at those times are regarded as valid 
for present difficulties as well. Mormon doctrine indeed awards the president 
of the church the power to receive additional revelation in order to supplement 
the recorded guidance of the past. 1S 

A significant attribute of many defensive groups is the implementing role 
of women. It appears that in all such communities, at least, women provide a 
basis for cultural maintenance but are essentially ignorant of the symbolism 
that expresses the particular goals of the group in a particular way. They learn 
that certain symbolic behaviors or places are important to defend, but they 
may not know connotations that such behaviors, things, or places actually have 
in the ideology of the group. Being in this sense nonrationally committed to 
cultural values, they may seek, even more stringently and less discriminately 
than men, to prevent strangers from having access to knowledge about them. 
By the same token, males also tend to screen the kind of communication avail
able to females within the group. Therefore, however much special knowledge 
of the outside world the former may acquire, traditional defensive attitudes will 
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be transmitted anew to'"ach generation by virtue of the important roie of 
women in early curtural transmission and socialization. 

EXTERNAL PRESSURES AND GROUP STRUCTURE 

609 

Groups develop the 'properties we outlined above in response to exte~nal 
pressures or stress that, at a certain point, are felt to be a threat to co~tm~ed 
existence. The stresses most commonly identified in the anthropolo~Icallitera
ture are encounters with alien people who interfere with the conventIonal modes 
ofutili.zation of the environment. Alien contact may render ambiguou~ or.use
less some of the customary rules for regulating human relations and satIsfymg. 
emergent wants, or they may call into question the viability of the group's um
versal values, upon which its very continuity depends. To more .narrowly de
fmed acculturation studies we should add a vanety of other enVIronmental 
transformations: urbanization, industrialization, urban-rural interaction, and 
the like. 

Taos and Picuris Pueblos: A Controlled Comparison 

Defensive adaptation, then, is a response to environmental pressures and 
changes, and more particularly to certain dimensions or variable~ of these pres
sures. As a prototype of this interaction between group and envlfon~ent, we 
consider briefly the experiences of Taos pueblo ~nd.compare them ~~h the 
experiences of a close neighbor, the: pueblo ofPlcuns. The tw~ SOCIetIes are 
especially valuable for our purpose because they share a long history of settle
ment and tradition in the area out of a common past.16 

Archeological evidence suggests that, prior to contact with a~ents of Western 
society, the ancestors of these peoples defen~ed th~ms~lves agamst the encroach
ments of other Indian tribes that invaded thelf terntones. In the past 400 
years they engaged, first, in a nllmber of hostile encounters wit~ S~anish colo
nists and later, in their relations with Anglos, had to compromIse m many 
way.s ov;r land rights. When Coronado first visited. them shortly after 1540, he 
estimated that they had roughly comparable pop~lati?ns. His.est~m~te.was 
around 3,000 inhabitants for each. Recent investIgatIons at PICuns I~dica~e 
this community (and Taos by implication) in fact had around 2,000 mhabltants. 
From his description and from more systematic investigation, we have every 
reason to believe that they shared a very similar social structure and culture. 
For reasons' that are not entirely clear, both suffered dramatic population de
creases at least through the middle of the 18th century, probably in part 
through the introduction of new diseases and in part through defectIOns to the 
Spanish settlements. The Census for 1890 lists, in rou~d numbers, 400 and 300 
persons for Taos and Picuris, respective.ly. From ~at .tIme onward there was 
a steady increase in the former and a slight reductIOn 10 the latter, bot~ su~fer
ing from the influenza epidemic after World War 1. Today, however, Plcuns 
has barely 100 persons, while Taos has over 1,200. As we shall s:e, these fig
ures are closely related to corresponding differences in cultural VIgor. 

At this point-the turn of the century-environme?tal stresses on the two 
communities begin to diverge in ~hat turn out to. be lffiporta~t ways. Con
sider certain salient events at Taos during the penods of MeXICan and Anglo 
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political control: Boundaries were fixed (a process that has been in adjudica
tion until very recently), thus stabilizing the ratio of people to resources among 
a traditionally agricultural people. A new community, part Spanish-American 
and increasingly Anglo in composition, was located only a mile from the Indian 
pueblo. Over the past 50 years it has attracted a variety of settlers and visi
tors, notably merchants, traders,1 teachers, builders, service persons, artists, and 
tourists. Pressure on the land was thus accompanied by the opening of new al
ternatives for employment-catering to the tourist trade, jobs as domestics, 
hotel aids and dancers, service station attendants and skilled workers. 

This entire configuration of events was seen as a problem, or better perhaps 
as a set of problems. People continued to think of Taos citizenship as a good 
thing, but continuation of that entity is bound up with art agrarian adaptation, 
a supporting belief system about man's relation to nature, and related ceremo
nial activities. Increasing numbers of uncontrolled nonmembers in their midst, 
new jobs, and a conflicting set of rules regulating work habits may and do inter
fere unpredictably with pueblo expectations and demands. To render services 
and participate in activities of central concern to the vilJage, one must leave 
work in which he is engaged elsewhere. Farming, by contrast, has traditionally 
been articulated with such demands. We can think of the new situation as a 
complication in patterns of communication. The settlement has become, as it 
were, encircled, and Taos leadership confronted with the problem of cultural 
survival. If we add (1) the presence of the United Pueblo Agency in Albu
querque and constantly changing, imperfectly understood policies toward 
Indians originating in Washington; and (2) modern transport that enables dis
sident individuals to leave the village for urban employment, often some dis
tance away, the return to it in an indeterminant manner, we can see how com
plex the environment must now appear to the great majority of the group 
that is committed to continuity of its cultural system.l7 

During the same period many of the stresses observed at Taos have con
fronted Picurenses, but ina different way. Children attend Indian schools on 
and off the reservation (boarding school at Santa Fe) where the curriculum is 
established and teaching done by aliens. Picuris is a few miles removed from 
th~ main highway that passes hard by Taos and is within walking distance 
oBly to a Spanish-American village that provides no r~gular job opportunities. 
To opt for employment off the pueblo means residin&' in towns or cities, the 
closest of which is 24 miles away (Taos). Individuals who do so must rely al
most exclusively upon secondary languages, English and Spanish, and forego 
many of the emotional gratifications associated with the use of the native lan
guage (especially participation in pueblo-centered activities like the ceremonial 
calendar and household rituals, which make use of intensive social interaction 
to which Picurenses are socialized very early in life). 

Elsewhere I have summarized the~(mtrasting nature of pressures and out-
comes in the two communities as foliows: 

Perhaps the single most important factor that distinguishes the recent 
history of Picuris and Taos is the different impact of stress created by 
environmental changes. The proliferation of alternatives created in the 
immediate vicinity of Taos challenged the conventional power system, 
but in so doing strengthened it. The community as a whole began to 
take the shape of a nativistic movement. We might say that what hap
pened in the process of this confrontation was the development of a keen 
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sense of urgency in adapting to a perceived threat to cultural survival. 
In Picuris, by contrast, it is just this sense of urgency that is lacking. Be
ing removed from the centers of development there is, so to, speak;teisure 
in the contemplation of alternatives, perhaps too much leisure to con
firm themselves in their beliefs. Disassociation from the pueblo, on the 
other hand, has seldom been a possible alternative except for those who 
have been incompletely socialized. The net result has "been a classic ex
ample of pervasive anomie in the generation of young adult males (ages 
16-38), partial integration in the next older generation (ages 40-58), 
and an integrated generation of elders (age 60).18 

Dimensions of Pel'ceived Stress 

Examination of certain classes of historical events at Taos and Picuris will 
facilitate analysis of environmental pressures as people see them. From these 
cases perceived stress appears to vary according to its direction, intensity, com
plexity, ambiguity, control, and effect on group image. Until apprOximately 
the end of the 19th century, members of both groups might well have perceived 
th(: alteration of their environment by the intrusion of others in very similar 
wayson all of these dimensions. Clearly this stress-inducing intrusion was of 
long duration; each group had to contend increasingly with agems of Spanish 
and Anglo tradition for over 350 years. It was unambiguous (the "others" are 
clearly different and threatening), controlling over their actions, and depreciat
ing to themselves, as was explicit in the colonizing, missionizing, and politically 
defining efforts of first one of the dominant groups and then the other. If we 
think of intensity in terms of frequency of interaction, their experiences prob
ably differed little in this regard as well. 

After 1900, however, some of these features began to vary in magnitude. 
Duration, control, and effect on group image remained roughly the same. The 
construction of a new road and motor transport, on the other hand, left Picuris 
relatively isolated but generated a very pronounced increase in rate of inter
action between Taosenos and nonmembers. Not only were there many new 
occasions for rub'bing shoulders at Taos-curious or interested outsiders and 
artists, new enterprises, amusements, anel the W(l~-but they confronted the 
pueblo dweller almost continuously in everyday life. Individuals and tl1e group 
as a whole were faced with the problem of how to cope with these interactions. 
As one alternative, individuals might have been left free to make their own de
cisions at will: to remain traditionally occupied within the pueblo, communi
cating to a very limited degree with outsiders; to divide their time between both 
worlds; or physically to detach themselves from the group, either permanently 
by emigration or by leaving for indefinite periods and returning when emo
tionally or otherwise disposed to do so. 

The strategy actually employed was to reinforce the value of group member
ship by selectively emphasizing traditional symbols. In the process Taosenos 
simplified the environmental context of their earlier life by redefining its com
plexity simply as threat, and they controlled the level of intensity of inter
cultural interaction by specifying the kinds, frequency, and content of relations 
that were permitted. The result was an affirmative detensive adaption that 
had revealed. all the properties of this phenomenon described above. 
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At Picuris the aspects, but not the magnitudes, of environmental change 
were very similar to those at Taos. No such increase in stress intensity occurred; 
the environment to Picurenses remained very complex in terms of models and 
ambiguous concerning the messages they received. We observe, also, no such 
monolithic interpretation of such pressures. 80me defmed the situation as 
threat and emphasized a traditional solution; others, as new opportunities and 
new wants. An increasing majority, however, came to be confused by multiple 
choices of both valued goals and means of achieving them, to the point of im
mobilization of any effort and normlessness. 

Interaction Between Group and Environment 

It should be clear from this discussion that we must assume a continuing 
interaction between environmental pressures (as interpreted by an outside ob
server, or as perceived by members of some social entity) and the structure of 
groups in order to predict subsequent responses that the latter will make to 
environmental transformations.19 Some previous tendency in the direction of 
centralized sociopolitical organization is probably necessary, in order to mobi
lize efforts of individuals to cope collectively with urgently felt needs for a 
more or less satisfying way of life in the face of forces that are perceived to be 
opposed to such an effort. The necessity ~or controlling the use of water in 
irrigation-based agriculture, it has been sh:'f;f;,-)sted, very possibly led to cen
tralized community leadership among the eastern pueblos well before the 
Spanish contact period.20 Another pattern sometimes occurs in a mass or ag
gregate of individuals- with minimal organization structure. A social appeal to 
a feIt need for value-oriented identity may attract a segment of such a popula
til)n to anew, centralized structure. The Black Muslims are an outcome of 
such appeals among the northern urban Negroes of the United States. 

By the same token, if the group-environment interaction process in the past 
had stabilized in a structllf~ that was ill equipped to cope with new and trau
matic perceived stress, we might predict an outcome other than defensive 
adaptation: no matter how closely the stress values ,approximated those de
scribed for Taos pueblo. I am not familiar personally with such a case from the 
annals of American history, but they are enl.:ountered in the anthropological 
literature.21 l would hypothesize that a suc'l~essful defensive reaction requires 
either a centralized prior structure or a loose; one-viz, the earlier urban Negro 
ghetto community in its initial phase. 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 

Defensive Adaptation and Theories of Social Movements 

The theory of defc!1i>1vc 39apW{ion builds upon certain important lines of 
cultural theory .:'.nu work on the problem of social movements. Several ethnic 
enclaves in the United States had their origins in social movements: the Menon
nites, Amish, and Hutterites, for example, began as sectarian movements in 
Europe and the Mormons in America. 

Smelser makes a distinction between a norm-oriented movement and a 
value-oriented movement.22 The NAACP is an example of the former. In its 
attempt to advance desegregation in the United States, the NAACP is critical 
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of certain practices in society but not of its fundamental democratic values. 
It proposes reforms as a more adequate realization of those values but does 
not advocate a fa~'-reaching Gultural transformation. A value-odented movement, 
on th.e other hand, criticizes values; the Black Muslim movement is said to be 
value oriented and to advoca.te change at the core of society. "God is Black," 
their leaders assert, and thereby challenge the assumption that "God is White" 
with all that it connotes. In a very large sense, however, setting forth this 
dogma is simply a dramatic way of establishing a symbolic basis for identity 
and consensual commitment among individuals drawn from a distinctive but 
relatively unorganized social aggregate. Actually, in its efforts to socialize 
new members, the Black Muslims clearly stress central values of middle-class 
whites. The challenge to values of the larger society lies in the further assertion 
that the means by which this can be achieved is by complete segregation and 
new nationhood rather than by desegregation and increased meaningful inter
action. The contrast with the NAACP in this respect is in means and not in 
goals. There is nevertheless a real difference in strategy; one is defensive, the. 
other is not.23 -

Many defensive societies bear a close resemblance to a certain stage in the 
development of what Wallace, in a stimulating paper, has termed "revitalization 
movements," which are efforts to create a more satisfying culture from cumula
tive dissatisfactions.24 Such movements emerge well along in the defensive 
process, after adherents have overcome hostility from the dominant com
munity and a new cultural state, if suitably stress reducing, has become rou
tinized and expressed through a new organization. 

By far the most impressive scholarly contribution to the study of social 
movements is Aberle's analysis of the Peyote religion among the N avaho.25 ~ 
In this work Aberle has succeeded specifically in making an exhaustive and con
vincing evaluation of all the factors that differentiate those who are attracted 
and committed in varying degrees t6 the Peyote cult from those who are op
posed to it. After examining all internal variables of Navaho society-viz, age, 
sex, education, livelihpod, health, education, chnch membership, kin relations< 
participation in the tribal council, and degree of acculturation-he was forced 
to conclude that the only factor that was significantly associated with cl)1t 
membership was the live~tock reduction program .initiated in 1933 by the na
tional government, in aReffort to control progressive erosion. This process 
he invites us to think of in terms of relative deprivation. Individuals who be
came members of the: cult were not necessarily poorer than those who did not, 
but relative to othenJ they lost a significantly greater amount of wealth.26 

In a subsequent chilpt~r27 the author attempts to place the Peyote cult in 
the wider context of a theory of social movements that is full of useful in
sights. He arrives at some four types of such movements: 

(I) Transformative movements that aim at total social-cultural change (com- , 
parab1e to Smelser's value-oriented movements and including millt1narian move
ments and revolutions). 

(2) Reformative movements that aim at a partial social-cultural change 
(comparable to Smelser's norm-oriented movements and including fluoridation 
movements, child-labor-law movements, and peasant rebellions). 

(3) Redemptive movements that aim at a total change in individuals (the 
Peyote cult falls in this class, as would probably Jewish ghetto and shtetl com
munities, early Christianity, Mormonism, and the Black Muslims). 
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(4) Alternative movements that aim at a partial change in individuals (birth 
control movements). , 

He then proceeds to identify constant and variable features of each and to 
indicate the significance of realtive deprivation, reference groups, and environ
mental contexts in relation to choice of one or another type of movement. 
Aberle's observations are broad ranging and repay careful reading, althoug.~ he 
makes no effort to construct an exhaustive theory of the phenomenon. By 
concentrating on process, this analysis understandably fails to indicate com
mon structural characteristics of defensive adaptation that cut across several 
types of movements. Among the possible alternative reactions to status de
privation, however, the author does include a "defensive insistence on the 
~igh~ness ?f its behavior in the face of known, or imagined, opposition." And, 
ill dlSCUSSillg the context of social movements, he hypothesizes that" ... trans
formative goals are most likely when a deprived group is segregated spatially or 
socially and when its involvement 'with the larger social order is either slight or 
?ecreasing or both" [as when confronted with a superior technology or phys
IC~ enclosure].28 He would, I suspect, put Taos pueblo in this category. One 
~gh: as well or better argue, on the other hand, that Taos leadership has mobi
lized l~S efforts to prevent transformation or even redemption through changed 
behaVIOr, by a process of involution or turning in upon itself. 

In brief, theories of social movements share, as elements in their analysis, 
a number of behavioral and environmental characteristics with a paradigm of 
defensive adaptation. Not all instances of the latter, however, are subsets of 
the former. In particular, defensive adaptations never take the form of revolu
tion by violent means. 

Defensive Adaptation and Culture 

Defensive coping in the first place is a response to stress and perceived 
threat to continuities of, or barriers to, a meaningful way of life. It is a strat
egy that occurs when protagonists have limited resources for direct and pos
sibly violent confrontation with the source(s) of frustration. Nevertheless, 
there are many instances of aggressive collective confrontation in the face of 
limited resources. Activist and so-called militant groups in America today are 
cases in point. This suggests that it is necessary to take into account some
thing more than either of these factors in order to predict a defensive outcome. 

An understand~g of defensive adaptation ultimately is derived from the 
single most fundamental attribute of culture. This can be stated simply: cul
ture is (symbolic) communication. People who respond positively but defen
sively to perceived threat from whatever exogenous source-subjugation, ex
ploitation, urbanization, industrialization, urban-rural interaction, and the 
like-must either have a tradition or, out of a felt need, succeed in creating one. 
In either case, sharing at least core values over the long haul requires 'the means 
for sustaining regular and frequent cOmmunication. Minority ethnic enclaves, 
whether composed o(immigrantgroups or small-scale societies that came to be 
surrounded by dominant others in the course of settlement in American his
tory, meet this requirement. In addition to groups specifically mentioned in 
this essay, we should include the Spanish-Americans in the southwest and 
Mexican Americans in the west, Chinesr., Italians, Irish, and so forth. 
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Not all of these groups perceived a danger to their cultural integrity, hence 
made a defensive adaptation. An interesting example of cognitive change in 
an altered social context is described in a sociology dissertation. The data for 
this study involved aspects of adjustment patterns of a small minority of 
Catholics in relation to a preponderantly Mormon majority (about 93 percent 
of the total) in a small Idaho city (total population about 8,000). The Catho
lic enclave, instead of losing elements of value identification in their relations 
with the Mormons, which they would according to a theory of social margin
ality, actually exhibited considerably more cohesion and support of communal 
values than did Mormons. In this situation the church authorities exercised 
greater control over the individual's behavior t~an was true in comparable 
urban parishes from which immigrants came. For example, the Irish Catholic 
element, comprising about 30 percent of the total within this group, revealed 
almost none of the traditional pattern of drinking, which in this community 
came to be severely frowned upon. Family-centered internalized control in 
other areas of overt behavior was similarly reinforced by the same external 
authorities. These conditions obtained despite amiable relations between 
Catholics and Mormons generally. Leaders of the Catholic enclave perceived, 
danger of group extinction as a distinctive entity. They were also able to com
municate the reality of this threat to members and to enforce latent control 
over individual behavior to emphasize collective goals. 29 

The Jews, with such a long historical tradition, are a special case. It would 
be possible and useful to investigate response patterns at various peak periods 
of stress in the trajectory of their experiences from classical to modern times. 
More directly relevant, perhaps, it would also be instructive to study compara
tively the immigrant population of eastern European shtetl Jews in relation to 
second- and third-generation American-born Jews. Both orthodox Jewish and 
Mormon traditions stress the v,,1ue of formal learning. In so doing they em
brace a paradox within the context of the larger society; namely, the aliena-
tion of the young who are exposed to important conflicts between school and 
home and church by virtue of the content of what is learned and to what pur
pose. This paradox is only partly resolved by the establishment of parochial 
schools. It would be interesting to study Jewish university leadership roles in 
the current, seemingly anarchistic element of Studen ts for a Democratic Society, 
and to compare this phenomenon with their goal-oriented activism of a genera
tion ago (in Trotskyite and Stalinist movements) in relation to cultural commit
ment. 

Shared value commitment need not re~trict itself to societies in the conven
tional sense of the word. To pull together and to hold members in some kind 
of long-range organization with a sense of shared urgency, however, requires 
rapid communication that approximates face-to-face interaction. These are 
precisely the conditions that, in contemporary America, enable the creation 
of viable defensive groups, like the Black Muslims, from broadly distributed 
sectors of society. 

In a peIsona~ communication, Dr. William S. Madsen, then engaged in a field 
study of Alcoholics Anonymous in the San Francisco Bay area, informed me 
that this'group-alld probably all Anonymous groups, like Heroins Anonymous 
and Gamblers Anonymous-pinpoints precisely the structural elements we have 
identified with defensive adaptations (including the stress values, derived in 
this instance from th0 perception of hostile norms of non-Alcoholics of the es-
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tablished society). Alcoholics Anonymous, of course, is not an enclave and 
does not recruit members from married group members. However, it does 
have rather explicit criteria for" citizenship" in the sense of minimal conform~ 
ance with a set of standards of behavior. Nonconformists are rigidly ex.cluded, 
leaving a residual group strongly committed to these standards and to the 
authoritative controls of a small elite. 

People who participate in defensive organizations are, in a sociological 
sense, minorities in that they feel deprived in relation to dominant institutions. 
They .exist at the sufferance of other who have the means, should they wish to 
employ them, to suppress completely their efforts at independent cultural 
identity. Dependency behavior and subordination of decisionmaking to power
ful centralized leadership develops out of a necessity to cope rapidly with day
to-day situations with which the group may be confronted. So, too, training 
for impulse control has strategic value in these groups because they possess 
limited J."esources and in the long run cannot hope to succeed by violent means.30 

They might, of course, at~empt to do so by coopting large numbers of the 
dominant society to their cause, but in this way they run the risk of losing or 
weakening their identity. The early Christians, themselves a defensive socie ty, 
succeeded admirably in missionary efforts, but ultimately gave rise to a rash 
of schisms and sectarian movements. I would invite more knowledgeable 
students about the subject than I to speculate in this vein about the defensive 
nature of the trade-union movement at the time of its early florescence under 
Samuel Gompers, and perhaps even in the early phase of the CIO. Most of the 
violence aswc~ated with some strike activities in the 1930's was, after all, ini
tiated by suppressive elements of the dominant society. Ti.;;:3 coopting of power
ful members of the latter through the political process led to successful efforts 
at achieving the cultural goals of the labor movement-and in the end to its trans
formation and integration with the establishment. It is instructive to observe 
the conservative tendency oflaqor unionism today and the loss of the ideolog1-
cal persuasion that attended its earlier phases. 

A final note. By inference, people who are organized defensively are less 
likely than members of weakly organized groups or persons who participate 
in temporary collectivities (viz, ad hoc confrontations) to engage in violence. 
This is so because they have come to share a sense of cultural purpose that, in 
the social context in which they find themselves, can only be maintained by 
discipline and subordination of the individual to the larger entity. Crowds 
and assemblages are hard to discipline, given the nature of the communication 
process and unfiltered selection of participants. When defensive adaptation does 
occur, it always displays the same structure. Perhaps it is replicated in its es
sential features because for any group, category, or aggregate of people, it is 
the most economical and efficient means for coping with the problem of per
ceived severe stress applied over a long period of time. 

Some of the remarks in this concluding section are more firmly wedded to 
,the central analysis than others. I have engaged in a certain amount of specula
"tion about selected problems of relevance to the nature of violence in America 
that clearly demand detailed; expert investigation. All of the comments, how
eveJ.", are shaped by a general paradigmatic theory of defensive adaptation. 
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CONCLUSION 

L THE COMMONALITY OF COLLECTIVE ViOLENCE IN THE 
WESTERN TRADITION 

Future historians may marvel at the ostensible "rediscovery" of violence 
that has both fascinated and bemused contemporary observers. That the 
recent resurgence of collective nonmilitary violence in Western society is 
widely regarded as anomalous probably reflects both a cultural and a con
temporary bi&s. We have tended to assume, perhaps unconsciously, that 
such violence was an uncivilized practice of more primitive societies that 
the civilized and affluent West had largely outgrown. Our historians have 
themselves been guilty of contributing to this popular illusion; while they 
have retained their fascination for military exploits, they have tended 
either to ignore the persistence of domestic turmoil except when it reached 
revolutionary proportions, or to minimize its significance ~y viewing it 
from the perspective of established authority. When viewed from the top 
down, violence was understandably regarded as an abnormal and undesirable 
breach of the public order. 

On the contrary, Tilly concludes, "collective violence is rl)rmal}' 

Historically, collective violence has flowed-Jegularly out of the central, 
political processes of western countries. Men seeking t6 seize, hold, 
or realign the levers of power have continually engaged in collective 
violence as part of their struggles. The oppressed have struck in the 
name of justice, the privileged in the name of order, those in between 
.in the name of fear. 

In Tilly's analysis, collective violence in the European experience was 
fundamentally transformed but not foredoomed by -the processes of indus
trialization and urbanization. The old "primitive" forms of violence in feudal 
Europe-such as communal feuds and religiOUS persecutions-were character
ized by small scale, local scope, communal group participation, and inexplicit 
and unpolitical objectives. The subsequen(evolution of the nation-state 
prqp1pted such "reactionary" disturbances as food riots, Luddite destruction, 
tax revolts, and anticonscripiion rebellions. Although industrialization and 
urbanization muted such disorders by disrupting their cohesive communal 
base, the metropolitan society these forces forged gave rise to "modern" 
forms of protest-such as demonstrations and strikes-which involved rela
tively large and specialized associations with relatively well-defined and 
"forward-looking" objectives and which were explicitly organized for political 
or economic action. ,) 
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Tilly's model suggests that modern collective protest, owing to its broader 
associational base, is more likely to occur on a large scale. But modern pro
test is less likely to become violent because the associational form gives the 
group a surer control over its own actions, and thus permits shows of force 
without concomitant damage or bloodshed. Moreover, the historic shift from 
communal to associational bases for collective protest brought into being a 
number of modern nonviolent mechanisms for the regulation of conflicts: 
the strike, the demonstration, the parliament, and the political campaign. 
Collective violence, then, historically belongs to political life, and changes in 
its form tell us that something important is happening to the political system 
itself. 

What is happening to the political system in contemporary America? Pre
liminary to such an inquiry is the historical task of surveying the patterns of 
group violence that have accompanied the development of the United States. 
Brown has traced an overview of American collective violence, and his organi
zational categories of "negative" and "positive" violence in some ways 
paraDel Tilly's analytical distinctions between reactionary disturbances, which 
center on rights once enjoyed but now threatened, and modern disturbances, 
which center on rights not yet enjoyed but now within reach. It might be 
more appropriate in this condusion to discuss the American historical legacy 
of violence in relation to the contemporary reievance of the various categories 
Brown employed. Brown catalogued as "negative" forms of American violence 
that associated with feuds, lynching, political assassination, free-lance multiple 
murder, crime, ethnic and racial prejudice, and urban rioting. "Positive" forms 
were associated with the American Revolution and Civil War, agrarian upris
ings, labor protests, vigilantism, Indian wars, and police violence. 

Perhaps the historically violent episode that is least relevant to our con
temporary concerns is the family feud. The famous and colorful clan 
feuding seems to have been triggered by the Civil War in border areas 
where loyalties were sharply divided and where the large extended family 
of the 19th century provided both a locus for intense loyalties and a 
ready instrument of aggression. But this tradition has waned with the 
fading of the circumstances that conditioned its birth. It is argtluble, 
however, that the brutalizing traditions associated With the India:i.l wars 
have left their callous imprint on our national character long after the 
estimated 850,000 American Indians had been ruthlessly reduced by 1950 
to 400,000. Similarly, the violence associated with the American Revolution, 
the Civil War, and Reconstruction has surely reinforced the ancient nc)tion 
that the ends justify the means, and clearly the defeat of the Confederacy 
and the failure of Reconstruction has convinced generations of white 
Southerners that Negro political participation and Federal efforts at 
reform are irrevocably linked with corruption and subversion. 

Whether the long association with violence of agrarian uprisings /md the 
labor movement has permanently faded with changing modern circumstances 
is fervently to be hoped, but by no means certain. Employer acceptance of 
unions during and after the New Deal suggests that that long and bloody 
conflict is largely behind us. But the stubborn persistance of rural poverty 
constitutes a latent invitation to a resurgence oflatter-day populism. 

Two other sordid American traditions that have largely waned but that 
recently have shown some signs of revival are vigilantism and lynching. Al-
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though vigilantism is associated in the popular mind with such frontier and 
rural practices as antirustler and antihorsethief popular "justice" in areas 
largely devoid of regular enforcement agencies, the largest local American 
vigilance committee was organized in San FI'ancisco in 1856. Ifvigilantism 
is defined more broadly to include regional Hnd even national movements 
as well as local organizations, then America's preeminent vigilante movement 
has been the Ku Klux Klan-or rather, the Ku Klux Klans, for there have 
essentially been three of them. The original Klan arose in the South in 
response to radical Reconstruction, and through terror and.' intimidation 
was instrumental in the "redemption" of the Southern state governments 
by white conservatives. The second Klan, by far the largest was resurrected 
in.AtIantain 1915 and boomed nationally in the 1920's. Strl)llgin th~ 
MIdwest and Far West as well as the South, and making inroads even in the 
cities, the Klan of the 1920's-despite its traditional racist and xenophobic 
rhetoric-focused its chastisement less upon Negroes, Catholics, and Jews 
than upon local white Protestants who were adjudged guilty of violating 
smal1town America's Victorian moral code. The third Klan represented a 
proliferation of competing Klans in the South in response to the civil rig.hts 
movement of the 1950's. Generally lacking the prestige and organizational 
strength of the earlier KIana, these groups engaged in a period of unrestrained 
terrorism in the rural and smalltown Black Belt South in tIle 1950's and 
early 1960's, but have belatedly been brought under greater control. 

Lynching, vigilantism's supreme instrument of terror and summary, 
"justice," has been widely practiced in America certainly since the R~volu
tionary era, when miscreant Tories were tarred and featllered, and worse. 
Although lynching is popUlarly associated with racial mob murder, this 
patte~n is a relatively recent one, for prior to the late 19 century, white 
Amencans perforce lynched one another-Negro slaves being far too valuable 
to squander at the stake. But lynching became predominantly racial from 
1882 to 1903, when 1,985 Negroes were murdered in the tragic but success
ful effort of those years to forge a rigid system of biracial caste, most brutal 
and explicit in the South but generally reflective of national attitudes. Once 
the ~oint-that tllis was a white man's country-was J1lade, lynching gradually 
declmed. Its recent resurgence in response to the civil rights movement is 
notorious, but it nowhere approximates its scale at the turn of the century. 

The conte)1lporary relevance of political assassination and freelance multiple 
murder needs no documentation to a nation that has so recently witnessed 
the mur~:rs of John and Robert Kennedy, Dr. Martin Luther King, and, 
on televlSlon, Lee Harvey Oswald-in addition to the chilling mass slaughtering 
sprees 'of Charles Whitman in Austin, Texas, and Richard Speck in Chicago. 
Historically, political assassination has become a recurrent feature of the 
political system only in the South during (the first) Reconstruction and in 
New Mexico Territory. Although four American Presidents have been 
assassin~ted since 1865, prominent politicansand civil servants occupying 
tlle mynad lesser levels of governrpent have been largely immune. Whether 
the current spate of public murder is an endemic symptom of a new social 
malaise is a crucial question that history cannot yet answer, other than to 
observe that precedents in our past are minimal. 

Similarly, historical precedents are few regarding massive student and anti
war protests. American students have histOrically succumbed to the annual 
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spring throes of the panty-raid syndrome, but the current wave of campus 
confrontations is essentially ffi1 unprecedented phenomenon-as is the 
massive and prolonged opposition to the war in Vietnam. As Professor 
Brooks has observed, "unfortunately the past does not have much to tell 
us; we will have to make our own history along uncharted and frightening 
ways." 

But the past has much to tell us about the rioting and crime that have 
gripped our cities. Urban mobs are as old as the city itself. Colonial seaports 
frequently were rocked for days by roving mobs-groups of unruly and 
ofte~ drunken ~en whose energies were shrewdly put to political purpose 
~s LIberty Boys In t~e American Revolution. Indeed, our two principal 
Instruments of phYSICal control evolved directly in response to 19th-century 
urban turmoil. The professional ~ity police system replaced the inadequate 
constabulary_and watch-and-ward in response to the rioting of the 1840's and 
~850's, largely in the Northeast. Similarly, the national guard was organized u: order to control the labor violence-or more appropriately, the antilabor 
vIOlence-of the 1880's and 1890's. 

Probably all nations are given to a kind of historical amnesia or selective 
recollection that masks unpleasant traumas of the past. Certainly Am.ericans 
since the Puritans have hinorically regarded themselves as a latter-day 
"Chosen People" sent on a holy errand to the wilderness" there to create a 
New Jerusalem. One beneficent side effect of our current turmoil may be 
to force a harder and more candid look at our past and at our behavior in 
comparison with other peoples and nations. 

II. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN VIOLENCE IN 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Our current eruption of violence must appear paradoxical to a generation 
of Americans who witnessed the successful emergence from depression to 
unparalleled affluence of a nation they regarded as the world's moral leader 
in defense of freedom. Only a decade ago America's historians were cehibrat
ing the .emergence of a unique society, sustained by a burgeoning prosperity 
and solidly grounded on a broad political consensus.! We were told-and the 
implications were reassuring-that our uniqueness was derived from at least 
half a dozen historical sources which, mutually reinforcing one another had 
joined to propel us toward a manifestly benevolent destiny. We were a' 
natioh of immigrants, culturally enriched by the variety of mankind. Sons 
of the frontier, our national character has grown to reflect the democratic 
individualism and pragmatic ingenuity that had conquered the wilderness. 
Our new nation was born in anticolonial revolution and in its crucible was 
forged a democratic r.e~ublic of unparalleled vitality and longevity. Lacking 
a feudal pa<;t, our polItICal spectrum was so truncated about the consensual 
liberal center that, unlike Europe, divisive radicalism of the left or right had 
found no sizable constituency. Finally, we had both created and survived 
the great tra~sformati~n from agrarian frontier to industrial metropolis, to 
become the fIchest natIon of all time. 

It was a justly proud legacy, one which seemed to make sense in the 
relatively tranquil 1950's. But with the 1960's came shock and frustration., 
It was a decade against itself: the students of affluence were marching in 
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the streets; middle-class matrons were besieging the Pentagon; and Negro 
Americans were responding to victories in civil rights and to their collectively 
unprecedented prosperity with a paradoxical venting of outrage. In a funda
mental sense, history-the ancient human encounter with poverty, defeat, 
and guilt as well as with affluence, victory, and innocence-had finally 
caught up with America. Or at least it had caught up with white America. 

Historical analysiS of our national experience and character would 
suggest that the seeds of our contemporary discontent were to a large 
extent deeplv embedded in those same ostensibly benevolent forces which 
contributed to our uniqueness. First, we are a nation of immigrants, but one 
in which the original dominant immigrant group, the so-called Anglo-Saxons, 
effectively preempted the cmciallevers of economic and political power in 
government, commerce, and the professions. This elite group has tenaciously 
resisted the upward strivings of successive "ethnic" immigrant waves. The 
resultant competitive hierarchy of immigrants has always been highly con
ducive to violence, but this violence has taken different forms. The Anglo
Americans have used their access to the levers of power to maintain their 
dominance, using legal force surrounded by an aura of legitimacy for such 
ends as economic exploitation; the restriction of immigration by a national
origin quota system which clearly branded later immigrants as culturally 
undesirable; the confinement of the original Indian immigrants largely to 
barren reservations; and the restriction of blacks to a degraded caste. But the 
system was also conducive to violence among the latter groups themselves
when, for instance, Irish-Alnericans rioted against Afro-American "scabs." 
Given America's unprecedented ethnic pluralism, simply being born American 
conferred no automatic and eqll,.~ citizenship in the eyes of the larger society. 
In the face of such reservations, ethnic minorities had constantly to affirm 
their Americanism through a kind of patriotic ritual which intensified the 
ethnic competition for status. As a fragment culture based on bourgeois
liberal values, as Hartz has observed, yet one populated by an unprecedented 
variety of immigrant stock, America's tightened consensus on what properly 
constituted "Americanism" prompted status rivalries among the ethnic 
minorities which, when combined with economic rivalries, invited severe 
and abiding c~mflict. 

Most distinctive among the immigrant minorities was the Negro. The 
eternal exception in American history, Afro-Americans were among the first 
to .arrive and the last. t.o emerge. To them, America meapt slavery, and 
manumission meant elevation to the caste of black pariah. Comer has seen 
in the psychological legacy of slavery and caste a psychieally cripplingNegro 
dependency and even self-hatred which is largely immune to mere economic 
advance. The contemporary black awareness of this tenacious.legacy of 
racial shame is abundantly reflected in the radical rhet.oric of black power 
and "Black-is-Beautiful," and goes far toward resolving the paradox of black 
rebellion against a backdrop of general-albeituneve, as Davies suggests~ 
economic improvement. Meier and Rudwick have charted the transformation 
of racial violence from white pogrom to black aggression-or, in the analysis 
of J anowtiz, from "communal" to "commodity" rioting. While emphasizing 
that tlle transformation has led to violent black assault less against white 
persons than against white property, and while Janowitz speculates that the 
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summer of i968 may have been yet another turning point, we are reminded 
that history, even very recent history, is an imperfect guide to the future. 

The second major formative historical experience was America's uniquely 
prolonged encounter with the fron'der. While the frontier experience in
dubitably strengthened the mett1e of the American character, it witnessed 
the brutal and brutalizing ousting of the Indians and the forceful incorpora
tion of Mexican and other original inhabitants, as Frantz has so graphically 
portrayed. Further, it concomitantly created an environment in which, 
owing to the paucity of law enforcement agencies, a tradition of vigilante 
"justice" was legitimized. The longevity of the Ku. Klux Klan and the vitality 
both of contemporary urban rioting and of the stiffening resistance to it 
owe much to this tradition. As Brown has observed, vigilantism has persisted 
as a socially malleable instrument long after the disappearance of the frontier 
environmont that gave it birth, and it has proved quite congenial to an urban 
setting. < 

Similarly, the revolutionary doctrine that our Declaration of Independence 
proudly proclaims stands as a tempting model of legitimate violence to be 
emulated by contemporary groups, such as militant Negroes and radical stu
dents who confront a system of both public and private government that they 
regard as contemptuous of their consent. Entranced by the resurgence of 
revolution in the underdeveloped world and of international university un
rest, radical students and blacks naturally seize upon our historically sacrosanct 
doctrine of the inherent right of revolution and self-determination to justify 
their rebellion. That their analogies are fatefully problematical in no way 
dilutes the majesty of our own proud Declaration. 

The fourth historic legacy, our consensual political philosophy of Lockean
Jeffersonian liberalism, was premised upon a pervasive fear of governmental 
power and has reinforced the tendency to define freedom negatively as 
freedom/rom. As a consequence, conservatives have been able paradoxi
cally to invoke the doctrin~s of Jefferson in resistance to legislative reforms, 
and the Sumnerian imperative that "stateways cannot change folkways" has 
historically enjoyed a wide and not altogether unjustified allegiance in the 
public eye (witness the debacle of the first Reconstruction, and the dilemma 
of our contemporary second attempt). Its implicit corollary has been that 
forceful and, if necessary, violent local and state resistance to unpopular 
federal stateways is a legitimate response; both Calhoun and Wallace could 
confidently repair to a strict construction of the same document invoked by 
Lincoln and the Warren court. 

A fifth historic source both of our modern society and our current plight 
is our industrial revolution and the great internal migration from the 
countryside to the city. Yet the process occurred with such astonishing 
rapidity that it produced widespread socioeconomic dislocation in an environ
ment in which the internal controls of the American social structure were 
loose and the external controls were weak. Urban historian Richard Wade 
has observed that-

. The cities inherited no system of police control adequate to the num
bers or to the rapid increase of the urban centers. The modern police 
force is the creation of the 20th century; the establishment of 
genuinely professional systems is historically a very recent thing. 
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Throughout the 18th and 19th century, the force was small, untrained, 
poorly paid, and part of the political system. In case of any sizeable 
disorder, it was hopelessly inadequate; and rioters sometimes routed 
the constabulary in the first confrontation.2 

Organized labor's protracted and bloody battles for recognition and power 
occurred during these years of minimal control and maximal social upheaval. 
The violence of workers' confrontations with their employers, Taft and Ross 
concluded, was partly the result of a lack of consensus on the legitimacy of 
workers' protests, partly the result of the lack of means of social control. 
Workers used force to press their grt,evances, employers organized violent 
resistance, and repeatedly state or federal troops had to be summoned to 
restore order. 

The final distinctive. characteristic-in many ways perhaps our most dis- -
tinctive-has been our unmatched prosperity; we have been, in the words of 
David Potter, most characteristically a "peop]e of plenty." Ranked celes
tially with life and liberty in the sacrosanct Lockean trilogy, property has 
generated a quest and prompted a devotion in the American character that 
has matched our devotion to equality and, in a fundamental sense, has 
transformed it from the radical leveling of the European democratic tradi
tion into a typically American insistence upon equality of opportunity. In 
an acquisitive society of individuals with unequal talents and groups with 
unequal advantages, this had resulted in an unequciI distribution of the rapid 
accumulation of abundance that, especially ,since World War II, has promised 
widespread participation in the affluent society to a degree unprecedented in 
history. Central to the notion of "revolutions of rising expectations," and 
to Davies' J-curve hypothesis as well, is tlle assumption that unproved eco
nomic rewards can coincide with and often obscure a degree of relative depri
vation that generates frustration and can prompt men toward violent protest 
despite measurable gains. 

Our historical evolution, then, has given our national character a dual 
nature: we strive, paradoxically, for both liberty and equality, which can be 
and often in practice are quite contradictory goals. This is not to suggest that 
American society is grounded in a fatal contradiction. For all the conflict 
inherent in a simultaneous quest for liberty and equality, American history 
is replete with dramatic instances of the successful adjustment of "the system" 
to the demands of disparate protesting groups. An historical appraisal of 
these genuine achievements should give pause to contemporary Cassandras 
who bemoan in se1fflagellation how hopelessly wretched we all are. These 
radically disillusioned social critics can find abundant evil in our historical 
legacy: centuries of Negro slavery, the cultural deracination and near extinc
tion of the Indians, our initiation of atomic destruction-ad infinitum. Much 
as the contemporary literary J eremiahs have, in Lynn's view, libeled the 
American character by extrapolating violence from its literary context, these 
social critics in their overcompensations have distorted the American experi
ence in much the same fashion, although in an opposite direction, as have 
the more familiar superpatriotic celebrants of American virtuosity. While a 
careful and honest historical appraisal should remind us that violence has 
been far more intrinsic to our past than we should like to think"":Brooks 
reminds us, for example, that the New York Draft Riot of 1863 vastly ex
ceeded the destruction of Watts-our assessment of the origins and dimen-
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sions of contemporary American violence must embrace the experience of 
other societies. 

III. COMPARISONS OF PROTEST AND VIOLENCE 

Whether the United States is now a ''violent society" can be answered not 
in the abstract but only by comparison, either with the American past or with 
other nations. The historical evidence, above, suggests that we were somewhat 
more violent toward one another in this decade than we have been in most 
others, but probably less violent in total magnitude of civil strife than in the 
latter 19th century, when the turmoil of Reconstruction was followed by 
massive racial and labor violence. Even so, in contemporary comparison with 
other nations, acts of collective violence by private citizens in the United States 
in the last 20 years have been extraordinarily numerous, and this is true also of 
peaceful demonstrations. In numbers of p.olitical assassinations, riots, politically 
relevant armed group attacks, and demonstrations, the United States since 
1948 has been among the half-dozen most tumultuous nations in the 
world.3 When such events are evaluated in terms of their relative severity, 
however, the rank of the United States is somewhat lower. The Feierabends 
and Nesvold have used ranking scales to weigh the severity and numbers of 
such events during the years from 1948 to 1965, rating peaceful demon
strations as having the least serious impact, civil wars the most serious impact 
on political systems. In a comparison that gives greatest weight to the fre
quency of violent events, the United States ranks 14th among84 nations. 
In another comparison, based mainly on the severity of all manifestations of 
political instability, violent or not, the United States stands below the midpoint, 
46th among 84 nations. In other words, the United States up to 1965 had 
much political violence by comparison with other nations but relative stability 
of its political institutions in spite of it. Paradoxically, we have been a turbulent 
people but a relatively stable republic. 

Some more detailed comparisons are provided by a study of the char!lcter
istics of civil strife in 114 nations and colonies in the 1960's. The information 
on "civil strife" includes all reported acts of collective violence involving 100 
or more people; organized private attacks on political targets, whatever the 
number of participants; and antigqvernment demonstrations involving 100 or 
more people. Three general kinds of civil strife are distinguished: (1) Turmoil 
is relatively spontaneous, partially organized or unorganized strife with sub
stantial popular participation and limited objectives. (2) Conspiracy is in
tensively organized strife with limited participation but with terroristic or 
revolutionary objectives. (3) Internal war is intensively organized strife with 
widespread participation, always accompanied by extensive and intensive 
violence and usually directed at the overthrow of political regimes. 

The comparisons of the strife study are proportional to population rather 
than absolute, on grounds that a demonstration by 10,000 of Portugal's 9 
million citizens, for example, is more consequential for that nation than a 
demonstration by the same number of the United States' 200 million citizens 
is for ours. About 11 of every 1,000 Americans took part in civil strife, almost 
all of it turmoil, between mid-1963 and mid-1968, compared with an 
average of 7 per thousand in 17 other Western democracies during the 
1961-65 period. Six of these 17 had higher rates of participation than the 
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United. States, including Belgium, France, and Italy. About 9,500 reported 
cas~albes r~s~lted from American strife, most of them the result of police, 
actIOn. This IS a rate of 48 per million population, compared with an 
average of 12 per million in other Western nations, but American casualties 
are almost certain to be overreported by comparison with casualties else
where. Strife was also of longer duration in the United States than in all 
but a handful of co~ntries in the world. In total magnitude of strife, taking 
these three factors mto account, the United States ranks fIrst among the 17 
Western democracies. 

Despite its frequency, civil strife in the United States has taken much less 
disruptive forms than in many non-Western and some Western countries. 
Mor~ than a million citizens participated in 370 reported civil-rights demon
strab~ns and marches in the ,5-year period; almost all of them were peacefully 
?rganlZed and conducted. Of 170 reported antiwar demonstrations, which 
~volved a total of about 700,000 people, the participants initiated violence 
m about 20: The most extensive violence occurred in 239 recorcJp.d hostile 
outbreaks by Negroes, whi9h resulted in more than 8,000 casuaities and 
191 deaths. Yet the nation has experienced no internal wars since the Civil 
War and almost none of the chronic reVolutionary conspiracy and terrorism 
~lat plague dozens of other nations. The most consequential conspiratorial 
V1o~ence has been white terrorism against blacks and civil-rights workers, 
which caused some 20 deaths between 1963 and 1968 and black terrorism 
against whites, mostly the police, which began in 1968'. 

A1tho~gh about 220 Americans died in violent civil strife in the 5 years 
before rrud-1968, the rate of 1.1 per million popUlation was infinitesimal 
compared with the average of all nations of 238 deaths per million, and less 
than the European average of 2.4 per million. These differences reflect the 
comparative evidence that, from a worldwide perspective, Americans have 
seldom or~anized for violence. Most demonstrators and rioters are protesting, 
not rebellmg. If there were many serious revolutionaries in the United 
States, or effective n'wolutionary organizations, levels of violence would be 
much higher than they have been. . 

These comparisons afford little comfort when the tumult of the United 
States is ~ontra~ted ~ith the relative dome~tic tranquillity of developed 
democratIc nations lIke Sweden, Great Britain, and Australia, or with the 
com~arable curren~ tranquillity of nations as diverse as Yugoslavia, Turkey, 
Jamruca, or MalaYSIa. In total magnitude of strife, the United States ranks 
24th among the 114 larger nations and colonies of the world. In magnitude 
of turmoil alone, it ranks sixth. 

Though greater in magnitude, civil strife ill the United States is about the 
sam~ in kind ~s strife in other Western nations. The antigovernment demon
stratIon and not, violent clashes of political or ethnic groups, and student 
protests are pervasive forms of conflict in modern democracies. Some such 
pub1ic~rotest has occurred in every Western nation in the past decade. 
People m non-Western countries also resort to these limited forms of public 
protest, bu~ they are much more Jikely to organize serious conspiratorial 
and revolutIOnary movements as well. Strife in the United States and other 
European c?untries is quite likely to mobilize members of both the \\lorking 
cl;ass and mIddle classes, but rarely members of the political establishment 
such as military offIcers, civil servants, and disaffected political leaders, who 
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so often organize conspiracies and internal wars in non-European nations. 
Strife also is likely to occur within or on the periphery of the normal political 
process in Western nations, rather than being organized by clandestine revolu
tionary movements or cells of plotters. If some overt strife is an inevitable 
accompaniment of organized social existence, as all our comparative evidence 
suggests it is, it seems socially preferable that it take the form of open political 
protest, even violent protest, rather than concerted, intensively violent 
attempts to seize political power. 

One evident characteristic of civil strife in the United States in recent years 
is the extent to which it is an outgrowth of ethnic tensions. Much of the civil 
protest and collective violence in the United States has been directly related 
to the nation's racial problems. Comparative studies show evidence of parallel 
though not identical situations in other developed, European, and democratic 
nations. 'Ute unsatisfied demands of regional, ethnic, and linguistic groups 
for greater rights and socioeconomic benefits are more common sources of 
civil strife in Western nations than in almost any other group of countries. 
These problems have persisted long after the resolution of fundamental ques
tions about the nature of the state, the terms of political power and who 
should hold it, and economic development. It seems ironical that nations that 
have been missionaries of technology and political organization to the rest of 
the world apparently have failed to provide satisfactory conditions of life 
for all the groups within their midst. 

N. THE SOURCES OF VIOLENCE 

Is man violent by nature or by circumstance? In the Hobbesian view, the 
inescapable legacy of human nature is a "life of man solitary, poor, nasty, 
brutish, and short." This ancient pessimistic view is given recent credence by 
L.1.e etholOgists, whose study of animals in their natural habitats had led them 
to conclude that the aggressive drive in animals is innate, ranking with the 
instinctive trilog'j of hunger, sex, and fear or flight.4 But most psychologists 
and social scientists do not regard aggression as fundamentally spontaneous or 
instinctive, nor does the weight of their evidence support such a view. Rather 
they regard most aggression, including violence, as sometimes an emotional 
response to socially induced frustrations, and sometimes a dispaSSionate, 
learned respon§e evoked by specific situations.S This assumption underlies 
almost all the studies in this volume: nature provides us only with the capacity 
for violence; it is social circumstance that determines whether and how we 
exercise that capacity. 

Man's cultural diversity offers concrete evidence that this essentially. 
optimistic view of human nature is justified. Man can through his intelligence 
so construct his cultural traditions and institutions as to minimize violence 
and encourage the realization of his humanistic goals. Cultural anthropolo
gists have identified societies, such as four contiguous language groups in 
the remote Eastern Highlands of New Guinea, in which the rhythms of life 
were focused on a deadly and institutionally permanent game of rape flJld 
cannibalism. But they have also studied such gentle societies as those of 
the Arapesh of New Guinea, the Lepchas of Sikkim, and the pygmies of 
the Congo rain forest, cultures in which an appetite for aggression has been 
replaced by an "enormous gusto for concrete physical pleasures-eating, 
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drinking, sex, and laughter." Revealingly, these gentle societies generally 
lack the cultural mod~l of brave, aggressive masculinity, a pervasive model 
~hat seems .so condUCIve t? violence. ~vidence that culture is a powerful 
If not ommpotent determmant of man s propensity for violence is the 
m~l~choly contemporary fact that Manhattan Island (popUlation 1.7 n:IllIon) h~s,more murders per year than all of England and Wal.es (popula
tIon 49 mil!IOn). We need not resolve the interminable hen-and-egg debate 
over the pnmacy of nature versus nurture to conclude that man has the 
cultural capacity to minimize his recourse to violence. 
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. O~e general approach to the explanation of the nature and extent of collec
tIve VIOlence.' supported ~y considerable evidence in this report, begins with 
t?e assumptIOn that men s frustration over some of the material and social 
cIrcum.stan~es of their lives is a necessary precondition of group protest and 
c?llectIve ,:olence. The more intense and widespread frustration-induced 
d~sconte~tI.s among a people, the more intense and widespread collective 
vlOle?ce IS likely to be. Several general attitudinal and social conditions de
ternune tl-:e extent and fO.rm of consequent violence. People are most 
s!rongly ~I~po~e~ to act VIOlently on their discontent if they believe that 
VlO~e?Ce IS J~stIfIable and likely of su(~cess; they are likely to take violent 
polItIcal act~on to the ~xt~nt that they regard their government as illegitimate 
and ,r~spo~sIb.le ~or the.r frust:ations. The extent, intensity, and organization 
of CIvil stnfe IS fmal!y determmed by characteristics of the social system: 
~e degree and conSIstency of social control, and the extent to which institu
tIons afford peaceful alternatives to violent protest.7 

If d~scontent is ~ ~oot c~use .ofviolence within the political community, 
what km~s of.condItIons gIve nse to the widespread discontents that lead 
to ~ol1ectIv~ Vl~lence? All societies generate some discontent because or
g~n~~ed SOCIal lIfe b~ its very ~ature frustrates all human beings, by in
hibltmg s~me of theIr natural Impulses. Socialized inhibitions and outlets 
for su~h dlsc~ntents are provided by every society, though their relative 
effectIveness IS certainly an underlying factor in national differences in 
rates of agg~5ssive crim.es. ~other fundamental factor may be the ecological 
one. CarstaIrs summanzes eVIdence that overcrowding of human populations 
~ay .lead. to aggressivene~s: ~n the other hand, Tilly shows that high rates of 
ImmI?ratIOn .to F:~nch CItIes m the 18th and 19th centuries was, if anything, 
~ssocla~ed WIth CIvil peace rather than rising disorder. Lane also finds that 
mcrea.sm~ ur~anizati~n in 19th-century Massachusetts was accompanied by 
a d~chne m Vlolent crIme rates. Neither culture stress nor population concen
tratIOns per se seem to be consequential causes of upsurges in collective vio
lence, though they probably contribute to the "background noise" of vio
I.;;nce ~o~on to a]most all cultures. Prob&bly the most important cause 
of m~Jor mcreases. in group violence is the WIdespread frustration of socially 
de~nved e~pectahons about the goods and conditions oflife men believe 
theIrs. b.y nght. These frustratable expectations relate' not only to material 
well-bemg but to m?re intangi~le conditions such as security, status, free
dom to man~ge.one s own affaIrS, and satisfying personal relations with 
others. M~n s nghtf11:1 expectations have many sources, among them their 
past exp:r~ence of gam or loss, ideologies of scarcity or abundance, and 
the conditIOn of groups with which they identify. In any case, men feel 
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satisfactions and frustrations with reference to what they think they ought 
to have, not according to some absolute standard. 

New expectations and new frustrations are more likely to be generated in 
times of social change than social stasis. The quantitative comparisons of 
the Feierabends and Nesvold suggest, for example, that nations undergoing 
the most rapid socioeconomic change also are likely to experience the 
highest levels of collective violence. Large-sca~e socioecon.om~c c~ange i~ 
ordinarily accompanied by changes in peoples values, by lllstItutlOnal dis
locations that affect people on top as much as people "on the way up,", 
and even by the temporary breakdown of some social institutions. Rapid 
social change is thus likely to add to the discontents of many groups at 
the same time that it improves the conditions of some. In addition, it ml:.,\y 
contribute to the partial breakdown of systems of normative co~trol, to 
the collapse of old institutions through which some groups were once able 
to satisfy their expectations, and to the creation of new organizations of 
the discontented. Under these conditions the motivational and institutional 

potential for collective violence is high. 
Some specific patterns of social change are directly indicted as causes of 

collective violence. One is a pattern of rising expectations among people 
so situated that lack of opportunity or the obdurate resistance of others 
precludes their attainment of those expectations. American society is 
especially vulnerable to the frustration of disappointed expectati?ns: for we 
have proclaimed ourselves the harbinger of a New Jerusalem and lllvlted 
millions of destitute immigrants to our shores to partake of its fulfillment. 
"Progressive" demands by such gwups that have felt themselves unjustifiably 
excluded from a fair share of the social, economic, and political privileges 
of the majority have repeatedly pwvided motivation and justification for 
group conflict in our past, as they have in the history of Western Europe. 
Demands of workers for economic recognition and political partiCipation 
were pervasive and chronic sources of turmoil in the United States and 
Europe. The aspirations of the Irish, Italians, Slavs, and-far most con
sequentially-Negroes have also provided repeated occasion for violence 
in America. Demands for an end to discriminatory privilege have not 
been confined to minorities or ethnic strata either. The struggle for 
women's suffrage in the United States was not peaceful, ~nd America 
has not heard the last of women's claims for effective socioeconomic 
equality with men. Although the curnmt resurgence of protest by many 
groups testifies to the continued inequity in t~e dis~ribution ?f re~ards, 
it also reflects the self-sustaining nature of SOCIal adjustment 10 thIS most 
pluralistic of nations. The same process through which Americans have 
made successive accommodations to demands for equity encourages the 

regeneration of new demands. 
Protective resistance to undesirable change has been a more common 

source of collective violence in America than "revolutions of rising 
expectations," however. For example, most ethnic and religious violence 
in American history has been retaliatory violence by groups farther up 
the socioeconomic ladder who felt threatened by the prospect of the 
"new immigrant" and the Negro getting both "too big" and "too close." 
As Taft and Ross have demonstrated, most labor violence in American 
history was not a deliberate tactic of workingclass organization but a 
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result of. forceful employer resistance to worker organization and demands. 
Compames repeatedly resorted to coercive and somet1.'Iles terroristic 
activi~ies against union organizers and to violent strikebreaking tactics. 
The vIOle.nce of employers often provided both model and impetus to 
co~ntervI?lence by workers, leading in many situations to an escalating 
spual of vIOlent conflict to the point of military intervention or mutu .. t1 
exhaustion. ' 

A~gressive vigila~tism has been a recurrent response of middle- and 
worki~g-class Amen~ans to perceived threats by outsiders or lesser classes 
to t~elr st~tus, secunty, and cultural integrity. The most widely known 
mamfestatIOns have been the frontier tradition of citizens' enforcement of 
the law and Ku Klux Klan efforts to maintain class lines and the moral 
code by taking their version of the law into their own hands. Brown has 
traced the emergence of such vigilante groups as the "Regulators" of pre
Revolutionary South Carolina and the Bald Knobbers of the Missouri 
~z~rks ~ the late 1800's., There are many other manifestations of aggressive 
~Igilan~Ism as well; no regIOns and few historical eras have been free of it, 
!?C:U~I~~ the r.resent .. ~, contemporary one is the sporadic harassment of 

lupple ,~d peacen~k ~ettlements in rural and smalltown America, and 
the neovlgilante orgamzatIOns of urban Americans white and black cor 
" d C "1 f " l' ~~oup. elel1Se t lat 0 ten have aggressive overtones. There also is a 
vlgilan.tIsm of ~ s?mewhat different sort, an aggressive and active suppression 
of devI~cy wIthm an otherwise-cohesive group. An historical example was 
the WhIte Cap movement of the 1880's and 1890's, a spontaneous move
ment !or the mo~al, regulation of the poor whites and ne'er-do-wells of rural 
Amen~a, Such VIgilantism also is apparent in the internecine strife of 
defenSIve black organizations, which have occasionally used violence to rid 
themselves of innovative "traitors" like Malcolm X. 

Agra.ri~ protests and uprisings have characterized both frontier and 
settled regIOns of the U.nited States since before the Revolution. They have 
reflected both progreSSIve and protective sentiments, including demands 
fo~ land reform, defense against more powerful economic interests and 
rehef ~rom. onerous political restrictions., Among them have been Shays' 
Re~elhon m Massachusetts, 1786-87; Fries' Rebellion in eastern Pennsyl
vama, 1 ~99; :some ofthe activities of the Grangers, Greenbackers, and 
Farmers AllIance after the Civil War; and the "Green Corn Rebellion" of 
Oklahoma farmers during World War 1. 
~tiwar prot~st i~ ~merican history also has a predcJminantly protective 

qual.lty. The natIon S 19th-century wars, especially the Civil War, led often 
to VIolent resistance to military conscription and the economic impositions 
of ~ar. The .2?th ~entury ~as seen the development of a strong, indigenous 
stram of paclflsm m the Umted States. The goals of those who have promoted 
the cause of peace, during both the First World War and the Vietnam war 
have been protective in this sense: they adhere to a set of humanitarian ;alues 
that are embodied in the basic social contract of American life, and see that 
contract threatened by those who regard force as the solution to American 
and ~oreign problems. The evidence of American history and comparative 
studIes suggests n.o exact relationship between the occurrence of war and 
domestic protest against it, however. In the United States it appears to be 
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the pervasive sense that a particular war and its demands are unjust or il
legitimate that leads to protest and, occasionally, to violent resistance. 

Davies identifies a third general pattern of change that is frequently asso
ciated with the outbreak of rebellion and revolution: the occurrence of a 
short period of sharp relative decline in socioeconomic or political conditions 
after a prolonged period of improving conditions. A period of steady progress 
generates expectations that progress will continue. If it does not continue, a 
pervasive sense of frustration develops which, if focused on the government, 
is likely to lead to widespread political violence. It is not only economic re
versal in this pattern that leads to vioience. People whose dignity, career ex
pectations, or political ambitions are so frustrated are as likely to rebel as 
those whose pocketbooks are being emptied. 

This specific pattern is identified in Davies' studies of socioeconomic and 
political changes affecting various groups before the outbreak of the French 
Revolution, the American Civil War, and the Nazi revolution. It may also be 
present in data on relative rates of white and Negro socioeconomic progress 
in the United States during the last several decades. From 1940 to 1952, 
nonwhite family income relative to educational attainment appears to have 
increased steadily and substantially in comparison with white income. In 
1940 the average Negro with a high school education was likely to receive 55 
percent of the earnings of a white worker with comparable education. This 
figure increased to 85 percent in 1952-but then declined to a low of 74 
percent by 1962. These data call into question simplistic notions to the effect 
that unsatisfied expectations of black Americans increased to the point of 
violence simply because of "agitation," or because of unfulfilled promises. 
Rather it may have been real progress, judged by the firsthand experience of 
the 1940's and early 1950's, and probably also by reference to the rise of the 
black bourgeoisie, which generated expectations that were substantially 
frustrated by events of the late 1950's and early 1960's. 

Discontent is only the initial condition of collective violence, which raises 
the question of the extent to which the actualization of violence is detl;)r
mined by popular attitudes and institutional patterns. A cross-national 
study by Gurr was designed to provide preliminary answers to this question, 
by relating differences among nations in economic and political discontent, 
apparent justifications for violence, and institutional strength to differences 
in magnitudes and forms of civil strife. The results are that more than a 
third·of the differences among contemporary nations in magnitudes of strife 
are accounted for by differences in the extent and intensity of their citizens' 
discontent, even though measured imprecisely. Attitudes about politics and 
violence are almost as important. Nations whose political systems have low 
legitimacy are likely to have extensive strife; nations with a violent past
and, by implication, popular attitudes that support violence-are likely to 
have a violent present, and future. Institutional patterns can meliorate or 
magnify these dispositions to violence. If physical controls are weak, and 
especially if they are inconsistent in application, strife is likely to be high. 
Similarly the weakness of conventional institutions, and the availability of 
material and organizational support for rebellion, lead to high levels of strife, 
particularly in its most intensive and violent forms. 

The experience of the United States is consistent with this general pattern. 
For all our rh~toric, we have never been a very law-abiding nation, and illegal 
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violence has sometimes been abundantly rewarded. Hence there have de
veloped broad normative sanctions for the expr~ssion or acting ?ut ~f dis
content somewhat limited inhibitions, and-ow1Og to Jeffersoman hberal
ism's le~acy of fear of central public authority-very circumscribed physical 
controls. Public sympathy has often been with the lawbreaker-sometimes 
with the nightrider who punished the transgressor of comm~nity more~, 
sometimes with the integrationists who refused to o.bey rac~al seg~egatIOI~ 
laws. Lack of full respect for law and support for VIOlence m one s 0v:n I~-. 
terest have both contributed to the justifications for private violence, JUStifI
cations that in turn have helped make the United States historically and at 
present a tumultuous society. . . . .... 

On the other hand the United States also has charactenstIcs that 10 other 
countries appear to rr:inimize intense revolutionary conspiracies an~ int.ernal 
wars. Thus far in our history the American political system has mamtamed 
a relatively high degree of legitimacy in the eyes of most onts citizens. 
American political and economic institutions are generally strong. They are 
not pervasive enough to provide adequate opportuniti~s. for some re~ional and 
minority groups to satisfy their expectations, but suffICIently pervaSIve and 
egalitarian that the most ambitious and talented men-if not women-can 
pursue the "American dream" with some chance of success. These are ~o~
ditions that minimize the prospects of revolutionary movements: a maJon
tarian consensus on the legitimacy of government, and provision ~f oppor~ 
tunity for men of talent who, if intensely ~ienated, might o~he~wIse prOVIde 
revolutionary cadres. But if such a system IS open to the maJonty yet partly 
closed to ,a minority, or legitimate for the majority but illegitimate fo~ a 
minority, the minority is likely to create chronic tumult even though It 
cannot organize effective revolutionary movements. .. .. 

Some consequences of patterns IPf social control, legItimacy, and 1OstItu
tional development for the processes of collective violence are examined 
more fully below. 

v. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF VIOLENCE 

Does violence succeed? The inheritors of the doctrines of Frantz Fanon 
and "CM" Guevara assert that if those who use it are sufficiently dedicated, 
revolution can always be accomplished. Many vehement advocates of civil 
order and strategists of counterinsurgency hold essentially the same faith: 
that sufficient use of public violence will deter private violence. This funda
mental agreement of "left" and "right" on the effectiveness of force for 
modifying others' behavior is striking. But to what extent is it supported by 
theory and by historical evidence? 

The two most fundamental human responses to the use of force are to 
flee or to fight. This assertion rests on rather good psychological and etho
logical evidence about human and animal aggression. Force th~eatens and 
angers men, especially if they believe it to be illegitimate or unjust. Threat
ened, they will defend themselves if they can, flee if they cannot. Angered, 
they have an innate disposition to retaliate in kind. Thus men ~ho fear. as
sault attempt to arm themselves, and two-thirds or more of white Amer~cans 
think that black looters and arsonists should be shot. Governments fac10g 
violent protest often regard compromise as evidence of weakness and devote 
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additional resources to counterforce. Yet if a government responds to the 
threat or use of violence with greater force, Its effects in many circumstances 
are identical with the effects that dictated its actions: its opponents will if 
they can resort to greater force. . 

There are only two inherent limitations on such an escalating spiral of 
force and counterforce: the exhaustion of one side's resources for force, or 
the attainment by one of the capacity for genocidal victory. There are 
societal and psychological limitations as well, but they require tacit bonds 
between opponents: one's acceptance of the ultimate authority of the 
other, arbitration of the conflict by neutral authority; recognition of mutual 
interest that makes bargaining possible, or the perception that acquiesence to 
a powerful opponent will have less harmful consequences than resisting to 
certain death. In the absence of such bases for cooperation, regimes and their 
opponents are likely to engage in violent conflict to the limit of their respec
tive abilities.8 

--,,--

To the extent that this argument is accurate, it suggests one kind of circum
stance in which violence succeeds: that in which one group so overpowers 
its opponents that they have no choice short of death but to desist. When 
they do resist to the death, the result is a Carthaginian peace. History records 
many instances of successful uses of overpowering force. Not surprisingly, 
the list of successful governmental uses of force against opponents is 
much longer than the list of dissident successes against government, because 
most governments have much greater capacities for force, provided they 
keep the loyalty of their generals and soldiers. Some dissident successes dis
cussed in this volume include the French, American, Nazi, and Cuban Revo
lutions. Some governmental successes include, in Britain, the suppression of 
the violent phases of the Luddite and Chartist movements in the 19th century; 
in Venezuela the Betancourt regime's elimination of revolutionary terrorism; 
in the United States the North's victory in the Civil War, and the quelling of 
riots and local rebellions, from the Whiskey Rebellion of 1794 to the ghetto 
riots of the 1960's. 

Governmental uses of force are likely to be successful in quelling specific 
outbreaks of private violence except in those rare circumstances when the 
balance of force favors its opponents, or the military defects. But the his
torical evidence also suggests that governmental violence often succeeds only 
in the short run. The government of Imperial Russia quelled the revolution 
of 1905, but in doing so intensified the hostilities of its opponents, who 
mounted a successful revolution 12 years later, after the government was 
weakened by a protracted and unsuccessful war. The North "won" the Civil 
War, but in its very triumph created hostilities that contributed to one of the 
great.li)st and most successful waves of vigilante violence in our history. The 
17,000 Klansmen of the South today are neither peaceable nor content with 
the outcome of the "War of Northern Aggression."9 State or federal troops 
have been dispatched to quell violent or near-violent labor conflict in more 
than 160 recorded instances in American history; they were immediately 
successful in almost every case yet did not Significantly deter subsequent 
labor violence. 

The long-range effectiveness of governmental force in maintaining civil 
peace seems to depend on three conditions identified by the papers in this 
volume: public belief that governmental use of force is legitimate, consistent 
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use' of that force, and remedial action for the grievance that give rise to 
private violence. The decline of violent working-class protest in 19th century 
England was predicated on an almost universal popular acceptance of the 
legitimacy of the government, accompanied by the development of an effec
tive police system-whose popu1ar acceptance was enhanced by its minimal 
reliance on violence-and by gradual resolution of working class grievances. 
The Cuban case was quite the opposite: the governmental response to private 
violence was terrori~tic, inconsistent public violence that alienated most 
Cubans from the Batista regime, with no significant attempts to reduce the 
grievances, mostly political, that gave rise to rebellion. 

We have assumed that private violence is "successful" in those extreme 
cases in which a government capitulates in the face of the superiority of its 
opponents. This is not the only or necessarily the best criterion of "success," 
though. A better criterion is the extent to which the grievances that give rise 
to collective protest and violence are resolved. Even revolutionary victories 
do not necessarily lead to complete success in these terms. The American 
Revolution returned effective political control to the hands of the colonists, 
but eventually led to an expansion of state and federal authority that dimin
ished local autonomy to tn0point that new rebellions broke out in many 
frontier areas over essentially the same kinds of gr~evances that had caused 
the·revolution. The Bolshevik revolution ended Russia's participation in 
World War I, which was perhaps the greatest immediate grievance of the 
Russian people, and in the long run brought great economic and social bene
fits; but the contingent costs of the subsequent civil war, famine, and totali
tarian political control were enormous. The middle-class political discontents 
that fueled the Cuban revolutionary movement, far from being remedied, 
were intensified when the revolutionary leaders used their power to effect a 
basic socioeconomic reconstruction of society that favored themselves and 
the rural working classes. 

If revolutionary victory is unlikely in the modern state, and uncertain of 
resolving the grievances that give rise to revolutionary movements, are there 
any circumstances in which less intensive private violence is successful? We 
said above that the legitimacy of governmental force is one of the determin
ants of its effectiveness. The same principle applies to private violence: It 
can succeed when it is widely regarded as legitimate. The vigilante move.ments 
of the American frontier had widespread public support as a means for es
tablishing order in the absence of adequate law enforcement agencies, and 
were generally successful. The Ku Klux Klan of the Reconstruction era 
similarly had the sympathy of most white Southerners and was largely effec
tive in reestablishing and maintaining the prewar social and political status 
quo. The chronicles of American labor violence, however, suggest that vio
lence was almost always ineffective for the workers involved. In a very few 
instances there was popular and state governmental support for the griev
ances of workers that .had led to violent confrontations with employers, and 
in several of these cases state authority was used to impose solutions that 
favored the workers. But in the great majority of cases the public and offi
cials did not accept the legitimacy of labor demands, and the more violent 
was conflict, the more disastrous were t\1e const:quences for the workers whp 
took part. Union organizations involved in violerit conflict seldom gained 
recognition, their supporters were harassed and often lost their jobs, and tens 
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of thousands of workers and their families were forcibly deported from their 
homes and communities. 

The same principle applies, with two qualifications, to peaceful public 
protest. If demonstrations are regarded as a legitimate way to express griev
ances, and if the grievances themselves are widely held to be justified, protest 
is likely to have positi'\Te effects. One of the qualifications is that if public 
opinion is neutral on an issue, protest demonstrations can have favorable 
effects. This appears to have been an initial consequence of the civil-rights 
demonstrations of the early 1960's in the North. If public opinion is negative, 
however, demonstrations are likely to exacerbate popular hostility. During 
World War I, for example, pacifist demonstrators were repeatedly attacked, 
beaten, and in some cases lynched, with widespread public approval and 
sometimes official sanction. Contemporary civil-rights demonstrations and 
activities in the South and in some northern cities have attracted similar 
responses. 

The second qualification is that when violence occurs during protest ac
tivities, it is rather likely to alienate groups that are not fundamentally in 
sympathy with the protester~. We mentioned above the unfavorable conse
quences of labor violence for unions and their members, despite the fact that 
violence was more often initiated by employers than by workers. In the long 
run, federally enforced recognition and bargaining procedures were established, 
but this occurred only after labor violence had passed its climacteric, and 
moreover in circumstances in which no union leaders advocated violence. In 
England, comparably, basic political reforms were implemented not in direct 
response to Chartist protest, but long after its violent phase had passed. 

The evidence supports one basic principle: Force and violence can be 
successful techniques of social control and persuasion wh~n they have exten
sive popular support. If they do not, their advocacy and use are ultimately 
self-destructive, either as techniques of gov~rnment or of opposition. The 
historical and contemporary evidence of the United States suggests that 
popular support tends to sanction violence in support of the status quo: the 
use of public violence to maintain public order, the use of private violence to 
maintain popular conceptions of social order when government cannot or 
will not. If these assertions are true-and not much evidence contradicts 
them-the prolonged use of force or violence to advance the interests of any 
segmental group may impede and quite possibly preclude reform. This con
clusion should not be taken as an ethical judgement, despite its appart;nt 
correspondence with the "establishmentarian" viewpoint. It represents a 
fundamental trait of American and probably all mankind's character, one 
which is ignored by advocates of any political orientation at the risk of 
broken hopes, institutions, and lives. 

To draw this conclusion is not to indict public force or all prt;'t'( violence 
as absolute social evils. In brief and obvious defense of public fQ..J'; reforms 
cannot be made if order .j~ wholly lacking, and reforms will not be made if 
those who have the means to make them feel their security constantly in 
jeopartlY. And as for private violence, though it may bring out the worst in 
both its practitioners and its victims, it need not do so. Collective violence 
is after an a symptom of social malaise. It can be so regarded and the malaise 
treated as such, provided public-spirited men diagnose it correctly and have 
the will and means to work for a cure rather than to retaliate out of anger. 
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Americans may be quick to self-righteous anger, but they also have retained 
some of the English genius for accommodation. Grudgingly and with much 
tum~t, the. do~inant groups in American society have moved over enough 
to gIve the 1ffiffilgrant, the worker, the suffragette better-not the best-seats 
at the American feast of freedom and plenty. Many of them think the feast 
is bounteous enough for the dissatisfied students, the poor, the Indians, the 
blacks. Whether there is a place for the young militants who think the feast 
has gone rotten, no historical or comparative evidence we know of can answer, 
because absolute, revoluticmary alienation from society has been very rare in 
the American past and no less rare in other pluralistic and abundant nations. 

VI. SOME ALTERNATIVES TO VIOLENCE 

Political leaders faced with outbreaks or threats of collective violence can 
respond in the two general ways that we discussed above: they can strengthen 
systems of forceful social control, or they can exert public effort and encour
age private efforts to alleviate conditions leadi~g to-discontent. -Priimlry 
reliance on force has indeterminate outcomes at best. If popUlarly supported, 
public force will contain specific outbreaks of private violence, but is unlikely 
to prevent .their recurrence. At worst, public force will so alienate a people 
that terronst and revolutionary movements will arise to challenge and ulti
mately overthrow the regime. The teaching of comparative studies is that 
governments must be cautious in their reliance on force to maintain order 
and consistent in the exercise of the modicum of force they choose to use'. 
These are policies that require both appropriate leadership and well-trained, 
highly disciplined, and loyal military and police forces. 

The effort to eliminate the conditions that lead to collective violence may 
tax the resources of a society, but it poses less serious problems than increased 
resort to force. American labor violence has been mitigated in the past 25 
years partly by growing prosperity, but more consequentially because em
ployers now have almost universally recognized unions and will negotiate 
wage issues and other grievances with them rather than retaliate against them. 
The movement toward recognition and negotiation was strongly reinforced when 
workers in most occupations were guaranteed the right to organize and bar
gain collectively i~l the National Labor Relations Act of 1935. Taft and Ross 
judge the act to have been effective not just because it established procedures 
but because of the concerted effort to enforce them by the National Labor 
Relations Board and the willingness of both employers and unions to recog
nize the Board's authority. Their willingness may be a testimony also to their 
own and public dismay at the destructiveness of earlier conflicts. It is worth 
emphasizing that in this situation the long-range consequences of conciliatory 
response was a decrease not increase in violent conflict. In fact, violence was 
~hronic so long as union recognition was denied. The outcome suggests the 
madequacy of arguments that concessions necessarily breed greater violence. 

The history of English working-class protest supports these interpretations. 
In the 19th century, when England was tranformed by an ,industrial revo
lution in which a highly competitive, laissez faire market economy disrupted 
traditional employment patterns and led to sweatshop conditions for many 
ut"ban workers, violent public protest then became chronic. Several condi
tions averted to whatJnany Englishmen then feared as a threat of working-
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class revolt. One was economic growth itself, which led to a significant im
provement in the standard of living of urban workers and to hopeful ~~ospects 
shared by all classes. A second was the acceptance by up~er-class polIttcal 
leaders of demands for political reform, and acceptance dIctated ?y .bo~h 
principle and practicality that led to the enfr~n.chiseme~t and assunilatIOn of 
the working classes into the English body polItIC. A thud was a trend toward 
grudging toleration of, and ultimately the acceptance and encouragemen~, of 
working-class organization. Recognition of th: right of workers to org~e 
and bargain led to a flourishing not only of UnIons but of self-help .0rganIza
tions, cooperatives, and religious and educational groups, all of v:hich toge~tlr 
provided British workers with means to work toward the resolutIOn of then 
discontents. .' - - . . 

There were and are characteristics of English society that had no duect 
American parallels. Expectations of English workers we~e less high than those 
of ambitious immigrants to the United States. The English class structure, 
though more stratified and complex than the American,.was ge?erally ~c
cepted by all classes, seldom directly challenged. The laIss~~ faire sen~IT?~~ts 
of British employers were tempered by an accept~ce of CIVIC responsIbIlItIes 
that developed more quickly than it did in the UnI~ed St~tes, an~ as.o~e con
sequence English labor violenc.e never reached.~e mtensity that It dI~ m the 
United States. Working-class demands for POlItICal reform were predIcated 
on the common assumption that governments could be changed and the power 
of the state used to ameliorate the economic grievances of worker~. Though 
the parallels ate not exact, the Eng1is~ experience s~~ms to suggest so~e gen
erallessons for the contemporary UnIted States: cIvil peace was established 
through a judicious, perhaps fortuitous, combination of govern~ental and 
political reform, and institutional development among the aggneved classes 
of society. . . 

Intensely discontented men are not will-less pawns in a game of SOCIal chess. 
They also have alternatives, of which violence is usually the last, the most 
desperate, and in most circumstances least likely ~f. success. Pea~efu1 pro.test, 
conducted publicly and through conventional politIcal channels, IS a tradI
tional American option. As one of the world's most pluralistic societies, we 
have repeatedly albeit reluctantly accommod.ated .ou~selves to.d~scontented 
groups using interest and pressure-group tactICS WIthin the politIcal pro.ce~s 
as a means. of leverage for change. But it also is an American ~haractenshc 
to resist demonstrative demands, however legal and peaceful, If t~ey seem ~o 
challenge our basic b.eliefs and personal positio~s.Public protest m t~e U~lted 
States is a slow and unwieldy instrument of SOCIal change that some tunes m-
spires more obdurate resistance than favorable change. 10 . . 

Another kind of group response to intense stresses and dIs~ontents IS c~led 
"defensive adaptation" by Bernard Siegel, It is :ssentially ~n ~ward-tur~mg, 
nonviolent response motivated by a desire to buildanci mam~am a gro~p s 
cultural integrity in the face of hostile pressures. The defensIve group IS char
acterized by centralization of authoritY;,attempt.s t? se.t the group apa~t by 
emphasizing SYDlbois of group identity; and mm~lZatIOn.of members c~n
tacts with. other groups. It is an especially common reactIOn among ethnIC 
and religious groups whose members see their social envir;onments as perma
nently hostile, depreciatingz-and po,Yterful. Suchada~tattons are apparent, 
for example, among some Pueblo Indians, Black Muslims, and AmIsh, and 
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many minOrity groups in other nations. This kind of defensive withdraw~ 
may lead to violence when outside groups press too closely in on the defensive 
group, but it is typically a response that minimizes violent conflict. Although 
the defensive group provides its members some,\essentially social and psycho
logical, satisfactions, it seldom can provide them with substantial economic 
benefits or political means by which they can promote their causes vis-a-vis 
hostile external groups. 

A third general kind of response is the development of discontented groups 
of positive, socially integrative means for the satisfaction of their members' 
unsatisfied expectations. This response has characterized most discontented 
groups throughout Western history. In,England, social protest wasinstitu
tionalized through the trade unions, cooperative societies, and other self-help 
activities. In continental Europe, the discontent of the urban workers and 
petit bourgeoisie led to the organization of fraternal societies, unions, and 
political parties, which provided some intrinsic satisfactions for their mtlmbers 
and which could channel demands more or less effectively to employers and 
into the political system. In the United States the chronic local uprisings of 
the late-18th, the 19th, and the early-20th century-such as the Shay, Whiskey, I 

Dorr, and Green Corn Rebellions-,-have been largely superseded by organized, 
conventional political manifestations of local and regional interests. Labor 
violence similarly declined in the United States and England once trade unions 
were organized and recognized. 

The contemporary efforts of black Americans to develop effective com
munity organizations, and their demands for greater control of community 
affairs,seem to be squarely in this tradition. So are demands of student 
protesters for greater participation in university affairs, attempts of white 
urban citizens to create new neighorhood organizations, and the impulse of 
middle-class Americans to move to the suburbs where they can exercise 
greater control over the loc.al government; 

The initial effects of the organization of functional and community groups 
for self-help may be increased conflict, especially if the economic and politi
cal establishments attempt to subvert their efforts. But if these new organiza
tions receive public and. private cooperation, anq sufficient resources to carlY 
out their activities, the prospects for violence are likely to be reduced. The 
social cpsts of this kind of grQup response seem much less than those of public 
and private violence .. The human benefits are likely to be far greater than 
those attained thro,ugh private violence or defensive withdrawal. 

VII. THE ADEQUACY OF PRESENT KNOWLEDGE 

Do we know enough about the sources, processes, and conseq!lences of 
collective violence, or about its forms alld participants, its relations to social 
change, or its remedies and alternatives? The preceding conclusions may imN 

ply that we know a good deal. We do not. Many, perhaps most., of these 
conclusions are educated guesses or conjecture. This volume seems to be the 
first attempt ta.link the historical and comparative dimensions of research on 
the subject or group violence in America, and all we have proposed is a tenta
tive, partial synthesis. To use an analogy, this volume is not an accurate atlas 
tq.~ell-mapped terrain; rather, it is equivalent to a 16th-century map of the 
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New World, replete with sea serpents and expanses of terra incognita, its 
purported ranges and rivers based on reports of lone .explorer~. .. . 

Consider how new and little verified some of the mformatIon m thIS volume 
is. It includes the first general, empirically based commentary on the precise 
nature of violent protest over the long span of West em European history (by 
Charles Tilly). It includes the first comprehensive roster of American vigilante 
movements (by Richard Maxwell Brown) and the first general survey of Ame!
ican labor violen<.:e (by Philip Taft and Philip Ross). It reports, as an appendix, 
some results of the first attempt ever made to collect systematic data on the 
incidence and types of individual. and collective political violence over a 
substantial period of American history (by Sheldon Lev~). It report.s th.e 
first crude effort to categorize and count the types, motives, and objectIves 
of participants in collective Yiolen~e in all nations, f?r the ~ontemp~rary or 
any other era (by Ted Robert GuTr). It includes a pIOneenng analYSIS of 
defensive 'withdrawal, a cormnon, nonviolent kind of group response to 
severe stress (by Bernard Siegel). 

The conclusions offer other examples. We can speculate about, but do 
not know with any certainty, what the relative importance is among the 
historical forces that have contributed to our relatively high American levels 
of violence. We do not even know with any exactitude how high those levels 
were or the details of their causation, variation, or resolution. We have spec
ulat~d on the relative importance of discontent, attitudes about ~olence~ and 
institutional patterns as causes of collective violence. These caus~ questI?ns 
have been examined systematically in only a handful of comparatIve studIes, 
and rarely at any d.epth in the historical dimension for the United States or 
any.other society. Evidence hints that Americans are and have been ~?re 
w~iling to take the law in their own hands, and to use violence, than CItIzens 
of many other Western societies. But no one has done t~e su~ey and .depth 
interview studies 'necessary to test this speculation or to IdentIfy the CIrcum
stances under which violence is thought to be justified .. Nor have popular 
attitudes toward violence in most historical eras been thoroughly studied, 
though they could be either on the basis of what people di~ or v.:hat.t~ey 
wrote. We have speculated on the efficacy of public force III ma~ntammg 
order and the uses of private violence in effecting change. RelatIvely few 
cases can be cited in support of the conclusions because few cases ~ave been 
studied in this light; those few may be exceptional rather than typIcal, ~n~ 
only the examination of many cases representing different types of SOCIetIes 
and situations can test the adequacy of our conclusions. 

There are other uncharted regions. Something is known about the pha.ses 
through which riots and some revolutions develop and decay. Not I?uch IS 
known about the precesses of linked series of events, like the chromc labor 
violence or vigilante movements of the American pa~t. W~at accounts fO.r 
their establishment as a mode of action, and for then perSIstence or declIne. 
Why, for instance, did the K u Klux Klan of the 1920s collapse .and disapp~ar 
so suddenly, whereas rightist citizen groups in Europe evolved t~ward faSCIst 
regimes? Which groups took their cues from others, and ho~ dId theyJe~rn 
of others? Vigilante violence was often successful, and pefSIsted; labor VIO

lence was seldom successful yet it too persisted; protest by suffragettes was 
successful and it ended. What accounts for such differences, both in outcome 
and duration? There are educated guesses, but no conclusions based on exami-
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nation of many movements. Nor do we know much of the long-range con
sequences of violence. The farther removed we are in time from a major 
rebellion, revolution, or civil war, the less we know about its economic and 
social consequences. For riots and local uprisings We often know nothing of 
the:ir aftermaths even a year later. Did the frontier rebellions of America 
leave any destructive and abiding traces in the attitudes or institutions or 
politics of the regions where they occurred? What has happened in the black 
ghettos wracked by riots between 1965 through 1968? Who is analyzing 
the consequences of different kinds of student tactics in the campus protests 
and rebellions of the last 4 years? 

Alternatives to violence are little studied. More precisely, the peaceful 
processes by which most social conflicts are resolved have been studied in 
great detail in many Western societies, but we know of very few studies that 
have compared groups under similar kinds of stress, or with similar kinds of 
demands, to determine the options open to them and the consequences of 
their choice of those alternatives. On this .kind of knowledge a crucial policy 
issue depends: whether it is necessary for groups seeking reforms to resort 
to limited violence to dramatize their demands, despite the .iangers of creating 
"backlash." Presumably the answers vary; depending on the society in which 
reforms are sought, the nature of the reforms, and the groups making and re
sisting them. And with regard to the backlash, does it necessarily occur, and 
if so among what people, when, and with what immediate and persisting con
sequences? What backlashes can be identified in American histOl:y, and in 
the histories of other Western societies? Backlashes almost certainly occur 
even when demands are made peacefully, but do they inhibit reform just as 
much as the backlash to violence? Then there are the critical questions about 
the resolution of violence. Probably foremost in the minds of most public and 
private officials who deal with public protest and violence is: What are the 
relative merits of concessions and coercion for maintaining an orderly and 
reasonably contented community? A case can be made for the desirability 
of either policy approach and any combination of them, by selective choice 
of examples. The careful study of Gomparable cases, historically and com
paratively, needed for a judiciOUS answer has scarcely been started. 

One of our most optimistic conclusions is that we know enough to say 
what some of the important but unanswered questions about American 
violence are. The studies in this volume demonstrate that the procedures 
of historical and comparative research are adequate to the task of seeking 
further and more precise knowledge, though we lack enough men and . 
women with the requisite training and skills, and adequate support, to do 
so in the near future. This report provides substantial insights into the 
causes and character of violence in America; We have yet to understand 
fully how civil peace is created and maintained in these circumstances. 
But at least we know that it is possible, for Americans and other people 
have done so before. 
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Committee, The Present-Day Xu Klux Klan Movement (Washington, D.C.: Gov
ernment Printing Office, 19(7), p. 62" 

10. Kenneth E. Boulding makes the same point in a discussion of the possible conse
quences of antiwar protest, in "Reflections on Protest/' Bulletin of the Atom 
Scientists, vol. XXI (Oct. 1965), pp. 18·20. 
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